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FRAUD AND ABUSE BY INSIDERS, BORROWERS, 
AND APPRAISERS IN 'l'HE CALIFORNIA 
THRIFT INDUSTRY 

SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 1987 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
COMMERCE, CONSUMER, 

AND MONETARY AFFAIRS SUBCOMMITTEE 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 

Los Angeles, CA. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in 

room 350, Los Angeles City Hall, Los Angeles, CA, Hon. Doug Bar
nard,Jr. (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Doug Barnard, Jr., Albert G. Busta
mante, and Matthew G. Martinez. 

Also present: Peter S. Barash, staff director; Stephen R. McSpad
den, counsel; and Russell J. Mathews, minority professional staff, 
Committee on Government Operations. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN BARNARD 

Mr. BARNARD. rrhe hearing will be in order. 
Today, the Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Mfairs Subcom

mittee of the Government Operations Committee is pleased to be in 
Los Angeles this beautiful sunny Saturday morning to continue our 
investigation and hearings on a very important subject. 

At the outset, I want to thank Mayor Bradley and the city ad
ministration for making available this morning this fine facility for 
our hearing. It is certainly ideal, and we appreciate the courtesy 
and the hospitality of the city in this regard. 

You might think it is sort of unusual that we hold a hearing on 
Saturday morning, but really it is not. It is a time when we can get 
more witnesses to appear because of their schedules, and although 
we don't have all of our committee members here this morning, we 
do have present a good complement of the committee. 

My name is Doug Barnard. I represent the 10th Congressional 
District of Georgia, and I am the chairman of this subcommittee. I 
have been chairman of this subcommittee now for 3 terms. On my 
left is Albert Bustamante. Mr. Bustamante is a Representative 
from Texas, the 23d Congressional District of Texas, and he is serv
ing his second term on this subcommittee. One of our new mem
bers of this subcommittee, but a very welcome member, and one 
who has already contributed much toward our ongoing information 
gathering and prior hearings is Mr. Matthew G. Martinez, who is 
from the 30th Congressional District of California. 

(1) 
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This morning, we will be examining evidence of severe problems 
in the California savings and loan industry, the largest in the 
Nation in the terms of asset size. The hearing will be seeking de
tailed information on, first, the nature and the extent of miscon
duct by California thrift industry insiders, officers, directors, and 
principal stockholders, and by certain affiliated outsiders (major 
borrowers and appraisers). Second, we will look into the role of 
abusive appraisal practices in such misconduct; third, the relation
ship between misconduct and the insolvencies or problem status of 
California savings institutions, including the costs to the Federal 
savings and loan insurance fund; fourth, the effectiveness of the 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board's policies for detecting criminality 
and making referrals on such misconduct to Federal law enforce
ment agencies; fifth, the adequacy of the responses of those agen
cies, namely, the FBI, the U.S. attorneys' offices, the Justice De
partment's Fraud Division, in investigatin.g and prosecuting insid
er, borrower and appraiser misconduct; and then, lastly, we will be 
looking for some specific recommendations for solving the financial 
fraud problem. 

Why is this subcommittee holding this hearing? And, yes, why 
are we in Los Angeles? And, yes, why are we focusing on the sav
ings and loan industry? 

Under the Rules of the House of Representatives, the subcommit
tee is charged with responsibility for overseeing the operations of 
financial institutions and the Federal bank regulatory agencies and 
for advising Congress on whether the industry and those agencies 
are performing responsibly. 

In attempting to fulfill this mandate, the subcommittee has held 
many hearings and has issued numerous reports that are relevant 
to today's proceedings. Two are of particular importance: In Octo
ber 1984, the subcommittee issued a report entitled, "Federal Re
sponse to Criminal Misconduct and Insider Abuse in the Nation's 
Financial Institutions." That report was based on a very compre
hensive investigation of the role of misconduct in 150 financial in
stitution failures. The report concluded that: 

Misconduct was a principal factor in 50 percent of the commercial bank failures 
studied and 25 to 30 percent of thrift insolvencies; that bank regulatory agencies 
were lax in searching for criminal misconduct and slow to make criminal referrals; 
and that the criminal justice agencies frequently lacked the commitment, the re
sources, and the occasional expertise to prosecute complex financial institution 
fraud cases. 

In September 1986, the subcommittee issued another report rele
vant to this hearing entitled, "The Impact of Appraisal Problems 
on Real Estate Lending, Mortgage Insurance, a.nd Investments in 
the Secondary Market." And that report found that: 

Faulty and fraudulent real estate appraisals have become an increasingly serious 
national problem; that their harmful effects are widespread, perva~!ve, and costly; 
that they have contributed directly to the insolvency or problem status of hundreds 
of the Nation's financial institutions and are at least partially responsible for bil
lions of dollars in losses to federally insured lenders, private mortgage insurers, in
vestors in mortgage-backed securities, and Federal mortgage guarantee funds. 

Today's hearings and the hearings planned for later this summer 
in Washington, are a logical, and-I would argue-a necessary fol
lowup to the "criminal misconduct" and "appraisal abuse reports." 
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The hearing is being held in Los Angeles, not because financial 
institution misconduct and appraisal abuse are unique to Califor
nia, but, rather, because California's thrift industry problems are 
representative of what seems to be happening across the country, 
although on a scale sufficiently large and dramatic to focus needed 
public attention. Nor are insider abuse and appraisal misconduct 
uniqu.e to the thrift industry. Last weekend, the FDIC, which in
sures deposits in commercial banks, announced that it was closing 
its 85th bank for 1987, barely 5 months into this year. The Chair
man of the FDIC has readily acknowledged that insider abuse is as 
frequently to blame for commercial bank failures as economic con
ditions in the oil patch, trouble in the farm belt, or loan defaults by 
Third World countries. 

The results of today's hearing will also be relevant to important 
public policy debates currently taking place in Congress over what 
to do about the FSLIC recapitalization problem, whether financial 
institutions should have expanded powers, and whether the FSLIC 
should continue to exist as a deposit insurance agency separate 
from the FDIC. Frankly, there is serious concern in Washington 
that if Government and the private sector fail to take speedy and 
dramatic action against unscrupulous operators in the vulnerable 
thrift industry, an undercapitalized FSLIC fund may give way to a 
nonexistent thrift industry. 

The subcommittee's investigation of the thrift industry's prob
lems strongly suggests that misconduct by S&L insiders, by major 
borrowers and by appraisers has become the leading cause of thrift 
insolvencies here and has reached epidemic proportions. There is 
evidence to show that serious insider misconduct is implicated in 
most of California's 31 thrift failures over the past 3 years, that ap
praisals were used to facilitate much of this misconduct, and that 
fraud is responsible for a large percentage of the $3.7 billion in ac
companying losses to the FSLIC, just a few days ago revised up
wards to $5.6 billion. Two extremely disturbing patterns appear to 
exist in California in connection with the misconduct issue: 

First, it appears that many individuals who are engaged in fman
cial institution misconduct have been able to move from fmancial 
institution to financial institution with virtual impunity, to the 
detriment of all the institutions that they touch; and we need to 
get a handle on this issue-and quickly. 

Second, the common practice of institutions participating in each 
other's loans, with little or no independent underwriting is fraught 
with great risk. When loans are fraudulently made or involve 
unsafe and unsound ventures, defaults have a devastating rippling 
effect on all participating institutions. This appears to have hap
pened time and time again on improper loans made by certain 
California S&L's. We need to get a handle on this issue, as well. 

This subcommittee is concerned that the responses of the regula
tors and the criminal justice system to this epidemic of misconduct 
are not adequate and that more resources and a greater commit
ment are required. Today, we are searching for information, for ex
planations, and for solutions. But this is an issue that should be of 
interest, not just to the Congress, not just to the bank regulators, 
not just to the criminal justice agencies. It is an issue that needs to 
be addressed by the financial community itself. Our hearings in 
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Washington later this summer will provide the thrift and banking 
industries with an opportunity to do so. 

This morning, we have a very large number of witnesses to hear 
from, and all of them bring very important information on the sub
ject at hand. In order that we might adequately hear from all wit
nesses to the fullest extent possible, we are going to ask that those 
testifying summarize their testimony as much as possible and as 
practical; but we want you to be careful not to exclude some of 
your essential points. 

I am now going to see if either of my colleagues would like to 
have an introductory statement. I will first turn to Congressman 
Bustamante. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am happy to join you and our colleague, Mr. Martinez, at this 

hearing in which we will examine misconduct by owners and 
senior officials of savings and loans, and the role of real estate ap
praisal fraud in facilitating misconduct and the effectiveness of the 
criminal justice system in prosecuting those responsible for fman
cial institution fraud. 

Misconduct in the savings and loan industry in California by 
major borrowers and by appraisers has become the leading cause of 
thrift insolvency in California over the past several years; and you, 
Mr. Chairman, have pointed to the fact that this situation has Cali
fornia leading the Nation in white-collar crime. 

Fraud and incompetency within the S&L industry has made Con
gress reluctant to approve large sums of money to recapitalize the 
FSLIC fund. Additionally, unsound thrift purchases undermine ef
forts by Congress to expand the powers of financial institutions so 
that they can compete more effectively in a domestic and interna
tional financial marketplace. 

I look forward to the individuals who will testify this morning to 
provide some further information and also to try to see if we can 
get recommendations to resolve this problem. Thank you very 
much. 

Mr. BARNARD. Congressman Martinez. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement that I would 

like to have entered into the record in its entirety, and I'll be brief 
because I know that there are important witnesses here today that 
can give us some insight into the problems involved here. 

Mr. BARNARD. Without objection, it will be. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. But just let me say that, as I read the reports, I 

am appalled that there hasn't been a greater interest and desire on 
the part of the industry itself to police itself, and to work with 
other agencies to ensure that culprits in the financial industries 
are thwarted and prosecuted. 

Certainly, we all know that, if it was a simple bank robber, or a 
bank clerk committing some kind of a crime that we- would with 
great diligence, not hesitate to condemn, pursue, and prosecute. I 
think this is something that we have to scrutinize since we expect 
that people entrusted with stewardship over the fmancial institu
tions in which so many of us entrust our money to be safeguard
ed-we expect that individuals in that position are of the highest 
integrity, and are people who are worthy of that trust that we have 
bestowed on them. 
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It seems that that is not the case in so many instances. I know 
that we have to expect, in the current economy, that there would 
be failures of financial Institutions throughout the country, espe
cially in the farm areas; and we Imow that they are failing there 
because of severe downturns in the economy. And that's something 
that is hard for anyone really to control. 

But certainly, insider theft, fraud, and abuse should be able to be 
controlled. Those of us who have for years put our trust into finan
cial institutions have reason to be alarmed. We have become wor
ried that there isn't that kind of integrity, and we certainly cannot 
understand the needless loss caused by insider fraud in the thrift 
industry. 

I think that the Government agencies that are respon&ible for 
the oversight have to move and move quickly to overcome this 
crisis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. BARNARD. Thank you, sir. 
[Mr. Martinez' prepared statement follows:] 
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OPE'IINn STATE~!E'lT 'lEPOR):; 
THE SURCOHrr'fSB ON' CO.1f!P.RCE, cmrSJ I'BR, NHl l,tOnST ARY APf''' IRS 

COM~!ITTEE 0"1 nov:-:mrM'::NT OPERAfIOIIS 
.TUN)' 13, 19A7 

~!r. Chai rlTlan: 

Uight-after-nig"t t"lE'visi,on n",tworl< n""<R carr;'F!" th", qtori"''' of 

financial ine;itutione; in thp. f"lrm and "nAr;ry h",lts that arA £ai11n'J as a 

result of severe downturnq in tho~e qp.ctnrA of our ~conomy. 

UnfortunRtely. the economic forceq which h:=t.v~ CaUf;p.1j tnF!.QA downtllrn!=: are 

difficult for anyone to control and cone;p.quently, morF! fin"lncial 

institutions in stRteR like Iowa And OklnholTla may fail, While 

agricultUre Rnd enerqy in California "Ire no hetter off than nther partR 

of the country, c>ur ",tate is enjoying relative proqperity e;ince hUqineRR 

and indu .. try i .. more divE'r"ified, 'Tevertheles"" Cali€orni/\ '" ila"inq", 

and Lonn Associatione; are Rlpo failing in record numhers, hut mopt of 

these failures have not heen "a11"'ed hy economic downturns, RathE'r, they 

have been needlessly caue;ed hy frauj ine;ide the thrift induqtry. And. 

to make matters worqe, federnl government ~qenci9P r~AponAihle for 

overseeing the thrift industry hAve ineffectively comhated internAl 

l1'iscon1uct. 

As all of un ar" awarp, thrift failurF!s are not sol",ly An intF!rn~l 

problem of the Savings '1nd Ln'ln ind ustry. Sllch fail'1rp. .. prev,mt 

taxpayers from re~rip.ving their denosite;. Morp.over, the California 

thrift failuree; has exasperate~ the nation-wi~'" thrift crisis, by 

draining $3,75 billion from thA Feeler'll Saving" 'lnd T.oan Insurance flJnd. 

In order to solve this problem, Sp.vF!rF! burp.aucr'ltic P"Ithologip.s 

inside the varioue; fp.dp.rRI agAnciAs involvAd in this crisis l1'ust he 

remedied. ftgency representatives shoUld tell u" tod~y how they pl'ln to: 

(1) prioritize efforts ag'l!nst inqider miRcounduct. 

(2) improve interagency coordination4 
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(3) mRke t"or<:IUCJ" in"eRti'pltionR "nel follow-un on theme 
inv~stiqationa wh~n they Rr~ referred ~o ~nnt~er ~7enoY4 

(4) provi~e more ~de~l"te tr"inin~ to perqonne1 inve"tiq~tinCJ 
tltAS~ CPS~S: '=Ind 

(5) RCCP'T)t caqelo;.d qC:;9i.st~nc~ wh~n T)r(')"i:1~rj hy hq~dq\1atp.rR 

or other reqion"l officeR, 

"OW Rerirllq Congre",q feel" '>Mut t"iA proh1e"" lIit" t"i"! in minc't. I 

look forwRrd to diqc"Rqinq the .. e iRFme" wit" the witneqq"R thRt will 

Th'ink you. ~!r, Ch'lir .. an, 
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Mr. BARNARD. I think it is very appropriate this morning that we 
have as our first witness the savings and loan commissioner of the 
State of California, Mr. William J. Crawford. 

Mr. Crawford is accompanied by Mr. William Davis, the deputy 
commissioner of the savings and loan department. Mr. Crawford 
has made frequent visits to Washington, DC. And, Mr. Crawford, 
on each visit we have appreciated your interest in visiting with us 
on the subcommittee, to talk about the problems of California; and 
I don't know of anybody in California who is a more appropriate 
witness than you, to talk about the subject this morning; and we 
welcome you to this panel. 

As I have already indicated, your entire testimony will be includ
ed in the record, and we will leave it up to you as to how you 
might want to summarize it all. So, now, we are pleased to hear 
from you, Mr. Crawford. 

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. CRAWFORD, SAVINGS AND LOAN 
COMMISSIONER, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ACCOMPANIED BY 
WILLIAM DAVIS, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 
Mr. CRAWFORD. First, I would like to start Olf by saying that 

whatever I express here is my own personal opinion, and it is not 
the opinion of the department; it is not the opinion of the State of 
California. I am expressing my own personal opinion. 

I think the problems of the savings and loan industry were 
almost to be expected. The industry has historically rented money 
short, and loaned it long; and when I started in the industry, the 
average loan was 139 months, on a conventional 10an-11 years 
and 7 months. If you borrowed $2,500, you paid it back $25 a 
month, and that would pay it off at 6 percent in 11 years and 7 
months. 

We stretched out loans to 30 years, and maybe even sometimes 
40 years. We continued to attract money in short term, and we 
paid market rates. You could pay anything you want to pay for 
money. That's where your problem starts, with what you pay for 
the money, because you must add to that overhead and risk of loss 
on the assets. And when you start paying too much for money, you 
must put it out at high rates; and when you don't leave something 
on the table for the other guy, you are inviting trouble; and if you 
are a gouger, you are inviting trouble. If a guy comes in and offers 
you a deal that's better than any deal you have ever been offered, 
you had better look carefully at that deal. Why is this guy willing 
to pay me so much for this deal? And you become a skeptic. 

And also, you must review everything. People get pieces of paper 
to justify what they do, and they may have policies and procedures, 
but they may not be following the policies and procedures, so you 
have to make sure that they are following those. 

But, basically, it starts with paying too much for money, and get
ting a deal that you can't refuse. And, generally, that thing is sup
ported by an appraisal. You must have an appraisal. An appraisal 
is a very powerful tool. If the client is the guy that's borrowing the 
money, if the appraiser's .;hent is the fellow that's borrowing the 
money, or the loan broker that's charged to get the loan for the 
man, you've got a potential problem right from day one. If you 
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don't have a smart loan officer, and if he doesn't go out and see the 
property, and if he doesn't do all of the credit checking and the 
like, and use the five C's of credit, and document the file, and chal
lenge everything that he gets, he can either be a fool, or he can be 
tied in with the guy and accommodating the guy that is getting the 
money. 

These white-collar criminals are experts at penetrating financial 
institutions; they penetrate banks, they penetrate savings and 
loans, they penetrate thrift and loans. Anybody that's got money. 
We mentioned that California is leading in white-collar crime. I 
want to say that California has 27 million people, and the average 
income is high, and with affluent people, someone wants to sepa
rate them from their money. 

So, if you want to go into business, you wouldn't go into business 
in a place that was a depressed area, you would go to where people 
have the money that you want to separate from their nest egg. 

The appraisal, every major white-collar crime has an appraisal to 
validate the property value, to validate the crime, and also it holds 
off the auditors, and it holds off the examiners. 

An auditor comes in to audit the books, and if you have a good 
MAl appraisal in the file, that's the value of the asset. He is not an 
expert in that, and he should, if It's a major asset, maybe hire an 
appraiser, or order an appraisal, to have the company ordering the 
appraisal before he would certify the financial statement that it 
fairly presents the true financial condition of that company. 

But it also holds off the examiners. If you go into an institution 
and everything is rosy, and all the loans are current, you know, 
this is a pretty good outfit. They have a high return on assets; they 
have a high return on net worth. In fact, I worry about the manag
er that has the highest return on assets and the highest return on 
net worth, because he may be taking risks that he doesn't know 
he's taking. 

Also, I would like to make a point that there is a risk beyond 
which you can't take, no matter what the borrower gives you. If 
he'll pay you so much, and he'll pay you so much more to go an
other 10 percent, you probably bought the project. I always thought 
of myself, when I was functioning as a loan officer, and I always 
told my loan officers to think of themselves as a purchasing agent. 

When that borrower comes in, he may sell you that property, 
and you didn't know it; and so, be very careful. If you loan too 
much, or if you invest too much with a joint venture, you bought 
the property. All he has to do is to milk his money out on the front 
end and dump it to you. 

There's another important factor in this fraud; it is greed. We 
used to sa.y as auditors, or anybody who was taking an audit 
course: if you put temptation and the opportunity, and the need in 
the same place, you are asking for trouble. An employer doesn't 
pay an employee enough; gives rum a large amount of cash to 
handle, and is looking out the window while he's handling it, the 
employee has that need, and he may borrow it. Usually they start 
borrowing funds. 

The controls, historically, were set out to protect the cash and se
curities in a financial institution. They always wanted to protect 
against the officers stealing the cash, and the tellers stealing the 
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cash; somebody converting securities, bearer securities to their per
sonal use. We build thick vaults; we have cameras; we have time 
clocks on the vaults; we have dual control-all these controls were 
to protect against somebody stealing the cash. 

Well, you can steal far more money, and take it out the back 
door. The best way to rob a bank is to own one. If you have 100 
percent control, you can make yourself the chairman of the audit 
committee, the chairman of all committees. And you can be the 
chairman of the committee with people not knowing that you are 
the chairman of the committee. 

If you hire a man and you pay him three times what he has ever 
made before-let's say he made $50,000; you pay him $150,000, he'll 
sign almost anything over a period of time, you know-just a little 
bit here, a little bit there; sign this, sign that. And you fire a few 
people around him. The first thing you know you have got a loyal 
friend. 

The system of internal control doesn't work. We've gone upscale 
where we have got temptation, opportunity, and greed; we are han
dling much larger sums of money. They are making much larger 
deals. They forget the name of the game is to cut the risk up into 
small pieces and use the law of large numbers, to take small risks. 

Equity is the only thing that the bonower really protects. If you 
have a trust deed, you can't get a deficiency judgment, so you have 
a choice between chasing this guy; and if he has hidden his net 
worth, you don't chase him, you take the property. 

If you take the property in California under the terms of the 
deed of trust, you have to be satisfied with the proceeds of the sale. 
There is no deficiency judgment available in California if you fore
close on a deed of trust. The borrower's equity is all you get as a 
cushion against loss. 

If an association develops problems and you are losing money, 
you have to get greater earnings on the next deal. You have to 
keep feeding this machine. One of our large problem association 
loan agents were paid commission based on the volume of business 
they brought in, not the profitability of the business, but the 
volume of business. They brought in losses all day long, and they 
were paid commissions, and they are terminated. But the poor 
assets are stuck on the books. 

If the work product of the appraiser never gets checked, he can 
fool a lot of people for a long time; and I can tell you that there are 
members of appraisal societies that, unless they are hauled before 
them, their ethics committee with a complaint (usually, the com
plaints come from their own members, but if you don't get com
plaints and you do things and nobody complains) you can be an ap
praiser for 20 years, and not have any peers check your work prod
uct. They just accept it. 

So that is the big problem with appraisers. I will give you a 
couple of examples here, and these are anonymous. 

A piece of property that probably cost $1,400,000 to build in the 
late seventies, it couldn't be sold as a condominium project, so they 
converted it to a timeshare project, and it wound up on the books 
of a financial institution 3 months after it opened, for slightly 
under $15 million. 

The initial capital of that company was $3 million. 
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Now, we've heard Dr. Benston testify on direct investment that if 
the Federal Home Loan Bank would just close savings and loans 
when they hit zero net worth, the investor would lose all his invest
ment and FSLIC would lose nothing. '1'he stockholders would lose 
everything; FSLIC would lose nothing-an ideal situation; they 
should face up and do that. 

Now, we hear people talking about forbearance. This institution 
was insolvent by $9,200,000 the day they bought that asset in 1983, 
90 days after they opened. But we didn't know it, and the Federal 
Home Loan Bank didn't know it; and we appraised the property 
about 4 months later for $5 million. 

'1'he Federal Home Loan Bank appraised it about 6 months later 
for about $10.4, but there were differences in the appraisal assump
tions. I think maybe ours says, well, it is not a timeshare; it's a 
condominium; and theirs says it's a timeshare. 

Well, to cover this, because we regulators want them to put up 
the difference in the loss reserve and write the asset down, they 
sold it for over $20 million, with $2 million down; and then when 
we took over the institution, we found the association had taken a 
deed to the property and that the property was in escrow, sold with 
no contingencies for $33 million. 

The board of directors were told that everything's rosy, but Mr. 
Davis here found a letter of commitment in a desk drawer to buy it 
back for $40 million within 2 years. 

And also, in a closet, he found an appraisal for $72 million that 
was 104 pages long and very official and had lots of pedigrees and 
MAl and all that on it. 

So, I sent myoId chief appraiser to this property to appraise it, 
and he appraised it for $2,400,000. He said you might list it for $2.5 
million, but be prepared to accept, a lesser price. 

That is a classic example of the fiction that could be written, and 
of the documentation that can look very official. 

It had a gold seal on it. I forget whether it had ribbons or not, 
but it had an embossed gold seal on it. 

I had another example property bought in 1983 for $1.5 million, 
with $750,000 down and a $750,000 first trust deed back to seller. It 
was manipulated from April to June to borrow $3.2 million from a 
bank. I think they penetrated that bank, frankly; but, anyway, in 
December 1984, for a $44,000 fee, they were able to obtain an ap
praisal for $25.5 million on this property. The property's only 
access is through a gate at the end of a freeway culvert; it has a 35-
percent grade; it has many easements across it. It has a 14-acre 
floating life estate that is not described. The property never was 
worth over $500,000, and this property was used to try to gain con
trol of a savings and loan. It was to be contributed as capital for 
not less than $16 million. 

We turned the acquisi.tion down in about August; in November 
1985, this property: was foreclosed for the balance owing on the 
first-trust deed of :p750,000 wiping out. That's a classic. 

I'll give you one more appraisal example. This was appraised at 
47 fmished lots for $18,300,000. The financial institution, I believe, 
loaned $6 million on it. It's in a coastal zone; it's adjacent to a re
growth city; it's in a green belt; you have to cross other people's 
property to get to it; they have a hillside ordinance in the city; the 
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appraiser never went to the city departments at all; he did no re
search. He said in his appraisal he did no research and he accepted 
the representations of his client. This was a loan broker by profes
sion who now was the borrower. The property is worth lji500,000. 
We now fmd that you can make two lots out of that property. Obvi
ously, that appraisal was delivered to a loan officer with the inten
tion that he would use it for some purpose. I know you could never 
develop those lots. They didn't have a sewer, water-engineering or 
geological report. 

I'll give you two examples that came to me just in the last few 
days. Two appraisals of single-family dwellings by the same ap
praisers in prestige neighborhoods in West Los Angeles-my ap
praisal of those two properties are $9.6 million less than those two 
appraisals. 

I had two appraisals of commercial properties by another ap
praiser, that my appraiser's value of those properties is $6.3 mil
lion less. 

An MAl appraiser that was my chief appraiser on the National 
Ethics Committee was asked to tell what it would cost to appraise 
a condominium project. He quoted a price of $6,500; and, the client 
said, if you can come up with an appraisal value of this amount or 
more, send me a bill for $21,000. 

We do definitely need more professionalism and ethics not only 
in the appraisal profession, and ethics, we need it in the savings 
and loan business, too. 

We have some very fine appraisers; we have some very fme sav
ings and loans, but, believe me, if you don't have good ethics at the 
top of the business you've got problems. 

In summary of the savings and loan industry in the State of Cali
fornia, we have the cream of the crop in California. 

I took this Los Angeles time study from a week or so ago, and I 
gave you a little I-page analysis, of 19 California-based savings and 
loans that made only $1,933,600,000. The entire industry in the 
United States made $2 billion last year. 

Thirteen of the best savings and loans on there were historic 
State-chartered savings and loans. I would like to summarize how 
the State of California developed its volume of problems. Basically, 
it happened when you passed Garn-St Germain, and your deregula
tion act, perhaps it was an FHLB regulation arising from that that 
said you could loan or invest up to 100 percent of value. 

The State of California, on emergency basis, for State associa
tions, adopted that same regulation. California was the finest State 
regulator in the Nation. We had a uniform chart of accounts; we 
had an early-warning computer system where all the loan registers 
from each association came in every month. We had 41 appraisers 
on duty in the department. We had the premier savings and loans 
in the United States, and we had a hook on them. And that hook 
was that there were State-chartered stock companies and Federal 
mutuals. If you wanted to build an estate for your family, you had 
to be a State-chartered stock company. And so, we beat these 
people up pretty good, and they had to stand there and take it. We 
had discipline. 

But when Congress passed the law and permitted Federal stock 
companies under the guise that they needed to get capital into the 
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Federal companies, we lost our hook, and we lost 50 of our 93 sav
ings and loans, in 1980 and 1982-1 think there were 22 conver
sions to Federals and there were 28 merged with Federals. 

So we lost 50 of our 93 associations. We support the department 
by assessments on the industry, so we lost our assessment basis. 
Each year we'd figure what it cost to run the department and bill 
the industry based on assessments. We cut our staff from 172 em
ployees in July 1978 to 55 employees in JUly 1983, and that really 
decimated the department. 

So, naturally, when you are losing your employment, you say, 
well, what are we going to do; so we responded by telling people, 
we'll be very lenient in granting some new charters. So some of the 
analysts went around, and attorneys, and they conducted seminars, 
"Own a bank or savings and loan. Own your own money ffiachine." 

Financial advisers working tax shelters and syndications and de
velopments could have their own checking account here, they 
wanted a charter, so we got them. When their applications come 
in, their profiles look great. Their financial statements are all doc
tored up; they look real good. If a guy doesn't have a criminal 
record, how are you going to keep him out? If he's successful, and 
he's got a good net worth, it's hard to sort out, who's good, and 
who's bad. 

We got a lot of new entrants, and they like to grow fast; and 
rapid growth is the cause of one of the worst ailments in a savings 
and loan business. If you have got a lot of money, high-cost money 
pushing you, and you have to make profits, you have to put it out 
awful fast; and some of these people had big egos, and some of 
them got their contributing property for capital. 

If you get property appraised high enough, and it looks good 
enough, and you know when it comes in as capital, then you can 
leverage it 33 to l. We used to have 6 percent net worth as a guide
line. It was always a capital based regulated industry. When the 
industry lost half their net worth, and we lost 1,000 associations in 
1981 and 1982, we cut the net worth requirements to 3 percent, so 
you could leverage 33 to 1. 

I made a 1-page summary exhibit here of the things that I think 
cause the problem, and things that might lend to a solution, but I 
can tell you that one thing that will not lead to a solution is for
bearance. We endeavor to buy time all the time; that is something 
that we completely endeavor to do. We took an institution out of 
the bad management's hands in 1984, and it has been in good man
agement's hands for the last 3 years. It still has severe problems. 

If you leave any association in the hands of the management 
that got it in trouble, you'll never solve the problem. 

I have got one last statement. There is a "Handy, Dandy Guide 
for Examiners" to Garn-St Germain, dated September 1983. They 
had a meeting or seminar on the new law. I want to read the final 
statement to you. 

"Because the old-time examiners said institutions are going to 
get in trouble-people in the industry that knew the industry 
thought that they were going to get in trouble." 

It says: "Finally, the examiner should not be overly pessimistic 
about these new regulatory changes. Examiners have a natural 
tendency to speculate on how associations will get themselves into 
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trouble using these new powers. Keep in mind that there are many 
well~run associations out there who can and will use these powers 
effectively." 

I believe that that happened; there were a lot of them out there 
that used those powers effectively, but there were also a lot of new 
entrants who came and used them most ineffectively. The losses 
are huge. Thank you. 

Mr. BARNARD. Thank you, Mr. Crawford. 
[Mr. Crawford's prepared statement follows:] 
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PROPOSED TESTIMONY OF 
WILLIAM J. CRAWFORD, SAVINGS AND LOAN COMMISSIONER 

BEFORE THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

COMMERCE, CONSUMER AND MONETARY AFFAIRS SUBCOMMITTEE 
OF THE HOUSE GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA - JUNE 13, 1987 

A. Profile of California Thrift Industry and Savings and Loan 
Department 

1. Provide a brief profile of taday's california thrift 
industry, including the following: (a) the number of 
state-chartered associations; (b) the number of federally 
chartered associations; (c) the aggregated assets, market 
value, and profits of these associations (and ho,", 'these 
numbers compare with those for the entire country); and 
(d) the number of state-chartered associations that are in 
"problem" status. 

The savings and loan industry in the United States had only 

$10 billion in assets in 1946. Today it has well over a 

trillion dollars in assets, or a one-hundredfold growth. 

California is a leading state in the savings and loan 

industry, due to a tremendous growth. It recently passed 

27 million in total population. The migration to 

California created a huge demand for housing capital, which 

was mostly provided by an aggressive savings and loan 

industry. At December 31, 1986, the total assets of the 

California savings and loan industry ($311 billion) 

exceeded those of the California banking industry 

($293 billion). 

To understand the problems of the California thrift 

industry, we need to review some history. 

1 
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The savings and loan industry in the 1950' s and early 

1960's was well-controlled. The federal institutions were 

mutuals and the state associations were stock. The laws 

were strict for both. The enforcement actions ~'ere 

aggressive, and entry into the field was tightly 

controlled. (The tax laws prior to 1963 favored the owners 

of stock companies, allowing retention of association 

profits recause of the tax advantage. The tax advantage 

was gradually reduced and by 1969 the industry was paying 

substantial taxes.) Lending and investment authorities 

were slowly and gradually expanded, and, although many poor 

investments were made, the inflationary experience in the 

1950' sand 1960' s tended to cure most problems. In 1967 

the then Savings and Loan Commissioner, Preston Martin, 

hired Price Waterhouse to devise an Early Warning System to 

detect institutions that had a propensity for getting into 

trouble. The overbuilding in 1963 and 1964 had created the 

need for such a System and the 1966 credit crunch brought 

home the vulnerability of savings and loans ~o changes in 

interest rates and the need for adjustable rate mortgages. 

This Early Warning System utilized a number of financial 

ratios which had been identified in the Price Waterhouse 

study as effective in discriminating between strong and 

weak associations, and produced a score for each 

association. Associations were then ranked, worst to best, 

on the basis of the assigned scores. 

2 
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The two oil shocks of 1973 and 1979 brought great 

inflationary forces and illustrated the need for 

deregulating the liability side of the balance sheet in 

order to provide sufficient funds to avoid starving the 

housing market. However, controls were maintained over the 

asset side of the balance sheet and the industry was 

ill-positioned for the restrictive monetary policy of 

1980-81 which was used to cool the double digit infla.tion. 

Congress responded by passing the Depository Institutions 

Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980 and the 

Garn-St Germain Depository Institutions Act of 1982, which 

liberalized the powers to help the industry to respond to 

the depletion of its net worth. The new federal laws 

expanded lending powers and provided for federal stock 

associations. In addition, the federals, on April 12, 

1982, amended a regulation which they had imposed in 1957 

requiring 400 local stockholders and allowing no one to own 

more than 10% of the stock and no family or control group 

to own more than 25% of the stock. At the same time there 

was a free enterprise movement at the federal level which 

stated that what this industry needs is a free enterprise 

entrepreneur with expertise and capital to recapitalize the 

industry and use creative methods to restructure the 

balance sheets of the savings and loan industry. 

California, having no hoolc to hold them and seeing the 

conversions of state associations to federal charters, 

3 
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responded in 1983 with a very liberal law of its own to woo 

the institutions back to the state. 

Between April 12, 1982, and the fall of 1984, seminars were 

conducted by consultants and attorneys who obtained 

charters for banks and savings and loans and told 

developers and homebuilders that they should own their own 

moneymaking machines. A flood of applications totaling 235 

were received by the California Department of Savings and 

Loan. Many new institutions were opened. At this time, 

forty-nine applications -approved by our Department are 

still pending for insurance of accounts in Washington. 

Sixty-eight were awaiting action of the Commissioner when I 

took office, of which one has been approved and 67 were 

denied. Also, there was a group of entrepreneur&. who did 

not wish to wait for the new application process who came 

forward to buy existing institutions to gain quick entry 

into the industry. Many of these acqu~Lors donated 

properties, at inflated appraised values, to provide the 

capital required for the acquisition. Many of the 

institutions that they were attempting to acquire were in 

difficulty and the existing stockholders looked upon the 

acquiror as a saviour. The combination of the two waves I 

have just described has created a backlog of institutions 

which are either insolvent or have substantial problems. 

4 
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There are 212 federally-insured savings and loans operating 

in California. Of these, 140 are state associations and 72 

are federally-chartered. The industry profits in the 

united states for 1986 were $2.0 billion and the net profit 

for the associations operating in California was $1.2 

billion. The market value of all associations cannot be 

determined because most associations are not publicly 

traded. Approximately 24% of the state savings and loan 

associations in California have significant problems. 

I have available to you a seric:s of charts that clearly 

shows the impact these changes have had on the California 

savings and loan industry. 

Chart 1 shows population change. Chart 2 shows historic 

changes in the number of associations serving the 

California public. Chart 3 shows the change in assets from 

1955 to 1987. Chart 4 shows the changes in number of 

facilities over that period. Chart 5 shows the number of 

new state associations apprc)ved. Chart 6 shows the number 

of savings and loan offices over that period of time. 

Chart 7 shows the number of Department of Savings and Loan 

employees. Chart 8 shows the employees per billion of 

assets. Chart 9 is DSL expenditures. Chart 10 shows the 

net worth of the industry, and Chart 11 shows commercial 

bank prime rate. 

5 
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A 
2. Provide a brief profile of the California Savings and Loan 

Department, including the following: (al the number of 
thrifts supervised by your department as of June 1980, 
June 1985 and June 1987; (b) the number of ceiling and 
filled positions in your department as of January 1978, 
January 1983, and June 1987. How many vacant positions 
currently exist wi thin the Department's examination staff 
and its appraisal staff? What are the prospects for 
filling any vacancies? 

The Department of savings and Loan of the state of 

California and the law under which it operated was the 

national model through 1978. It had had a Uniform Chart of 

Accounts, a very disciplined accounting system, a loan 

register system which monitored current loans recorded, a 

state of the art early warning computer system for 

monitoring the institutions, and a well-trained appraisal 

and examination staff. The California industry was 

financiallY strong, highly profitable, and closely 

regulated. The mid-seventies saw important changes in 

social responsibility for associations with the enactment 

of tough fair lending laws and regulations in california. 

When the impact of double digit inflation in the late '70's 

came to bear on the institutions at the same time they were 

encountering the added substantial operating burdens 

associated with the new fair lending legislation, public 

Law 96-221 enabled institutions to switch to federal stock 

charter. Twenty-two California savings and loans that 

converted in 1981-1982 were the cream of the crop 

institutions of the Department of Savings and Loan. The 

Department of Savings and Loan historically has been 

6 
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operated by assessment against the industry that it 

regulates. Conversion to federal charters of 22 of the 93 

associations regulated by this Department and the merger of 

28 associations with federal institutions during 1981 and 

1982 (50 of 93) resulted in the loss of 68% of the 

assessment funds necessary to run the Department. As a 

result, much of our early warning and regulatory systems 

had to be modified for the limited amount of the industry 

that remained to be regulated. The law was recodified and 

there was discussion that the whole department would be 

abolished. 

In 1983 the California Legislature passed a bill that also 

allowed state associations to make 100% loans and greatly 

liberalized investments in real estate, service 

corporations and in other assets. By January of 1984 all 

discipline for the savings and loan industry was pretty 

well removed. At the same time that new entrepreneurs were 

coming into the industry, bringing property for capital, 

acquiring control of existing institutions, obtaining new 

charters at a rapid rate and using the expanded powers with 

great gusto, the experienced examiners visiting 

institutions were shocked ~t the lack of competence of the 

new arrivals. Th(~ old, experienced managers were also 

concerned about the inexperience of the new examining staff 

as we attempted ~o rebuild the Department. 

matched inexper~.enced examiners against 
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managers, the FSLIC Fund was in jeopardy. The results are 

clear. The GAO says that FSLIC is $6.3 billion insolvent, 

and the Secondary Reserve Fund has been depleted, leaving 

an additional $800 million net worth loss to be booked by 

the industry in 1987. 

The Department supervised 126 associations in June 1980, 

154 in June 1985 and 140 as of June 1987. The number of 

ceiling and filled positions for the Department as of 

January 1978 had 186 as a ceiling and 172 filled positions. 

By January 1983 there were 66 as a ceiling and, filled was 

55. By June of 1987 the ceiling is back up to 143 with 136 

positions filled. The seven unfilled positions consist of 

one appraiser, four examiners and two clerical. We 

anticipate filling these positions prior to June 30, 1987. 

Since 1984 the Department has been instrumental in adopting 

legislation to provide controls on the described abuses. 

Describe briefly the general 
Savings and Loan Department 
insured thrifts. 

responsibilities of the 
for state-chartered/FSLIC 

The responsibilities of the Department of Savings and Loan 

include: 

1. Approvals as required by law, which include new 

charters, changes of control, new branches and agency 

offices, mergers, consolidations, conversions, de novo 
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managing officers only, business plans, and changes of 

name, changes of location, investments in service 

corporations and sale of stock. 

2. Supervising the operations of associations through a 

reporting and monitoring system. 

3. Examining books and records of institutions for 

compliance with laws and regulations. 

4. Promulgating regulations to implement the Savings 

Association Law and making legislative proposals to 

change the law. 

5. Supervising and enforcing the laws and regulations and 

disciplining institutions that fail to comply, Cease 

and Desist Orders and Court actions, which may include 

receiverships or conservators hips and closing insolvent 

institutions, and other legal remedies. 

3.b How is examination, supervisory, and civil enforcement 
authority shared between your department and the Federal 
Home Loan Bank of San Francisco/FSLIC with respect to 
(i) solvent thrifts and (ii) thrifts in conservatorship 
because they are in danger of becoming insolvent or in 
receivership because they are determined to be insolvent? 

This Department by law has the power to enforce any federal 

law or regulation on a California state institution. we, 

as much as practical, provide dual examinations and share 
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the work with the federal examiners. We also exchange 

workpapers and information with the Federal Home Loan Bank 

to assist one another in monitoring and supervision. We 

take action to enforce the state law and regulations and 

they take action to enforce the federal law and 

regulations. We have a free exchange of information 

between the two departments. When an institution becomes 

insolvent an agreement is reached with the Federal Home 

Loan Bank that they will accept a conservatorship or 

receivership appointment from the Department of savings and 

Loan. We jointly go to the state Court to ratify closure 

of the institution and appointment of the Federal savings 

and Loan Insurance Corporation as conservator or receiver. 

They must testify that they agree to accept it if we tender 

it. In the past we have had some restrictions on our 

ability to cooperate with state regulatory agencies 

investigating unsafe and unsound business practices. 

However, recently we have· been able to obtain changes in 

the California law that permit us to share information with 

other state regulatory agencies as well as the Federel Home 

Loan Bank without requiring a subpoena. Our relationship 

has long been a cooperative and compatible one. 

There are approximately 2 1/2 times as many state chartered 
as federally chartered thrifts in California. Are there 
any overriding reasons for the larger number of 
state-chartered thrifts? 
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An important reason why there are 2 1/2 times as many state 

associations as federally chartered thrifts in California 

may be that the commissioner is geographically closer so he 

can be more responsive to an association I s concerns and 

give approvals more rapidly. In addition, state 

associations are authorized to invest directly in real 

estate and real estate developments. California law also 

permits more flexible investments in service corporations 

and has no prescribed activities. 

contribute to more state associations. 

All these factors 

B. Nature. Extent and Consequences of Misconduct in California 
'rhrift Industry 

5.a Provide an overview of the nature, extent and consequences 
of abusive behavior and criminal misconduct by thrift 
industry (i) insiders. (ii) borrowers and (iii) appraisers 
in california. 

Expanded powers and deregulation provide an opportunity for 

insiders to fund assets to 100% of value. This meant that 

you could accommodate your friends, relatives and 

associates to the benefit of owning real estate without the 

burdens of the loss. Any aggressive entrepreneur would 

recognized that benefit. 

As an overview of the 29 institutions on which we tendered 

conservatorship or receivership to the Federal Savings and 

Loan Insurance Corporation for California state-licensed 

associations, most of them included self-dealing, dealing 

with affiliates, dealing with friends, either as borrowors 
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or as joint ventures. Appraisal abuse was present in most 

cases, as you need an inflated appraisal to validate the 

amount of money loaned or invested. 

S.b Utilizing those institutions on the attached list, ~ ~vide 
the subcommittee with actual case studies illustrating 
abusive and criminal misconduct (including the role of 
faulty and fraudulent appraisals in facilitating that abuse 
and misconduct) and the impact of such misconduct on the 
safety and soundness of the California thrift industry. 

Because of the limitations of the California law, actual 

case studies will have to be obtained from the Federal Home 

Loan Bank of San Francisco. Of the 29 institutions which I 

discussed, nearly all 29 contained some form of 

self-dealing or dealing with fraudulent appraisals. Since 

the entire basis of strength in real estate investing or 

lending depends upon the equity that the borrower or joint 

venturer has in the project, inflated appraisals result in 

negative equity and huge losses. The true impact of this 

has been highlighted by the GAO report on the $6.3 billion 

negative net worth of the FSLIC and the huge number of 

unresolved cases nationwide. I estimate that the losses on 

the 29 institutions will approximate $3.5 billion to date. 

The industry as a whole is not able to obtain adequate 

economical directors' and officers' liability insurance or 

blanket bond coverage. Because of the tort liability laws, 

neither the savings and loan industry nor the appraisal 

societies are able to discipline their members to conform 

to ethical standards of performance. Our system of justice 
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wot'ks slowly in prosecuting offenders, and has failed to 

transmit a strong message that integrity pays. In fact, 

the real public message is that white collar crime has high 

rewards and little risk. 

5.c To what extent has the safety and soundness of the thrift 
industry, in california and elsewhere, been jeopardized by 
the movement of dishonest insiders and affiliated outsiders 
from financial institution to financial institutior~? Is it 
your supervisory experience that a relatively small number 
of "hard core" white-collar criminals commit a 
disproportionately high number of the crimes in S&Ls and 
other financial institutions? Please provide actual 
examples. How can the movement of these individuals be 
more effectively monitored; and how can they be prevented 
from damaging financial institutions? 

Since an individual's rights to a livelihood are held in 

such high esteem by the laws and the courts, an effective 

system banning white collar criminals from any industry is 

impossible. Evidence must be so conclusive and the time 

for gathering evidence, bringing a case to trial and 

obtaining a conviction is long and difficult to achieve. 

To prove that they knowingly and wilfully broke a law and 

did not just violate regulations ~nd ethical business 

practice norms or prudent man rules is a difficult task. A 

convicted felon, if he makes a complete disclosure, may be 

banned from being an officer or director of an institution. 

However, we believe he may be hired as an employee. There 

is not in place an effective means of censuring and 

disciplining officers, directors and appraisers if they are 

not convicted of wrongdoing. Sections 6151 and 6152 (al of 

the law states: 
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6151. No person shall be eligible for election or 
shall serve as a director or officer of an 
association who has been convicted of a criminal 
offense involving dishonesty or a breach of trust. 

6152 (al A director shall automatically cease to 
be a director upon being adjudicated as bankrupt 
or upon conviction of a criminal offense involving 
dishonesty or a breach of trust. 

The proposed director of a new savings and loan is checked 

with the Justice Department. Prior to 1985 there was no 

review of new directors being elected to the Board of an 

existing institution. However, we have issued 

commissioner's directive dated April 19, 1985, providing: 

The Department of Savings and Loan, pursuant to 
California Financial Code Section 8151, has 
determined that all associations upon election of 
a new director must submit to the Commissioner a 
confidential biographical statement using a format 
similar to the form used by proposed directors of 
new associations but without financial statements. 

The Department of Savings and Loan believes that 
current information on all new directors is 
necessary because of numerous problems that have 
become evident from the exercise of new powers 
granted to associations through deregulation, 
which makes the position of director even more 
important than in past years. The responsibility 
and potential liability that a director now faces 
in making policy decisions makes it imperative 
that a director have experience and character to 
assure that the association will be operated in a 
safe and sound manner. 

a 

I have not found that there is a limited number of hard 

core criminals. There are many people involved where 

temptation, opportunity and greed help them across the line 

into marginally white collar crime activity. Stopping the 

movement of white collar criminals with the Right to 

Privacy Act and all individual rights is nearly an 
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impossible task. While new legislation permits sharing of 

information between departments, tracking individuals in 

any form of blacklist is prohibited by law. The potential 

for deep pocket lawsuits from individuals who allege abuse 

of their rights to _ .. ;ployment prohibited effective 

monitoring in addition to limiting your ability to prohibit 

them from employment acti vi ties. Removal and prohibition 

of individuals is an expensive, time-consuming legal 

process. 

C. Adequacy of Criminal Justice Response to Insider Misconduct 

6. Utilizing specific case studies as examples, please 
describe the adequacy of the cooperation and responsiveness 
of both federal and state criminal law enforcement agencies 
when your' department reports evidence of criminal 
misconduct in California thrifts. If responsiveness and 
cooperation have been unsatisfactory, please explain why 
and set forth your recommendations on how criminal 
enforcement agencies could be made more responsive to 
crimes taking place in financial institutions. 

When we initially attempted to take action in response to 

white collar crimes in' this state, we visited the 

Los Angeles District Attorney, the Orange County District 

Attorney, two Orange County police departments and the FBI 

in Santa Ana, and found that white collar crime not only 

was out of control, there was not adequate pel"sonnel to 

take on new cases in a timely manner. In fact, we were 

told it would be two years before they could get around to 

the type of cases we were trying to refer. We attempted to 

pursue that across jurisdictional lines and the California 

Business, Transportation and Housing Agency established a 

15 
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white Collar Crime Task Force. Included on the task force 

was the state Banking Department and the Departments of 

Insurance, Corporations and Real Estate as well as our own 

Department. Also, this Department is organizing a special 

"enforcement team" to deal with white collar crime cases. 

What reforms in state law or federal law and procedures 
would you recommend to make the criminal justice system 
more effective with respect to financial institution 
insider and affiliated outsider misconduct? For example, 
does the federal Right to Financial Privacy Act impair the 
reasonable exercise of your responsibilities to provide 
information to and i\ssist criminal justice agencies in 
investigating and pro~ecuting criminal misconduct? If so, 
how should the Act be changed? 

We would like to see greater cooperation between federal 

and state law enforcement agencies to bring economic crime 

under reasonable control. We do not believe' that adequate 

information has been brought to the surface to show the 

true economic loss from these types of crimes. Since the 

transactions involved in these crimes may be complicated 

and exotic, prosecutors, judges and even juries may have 

difficulty following the transaction to obtain a 

conviction. The Federal Right to privacy Act is used by 

educated white collar criminals to hide the transactions. 

This cover-up makes it difficult to determine exactly what 

the extent of the crime that has been committed really is. 
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D. Adeguaqy of SUpervisory Coordination and Cooperation 
Between Federal and State Thrift Agencies 

8. Please describe the nature and extent of cooperation and 
coordination, and the overall adequacy of your relationship 
with the Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco and the 
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. Is the 
coordination, cooperation and sharing of information 
between your department and the federal bank regulatory 
agencies adequate? Please be Gpecific. If the 
relationship could be improved, please set forth how. 

D 
9. 

We believe that we now have a high degree of cooperation 

between the Department of Sa\'ings and Loan and the Federal 

H~\me Loan Bank of San Francisco as: well as the Federal Home 

Loan Bank Board and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 

Corporation in Washington. We have a full exchange of 

information and we attempt to provide equal staffing on 

examinations within budgetary constraints. The Department 

is supported by assessments on the industry which it 

regulates. If that industry is not making sufficient 

profits and we place too great an assessment burden on 

them, they can freely convert to a federal charter. 

What other comments or recommendations do you have with 
respect to preventing or minimizing misconduct within the 
thrift industry and for improving the responses of both 
supervisory agencies and criminal enforcement agencies, 
when misconduct is discovered? Your comments would be 
particularly welcome on the need for changes in your 
authority over the appointment of thrift officers; over 
your ability to investigate and bring civil enforce::nent 
actions for unsafe and unsound conduct; over the adequacy 
of state resources in the Office of Attorney General, etc. 
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Preventing misconduct requires discipline and balance. We 

can never achieve that if the various vestees in the 

individual institutions do not have something to lose. 

Internal control is intended to put checks and balances 

inside the institution. The prevention must come from the 

Board of Directors that employs the management and monitors 

their progress monthly. Only when the people who help run 

the institution on a day-to-day basis have integrity and 

standards of ethical behavior that are implemented with 

wise policies and detailed procedures will an institution 

function as a,~ independent unit where knowing people inside 

the institution will blow the whistle and stop misconduct. 

Another integral part of stopping misconduct is a fishbowl, 

clear water full disclosure reporti:g system for public 

scrutiny. The institution should be able to write a 

prospectus at the end of any quarter telling why it is a 

sound institution and the public should invest its money 

there in stock or savings accounts. They should report in 

detail to their stockholders and savers. Challenging 

internal auditors with job security should be monit.oring 

the controls daily and the challenging independent auditors 

should be rendering audit reports on an annual basis. 

Institutions should not be permitted to issue financial 

statements that do not fairly reflect financial condition 

and the results of operations, and the regulator must 

closely monitor audit reports. 
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This oversight can be implemented by a career-type, 

consistent, politically independent regulator on an annual 

basis. However, the regulator in sending experienced or 

inexperienced personnel to discover in a limited period of 

the time, exactly what is going on inside an institution 

and to take effective remedial action is placing too much 

stress on a limited resource. The Federal Horne Loan Bank 

has over 3,200 institutions nationwide and the Departme~t 

of Savings and Loan has 150 institutions. There is a 

tendency to look to regulators who are only on duty for a 

limited period of time for miraculous cures. We need 

consistent, career, non-political, streetwise regulators. 

I believe that" this Congressional committee wants a 

solution and some indication of what to avoid. To set this 

forth I would like to present the following that I believe 

to be axioms: 

A. ~be root of the problem is in renting money short-term 

and subrenting it long-term. This has been encouraged 

by Congress, the legislators, real tors, borrowers and 

developers. The obj ecti ve of fulfilling the American 

dream of economical homeownership has squelched the 

profit margins of the savings and loan industry that 

was the only compuJ.sory real estate lender. The 

consumer was given to believe that he needed no equity. 

In fact, we have passed a law on the federal level that 
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you can loan up to 100% of value. We passed a law on 

the state level that you can loan up to 100% and can 

invest 100% of your assets in almost anything with the 

permission of the Commissioner. Misuse of this 

authority has bankrupted many in the savings and loan 

industry and its Insurance Fund. 

The idea of federal deposit insurance because of the 

way it has been amended does nct make any sense. The 

original insurance required a one-quarter of one 

percent premium for $2,500 insurance. It was amended 

to one-eighth of one percent for $5,000 insurance and 

then in 1950 it was amendec! to one-twelfth of one 

percent for $10,000 insurance and it has ultimately 

increased to $100,000 I keeping the one-twelfth of one 

percent premium. The insurance completely ignored the 

fact that the losses were taken on the assets and the 

lending powers were expanded from 33% on vacant land to 

100% of value on vacant land. The single family 

dwelling loan was expanded from 80% to 100% of the 

value. The premiums are totally disproportionate to 

the actual exposure. In the early 1950's the term of 

the loans generally was 15 years on conventional loans. 

Now they are extended to as much as 40 years. 

C. We deregulated the interest rates on the liability side 

of the balance sheet much too rapidly. It was supposed 
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to be done over six or seven years and effectively it 

was done in less than a year after the committee that 

was supposed to oversee it was appointed. 

D. The industry realized in the 1960's the problems of the 

mismatch on savings compared to loans and wanted to 

deregulate the asset side of the balance sheet first. 

However, it was done in the reverse and between 1980 

and 1982 we lost half the net worth of the industry and 

over 1,000 institutions nationwide. 

E. The impact of this was that the industry became so I'leak 

and everyone wanted to buy time, including the 

industry, the regulators, the administration and the 

legislators. So we got forbearance in the form of 

creative accounting principles. You could sell loans, 

bonds or other securities and defer the loss ove= the 

remaining life of the asset which was gone. You could 

take an office building that you had on your books for 

years and ~/as not for sale, appraise it and write up 

the value for appraised equity capital. You could take 

IOU's from the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 

Corporation and put them on the books as assets and net 

worth. You could buy an institution and pay too much 

for it and book the overpayment as goodwill and net 

worth. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles allows 

this goodwill to be written off over as much as 40 
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years. Forty-seven percent of the total net worth of 

the industry is in this form. There are many other 

creative accounting practices that conflict with 

fishbowl, clear water, accurate reporting and complete 

disclosure to the public. Even GAAP accounting can be 

embarrassing. Marked to market accounting is 

impossible to employ in the savings and loan industry 

as long as fixed-rate, long-term investments are 

permitted in a global, sensitive financial market. 

SUGGESTED SOLUTION: My personal opinion is that having the GAO 

release a statement that you have an insolvent Insurance Fund 

with a $6.3 billion negative net worth serves no useful purpose. 

It is also my belief that you should abolish both federal deposit 

insurance funds and establish a federal deposit guarantee 

corporation. Examine institutions annually and establish an 

actuarially sound, risk-related assessment to be paid monthly to 

maintain the guarantee. Establish a 90-10 co-insurance (Federal 

guarantee 90%, saver 10%) so that the savers will brin(,! some 

discipline to the management of the institution in which they 

entrust savings for reinvestment. Maybe they will get to know 

the manager's name and even look him in the eye and ask him what 

he is doing with their money. The saver that is earning high 

deregulated interest should certainly have something at risk in 

loaning his money at such high rates without knowing what they 

are doing with it. The saver has too good a deal right now and 

it is a deal he cannot re.fuse. It is a Ponzi deal. Give me your 
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money at high rates and do not ask me what I do with it. I am 

deregulated and you are protected against loss by the full faith 

and credit of the United states Government. 

After hearing what I have just said, it is no wonder that 

insurance companies do not want to write directors' and officers' 

liability insurance, that bonding companies do not want to write 

bond coverage, with appraisers providing accommodating appraisals 

to officers who must loan money that they have paid too much for. 

It is also no wonder that lawyers have a field day suing everyone 

~or the wrongdoing and defending the wrongdoers. The root of the 

whole problem is that associations are paying too much for their 

money, to persons who do not have to worry what is d~ne with the 

money. Since they are permitted to do almost anything with it, 

it is no wonder that we have developed a large segment of the 

industry r.hat is floundering and have an insolvent FSLIC 

insurance corporation. 

If we want to improve the quality of the human resources and the 

integrity of the human resources, we must require professional 

organizations to establish norms of behavior and standards of 

performance for their members and to discipline or remove the 

incompetent and unethical members who misuse the professional 

designations they hold. You must modify the tort system to 

improve professionalism. The society of Residential Appraisers 

has 203 complaints awaiting action of their Ethics Committee, a 

tremendous increase of 200 in the number over the last three 
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years. Money will buy you almost any appraisal you want to 

validate a transaction so long as the unethical can keep their 

professional designations and licenses. Because of our tort 

system, the professional appraisal societies cannot effectively 

police their members. Therefore, I believe we must look to 

establishing government qualifications and testing of their 

ability and review of their work product. Disciplinary or 

removal action must be taken against the incompetent and 

fraudulent-prone appraisers. 

My recommendations would be best summarized by the article from 

Outlook Magazine which has been submitted to you. 
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Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Crawford, in your oral testimony this morn
ing, you touched on primarily the appraisal situation which we are 
very much concerned about and interested in. As you know, our 
committee has done considerable work in this particu.~ar area, even 
to the degree of working with a task force of appraisal organiza
tions, including the Society of Real Estate Appraisers. We hope to 
structure for this Congress, a self-regulatory operation which Con
gress would recognize, but it would defmitely be a self-xegulatory 
organization. Hopefully, that is going to be one of the results of 
these hearings, some type of regulation on the appraisal industry. 
And from your testimony, I think that you have very well brought 
out that it needs it. 

Let me ask you this question: As to these irregular appraisals 
that you have discovered, did you report the irregularity to the cer
tifying agency, such as the American Institute of Real Estate Ap
praisals? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. To my knowledge, most of them have been re
ferred by appraisers who were employed and appraised the proper
ty at the lower figures. They are extremely interested in getting 
rid of their bad apples. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, what were the results of it? Do you know of 
any results? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I've looked at tables that show the results, 
and it is not very good, but they are working on it. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, let me ask you this question: We are talking 
about the fact that we have failures today because of past apprais
als, and I would hasten to say that, from what you are telling me 
this morning, that the appraisal associations, those who were 
giving out the professional certificates, didn't really take much 
action when an abuse was reported. Is that right? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I think you have to look at it from their 
standpoint, and if you're on an ethics committee, and you have a 
group of people that you are investigating, and you have all gone 
through the chairs of a society, and what goes around, comes 
around, and so when I get on you, then you get on me, and so--

Mr. BARNARD. OK, I can go with that. Well, let me ask you this: 
Did your office, or did the savings and loans that were having the 
losses, did they bring any legal action against the appraisers for 
these irregular appraisals? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. There are more actions being brought now, yes, 
but I want to go back to-the ethics committees. Those committees, 
they have tort. When you take an appraiser's livelihood away, and 
you take his designation with which he can earn that livelihood, 
and you can't prove everything on grounds, and you didn't follow 
your bylaws, and procedures, he'll sue you. And I understand that 
it cost them about a million dollars a year, one society, in legal 
fees. The society members don't like that. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Crawford, you also indicated, I thought you 
said that "The best way to rob a bank was to own one"? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, let me ask you this, why is it that it is so 

easy to own a bank? I thought in the days gone by that banks and 
savings and loans were supposed to be pseudopublic institutions, 
whereby that the ownership was widely distributed in the commu-
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nity, nobody owned more than 2, or 3, or 4 percent-no one par
ticular individual; how all of a sudden has it become so easy for 
individuals to own institutions? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, briefly--
Mr. BARNARD. I mean, just think, Mr. Bustamante and myself 

and Mr. Martinez, we all walk into your office and say, OK, Mr. 
Crawford, here's our financial statements; let's say that they are 
better than they ought to be, and say, we want to charter a State 
S&L. We want a State S&L charter, and it's just three of us. I 
mean, what would be your response from that? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, my response would be, probably you are 
wasting your time if you look at the industry, and if you look 
at--

Mr. BARNARD. Oh, I'm not talking about from that standpoint
I'm talking about--

Mr. CRAWFORD. I know. 
Mr. BARNARD [continuing]. The fact is that an S&L is available 

for us three to file for. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Oh, I'd accept your application if you wanted to 

file. 
Mr. BARNARD. But somebody must be getting them, buying them, 

though. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. No. 
Mr. BARNARD. I mean you just said that the best way to rob a 

bank is to own one, it must be free and easy for some of these folks 
to get one. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I've only approved one of 68 pending appli
cations in the 2 years. 

Mr. BARNARD. And did one individual own it? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. No, this one approved was a group. There were 

68 applications laying there for action when I came to work, and I 
turned 67, all but one, down. I'll tell you where this one owner 
came from. There was a very bright gentleman who was on the 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, and he was the head of the insur
ance corporation. In 1957 he says, we are not going to have anyone 
guy owning the stock. So, he put in a regulation that said for a con
dition for insurance of accounts, there must be at least 400 stock
holders; I think most all of them had to be local. The maximum 
one person could own would be 10 percent of tbe stock; the maxi
mum any control group could own was 25 percent, and that was in 
effect from 1957 to April 1982, when that was dropped because they 
thought they needed new capital in this industry, and, frankly, I 
would like to see that requirement put back on a Federal level. I 
can't do that just on a State level. 

Mr. BARNARD. Let me ask you this: For an institution that is in
sured by FSLIC, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corpora
tion, even though it is a State-chartered institution, when there is 
a change in management, who has that responsibility to review it? 
Is it you or is it FSLIC? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. We have a right, and I think they reserve a 
right, for the first 3 years that the institution is open, and that is 
in our guidelines, but after 3 years, I have no right; I can approve 
the managing officer for 3 years, and I believe I might have the 
right to approve the chief loan officer for that period of time. But 
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we have denied people from being a managing officer, but they will 
still have them there as president, or executive vice president, and 
they just won't have a managing officer. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, what has been your observation and critique 
of the FSLIC? I mean, have they done a good job or a lousy job, as 
far as watching the change in management occur when some of 
these good old boys get in there, who are going to rob the institu
tion? What kind of a job have they done? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I think they have done as good a job as 
they can do. Basically, you are not going to let a crook get in there. 
If you know a guy is a crook, and he- has been convicted of a felony, 
there is no way he is going to get into that financial institution. 

But if the guy looks good, you don't forget you have lawyers and 
you have analysts, consultants that draw these applications up, 
and they read the law, and maybe they were there and helped pro
mulgate the law, and a guy comes in and he looks squeaky clean
there are very few people that have a criminal record- if they are 
clean, until they get in there and do something wrong, even if 
people do something wrong and are not convicted of a crim~, you 
can't do anything about it. He's innocent until he's proven guilty. 

Mr. BARNARD. But isn't there a lot of-I'm taking too much time 
from my colleagues-the point I'm trying to say is it looks like to 
me that we are d:Jcovering these situations far, far too late; and I 
am a little bit appalled at that. First of all, I am appalled at it now, 
because we're just letting any small group or one individual own 
an institution. Maybe we ought to have some firm prohibitions 
against that. But the second thing about it is, it seems like the 
checks and balances that we are supposed to have in place are just 
not working as fur as the examiners are concerned. I mean, is the 
examination process falling down in this situation? Do you mean to 
tell me these folks are so smart that there is no way in the world 
for an examiner to catch this business? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. The controls in a financial institution have to be 
internal, and they have to be working 365 days a year, and if the 
guy at the top is a crook, unethical, it tends to permeate the whole 
organization; but, until you find bad assets and an indication of 
losses, and poor policies and procedures, you only go in there once 
a year. 

Mr. BARNARD. OK, well, let's go back. What hi the place, then, of 
the certified public accountant? I mean what is his role in an insti
tution? Why shouldn't we require-why shouldn't the bank exam
iner, why shouldn't a regulatory agency, be it State or Federal
why shouldn't it require that an institution have a certified public 
audit, that the audit be certified, and that a copy of it be deposited 
with the regulator? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, we do. 
Mr. BARNARD. What would be wrong with that? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. We do that. We do that. 
Mr. BARNARD. But they-the Federal banking agencies-still 

don't. OK, let's get back now. Do we prosecute the CPA when he 
certifies that everything is great in that institution? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. We have a CPA we are looking for right now. 
He's disappeared. But we'd like to send him where he can't do it 
again. 
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Mr. BARNARD. Well, I am building up, as you probably know, to 
the statement in your testimony, that 24 percent of the California's 
140 open State-chartered S&L's have significant problems. I mean 
such time is of the essence. Is that right? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, Mr. Crawford, how many of these 33 or 34 

associations are capable of being nursed to health, and how many 
are likely to go over the edge into insolvency? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I really am not good at predicting. But 
when they get sick, they usually don't get well. It is unusual to 
have turn-around situations. 

Mr. BARNARD. I'm listening to you loud and clear. The word "for
bearance" has come up several times. And it is a very controversial 
subject, it's in the new FSLIC legislation. But you are telling us 
then that this 24 percent, or 33 of the 140, is not due to the eco
nomic condition, because California is in a booming area; the State 
has less than 5 percent unemployment. Everything seems to be 
going strong. This problem is not because of economic conditions, 
right? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. I would be glad to accept all the facts that Cali
fornia is a great State, but we do have problems in the State of 
California. We do have areas that are overbuilt; California is the 
largest farm State in the Union, and California is an energy State, 
too. People say farming and energy cause all our problems. 

In States across the country, and California, in financial institu
tions, there were crooks, greedy, and stupid people in there. You 
can't blame it on economics, you have got to blame it on the direc
tors, officers, and owners. 

Mr. BARNARD. You would rather deal with the stupid ones than 
the crooked ones, wouldn't you? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, it's hard to tell the difference. 
Mr. BARNARD. Oh, I see. But, anyway, however you categorize it, 

it seems like the insolvent or troubled thrifts which you are talking 
about are losing $53 million per month, or $636 million a year, is 
that correct? 

[SUBCOMMITTEE NOTE.-The figures are from the FSLIC's Deputy 
Director's testimony, reprinted later in this transcript.] 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I guess if you have got that figure, I think 
it is probably a good figure. I think it's almost predictable. In 1955, 
in California, we had 24 savings a·~d loan offices per million popu
lation. Now, we've got about 142 offices per million of California 
population; and we had rate control in 1955 where convenience was 
the major factor in deciding where to say we took the rate control 
off now, and the money will go down the street to another associa
tion that offers a 2-percent bonus for 6 months, and they shift all 
the money; they get $40 million overnight, out of a number of asso
ciations into one association. So, what I'm saying is that we don't 
need all the brick and mortar of 142 facilities per million of popUla
tion any more. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, let me ask you this 9,uestion: When you see 
one of those high-flying organizations that s located in an office 
building someplace and playing 200 basis points over the prevailing 
interest rates, and let's say, you're the regulator, and you notice 
this situation, what would be your inclination? 
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Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I wish I could shut them down, but that's 
not what the law says I can do. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, do you examine them? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Oh, yes, we send examiners out, we have an 

early warning system where employees call up and complain, 
where they can blow the whistle; and heck, we've got the examin
ers out there the next day. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Crawford, are you chartering any new thrifts, 
or approving any takeovers these days? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. I have not chartered but one, and I'll stand on 
the one that I did approve in Paso Robles. Takeovers, we have 
some attempted takeovers. I do not accept any property for 
equity-I only accept cash. If anybody wants to take over a Califor
nia financial institution, there was one in the hopper for change of 
control where the sale agreement was signed, that I accepted-be
cause I had to go through with it, accepting property as equity. I 
have not accepted anything but cash for stock since February 11, 
1985. No more property. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Crawford, what additional powers, if any, do 
you think that you or the Federal regulators need to keep out un
scrupulous people? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I think the best thing that could happen to 
keep unscrupulous people out, we don't need as many as we've got 
today, and, if somebody would figure out how to give the wedding 
presents that are necessary to merge these unprofitable or insol
vent institutions that are in incompetent hands or improper hands 
or don't have adequate net worth, and can't win, if we could get 
the wedding presents to get somebody to take them, that's what's 
needed. We do have maybe 1,600 sets of management that are com
petent; and maybe there are 1,500 sets of management that we 
ought to get rid of by merger. 

Mr. BARNARD. All right, let me ask you this: As far as Congress 
is concerned, should Congress consider passing a bill which in some 
way would put some teeth into the appraisal industry? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Oh, definitely. Definitely-it's needed. It should 
be just like the CPA's that we think are not very good. They are 
just better than anything that's second. If you didn't have CPA's, 
and you didn't have generally accepted accounting principles, and 
you didn't have a Financial Accounting Standards Board, you 
would have a terrible mess, so I think we need the same thing. It 
ought to be patterned just the way the CPA's are. 

Mr. BARNARD. What else do you think we need to do? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I got all--
Mr. BARNARD. I've got a suggestion. 
Mr. CRAWFORD [continuing]. I've got it all on one page, but the 

first thing we need to do is to get many stockholders. It is hard to 
be a fiduciary when you are the only beneficiary. So, the first thing 
we need to get is a lot of stockholders, and the second thing is, we 
should not be able to loan 100 percent of value. 'rhat is the stupid
est thing there is, if the guy doesn't have equity. 

Mr. BARNARD. It makes no difference, if you go get the inflated 
appraisal. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. That's right. And the next thing we need is we 
need 90-10 coinsurance-deposit insurance. For a creditor to give 
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$100,000 to a financial institution that pays the highest rate, 3,000 
miles away, and not have to worry, that's silly, because he's going 
to do something unusual with that money. The most insolvent in
stitutions pay the highest rates. 

Mr. BARNARD. Please summarize-what else have you got? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, I got it there on one page. 
[Analysis referred to follows:] 
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Mr. BARNARD. Well, let me ask you this-let's take it beyond this 
stage now-let's say that we have a referral. A referral then goes 
to the proper law enforcement agency. Don't you believe that we 
need to beef up one way or another the law enforcement agencies 
and even the criminal justice system? 

You know it just appalls me that we see people out here that are 
going scot free; we know that they have robbed banks; we know 
that they are living like kings, and yet we see instances where the 
Justice Department hasn't been effective. In one particular case, 
which I won't mention, it was just flagrant insider abuse. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. No question. 
Mr. BARNARD. The fellow was tried on 25 accounts, and acquitted 

on 25. Now, you see this is what concerns me. I mean, not only do 
we have it happening, but we are not doing anything after it is dis
covered. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. All right, I wpuld rather have Mr. Davis address 
that, but before you do, just pretend that I'm the judge, and the 
guy has $5 million in net worth, and he puts $3 million in; he gets 
a savings and loan, and he steals 10. The judge is sitting there, and 
a gu1,' comes up, and you say, "Well, first give me back the 10 mil
lion.' Now, we ought to have some punitive penalty on you for 
this, so, give me 2 million of your money. And then send a message 
to the other people: "We'd like to have you go to the penitentiary 
for 10 years." Now, you've punished the guy. 

Mr. BARNARD. Yeah, but that's not what happens. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. That's right, and--
Mr. BARNARD. I thought you were giving me an actual experi

ence. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. But what I'm talking about is-we'll give you an 

experience right here. Mr. Davis will summarize it for you, and 
this will tell you why the law enforcement agencies take 2 years to 
prepare a case, and why they are still driving around in their Rolls 
Royce and living high on the hog with the money they stole. 

Go ahead, Bill. 
Mr. DAVIS. Well, this is just one example of a case that has 

pretty much been through the system. 
Letha and Jay Soderling, brothers, opened Golden Pacific Savings 

and Loan in Windsor, CA, in April 1984. These were young en
trepreneurs, successful. They also jointly owned a construction 
company. Each owned 50 percent of the stock of the savings and 
loan. After the institution was operating, for about 3 weeks, the 
California Department of Savings and Loan came into Golden Pa
cific and issued a cease and desist order for violating direct real 
estate investment regs, and also inadequate recordkeeping. At the 
same time, the Federal Home Loan Bank had meetings with the 
board of directors and officers of the institution, and subsequently 
ordered them to sign a supervisory agreement which put severe re
strictions on the institution. Another cease and desist order was 
issued by the California Department of Savings and Loan in De
cember when they violated the first cease-and-desist order. So, this 
is an example, where 3 weeks after the institution opened, we 
started with some kind of regulatory process. 

During 1984, they expanded into major construction lending, real 
estate development activities, and they violated the loans to one 
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borrower and affiliated transaction regulations. They operated 
without adequate books and records, and they had absolutely no 
control. 

Mr. BARNARD. What's the end result-where are we now? 
Mr. DAVIS. This is on February 19, 1985, Lee Soderling was re

moved as the chairman of the board of the association. 
Mr. BARNARD. Why do they wait so long? If the violations started 

3 weeks after these brothers started the business, why did the regu
lators wait so long? 

Mr. DAVIS. Well, they agreed to these things; it appears on the 
surface that they are reacting to the supervision, and the control 
that the regulators are placing on them, but, in fact, that wasn't 
happening, A lot has to do with the collusion that they had with 
the appraiser. A lot has to do with the things that were going on 
behind the scenes. Despite the removal and prohibition of the 
chairman of the board, there was still-he still exerted influence 
over the institution. As a C,Jllsequence, the savings and loan suf
fered a loss of approximately $10 million; it was insolvent, and it 
was put into receivership in September 1985. 

The brothers were subsequently charged in March 1986 with 
bank fraud. They pleaded guilty in June. In June, earlier this 
month, they were both sentenced to a year in prison, and I just 
want to get to the public perception here, because I have a--

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask: What did they start 
out the S&L with? How much capital? 

Mr. DAVIS. I think they capitalized with $2 million. 
Mr. CRA WFOR.D. Two or three. 
Mr. DAVIS. Here's a copy of a press headline that I received just 

this week, and it says, "One Year Prison Term for the Soderlings." 
In it, there is a statement from his lawyer to the judge that says: 

"It was not an intentional act of thievery or stealing, Your Honor. 
It was manipUlation of funds; and I hope you see the difference." 
[Laughter.] 

They end up with 1 year in prison, and ironically the same day 
that I read this, there was an article in the Wall Street Journal that 
says, "White-Collar Inmates Find Tennis and Good Food in Prison," 
and it talks about where the white-collar criminal goes when he goes 
to prison, and--

Mr. BARNARD. If they have any who go--
Mr. DAVIS. And one more thing, today, this morning, in talking 

to a reporter from this town where this happened-she happens to 
be a reporter for the Crest Democrat-she told me that there was 
another headline in that same paper, and the headline says: "Man 
Sentenced to Three-Year Prison Term for Stealing a Macaw"
which is a parrot. So, to me, the public perception is that there are 
tremendous rewards in economic crime; there's a message going to 
the white-collar criminal element that says the rewards are there, 
and the risk is very, very minimal. 

So, somehow-and we appreciate what your committee is endeav
oring to do, because I think you are going to raise the profile of 
what's happening in the savings and loan industry, and send a dif
ferent message. 
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Mr. BARNARD. Looking at the Southeast, we held hearings on the 
United American Bank failures in Tennessee, and those people are 
not suffering greatly but they're suffering a little bit. 

Mr. Crawford, another aspect of this, of course, are proper and 
timely investigations and prosecutions. Would you care to tell us 
now the problems that you had with the FBI in investigating the 
North American Savings and Loan Association? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. I'm not talking about the specific institution; I'm 
talking about my contact with the FBI. 

We did have difficulty with the FBI. We did have difficulty, and 
we experienced difficulty from the first time we came to work, but 
we found out why we had the difficulty, and it is basically that the 
FBI has so much work that they have to screen their cases, so they 
challenge you to-how can you prove this? How can you show this? 
So, on the day that I called when Mr. Davis took over the institu
tion as conservator on Friday, by Monday, we knew we had much 
evidence. 

So, we called the FBI, and it took 17 phone calls in 8 days to get 
an FBI agent on the case. The Santa Ana office was swamped with 
cases; I think they had 12 agents. We found out that the LA office 
has 450 bank fraud cases, and I think they have 32 agents. Some
times it takes 2 years to prepare a case, and if the same result hap-' 
pens that happened in the Soderling case, we spent months work
ing on this Soderling case. When we gave it to the district attorney, 
it was ready for almost a conviction. In fact, he pled guilty. 

But it took many phone calls to Washington, to San Francisco, 
and finally they got an agent, and transferred an agent from Long 
Beach. And, once the FBI got on the case, they have done an excel
lent job, but we didn't see, a lot of times, regulatory agencies don't 
know what the other agencies' problems are. But we finally got to 
the bottom, and we understand that they just have more white
collar crime than they can handle. 

Mr. BARNARD. I wasn't intending to be critical of the FBI this 
morning-I mean in asking that question, but that's the point I 
want you to bring out, the fact is, in our national priority, we are 
not giving the FBI sufficient manpower and resources to do a good 
job. 

Mr. DAVIS. No question. The blue collar comes in the front door 
with a gun, and he gets a thousand dollars--

Mr. BARNARD. Well, we can do one thing to heighten, as this gen
tleman has just said, the awareness with these hearings. Now, I'm 
against drugs as much as anybody in this world, but, brother, we 
are giving that problem a lot of attention, and yet-and we deserve 
to give it, not only what attention we are giving it, but all the more 
attention that we can give it because I'm concerned about the 
youth of our country and so forth. But, let me say this: The fact 
that we don't have an adequate deterrent today, it's causing us to 
lose one of our fmancial industries; and that's the savings and loan 
industry. 

Mr. DAVIS. That's right. 
Mr. BARNARD. And, in this North America case, as I understand 

it, the FSLIC lost $25 million. Now, you know, you can say, "Just 
$25 million?" 

Mr. DAVIS. I don't think that's the end of the line. 

76-791 0 - 87 - 3 
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Mr. BARNARD. But it's absolutely unreal. Well, I've taken up too 
much time, Mr. Bustamante. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Mr. Chairman, you just about covered eve~y
thing, but let me ask real quickly, in reference to the FBI. 

Have you found in dealing with them that they are really pre
pared to go in these financial institutions and really get to the 
source of the problem, the data that they need to understand, 
and--

Mr. CRAWFORD. I think that FSLIC hires very professional attor
neys who gather evidence. I think the evidence outside the institu
tion, I think the FBI has gotten after it finally-after we got them 
on it, and I understand that they are doing an excellent job. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. I just heard this woman talking to some people 
that sometimes what happens once an FBI agent is assigned to a 
case, he is soon transferred somewhere else, say, to North Dakota, 
where there's not that many vacancies, or some other area of the 
country; and this has become a problem for many of our FBI 
agents, you know. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Yes, if you load an agent with too much work, 
and he's got too many cases, he can't do a good job anyhow. 

Mr. DAVIS. I just wanted to say that right now we are just learn
ing better how to prepare-and I mean from the examination level, 
to properly document and get the file ready. This is a learning 
process for us, too; and I think we can help the FBI move these 
cases along a lot faster as we gain experience. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Let me ask you: Do we have any type of net
work to deal with those in all the institutions, and also in the ap
praisal area, where they do business outside the State, and, of 
course, here in the State with the appraiser. Do we have any type 
of network for those abusers, for those that are constantly involved 
in wrongdoing in this area? 

Mr. DAVIS. I think we are learning a lot more about networking. 
There is no system in place, presently, that will allow a red light to 
go on, and you have different people working from bank to savings 
and loan, to thrift and loan. However, I think this is coming. I 
think it's going to be computerized. But it's not here at the 
moment. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. I know that we have had some of the people 
that have come in California and in the San Antonio area. I was 
wondering how we are matching information, to see what they are 
using here in the Texas area. Say, not only in San Antonio, but in 
other parts of the country. I was just wondering as to what our in
telligence level was, in--

Mr. CRAWFORD. Basically, word of mouth, telling somebody about 
something-you are telling one person, one person communicating. 
It needs to be almost with Social Security number, and computer
ized as to where it is in a staging area, and could be called up on a 
screen where somebody could check them. We probably should 
have access to police department and FBI screening. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. How do you become an appraiser in Califor
nia? Just like in Texas? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. That's right-be a real estate broker, and know 
the territory and submit your knowledge of real estate to a finan-
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cial institution, and their board of directors says, "Fine, you are 
our appraiser." 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Who has oversight over this, the State? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Pardon me? 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Does the State have oversight? 
Mr. CRAWl!'ORD. We used to have an oversight, and we are getting 

back to it. We used to rate appraisers and approve them, but the 
board of' directors-it's the responsibility of the board of directors 
of the individual financial institutions at this time. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Martinez. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, as Mr. Bustamante has said, Mr. Chairman, 

you pretty well covered it. I think you've, in the colloquy that you 
had with Mr. Crawford, you have pretty well outlined the problems 
as they exist as well as some of the remedies that have to be con
sidered to rectify the problem. 

There's something that keeps sticking in my mind, though. Imag
ine what happens when there is a fire. At the fire department the 
bells go off, and everybody goes into high gear, and they slide down 
poles; and they rush out at high speeds. They get to the fire, and 
they put it out. 

And it seems to me like this situation is similar to a fire. The 
bells going off in the fire department, and the fire department says, 
"Oh, gee, that's another fire. I wonder if I should get up and go 
worry about it now. Aah, it'll burn down, burn itself out. We'll just 
leave it alone." 

And sometimes it seems like in what we've heard here that there 
is a fire, but no one wants to fight the fire. 

There's going to be testimony and a little later we are going to 
ask about the 10 vacancies in the White-Collar Crime Division of 
the FBI, which they have the personnel; all they need is to devote 
the funds to transfer them here so that they can help in the inves
tigation here in an ultimate prosecution. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. We've gone from 55 employees in July 1983 to 136 
employees now, so we're gearing back up. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. But the California--
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Excuse me, will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. But you were saying that before this, we had 

180 some-odd? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, we had 172--
lVir. BUSTAMANTE. It went to 55, and now we're up to--
Mr. CRAWFORD. We went down to 55, and now we are back up to 

136, going up to 143. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Thank you. 
Mr. MAR'l'INEZ. Well, we are going to have to do something to get 

that personnel into the FBI so that they can work with you, and 
attack these problems, or find some way that maybl'! under some 
jurisdiction some personnel can be set under your 2urirJdiction to go 
after these people. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, the amount of money involved is so huge 
that somebody should be going to the penitentiary on a regular 
basis. 
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Mr. MARTINEZ. I'm sure if they robbed a thousand dollars at a 
clerk's station, and were caught, they'd go to 5 years, under a man
datory--

Mr. CRAWFORD. That's the point that I was trying to make. 'l'his 
gentleman that was the chairman of the board of a financial insti
tution owned 100 percent of the stock. He had a son that had been 
in the penitentiary, and was tried for murder and stuff, and he 
robbed a bank six times. If I had called the FBI, and said, "This 
son is down on the first floor robbing this financial institution," we 
would have had them there. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. But the old man was up on the fifth floor, and he 

got $25 to $40 million bucks, and it took 17 phone calls in 8 days to 
get them. 

A white-collar criminal is called a con man, a confidence man. 
He has to gain confidence to get your money, and when he goes 
before the judge, he gains the judge's confidence, the jury's confi
dence, everybody's confidence. He's a smooth cookie. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. It's interesting that you draw that analogy, be
cause people have an admiration for people that are able to outfox 
other people. I wonder if somehow there isn't a little too much ad
miration for these people, and too much respect, and not enough 
concern that they are just criminals? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Listen, if they talk to you, you might want to 
invest money with them. I tell you, they are very good. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. The other aspect of that is that if you are an 
honest man, you can't be taken. I think that is baloney. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. That's right. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Like you say, they are smooth. 
Let me ask you on the appraisal situation, because that's some

thing I'm concerned about. I've bought and sold several pieces of 
property and had to have appraisals on them-well, they are as 
tough as hell on me. 

I mean, they come after me, and I say, "Listen, I was offered this 
much money for this property; you're appraising it way down 
here." 

I said the guy's willing-·,"No, that's all the property is worth." 
How do these other people get away with this? 
Mr. CRAWlf'ORD. ~Nell, I never thought of trying to get a financial 

institution to make a loan based on an appraisal that I furnished 
to them. That is the most stupid arrangement to have the borrower 
furnish the appraisals. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Absolutely. Let me ask you, isn't there a State 
law that attempts to regulate appraisals? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. No, but we are going to have a law, I think, in 
1989. When you try to eliminate the agents that are out there 
earning their living as a local real estate broker, that votes, and 
you are saying he can't be an appraiser any more, that's not very 
popular, and, if you grandfather them all in under a licensing, 
you'll have them around for the next 20 years. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. My next question was: Have you looked at that 
law, and is that law adequate? And it seems like you have just an
swered thl~ question that it is not adequate if you grandfather them 
all in. 
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Mr. CRAWFORD. That's right. We need to certify appraisers, and 
we need to have a standard national board that an appraiser can 
appraise across State lines; but the individual State maybe should 
have licensing and certification and enforcing. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. I agree with you. You know, there are so many 
other services that we require to have a license-even a barber 
who cuts a person's hair has got to be licensed. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. That's right. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. He's got to pass State examinations. 
One other thing ahout appraisers. You talked about the associa

tion that is leery of taking action because they might end up being 
sued. How about a bonding system where when the person has 
been so bad they can't get bonded, nobody is going to use them; 
they are not in the business any more then. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. That's right. I think bonding would be a very 
good thing. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. I just have to commend you, Mr. Crawford; it 
seems like you've got your finger on the situation. You know what 
it is; you know what it is going to take. You need a lot of coopera
tion. I hope we can find some way to give it to you. Thank you. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Thank you. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Crawford, you 

and Mr. Davis; we appreciate your testimony. We may be submit
ting further questions for you-and we would appreciate your coop
eration in those answers if we do. 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Thank you very much. 
Mr. BARNARD. Our next witness this morning is Mr. Steve Adler, 

who is the assistant attorney general and chief, major fraud unit of 
the California State Attorney General's Office. 

Mr. Adler, after that very stern testimony, we can't wait to hear 
what you have got to say about all this; and we do appreciate your 
being with us this morning, this Saturday morning. I'm sure you 
probably could find it more to your liking to be on the golf course, 
or the tennis courts, or somewhere, but this is important, also. So, 
with that-your entire testimony will be included in the record, 
without objection, and if you care to summarize, that's up to you. 
We'll hear from you at this time. 

STA'l'EMENT OF S'l'EVEN ADLER, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENER· 
AL ANTI CHIEF, MAJOR FRAUD UNIT, CALIFORNIA STATE AT· 
TORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE, ON BEHALF OF JOHN K. VAN DE 
KAMP, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CALIFORNIA 

Mr. ADLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
On behalf of John Van de Kamp, attorney general of California, 

I appreciate the opportunity to testify. 
I noticed from the previous witness that it seems to be your 

custom to let the witness talk, and then you ask questions. I would 
much prefer it if you stop me as I go along and ask me questions. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, you start off, and then we will ask ques
tions-we are not timid about that kind of procedure. 

Mr. ADLER. I appreciate that. 
The major fraud unit in the attorney general's office is a very 

new organization. We are in the bank fraud business, as a side-
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line-I thought I'd say "hobby," but it's not a hobby. We were 
founded in the middle of 1984, and the reason that we came into 
existence was to help district attorneys in California handle big in
vestment fraud cases. Investment frauds, are, as you know, cases 
where individuals invest money and then promptly lose it. 

California seems to be the worid capital of those things, as it is 
many other areas. I have heard the stories that is because the 
State was populated by tilting the United States, and everything 
that was loose rolled to California. I don't know if that's true. I was 
born here myself. 

Mr. BARNARD. It's collected some very valuable assets that way, 
though, I'll say. I wish they would tilt the other way, you know, to 
Georgia. 

Mr. ADLER. I'm sure that there are many other States that would 
appreciate having our problems if our assets went along with them. 

The role that our unit has had in bank fraud cases is not great, 
not only because that's not really why we were brought into exist
ence, but also because of our size. We have recently had our budget 
doubled by the bipartisan effort of a democratically controlled leg
islature and a Republican Governor, and we have now ended up 
with a truly enormous army. We have 6 prosecutors, 10 investiga
tors, 3 to 4 auditors, and 3 paralegals; and that's it. 

We do-we presently have about 40 cases under investigation, 10 
cases in court; losses on our cases are about $650 million. 

From that, you can see that I am not going to sit here and volun
teer to take on everybody's spare bank fraud cases. We have got 
plenty of other work to do. 

When I talked to your staff people, I had some ideas about some 
things we might do; and I did want to share those with you. 

I was glad the commissioner talked about the Golden Pacific 
Savings and Loan case, because that was our case; and I was going 
to tell you what a good deal it was, and what a good case it was; 
and if it weren't for the sentence, I could still do that. The sentence 
was ridiculous; but let me just spend a little time on it, and show 
you maybe as an example of what we the State of California could 
do to help the Federal agencies, where that help is needed. Golden 
Pacific came to us from the commissioner of savings and loan. 
They have a statutorily imposed duty to report any possibility of 
criminal misconduct that they come across as a part of an exami
nation, to the attorney general. 

So, we had a report from them. Now, when they came to us, they 
were not yet finished doing their thing; and what we tell regula
tory agencies in every case is "Thank you very much, goodbye, we 
haven't told you to do anything; we don't want you to become our 
agent; we don't want you to do anything but what the law requires 
you as regulator to do. Wh.en you get finished, give us a call; we'll 
come back and see you." And, in fact they got finished, and got to 
the point where they could start turning stuff over to us. They 
gave us a call. They had done an outstanding job. They had a liter
al army of examiners descend on these people, and do their books 
and records. 

Now, I don't know what--
Mr. BARNARD. Let me interrupt you at that point. 
Mr. ADLER. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. BARNARD. Now, are you telling me that is your usual prac
tice, or that was your practice? 

Mr. ADLER. Which practice is that, sir? 
Mr. BARNARD. Waiting until they do their thing? Is that your 

practice today? 
Mr. ADLER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, then, what happens? Bankers or bank 

agents, bank regulators or savings and loan regulators, are they 
trained sufficiently that they can discover and maintain and pro
tect evidence when there is a criminal matter, when there is a 
crime? 

This is one of the things that we found out, that they may have 
all good intentions, and they may have a real case, but not having 
that know-how to put the evidence together, to save t.le evidence. 
By the time you come in, all the evidence could have been gone, 
and I think that is what has happened in many, many cases: That 
between the closing of the institution of the referral and the time 
that the attorney general gets in, or rather the FBI, the case is 
lost. I mean, I just--

Mr. ADLER. Well, a couple of things on that question: Number 
one, in our experience-now, we've worked with both departments, 
savings and loan and the State banking department. That hasn't 
happened. 

Our response to that problem is to, at the invitation of the com
missioner, have our prosecutors and investigators go to the examin
ers, and, you know, spend 8 hours with them talking about how we 
do our cases. I don't want to tell them: This is what we want you to 
do. We tell them: HThis is what we need. When we do a case, we do 
it this way, and we have a protocol that we go through that is only 
common sense, it is not written down anywhere. This is what we 
are looking for." Basically, we are telling them, we want you to do 
all of our financial work for us, because with this cast of thou
sands, in our unit, only three auditors, we aren't going to be able to 
dispatch an auditor to do all the books and records. 

Mr. BARNARD. Is this a continuing program that you have, or just 
a course of study? What kind of communications do you have with 
the regulatory agency now in that regard? 

Mr. ADLER. Well, I hesitate to call anything a program. You have 
got to remember our staff size. Most of these programs that I'm 
talking about, you are looking at the program. I'm it. So, I, I and 
an investigator, or one of our other prosecutors, goes to the depart
ment of savings and loan. They ask us: Will you please come and 
talk to our examiners; we have a quarterly meeting, or once every 
6 month's meeting; we get all of our examiners together. Why don't 
you come and tell us about loan fraud, about what you need, about 
how typical real estate fraud works. 

And so we do. But when we are giving that lecture, I'm telling 
them, now, what-this is what we want, but you do what you are 
supposed to do, because you can get into this trouble real easily; 
you turn them into your agent, and pretty soon, some bright de
fense attorney is going to start accusing me of going out and creat
ing 153 stalking horses that can run around and grab evidence 
without having to go through the due process hoops that I have to 
jump through to get it. 
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Mr. BARNARD. Well, isn't the experience that you have with that 
case you just cited, was the preliminary work done by the regula
tory agencies? Was it good, bad, indifferent? 

Mr. ADLER. It was the department of savings and loan; the work 
was outstanding. It formed the basis for our investigation. 

Mr. BARNARD. And you think that came about because of the 
communications that your department has had with the depart
ment, on how to assemble evidence, and how to n aintain evidence 
and be sure the things are not destroyed. 

Mr. ADLER. Well, they did an excellent job beFore they had a 
chance to talk to us; so, everything worked real well. Again, re
member we're talking about a few cases, and in the few cases we've 
done, it has worked real great. 

Mr. BARNARD. And this has been since 1984? 
Mr. ADLER. Yes, sir, the middle of 1984. And we really only start

ed getting into these bank cases maybe a year after that. 
Anyway, we are going through this program of talking about 

how we do our cases, and what we do now for the State banking 
department. We have also started to go out and talk to the savings 
and loan people themselves. 

Mr. BARNARD. Is this a part of what you call your major fraud 
index? 

Mr. ADLER. No, sir. That major fraud index is a program that
another infant program that we put together with the intelligence 
component of our department. They have massive files on orga
nized crime-type people, and other criminal groups, biker groups, 
what-have-you. We--

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Mr. Chairman? 
Who is tha.t, your office? 
Mr. ADLER. This is in our department of justice. It is a State op

eration. And we thought that it might be a good idea to provide a 
place where law enforcement agencies could apply for knowledge, 
and also could put information that they had that they thought 
should be available to other law enforcement agencies. We didn't 
see that one of those existed, so with the organized crime people, 
the intelligence people, we got together and made up a little card 
that I gave you a copy of, and that's wor.king OK. We haven't been 
deillged with a flood of information, but these things take time. 
Not everybody knows about it; not everybody trusts it; various 
people have privacy problems, et cetera. But it's working OK. 

That information, of course, isn't available to, you know, the 
Smith State Savings and Loan, because it would be privileged infor
mation. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, from what you are saying-and I certainly 
want to compliment you, and compliment the State for acknowl
edging the fact that there is a problem here, that it is part of your 
responsibilities ultimately, and that therefore you are gearing up 
to handle it. 

Based upon this system, even though it may be in its infancy, 
what do you see at this point that you could recommend on a na
tional scale? 

Mr. ADLER. Oh, I think it would be an excellent idea, and you 
will have exactly the same problems on a national scale that we do, 
except that they will be magnified many times. 
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If California regulatory agencies would feel a little nervous about 
contributing to this data base because of State privacy law prob
lems, Federal agencies will be chary of letting go of their Federal 
privileges by contributing information into a data base like this
and these are all legitimate concerns; I am not trying to pooh-pooh 
them. The bigger, the agency, the more lawyers to go through to 
get things done. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, we have a group looking into this. It's the 
Attorney General's Bank Fraud Task Force. 

Mr. ADLER. Yes. 
Mr. BARNARD. This task force includes the regulators, the FBI, 

the Attorney General's Office, and a number of others; but it is 
also in its infancy. I think it acknowledges the problems, but it's 
having some problem, I think, getting the resources necessary to do 
the job that is going to have to be done if we are going to bring this 
matter under control. 

We've been talking this morning about the lack of laws having to 
do with appraisals, and what that's doing to foster insider abuse 
and fraud and crime. We also have some laws on the books which 
are doing the same thing. I have two questions on problems that I 
understand you have uncovered with the Right to Financial Priva
cy Act. First, you suggest that clarifying language is needed to 
make clear that victims may turn over files without compulsion of 
violating the act. What precisely would you have Congress write in 
the way of an amendment to handle this problem? 

Mr. ADLER. Well, this is one of those things where it is kind of 
hard to tell you to write an amendment when, as far as I'm con
cerned, the law already provides what we need. I don't know that 
you are in the business of knuckling bank house counsel, but I 
think that is what we are talking about, because a bank house 
counsel, financial institution house counsel, say we want to report 
a bank fraud. We say, OK, give us the loan files. 

They say, "No, no. You've got to get a subpoena. Because of fi
nancial ~rivacy." 

"That s nonsense. You, the bank are a victim; you can give us 
that stuff." We are not asking for third-party bank records of some 
citizen whom we are investigating for some other conduct. 

Mr. BARNARD. So, under the Right to Privacy Act, the bank be-
lieves it cannot give you this information? 

Mr. ADLER. That's their position. Our position is they can. 
Mr. BARNARD. Yes. 
Mr. ADLER. Now, of course, we can't go anywhere without the in

formation, so we give them a paper; we give them a subpoena or a 
search warrant. 

Mr. BARNARD. What about when the FSLIC or another superviso
ry agency takes over the bank, will they then provide you with 
that information? 

Mr. ADLER. Yes, generally. They have asked us to come in. 
Mr. BARNARD. Yes. 
Mr. ADLER. So they will provide us with all that information. But 

more important than the information is their summary and analy
sis of it. That's what's key about going in after a regulatory agency. 

Mr. BARNARD. A related issue: Do you suggest that the act be 
modified to remove the threat of liability to the fmancial institu-
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tions? Could you also give us a specific proposal as to how you 
would like to see that act amended? 

Mr. ADLER. I don't know how you would draft the language, but 
what house counsels were telling these banks was based on not 
wanting to be sued disclosing the stuff. So, the bank is covering its 
tail by getting a piece of paper to justify that. If you could remove 
that problem by simply providing disclosure of a loan file when the 
financial institution is a victim, based upon that loan, shall not be 
a basis for tort liability. 

Mr. BARNARD. Have you had any experience with insiders trying 
to take advantage of the Right to Financial Privacy Act? 

Mr. ADLER. No, sir. 
Mr. BARNARD. As far as their own selves and the crimes that 

they have committed? 
Mr. ADLER. No. 
Mr. BARNARD. That has happened. We have found problems 

where insiders accused of crimes have used the Right to Financial 
Privacy Act to alter or destroy documents-and I think we've got 
that changed, have we? 

Mr. BARASH. Yes, it has changed slightly. 
Mr. BARNARD. It has been changed slightly. We are trying to 

pursue that, so that an insider cannot use this law to protect him
self or his crime. 

Mr. ADLER. Well, these folks manage to steal enough money to be 
able to hire themselves fancy lawyers. 

Mr. BARNARD. Oh, yeah. 
Mr. ADLER. You know-that's what is going to happen. They are 

going to take advantage of every legitimate thing they can come up 
with. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Bustamante. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Well, I'd like for him to continue. We're 

just--
Mr. BARNARD. Oh, eXCllse me. OK. 
Mr. ADLER. No problem. 
I just want to continue talking about the Golden Pacific Savings 

and Loan thing for a minute, because I think it is a good example 
of a whole bunch of things. We took that case. We saw that that 
was a federally insured institution, so we went to the U.S. attorney 
in the Northern District of California, and asked to cross-designate 
on the case. 

In the major fraud unit, all six of our prosecutors are cross-desig
nated special assistant U.S. attorneys; and we went into cross-desig
nation because California State laws and criminal procedures are 
disastrous for prosecuting white-collar crime, for a whole number 
of reasons, which I can go into for a moment. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Can I just stop you? Mr. Chairman, I want to 
ask a question. 

Mr. BARNARD. Yes, sir. Go right ahead. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. I understand that they are behind about 3,000 

cases in this area. 
Mr. ADLER. Who's behind? 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. The U.S. attorneys' offices. 
Mr. BARNARD. 300 cases, in the Central District of California and 

it also involves the FBI. 
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Mr. BUSTAMANTE. 300 cases? 
Mr. BARNARD. It's 3,000 cases in the entire Nation. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. In the Nation. They are about 3,000 cases 

behind. 
Mr. ADLER. That wouldn't surprise me in the least. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. They can't even get going on anyone of them, 

because they feel that they don't have the personnel to adequately 
address these cases. 

Mr. ADLER. Well, the U.S. attorney really is the main-line pros
ecutor in these cases. And, of course, I am not proposing that we 
supplant them because we don't have the resources; it is not our 
business. We are more than willing to help them, to the extent 
that they deem it appropriate; and we have set ourselves up so that 
we can help them, if they deem it appropriate. 

These are all complex fraud cases, and I would imagine that Cali
fornia, the most populous State in the country, and I understand 
the sixth richest country in the world, has maybe 40 prosecutors, 
maybe 40 or 50 prosecutors in the whole State who do white-collar 
crime, and are capable of handling, have the training and experi
ence to handle this kind of crime. Most of them are in the U.S. at
torneys' offices. Some are in our office, and a few are in district 
attorneys' offices, and they are mostly scattered in the very biggest 
ones, like Los Angeles, Alameda, San Francisco, and the like. 

So, there aren't very many people anywhere to do these kind of 
cases. Those 300 cases could keep all those prosecutors busy, and, 
again, for us and the district attorneys, financial institutions fail
ure, we don't do that most of the time. We're trying to take care of 
investment frauds, and all the other kinds of stuff that people 
dream up to steal money in California. 

On Golden Pacific, we cross-designated-were assigned an FBI 
agent, and the FBI did a good job following up the leads that were 
exposed by the regulatory examination and gathering evidence. As 
to the chronology, you've heard from the commissioner. This was a 
real "express" case. It doesn't sound like an express case, but in 
our experience, as far as the criminal end of it goes, this one just 
went lickety-split. Everything was going great; the two crooks pled 
to 7 years' worth of crimes, and everything was going fine until we 
came to sentencing. 

Let me talk about plea bargaining. We do our cases; we focus our 
entire investigation and our prosecution efforts on getting people to 
plead guilty. If you think about our resources, if you think about 
the number of cases that we have assigned to us, and what we are 
trying to do, we've got no choice. The prosecutor working on cases 
that are going to result in a guilty plea can handle six to eight 
cases; a prosecutor trying a case can handle, of course, only one. 
And, of course, the prosecutor will drag with him or her an investi
gator or two, an auditor or two, a paralegal, et cetera. That person 
is lost to us; that person's caseload stagnates, and we've got no 
place to put it. We don't have other line prosecutors to handle the 
balance of those cases. 

We have, since we were founded in August 1984, not gone to 
trial-ever. All our cases have been resolved by plea, about 80 per
cent of them with a prison sentence. 
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We have the biggest problem with prison sentences in financial 
institution cases. The reason for that is very simple. When we do 
an investment fraud case, we have victims "who are real people" 
old ladies, widows, orphans, the whole nine yards. And these people 
have lost real money. They have lost their life savings. They have 
been kicked out of their houses, and they come in and they talk to 
the court, and the court listens. The court doesn't often listen as 
well as we would like, but they listen; and in almost all of those 
cases, the principal, the head guys go to prison. 

Financial institution insider cases are more difficult. The back
ground for the Golden Pacific was very well done. It was very thor
ough. It was a classic real estate scam using straw buyers, inflating 
the value of the property; and, since you own your own bank, you 
can loan yourself money, based on the inflated appraisals. Once 
you get the money based on the inflated appraisal, then you have a 
party where you divide the money up, and everybody goes home 
happy, and dreams up another piece of property that you can run 
the scam on. 

This is all crystal clear. And we wrote a big, long sentencing 
memorandum, like all good prosecutors will do when they have a 
fraud conviction based on a guilty plea; and the court gave the sen
tence that you see. 

This is not a recommendation for legislation, but rather a plea. 
I'm not asking necessarily for more time for these people; I'm 
asking that more of them get time. Every principal in a big fraud 
case should go to prison. I don't-I'm not saying that they should 
go for 100 years, because I know they won't, but they should go; 
and the court should realize that they carry part of the load. The 
courts must shoulder part of the blame, if there is no deterrence, 
because we can charge them, and we can argue our tails off, but 
unless these crooks actually go and do some time, the word isn't 
going to get out. 

Mr. BARNARD. Just briefly, how about telling us what your expe
rience has been as far as the adequacy of the FBI, their expertise 
and their resources? 

Mr. ADLER. Well, our experience with resources, I'll take that 
first, is that the FBI doesn't have what it needs in California as a 
whole. 

I was back in New York the first part of this year. As a State 
employee I don't get to travel around the country all that much, so 
while I was back there I visited with the DA's, the U.S. attorn9Ys, 
and the FBI; and visited the head of their white-collar operation 
there in Manhattan. 

He told me how many agents he had. You could have knocked 
me over with a feather. I think he had 150 agents assigned to 
white-collar crime in Manhattan. 

Now, I don't know what the Bureau has here, but I know it is 
not 150. I know it's not even close to that. I don't think that that is 
justifiable. It may be that New York is more important, or has 
taller buildings, but it can't be that much more important to have 
maybe twice as many white-collar agents. From talking to the pros
ecutors that handle the cases I know they have insider trading, but 
they don't have the investment problems that yore do here, and they 
donit have the fancy schemes, people losing millions and 
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millions and millions. They don't have oil wells that we have here, 
and they don't have this financial institution crunch that we do 
here. 

We've got a lot of work to do out here, and the prosecutors can't 
do it unless the cases get investigated; and it is just that simple. 
The FBI needs to put more white-collar crime people out here. The 
people that are here are doing a good job. They are overworked, 
unloved and underpaid; but they are doing a good job. They handle 
the cases well, and they do a good job on their investigations. 

Unfortunately, there are so many cases that they get assigned to 
agents who don't have a white-collar-crime background or training. 
Anytime that happens, the investigation is going to slow down be
cause the agent is learning while they are doing, and we all have 
to do that with white-collar crime; it just takes longer. 

Another problem was alluded to by the commissioner, and that is 
transfer. Now, that is going to happen, a transfer of an agent with 
case responsibilities. That's going to happen in any agency like the 
FBI. It doesn't happen too much in our organization, but we are 
specialized and our investigators are dedicated just to doing fraud 
work, and work for the Unit. And I am not going to tell the Bureau 
that it can't transfer its people, because obviously that would be ri
diculous. You need to move people, for advancement, because you 
have other problems. 

What is important, though, is to have a cadre of people in the 
outfit who know yvhat's going on, who know fraud real well, and if 
you get a new kid on the block, you can groove that person in. 
They can train the new agent, and help the agent do those cases 
while that person is learning. That way, the case doesn't slow down 
quite as much. 

We have had the experience of having cases come to a complete 
halt when one of these shifts occur, and that tends to be frustrat
ing. 

Mr. BARNARD. This Golden State case, that was strictly a State 
case? 

Mr. ADLER. Well, we don't do anything by ourselves. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, did the U.S. attorney from San Francisco 

participate with you in that case? 
Mr. ADLER. In that case, the U.S. attorney particirated in that 

they oversaw the conduct of the investigation and the court pro
ceedings by our prosecutor, who was a cross·designated special as
sistant. Our prosecutor did most of the work. 

Mr. BARNARD. Are you in a position to appraise the U.S. attor
neys' offices, as far as their expertise and adequacy is concerned? 

Mr. ADLER. I believe I am. As far as expertise, the expertise is 
outstanding. Again, in the white-collar units, and again, in the 
management of the offices, the U.S. attorneys, their chief deputies, 
and the people who run the fraud units know their business. They 
are outstanding prosecutors. They are experts in all phases of this 
kind of work. We work with each U.S. attorney in California. 
We've got cases going with each U.S. attorney in California. Our 
program would not have succeeded without the U.S. attorneys. 

And this is as good a time as any to give you a short lecture on 
why we don't do stuff in State court. 
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You have no problems whatsoever on the Federal side because 
you have got a decent court system. We in California, in terms of 
white-collar crime, have a system that really penalizes you for 
prosecuting a case in State court. It is not too bad if you are going 
to run a violent crime, if you are going to do a murder case-al
though, if you want to get the death penalty, It is a raal nightmare. 

But for white-collar cases, it is ludicrous. Feature, if you will, not 
being able to issue a subpoena for somebody's bank records. When 
we are practicing as Federal prosecutors, and we get a case in, the 
first thing we do is round everything up. We use grand jury sub
poenas to do that. It is perfectly appropriate. You can't do that and 
have the evidence be admissible in California State court. You have 
to use a search warrant. A search warrant requires a higher level 
of evidence. In order to justify it, you basically have to have an in
sider. You have to have somebody coming to you saying, I want to 
tell you what happened here, and what was done. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Is this under California law? 
Mr. ADLER. Yes, sir. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. And is this the reason then you go into the 

Federal court? 
Mr. ADLER. Absolutely. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. You as a State attorney? 
Mr. ADLER. Yes, sir. Yes, sir. We are doing-well, you know, the 

people of California, when they set up this major fraud unit, want 
prosecution, they want deterrence; they want protection from 
major frauds. If we did all of our cases in State courts--

Mr. Bus'rAMANTE. Well, is the code so bad-
Mr. ADLER. Yes. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE [continuing]. That you have to then forget 

about California State law and go into the Federal court in order to 
prosecute or get expediency in a case? 

Mr. ADLER. Yes, sir. Yes, it is not just the code; it is also court
made procedures, you know. Criminal practice is a combination of 
substantive statutes, procedural statutes, and then, of course, court
made law. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Well, though, is the State doing something 
about that? 

Mr. ADLER. Well, yes. The voters, I think, recognize this problem 
when they voted out three members of the California Supreme 
Court in the last election. The voters have passed a number of con
stitutional initiatives which had, with varying degrees of efficiency, 
in my view, had the goal of streamlining or--

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Was this the real reaso11 for turning off those 
three justices? 

Mr. ADLER. Well, not white-collar crime, per se. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. I was going to say, I didn't think so. 
Mr. ADLER. No, no, sir. Not at all. 
But I think when you asked is something being done? The 

answer is one of the things that was done was done by the voters, 
because insofar as some of these problems are created by the 
courts, I would imagine that these justices that were voted out 
would have underwritten the approach. 

So, we've got a search warrant problem. You can run a grand 
jury in California in a State case, but you are doing it for your own 
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amusement, because after you indict the person, the court has 
mandated that everybody gets a post-indictment preliminary hear
ing. The last post-indictment preliminary hearing in a major in
vestment fraud case in California took 6 months. Again, this is why 
I, given the option that the U.S. attorneys have allowed us, eross
designate and go into Federal court in appropriate cases. 

I have got to have rocks in my head to send my prosecutors in 
the State court, when I have the option to go into Federal court. 
Now, we are not taking just any cases in the Federal court. They 
have to be obviously a Federal violation. They have to be an of
fense of some magnitude; otherwise, it is not going to be acceptable 
to the U.S. attorney, and, more importantly, to the U.S. district 
court judge. 

And that's the ultimate audience that we have to make sure that 
they feel that our efforts are appropriate, and we have to make 
sure we cover the U.S. attorneys, and make sure that their gener
osity and consideration of us is rewarded. 

There was one thing that I wanted to cover since I don't have a 
question, and that is this: This arises out of the experience in the 
Golden Pacific case, and it is a suggestion that I want to make. I 
don't think it is a suggestion that would be answered by legislation, 
but it is a suggestion that might be answe'Ted by policy; and, of 
course, I feel free to ask the commissioner and the U.S. attorneys 
and the Federal Home Loan Bank and everybody else who might 
have an opinion on it. 

In Golden Pacific Savings & Loan, because the referral came di
:l'ectly from State savings and loan to us, there was a prosecutor on 
that case at a relatively early point. I mean, even before a prosecu
tor had to be involved, there was a prosecutor on that case, think
ing about what are we going to do with this; how are we going to 
set this up? How are we going to run this investigation? 

I am not an expert on this by any means, but just from appear
ances, what I've seen happen in the Federal referrals is that a case 
goes into the Bureau [FBI] from the regulator. The regulators are 
overworked; the Bureau is overworked, and it may be that you 
don't have the opportunity of having a case come to the attention 
of a prosecutor, or be assigned to a Bureau agent that can actually 
handle the case. Cases that sit are case" ~,hat are going to get you 
in trouble, and to the extent that it i.~ u0ssible, it is good not to 
have cases sit. 

The suggestion that I would make is that in the case where the 
institution is State-chartered, we would certainly be willing to con
tribute our resources to a prosecution of that case, even if the case 
is one involvin~ the federally insured institution. We can't take all 
of Mr. Bonner s spare cases, or Mr. Nunez's spare cases, or the 
spare cases of the other two U.S. attorneys-we just don't have the 
staff, and that is not our primary role. But I know that the depart
ment of savings and loan is vigorously going after criminal refer
rals, and they want prosecution; and I can't commit Commissioner 
Crawford's resources, but he might be willing to commit them to 
such an effort. 

Under this proposal, things could go like this: A State-chartered 
S&L is going to be referred for criminal investigation or prosecu
tion. If that case is brought to the attention of the U.S. attorney it 
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would be perfectly all right with me if the U.S. attorney called me 
ul? and said, "We've got one of these that is going to be referred. 
It s State-chartered; we are full up." Do you folks have a prosecutor 
that you can assign? This would be up to the U.S. attorney; I have 
no problem with that. I don't want to make the decision for them 
because it is not mine to make. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Call I interrupt you right there? 
In a State-chartered federally insured savings and loan, it sounds 

like you are saying that the primary responsibility is with the Fed
eral Government? 

Mr. ADLER. I'm not saying legally whose responsibility it is, he-
cause I don't know. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. It has never been designated or determined? 
Mr. BARNARD. Oh, yes. Yes, it can be either/or. 
Mr. BARASH. It can be either/or. 
Mr. BARNARD. I mean, because of Federal insurance, Federal 

criminal laws apply, and the U.S. attorney could have it, as I un
derstand it. But if it is <t State-chartered institution, it looks like to 
me-if you are going to try one under Federal law, and you are 
going to try the other one under State law, aren't you? 

Mr. ADLER. No. 
Mr. BARNARD. You're not? 
Mr. ADLER. We probably would take it to Federal court. What 

I'm trying to do is--
Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, what I am trying to get at is--
Mr. ADLER [continuing]. If you want Federal prosecutors avail

able to you, or semi-Federal prosecutors, because that's all we are. 
Mr. MAR'HN~7. What I am getting at is, any ambiguity delays 

things, and there ought to be some policy established to prevent it. 
It may be necessary to set a policy that gives either the State or 
Federal Government, primary responsibility over State-chartered 
federally insured thrifts. That is not to say that the State and Fed
ei'al governments couldn't do what you say-cooperate, and ask 
you to come in and assist them since resources are limited at both 
leve~s of government. However, there ought to be, rather than this 
ambiguous situation you have described, a method where you de
termine which level of government has jurisdiction. 

Mr. ADLER. Well, let me just say that what appears to be the am
biguity that I'm proposing might be better than what you have at 
present, because at present there is no ambiguity. They all go to 
the Home Loan Bank, thence to the FBI, and then you run into 
resource problems. 

These are not regulations that-or policies that I can make. I'm 
just saying that we would be wi ... ling to help out if the people with 
the primary responsibility, the Federal insurance people, the FBI, 
and the U.S. attorney, want some help. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. See, now, we have established from your state
I ment just then that the Federal Government has primary responsi
. bility over State-chartered, federally insured thrifts. 

Mr. ADLER. I think that what the chairman said is probably cor
rect. I am just talking about what I've seen. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. As it works? 
Mr. ADLER. Yes, as it works. And if you'll look at that chart on 

the back of your, I guess, press release, it shows what happened to 
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all of those institutions and there's only one where the State com
missioner of savings and loan got into a conservatorship. All the 
rest of them went into receivership, and it was FSLIC receivership. 

That's what I'm talking about. Because that means that it is 
going to go to FSLIC, the Federal Home Loan Bank, and then to 
the FBI, and then to the U.S. attorney, and that's where your 
logjam is. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. In the closing of all these institutions in the 
State of California, how much have we lost as far as, in money, Mr. 
Chairman? Do you know? 

Mr. BARNARD. Oh, yes. 
Mr. ADLER. Beats me, a lot. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. We have lost, I understand, over $5 billion. 

Yet, we are not willing to commit moneys to provide proper staff
ing in many of these areas? 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, it hasn't been one of the priority things. 
Mr. ADLER. Well, it doesn't appear that way. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. The U.S. attorneys-the FBI has 10 vacancies? 

The FBI [Los Angeles Division] has 10 vacancies that have not been 
filled? The U.S. attorneys understaffed? And the citizens of Califor
nia in this Nation, just in this area have lost over $5 billion? 

Mr. ADLER. True. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Then, it's terrible. 
Mr. ADLER. I agree. 
Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Adler, I think your testimony has been out

standing, and both your written statement and your answers to 
questions that we asked. We could probably spend the rest of the 
morning with you, and the afternoon, too. However, we have got 
some others we have got to move on along. 

But I want to thank you very much for coming. As we get our 
hearing record completed, I am sure that we are going to need to 
have some additional information from you, and we would certain
ly appreciate you and your department cooperating with us in that, 
and we are just going to thank you very much. 

Mr. ADLER. 'Thank you, sir. 
Mr. BARNARD. Before you go, though, let me say-have you got a 

question, too? 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes, I think we are developing one right hen:', 
Mr. BARNARD. Well. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. It goes back to what we were just talking about. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, let's develop it fast. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. OK. 
In the processes that you described, that it goes to FSLIC first, 

the FBI, and then they subsequently may come to you? 
Mr. ADLER. Yes. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. There is another agency involved here, or an

other person involved here-the commissioner. How soon does the 
commissioner know when there is some investigation going on? 

Mr. ADLER. I couldn't answer how long. I'm sure the commission-
er could give you that in a second. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. How soon do you find out? 
Mr. CliAWFORD. I'm sorry-I can't hear you. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. How soon do you find out when there has been a 

complaint against--
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Mr. CRAWFORD. Generally, the complaints, they have been filed 
by the Federal Home Loan Bank. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. And so you can't flnd out right away? 
Mr. CRAWFORD. Well, if they want to notify me. They are now, I 

believe, giving us a copy of it when it goes to-we have now set up 
an enforcement bureau where they are now furnishing us with 
copies of it. Before we didn't know. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Do they always tell you when they are making a 
criminal referral? Do they always tell you? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. They are telling us now. Before, we didn't know. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, before you didn't but now they are. So, 

upon the notiflcation that there is a criminal referral, do you have 
the jurisdiction then to bring the State attorney in? 

Mr. CRAWFORD. Right-that's right. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. That may be the key to getting you on when they 

need the resources and when you feel that--
Mr. CRAWFORD. That's right. They furnish us with copies of all of 

them now. 
Mr. ADLER. Thank you very much for your time, and the oppor

tunity to testify. I appreciate it. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. BARNARD. Thank you very much. I wish we could spend 

more time with Mr. Adler. 
[Mr. Adler's:; prepared st.atement follows:] 
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Dear Chairman Barnard: 
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110 W~T A ~""EET. SUITE 700 
SAN DIEGO 112101 ' 

(619) 2.17-7351 

On behalf of John K. Van de Kamp, Attorney General of California, 
I appreciate the opportunity to testify on the subject of bank 
fraud in California. 

The California Attorney General receives referrals from California 
regulatory agencies (Department of Savings & Loan, State Banking 
Department) in situations where regulatory examinations reveal 
irregulari tl.es. One of these cases involved an insti tution on the 
list of failed associations, Golden Pacific Savings and Loan. The 
Major Fraud Unit has been involved in other bank fraud cases 
which are conclUded, as well as some pending matters. 

1. Background: 

The cases in our experience have involved loan frauds on 
financial institutions generally based upon real estate as 
security. All are variations On the basic real estate/bank 
fraud theme: misrepresen ta tions as to value of the property 
and/or misrepresentations as to tho credit-worthiness of the 
borrower. 

2. Reasons for Appointment as Special Assistant United Statas 
Attorney: Greater Efficiency and Lack of Appropriate 
Penalties 1n the californIa state System 

All prosecutors in the Major Fraud Unit, including myself, are 
cross-designated as Special Assistant United States Attorneys 
in the four districts 1n California. Three of our prosecutors 
are former Assistant Onited States Attorneys; the other three 
come from local or state prosecuting backgrounds. All are 
prosecutors with more than 10 years experience in prosecution. 
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When the Major Fraud Unit was founded in mid-l984, it was 
clear investigation and prosecution of major investment and 
bank fraud cases had overwhelmed the resources of local 
prosecutors. In addition, the Major Fraud Unit is a small 
one. It was evident that unless the unit were organized to 
work efficiently, it would immediately be overwhelmed by its 
caseload. 

One major step toward efficient handling of big paper cases 
was the Unit's creation as an integrated team of prosecutors, 
investigators, auditors and paralegal professionals. This 
composition was a kay feature of Attorney General Van de 
Kamp's proposal for a specialized Major Fraud Unit. In 
addition, an analysis of fraud investigations and 
prosecutions shol·led they consumed an incredible amount of 
time and resources. FUrther investigation showed that at 
least part of t~is d~lay was due to California criminal law 
and criminal procedure. 

a. Search Warrants for Third Party Bank Records 

California law requires a search warrant to obtain bank 
records of a bank client. In contrast, such ·.:ocorde can 
be obtained by grand jury subpoona when tho investigation 
is conducted at the direction of a federal grand jury. A 
much greater quantum of evidence is required before a 
search warran t may be isaued. 

b. Grand Jury Indictment Versus Preliminary Hearing 

Under California criminal procedure mandated by the Stato 
Supreme Court, all defendants are entitled to a post
indictment preliminary hearing. .\t theae hoarings, the 
prosecution case is presented by diract evidence, and 
hearsay is prohibited or greatly circu~Bcribod. All 
defendants are ropresented by counsel, and preliminary 
hearing proceedings can be be quite longthy in major fraud 
cases. As an example, a recont major fraud cone took six 
months in praliminary hoaring and approximatoly 14 months 
in jury trial. In contrast, a matter =y bo proBented to 
a federal grand jury for indictmen t in much loss timo. 

c. Penalties 

Under California state law, the maximum punishment for any 
white collar crime, or crimes, irrespectivo of the amount 
of taking, is a total of 10 years in state prison. The 
Penal Code also mandates a reduction of sentonca by 
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one-half for good behavior and work while in prison. 
Credits may not be denied if work is unavailable. In 
contrast, no limitations are placed upon federal sentence 
maxima. 

As recently as last year, an effort to raise the maximum 
sentence for state violations to 12 years was defeated in 
the Legislature. 

d. Statute of Limitations 

Tho California state law statute of limitations for most 
financi~l crimes is three years from the date of 
discovery. In contrast, federal law provides a flat five
year statuto of limitations from tho date the offense was 
committed. 

e. Spoedy Trial Act 

Although California state courts are attempting to address 
the problem, ther.) is sti:;'l no sta te equi va len t of the 
Foderal Speedy Trial Act which mandates all cases be tried 
within 60 days. Unfortunatoly, the federal process is not 
as expeditious as it sounds, for all Unit caSes to date 
have bean declared complax, thus exempt from the time 
raquirements of the Speedy Trial Act. 

3. Gonoral Ovorview and Examples 

In the oxperienco of the ~Iajor Fraud Unit, raal estate frauds 
srQ the most common vOhicles used by both insiders and 
outmiders in defrauding financial institutions in 
California. As notod, real estate frauds are consummated via 
two misropramontations: lies involving the value of the 
property snd lios involving the credit-worthineos of the 
borrowor. . 

e. Valuo of tha Pr~po-Sl 

In order to steal monoy using roal estate, it is essential 
that thai valuo of tho property involved be inflated. In 
our oxporiQnc~, this inflation is usually doublo or triple 
tho market value of tho propor ty. In SOIOO cases, the 
value can be inflatod by as much as twonty-fold. Property 
values ara typically inflated using the "double escrow" 
or by purchase by ·straw buyers." In a double escrow, the 
sama piece of property is sold simultaneously to two 
entities controlled by the fraudster. 
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One transaction is from tha bona fide seller to the first 
entity controlled by the trickster; this sale is foc 
a ceasonable market pcice. The second sale is from the 
ficst entity to the second entity controlled by the 
fraudster, and this is typically for double or triple the 
bona fide seller's original asking price. 

If a straw buyer is used, the straw buyer purchases the 
property from tho bona fide saller, then sells it to the 
"Q", or "qualifier·, the indiVidual in whose name a 
fraudulent tinancial package (which will qualify for a 
large loan) has been preparod. 

b. Mis~2£esentations as to Credit-Worthineas 
of the Bocrower: 

Real estate is rarely inflated in value for its own 
~~ke. Rather, the goal is to borrow monoy using the 
property's inflated valuation as security. In Major 
Fraud Unit cases, money has been borrowed from limited 
partnerships as wall as from financial institutions. In 
either case, the borrowe~', though a fraudster or 
associate, must be made to appear crodit-worthy. This is 
accomplished with fslse, incoma tax returns and false 
financial statomants which roflect large imaginary 
incomea. Often, "lOlln packages" are presented to victim 
financial institutions by mortgage brokors or othero 
pcetending to be independent and objective third partieo 
who have analyzed the loan and the loan packaga and found 
it satisfactory. 

c. IIppr"iSlals 

No discussion of California roal estate fraud would bo 
complete without 0 review of the role of appraimals and 
appraisers. No reol ostato-based loan fraud can be 
committed without an apprai~al supporting the valuation 
the fraudetor is sooking. Howov&r, our callos have not 
featurod bribes to appraisers or othor undue influence 
situations. It is important to r .. ca11 appraisers aro 
paid no moco than $200 to $300 for each residential 
appraisal. Praudstere obtain the dQ~ired figurQ~ by 
calling in appraisers from afar with no expeciance in the 
acea where the target property is to be found. 111150, the 
fraudster will present the appraiser with "comparables" 
(properties of purported compacable worth) that have 
already been the subject of value 
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fraud offender. In our experience, appraisers are 
generally satisfied with information that is spoon-fed to 
them. Financial insti tutions which accept appraisals from 
outside uources without independent review tend to be 
victimized much more frequently than those institutions 
which employ their own appraisers and accept appraisals 
from no other source. 

4. Movement of Ma or Borrowers, A raisers, Insiders, and Others 
Betwe~n Financia lnst tutions: In some cases, a ew escrow 
companies are used by dilfere~t fraudstcrs In t~elr schemes. 

a. In the Major Fraud Unit's experioncQ, we have not handled 
cases where insiders, borrowers, or appraisers have moved 
from one institution to another. Howev~r, we have handled 
cases where different fraudsters in unrelatod cases have 
usod a common escrow company to conduct both double escrow 
activity and rent-Skimming scams. 

b. Detention/Prevention of Such Movemant 

Based upon conversations with both those in the industry 
and r&gulators, a number of problems make information 
sharing difficult. Firat, thore is no agoncy or forum 
with responsibility to receive and disseminate such 
inf9rmmtion. Government' agencies could not appropriately 
handle much of this information becsuse it often invelves 
employeos who have boen terminated without any roferral to 
a law enforcement agency. If institution security 
personnel are effective, terminations may occur in 
situations where thoro would be insufficient evidence for 
a criminal investigation or pro&0cution. In addition, 
wh&re no conviction resulted, a criminal justice agency 
could not disseminate "intelligenco· information or arrest 
information to private par.ties without violating 
confidontiality lawn. 

Anothor obstacle to the froo flow of thin information 
soemo to result from tho privacy law and advice from 
financial institution houoo counsol. Apparently, it is 
often tho position of hOUD4 counsel that institutions must 
not shara such informatien among thomaolvoa becauso 
privacy-based law suita by affoctsd individuals could 
result. 
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Suggestions for Improvernont: 

Sinco not all casos of termination for suspicion of criminal 
involvoment will necesoarily be referred for invostigation or 
proillOcution", botter sharing of intelligencl!I botwoen government 
agonciea will not do much to addresa thin problem. In any 
ovent, such intelligence cannot be ahared with private 
ontities bocauOQ of California privacy leginlation. It might 
bo moot appropriate snd efficient for information on possible 
10&n ocac artists to bo ahored by ~hoSQ in tho industry. 
However, codification of privacy legislation might be required 
to recovo tho threat of liability to tho financial 
inotitutionm. 

Intolligonca Sharing: 

At tho otate leval, the Major Freud Unit and the Bureau of 
Organized Crim3 and Criminal Intelligence in tho Department of 
Juotico have DOt up a Major Fraud Indox to facilitate the 
intorchongo of intelligence information on fraud schemes and 
subjacto. Howovor, ueo of this system is restricted to 
governmont agencies. Although the system is otill quite new, 
a num~r of agoncieo are contributing. Tho efficiency of the 
oyotou will, of couree, increaaa in diroct proportion to the 
nu~r of ~gQnciQo which utiliz0 it. 

A blank ontry card for tho Index io attacood. 

AdoQU4Cy' ot Coordination, Dioaemination of Information, 
And Aooiotance Botv~en and Amon Financial Inotitutions, 

an ogu a cry gonc 00 an 0 ra tato rOGecutors: 

a.(i) Dotoction and reporting of criminal misconduct in 
fInancial Institutlona by b4nklng agoncy examiners. 

Roports of misconduct by the Cdlifornia Department of 
Savings and Loan and tho Banking Department have been 
adoquato and ti_ly in our exporience. SinCe! tho Major 
Fraud Unit doao not receivQ reports from federal 
rogula tory &goncios at thia '~i""" no common t on the 
ti~lineas or SUfficiency of such roporto is 
appropriatm. 
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a.(ii) Detection and Reportin~Bank Fraud pr~blems 
By Financial Institutions 

In our limited experience, most of the cases reported 
had been reported by state agencies. However, we have 
had a few matters referred by financial institutions. 
In those few cases, the reports Were timely and the 
inetitl:tions Were helpful. In fact, tho report made by 
one institution has resulted in an agreement beteween 
the Major Fraud Unit and that institution to provide 
training for loan officors and other institution 
employees on how to dGtect, avoid and report possible 
bank frauds. 

b. Additional Views on Improved Coordination 

The Major Fraud Unit suggests a variation in regulatory 
agency reportin9 of policieo in California. In cases 
where the association which fails haa been chartered by 
the State of California, it might be appropriate for the 
fedoral regulstory agency to conpi~er having 
elCaminations done by the Depart"",nt of Savings and Loan 
in soma canes. As a result the responsibility for 
regulatory olCaminations could bo shared between feders1 
and tltata regulators. 'Likewiso, prosecutorial 
responsibility might then be sharad between federal 
prosecutors and our Office. 

In order to mako such a proposal work, it would be 
neceosary to bring criminal referrals to th~ attention 
of the United States Attorney imlOOdiat9ly, at: the point 
of referral by the regulatory agency to law 
enforcemant. At this timo, if the association involved 
were otste-charterod, tho fadera1 prosecutor could opt 
to ro~ueat tho involvement of the Depar~ment of Savings 
and Loon and tho Major FrAud Unit in the IIlG.tter. At 
preaent, all mattors are routinely referred to the 
Fodora1 Bureau of Investigation for eventual prosecution 
by tho Unitod Statoa Attorney. Of course, we have nc, 
objection to this system, as these matters are a federal 
rosponsibi1ity. However, it Is evident the combination 
of the complexity of the cases and the number of cases 
being referred has resulted i.n significant delays in 
investigation and prosecution. If these delays can be 
lessened by our involvement in appropriate cases, this 
proposed change in policy might have beneficial results 
with little added cost. Naturally, the state agencies 
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will aloo C'oach A " .. tucat!on point at DOmo ti_ oinco Gtato 
casourco~ are not unlimited. KOWGvor, our axparience in 
invostmont fraudo ohows th~t shoring thoGC camas bet~n 
tadoral and otato prococutora rasultm in ~or0 eKpodi~iouo and 
officiant prosocl1tion of .. highor nl1cbor ot COIl)llO. Tho ~~ 
might wall be true in tho b&nk fraud oroa. 

6. Adogl18cy ot FBI ~xportioo and ReoourcQol 

Tho Ulllitod cllKporienc:o of tho ~jor Fraud Unh in tiloC!:ll C:OOOS, 
again, prohibito a gonoral rocpcnillO. In tM Gol~n i'oeUAe 
S .. vingo "!lei Leen coce, th .. Vi'll ogents Qcc!~d (£lrcm tll:3 Santa 
ROSA offico) did on otfictont and .. f(aetivo j~ eCft~etiR9 tho 
invootigGltiGn. In onotnor I!!!ItCOIr, whoro fUrtllOr 
id0ntificoticn 10 proelu~d by rille 6(0) of tho VQ~oA nulo~ 
of Cri~1nol Procedura, DO~ d1ff1cl11t100 ~ro oncoUfttoC'oO ~hon 
tno caco agont originally ocoigno4 uoo rO~GQiQnQa ona o~kor 
agent had to bel brought I1p to opolt<llcll. a_WIr, t~ nculy 
assignod ogont ie p~o&Ontly wor~ing with 0 ~j~ frou~ unit 
Spocial ~CJlcnt, cnd th .. in"ooti~Uon 10 p2'oetlOdilllll 
OQtl"fQcto~Uy. -

Genorally, I:lIO now obeoC'vod tho e:lCII vG1I'illnco An o~eiOZ! Gl'Id 
QI!.Ul o~9 Ii'DI Il~nto co cccag Spadal l!.~nfU3 ACI too A3~ 
~1I>1!1Il Ihth. FlU agsnto Goolgnol/l to bon!; fltou~ l!'J:)Otllll) !£1l LeQ 

IU'lto1oO, \'len olUlll1(jllc, arc qultG \loot! lit oontllUAQ e~c:s C1lQC:30. 
I}GOreIlOII', eoeo VOlUClO of ton reoulto An 0001CJ1n11'19 ~ ~e:)O to 
lnonpolI'ioneod a~nto cr 090n~~ u&th 1000 troiA!n~ An koAdl!nQ 
~hllW collar ~CQo. In thaca oitooUOf,O, obvflcuolV, t~ 
quality of in<rootl\'iGUon cay oodlno. 

I?OI ll!Qft~1I' rooCW:COQ 1n ColUo:rnio 011'0 ano~to. '11'0 C'l'QI1O 
thAe ~iAt, it 10 noccoooC'y only co c~II'O eke Q~~ o~ ~on 
Q90nIUI oooi<;:4"d to tM Loo An~loa IIlfICI ~MC:a.on ouaealll. 
Ah:::'0t ,.deo eo c::lny owontl.l in ItM I'Ien~t\laA o2UClI) Ci!I!l~ tll!a 
oom tx>li'\IloUon -- llloout 14 I3UUOO cUbono. 'llClAo <J4cv:;lcrUIl' 
&loG! \lQt Qt!l()£lI G~o~ict<2. 

Dool~o Ilttlllffin.." 11l9~n!t cetctloo OQlaQti£C::lO CU'OGtoo "",~n.aat:J. 
Xn tho ~j~ Fr&u~ Unit, &lthOu~~ DpocAol A90nto ~ototo Anto 
too WIlli'. lU) _11 ao 104110 it, ~ U1 to Q!llnltOln 0 CCtla of 
oR~r!GflCOa AgDntGl ~ho cen voch vllth nov agoRtll en C~loR 
flnanciol ccicoo. In cdditiCft, ~ oeploy c full-t!~ 
COtIoulccnt In1POI'tlgcthe Spoc1aUolt 1n whito-eollcc eC'i09 It!) 
u'cin and 0I111t,10t All OUI: agontll in hllndling th<>ao CaQ"O. 
Whito-collAr crimo investigationo oIIl:e a opocializod thld, 

.. 
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and it is important for large police ag~ncics such as tho FBI 
to recognize this. Agencies must provido ~chanisms Which 
will allow for invostigative continuity whan invostigators 
assigned to particular major Caoas are raaooignod. Such 
sitU4tions are predictable in white-collar callOs which of ton 
taka t.wo yaara to inv<!!st.igato. 

In addition, tho FBI appears to sot priorit.ios which ordor ito 
ca_load llnd the attention given clallmto of caiCQo. tlhita
collar crimo of ton finds a placo in t.his hloror~hy, but. ito 
rank in t.oo hierarchy ia oftCln ch41ngo". Ccn£lOqucntly, tM 
staffing asaigned t.Q white-collar cri~ and ito institutional 
importance DOOIllD to bel in a conotant atat.o of flulX. Ao 
financial crimoQ aro long term investigations requiring a 
significant commitmant. of agent personnel and tims, tOO 
rosults of this priority change are not always beneficial. 

7. Adequacy and Expertise of Faderal Prosecutorial Rooourcos: 

As is the cas~ with th~ FBI, manpow~r raQOU~COQ of Unitod 
States Attornoys offices in r.alifornia oro inacbquoto to 
address white-collar crime in Californie'o fou~ fedora 1 
districts. The problem is most pronounced in Soutnorn 
California where rna jor fraud is endeDtic. Hovovor, frauds sre 
found in wealthy urban arGas, and such aross ~y bQ found in 
all four of California's districts. 

Staffing problems aro particularly acute in tho specializod 
fraud units in the four offices. Tho ~sDistanta assigned to 
the specialized unite are the most experioncod ~ooocutora in 

. tho U.S. Attorney's Office. Without exception, thoeo 
prosecutors do fine work. However, the white-collar crime 
exp~rience thoy gain as prosecutoro makes t.hom highly 
desirable candidateo for employmont as portnora in major law 
firms allover the state. Often, these private coctor jobs 
offer pay scales two or three timas that IIIvail~ble to a 
government prosecutor. The result iv relativoly rapid 
turnover of the best and most exprien'~ed fsdot'1lI1 prosecutors. 
This is probably unavoidable, but creates a constant problem 
of case reassignment and the need to train new fraUd 
prosecutors. 

A number of impt'ovements might increase the length of 
pt'osecutorial tenut'e in U.S. Attorneys offices. First, of 
course, is mot'e money. No government agency can or should 
compete with the big firms of Los Angeles, but there might be 
some effort to at least equal the pay scale of the Los Angeles 
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District Attorney's office. In addition, federal fraud 
prosecutors must handle non-fraud trials involving bank 
robbery, alien smuggling and minor narcotics cases. These 
cases are assigned to attorneys throughout many United States 
Attorneys offices because there are simpl,: too many caseD for 
the "lin~" prosecutors to hsndle. If major frauda are to 
receive the attention they deserve, tho IIttention must be 
undivided. To achieve this, thero must be more prooocutors 
assigned to tho four United States Attorneys offices in 
California. 

8. Ri ht to Financial end Ada U<lC 
o Sentences mpoood n SCOI'H 

a. RFPA Probloms 

Only one salient problem recurs with respect to 
interpretation of the right to FinQncial Privacy Act. 
Although banks IIro victims in bank fraud caeOD and may 
turn over copios of loan pa~kago8 to law enforcement 
agencies upon request, financial inatitutiona invariably 
require a subpoena or OGorch warrant bafore turning ovar 
t~ese materials. In our experience, these policies ara 
generally duo to advice of houao counsel who ore doubtloss 
giving thoir cliento coneervlltivo odvico. Although tho 
Right to Financial Privacy Act alroady provides victime 
may turn OVer tiloD Without compulsion or violation of tho 
Act, perhapo clarifying languoge to mako the point clearer 
yet would be useful. 

b. Adequacy of Sentoncos: 

Sentenc<ls iopoced j.n stato an.' fedoral courts arc 
inadequa~ to detor criminal misconduct in bank fraud 
caeos. In e June 1985, CBS-New York Timoa poll, 65' of 
the respondente belioved punishr.ant was too leniont for 
white-collar criminals. 68' of thoDQ surveyod folt 
governmont was not making enough ot an effort to catch 
whito-collar crim1n,ls. 85\ of tho public said rooat 
whito-collllr criminalo gst away with thoir crimoo. In 
light of theoe public attitudes, the reeponso of tho 
criminal law should be claar. 

Principalo in 1M jor whi t .. -collar cr i .... sche ...... , including 
bank frauds, ehould receive a term of imprisonment, if 
convicted. In our experience, prison torms imposed are 
gonorllily in the 2 to 5-year range in both tho Btate and 
t .. doral aystome, and mandatory reduction .. of tho 
sont.nceo for good behavior or work occur. 
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Somo criminologists have observed that while deteerence is 
of quostionable value in the area of violent crimes, it 
has great value in convincing the white-collar offender 
that a criminal course of action does not pay. There is 
no question this country's prison and jail facilities are 
jammed. Sentencas for white-collar offenders will 
generally bo relatively shoet bocause these offenders 
rarely have criminal histories. However, imprisonment for 
principals in major white-collar schemes should be 
routine. In addition, the terms of incarceration should 
~ moro than a fow months in a light custody "country 
club" onvironment. 

In sUQ~ry, dotorrenc~ and'protection of the public 
require principals in major white-collar crimes, including 
bonk frauds, bo GOntsncod to terma of impria~nmont upon 
con viction. ThoDa tarms should bo more !lube tan tia I than 
thomo precontly impocod, and torms of imprisonmont should 
bo impoood ;n a 'ligMr percentage of casas. 

9. Role of the Attorney General's Office in Those Matters: 

Tho Colifornia Attorney General's Major Froud Unit is willing 
to invoatigoto and prooocuto b&nk frauds, using tho DAme 
forC>.'lt We hovo dOVQlopod in involJtment fraud co","". As 11 

·~cond4ry· low enforce~nt Agoncy, that io, one which accepts 
referrals of cacoa froQ otho~ 4gonc~eo, the Major Fraud Unit 
will work finoncial inotitution frauds whon requoatod by 
appro~iotQ cut.hcritioo. 

In thlll cora of focblrolly inourod aoooclQtj~no, our involvement 
would bo at tho roquoot of tho fed3rlll proQOcutor. Tho only 
oncepti~ to thic will o~cuc in oituationo whero Q referral is 
QiIlcb by II stat:) rogulatory Ilgoncy. HOW<lvor, oinco we 
gonoll'olly P-rOC:!lCUr.O OUII' C4lX)O in fedoral court 00 croso
cboignotod Spacial Aooiotant Unitod StateD AttOrneyo, fedoral 
~OCQcutor oocont. vill 0100 be required before wo become 
involvod in thooo oituotiona aD woll. 

Although Va cannot volunteor the rOQources of the Califcrnla 
DoportQOnt of Sov!ngo ond L~n, our experience in tho Golden 
Pcciftc Sovingo and L~n caco domonotrateo that the Deport~~nt 
did OR outllltcncUng job in ito exomination and oumlMriZlltion of 
tho Aooociatlon'o booko and records. That analy~ls formed tho 
bollia of ourinvootigation (jOintly conducted with the E'8r), 
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and outlined the charges to which the defendants, Leif and Jay 
Soderling eventually admitted guilt. As noted, we believe some of 
the federal workload could be relieved if federal proaecutors 
requested involvement by the Departll>:Ont of Savings and Loan and 
the Major Fraud Unit in soma cases involving federally insured 
aSllIociations. 

As shown by the attached Major Fraud Unit Fact Sheot, our Unit is 
atill not large -- we have only six proSGcutors and ten special 
agent investigators. In addition, our primary caseload will 
continue to consist of invostment fraUd ""'tters. Therofore, we 
will not be able to absorb a large number of bank frauds. We 
certainly cannot replace the additional Gedoral prosecutors so 
doaperately needod by the United Statee Attorneys of California. 

Obviously, this propooal cannot succeed without coordination and 
cooperation between state and fedoral investigators. However, tho 
Major Fraud Unit has enjoyed an outatanding relationship with 
fedoral prosecutors and law enforcomont agencies, and we are 
poaitive this relationship will con~inuo. 

I Iuove attachod a copy of a Fact Sheot, outling the composition, 
history ond tacticn of tho Major rrillud Unit. In addition, a brief 
sumcery of the Goldon Pacific Savings and Loan caso is included to 
domonstrato how one bonk fraud walll consummated and what 
investigation stopa relllulted. 

Again, I doeply appreciate tho opportunity to testify beforo this 
Subcommittee and the oppo~tunity to wo~k with you towards a 
solution of tho problom of bank fraud in California. 

Very truly youro, 

JOHN X. VAN DE ltA!4P 

~
ttornoy GOnerOl;B , 

, :7A....A,.. 
, , ~ ~ ~ 

STEVEN V. ADLER 
Asoistant Attorney G~noral 
Chief, Major Fraud Unit 

SVA:ojl 

Encls. 
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Major Fraud Unit Fact sheet 

U.s. v. Soderling, Leif D. and Jay S. 

Information - filed /2/87 

Newsclipping - PresG Democrat 3/3/87 

Sentencing - 6/2/87 

Fraud Index Card 

~ttaC'hment 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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May 1987 

The Major Fraud Unit, Crininal Division, Office of the Attorney General of 
California, was first funded July 1, 1984. The Unit was approved by the 
Leglslature at a funding ,:,evel of $2.1 million; the Governor reduced 
funding to $900,000. In !.986, Senator Robert Beverly sponsored SB 2457, 
WhlCh pronded increased funding for the Major Ftaud Unit. On September 26, 
1986, Governor Deukrnejian signed the bill into law/ approving a higher 
funding level. The Depar.tment of Finance has approved contlnuation of the 
new funding level for FY 1987-1988. 

The Unit's mission is to handle complex multijurisd1ctional white collar 
crimir.al cases. In addition, the Unit coordinates anti-fraud law 
enforc'3rnent efforts by local, state, and federal agencies and offers 
assistance when requested in appropriate cases. The Unit also trains local 
and state peace officers in investigation techniques fur c~mplex fraud 
cases. 

The Unit has been enthusiastically accepted by law enforcement, and major 
cases are constantly being referred to us by other agencies. Cases with 
losses totaling more than $650 million involving thousands of victims are 
being investlgated or pros9Cilted by MFU. 

PRESENT STAFFING: --------
~~~utors •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 

~cial ~~.E.'2'" •••••• •••• •••••••••• 9 

~~~ and Analysts •••••••••••••••• 5 

CASE HANDLING PROCEDURES: ------

~ 2457: (1/1/87) 

6 

10 

7 

The ~1ajor Fraud Unit I s aim is to efficiently inv<='ltigate and prosecute 
multijurisdictional invescrrent fraud in California. ~Ie seek to deter those 
who would commit such crines by argulng for (and in h'10St cases obtaining) 
sentences involving imprisonment for defendants we prosecute. 

\1e pursue our investigations and prosecutions in both state and federal 
courts, choosing the forum which allows for the most efficient proQecution 
with the most appropriate sf;atutes and the punishment most suited to the 
criminal enterprise. ne investigate our cases jointly with local, state and 
federal regulatory and/or law enf0z:;cloont agencies. \1e prosecute in tandem 
with Dlstrict Attorneys and United States JI.ttorneys. 

ne have increased fraud prosecution in Californla by filing cases, by 
assisting other agencies, and by coordinating multi-agency efforts. W~rkinq 

together, we intend to move the fr~ud capital of the U.S. -- elsewhere. 
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Since the Unit was founded in August, 1984 (and fully staffed by November, 
1984) no case handled by Unit prosecutors has gone to trial. Disposltion 
data for Unit cases is shown by the figures below. 

One case investigated by MFU Special Agents has gone to trial - the case was 
prosecuted by Sierra County's District Attorney. The case involved a loss 
of about $100,000, and the defendant was sentenced to five years in state 
prison. The defendant had run a check-kiting scheme, and sold the same part 
interest in a mold for a fiberglass car body to a number of different 
investors. 

All cases refl~cted in these statistics were investigated and prosecuted 
using the MFU task force approach -- other agencies were almost always 
involved, usually in the investigation of the case. 

The "assessment" category reflects cases which rreet MFU criteria, but are 
not being actlvely worked for any reason. For example, MFU may lack 
resources to tEndle the matter alone, and we are searching for assistance; 
the matter has been referred to another agency and we are awaiting a reply; 
or preliminary investigation is underway to determine '.[hether criminal 
prosecution is appropriate. 

These statistics also reflect cases in which Unit personnel ~~ve assisted 
other agencies in invest19ations: these casas usually involve a Unit 
auditor analyzing complex financial transactions at the request of a local 
prosecuting or police agency. MFU does not assume primary responsibility 
for investigation or prosecution of these cases. 

I. ~: (number of defendants) 

Convictions: 

Prison: 
County Jail 
Probation: 
Sentencing Pending: 

II. PENDING: (nurrber of caaes) 

Prosecutions (charges filed in court): 
Investigations: 
Assessments: 

III. ASSISTANCE: (MFU renders auditor, 
investigative or legal help in cases 
being handled by other agencies. 

76-791 0 - 87 - 4 

To~ 

34 

15 
5 
7 
7 

41 

8 
25 
11 

17 

17 
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Attorney 
Assistant Attorney General nnd 

3 Speciul Assistant Pnited StateH 
l'I·;Tr:R 1l0IlI:-ISON 

4 As;;istant United Stnt,"~ Attol'nt.;,' 
5 p.O. Gox 1404 

Santa Rosa, Ca. fl5·!02 
(707) 525-4279 

6 

7 

B 

9 

10 

IN TilE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR TilE NORTHERn DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

UNITED STATES OF MIERICA, .t 
((~,t·~ .~~ ®]l :'~I ~t RHS 11 Plaintiff , J~~. '/. I, "-=:.:.riW 

) 1, v, ) Violation: Title 18, Untted 
) States Code, section 657--

13 'LEIF D. SODERLING and ) Misapplication ot Funds; 
JAY S. SODERLING, ) Title 18, United States Code, 

14 ) section 1014--0vervlllulng 
Defendants. ) Securities to 11 Bank 

15 
I.N FOR 4 A TIn N 

16 
COUNT ONE: (18 U.S.C. 657) 

17 

18 

19 

The United States Attorney charges: T HAT 

Beginning on or about April 15, 1984 and cont1nuina to on or. 

about July 16, 1984, in the City of Windsor, County at Sonoma, in, thO, 
20 Ii 

State and Northern District of California, 
21 " 

22 
LEIF D. SODERLI~~, and 
JAY S. BODERLING, 

23 defendants herein. bping owners and directors of Golden Pacific 

24 'Savings and Loan Association, the deposits of which were insured by 

25 : the l~ederal Sa\'ing-H and [,oltn In<;lIrance Corporation, did, with 

26 reckless disregard for th0 int~r~sts at the Association, misapply 

Attachment 2 
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funds of the Assoc'~ation in excess of $100 by expending funds of the 

2 Association for the benefit of theMselves and their related business 

en~ltles on trnnsactions Buch as the flnancing of ~urchase of 

4 Iprt>,Jerty on Holman Lane in Cotati. California. 

5 :;COUNT TltO; (18 U.S.C. 101<1) 

6, 
The United States Attorney further charges; TEA T 

7 
On or about June Hi. 1984. in the r.ity of Windsor, County 

o i;of Sonoma, in the State and Northern District of California, 

LEIF D. SODERLING and 
JAY ~. SODERLING, 

~(\) !! defendantc herein, being owners and directors of Golden Pacific 

11 i!savtngs and Loan Association. the deposits of which were insured 

12 IjbY the Federnl Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, did overvalue 
:, 

13 ;1 cer·tain property in Vacaville, Cal tfornia for the purpose at in-

14 II fluencina the nction of the Association. 

16 !II DATED; 3 ;J4~ 
10 I rv

, 
II 

11' II 
10 II 
10 

ro 
21' I 
a2\ 

:11 
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Santa Rosa, Cali rorn ia, Tuesd:iy. Marc!l J. 1987 

AttD.chcant 3 

J'l't!~;a In:IUU"".,,,,, 
11:!5 Mendocino Ave. 

" .. ·j.\lt:\ ~'i)1k7CQ. 95401 
a-:"lm",,: 

Cl_.UI.tlLiOft: 
tiooId.lulaa C<T .... , SF 



Charges 
Cunrinued/rom Pugt (II 

The Sod~rlinss arc Ihe eighth 
and ninth p~rsOIlS 10 be charged 
willi leder,1I crimes since authori
ties began InvesUgnting Golden Pa
cific Savings and Loan &nc thre~ 
otlter troubled B~y Area thnlts. 

AssiStant u.S. atlllrlley Petel 
Robinson said the tDvesUg!lIHlI1l11ltl 
(;I,III,'u l'al·,'il'l'I,UJIIIUl'S. 

"U is lIlJ~.ilblc that nlher Pt'1',lhlS 
f:nnnected with the snvirgs nne! 
JOlin will be churget!." he 5:lid. "1 
can't say who migbt be Ule targets." 

Tbe SoderUngs could not be 
reacbed lor comment Monday. 

Tbelr Gttorney, Ricllard Free
mlln, Santa Rosa, declin"d to dis· 
cuss the cllarges but mid t~e 
Sodemag.. may be prepared tll 
discu .. the C:lSe In a week or so. 

Tbe two are accused a! appru,·· 
109 loans to themselves or 10 btl,i 
ness enlitles they owned. Robinson 
said the 5\!lf-<1eating occurred III 
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I US-I Jntllllvolvcd l\\oo prupcrt1cs in 
Cotaft and one In Vacnv:Ue. Tile 
ca. •• \las developed hy Ro~inson. 
the Fill and deButy SlOte 8UQrne~ 
general Ronald metanD. 
'"'=, fit! charges ngrunst the brothe:-s 
said they acted in recklt!.'"s disre~ 
Garn lor the Inrcre,,,s or the Ihri!lto 
b,'ne!Utllemselvc,. 

"AtuliN Jwrtorml'll h\ WI' rail
(nlilia Ih't,mlllll'lIl 11r ~'hIVIIII'.'" .lIId 
IllflIt were tn~truuacllial UI UIIC.u\·~ 
ering the (mUd." said Rohlnson. 

Smetana said uUe$ lit thl! three 
pnrcels were trnded back and forth 
between Golden Pacific Savings 
and Loan, Landco Wesl, another 
Sllderllns company, and Micllael 
Rosen, a Rohnert Park developer 
end brother·in·lnw 01 Ih. Soderl· 
InllS. 

All the tinnnclng wo~ provided 
~y Golden PacifiC, Smetana saI<l. 

lie said value blthe Cotall prop· 
erty was Inflated almo~l lour·!old. 

"They had Ihe rl~ht tn ~uy It lor 

StiIlO,OIlO and, Instead, paid $2.275 
million." said Smetana. 

"The net result to (the Soderl
ings) wos a \Illin 01 Sl.B million," b .. 
said. 

Tou Vacaville property was tn· 
!Ialed !rom 1230,000 to S825,000, 
however the deal felllllrouCh when 
the Deportment 01 Savings and 
1.""'1 slepP"11 In ollll blnckl'" thl! 
lI1IUSo:U'rlflns. SlHctanu said. 

Rubinson salil the exact amount 
01 money toSI by the Savings and. 
Loan is not !<nown. 

Rosen deellned to comment. He 
reterred Inquiries to bis attorney 
Tom Kelly who was wlllvallable on 
Monday. 

Golden Paclllc, whicb the 5.Jd· 
erIlngs liIarted In 1D83, was de
clared insolvent and taken over by 
ledernl auUloritles In September 
IQS5, live weeks alter similar ac
tion agnlost 5anIa Rosa·based Cen· 
lennlal Savings and Loan, 

.... -~ 
Columb'us-Marin Su;ings -;,," San; 
Ra!ael Bnd Atlas Savings and Lonn ! 
01 San Francisco came under simi. , 
lar regulatory actlOll shonly there., 
alter. 

Golden Pacific SaVings and Loen 
was !ormed in ID93 nnd received: 
Federal SaVIngs lind Loan Insur. ' 
once Corp. covernge n year later 

About the II1me time, Ibe SOd~rl. : 
InSS formed a development campa. 
ny, Golden Pacillc Financial. Inc., 
~~~~~~~~ to Soderllng Land Bnd 

The brothers became snorled In 
rogulatory problems within months 
0( opening Ihe savings and loan. 
Tltl' thnlt was tile target o! IWO 
c,,"sc nnd desist orders by the state 
JII,I r('~(~r:11 authorities seized can. 
t. olin S~ptemb~r 19H5. 

The Soderlings currenliy own 
ahnut SU mililon in propeny under 
the cor"Ur",o title 01 Gallien Pari!. 
\( BUllde,,·. 



United States v. ~_Soderl~ 
~~~~~ v. ~~:r: Soderlins. 
Northern District 
DAG Smetana 
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On June 2, 1987, Judge Peckham committed Leif and Jay Soderling to 
the Attorney General or his designee; they were committed for five 
years on the 657, two years on the 1014, all but six months of 
each sentence stayed with the two six month terms to run 
consecutively; each was additionally placed on probation for five 
years on each offense, ordered to make restitution to FSLIC (using 
a set formula and based on the losses in seven separate 
transactions; amount will be around $2,000,000 or more) and to 
perform 2,000 hours of community service. The defendants will be 
starting to perform the service immediately by building a housing 
project in Kelseyville for the California Human Development 
Corporation; they start serving their jail term on January 5, 
1988. They were also ordered to disclose assets to FSLIC. 
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BURKAIJ OF OHGAIIIZllD C!I.llII! AND CB.lHlHA!. UlTI!LLIGIlNCK 
FIIAIID IRDRX CAIID 

I FRAUD TYPE 

ADDRESS~" ----------------------------------------------------.---------------

SEX I RACE I HGT I WGT I HAIR J EYES J DOB 

SCARS/HARKS 

FBI I CII ISS' 

COL I ADDL INFQ 

ASSOCIATE: OOB: ASSOCIATE RELATIONSHIP: 

ASSOCIATE: OOB: ASSOCIATE RELAnOKSBIP: 

ASSOCINrE: OOB. ASSOCIATB RELATIONSHIP: 

ASSOCIATE: DOB. ASSOCIATE RELAnONSHIP. . ....................................... 
DATE OF poom: 

BUSINESS HAIil!: BUSINESS Rl<tAnOHSBIP. I.E., 
OIlNKR/MlIAGEll.. 

BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

BUSINESS !WII!. BUSIKRSS RKLAnONSHIP. looK., 
0I/HER!1IAIIAGEl<. 

BUSINESS ADDRESS: 

11.0. AND COHIIEHTS (SEE REVERSB SIDE FOR ADDInOllAL IlIFORHAnON) 

DC-Uti 
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H.O. AIm SPKCIFICS CONTINUED 

ADDITIONAL ASSOCIATE IHl'IlIlKATIOIi 

ASSOCIATE. DOB. ASSOCIATE RELATIOHSHIP , 

ASSOCIATE. DOB. ASSOCIATB RELATIORSHIP 

ASSOCIATE. DOD. ASSOCIATE RELATIOnSHIP 

ASSOCIATE. DOB. ASSOCIATE RELATIOnSHIP 

LAI1 I!IIl'ORCEKFJ/T AGEIICY., _____________________________ _ 

INVESTIGATOR HAIIE., __________________ TELEPHOIIE 1lUllB1lIl. ________ _ 

DISSEtIINATIOH 
INSTRUCTIOliS. D RELEASE INFOIlKATION, D RF.LF.ASE AGENCY NAME ONLY, D DO NOT RELEASE 

HAILING ADDRBSS. 
DKPARTKEIlT OP JUSTICE 

BURRAD OP ORGANIZED CRIKE AND CRIHIlIAL IHTKLLIGEIICE 
FRAUD UllIT 

4949 BROADWAY 
P.O. BOK 903357 

SAC:wmNTO, CA 94203-3570 
(916)73!H746 
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Mr. BARNARD. I am going to ask staff to see if it is possible to get 
five people around that table. If it is, I think we would l~ke to have 
a panel of all of our Home Loan Bank Board witnesses. For the 
next panel, I would like to call Mr. Charles Deardorff, Mr. William 
Black. Mr. Black, I believe you have got Mr. James Lauer and 
Mark Gabrellian with you. If we could have all of you gentlemen to 
appear on that panel. 

[Pause.] 
Mr. BARNARD. The little ones get on the end, and the big ones get 

in the middle. 
[Pause.] 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, I appreciate your cooperation in this. I think 

this will expedite the hearing a little bit. 
Our first witness this morning on this panel will be Mr. Charles 

A. Deardorff. Mr. Deardorff is Deputy Director" Supervision, of the 
Federal Home Loan Bank in San Francisco. I will ask-Mr. Dear
dorff, we will hear from you at this time, and then I will introduce 
the rest of the panel, and then our questions will be consolidated. 
Thank you, sir. 

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. DEARDORFF, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, 
SUPERVISION, FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 

Mr. DEARDORFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank you for this 

opportunity to proyjde testimony on misconduct of S&L insiders in 
real estate appraisals in the California thrift industry. 

For the subcommittee's information, I have been a supervisory 
agent for the Federal Home Loan Bank Board since September 
1983 with day-to-day supervisory responsibilities for the 240 savings 
and loan institutions in the 11th district, which includes Arizona, 
California, and Nevada. On March 1, 1987, I became Deputy Direc
tor of the Agency Group in charge of the Special Surveillance Sec
tion consisting of problem institutions in the 11th district. 

I will draw on these experiences in providing testimony and in 
answering the subcommittee's questions. 

The Agency Group of the Federal Home Loan Bank in San Fran
cisco, headed by the principal supervisory agent, is FSLIC's desig
nated agent for the purpose of examining, monitoring, supervising 
federally insured and federally chartered, State-chartered savings 
institutions in the 11th district. Employees of the Agency Group 
are responsible for front-line examination and performance of regu
latory functions on behalf of FSLIC and the Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board. Through onsite inspections and computer-assisted re
views of thrifts' fmancial data, the staff reviews the financial 
safety and soundness of insured institutions and attempts to identi
fy those thrifts posing a potential risk to the FSLIC fund. 

With respect to suspected criminal misconduct of inDiders-direc
tors, officers, shareholders, or affiliated companies of an institu
tion-or outsiders who receive preferential or advantageous treat
ment from an .. lstitution due to their business or personal relation
ships with insiders, it is the responsibility of the Agency Group, 
California Department of Savings and Loan, and the institution to 
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try to detect such misconduct and to ensure that referrals to the 
criminal enforcement agencies are promptly made. 

The nature, extent, and consequences of misconduct by insiders, 
borrowers, and appraisers in the thrift industry in California over 
the past several years has been extensive, costing the sharehold
ers-FSLIC principall:--and other creditors hundreds of millions 
of dollars. In a review of 35 failed or failing institutions since year
end 1984, insider misconduct was noted to some extent in 27 insti
tutions, or in 77 percent of the sample. Unfortunately, this percent
age is only marginally above the national average. 

Clearly, the criminal law process is not effectively deterring such 
abuse in California, or nationwide. Based upon our experience, two 
things are certain: First, the recognized examples of misconduct in 
California thrift institutions have increased in recent years; and 
second, the consequence of such abusive practices have harmed the 
affected institutions and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 
Corporation, and contributed to the failures of many of those in
sured institutions. Moreover, this misconduct is not limited to in
siders, borrowers, and appraisers, but also encompasses lawyers, ac
countants, consultants, and other persons involved in the affairs of 
FSLIC-insured institutions. Misconduct in the thrift industry 
ranges from minor teller defalcations to sophisticated and intricate 
schemes, often involving numerous transactions and interrelated 
parties which materially benefit insiders and their associates at the 
expense of the insured institutions. 

Certain of these types of misconduct are evidenced over and over 
again in problem institutions. Typically, misconduct includes: 

(1) Misapplication of funds through the payment of exorbitant 
personal expenses totally unrelated to the institution's business; 

(2) Inordinately large loan concentrations to insiders or affiliated 
companies, granted with little or no underwriting andlor in viola
tion of the limitations on loans to one borrower; 

(3) Purchase or lease of assets from affJliates at inflated prices or 
provision of services by affiliates at inflated costs; 

(4) Land flips, whereby th~ value of land is artificially inflated 
through multiple sales to persons not dealing at arm's length, re
sulting in an acquisition or financing of that land by the institution 
above the actual fair market value; 

(5) Embezzlement; 
(6) Extension of credit by an institution in exchange for payment 

of personal fees to an insider; 
(7) Fraudulent l'ppraisals greatly overvaluing real property, re

sulting in the extension of funds by institutions in excess of the 
market value and of the lann. offered as collateral; 

(8) Inaccurate audited financial reports resulting in misrepresen
tation of an institution's financial condition; and 

(9) False information submitted by borrowers resulting in an ex
tension of imprudent loans. 

As previously noted, the extent of misconduct by persons partici
pating in the affairs of an institution ranges from the single isolat
ed incident with minimal adverse effect on an institution, or as it 
too often happens, to an overall pervasive pattern of self-dealing, 
which results in causing the failure of an institution. 
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However, insider misconduct is not limited to failed institutions 
or institutions clearly operating in an unsafe and unsound condi
tion. Rather, many institutions having a superficially healthy ap
pearance, upon examination, reveal insider transactions, often 
masked by poor documentation and inaccurate appraisals. A recur
ring characteristic of the institutions evidencing some type of mis
conduct is that, in some part, the institutions are owned by one in
dividual, or a few individuals, and have passive management and 
board of directors. Additionally, these institutions, as compared to 
the total population of institutions regulated in this district, are 
the most uncooperative during an examination process. 

Institutions engaged in the worst insider abuse often cause cata
strophic failures to the FSLIC by growing extremely rapidly and 
invt;lsting in highly risky assets, particularly acquisition, develop
ment, and construction loans, and direct investments. Such invest
ments have proved a far "nore fertile area for fraud than mortgage 
loans. Rapid growth al;/iws for more generous rewards to abusive 
insiders. 

'rhe FSLIC, shareholders, savings account holders, and creditors 
all suffer because of misconduct committed by persons participat
ing in the affairs of insured institutions. Too often, such conduct 
results in the failure of the affected institutions. And, in cases 
where other institutions participate in questionable loans originat
ed by a failed institution, these participants may be as drastically 
affected as the failed institution. 

Finally, the consequences of misconduct, which has occurred 
through the thrift system, and not just in California, affects even 
the well-run, healthy institutions because of the resulting higher 
FSLIC insurance premiums, higher cost of funds, and the negative 
pUblicity. Such misconduct not only drains the insurance fund, but 
also drains the personnel and other resources of the FSLIC. It is 
essential to FSLIC's survival that our abilities to fight insider 
abuse and fraud be enhanced, not drastically curtailed. 

The Bank Board and the Agency Group in San Francisco have 
taken positive steps to address the growing number of incidents of 
insider abuse. The Bank Board, among other items, has developed 
various policies and procedures to work for the sharing of informa
tion among various regulators. They have developed a systemwide 
data base for detection of movement of individuals subject to en
forcement andlor criminal activities; spun out the examination's 
functions to the district banks to provide for increased examination 
staff. They have directed FSLIC to file civil suits against individ
uals whose abusive conduct or criminal activities have contributed 
to the failure of insured instit ltions, and resulted in FSLIC loss. 
And they have directed district banks to use aggressive enforce
ment action to curb and punish abusive behavior. 

The Agency Group in San Francisco has also worked in this area, 
by dramatically increasing its examination and supervisory staffs 
including technical specialists, and the bank has significantly in
creased the size of its legal department; restructured the Agency 
Group to provide for specialization and identification of high-risk 
institutions, and increased flow of information within the Agency 
Group in a more timely and proactive supervisory approach. 
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Jointly with the bank's legal depaltment, the bank has estab
lished a criminal referral task force with the involvement and par
ticipation of the California Department of Savings and Loa:n in 
order to improve staff training, information systems, communica
tion, and to provide for the timely detection in reporting criminal 
activity. 

It is our hope that these measures will be responsive to the wide
spread egregious, abusive behavior of insiders and to the criminal 
activity prevalent in the California thrift industry. 

Thank you for the opportunity to address the subcommittee. 
[Mr. Deardorffs prepared statement follows:] 
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Mr. Chairman, members of Subcommittee, thank you for this opportunity to 

provide testimony. Your invitation requests that I address specific 

questions regarding problems in the California thrift industry. I note 

that some of the questions addressed to me have also been addressed to 

William K. Black, Deputy Director, FSI,IC, who is also providing both 

written and oral testimony to the Subcommittee. I have formatted my 

testimony in response to those questions, setting out the inquiry. then 

providing my anS~ler. 

A. Profile of California Thrift Industry and Federal Home Loan Bank of 

San Francisco. 

l.a. Please Sf~t forth the number of (i) federally-chartered thrifts and (ii) 

state-charter'ed/FSLlC-insured thrifts currently operating in California. 

Of these, what number are in conservatorship and what number are 

otherwise in problem status? 

As of March 31. 1987. there were 70 federally-chartered 

and 144 state-chartered thrifts operating in the state 

of California. Of these, 39 institutions are currently 

considered as "Significant Supervisory Cases." The 

Significant Supervisory Cases include 17 institutions 

in the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's (FHLBB) 

Management Consignment Program (MCP). 
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The MCP l~as established in April 1985, as an interim 

step in the permanent resolution of failing 

institutions. In general, the MCP is designed: (1) to 

enable the FIILBB and the FSLIC to replace deficient 

management and directors; (2) to stabilize the 

institution's operations, once control is established; 

(3) to evaluate assets, as well as the risk posed by 

such assets to the F';LIC; and (4) to facilitate the 

development of alternative resolutions to cases. 

Institutions are placed into the MCP either through the 

appointment of a conservator or a receiver by the 

FIILBB. In the case of conservatorships, the FIILBB has 

appointed the FSLIC as conservator, which, with the 

support of an advisory management team, an advisory 

board of directors, and fee counsel, directs the 

institution's operations. In the case of 

receiverships, the FIILBB has appointed the FSLIC as 

receiver, which has transferred the failed 

institution's assets and liabilities to a 

newly-chartered federal mutual institution (hereafter, 

a "pass-through" institution). The boards and 

managements of these federal mutual institutions are 

selected by and operate under the supervis ion of the 

FSLIC. 

At present, conservatorships account for 6 of the 

17 MCP institutions and the balance are pass-through 

institutions. All of the b institutions in 

conservatorship are state-chartered. Of the 
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11 pass-through institutions, 10 were created as the 

result of the FHLBB' s appointment of receivers for 

state-chartered institutions and one resulted from the 

receivership of a federally-chartered institution. 

In addition to the 17 MCP institutions, there are 

22 other California thrift institutions that may be 

categorized as Significant Supervisory Cases. Of these 

22 institutions, 19 are state-chartered, while 3 have 

federal charters. 

b. For associations in conservatorship or otherwise in problem 

status, please estimate their aggregate monthly loss. 

The aggregate monthly net operating loss for 

institutions in receivership, conservatorship, or 

otherwise a Significant Supervisory Case is 

$53 million. This number is derived from the current 

period net operating income for the quarter ending 

March 31, 1987, for the 39 such institutions in 

existence as of May 30, 1987. 

2. Beginning with the receivership for San Marino Sf,L on 

February 3, 1984: 

a. List state-chartered and, sepa rately, 

federally-chartered thrift institution that has been placed into 

receivership 01' conservatorship; provide the date of the action; 

and provide the most recent estimate of the FSLlC losses for each of 
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Pursuant to conversation with the subcommittee's staff, 

we are providing the aggregate estimate of FSLIC loss 

for these institutions. The latest estimate of FSLIC's 

aggregate losses is $5.6 billion. Of these losses, 

96.1 percent are from institutions that were 

state-chartered when they failed. 

State-chartered Type of 
Thrift Action_l/ Date of Action_2/ 

--------------- --------- -----------------
San Marino S&LA C 2/3/84 
San Marino, CA R 12/6/84 

Western Community SB R 3/8/85 
Walnut Creek, CA 

Beverly Hills S&LA R 4/23/85 
Mission Viejo, CA 

Bell S&LA R 7/25/85 
San Mateo, CA 

Butterfield S&LA R 8/7 /85 
Santa Ana, CA 

Centennial S&LA R 8/20/85 
Santa Rosa, CA R 4/24/87 

Presidio S&LA R 8/28/85 
Porterville, CA R 8/8/86 

Golden Pacific S&LA R 9/27/85 
Windsor, CA 

Farmers SB R 10/11/85 
Davis, CA 

1/ The type of action taken by the FHLBB is designated as either "e" 
(conservatorship) or fiR" (receJvership). 

2/ Where two dates are shown, the institution was originally plGced into 
conservatorship or a pass-through receivership, on the first indicated date, and 
subsequently was liquidated on the second indicated date. 
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Manhattan Beach S&LA C 1/9/86 
Manhattan Beach, CA 

Mt. Whitney S&LA C 2/12/86 
Visalia, CA 

American Diversified SB C 2/14/86 
Costa Mesa, CA 

Westwood S&LA C 3/27/86 
Los Angeles, cA 

United Bank, SSB R 3/28/86 
San Francisco, CA 

Columbus S&LA C 4/14/86 
San Rafael, CA 

Gateway SB C 4/14/86 
Oakland, CA 

Cons'Jlidated SB C 5/22/86 
Irvine, CA R 8/29/86 

Seapointe S&LA R 5/30/86 
Carlsbad, CA 

Atlas S&LA R 7/14/86 
San Francisco, CA 

Sun S&LA R 7/18/86 
San Diego, CA 

Ramona S&LA R 9/12/86 
Orange, CA 

Cal America S&LA R 9/19/86 
Walnut Creek, CA 

Unified SB R 10/10/86 
Northridge, CA 

North America S&LA R 1/23/87 
Santa Ana, CA 

South Bay S&LA R 3/6/87 
Newport Beach, cA 

Perpetual SB R 3/18/87 
Santa Ana, CA 

Equitable S&LA R 3/27/87 
San Mateo, CA 

Tahoe S&LA R 4/3/87 
South Lake Tahoe, CA 
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Central S&LA 
San Diego, CA 

Federally-chartered 
Thrift 

First Federal S&LA 
Redding, CA 
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R 

Type of 
Action 

C 

Southern California FS&LA R 
Beverly Hills, CA 

4/10/87 

Date of Action 

6/29/84 

6/6/85 

b. For each such institution (i) indicate whether a FSLlC complaint 

seeking restitution and/or other damages has been filed against any 

insider or affiliated outsider of that institution; (ij) provide a brief 

summary of the wrongful acts alleged; (iii) identify the parties 

sued and their position with or relationship to the institution; and, 

(iv) set forth the total amount of damages and penalties being 

sought. 

Please refer to the testimony submitted by William K. 

Black. 

3. Please describe briefly the functions and responsibilities of the 

San Francisco Bank including the detection and referral to the 

appropriate law enforcement agencies, of evidence of criminal 

misconduct by insiders and affiliated outsiders (a) while the 

institution is open and (b) after it has been placed into 

conservatorship 0: receivership. 

The Agency Group of the Federal Home Loan Bank of San 

Francisco (Bank), headed by the Principal Supervisory 

Agent, is the FSLIC's designated agent for purpose of 
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monitoring, and supervising 

federally-chartered and FSLIC-insured, state-chartered 

savings institutions in the Eleventh District, which 

includes California, Arizona, lind Nevada. In this 

role, employees of the Agency Group are responsible for 

"front-line" examination and performance of regulatory 

functions on behalf of the FSLIC and the FHLBB. Through 

on-site inspections and computer-assisted reviews of 

thrifts' financial data, the staff reviews the 

financial safety and soundness of insured institutions 

and attempts to identify those thrifts posing a 

potential risk to the FSLIC fund. Agency Group 

examiners also review insured institutions' compliance 

with applicable federal laws and FHLBB regulations, and 

the supervisory staff help prescribe and ensure that 

appropriate corrective actions are carried out, as 

required, for individual troubled thrifts. 

With respect to suspected criminal misconduct of 

insiders (directors, officers, shareholders, or 

affiliated companies of an institution) or outsiders 

who receive preferential or advantageous treatment from 

an institution due to their business or personal 

relationships with insiders, it is the responsibility 

of the Agency Group, California Department of Savings 

and Loan (CDSL), ~qd the institution to try to detect 

such misconduct and to ensure that referrals to the 

criminal enforcement agencies are promptly made. 

However, in the case of pervasive insider or affiliated 
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outsider criminal activity, the Agency Group knows that 

the institution will not make criminal referrals while 

such insiders remain in control of the institution. 

Rather, in those instances, the Agency Group considers 

itself primarily responsible for notifying the 

enforcement agencies as soon as possible upon discovery 

of such conduct, whether such discovery is made onsite 

by the examiners or offsite by analysts, in their 

review of documents, reports, or applications. By 

removing insiders engaged in the abuse of their 

institutions, future losses can be avoided and the new 

management can assist the Agency Group in making 

effective criminal referrals. This responsibility 

continues, whether an institution is being 

independently operated or has been placed into 

conservatorship or receivership. The Agency Group also 

coordinates with various departments of the FHLBB. 

including the Office of Enforcement and the Office of 

General Counsel, and with FSLIC fee counsel in the case 

of receiverships and conservatorships. in the 

preparation of criminal referrals. The Agency Group 

also works with the (CnSL), as appropriate, in 

developing referrals regarding state-chartered 

institutions. 

The Agency Group is now creating a central coordination 

unit for oversight of all criminal referral activity, 

whether initiated by the Agency Group, the CnSL, or by 

the institution. The purpose of this unit is to ensure 
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the quality of referrals and to monitor ongoing 

communications with investigative and prosecutorial 

agencies, the FHLBB, and state authorities regarding 

those referrals. It will also serve as the 

record-keeping section for the Agency Group in 

connection with all referrals. 

The FHLBB regulation governing criminal referrals is 

found at 12 CFR Section 563.18 Cd). FIILBB Form No. 366 

is the document by which referrals are made either by 

the institution or by the Agency Group. If the referral 

is completed by the institution, a copy must be sent to 

the FBI, the United States Attorney's Office, and the 

Agency Group, which forwards a copy to the FHLBB' s 

Office of Enforcement. If it is completed by the Agency 

Group, it is responsible for making the same 

distribution of refer~als. 

The Agency Group is also responsible for providing 

ongoing information and cooperation to the law 

enforcement authorities to the extent permitted by law. 

B. Nature, Extent, and Consequences of Misconduct in California 

Thrift Industry: 

4. a. Please provide an overview of the natu ret extent and 

consequences of misconduct by insiders, by borrowers, and Ev. 
~sers in the thrift indUstry in California over the past several 
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years. Has the misconduct in the California thrift industry been 

worse than or about the same as misconduct in the Home Loan Banks 

of other Distrids? 

The nature, extent, and consequences of misconduct by 

insiders, borrowers, and appraisers in the thrift 

industry in California over the past several years has 

been extensive, costing the shareholders, FSLIC 

(principally), and other creditors hundreds of millions 

of dollars. In a rev!e~' of 35 failed or failing 

institutions since yearend 1964, insider misconduct was 

noted to some extent in 27 institutions, or in 77 

percent of the sample. Unfortunately, this percentage 

is only marginally above the national average (See the 

statement of William K. Blllck.). Clearly, the criminal 

law process is not effectively deterring such abuse in 

California, or nationwide. Based upon our experience, 

two things are certain. First, the recognized examples 

of misconduct in California thrift institutions have 

increased in recent years, and, seco'ld, the 

consequences of such abusive practices have harmed the 

affected institutions and the FSLIC, and contributed to 

the failures of many of those insured institutions. 

Moreover, this misconduct is not limited to insiders, 

borrowers, and appraisers, but also encompasses 

lawyers, accountants, consultants, and other persons 

involved in the affairs of FSLIC-insured institutions. 

Misconduct in the thrift industry ranges from minor 
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teller defalcations to sophisticated and intricate 

schemes, often involving numerous transactions and 

inter-related parties, which materially benefit 

insiders and their associates at the expense of the 

insured institution. Certain of these types of 

misconduct are evidenced over and over again in problem 

institutions. Typically, misconduct includes: 

(1) misapplication of funds through the payment of 

exorbitant personal expenses totally unrelated to the 

institution's business; (Z) inordinately large loan 

concentrations to insiders or affiliated companies, 

granted with little or no underwriting and/or in 

violation of the limitations on loans to one borrower 

set forth at 12 CFR Section 563.9-3; (3) purchase or 

lease of assets from affiliates at inflated prices or 

provision of services by affiliates at inflated costs; 

(4) "land flips," whereby the value of land is 

artificially inflated through mUltiple sales to persons 

not dealing at arms-length (resulting in acquisition or 

financing of the land by institutions above the actual 

fair market value); (5) embezzlement; (6) extension of 

credit by an institution in exchange for payment of 

personal fees to an insider; (7) fraudulent appraisals 

greatly overvaluing real property (resulting in the 

extension of funds by institutions in excess of the 

market value of the land offered as collateral); 

(8) inaccurate audited financial reports resulting in 

the misrepresentation of an institution's .financial 

condition; and (9) false information submitted by 
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borrowers resulting in the extension of imprudent 

loans. 

Examples of misconduct in the thrift industry are not 

hard to come by. For instance, listed below are just a 

few samples of the cases involving misconduct at 

insured institutions discovered in this District in 

recent years. 

(1) In one instance, an institution claimed to 

have received payment by check in the amount of 

$23.0 million on a delinquent loan on the last 

day of the quarter. The institution made its 

independent auditors aware of this payment, which 

was then included in its financial statements 

without the auditors having verified the 

existence of funds. Three days later the check 

was returned due to insufficient funds, thereby 

rendering the institution's certified financial 

statements grossly inaccurate. Additionally, the 

institution never made the proper adjustments to 

their books until requested to do so by the 

regulators. 

(2) An institution, which is now in 

receivership, made a $16.5 million loan to its 

sole shareholder, secured by a 157-acre parcel of 

raw land that was used as a toxic waste dump. The 

property was purportedly "donated" to the 
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institution by the sole shareholder. The 

"donation" was accomplished through a highly 

questionable Trust Agreement used by the 

institution to assert that it had a "beneficial 

interest" in the property, even though a 

corporation and partnership controlled by the 

sole shareholder and his business associates 

retained their interest in the property. A legal 

opinion issued by the institution's General 

Counsel supported the propriety of the 

transaction. At least $2.0 million of the loan 

proceeds directly benefited the insiders. As 

further documentary support for the 'economic' 

merits of this donation, an appraisal was 

submitted showing the market value to be $117.0 

million. A later appraisal revealed the actual 

market value to be $6.2 million. The receiver 

has chosen not to foreclose on this loan due to 

the unknown liability of owning a toxic waste 

dump. The loss on the transaction is estimated 

to total in excess of $10.0 million. 

(3) In yet another instance, a third party 

agreed to purchase from an insolvent institution 

a large nonearning asset for $30.0 million. The 

asset, which had an appraised value of only 

$10.2 million, had been purchased two years 

earlier for $14.7 million from a company formerly 

owned, in part, by the institution's chairman of 
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the board. Subsequent to the receivership action 

by the FSLIC, a forged appraisal valuing the 

property at $70.0 million was discovered, as well 

as an agreement requiring the institution to 

repurchase the property three years later for 

$lIO.O million. The CDSL recently reappraised the 

property at $2.5 million. The conservatorship 

action by the CDSL and subsequent receivership 

action by the FSLIC precluded this transaction 

from being consummated, preventing a substantial 

loss to the institution. 

(4) In one instllnce of borrower misconduct, a 

borrower grossly misstated his financial 

condition and omitted material facts such as 

existing loans, previous defaults, and 

bankruptcies, on a loan application. The 

extension of credit based on misrepresentations 

by this borrower, who later defaulted on the 

loan, severely impacted the association's capital 

position. 

(5) In an example of insider abuse in a holding 

company-controlled institution, the holding 

company contrived, with the aid of various 

misstatements, including a legal opinion, 

representations, and warranties, to exchange 

essentially valueless holding company assets for 

cash from the contr.oHed institution, with the 
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resu1 ting loss to the institution aggregating 

more than $13.0 million dollars and contributing 

to the institution's failure. 

(6) In connection with a change in control 

application, three potential acquirors of an 

institution made misrepresentations to the FHLBB 

during the application process. These 

misrepresentations involved: (1) the manner in 

which the acquisition would be financed - the 

aequirors claimed they had extensive personal 

resources to infuse into the institution - the 

acquirors actually borrowed all the money to 

acquire the institution and secured the 

borrowings by pledging stock of a shell holding 

company formed to acquire the institution; (2) 

the extent of capital to be contributed to the 

institution the aequirors proposed a $2.4 

million contribution to the institution 

consisting of four completed and leased apartment 

buildings - only one apartment building was 

contributed (this building was subsequently sold 

by the institution at no gain) ; (3) the 

willingness of the aequirors to comply with an 

Operating Plan approved by the Supervisory Agent 

in fact J the aequirors materially deviated 

from the plan they agreed to abide by; and (4) a 

service corporation that was to invest in 

mult:l.-family properties and rehabilitate them for 
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resale - no plans for "flip" transactions were 

disclosed - however, the service corporation was 

involved in at least eight flip transactions, 

financed largely by the institution, resulting in 

material losses to the institution. 

(7) Appraisal abuse is typified in the example 

where an appraiser valued 123 acres of land in 

California at $69.4 million, ignoring 3 sales of 

the subject property that occurred 10 days prior. 

The first sale of the property was for about 

$30.0 million less than the appraised valu~. The 

insured institution that purchased the property 

in early 1984 was placed in conservatorship 

within days after the purchase. After 3 years, 

FSLIC was able to sell this property for 

$37.0 million, with the probable loss to FSLIC in 

excess of $30.0 million. 

(8) In one instance, in an attempt to bolster the 

institution's net worth, the two owners of a 

savings and loan holding company structured a 

series of transactions with major borrowers in 

which institution cash was contributed to a 

number of joint ventures (made up of major 

borrowers and the institution) and then 

subsequent:] loaned by the joint venturers to the 

same major borrowers/joint venture partners 

(collateralized by overvalued real estate). The 
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borrowed money was then invested by the major 

borrowers/joint venture partners in the stock of 

the holding company that owned the insured 

institution. The helding company ultimately 

reinvested the money in the stock of the 

institution. In effect. the institution Unanced 

its own "capital infusion," which was purported 

to increase its net worth. 

As previously noted, the extent of misconduct by 

persons participating in the affairs of an institution 

ranges from the single isolated incident with minimal 

adverse impact on an insured institution, or. as it too 

often happens, to an overall pervasive pattern of 

self-dealing. which results in causing the failure of 

an institution. However, insider misconduct is not 

limited to failed institutions or institutions clearly 

operating in an unsafe and unsound condition. Rather, 

many institutions having a superficially healthy 

appearance, upon examination, reveal insider 

transactions, often masked by poor documentation, and 

inaccurate appraisals. A recurring characteristic of 

the institutions evidencing some type of misconduct is 

that, in large part, the institutions are owned by one 

individual or a few individuals and have a passive 

management and board of directors. Additionally, these 

institutions, as compared to the total population of 

institutions regulated in this District, are the most 

uncooperative during the examination process. 
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Institutions engaged in the worst insider abuse often 

cause catastrophic failures to the FSLIC by growing 

extremely rapidly and investing in highly risky assets, 

particularly acquisition, development, and 

construction (ADC) loans and direct investments. Such 

investments have proved a far more fertile area for 

fraud than mortgage loans. Rapid growth allows for 

more generous rewards to abusive insiders. 

The FSLIC, shareholders, savings account holders, and 

creditors all suffer because of misconduct committed by 

persons participating in the affairs of insured 

institutions. Too often such conduct results in the 

failure of the affected institutions. And, ill cases 

where other institutions participate in questionable 

loans originated by a failed institution, these 

participants may be as drastically affected as the 

failed institution. Finally, the consequences of 

misconduct, which has occurred throughout the thrift 

system, and not just in California, affects even the 

well run and healthy institutions because of the 

resulting higher FSLIC insurance premiums, higher cost 

of funds, and negative publicity. Such misconduct not 

only drains the insurance fund, but also drains the 

personnel and other resources of the FSLIC. It is 

essential to FSLIC' s survival that our abiH ties to 

fight insider abuse and fraud be enhanced, not 

drastically curtailed. 
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b. For all the institutions listed in response to question "2" above, 

please state the aggregate number of criminal referrals made by the 

San Francisco Ban k to criminal law enforcement agencies. Are 

additional referrals anticipated and, if so, how many are likely? 

For the institutions listed in response to question two 

above, the Bank has made criminal referrals on 22 

individuals previously involved in some manner in the 

affairs of the subject institutions. This figure 

includes 6 referrals made by the FHLBB I s Office of 

Enforcement. In addition, anot},er 2 referrals have 

been made by MCP management teams upon the 

recommendation of this Bank. Further, to the extent 

permitted by law, the Agency Group has provided 

information to the FBI and the grand juries in their 

investigation of open cases, including an investigation 

of criminal activity at 4 inter-related institutions, 

which, although no formal criminal referrals were made 

before the investigation began, to date, has resulted 

in guilty pleas by 5 individuals. 

This Bank continually assesses the need for additional 

criminal referrals based upon information discovered by 

FSLIC fee counsel and MCP management teams as they 

identify wrongdoing on the part of individuals 

previously involved at the institution. In this 

regard, we anticipate the possibility of making an 

additional 50 criminal referrals on individuals 

previously involved in some manner in the affairs of 
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the institutions listed in response to question "2." 

c. The subcommittee's investigatio01s of financial institution failures 

and the misconduct issue, strongly suggest that insiders and 

affiliated outsiders who are involved in abusive behavior or criminal 

misconduct in one fed::lrally insured institution are fr~quently 

involved, at the same or at a subsequent time, in similar conduct at 

other federally insured financial institutions. Please comment on 

this observation and describe in detail, systems and arrangements 

presently in place or planned for the sharing of information on the 

identities of thrift institution insiders and affiliated outsiders who 

are the subjects of civil or criminal enforcement actions (a) among 

the 12 district Federal Home Loan Banks; (b) between the district 

banks and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board/FSLlC in Washington; 

and (c) between the Home Loan Bank of San Francisco and the 

California Department of Savings and Loan. If such exchanges of 

information are accomplished only on an informal basis, has this 

been sufficient to deter the movement of dishonest insiders and 

outsiders from institution to institution? What reforms are 

necessary in this area? 

Certain individuals involved in misconduct or abusive 

behavior at a federally-insured institution sometimes 

do circulate to other federally-insured institutions. 

Procedures have been implemented to allow for the 

ex~hange of supervisory information between the Bank, 

the FHLBB, CDSL, and the other federal financial 

institution regulators, to permit the more effective 

assessment of potentially troublesome situations and to 

76-791 0 - 87 - 5 
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coordinate supervisory actions, if necessary. 

The FHLBB recently initiated a Confidential Individual 

Information System (ICnS") pursuant to the Privacy Act 

of 1974. CIIS is a computerized system that contains 

summaries of enforcement actions against individuals, 

criminal referrals or referrals to professional 

organizations naming individuals, applications for 

FSLlC insurance or for federal charters, change in 

control notices filed, and significant business between 

an insured institution and an individual. This 

information is accessed by the name of the individual 

involved in such matters. 

The ClIS system was designed to assist the Federal Home 

Loan Banks and the FHLBB in carrying out examination, 

supervisory, and enforcement responsibilities, in 

preparing criminal referrals or recommendations for 

enforcement action, and in reviewing applications. 

Instructions and training on the system have been 

provided to key Bank and FHLBB personnel. The data 

currently in the cns system have been provided by the 

FHLBB offices, the Federal Home Loan Banks, and some 

information from Federal Reserve Board, Office of the 

Comptroller of the Currency, and Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation. Once the cns system I s 

data-base is loaded, it will be a valuable tool for 

spoding multi-instituti.on problems. 
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FHLBB Memorandum SP-40, dated May 23, 1984, provides 

for the exchange of information between the FHLBB and 

other financial institution regulators in three areas: 

enforcement activities, transfers of sub-quality 

assets, and change in control actions. 

FHLBB Memorandum SP 42, dated May 29, 1984, establishes 

procedures for inter-agency notification of enforcement 

action. For Supervisory Agreements, the following 

information would be gathered: (1) name and location 

of the institution; (2) institution personnel involved 

in agreement; (3) whether such persons are personally 

involved in the wrongdoing from which the supervisory 

agreement stemmed or whether they are mere signatories 

to the agreement; and (4) brief description of the 

infraction and the corrective action. 

Copies of such information are to be forwarded from the 

District Bank to the: (1) state savings and loan 

supervisor. if a state-chertered institution is 

involved; (2) regional offices of the OCC. FRB. and the 

FDIC if the wrongdoing is ~,own or suspected to be in 

some way connected to any of the institutions that the 

banking agencies regulate; (3) appropriate FHLBB 

Assistant Director for Regional Operations in 

Washington, D.C. office; and (4) Office of Enforcement, 

FHLBB. 

The exchange of information with regard to orders to 
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cease and desist and other enforcement proceedings is 

the responsibility of the Office of Enforcement, and 

the FHLBB. The Office of Enforcement provides each of 

the banking agencies with a letter noting the 

,nforcement action taken and the thrift institution 

against which it is initiated. 

The agencies agreed on a policy to exchange the 

information discussed in SP 42 on October 2, 1984. It 

was determined that an agreement would be completed and 

signed before initiating the exchange of regulatory or 

supervisory information relating to sub-quality assets, 

change-in-contro1 applications, enforcement actions, 

and criminal referrals. The agreement provides that 

the agencies recognize the privileged nature of the 

information and will maintain the confidentiality of 

the information. Yet anothet:' means of coordination in 

the process of obtaining Supervisory Agreements from 

state-chartered institutions is the FHLBB's standard 

policy of asking the state regulator to also sign the 

Supervisory Agreement. Additionally, frequent 

discussions are held with state regulators on the 

status of problem state-chartered institutions and any 

proposed enforcement action. 

While the above-mentioned procedures assist in 

preventing the movement of certain individuals subject 

to criminal or administrative sanctions ft:'om one 

institution to another, the procedures do not address 
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the broader spectrum of persons participating in the 

affairs of an insured institution, such as appraisers, 

consultants, accountants, and borrowers. The 

procedures also do not cover persons who have engaged 

in misconduct, but are not yet subject to criminal or 

adminifitrative sanctions. And, as a final matter, even 

with procedures in place, it is often difficult to 

track insiders subject to previous enforcement action, 

when such individuals use aliases or engage in other 

schemes to deceive the regulators. 

Examples of the movement within the industry of 

insiders and affiliated outsiders involved in abusive 

or criminal misconduct in more than one 

federally-insured institution follow: 

(1) One individual owned two FSLIC-insured 

institutions, one in California and another ip a 

neighboring state. Unsafe and unsound practices, 

including insider abuse, were identified· by the 

Agency Group and CDSL in the California 

institution. The Agency Group shared this 

information,with the Federal Home Loan Bank with 

supervisory jurisdiction over the second 

institution (Sister Bank). Based on th1s sharing 

of information, the second institution I S 

operations were reviewed, similar insider abuse 

and unsafe and unsound practices were noted, and 

both institutions were eventually placed into 

", 
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(2) One individual was a major borrower at a 

now-failed California institution. The loan 

transactions engaged in between the borrower and 

the institution resulted in material losses and 

directly contributed to the institution's 

failure. Prior to our knowledge of this, the 

borrower acquired a controlling interest in a new 

California institution. Subsequent to this 

purchase, and shortly after assuming control of 

the new institution, similar lending practices 

and relationships with the owner were discovered, 

resulting in loss to the institution, the removal 

and prohibition of the owner, and the eventual 

failure of the institution. 

(3) One individual left the employment, a number 

of years ago, of a now-failed institution. 

Functioning as Chief Lending Officer, his 

activities were not thought to have been a factor 

in the institution's eventual failure. This 

individual assumed the president's 

responsibilities at an out-of-state institution, 

where he was involved in unsafe and unsound 

activities that led to its failure. He resigned 

from that institution prior to failure and before 

the FIILBB initiated administrative removal and 

prohibition proceedings. Four months later, he 
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resurfaced as the proposed Chief Lending Officer 

in a then-troubled, now-failed institution in 

California. Operating under restrictions 

requiring Supervisory Agent prior approval of 

senior management, the institution requested 

approval of his appointment. Discussion by the 

AgencyGroup with a Sister Bank and the FHLBB' s' 

Office of Enforcement led to the eventual removal 

and prohibition of this individual. 

(4) An individual was proposed as president of a 

then-troubled, now-failed institution. Because 

of his prior banking experience, the Agency Group 

obtained information as to his past performance 

at his financial services employer, which 

indicated that he demonstrated a disregard for 

safety and soundness. The Bank contacted the 

local FDIC office for further information and 

received confirming information that, based upon 

poor past performance and the near failure of the 

bank in which he worked, the individual was not 

qualified to serve as a chief executive officer. 

The FDIC's relevant, candid comments and 

excellent cooperation assisted the Agency Group 

in preventing the individual's employment in the 

troubled institution. 

(5) Another individual, an appraiser, while not 

an insider or affiliated outsider, is worthy of 
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mention. This appraiser has appeared in three 

failed California institutions. Within a 

two-year period of time, the individual performed 

3 faulty and highly optimistic appraisals, each 

of which facilitated an unsafe and unsound 

investment, which contributed to the failure of 

each of the 3 California institutions. This 

individual remains an active appraiser with his 

professional designation as MAl (Member of the 

American Institute), despite 3 referrals (2 from 

the Agency Group) to the American Institute of 

Real Estate Appraisers. To date, and to our 

knowledge, there have been no published actions 

regarding these referrals. 

In order to deter the movement of dishonest insiders 

and outsiders from institution to institution, certain 

reforms are necessary, including: (1) a dramatic 

increase in criminal investigations, prosecutions, 

convictions, and jail sentences; (2) improved 

communication between financial regulatory agencies and 

other federal agencies such as the FBI and Internal 

Revenue Service (IRS); (3) increased penalties and 

de-licensing for dish~nest appraisers, accountants, 

consultants and other professionals; (4) broadened 

definit~ons of those who can be removed and prohibited 

from participating in the industry; (5) improved means 

of limiting control of an institution by more than just 

one or a few dominant shareholders; (6) means of 
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insuring the appointment of independent and competent 

directors', and (7) ability to seek civil money 

penalties for violations of law and regulation, similar 

to the powers of other financial institution 

regulators. 

C. Ade.guacy of Crimin~U~~lc_e~Re~~()Dse t()u Financial Institution 

M~~onduQ!: 

5. Please describe the specific policies and procedures of the San 

Francisco Bank for monitoring the status and progress of Justice 

OepartmentiU. S. AttorneyiFB I action on criminal referrals you 

make. In this regard, who in the San Francisco Bank is directly 

responsible for monitoring and advocating prospective action on 

such referrals? What specific recommendation, if any I do you have 

for assuring that criminal referrals by the San Francisco Bank are 

properly monitored? 

Currently, two individuals, a Deputy General Counsel 

and an Assistant Director and Supervisory Agent, have 

responsibility for monitoring and advocating action on 

criminal referrals. These two individuals, along I~ith 

13 other employees within the Agency Group of the Bank, 

are part of a Criminal Referral Task Force ("Task 

Force") that has been established to accomplish at 

least four goals. 

First, the Task Force is currently developing a 

comprehensive program for training Agency Group staff, 
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including Supervisory Agents, managers, examiners, and 

analysts to detect and recognize criminal activity and 

to prepare criminal referrals. This training will 

provide an increased awareness among the employees of 

their responsibility to take an active and continuing 

interest in the actual detection and referral of 

criminal acts for prosecution. 

A second goal of the Task Force is to improve the 

existing data base so that, at any point in time, we 

will be able to determine the status of a case and to 

document the extent of our monitoring efforts. 

Ideally, this computerized information system, when 

fully enhanced, will allow us to manage a referral from 

detection to conviction. 

A third goal of the Task Force is to establish and 

maintain a liaison with various criminal law 

enforcement and other regulatory agencies, including 

the United States Justice Department and the FBI, the 

CDSL, the California Department of Real Estate, the 

Nevada Gaming Commission, the IRS, and the United 

States Customs Service. 

Finally, it is an important goal of the Task Force to 

identify and prepare timely referrals in all instances 

where criminal activity has been observed but 

previously unreported. 
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Specific activities undertaken to date include the 

holding a training seminar in our offices in San 

Francisco on criminal referrals. Instructors included 

local employees of the United States Justice Department 

and the FBI. Students in this first class included five 

employees from the CDSL and 30 Bank employees, 

including Supervisory Agents, managers, examiners, 

analysts, and attorneys of the Bank. Policies and 

procedures are being developed by the Agency Group and 

are expected to be finalized shortly. Further, the 

Agency Group has recently reviewed the Investigative 

Units established at the Federal Home Loan Banks of 

Chicago and of Dallas. We have established liaison 

with the two District Banks, which seem to share 

similar problems, including problem participation 

loans, appraisal abuse, creative financing techniques, 

and volume of criminal activity. 

Initial composition of the Criminal Referral Task Force 

included Supervisory Agents and managers from each of 

the functional line units within the Agency Group, 

managers, accountants, and appraisers from the 

Technical Support Unit of the Agency Group, and 

attorneys from the Legal Department of the Bank. 

However, it is anticipated that the composition of this 

Task Force will change in the near future into a more 

permanent structure, staffed by employees with 

specialized expertise needed to accomplish the goals of 

the criminal referral program. The criminal referral 
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unit will consult with experts such as accountants and 

appraisers so that special attention can be brought to 

bear on those individuals, employed by, or contracting 

with, the institutions, who, at times give fraudulent 

transactions the appearance of legitimacy. Concurrent 

with our criminal referrals, we wiil also expend every 

effort to ensure timely and effective referrals to 

ethics committees and other professional disciplinary 

bodies. 

We believe that with these major efforts we have 

remedied many of the deficiencies that we have 

identified within the criminal referral process, and 

have taken great strides in establishing a program that 

will be both timely and effective. Moreover, we 

believe the program that we are creating will assure 

that criminal misconduct will be properly dealt with. 

6. Utilizing specific case studies as examples, please describe the 

adequacy of the cooperation and responsiveness of federal criminal 

law enforcement agencies when your department reports possibly 

criminal misconduct in California thrifts. If responsiveness and 

cooperation have been unsatisfactory, please explain why and set 

forth your recommendations on how criminal enforcement agencies 

could be made more responsive to crimes taking place in financial 

institutions. 

Federal criminal law enforcement agencies have 

generally been cooperative and relatively responsive 
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when the Bank's Agency Group has reported criminal 

misconduct in California thrifts. Of course, as might 

be expected, there are some cases where the cooperation 

between the Agency Group and those agencies resulted in 

less than satisfactory results. However, as some of 

the following case studies demonstrate, with 

improvements in the procedures of the Agency Group and 

the law enforcement agencies, the criminal referral 

process can be made more effective. 

I nstitution A 

A joint examination commenced in 1985 illustrates the 

extent and nature of cooperation obtained with other 

agencies, specifically the CDSL, the California 

Attorney General's Office ("Attorney General"), and the 

FBI. Working closely together, the federal and state 

examiners discovered numerous instances of insider 

abuse, which were substantiated through the use of 

subpoenas authorized and issued by the CDSL. As the 

circumstances became clearer and the facts accumulated, 

it became evident that the Attorney General or the 

United States Justice Department should become 

involved. As the CDSL was the issuing authority for the 

subpoenas, it was mutually decided that referrals 

should be made to the Attorney General. An attorney 

from the Attorney General' a Office was cross-designated 

as an Assistant United States Attorney and detailed to 

work the case through the federal courts. 

Investigative efforts were provided by the FBI. Thus 
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far, prosecutorial efforts have resulted in the guilty 

pleas of the two principal stockholders of criminal 

fraud. Each has been sentenced. 

Except for the absence of a formal criminal referral, 

the rel£.tionship of state and federal agencies working 

togethe.r in this instance was ideal. Actions were 

authorized and taken to investigate fully the matters 

disclosed by the examination. Subpoenas issued by 

California authorities allowed the examiners to obtain 

escrow, appraisal, loan, and demand deposit 

information, which was not available from the 

institution's records. This more complete information 

was used to convince the Attorney General of the 

seriousness of the case and to justify the assignment 

of an attorney to assist in prosecution. FBI agents 

became involved through their investigation of the 

affairs of another local institution, which 

investigation indicated a linkage to Institution A 

through lending activities of stockholders, certain 

directors and officers, and common borrowers. With the 

issuance of a grand jury subpoena, virtually all 

essential information obtained by the examination 

staffs was transferred to the FBI. Further, numerous 

conferences were held with both of the FBI. agents to 

advance their understanding of the circumstances and 

facts, and to assist them in understanding the 

regulatory process. 
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On May 20, 1986, Bank staff made criminal referrals on 

two individuals involved in this institution's 

operations. 

The suspected violation related to the sole 

shareholder's apparent systematic efforts, with the 

assistance of other related parties, to misapply the 

assets of the institution. Due to a lack of sufficient 

detail in the referral and the lack of follow-up 

communication between the Agency Group and law 

enforcement authorities, it is only recently that an 

investigation has commenced. I believe that the 

deficiencies illustrated by this referral will be 

remedied under the coordination of the Criminal 

Referral Task Force (see Section C.S.) . 

Additional referrals on individuals in this' institution 

will soon be filed with the Department of Justice. 

Institution C 

Cooperation with the FBI in the investigation of the 

affairs of this institution has, at lellst thus far, 

produced less than satisfactory results. The FBI 

became concerned with the institution with the 

public~tion in a local newspaper of the difficulties 

being experienced by the chairman of the board/CEO in 

attempting to effect a change of control through 

utilization of the institution's ESOP, and the decision 
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of the institution's auditors to disallow the structure 

of the transaction. Upon presentation of subpoenas, 

detailed information was provided to the grand jury via 

its assigned FBI Special Agent regarding various 

insider transactions, including so-called 

"dirt-for-stock" swap transactions, and insiders' abuse 

of position, including the CEO's receipt of loan fees 

and utilization of a helicopter. 

In this instance, there was a lack of adequate feedback 

from law enforcement officials as the investigation 

progressed, as well as no results to date from the 

investigation into what we believed to be a very gross 

instance of insider abuse. 

The FBI and the Department of Justice need more 

resources. They need a clear indication from Congress 

of what degree of priority such insider abuses of 

federally-insured financial institutions should 

receive. They need local, regional, and national task 

forces that will allow the development of cadres of 

experts in uncovering and prosecuting such often 

sophisticated insider abuses. A national task force is 

especially necessary because the same scams, and 

sometimes the same participants, may be present in many 

different jurisdictions. We also need to convince, or 

direct by legislation, judges to impose significant 

jail sentences on those found guilty of such abuses. 

The FBI and the Department of Justice suffer from 
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terrible personnel restraints. Congress could act to 

resolve such "penny wise and pound foolish" limits. 

7. What reforms in state law or federal law and procedures would 

you recommend to make the criminal justice system more effective 

with respect to financial institution insider and affiliated outsider 

misconduct? For example, does the federal Right to Financial 

Privacy Act impair the reasonable exercise of your responsibilities 

to provide information to and assist criminal justice agencies in 

investigating and prosecuting criminal misconduct? If so, how 

would the Act be changed? 

Please refer to the testimony submitted by William K. 

Black. 

8. a. Please set forth the specific policy of the San Francisco Bank 

with respect to the question of who has lead or primary 

responsibility for the detection and reporting (If unsafe and 

unsound practices and criminal misconduct by insiders and affiliated 

outsiders - the thrift itself or the San Francisco Bank's supervisory 

staff. That is, does the San Francisco Bank believe that the 

financial institution itself and the Home Loan Ban k share equal 

responsibility (practical not legal) for the detection and referral of 

such abusive behavior and misconduct? What is the San Francisco 

Bank's present "confidence level" that thrifts themselves 

aggressively identify and repc-rt misconduct by insiders and 

affiliated outsiders? Are any policy changes necessiiiry in this area? 

The Bank's Agency Group and the institutions that it 
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regulates have equal practical responsibility for the 

detection and reporting of unsafe and unsound practices 

and criminal misconduct of insiders and affiliated 

outsiders. It is important to remember that 

directorates and managements are closer to and more 

completely aware of their respective institutions' 

operations, including criminal misconduct. To the 

extent that members of management and the directorate 

are not participants in such criminal misconduct, it is 

not unreasonable to expect them to detect and report 

such activities. Indeed, this expectation is reflected 

in the FHLBB' s regulations (See 12 CFR. Section 

563.18) and is consistent with concepts of fiduciary 

duty. 

Of course, in cases of pervasive misconduct by 

controlling persons, it is not realistic to expect 

insiders to report their own criminal misconduct, or 

that of their associates, and the Agency Group does not 

suggest that financial institutions have equal 

practical responsibility for doing so in these cases. 

In fact, experience has shown that serious insider 

abuse typically has not been reported by institutions 

in such cases. 

The Agency Group believes that it must detect and 

attack this latter form of serious insider abuse where 

it occurs, through the examination and supervision 

process and criminal referrals, where appropriate, We 
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intend to transmit a bulletin to the industry 

describing our Criminal Referral Task Force and the 

parallel responsibilities of the institutions to detect 

and report insider abuse wId other criminal activities. 

Additionally, we have already begun talking to industry 

trade organizations about our concerns in this area WId 

our actions and plans to deal with them. Our ultimate 

goal and greatest need are the timely detection, 

investigation, and effective prosecution of insider 

abuse and criminal activity. As a deterrent to such 

future activity, we plan to p.lblicize any convictions 

to the fullest extent possible. 

b. How many criminal I'eferrals involving senior insiders or 

affiliated outsiders have California thrifts made themselves in 1985 

to date? 

With the exception of institutions in the MCP or under 

supervisory control, we are not aware of allY criminal 

referrals involving senior insiders or affiliated 

outsiders made by the California thrifts themselves 

since 1965. 

9. Please discuss the Bank Boa rd' s responsibilities vis-a-vis FSLlC 

and/or FSLlC fee counsel when a thrift has become insolvent. In 

this regard, what are your views as to any real or perceived 

conflicts between FSLlC's restitution function and its responsibility 

to assist law enforcement agencies in the prosecution of criminal 

misconduct? How should any such real or perceived conflicts be 
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P:sase see the testimony of William K. Black. I agree 

with the views he expresses there. 
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Mr. BARNARD. Thank you, Mr. Deardorff. We are going to re
serve questions until we have this entire panel testify. 

The next one to testify is Mr. William K. Black. Mr. Black is 
former Director, Litigation Division, Office of the General Counsel, 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board. What do you do now, Mr. Black? 

Mr. BLACK. I am the Deputy Director of FSLIC; I am on detail 
from the Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco, where I am 
their general counsel. 

Mr. BARNARD. I just wanted to get that into the record. I knew 
what you were doing. 

Mr. Black is accompanied by Mr. James Lauer and Mr. Mark 
Gabrellian, attorneys with the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 
Corporation. 

Well, Mr. Black, I see you have come well fortified this morning, 
so we'll hear from you at this particular time. 

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM K. BLACK, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, FEDER
AL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION, FORMERLY 
DIRECTOR, LITIGATION DIVISION, OFFICE OF GENERAL COUN
SEL, FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD, ACCOMPANIED BY 
JAMES LAUER AND MARK GABRELLIAN, ATTORNEYS, LITIGA
TION DIVISION, OGe FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD 

Mr. BLACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished mem
bers of the subcommittee, for this opportunity to talk to you this 
morning. 

In addition to that collection of titles, I have in my former life 
been a what we call fee counsel to the Federal Home Loan Bank 
Board and a Department of Justice attorney. So, I cover a number 
of the segments that your questions to me asked about. 

I wanted to repeat again what we have seen as the value of past 
hearings that this subcommittee has held. The Interagency Work
ing Group, I believe, exists in large part due to the efforts of this 
committee, and it has been of substantial benefit in improving co
operation and the effectiveness of the criminal justice process. 

Chairman Barnard's opening statement, I think, accurately sum
marized a number of the problems and issues facing us. Mr. Dear
dorff's statement has gone through a number of them, so I will do 
it very briefly. . 

The insider abuse has occurred in most thrift failures, not simply 
some. California is not unique in this. Indeed, it is representative of 
those States that had broad and very liberal investment powers. As 
the chairman noted in his opening statement, the issue of those 
banking powers is relevant; what we have seen is a pattern, not in 
all of these institutions, but in certainly far too many. And the pat
tern was basically somewhere around 1982 to 1984, coming out of 
the interest rate crisis. You got either a new S&L started, or you 
got a change of control. And you often brought in a real estate de
veloper. Here in California there was a law firm that went around 
to all kinds of groups-real estate developers, and gave that pack
age that is attached as an exhibit in my testimony, that encour
aged people, the real estate developers to start a State-chartered 
thrift because it was the perfect way, really, to mint money. And it 
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even went to such levels as talking about financing the flips, refer
ring to land flips, truly incredible things. 

They went after the change of control into extremely rapid 
growth. One of the color charts-I hope the top one in the package 
you have shows some idea of the differential of the group of 29 in
stitutions that are State chartered that you asked us about. 

[The charts referred to follow:] 
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Mr. BLACK. You can see that in 1983, the average one of these 29 
institutions grew more than 100 percent, more than doubled in 1 
year. I mean, we are talking about truly phenomenal growth. You 
can also see in 1985 and 1986 after the growth regulation went into 
effect, that you started actually to get a decline in the size of these 
institutions. Of course, a number of them also started entering re
ceivership, and their assets declined for that reason as well. 

In addition to the growth, they went into extremely different 
asset portfolios in other institutions. The next chart, I think, that 
you have in front of you, shows what happened in 1982, 1983, 1984, 
et cetera, through 1986; and you will see that the percentage of 
home loans they made declined steadily; the percentage of direct 
investment and acquisition development and land loans-that's 
what the DI and the ADL stand for at the bottom of those bar 
charts-increased dramatically; and then, with a lag, but very sig
nificant, you can see what happened to the troubled loans. 

And that REO stands for "Real Estate Owned," and that basical
ly means foreclosures; and slow loans-the loans delinquent 60 
days or more. And you can see, it just kept on growing and growing 
and growing. 

Two other ways of looking at it are the last two charts, where we 
put all the years together. Those are the charts with the lines, and 
you can see the degree of difference. For example, in 1985, you are 
talking about nearly 20 percent of the assets of this group of 29 in
stitutions were in direct investment in ADL, two of the asset cate
gories carrying the highest variability and risk, and that you are 
talking on the national average, and, indeed, the California aver
age in that same year, as about 5 percent. 

Mr. BARNARD. What does ADL mean? 
Mr. BLACK. Acquisition, development, and land loan-it is very 

much like an acquisition and development construction loan. 
Let me just-are those types of loans immediately familiar? Be

cause they are really amazing creatures. I could do it fairly briefly. 
Mr. BARNARD. Yes, do that. I think that would be helpful for the 

record. 
Mr. BLACK. All right. The land loan simply means that you are 

only buying the land typically and doing some of the initial clear
ing. The ADC adds the C, the construction part, where you start 
putting up the building where you have the land and you have 
done some site improvements. 

The typical bad ADC and ADL loan-and I am not saying that 
all ADC and ADL loans are bad; I hope that's clear-but the typi
cal bad one that we're suffering from, you financed 100 percent of 
the loan. In other words, no money down for these folks; you fi
nanced all their points and fees, and those points and fees were 
typically very high because these were very risky loans, and they 
would have to pay you, say, three to five points, in many cases, to 
make these loans. 

In addition, you did something, you created something called an 
interest reserve. And that's a concept that has to be explained to 
have its full import really understood. You create an obligation
say, it was a million-dollar loan with 10 percent interest, and say 
that you had interest-only payments for the first few years, and 
then a big balloon with the principal due. So, you really were 
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making a loan of $1.2 million. Let's say it was 10 percent interest. 
You distributed, gave the real estate developer a million dollars; 
you made him sign a note-we hope. Many of these didn't even 
have obligations; they were personal. They had no personal guaran
tee. But, say, you got the note for $1.2 million. 'l'he other $200,000 
you kept in your S&L, and then every month you made a book
keeping entry in which you credited an interest payment; and what 
all of this together meant is this: You booked extraordinary income 
when you made these ADO and ADL loans, because you took up 
front as income all the points and all the fees. 

On top of that, you booked these very high interest rates. These 
are typical, variable, you know, prime plus two, three type loans
you booked the next 2 years out of your interest reserve as income. 

Now, note, all of this is money going out the door; zero money 
has come in the door, but now I am recording record profitability, 
and that is particularly true if I grow like crazy and I harken back 
to the first chart. These folks were growing at an incredible rate, 
and so they looked like many of the most profitable institutions in 
the country. I know the chairman has had experience with our bai 
experience at Empire. Empire was such a case, which until rela
tively close to its failure, reported one of the highest rates of profit
ability in the entire country. 

Now, these things then were also added an important thing be
cause of the interest reserve. They couldn't go delinquent while the 
interest reserve existed. By definition you were paying yourself for 
the first 2 years, so the examiner had very limited ways of proving 
that this was a bad loan. 

And even if the interest reserve finally ran out, there were a 
series of scams that were done. The clumsy one was simply to refi
nance it yourself; and, of course, when you refinanced it, it had to 
be a bigger loan, because by now more was due, and you booked 
new points to these, and you reported new profitability. 

If that one seemed too clumsy, you'd do what one magazine has 
called the I'll give you my dead cow for your dead horse routine . 
.You found another savings and loan in a similar problem, with the 
examiners getting too close to their bad loans, and you would 
either purchase or refinance their bad loans, and they would do the 
same thing for you; and you would both again report new income 
and new profitability and you would laugh at the foolish examiner 
who had ever claimed that this was a bad asset. 

A third variant of it was the nominee or strawman, or shill
whatever phrase you want to use-sale, where you would give 
somebody who purchased it, again, typically a profit, and book a 
new profit. But, of course, the purchaser, you'd give him or her 100 
percent loan, and you would often make it what is called a nonre
course loan, which is to say they had no personal guarantee, which 
meant they had no real responsibility. 

Now, at the worst thrifts, they combined this course with insider 
abuse; but, even before the level of insider abuse, you simply had 
outrageously poor underwriting because you are growing so fast 
and hard, nobody has time to underwrite at these growth rates, 
and many of them had unbelievably poor disbursement practices as 
well, where you didn't look at where the money went. So, for exam
ple, FSLIO is now the not very proud owner of a $22 million, five-
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story, block-long hole in the gr0und in Dallas, because folks didn't 
even make sure in their disbmsement that productive things were 
being done with this money they gave away. 

So, again, as I think the chairman concluded, these things were 
really direct investments; they were really equity risks. The ac
countants were in on the scam, typically, so that they wouldn't ac
count for them as direct investments. because if they did, you 
couldn't book all this up-front income and you couldn't book the 
income from the interest reserves, as well. 

So, that's a story on something that Commissioner Crawford al
luded to when he talked about the financing, but I think, you 
know, fleshed in, you can see just how effective these kind of bad 
loans are in destroying institutions, first; but, second, you can also 
see why these are the perfect device for fraud and insider abuse. 
And that's why you get the high fraud and insider abuse at this 
kind of shop that is heavy into this kind of investment, not some
body that is running a traditional S&L. It's much harder to run the 
scam with one- to four-family mortgages; and our experience is 
very similar. 

There's a couple of ways of looking at it. Here in California, 29 of 
the 31 institutions you are looking at are State-chartered institu
tions that took advantage of the more liberal investment powers 
granted by the State. 

I mean, you have run an empirical test, in one sense, of what it 
meant. Now, I don't mean to say that there aren't people making 
very good use of those liberal powers, but there is a bottom down
side, too, and this downside, I submit, has been an unconscionable 
price, that's the over-$5 billion figure that you've looked at, which 
is not-again, our message is-this is not simply fraud. These 
people, even on the loans where they were not engaged in fraud, 
were not engaged in any conscious insider abuse, but typically 
made a series of acquisition, development, and construction loans, 
and very poor direct investments as well, and they created signifi
cant losses. 

Another way of looking at it is Texas, another State with very 
liberal investment powers. Of the FSLIC caseload, of which there 
are approximately 40 institutions in Texas-and to me, the FSLIC 
caseload means that it is going to cost FSLIC money to resolve the 
problems at the institution; and, as a practical matter, pretty much 
means that they are deeply insolvent. Ninety-eight percent of the 
insolvency, the gross insolvency at those 40 shops, is in the State
chartered institutions. 

A third way of looking at it is simply by taking a group that one 
of the strongest proponents of direct investment, Professor Ben
sten, cited originally back in 1985, as a demonstration of why these 
newer powers were producing successes. 

He looked at a group-I think his group was actually something 
like 35-there were really 37 we found that met his characteris
tics-institutions that had put more than 10 percent of their assets 
into direct investments by the end of 1984. And he looked at them 
in 1985, and said, these guys are doing above normaL They are 
more profitable than other folks, et cetera. Well, indeed, they were. 
Not simply from direct investments; they also did huge numbers of 
acquisition, development, and construction loans, did a lot of that 
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up-front booking of income. But, again, when you looked at them, 
most of those were really direct investments. 

Well, we looked at them, at the end of 1986, or ballpark, near the 
end, like third-quarter 1986 again; and 21 of those 37 institutions 
that were his demonstration of why this was a good idea and very 
successful in practice-21 of them were either already dead, or had 
fallen to a level of being on our significant supervisory caseload, 
which indicates that you are a deeply distressed institution, and 
many of them that have not formally been put in receivership or 
conservatorship are on that sort of next-worst level in our FSLIC 
caseload, which is, as I said, a subset of the significant supervisory 
caseload. 

There have been tremendous downsides, and one of the messages 
that we give you is that people combine the two. You know, it's a 
double-whammy. It's the folks that do insider abuse plus significant 
growth and high risky investment that show up at our shops that 
we lose the 300 million, 500 million, 700 million of dollars on. So, if 
you look at the catastrophic, the truly catastrophic failures, you 
will find in virtually every single one of them the combination of 
these highly risky assets, plus insider abuse. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Black, how long does it take to discover those 
situations? I mean, from what I'm listening to, and of course, from 
our hearings on direct investments, this is like what Yogi Berra 
said, this is deja vu all over again. But, how long does it take to 
discover these horrendous situations on the misuse of direct invest
ments, and these other fraudulent practices? 

Mr. BLACK. It depends on the time. Back in 1983, 1984, as you 
know, from some of your prior hearings, we had fewer than 750 ex
aminers, and there were a large number of shops that people 
simply could not go to, because if you went to them, you didn't go 
to somebody else. 

And, as you also know, the people-we were subject to the OMB 
and OPM limits that the FDIC was either exempt from, or largely 
exempt from, so when our folks got more experienced, a number of 
them would walk across the street, and make 25 percent more. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, now that you have transferred examiners to 
the original home loan banks, are you finding and discovering 
these situations more quickly than you did during that period of 
time? 

Mr. BLACK. Absolutely. What we are discovering, I think there is 
more-I think it is a little misleading, I think what most people 
think is coming out of this hearing is that there are, you know, 
hundreds of these people right now actively committing these 
frauds. Most of what you are really seeing is folks who did frauds 
in 1984 and 1985; and there is much less of it going on. I think that 
is absolutely true. Let me tie it to California. The commissioner 
has done a tremendous job, given his resources; but, at the same 
time, that, again, the industry was taking off with its massive 
growth, and the same time that one-third of the savings and loan 
industry, by asset size, is in this State alone, California cut its 
number of professionals in its examination and supervision force 
from, I think the number was, one--

Mr. BARNARD. Down from 100 plus to something around 50. 
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Mr. BLACK. 126 to 40-I thought it was lower than 50 at one 
time. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. It was 172 to 55, if I remember correctly. 
Mr. BLACK. I think there was actually a year when they were 

even lower than that. Their number of professional appraisers 
went from 40 to 8, you know. You can guarantee that, if you don't 
put even remotely enough examiners and supervisory agents out 
there, what is going to happen, and it did happen; and, you know, 
we can yell and kick, and we certainly didn't do things perfect, 
even with the number of folks we had. But that's the biggest story 
of what was happening. 

Mr. BARNARD. Can you tell us, what has been your experience re
cently? When did the original banks take on the examination re
sponsibility? 

Mr. BLACK. I think it was August 1985, and by December 1986, 
we had gone-in that time period I've given-from 750 to slightly 
over 1,500 examiners, and we had nearly tripled our supervisory 
agent force, as well. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, can you tell us, then, is there enough infor
mation to go on as to what that record has been on direct invest
ments and--

Mr. BLACK. Well--
Mr. BARNARD [continuing]. See, when we go back there in time, 

when we talked about direct investments in 1985-I guess it was 
1985, wasn't it, when we had our hearings on direct investment
the big problem that was developing then is why we were not able 
to discover the fraudulent abuses in direct investment early on. Of 
course, it was somewhat of a problem for me as a former bank ex
aminer. And, of course, I think it is very obvious that you didn't 
have enough examiners in the field, and evidently, we did not have 
enough foresight at that time to know how to target those institu
tions which were offering, you know, 150 and 200 and 300 basis 
points more for their money. So, we had a problem as far as that 
was concerned. 

But really that was, wasn't it, one of the main problems? 
Mr. BLACK. That was one of the main problems. In addition, in 

Texas, for example-the whole Dallas district-there was a 30-per
cent turnover rate. And they were bringing folks in at starting sal
aries of $14,000 to deal with what was now no longer sort of a 
sleepy industry that did one- to four-family mortgages, but was 
doing these incredibly-sophisticated may be the wrong word
risky might be the right word, but they were very different, very 
complex transactions with multiple parties, and all these scams 
going on. It was ridiculous. 

Mr. BARNARD. I'm going to throw you a soft pitch, and then we 
will go to Mr. Martinez, a very soft pitch. 

Where did this primarily take place? 
Mr. BLACK. I'm checking my wallet. 
[Laughter.] 
Mr. BARNARD. Where did this primarily take place? 
Mr. BLACK. It primarily took place in the States that liberalized 

their asset powers. The worst States in terms of losses, fraud, and 
insider abuse, which are the areas you are talldng about are Cali
fornia, first-California, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Texas. 
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Mr. BARNARD. In those States, what did the Home Loan Bank 
Board do to increase its cease and desist powers and its other su~ 
pervisory powers that it had, to improve conditions in those institu~ 
tions? Did that number increase as well? 

Mr. BLACK. The number, I'm sorry, of cease and desist orders? 
Mr. BARNARD. Yes. 
Mr. BLACK. Yes. The number of cease and desist orders and other 

enforcement actions has dramatically increased. And it is a good 
question because your first question was detection. That is a huge 
problem but then stopping is the next problem; and precisely the 
scams I've discussed were aimed at, OK, even if you detect me, you 
can't prove a loss. 

And our enforcement statutes, generally speaking, are tied to the 
existence of a loss. So, if we can't prove you've lost anything be~ 
cause you keep the ball moving, we are in deep trouble, first. 

Second, again, with your hearings, I think you were-maybe we 
even testified-in the Dallas district, the average time to get an ap~ 
praisal back that conformed was when we set out to do a reapprais~ 
al because we thought it was a problem loan, was 9 months. 

Well, that's ridiculous; these institutions are growing 100 percent 
a year. It's 2X. 

Mr. BARNARD. Who did those appraisals? 
Mr. BLACK. 'l.'hose appraisals were done by some of the best folks 

in the industry; and part of the reason it took so long is that, as 
you have well documented, there are significant problems in this 
industry. We know when we do the reappraisal we are going to get 
challenged in court, and it has to be a first-class job. Again, that is 
exactly what you are asking, I think, from your banking back
ground. I assume one of the questions you are asking is what in 
God's name is going on if the banking examiner saw this, they 
would classify these assets. 

Well, we had no classification of asset powers. We had no classifi
cation of assets regulation until 1985. In fact, it wasn't effective, I 
think, until January 1986, and it was done over tremendous opposi
tion from this industry. 

Mr. BARNARD. Do you mean to tell me that there is no classifica~ 
tion of powers? 

Mr. BLACK. Not until January 1986, was such a regulation put 
into place by the chairman. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, that's something new to me. 
Mr. BLACK. Well, that-that is one of the real keys. That is one 

of the things that people don't understand, especially that have 
seen the other industry; and, frankly, we have now stolen a 
number of the top regulators, as you mayor may not know, from 
banking agencies, and the first thing each of them does is to get 
into our system, and get-what in God's name is going on? What 
do you mean we can't impose, for example, civil money penalties? 
What do you mean that I can't classify this asset? What do you 
mean that I can't just go on, and say, this is ludicrous? 

Mr. BARNARD. Has all of that--
Mr. BLACK. We can't do anything on these 100 percent loans. 
Mr. BARNARD. Has all of that been changed now? 
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Mr. BLACK. The classification of assets regulation has been 
changed, but it has run into, you know, pick your cliche about po
litical fire storms, and, in particular, in Texas. And--

Mr. BARNARD. Well, you know that's amazing to me. And I say 
this is amazing, sitting on the Banking Committee, because, as you 
know, we've heard a lot of proposals from the Home Loan Bank 
Board, from the standpoint of new legislation, including some on 
direct investment, which I'm looking at in a new light. I am going 
to be open-minded anyhow, and I don't want some folks in the au
dience to keel over and faint when I say that. But I would like to 
say that we have had various proposals from the Home Loan Bank 
Board for legislation, but we have never had one that permits you 
to classify loans. 

Mr. BLACK. Well, maybe we didn't need that. Now, I think we 
have statutory power-the problem, and we have a regulation 
doing it, but the problem for us, with legislation now, is that the 
House recap bill has two things in--

Mr. BARNARD. I know. 
Mr. BLACK [continuing]. That are going to gut our classification 

of assets power. One of them says that we cannot require addition
al reserves for substandard assets. 

Mr. BARNARD. Why didn't you take advantage of this before now? 
Mr. BLACK. Well, the regulation should certainly have been put 

in in an earlier year . 
.IVlr. BARNARD. Absolutely. 
Mr. BLACK. That's absolutely true, but you have to remember if 

you look back to the statistics on acquisition, development and con
struction loans, for example, there were tiny amounts of it before 
1982, and then suddenly in particular in Texas and some in Califor
nia, you start getting a progression where it's doubling and tripling 
each year. 

It takes people time to do it, and people used to-our system was 
traditionally driven by, as I say, default, delinquencies. The loan 
was 60 days late. Well, that works great with a home loan. That's a 
good indication of when a home loan is in trouble if you miss the 2 
month's payment. But with these interest reserves, they targeted it 
in such a way as to perfectly negate our usual system for detecting. 
the problem loan. 

And, then, frankly, the industry fought like all heck agah-;t our 
classification of asset regulation and stalled it considerably. And I 
think that's irrational. I think the good folks in the industr~ (lught 
to be realizing that the worst burden they bear is when we can't 
stop these kinds of practices, because there are only two places the 
$5.3 billion is going to come from: It's either the taxpayers or this 
industry. And it is just irrational to restrict our powers when it's 
clear to everybody that looks at it, your subcommittee, that the 
problem is a lack of effective supervision in the past to stop some 
of these problems. 

Why in God's name, in light of that, would you pass legislation 
restricting our powers instead of expanding it? 

Mr. BARNARD. I think you are conect logically, but politically I 
think you know why. 

Mr. BLACK. Yes, politically, I know why. But that's part of the 
answer as well. Not only was the classification of assets regulation 
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fought before it was put into effect, but as soon as it was put into 
effect and was used against ADC loans--

Mr. BARNARD. Do you think there is a national understanding 
across the board? You've got 435 Members of Congre8s, and you've 
got 100 Senators. Aeross the board, do you think that there is a 
clear understanding of this problem? 

Mr. BLACK. No. Nobody got-I mean--
Mr. BARNARD. I mean I say that for this reason--
Mr. BLACK [continuing]. Very few people understand what an 

ADC loan is, what in God's name that means in terms of enforce
ment. 

Mr. BARNARD. But I mean, when you get down to understanding 
the situation, when Members of Congress talk to one another and 
they compare illustrations-now, we have one Member of Congress 
here from California, and another here from Texas, and I brought 
them purposely because I wanted them to see what is going on in 
their States. 

Mr. BLACK. I thought you needed a quorum. 
Mr. BARNARD. But the problem is, the problem that I'm saying is 

that the Home Loan Bank Board feels very insecure that thex are 
not, that they are about to get legislation, which they don t de
serve; and I can understand that. But the point I'm saying is that 
that understanding is not-there is not a general understanding of 
that across the board, and the ind-.:stry, I guess this is heresy to 
say this, in a way, but I'm not a part of the industry; I'm a part of 
Congress-the industry is not helping you in that regard. 

Mr. BLACK. No, they certainly aren't, they are hurting us. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, anyway, we-you know, we can go on and on 

with this, and I have taken up too much time, so I'll go to Mr. Bus
tamante, and then I'll come back. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Mr. Chairman, of course, for Members that are 
not only the Banking Committee, and I know that Mr. Martinez 
and I are not on the Banking Committee but I have been involved 
on this subcommittee-and it is very, very difficult really to under
stand. So I can unders~and how difficult it would be for other Mem
bers of Congress that are not involved at all in this area. 

I've been looking at some of the testimony with interest, and 
simply because it applies to some of the parochial areas that I rep
resent-in my area, San Antonio in south Texas; and Mr. Gabrel
lian, is that·--

Mr. GABRELLIAN. Yes. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Can you tell me a little bit abont South Bay 

Savings & Loan and some of their involvement, and some of their 
procedures as they went through, not only South Bay, but I think 
San MHrino--

Mr. BLACK. I can answer ''lith regard to San Marino--
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Actually, did you have anything against Mr. 

Bona, and Mr. Dominguez was involved, since they are mentioned 
here. 

Mr. GABRELLIAN. South Bay, Congressman, South Bay Savings & 
Loan Association is one of the institutions that I in my capacity as 
a trial attorney in the Litigation Division, I'm responsible for. In 
April of this year, South Bay Savings & Loan Association, which is 
located in Gardena, CA, was placed into FSLIC receivership. 
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South Bay was a relatively young association. I mean, received 
its insurance of accounts, in May 1983, I believe, and started up 
business at that time. 

Frankly, Dominguez and Jack Bona entered South Bay and ac
quired in the aggregate a majority of South Bay's outstanding 
stock, and provided the needed capitalization was South Bay's 
against credits. 

It is the FSLIC's practice whenever an institution is placed into 
receivership to conduct an investigation into the circumstances of 
the association's insolvency and failure. That investigation is cur
rently taking place at this time. 

A number of South Bay's loans and investments were centered 
around properties and projects located in Texas. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Dallas-the Dallas area? 
Mr. GABRELLIAN. In the Dallas area. That's correct. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. And Corpus Christi? 
Mr. GABRELLIAN. And Corpus Christi. 
The three largest projects were know by various names, but in 

the testimony that I provided, they are known as Briarcliff Depart
ment Project, Biscayne Project, and the Greenway Gardens. 

The first two were located in Dallas, the last, in Corpus Christi. 
These were condominium conversion projects and the funding for 
the loans was provided, based upon appraisals that value the 
projects on the basis of their conversion value, that is, their value 
as condominiums. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Did they use the same scheme, saying that 
they would put up 80 percent on a 100-percent loan on the property 
in other areas of investment, and the other 20 percent was to repay 
the loan interest for a number of years? 

Mr. GABRELLIAN. Mr. Congressman, I hestitate to speak specifi
cally about each project and the various loans that were made on 
each project, in part, because the information isn't available to me; 
and, also, in part, because our investigation is still continuing. 
However, as a generality, that was the case. 

Briarcliff and Biscayne were loans, whereas Greenway was a 
direct investment of South Bay's. We anticipate, Congressman, that 
losses will be borne on all the projects, losses have already been 
borne on all three projects. The nature of the transaction with 
South Bay, in which it was placed in receivership, was called a pur
chase and assumption transaction so that another institution has 
acquired substantially all the assets and liabilities. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. So, can we say that the real estate transac
tions alone for these two individuals contributed to the failures of 
both institutions? 

Mr. GABRELLIAN. Both institutions'? 
Mr. BUSTAMAN'rE. Well, the South Bay and Ramona? 
Mr. GABRELLIAN. Ramona Savings & Loan'? 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Yes. 
Mr. GABRELLIAN. As far as we know, Frank Dominguez and Jack 

Bona were not involved in the Ramona Savings & Loan. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. San Marino? 
Mr. GABRELLIAN. San Marino. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Both of these institutions participated in these 

loans? Am I correct? 
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Mr. GABRELLIAN. No, that's not correct. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Just South Bay? 
Mr. GABRELLIAN. South Bay participated in these loans. It is pos

sible, but we have not disclosed that. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. But it was the same channel, in other words? 

It was used in both ofthese S&L's? 
Mr. BLACK. With your indulgence, there is n:)t a lawsuit at this 

time on this institution, and I know we have briefed your staff 
fully. If we could-if we are going to go into those kind of specifics, 
if it would be possible to either do it confidentially, or we would 
really appreciate it in terms of not jeopardizing--

Mr. BARNARD. We are going to have further hearings on this, so 
why don't we defer that until the further hearings. We are going to 
be doing that in Washington. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. 'l'hank you very much. 
Mr. GABRELLIAN. Thank you. 
[SUBCOMMITTEE NOTE.-See appendix 1 for subcommittee staff 

memorandum concerning these individuals alleging misconduct by 
them in San Marino S&L and South Bay S&L.] 

Mr. BARNARD. I didn't mean to interrupt, but we are going to-
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Well, I just wanted to find out the patterns 

that were used. One of the individuals, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Domin
guez is supposed to have been a very prominent name in the San 
Antonio area with investments and different real estate transac
tions, and I wanted to find out a little more, because it is an area 
that I represent-it is an area that I represented as town judge, 
and I was the county judge in the early eighties; he had come in 
and was paraded around town ....s a substantIal investor in our area, 
and this is one of the reasons that I wanted to get a little more. 

Mr. BLACK. We would be happy, as well, if it meets your desires, 
to brief you at any time prior to such hearings. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. OK. 
Let me ask you, Mr. Black; Mr. Lundin is going to recommend in 

his testimony establishment of a system or informal network in 
which fee counsel and the en Jrcement agency, so that fee counsel 
could, for example, easily identify persons within this enforcement 
agency, and also, in my opinion, get a feel for which type of mis
conduct violates the Federal criminal statutes. How could such a 
system be implemented? How can fee counsel be better educated? 

Mr. BLACK. Well, there is a computer system that the Bank 
Board adopted by regulation, the Bank Board would like to fully 
implement it. Well, the Chairman would like to have adopted it 
earlier; he had to wait for a new Board to get positive results. That 
computer system goes by the delectable acronym "CIlS," and it is 
being loaded in now. Our fee counsel will be able to draw on that. 
So, it's in operation. There is a lot of dah that needs to be loaded, 
so it takes time. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Martinez. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Earlier-and I had wanted to ask the question at the time be

cause it gave me a queazy feeling-you started out to say that most 
of the situations that we are talking about happened a long time 
ago. A"'rl it almost sounded as if you were inferring that it wasn't 
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happening anymore. And then you did clarify it by saying that 
there were instances, but you seemed to indicate that they had di
minished. 

And what I would be more concerned about in relation to what 
you said is even though they have diminished because there is a 
certain awareness now, and there are certain actions that are 
being taken by the different agencies now; one, to try to stay on 
top of it there, to expedite reporting when it needs to be reported; 
and two, to promote interagency cooperation and all, which is very 
good. But also, after reading the report, I got the idea that even 
though some of this had been done, it wasn't nearly enough. Fur
ther, I got the impression, that it wasn't even scratching the sur
face. The other inference I got was that a lot of the situations that 
allow these things to occur, still existed and that there needs to be 
some correction. 

Would you amplify on that? 
Mr. BLACK. Well, OK. I agree with some of what you say, and I 

have perhaps a slightly different view on other things. In terms of 
the causes, as we see them in what has been done-the change of 
control, procedures, and regulations that we had back in 1983 were 
not effective-period. Those ha'/e been changed, and we have, 
frankly, a new commissioner in California. And that has changed 
things dramatically, in terms of who has gotten charters. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. And he has been there, for what-3 years? 
Mr. BLACK. Two years. 
[SUBCOMMITTEE NOTE.--Mr. Crawford became California S&L 

commissioner in early 1984.] 
Mr. MARTINEZ. And so he is really new. 
Mr. BLACK. That's right. 
But that has been a dramatic change, our Change of Control Act 

is a dramatic change-our Change of Control Act regulations were 
a dramatic change. 

But, more than that, it was just plain things that could have 
been done but weren't, and are done now. We always check now on 
enforcement. 'We always do NEXUS runs, and other investigative 
techniques to find out; with thE:: CIlS system that's going in, that 
ability will be enhanced further. 

So, something has been done about that element that I thillk ev
erybody agrees is a big problem. The growth problem, which I 
think again, most every-I don't think there is much controversy, 
that, at an absolute minimum, it made the losses dramatically 
worse, and that, in addition it was probably one of the causes itself 
because of its effect on underwriting. We put in a growth regula
tion, and a capital regulation, and have dramatically reduced 
growth in this industry, and have stopped the excessive growth at 
the weak institutions. 

If I can digress for just a second on what we inherited. People 
always deal with the problem that they are facing, and the Bank 
Board before Chairman Gray was facing the interest rate crisis, 
and it was felt that what was needed by that Bank Board was to 
get away from home loans and to grow like crazy so that these low
interest home loans that were on their books would becom'i! a 
smaller and smaller percentage of their asset portfolio. 
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So, they, the prior Bank Board-three Board members-reduced 
our capital requirements from 5 to 3 percent; they debased our def
inition of capital such that the newspapers used to make jokes 
about it was "creative regulatory accounting principles/' using the 
first initials as an acronym. 

We had something called 5-year averaging and 20-year phase-in, 
which meant you had 20 years to get up to this very low 3 percent 
requirement-and, of course, the 3 percent wasn't real anyway be
cause of our accounting changes; and the 5-year avera~ng was par
ticularly preposterous, because it meant that you didn t need 3 per
cent of your liabilities that you have now grown up to, you needed 
an average of what you had had over 5 years. And it created an 
absolutely perverse incentive to grow rapidly. Your percentage net 
worth requirement went down the faster you grew, and so you 
could meet your capital requirement. If you grew rapidly enough 
with less than 1 percent capital-and, as I said, even that capital 
wasn't real, because of the accounting changes. 

It was a prescription for disaster on the asset quality side. It was 
a felt need to-l mean, they thought it was hopeless almost on the 
interest rate side unless they grew that rapidly, and that's why 
they did it, but it obviously turned out disastrous. 

So that we had done something about the growth component, 
and the dsk component. We've got our direct investment regula
tions, and our new acquisition, davelopment, and construction regu
lations. We have changed our capital requirements to increase 
them, and we've gone back to something much cleaner in terms of 
the definition of capital. 

We'va put dramatically more examiners out; we make many 
more criminal referrals. Frankly, we are to the point in California, 
for example, the numbers you have seen, that when we make each 
new criminal referral, in essence, we are bumping one that we 
have already made, down in priority, because people in the U.S. at
torneys' offices and the FBI offices here have absolutely the best 
intentions; they work with us in general very, very constructively; 
and they don't have the people to do it. 

And, 1 mean-we've been there. When we had 750 examiners, 
there was no '''%tv to do a decent job. You tried to do the best you 
co '. but by ~1cf;J.lition you were going to suffer massive losl:les; 
anci uy definition, as long as OPM and OMB keep the fist tight 
around the Justice Department budget and the FBI budget, we are 
going to have this situation; and it is so incredibly pennywise and 
pound foolish as to be ludicrous. 

But, hey, a true story that the chairman always likes to tell. Of 
course, OMB hates it when you take folks outside their jurisdiction, 
as any good bureaucrat would; so when they heard we were going 
to send our examin "tion force out, their Assistant Director came 
over to me personail:,' with Chairman Gray, and said, "Hey, such a 
deal I have for you. If you will agree not to put the examiners out, 
we will give you 40 new examiners." 

Mr. BUSTAMAN'l'E. Who said that? 
Mr. BLACK. Jim-I'll get the exact name from our testimony 

but--
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. No, but what agency? 
Mr. BLACK. OMB. 
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Chairman Dingell has used extraordinarily tough words to de
scribe precisely what they did to us; and it's cost literally billions of 
dollars to save a couple of hundred thousand-maybe it's a mil
lion-in salaries. I mean, what can I say? 

So, things are dramatically different now, and they could be even 
dramatically better if the FBI and U.S. attorneys could get more 
resources, if nationally the Justice Department could get more re
sources, because a lot of our problems involve people who do it in 
six different States. Well, you are always hampered as an assistant 
U.S. attorney, trying to deal with that. There are reasons to have 
national task forces as well. 

In the offices of the U.S. attorneys that have established special 
task forces to deal with thrift and bank failures, and people get 
really expert in them, we have had particularly good results. 

And, then, when you deal with that problem, then the problem 
is, you need real jail time, because right now the message is too 
close to /lCrime pays." 

We have people who take these shops. Here's a real example. It 
was $82 million when they purchased it for a million dollars in 
cash, took out, grew it like crazy, went into these very risky assets, 
booked it all as up-front income, used the income to justify huge 
dividends, huge bonuses, huge salaries; and took out $22 million in 
3 years, and that doesn't count all the stuff he took indirectly, the 
benefit of the Air Force he had-five planes, six pilots; the sister
ship to the Presi.dential yacht Sequoia. 

Mr. BARNARD. Who are you talking about? 
Mr. BLACK. This is Vernon. And the three beach houses here at 

California, and one of them was $2 million. The three-
Mr. BARNARD. In this case, the fellow has pleaded guilty? 
Mr. BLACK. No. 
Mr. BARNARD. He has not? This is an ongoing case? 
Mr. BLACK. There is no prosecution yet; the receivership was just 

imposed 2 months ago. 
Mr. BARNARD. OK. 
Mr. BLACK. The three beach houses, one for $2 million, with 

three-quarters of a million in entertainment expenses, paid for by 
the association, and the Beaver Creek Ski Chalet, because, you 
know, the seasons change, and you want to be in appropriate 
places at different times of the year. 

Mr. BARNARD. OK. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. And all that was a very low investment, to begin 

with, using--
Mr. BLACK. Well, it was worse. It is real insider stuff, friends, 

maybe kickbacks directly. I mean, Mr. Chairman, you asked in 
terms of detection, and the difference-is it a simply bad under
writing'? or is it fraud? Well, we often really do not know. 

You get u situation where the loan is stupid. I mean, it is just an 
obvious stupid loan, and you have got three choices: The guy who 
made the loan is just stupid, or he was just doing things so quickly 
that he couldn't check, or he is getting a kickback, because what 
else could explain something that there was a guaranteed loss? 

But proving a kickback, if people are ei; all clever-they do it 
through third parties, fourth parties, indirectly. 
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Mr. BARNARD. But now, with your-excuse me for interrupting 
but, if the gentleman would yield-but with your classification 
system, the FDIC has announced that it's going to go to disclosure. 

Mr. BLACK. Yes. 
Mr. BARNARD. What is the Home Loan Bank Board--is it consid

ering disclosure? 
Mr. BLACK. I don't-the FDIC, I thought, was backing off its dis-

closure, last I heard. 
Mr. BARNARD. Do what? 
Mr. BLACK. Backing off-that was-Isaacs was proposing--
Mr. BARNARD. They had a proposal at one time that they were 

going to disclose the CAMEL rating, right? 
Mr. BLACK. Yes, that was the last---
Mr. BARNARD. That was the last you have heard from them? 
Mr BLACK. Yes, that was the last head, the new head, I think, 

has largely reduced that. 
But, you know, as a practical matter, anybody can get our quar

terlies. I'm sorry-that's')ur quarterly reports, are available 
through the Freedom of Information Act. 

Mr. BARNARD. Yes, but what about your Bank Board's confiden-
tial, individual information system? 

Mr. BLACK. Well, I hope that's not available under FOIA. 
Mr. BARNARD. But can the FBI get to it? 
Mr. BLACK. Yes. 
Mr. BARNARD. Can the U.S. attorney's office get to it? 
Mr. BLACK. My understanding is yes, and that the sister regula

tory agencies-now, if there are some--
Mr. BARNARD. You might want to check into that. 
Mr. BLACK. I will check into that, whether they have the restric

tions that the State AG was talking about, in terms of you have to 
be very careful about not abusing civil discovery and such. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. You know, then, Mr. Chairman, let me ask you a 
question, Mr. Black. 

You know we as elected offidals and elected officials throughout 
local government-State and local government-are all required to 
make financial disclosures once a year, and so that the world 
knows exactly what we are doing. Why aren't savings and loans' 
officers, especially those that are federally insured required to do 
the same annually so that it would be a matter of public record, so 
that we know. In many cases, wouldn't that be a way of determin
ing, hey, all of a sudden this man has recorded all these assets, at 
whose expense? 

Mr. BLACK. I don't have a real answer. I know that nobody does 
it now. I don't know whether we would have the regulatory, the 
authority to do it by regulation. We would be pleased to talk with 
you if that is a legislative concept that you would like to work with 
us on, and--

Mr. MARTINEZ. One other trung is that in your ability to gain in
formation when you need it, I understand the Privacy Act has you 
inhibited as to how much information you get in certain cases, and 
how you can use it. And I would imagine that an investigation is 
going to be considered confidential, anyway. Have you some 
thoughts on how you could, or what we could do to expedite your 
ability to get that information? 
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Mr. BLACK. We have made officially-the Bank Board has made 
proposed amendments to the Right to Financial Privacy Act, and 
we have worked through the working group, which again, has offi
cial proposals, which were before Congress last year, and I believe 
are before Congress again. My statement addresses in part our po
sition-I'm sorry, Mr. Deardorffs statement does-and the attach
ment of Mr. Robertson and my V~stimony that was to be given 
before Chairman St Germain, has, I think, even more extensive dis
cussion of our proposed amendments to the Right to Financial Pri
vacy Act. 

We agree with you that amendment is desirable. That is the posi
tion of all of the agencies concerned. I think I also agree with what 
other people have said, that that isn't the biggest problem in the 
world; by far, the biggest problem in the world is resources for Jus
tice and FBI and sentencing. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, I think that in everything you have said, 
Mr. Crawford referred to temptation and greed. Unfortunately, the 
need to exercise the greed would lead to continued abuse. However, 
you have eliminated a lot of this need in the procedures you have 
set up. At least, the temptation part of it. 

What I 'Nould say, however, is that there still is a great potential 
for people in that position of responsibility to take advantage of 
their position to perpetrate some of these frauds. 

Mr. BLACK. I agree absolutely, and one of our messages that we 
always try to get across is the usual-if you're sitting there, in an 
S&L that has no capital, it's insolvent-what are you risking? 

You have got no money to lose. Why not gut the store? And 
people use different phrases. The usual one is: IIHeads I win, tails 
FSLIC loses." If I gain, maybe I turn the place around, and I take 
the money in bonuses; if I lose, FSLIC loses instead. I don't like 
that phrase, though, because it's inaccurate. When you do these ac
~uisition, development and construction loans, it's, you know, it's 
I Heads I win, tails I win." 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes. 
Mr. BLACK. By defmition, I book a profit, and by definition I pay 

myself while I'm losing, so I win and FSLIC loses simultaneously. 
It's a crazy world. 

Now, again, by regulation, we have dealt with part of that 
aspect, but the broader problem of the incentive of insolvent insti
tutions to gamble remains with us, and, frankly, it gets worse, 
when the perception is that there is not much we can do about it, 
because we are broke; the FSLIC fund is insolvent by well over $6 
billion, as of the end of the year, and it is, you know, it's worse 
since then; and you don't want the perception to grow that I've got 
that incentive that the commissioner talked about, and I'm not 
very much sure that when I look at the wodd there is much that 
you CUi do to me. You don't have the money to liquidate me. The 
odds of getting prosecuted seem to remain low. Probably when 
most folks view it. And the odds of doing any significant jail time
I'm sorry. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Black, just let me say this, Mr. Chairman, if 
you would, in closing-the chairman asked you a question which 
you really didn't get a chance to answer, and he pretty much an
swered it for you, and so did Congressman Bustamante-the fact is, 
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that until this trip, I was very little aware of all these situations; 
and there are probably 420-how many are not on the committee? 
400 Members of the Congress that are not aware either. And then 
when you multiply that by the number of people in all of our con
stituencies that are not aware, it is clear that this thing needs to 
be publicized more so that public pressure can be put on us to do 
something about it. 

Thank you. 
Mr. BARNARD. The only problem there, though, is then you may 

cause a run on the savings and loan industry. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, that's true, too. Yes, like Maryland. 
Mr. BARNARD. Let me just-we've got to go to two other minor 

subjects, but I want them to be very, very brief, and, Mr. Deardorff, 
not that we didn't come back to you time and time again, but I 
think that you are all getting paid out of the same payroll, I be
lieve, is that true? 

Mr. DEARDORFF. I think we are. 
Mr. BARNARD. Do you feel like that the Board, and FSLIC, are 

doing a better job in being able to identify criminal misconduct? I 
don't want to have a long answer. I just want a short answer. 

M7. DEARDORFF. Yes. 
Mr. BARNARD. You feel like that you are doing a better job 

now-OK, that's important. You know, we are going to ask a fol
lowup question in our further written questions. But do you feel 
that you are all making an effort now, to train the examiners, so 
that they can better identify criminal misconduct? 

Mr. DEARDORFF. That is absolutely correct. We have had meet
ings with the FBI with the sole purpose of helping our staff, with 
the analytical stuff, and examiners be trained in identification of 
fraud, how to make referrals, how to work closely with them, and 
how to come to a successful conclusion with some of these investi
gations. 

Mr. BARNARD. Good. 
Mr. Black, you are familiar with the Attorney General's task 

force. Up to this point, has it been effective? 
Mr. BLACK. It's been a dramatic improvement over--
Mr. BARNARD. Y t:::l, but I mean, lover 0 is a dramatic improve

ment, but on a score of 0 to 10 it isn't. I will be honest with you. 
This task force was set up in 1985. You know, to me, it was given a 
big fanfare-and also, it was interesting that it was the biggest 
idea of the Attorney General although it was based on our commit" . 
tee's recommendation; you know, great I don't care who gets the~r 
credit-but what have they really done? I mean really significant
ly? A task force, to me, is a body that gets in there and gets the job 
done; and I will be very honest with you, I am very disappointed. I 
don't see the meetings taking place like they should be. I just 
wonder if it's nothing but window dressing. 

Mr. BLACK. The things that it can do are better. The problem is 
it can't do the things that are most important to do. It can't get 
more people, and it can't Ifet more jail time. What it can do--

Mr. BARNARD. Why can t-why couldn't the task force go to 
OMB, or go to the administration, or go to Congress, and say, "we 
need more FBI agents; we need more U.S. attorneys"? The task 
force is the legitimate source that that information should come 
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from. That's exactly what I'm talking about. We haven't seen any 
dramatic actions, even in the changes in the laws. What little 
change in the laws that have come about to strengthen the crimi
nal prosecution system and detecting crime has come from, really 
from, Congress. 

Mr. BLACK. Well, you, frankly, that's where it has-there are two 
places that it can come from. 

Mr. BARNARD. No, no, no, no. 
Mr. BLACK. It can come from the White House. 
Mr. BARNARD. It's not supposed to come from us-we are not the 

experts; we are just laymen in the field. 
Mr. BLACK. Well, I understand, I understand, sir, but we are 

both-at least, I am still resident in Washington for a little while
OMB is a very powerful group. You can either win by getting the 
White House to referee the battle in your favor, or you can win be
cause Congress directs that the staffing will bE' X, you know, and 
you will increase this, that, and the other thing; and you will be 
able to pay people enough to keep them retained when they can 
make twice as much doing something else. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, this has been a very interesting panel, and I 
appreciate all of the testimony that you have brought to us. We 
will be asking further questions that we would like to have in writ
ing to complete the record, and we would appreciate that very 
much. 

Mr. BLACK. With your permission, could I ask whether it will be 
acceptable t,o have those graphs that I prepared added to the 
record? 

Mr. BARNARD. Oh, absolutely, without objection. They will be in
cluded in the record. 

Mr. BLACK. I appreciate it. Thank you. 
['l'he prepared statements of Messrs. Black, Lauer, Blair, and Ga

brellian and their joint supplemental statement follow:] 
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to 

respond to your request for testimony on problems in the California 

thrift industry. Those of us involved in the regulation of th~s industry 

appreciate your continued attention and vigilance, particularly in these 

trying times for the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation 

("FSLIC"). Your 1985-1986 hearings concerning the impact of appraisal 

problems on real estate lending helped focus attention on a severe 

problem involving the appraisal profession that had produced serious 

losses for the FSLIC. Some of the observations and conclusions in the 

Committee Report proved most helpful to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board 

in enhancing our already comprehensive system regarding appraisal 

policies, practices, and procedures. 

The misconduct by thrift industry insiders and affiliated outsiders is 

certainly one of the major' reasons for the FSLIC' s current insolvent 

condition. Grossly imprudent operations -- generally involving exceDsive 

growth, woefully 1nadequate underwriting, and excessive concentrations of 

riskier assets, particularly acquisition, development, and construction 

(ADC) loans and direct investments-- have also produced massive FSLIC 

losses. Indeed, our most costly failures usually involve both 

characteristics. I urge the Subcommittee to read the document 

- 1 -
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attached as Exhibit 1. It was prepared by a law firm for the purpose of 

encouraging real estate firms to acquire or start a thrift. It is an 

incredible document, particularly its "Financing the Flips" section. As 

the operating head of the FSLIC, the Bank Board must be able to act 

decisively against insider abuse and imprudent operations if we are to 

prevent future massive losses. We also need, however, a very substantial 

commitment of the FBI's and Department of Justice's scarce resources to 

bring to bear truly effective deterrence of criminal insider misconduct, 

through criminal conviction and incarceration. 

Today, I will address a wide range of subjects pertaining to thrift 

misconduct, as you have requested in your invitation. tor the 

Subcommittee's information, I was the Director of Litigation in the Bank 

Board's Office of General Counsel during the pe~od from early 1984 to 

1986, until I ~ras appointed Deputy Director, FSLIC, last January. I am 

currently on detail to the FSLIC in that capacity and expect to begin a 

new full-time role as General Counsel t:> the Federal Home Loa:. Bank of 

San Francisco in the near future. I hope to draw upon all of these 

experiences in answering the Subcommittee'S questions. 

You have also asked us to provide you with responses to a number of 

specific questions, in order to assist the Subcommittee in its analysis. 

- 2 -
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Question 1: 

(a) Briefly describe the role of the FSLIC and its staff attorneys with 

respect to federally insured thrifts that are insolvent or in danger of 

becoming insolvent. 

The role of the FSLIC with respect to insolvent or nearly insolvent 

thrifts is to coordinate with the supervisory agents and examiners to 

determine the cause and extent of the problems, the prospects for 

recovery, factors concerning its marketability and cost, to determine 

whether the thrift will enter the FSLIC caseload, and aid the estimation 

of alternative costs of resolution; to recommend the best alternative 

available under FSLIC's extremely limited financial constraints; to 

determine the relative priority of resolving eac:.h case; and to implement 

the Board's chosen alternative, e.g., marketing the thrift, arranging a 

management consignment team, or devising an asset backed transfer. The 

genera~ goal is finding the least-cost solution, consistent with 

congressional priorities. 

The role of FSLIC's staff attorneys with regard to such problem thrifts 

is to provide legal support to the business decision makers, to bring 

administrative and civil litigation where appropriate, to defend against 

- 3 -
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lawsuits and to aid the criminal law process. Staff attorneys provide 

legal support for negotiating assisted acquisitions, setting up 

receiverships and chartering new Management Consignment Program ("MCP") 

thrifts, and negotiating FSLIC assistance agreements. Staff attorneys 

make an initial judgment as to whether the statutory grounds to appoint a 

receiver or conservator exist. Other attorneys in the Board's Office of 

Enforcement ("OE"), conduct investigations and administrative enforcement 

actions. They may already have made criminal referrals prior to the 

appointment of a receiver or a conservator. 

Staff attorneys in the Litigation Division first review a new potential 

case for issues that may be critically time sensitive. They check 

whether a statute of limitations or insurance policy is about to expire. 

The litigation attorney coordinates with OE and~etermines whether 

criminal referrals have been made. They then determine whether a 

receivership or conservatorship challenge or potential freeze action 

against the assets of those involved in insider abuse is likely. Huge 

preparatory work is required in either event, because we have to ue ready 

to defend or bring a lawsuit on the day we put a receiver cr conservator 

in place. The litigation attorney determines the probable scope of the 

legal work that will be entailed, conducts a confidential request for 

bids from several l&w firms, checks them for conflicts, and retains fee 

- 4 -
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counsel. The litigation attorney, particularly if the fee counsel has 

not previously done FSLIC work, explains the role of FSLIC fee counsel in 

the particular institution they are hired to assist. Generally, the 

Litigation Division has no right to bring suit against insiders until a 

receiver or conservator is arpointed. Once app~inted, however, the 

litigation attorney provides the legal direction for all affirmative and 

defensive litigation of the receiver, conservator, or FSLIC in its 

corporate capacity. 

(b) Describe the role of FSLIC fee counsel with respect to such 

institutions. 

The role of FSLIC fee counsel is to assist the Litigation attorney in any 

affirmative or defensive litigation assigned to ,the fee counsel, to 

recommend the retention of other fee counsel where appropriate, and to 

provide legal advice to business decision makers of the receiver or 

conservator. In pass through receiverships, i.e., receiverships where 

the FSLIC places the "old" thrift into receivership and transfers 

virtually all of its assets to a newly chartered federal mutual 

association. The role of the Litigation Division and fee counsel is 

limited to bringing suit against former office:.:'s, directors, and 

professionals, and defending any legal challenge to the appointment of 

the receiver. In conservatorships and liquidating receiverships, the 
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role of the Litigation Division and fee counsel is much broader, 

requiring advice on cOII' •. ,pr"ial law and the conduct or defense of what can 

be hundreds of lawsuits pending when the receiver or conservator is 

appointed. Counsel may also have to bring a large number of suits to 

recover collateral from defaulting borrowers. 

Litigation and fee counsel also assist the administrative claims 

procedure in institutions with liquidating receiverships. By statute and 

regulation, the receiver must marshal the assets, c.g., through 

foreclosure actions; determine the validity and priority of claims 

against the receiver through our administrative claims procedure (with 

judicial review under the Administrative Procedure Act), and liquidate 

the receivership assets so that valid claims can be paid in accordance 

with applicable priorities. Litig ltion counsel,Jind fee counsel provlde 

legal support to the receiver in t~e conduct of this longstanding 

administrative cle.ims procedure that allow!. a much prompter, less 

expensive, and fairer (because it avoids preferential recoveries) 

resolution of many hundreds of claims against FSLIC receivers. This 

administrative claims procedure is also essentl~l if any FSLIC 

recapitalization plan is to succeed, because the FSLIG Fund generally 

cannot be replenished for its massive expenses of paying insurance until 
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enough contingent claims have been resolved to allow the receiver to 

begin making distributions to receivership claimants. FSLIC is by far 

the largest receivership claimant. 

(c) Set forth the numbers of fee counsel currently employed by FSLIC (i) 

in California and (ii) elsewhere. Also set forth FSLIC's total 

expenditures for fee counsel (i) in California and (ii) elsewhere in 1986 

and, if available, for the first quarter of 1987. 

The FSLIC currently employs 12 law firms in California, and a total of 43 

nationwide. (An additional 29 firms are employed. by the receiverships 

themselves.) In 1986, fee counsel cost in excess of $6 million for 

California and $20 million nationwide. Through June 8, 1987, FSLIC's 

expenditures for fee counsel are over $5 mi11io~for California and 

$19 million nationwide. 

Question 2 

(a) Provide an overview of the nature, extent and consequences of 

misconduct by insiders, by borrowers and by appraisers in the thrift 

institutions on the attached list. 
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Generally, misconduct by insiders has been a significant problem with the 

thrifts that you have asked us to review. Of the institutions we 

reviewed approximately three-quarters had problems with insider 

misconduct. This misconducT, 'Zten led to the filing of a civil complaint 

and was usually an important factor contributing to the failure of the 

association in question. In this regard, FSLIC has filed or is involved 

in 19 complaints that have named over 175 insiders as defendants and are 

seeking an aggregate of approximately $1.2 billion in damages. 

·,he insider abuses took varic,us forms but included loans to the insiders 

in excess of that allowed by regulation; pay\ .. ent of exorbitant dividends 

at times when the institutions were at or near insolvency; payment for 

personal trips to Europe and the Far East as well as automobiles, 

clothing, and art; payment of unwarranted commi~sions and f~es to 

companies owned by the sole shareholder; payment of "consulting fees" to 

insiders or their companies; use of insiders' companies for association 

business; and putting friends and relatives on the payroll of the 

institutions. 

A classic example of this type of insider abuse occurred at Manhattan 

Beach Savings and Loan Association, whose sole shareholder is Peter 

Sajovich. A little over a year prior to its closing, Sajovich decided to 

"contribute" a subsidiary company called National Home Equity Corporation 
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("NEHC"), wholly owned by himself, to the instituticin. The day before 

the "contribution", Sajovich received a check for $3 million from NHEC: 

$2.51.; million chatacterized as a "dividend" (the entire purported net 

worth of NHEC at the time) and $485,000 characterized as an unsecured, 

non-interest bearing loan to Sajovich. Because of this payment of 

Sajovich, at the time of the "contribution" to Manhattan Beach, NHEC had 

a net worth of $0 or less. Further, this "contribution" was expressly 

conditioned upon Manhattan Beach's Agreement immediately to recapitalize 

NHEC with an infusion or $4.5 million in caSl1. At Sajovich's urging, 

Manhattan Beach agreed to do so, even though at the time this sum was 

more than the entire net worth of the institution. NHEC is currently in 

bankruptcy. 

Appraisal abuse has also been a problem at thesE:.. institutions. In the 

institutions on your list, at least 10 had appraisal problems. We have 

brought suits naming eight appraisers, and others are being 

investigated. Nationally, too, we are looking seriously at the appraisal 

problems at failed institutions, and FSLIC has brought numerous 

complaints against appraisers. Copies of complaints filed against 

appraisers, involving institutions inside and outsid, .. of California, have 

been supplied to the Subcommittee staff. As you know, the use of 
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inflated appraisals aids insiders in completing transactions that might 

otherwise be prevented. These actions by unscrupuloL,s appraisers have 

been, and continue to be, a serious problem in the thrift industry. 

An example of the appraisal abuse problem arose in Butterfield Savings 

ann Loan Asoociation. When the net worth of that institution began to 

fall dramatically, the management at Butterfield devised a scheme whereby 

its parent holding company issued new stock and contributed the stock to 

Butterfield, which in turn used this newly-issued stock along with some 

cash, to purchase 40 different parcels of real property at a cost in 

excess of $80 million. The scheme was structured so that the higher the 

purchase price, the better for management, since the purpose was to 

increase the book net worth figure as much as possible to relieve the 

pres~ure from the regulators. Many of the appr~isals obtained on these 

properties stated grossly inflated values and did not comply with 

industry standards and the Board's Memorandum R-4lb. For example, one of 

the parcels purchased for development turned out to be largely a swamp 

and another was mostly a forest preserve. A suit has been filed seeking 

in excess of $20 million from appraisers and realtors involved in this 

case. Additional examples of appraisal abuses were found at Sun, Bell, 

United, Equitable, San Marino, and Consolidated, among others. 
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In addition, the misconduct of certain borrowers has been a problem in at 

least nine of the institutions you listed. A prime example of borrower 

misconduct was discovered at Consolidated, where the former management 

made a loan and participated in advances in the amount of $9 million to a 

corporation owned by a convicted felon by the name of Charles Bazarian. 

These advances were made without any loan application and financial 

information, and they were made with only cursory, one-page letter 

opinions from the appraisers as to the value of the secured property. 

Not one payment was made on these loans and they appear to be substantial 

-- if not total -- losses. Mr. Bazarian, his company, and its chief 

officer have been named in the suit the FSLIC has filed l.ith respect to 

Con~olidated. 

In summary, the record reflects that the miscon~uct of insiders, 

appraisers, and borrowers has played an important part in the failure of 

many California thrifts. I would also note that other' professionals, 

particularly accountants and attorneys, have played on integral role in 

facilitating insider abuse and fraud. 

(b) Has the misconduct in the California thrift industry been worse than 

or about the same as misconduct in other states? 

-11-
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Based upon a staff review of some FSLIC cases (i.e., those cases in which 

FSLIC assistance or intervention was necessary to resolve the problems of 

a FSLIC-insured institution) over the past two years, it appears that the 

incidence of insider abuse in the California thrift industry may be 

slightly but not significantly higher that the national average. I have 

attached a copy of recent testimony of the Bank Board in which we were 

asked to focus on insider abuse and fraud in Texas and Oklahoma as 

Exhibit 2. That testimony illustrates that California is far from unique. 

(c) Describe (and provide actual examples of) the extent to which these 

insiders and affiliated outsiders have been or are presently involved 

with other closed or open federally insured financial institutions. Is 

such movement, fro~ institution to institution, a phenomenon limited to 

California? 

Mr. Deardorff's statement gives specific examples of insiders, affiliated 

outsiders, and professionals who have been involved in causing losses at 

more than one FSLIC-insured institution. Such practices are not limited 

to California. Loan brokers and "professionals" engaged in futures 

trading have caused losses at multiple institutions. An unscrupulous 

loan broker appears to have acted as a "match maker" for two thrift 

insiders in New Orleans and the State of Washington to facilitate illegal 

acts by them. The former manager of the New Orleans thrift was recently 
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convicted. Mr. Bazarian has caused severe losses at institutions in 

Oklahoma, as well as Consolidated in California. "Daisy chains" 

involving some of the worst managed thrifts in Texas, Oklahoma and 

Louisiana appear to have been devised to facilitate insider abuse and 

prevent an effective regulatory response. 

Question 3 

(a) Provide FSLIC's current best estimate of its likely losses for the 

institutions on the attached list. (Provided as an aggregate, by prior 

agreement.) 

The FSLIC's current estimate of the cost to resolve the California 

associations in conservatorship or receivershipJs $5.6 billion. 

Question 4 

(a) Discuss FSLIC's responsibilities and its policies with respect to: 

(i) seeking monetary recovery for losses due to the acts of insiders, of 

affiliated outsiders and of others; and ii) identifying possible criminal 

wrongdoing by such individuals and assisting the ';'lstice Department and 

state law enforcement agencies in prosecuting such wrongdoing. 
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Where the FSLIC is acting as conservator or receiver, its litigation 

responsibility is to maximize the net value of the receivership. 

Therefore, the FSLIC receivers and conservators do not bring suits they 

know will not be cost-effective. If a suit is deemed essential by the 

FSLTC for deterrent reasons, the FSLIC in its corporate capacity will 

acquire the lawsuit from the receiver on terms requiring the Corporation 

to pay any judgment recovered in excess of our costs to the receiver. 

With regard to the defense of lawsuits, the receiver has a responsibility 

to maintain the integrity of the administrative claims procedure 

described in my answer to question l(b), by avoiding preferential 

recoveries. Receivers frequently settle claims involving disputed facts 

as a routine part of the administrative claims procedure. 

The FSLIC's deterrence policy is that cases of a..evere insider abuse 

should normally be pursued through civil litigation even if they are 

unlikely to be cost-effective. Where a successful criminal prosecution 

occurs, a civil suit will not normally be pursued if it is not expected 

to be cost-effective. 

The FSLIC's policy towards criminal referrals is that a successful 

prosecution resulting in a substantial jail sentence is the critical 

deterrent essential to bring a halt to possiule future losses to FSLIC 
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from insider abuse and fraud. All insured institutions are required to 

make criminal referrals. Obviously, we know that thrifts will not refer 

their controlling insiders for criminal prosecution while the insiders 

remain in control. One of our key jobs is to remove such insiders. 

Our examiners are instructed to look for insider abuse and fraud and to 

refer such evidence to the Depa~tment of Justice and/or state 

authorities. The same is true of OE and litigation attorneys and fee 

counsel. Our personnel are instructed to encourage and provide lawful 

assistance to criminal investigations and prosecutions of insider abuse. 

(b) Discuss any real or perceived conflicts between FSLIC's restitution 

function and its responsibility to assist other agencies in the 

prosecution of criminal misconduct. How should,any such conflicts be 

resolved? Is it the clear policy of FSLIC that FSLIC attorneys and FSLIC 

fee counsel are requirea to make criminal referrals and provide 

assistance, irrespective of the effects of such actions on the 

restitution function? Is there a written policy? Are fee counsel 

formally notified of FSLIC' s policy and, if so, how? 

We do not believe that there is any real conflict between our restitution 

function and assisting law enforcement. Indeed, we believe that Congress 
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intends them to be complementary. We hope you will encourage prosecutors 

to make greater use of restitution as a condition of virtually all plea 

arrangements with insiders and in making sentencing recommendations. 

Any conflict should be resolved in favor of law enforcement. In the 

unusual case where fee counsel has perceived (I believe erroneously) that 

such a conflict might exist, we have always resolved the matter in favor 

of assisting law enforcement. 

That policy has always been our policy. Our litigation attorneys are 

trained to move aggressively on criminal referrals and we have 

consistently instructed fee counsel in that fashion. My successor, 

Dorothy Nichols, has put that policy in writing to each fee counsel. 

(See Exhibit 3.) 

Question 5 

(a) Describe briefly (1) Federal Home Loan Bank Board/FSLIC 

requirements, if any, for insurance by thrift officers, directors and 

other insiders and affiliated outsiders. (2) The type of insurance that 

these individuals typically carry. (3) The types of acts and practices 

that are traditionally covered by those policies and the types typically 

exc~uded? (4) How easy or difficult is it currently for affected persons 

to obtain such insurance? 
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There is no requirement that individuals carry any type of insurance in 

order to serve as a director, officer, or affiliate of an insured 

institution. Federally-chartered thrifts are permitted to purchase 

insurance for their directors and officers with respect to claims of 

negligence. 12 C.F.R. § 545.l2l(d). Most States permit state-chartered 

institutions to purchase insurance for their directors and officers. 

Federal regulations require all FSLIC-insured institutions to maintain 

fidelity bond coverace to protect the institution against losses 

attributable to dishonest acts of officers and employees. 12 C.F.R. 

§ 563.19. 

Individuals typically do not carry any type of insurance relating to 

their conduct as directors, officers, or affiliates of insured 

institutions. Savings and loan associations tyPically carry both 

director and officer ("D&O) liability insurance and fidelity bond 

coverage when such coverage is available. 

D&O insurance generally covers losses attributable to "wrongful acts" of 

insured directors and officers, i.e., branch of fiduciary duty and 

negligence. Coverage also typically extends to the association itself 

for any indemnification it is legally obligated to pay to its directors 

and officers. D&O policies typically exclude coverage for losses 
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attributable to di~honest acts. Fidelity bonds generally cover losses 

caused by the dishonesty of the officers and employees of the insured. 

In recent years, D&O insurance and fidelity bond coverage have become 

difficult to obtain. When coverage is available at all, premiums and 

deductib1es are very high and coverage is very limited. In some 

instances, riders to existing policies attempt to eliminate or severely 

limit the carrier's exposure to suits brought by the institution itself, 

suits by stoc~lolders, and suits brought by the FSLIC. Several FSLIC

insured institutions have been unable to obtain fidelity bond coverage 

despite the regulatory requirement. In response to this insurance 

situation (which is affecting corporate America in general, not just the 

financial institutions industry), many individual financial institutions 

and industry trade groups have been exploring a~ternative methods of 

obtaining coverage. The U.S. League recently formed a captive insurer 

that will be capitalized by and provide coverage to qualified members. 

Some institutions have investigated the possibility of self-insurance 

through a wholly-owned subsidiary. Insurance through a captive or 

self-insurance may be feasible alternatives for healthy, well-capitalized 

financial institutions, but offer little chance of success for smaller 

struggling institutions. 
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(b) Provide an overview and some actual examples of how easy or difficult 

it is to reach the personal or business assets of individuals found to 

owe monetary damagl'q to FSLIC. 

The FSLIC's experience in reaching the personal or business assets of 

individuals found to owe monetary damages to the FSLIC is similar to the 

experiences of any other litigant. As you know, obtaining a judgment 

against a particular individual does not necessarily ensure 

collectibility of that judgment. For example, in FSLIC v. Williams, 

which arose from the failure of a Maryland thrift, the FSLIC obtained a 

jury verdict awarding damages against several individuals who were 

directors and officers of the defunct Community Federal S&LA of 

Rockville, Maryland, in the amount of approximately $10,000,000. The 

FSLIC is still attempting to collect that judgm~nt from the various 

defendants, but because their personal estates appear to be insufficient 

to pay the full judgment, it is unlikely that the judgment will be 

satisfied in full. Dissipation of assets through highly hedonistic life 

styles, and perhaps Swiss bank accounts, bankruptcy law protections, 

homestead exemption~, trust arrangements, placing the property in the 

spouse's name or holding it jointly with the spouse, and the costs of 

litigation are all factors limiting net recoveries. 
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As a result, very few cases actually proceed to trial in the United 

States; most are settled. This is also true of the FSLIC's suits. 

Defendants who desire to settle a claim brought against them by the FSLIC 

are almost always required to provide the FSLIC with certified financial 

statements of their assets. Settlement agreements are structured so that 

misrepresentations about assets can be used to set aside the voluntary 

dismissal of a claim. 

In the FSLIC's effort~ to maximize its ability to recover assets from 

defendants, the FSLIC has had a great deal of success securing temporary 

and preliminary injunctive relief freezing an individual's assets and 

even attaching assets prior to obt,,ining a judgment. Indeed, on several 

occasions, the FSLIC has been granted temporary restraining orders 

freezing individuals' assets within 24 hours of -..filing suit. Such suits 

can reduce the dissipation of assets and serve as a deterrent against 

future misconduct. Given the nature of this remedy, its use has been 

limited to situations where the facts available to the FSLIC demonstrate 

fraud and self-dealing. The courts are reluctant to impose such 

restraints in the absence of persuasive evidence not only supporting the 

FSLIC's claims but also demonstrating the defendant's proclivity to hide 

or waste assets. Even where th~ FSLIC has obtained preliminary 

injunctive relief, the truly bad actors frequently will have secreted 
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their assets before the suit can be brought. Others have violated even a 

court imposed freeze order, requiring us to bring a contempt action. The 

FSLIC often discovers that some defendants have vacationed over the years 

in places such as Switzerland and the Cayman Islands. Tracing assets in 

such places is very difficult. Discovery into assets is generally very 

re~tricted in the United States prior to securing a judgment. 

Question 6 

(a) For the institutions on the attached list, please set forth the 

aggregate numbers of criminal referrals made by FSLIC to date; and 

provide examples of actions giving rise to such referrals. Are 

additional criminal referrals anticipated? If so, approximately how 

many? Who within FSLIC is charged with monitoring the progress of 

referrals or investigations initiated independently by Justice/FBI? 

A total of 22 criminal referrals have been mad~ by either the FSLIC or 

the F'HLBank of San Francisco. Additional criminal referrals are under 

consideration. 

Litigation attorneys in the Office of General Counsel monitor any ongoing 

criminal investigations and prosecutions related to associations to which 
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they are assigned. Criminal proceedings often have a significant bearing 

on civil suits filed or contemplated. Moreover, litigation attorneys try 

to convince the criminal law process to require restitution as part of 

any plea bargin or sentence. Therefore, monitoring criminal prosecutions 

is viewed as an important aspect of the job. 

Similarly, attorneys within the Board's Office Enforcement (OE) make 

criminal referrals, or assist the district banks to make such referrals 

where their investigations turn up evidence warranting such action. The 

OE attorney handling the institution monitors, and, as appropriate, 

assists the FBI's and Department of Justice's efforts. 

As the Subcommittee is probably aware, the Board -- along with the other 

four federal finallcial institution supervisory agencies -- entered into 

an ~greement on April 2, 1985, with the Feder&l Bureau of Investigation 

and the Department of Justice to form a "Horking Group" to improve the 

referral, investigation, and prosecution of bank fraud and insider abuse 

cases. High among the goals of the Working Group has been seeking an 

amendment to the Right to Financial Privacy Act that would remove the 

current impediments in the statute that limit or complicate the sharing 

of information among and between the named agencies and the departments. 

The Working Group has supported a clarifying amendment to the Right to 

Financial Privacy Act to permit the transfer of fiancial information 
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lawfully in the possession of one government agency. (such as the Bank 

Board) to another government agency (such as the Justice Department) for 

a law enforcement purpose within the jurisdiction of the receiving agency 

without notice to the customer. This amendment is broader than the 

exemption contained in the omnibus drug bill of last year and the Board 

continues to support adoption of the Working Group's broader exemption. 

Another important goal of the Working Group relates to the inability of 

the supervisory agencies to receive information that the Department of 

Justice may have as a result of Grand Jury proceedings. Our inability to 

obtain this information prevents us from most effectively performing some 

of our responsibilities, such as our duty to process Change-in-Control 

applications. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 amended the Change in 

Control Act to require prior notice of at least ~O days to the Board of a 

proposed acquisition to allow the Board time to investigate the 

acquirors. However, one potentially important source of information on 

acquirors -- that developed from Grand Jury proceedings -- is currently 

beyond the access of the Board and all of the federal financial 

institutions regulatory agencies. Presently, the federal financial 

institutions r~gulatory agencies may seek grand jury information only if 

the agency has on ongoing "judicial pror.eeding" to which the information 

is relevant. Unfortunately, a change in control application does not 
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qualify as a "judicial proceeding" and a prosecutor would be unable to 

share with the agency pertinent information on the fitness of those 

individuals attempting to gain control of an insured institution. The 

Working Group supports amendment of the grand jury secrecy rule to permit 

the sharing with an agency of information or documents obtained through a 

grand jury for matters within that agency's jurisdiction, such as a 

change in control application. 

(b) For ~ch institution on the attached list, please set forth whether a 

FSLIC civil complaint has beell filed, identify the individuals (and their 

relationship to the institution) being sued, and state the total amount 

of civil money damages claimed in each suit. Are additional complaints 

anticipated? If so, please estimate the additional dollars likely to be 

requested in these complaints. 

Information on the complaints has been separately provided to the 

Subcommittee. Additional complaints are under consideration, but we 

cannot provide a reliable estimate of requested relief at this time. 

Again, let me thank you, Mr. Chairman, and this Subcommittee for your 

past and on-going efforts to bring attention to the critical problems 

posed by fraud, insider abuse, appraisal abuses, and the lack of an 
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effective criminal deterrence mechanism. Your past efforts have already 

produced important advances. Cooperation between the FSLIC and law 

enforcement agencies is greatly improved. We make more referrals, make 

them at an earlier date, in better detail, and in a standardized format 

worked out with the Department of Justice. Your efforts, our 

encouragement, and the awful carnage of billions of dollars in losses 

from insider abuse and fraud have convinced all law enforcement agencies 

of the seriousness of these problems. 

The professional appraisal societies are making efforts to come to 

greater consistency in their standards. The Bank Board has sought public 

comment on improving its appraisal standards. We understand that you 

intend to make legislative proposals to improve further tILe quality of 

the appraisal profession. 

Your current hearing has already had the salutary effect of improving 

cooperation and communication here in California. Thank you for the 

opportunity to address the Subcommittee. 
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WHY DOES IT SEEM EVERYONE IS BUYING OR STARTING -
A CALIFORNIA S&L? 

The New S&L Powers 
--

Under sweeping legislation enacted ~ the past two 
yee.rs 'by t.he federal and California legis1a·tures, S&Lq have 
broadened tl')eir range of activities. 'l'he follow!:ng la the 
result of a survey of 200 S&Ls reported in the Los Angeles 
~ on Fe'i?ruary 19, 1984& . .... 

Jl.ot!vity _ 

,) ,. 
:'!> 

Joint Ventures 
Mortgage Banking 
Real Estate Development 
Real Estate Syndication 

• Percentage of Surveyea. 
Associations Engagea in 

Activity; 

86Si· 
69~ 
51fl 
26fi 

The new California S&L powera were contained pri':" 
madly in the Nolan BU1, enaoted in the S&:L ndepr.essionCl of 
1982 (the bill beoame effective on January 1, 1983) and the 

-./ 

Grateful acknowledgement is made for the assistanoe con
tributed by Bruce L. Ashton and Arne' T~ Swensson, both 
lawyers with Jeffer, Han!,j'els &: Butler. 

Exhibit 1 

copyright 1984, by James R. Butler, ur. 
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~Garn-St. Germain Bill enacted on October 15, 1982. Supple
mented by other laws and rule changes, S'&Ls were given 
sweeping new powers, including the following I 

" . 

Direct or Indirect Real Estate lnvestl:nent 
(including development, ho~ding for income, 
syndication" etc.) up to 100%' of assets 
(subject to a 10% limit for the first three years 
of op~ration of a new S&L). 

Commercial Real Est",te' Lem1ing (as opposed to 
residential mortgage lending) -- u~ 1:.0 40% of 

" assets. 
", 

Cpnsumer LencUng -- up to 30% of as\~ets. 

Commercial Lending -- up to 20% of a:,sset~. 

- Investment in a Service Corporation which can 
'engage in any' activity lawful· for a normal 
business corporation -- up to, 10010, of assets 
(subject to a 10% limit for the f1rs't t1:ree years 
of operation of' a new S&L).' 

Under recently promUlgated standards," new 
California S&Ls receiving insurance of accounts after 
November, 1983, must limit the combined amount of investment 
in real estate and service corporations to 10% ()f assets for 
t,he first three yearrl; 'After three years o~ operation, 
there is no limitation\ on the amount of investment •. alt.hough 
prudent man stanC\ards must still be ob~erve(l. '!'he lOt 
limi tation presently does not' apply to S&Ls which were 
insured prior to November, 1983, or "srandfathered n S&Ls 
acquired' after November, 1983. However, many expect t.hat 
the so-called "de novo" 10% limitation on invest~ent in real 
estate and serVl"Ce-corporations may be extendedi to existing 
S&Ls upon acquisition by new owners, and perhape; to existing 
S&Ls even absent any such acquisition. 

Except.ed from the 10~ of assets limitation are the 
followings 

a. Any real property 'owned by an S&L and Used for 
its office~ or branches (even if t~e office or 
branch represents a small perCetltage of the 
square footage) 1 

2 
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b. REO (real estate owned as a result of fore
closure of defaulted mortgages), 

. c. MY loan from unrelated· parties to a service' 
corporation and certain loans from the parent_ 
Sr.L which are "conforming loans" 1 . . 

d. Accrued profits earned on the original per
mitted investmentr ~nd 

e. Equity participllting loans which provide for 
both a fixed or floating rate of interest and 
~rcentage of equity ownership or a perce~ 
age of profits from the project or business. 

The profit potential of participating loans has 
been a major incentive for many deciding to enter the S&L 
arena. tn a currently popular format, the Sr.!. will make a 
loan at a fixed interest rate of 10 or 11 percent, and will 
receive addit.ional interest equal to half of the profits 
derived from the project'. ' 

, POWer 'of Readily Available Cash 
.' 

Through its branch network {and as supplemented by 
brokered depod ts, a money desk, or advertised. jumbo CD aro
grams), a California savings and loan ,has the ability to 
raise virtually unlimited'amounts of capital in the fo~ of 
deposits. (See the di~cussion of brokered funds below.) An 
G&L's cost of funds depends upon many factors. At this 
writing, with the prime interest rate generally around 11%, 
institutions with a strong retail deposit base are experi
encing a cost of 'funds in the 9 to 9-1/2~ range. Institu
tions relying on jumbo CD accounts··f"o·r sUDstantial portions 
of their deposit base are experiencing a higher cost of 

. funds, generally in the the 10 to 1211 range, depending upon 
the dep9sit mix, maturity and other factors. It, is 
significant, however, that the cost of funds to an SEcL 
engaging in mortgage banking, re£ll estate development or 
real estate sYndication activities is probably considerably 
less than the~cost of funds to those engaged in such activ
ities outside a savings and loa~ context. . 

As eXperienced mortgage bunkers, syndicators and 
developer~ mai best appr~ciate, ready availability of rela
tively low cost funds can provide a tremendous advantage 
over the competition. In the mortgoge bar.king context, the 
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S&L can fund loans which may be arbitraged through pre
existing puts into mortgage pools or the secondary market. 
In the syndication and development context, the ava~lability 
of cash solves three classic problems: 

1. Tying up the "Steals". 

Every developer and syndicator bas faced the 
need to instantly raise cash to take advantage of an oppor
tunity which will not wait for ordinary financing cycles.or 
a syndicatio:l effort. A \1£.veloper gJ;'_"~~ndicator operating 
under the ump.;:~U;;._oJ". aJi'w.~!!Qs and loan assocl.at·io"f1-na"s-·the " 
abilityto 'tap cash :resources ·and --s'effe-a-f""av'orabl."e-'· d"eal 
while :-:io~h'er ,f'.o'!~ntJ1:.~ .. "E1.!.¥..«:E::_" are -s·t,iir"-~r~9- .. t'o~cquiie 
financ ng; . - 2. Financing the "Flips". 

In the course of extensive development. or 
syndication activities, many people encounter situations, 
often several times a year, where property can be acquired 
and quickly resold or "flipped" for a substantial profit. 
In fact, the attractiveness of flips is often so great tllat. 
there is no benefit to syndicating the project if capital 
can be raised by another method. This is particularly true 
when flips can be executed in a short period of time, such 
as 30-90 days. Unfortunately, syndicators and developers 
are frequently unable to take advantage of flips because 
they do not have enough liquid capital available~ , 

'Through an S&L" a developer or syndicator has 
financia+ resources readily at hand on very favorable 
terms., ' Indeed, funds from an S&L are, in all probability, 
the cheapest source of capital available for accomplishing 
the quick turn-a rounds Which flip opportunities require. 

3. Staying Power. 

Every developer or sync1icator is subject to 
the vagnrie-s/ of interest. rnta cycleD.' There e:.re many in
stances wlH~n t'ne most brillilint busillessman is hard pressed 
for cash to make up for an unexpected negative cash flow. 
Going back to investors for additional capital under such 
circumstances can ofteh prove embarrassing and significantly 
diminish the investors' confidence in the project. 

Raising more than the required amount of 
capital at the outset of a project may be uneconomic and 
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competitively disadvantageous in view of the simple fact. 
that investors want the highest yield available in any given 
marketplace and market. time. ' 

,I ,The conduct of real estate syndication and 
de~elopfuent p~ojects in an S&L can be an effective way to 
solve this problem. Tho S&L is llble, by its very nature, to 
deliver badly needed liquidity at a reasonable price to fund 
a project's short term negative cash flow. 

~aralleled Leveraging of Funds. 

One of the outstanding features of a ~ifornia S&:L , 
is its exception~lly favorable leverage. With ~3.0 million 
in capital -- the amount of capitalization required for' a 
new savings and loan in California -- an S&:L can t.ake in 
approximately ~42 million of deposits from the public, 'which 
may be insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance! 
Corporation. In other words, in its first year of business, 
an S&L can take in deposits equal to approximately 14 times 
its initial capital base. For ne'1 SteLs, up to, 10% of this 
amoun t ( $ 4.2 mi llion) can be 'd irectly invested in real 
estate in the first year.' After tl1raB years there is no . 
limitation on the amount of assets which can be invested 
directly or indirectly in real estate. S&Ls approved' pliior 
to November 1983 are also presently ~ree of any percentage 
limit on real estate or service corporation investment. 

The amount of 1 everage permitted 'increases 'during' 
the first three years of a new S&L' s operations so thl1t 
af~er three years, an S&L can accept deposits equal to 33-
1/3 times its capH,al base. On capitalization of ~3.0 
million, an S&L could raise more .than ~lOO »:dllion.' As 
noted above, in theory at least, af.ter three years, a new 

'SteL could invest 100% of its assets in real estate. All 
investment's of an S&L are, however, subject to general 
prudent man stundllrda of diversification of l.nvGstment. by 
category as well as specific investment.. But" if even a 
relatively conservative 10% to 25% of an S&L's asset.s were 
invested in real estate, a ~3. 0 million investment tn the 
S&L could provide a $10 to $25 million working' line of 
credit for real estate investments after only 3 years 
operations. . 

In contrast to the leverage available to Calif"',rnia 
S&Ls I ,banks are generally liinited to leveraging their capi
tal 12 times or less. Industrial loan companies (frequently 
called IIthrift and loans" in California) are initially 
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limited in leverage to 3 times initial capit.al, and after 
five years, with regulatory approvals, may ultirnntely go to 
a statutory maximum of 20 times. 

A few cautions on leverage: Statutory or theo-
retical."maximum leverage" is the outer limit, and should be 
cautiously approached. Leverage magnifies profit potential 
on the up-side! but also magnifies losses on the down-side. 

Flexible and Profitable Loan opportunities. 

Historically, S&Ls were limited by statute and 
regulations to making primarily residential mortgage loans. 
Under the new powers, up to 40% of assets can now be in
vested in mortgage loans secured by commercial property. Up 
to 30t of assets can be put in consumer loans. Up to 20% of 
assets can be put in commercial loans on a phased-in 
basis. (In 1984 7-1/2% of assets can be invested in direct 
commercial loans with an additional 10\ by participation 
with or purchase from a .. commercial bank for an aggregate 
maximum of 17.5% of assetsr'and, in 1985, these limits will 
be raised to 10% in direct origination and an additional 10% 
through participation or purchase for an aggregote of 20% of 
assets). . . ' 

In addition to' having new types of lending '~ap,aci
ty, an S&L has considerable latitude in structuring its 
loans. For example, some real estate syndication-oriented 
S&Ls have made loans) to r!.l:Il estate limited partn'erships 
which they sponsor wi~h a coupon rate of interest reflecting 
market rates, but, with only a portion of .the interest 
payable currently out of the real property's net income, and 
with the balance of the interest. payable on sale or re
finance. If you become active with such loans, you will 
need to devote at.tention to maximum loan size limits, loan 

"to one borrower limitations, related-party restrictions, and 
the difficultly of selU,ng non-traditional loans in the, 
secondary market. 

The participating mortgagB discussed above in con
nect.ion with t.he new powers is quite similar. In this vari
ation, the S&.L, extends a market or below \l1arket. rate loan to 
a borrower, u'sually at. a fixed rate of interest, and in 
addition, gets a percen1::age (up to 50%) of the profits from 
the project. Many industry observers feel that. this type of 
loan is the inevitable result of associations'· past experi
ence., For years, S&Ls and other lend,ers took all of the 
riSk on real estate development projects but enjoyed none of 
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the upside profit potential. If the project or economy went 
sour, the SfcL typically ended up with the property in its 
REO portfolio. If the project went well, however, the S&L 
only got a fixed· rate of interest while, the developer got 
substantial profits. 

I 
Other Attractive Features. 

S&Ls have begun a dramatic return to profitability. 
There ara a number of reasons for this, including lower in
terest rates, expanded powers, new techniques for mQtching 
.duration and cost of funds, with investment opportunities, 
and better management. A recent study shows that of the 69 
Californill S&:La opened between January 1, 1978 and Jllne 30, 
1983, only 10 operated at a loss while the remaining 59 
experienced profitability. In fact, almost 10% of the S&Ls 
~ad a rElturn on beginning net worth of 50~ or more. ' 

While the stocks of the large chain S&Ls have 
generally traded at half of book value or le~s, and S&Ls 
with assets over ~l billion have tended to be bought or sold 
at approximately book value, sales of small i{ldependent 
S&L' a occurring in the last year have been at multiples 
ranging between 2-1/2 to 3-1/2 times book v~lue. " 

Many business people find the ability to operate 
with all the prestige· and crodibility of an independent 
financial institution to be a significant advantage; The 
S&L charter may open m~ny doors in mortgage banking. It'may 
create instant credib'ility for real tlstQte investors, and 
with consumers of other financial services provided by the 
S'reL. The people closely associated with S&Ls are "members 
of the financial' institution club ll • In addition to the 
prest.ige, however, this membership carries tremendous 

,responsibility to d~scharge, the pUblic trust. 

One person pr company can now own 100% of a 
California sreL. A California S&L can be owned by non-US 
citizeno or other out-of-stat.e investors. It. can make loans 
or investments outside California and can draw deposit.s t.o 
its licensed California offices from hnywhere in the world • 

• f ' 

If a~ S&L has sufficient q~alifying asset.s 
(generally cash, Ginnie Mae and Fannie Mae Certificates,' and 
residential mortgage loans) it enjoys a favorable tax rate 
of approximately 38% on its income C combined Federal and 
California) as compared to the approximate 50% marginal t.ax 
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rate (combined Federal and California) applicable t.o 
ordinary business corporations. 

Based upon appropriate credit., correspondent banks 
have traditionally loaned an association's organizers 50% to 
75% of ;the funds needed to capitalize the association. 
Banks may also lend on the purchase of existing savings ~nd 
loans. These loans are typically for five years' duration, 
at an interest ~ate of prime plus l~, interest only for one 
year, principal amortized over the remaining :four years. 
The loans are unsecured to qualifying borrowers, and there 
are certain restrictions on the pledge of an S&L' s stock 
during the first three. years of its operation. I?ersons 
starting or' buying an S&L may not strip the S&L of cash 
generated by operations to repay their loans. Persons 
borrowing the initial capitalization for an S&L or the 
purchase price for an existing S&L should also be mindful of 
the IRS limitations on investment· interest. . . 

S&L stocK is "freely tradableD stoCk. It is 
generally exempt from registration requirements of federal 
and state securities laws, and subject only to regulations 
administered by S&L regulators. S&L stock is not ·"letter 
stock", nor is it subject to Rule J.44 restrictions. The 
securities exemptions available for S&L stock do not apply 
to an S&L's holding r.ompany's stock. ~he stoc~ of holoing 
companies is subject to state and federal securities laws. 
:,., ~ . 

HOW TO ACQUIRE AN S&L 

If the advantages of oWning a California S&L seem 
attractive, you make· wish to consider the £0110wing three 
basic ways to take advantage of the opportunity: 

1. Buy an existing savings and loan. 

2. Buy a state or national bank and convert it to 
a savings and loan • 

.... f • • 

3. start a new or ~.~ S&L. 

Because there are different considerations for each 
of these alternatives, we will examine each in turn. 
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Buying An Existing S&L. 

(>.S of tne first quarter of 1984, it appears tnat 
small, nealthy, independent S&Ls are beiog acquired at 
prices wnich equate to approximately 2-1/2 to 3~1/2 times 
book i value. The S&Ls tend to be fairly small (generally 
under ~lOO million .. in !lGGct.s). Many hnve 01 nogligiblo 
earnings history. Relatively new and undeveloped associa
tions are attractive to many purchasers who wish to avoid 
large portfolios with below-market rate mortgages, or otner 
problems.with existing loans. . 

An acquisition of an existing S&L mignt theoreti
cally be concluded in as little as three to four months in 
the case of a private transaction or seven to nine months ~n 
the case of a public tender offer. In addition to s'aving 
time in getting into the business, an acquisition is 
attractive because S&Ls whicn· received their insurance of 
accounts prior to November, 1983, are not presently SUbject 
to certain restrictions'applicable to Ade novo" S&Ls formed 
after tl-;l.t date. Many predict, however that the de novo 
restrictlons will soon be applied to existing SEtr..TS"iiPOrl 
tneir acquisition by ne\<! owners ... and pernaps to existing 
S&L's even absent an.acquisition. 

The. prices) at whicn small independent ~&t:s are 
bought nave tradit~onally been expressed as multiples of 
hook value, but the trend now is to p~ace greater emphasis 
0.. '~."'e amount, nature and consistency of. earnings (as 
opp.: ,,,,"t'. to book value). A number of oonsultants believe 
S&Ls \It:!. .. , ~!'l' valued in a range of 6 to 12 times earnings. 
Present multl.l'lttb (however calculated) 'are probablY"-at- a. 
pea~ and likely :to decline over tne coming montns unless 't1'le 
demand for charters oontinues. 

Aoquiring an existing operation can certainly save 
a tremendous amount of the· time and effort tnat goes into· 
organizing a new S&L, but a potential buyer must evaluate 
the relative ooat/benefit ratio of acquiring an existing 
facility an~!deposit bnse. . 

While "sick" or troubled S&Ls may be acquired at a 
fraction of the oollt::· of a olean, healthy one, turn-around 
efforts can be perilou~, costly and time oonsuming. 

There are interesting possibilities of building the 
boo~ value and capitalization of an S&L (and thereby 
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increasing leverage pote'ntial) with regulat';rily approved 
contributions of apP!eciated realty or other assets. 

It is imperative in any acquisition to ~bserve 
p:roper regulatory prbcedures, including registration with 
state and federal authorities who must approve of the 
characte'X' and financial capa~ity of' the acquiror, the 
acquiror's business 'plun, an'd other ilSpects of the 
acquisition. 

Purchase Of A Bank And Conversion To An S&L. 

Because state and 'national banks presently appear 
to be out of vogue in certain investment circles, many inde
pendent banks can be' acquired at lower lIlultiples of book 
value or earnings than comparably sized S&Ls. As, of this 
writing, the author knows of several "clean" bank acquisi
tions completed at a price ~n t;.he one to t'l1!'O times book 
range, substantially less than the price for a comparable 
StcL. 

A bank acquisition, followed by a conversion to an 
S&:L charter, presents problems absent from a straight S&L 
acquisition. The bank's portfolio may have' to meet the 
regulatory constraints for an S&:L ... upon conversion. '!'he 
conversion process is subject to considerable regulatory 
qiscretion s.nd troubled banks would probably not be per
mitted to convert to StcLs. Regulatory approval procedures 
airnilar to those forJS&:L acquisitions must be followed for 
bank acquiB'itions~', ,'. ' ' 

Starting A De N;vo S&L. 

Timing. Compared to other financial institutions, 
a CalifornIa SEcL may be organized relatively' quickly' and 
easily. In 1983, a number of new S&Ls opened their doors 
approximately nine to twelve months after cOtmllencement of 
the chartering process. 

Oelnys which occur reel while new regulations were 
being adopted: .P'I federal and state regulatory agencies in 
the summer anel fall of 1983 inc'rensed the time required for 
a new SEcL to open its doors to the 18 to 24 month range and 
a backlog of applications developed. The backlog now seems 
to be Clearing. . 

Many preo~ct that the time required to start a new 
S&L will soon be cut in half. We project that the time to 
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commence business with a new S&L will soon be in the 12 to 
18 month range. 

, Expense. The "risk capital" in starting an S&L is 
only ,~SO,OOO to ~60,OQO, this amount may be repaid, out of 
the S&L' a profits after opening. Thi,s sum is called "risk 
capital" because, if the application is denied by the 
Department of Savings and Loan, tho ~SO,OOO to ~60,OOO 
cannot be recovered. The funds should be raised with a 
prelicensing funds agreement. Although all funds will be 
expended ~uickly at the outset of the process, careful 
accounting for these an4 all other funds is imperative •. 
FortUnately, California is in a very favorable chartering, 
mode and' most, properly structured groups are obtaining 
charters. 

If you get your first approval, there ar~ other 
regulatory and business hurdles. to overcome (becoming a 
member of the Federal Home Loan Bank system, obtaining FSLIC 
insurance, selling your ,stock, hiring your professional 
staff, selecting and improving your site, etc.), but gener
ally speaking the subjective' element of wheth!!r you will 
have an S&L has been resolved. During the aecond, or orga
nizational phase, preopening expenses will probably.total at 
least ~200, 000 to $400,000 more to~er and above the 'risk 
'capital). This amount, however., is usually paid With an 
organizational loan' obtained by the organizers, from a 
correspondent bank, and the organizational loan is paid off 
from .the initial $3.-0 million capitalization. . , i' 
Three Things Needed To Start The Process. 

In order to start a ~ ~ savings and loan, there 
are three basic requirements I 

1. site - a new S&L application must designate' an 
"at or near theTntersection ofll site which is not pre~mpted' 
by other new charters or branches qpened in the last year or 
two. The aite should be in a community where there is a 
"need" ~.:;,- addi tipnal S&L services. Preferably, the aite 
will be in~ jl "natural" market with strong clemographics. 
Your attorney, economist and other advisors can assist you 
in selecting appropriat.~ sites. . 

2. The organizing Group and Initial Board of 
Directors. You must have at least five directors to =11e an 
application to start an S&L with the Department of Savings 
and Loan. More directors are acceptable, but not necessary 
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for the filing. Later, when you file for FSLIC insurance, 
you must have at least seven directors. Your CEO will be a 
director. You do not need a CEO at the ~e of filing. 

; Under recent changes in regulatory procedures, the 
maKeup of the organizing group has become the most important 
factor in obtaining anew S&L charter. This facto~ is now 
more important than the economic study or demographics of 
the area where the S&L is to be located. , 

Sta'ndards for entry into the S&L indUstry are 
already high and continue to be raised. The Department' B 
major consi4eration in approving an organizing group is its 
"success profile" -- the track record 'and net worth of its 
members. Even if the 'organize:s have had no prior experi
ence with banks or savings and loans, the regulators believe 
that people successful in their chosen field of 'endeavor 
will use the same teChniques or 'SKills to make tho savings 
an~ loan association successful. There may be many routes 
to success, such as native intelligence, bard work, ability 
to att'ract excellent support staff, ability to delegate, 
etc. The human traits that make the ~Midas Touch" work in 
real estate syndication 'or manufacturing should liKewise 
make a savings and loan successful~ , " ' 

ating whether 
sought by the 

• 
The. fo1l9wing are a few guidelines for' evalu-
or not your group meets the ·success profile" 
regulato'rs I 

The average net worth of the directors_should 
be at least ~i' millIon (including home. automobile and 
household furnishings), the larger the net worth, the 
better. Some individual.s with modest net worth can be 
strong board members if their knowledge or business contacts 
are particularly strong, ~ 11 retired banker of great 
experience. If such an in~dual has a modest net worth, 
lOllY 9200,000, someono alsa on the board should hnve a 
proportionately higher net worth, say 93 million. Gener
ally, hnving two or more directors from one company (except 
in a holding company context) o~ one family is ,undesirable. 

Directors should have the financial depth or 
contacts to raise addit~onal capital if problems develop. 
At least one p~rson ~ther than the CEO should have deposi
tory institution e, • .Jerience. Real estate experience is 
generally highly regarded by the regulators, and it is 
acceptable to have several of the directors involved in 
various aspects of real estate. However, _there should be 
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some diversification of real estate experience in various 
areas, such as sy~dication, brokerage, development, invest
ment, and mortgage lending. Other di.rectors should have 
sound business' or financial experience -- as executives, 
certified public accountants, investment bankers, etc. 
Repre,sentatives from the community (~ a mayor, 
commissioner, chamber of Commerce leader, ,planning 
commissioner, civic 'or religious leader or similar parson) 
is desirable. A minority or a woman, successful in his or 
her own right;, is a valuable addition. 

If a single individual intends.to owu all of 
the stock of a savings and loan associa~ton, he should have 
a net worth of .at least ~10 million or mere. 

A FEW FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Given the many opportunities offered by an S&L, 
should everyone form a savings and loan association? 
Emph~tically, the answer,: 1s "Nol" 

, 1. Regulatory Environment. S&Ls are subject to 
extensive regUlation by federal and state agencies. Many 
successful business people simplY lack the patience needed 
to tolerate a highly regulated environment. Moreover, 
regulators can react sharply if they believe their regUla
tions have been intentionally violated. Although financial 
institutions are generally going through a rapid deregula
tion, the threat of reregulation is constantly present, 
especially if the iegulators perceive abuses~ Any attempt 
to predict th~ course of regUlatory developments is specula
tive at best. 

2. competition and Management Sh·ortage. With 
large numbers of new applications and expansion of existing 
associations, the're is strong competition for business and a 
shortage of top quality, experienced management. If ¥ou are' 
not prepared to operate an S&L in a competitive environment, 
ypu shOUld not become involved with one. It must be run in 
a businesslike manner with carefully laid business plans. 
First-rate management will be more important than ever and 
in relative~y short supply. , . 

At present, however, such talent is certainly 
available. Experif.nced" s upecstar~ managers from the 
industry and allied fields (banking, mortgage banking, etc.) 
can ,typically be lured away from relatively large insti
tutional settings for salaries in the $80, 000 to ~100, 000 
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range, plus stock options. and incentives. The business plan 
of the organizing. group must convincingly prove to the 
regulators that your S&L com afford such expensive ta.tent. 
It is the author I s experience that the superstar managers 
usually pay for themselves very quickly many times over, but 
many people have a short-sighted philosophy and refuse to 
pay a premium wags for a proven porformer. If you are not 
willing to hire the best management available, you probably 
should not enter. the field. . 

3. Common Sense -- Avoiding The Appearance Of 
Impropriety. However technical.ly correct something seems by 
the strict let~er of the law, test the concept to see if it 
seems prudent and sound for a financial institution using 
public fund!> and FSLIC insurance. Is there diversity of 
investment? It is generally' better to have several 
relat.ively small investments, than just. a few large ones. 
Similarly, the association's investment port.folio should be 
diversified by category of investment. While it is 
theoretically possible to" invest all of an association's 
assets in real estate, to do so would be unwise. Does man
agement have suff'icient. knowl~dge and experience and a 
proven track record of' success in.~ particular activity? 

How will this activity look when scru-t::inized 
by the press? If it WOUldn't look good on the front page of 
the newspapers,. don't do itl How will it look when scruti
nized by the regula~ors? Are. there any related-party 
problems? Is there even the appearance of impropriety?-

.. ':" . 
Do the intended activities permit the S&L to 

match maturities ,of the sources of its fund~ (deposits, debt 
instruments) with its investments? ,In other words, is daily 
passbook mon'ey being used to repeat the past mistake of 
making 30 year fixed rate mortgages, or is money taken in on 
I-year CDs being Ilsed to make sound 6 month construction 
loans that really will be paid when due? 

Remember that in the S&L context,. investments 
in conventionlll mort:gages., equi ty ,participating mortgages, 
real estate development or syndic!1tion projects, mortgage 
pools, or other lawfUl investm~nts !1re made with Federally 
insured money ra ised from the publio. The assooia tion' s 
professional, full tl.me fstaff should insulate non-industry 
own~rs from most of the administrative headachesT and, while 
invest:nents debcribed above are clearly lawful and appro
priate, a "captive" S&L cannot be used as an Walter ego n for 
making "sweetheart loans" to friends and relatives, nor 
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purchasing "white elephe.nt" 'projects from related parties. 
The savings and loan association and its affiliated busi
nesses must be run in accordance with prudent business 
standards. 

1 4. Brokered Funds Limitation. A major issue ,now 
raging in regulatory ~ircles and in Congress is the extent 
to which banks, S&Ls and other depository institutions 
should be, permitted to accept deposits (typicl1l1y jumbo 
CDls) raised by stockbrokers and others (who are genera21y 
unlioensed). Many S&Ls (and other depository institutions) 
want the freedom to access prokered deposits, claiming that 
there is an ample supply of good investments for suoh 'funds 
at rates whioh wi~l provide signiftoant profits. They olaim 
that despite high interest rntes on brokered deposits, the 
cost of collecting these funds is actually less than raising 
tunds via a branch netWork, whicq is intensive in people and 
equipment., On the other hand, regulators fear' that 
brokered funds will enable poorly managed associations to 
raise and squander large swns Which must then be replaa.,,'d by 
the FSLIC. The regulators also fear that,brokered deposits 
subjeqt S&Lls to the influence of brokers, ,are more 
expensive than retail deposits, and cannot 00 pro;itably 
deployed. , The regulators note that the percentage of 
brokered deposits tends to ril'ie as' institutiotls get. int.o 
financial trouble. ' , , 

The various' poli tical and econOltlic: interest.s 
are still so~tin,q OUi; the brokered deposit., ,issue. At 
present, it appears that even if limitations are put. on 
brokered deposits (such as limiting the insurabi1ity of such 
deposits), in-house money desks and .advertised jumbo CD pro-
grams will continue to be permissible. , 

It is interesting t.o note that of the' to.p 
performing California S&Ls (those earning more than 50% on 
beginninq net worth), all but one of the associa~ions'had 
jumbo CDs comprising over 69'6 of their deposits. Half of 
all high performing associations had jumbc CDs compromising 
over 90% of their deposits. 

-/ 

'5. Commitment To E'conomical Home Finanoi~. 
There is strong sentIment in certain influential corners n 
the United States Congres~, and in state and feaeral regula
tory circles 'that S&Ls must have some significant commitment 
to economical home financing and the purposes of ·the 
National Housing Act. There is presently no clear indica
tion :Jf what such a comm! trnent requires in any operating 

15 
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senile for new or' existing S&L's, but many questions are 
being raised. How much of an investment, measurecl in 
dollars or in percent of aS,sets, is "significant"? What 
does "economical home financing" mean? Does it mean low 
interest residential mortgages, market-rate residential 
mortgages, constructio~ loans to developers of single fnmily 
residences ("SFRs"), condos, apartment houses, office build
ings and shopping centers? Is the concept l~ted to loan 
origination or is the test satisfied by an Multra-wholesale" 
secondary market. broker-trader operation? Does real estate 
syndication meet the test? .What if the syndication develops 
or purchases low cost ,housing units or multi-residential 
housing? Is pr~-fab low cost SFR construction a "good" 
activity? Are such activities within the express purposes 
of the National Housing Act, which are: 

"to improve Nation-wide housing stan
dards, provide employment, 'and stimulate 
industryr to improve conditions with 
respect. to home-mortgage financingr to 
prevent. speculative' excesses in new-. .' 
mort.gage investment, and to ~liminate the 
necessity for cost.ly second-mortgage 
financing, by creating a system of mutual 
mortgage insu~ancEl and by making provi-
sion for the~oT.'3anization of additional 
institutions to handle home financingy·to 
promote t~rift. and protect savings ••• ·? 

There are no clear anDwers '-to the foregoing 
questions,. Certain intet'(lst groups argue that the pu::-posea 
of the National Housing ~ct would be best served by limiting 
S&L's to their traditional activities. Other observers note 
that if S&L'u arc to survive in a deregUlated enVironment, 
they must be permitted to engage in non-traditional 
activities. The current laws and regulations seem to 
indicate that the Californ:L1l and federal legislatures, and 
the respective regUlatory agencies, understand that a 
balance must -be maintained. -Associations now have the 
investment authority needed co be profitable, but are still 
regulated enough '1:.0 insure continued contribution to the 
housing and related industries. The precise nature of this 
balance between the need i for prof:!. tabili ty and the goal of 
n economic home financing" will undoubtedly evolve as the 
industry makes,use of its new investment powers. 

76-791 0 - 87 - 8 
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Subcommittee, we 

are pleased to respond to your request that the Federal Home 

Loan Bank Board ("Bank Board" or "Board") testify concerning 

problems incurred by insured institutions as a result of bank 

fraud and insider abuse, and concerning Bank Secrecy and Change 

of Control Act reforms that were enacted, in substantial part, 

due to this Subcommittee's efforts. With regard to thrift 

failures, you have aSked us to address the causes of failures 

particularly the correlation between fraud and insider abuse and 

thrift failures; the impact of such abuses; what the Bank Board 

has done to combat such failures; and how Congress can aid the 

Bank Board in preventing future abuses and thrift failures. 

By way of overview, insider abuse anft fraud are very 

significant contributors to thrift losses and failures. Risky 

investment strategies, usually including excessive growth and 

grossly inadequate underwriting practices are also major causes 

of thrift losses and failures. Worse, both of these primary 

contributors to the losses of the Federal Savings and Loan 

Insurance Corporation ("FSLIC·) are often present simultaneously 

in our most expensive thrift failures. Combined, these two 

causes of losses are overwhelmingly responsible for virtually 

all recent failures, FSLIC's growing insolvency, and the huge 

coming losses that we have already identified. 

.. 
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As we will explain at some length, FSLIC and the Bank Board 

have taken tremendous regulatory and personnel steps to combat 

fraud, insider abuse, and imprudent investment strategies. 

Congress can help by enacting proposed statutory language that 

the Bank Board has proposed to enhance the fight against insider 

abuse and fraud; by increasing the resources the Department of 

Justice brings to bear against criminal misconduct involving 

thrifts; and by deleting the so-called forbearance language in 

the House recapitalization bill -- which would be used by those 

engaged in fraud and insider abuse to delay the Bank Board from 

ending tpeir misconduct. 

Too often, the cases involving FSLIC's largest losses have 

borne an uncanny resemblance to each other~ The general pattern 

was a state-chartered association that underwent a change of 

control in 1982 or 1983, massive growth, adoption of a risky 

investment strategy emphasizing acquisition, development, and 

construction ("ADC·) loans, acquisition, develop~ent, and land 

("ADL") loans, and direct investments. Underwriting was often 

extremely poor. Insider abuse was usually present, and actual 

fraud was far from rare. 

The change of control often brought a real estate developer 

into control of the thrift. For the unscrupulous developer, 

owning a thrift was a dream come true -- a virtual printing 

press to provide money to develop his real estate. Typically, 
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the new manager put minimal capital into the acquisition. 

Indeed, some changes of control were funded by overappraised 

real property, without any cash infusion. 

The growth rate of many of these thrifts skyrocketed after 

the changes of control. Growth rates of 100 percent a year 

became common. Exhibits land 2 are charts that show the 

difference in growth rates among 40 of the weaker Texas thrift, 

the remainder of Texas thrifts, and the 0.5. average. As you 

can see, the difference was phenomenal. In one year, the 

average growth of the "Texas 40· was nearly 100 percent. 

Prudent underwriting is almost impossible when a thrift grows 

extremely rapidly. The pressure is immense to get the huge cash 

inflow obtained from massive deposit growt~ invested quickly so 

that it can start earning a return. 

The regulatory system that Chairman Gray inherited created a 

perverse incentive for massive growth. His predecessors reduced 

the capital requirement from 5 to 3 percent, allowed five year 

averaging and 20 year phase-in, and debas<!d even the minimal 

capital requirement that ~emained by creating regulatory capital 

definitions that materially overstated thrifts' financial 

health. The result was that a thrift's percentage capital 

requirement declined if it grew more quickly. By growing fast 

enough, and taking advantage of five year averaging, some 

thrifts had net worth requirements of one percent or less. Even 

that minimal net worth was often the product of bad accounting. 
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This massiv~ growth went largely into highly risky 

investments, particularly ACC and ACL loans, and direct 

invest~ents. Exhibit 3 demonstrates a much higher 

concentration of the "Texas 40· and other Texas thrifts in these 

highly risky assets compared to the u.s. average. This pattern 

has been repeated by many state-chartered thrifts in states with 

liberal investment powers. The bad ACC and ACL loans that have 

caused FSLIC its most severe losses involved the thrift's making 

an investment that is structured as a loan, but bears an equity 

risk. The thrift would often fund 100 percent of the loan 

amount (i.e., no "downpayment" was required), plus all points 

and fees, plus the first 2 to 3 years interest (retained as an 

interest reserve), and often an "equity kic~er· that gave the 

thrift a percentage of the net profits of the project if it 

succeeded. Because these loans are extremely risky, they 

typically carried high interest rates, 3-5 points, and 

significant equity kickers. The loans generally required 

interest-only payments in the early years, and were sometimes 

made ·without recourse" (i.e., without a personal guarantee by 

the borrower). Because the points and fees were booked 

immediately as income, the thrIfts looked extremely profitable. 

Because of the high interest rate and the interest reserve, the 

thrift also looked profitable in the early years of the loan. 

The "interest reserve" was an important device. For example, 

for a two year $1 milli~n principal amount loan at 10 percent 

interest, the borrower would sign a note for $1.2 million, the 
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thrift would disburse $1 million to the borrower, and create an 

interest reserve on its books of $200,000. Each month, the 

thrift would make a bookkeeping entry "paying" itself the 

interest the borrower owed that month. This entry allowed the 

thrift to book the interest as income. The interest reserve 

also meant that the loan could not become delinquent as long as 

the reserve was not exhausted. This meant that our prior system 

of identifying nonperforming loans -- delinquency of 60 days or 

more -- was useless for bad ADC and ACL loans. 

The overall impact of bad ADC and ACL loans was that the 

thrift booked tremendous income from paying itself points and 

interest, while making highly risky loans with a tremendous 

danger of default, covered up the risk of aefault through an 

interest reserve, and created strong incentives for the borrower 

to walk away from the project if any problems developed. When 

combined with poor underwriting, appraisal and disbursement 

practices -- or outright fraud -- such loans were a prescription 

for disaster. An example of poor disbursement controls was 

Guaranty Savings of Arkansas, which was the lead lender on what 

was supposed to be a massive urban country club. Instead, 

Guaranty disbursed $22 million and ended up with (actually, 

FSLIC has ended up with) a 5 story hole in the ground occupying 

virtually a city block in downtown Dallas, Texas. 
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Empire Savings of Mesquite, Texas reported that it was one 

of the most prqfitable thrifts in the country -- and th~n failed 

catastrophically. It combined direct investments, structured as 

AOC and ADL loans, with fraud to produce massive losses. 

Even when the interest reserve ran out, thrifts were often 

able to disguise their ADC and ADL losses through several 

devices. First, the thrifts often refinanced their own loans 

just before the interest reserve would have run out. Second, 

groups of thrifts would develop "back scratching" arrangements 

whereby they would refinance or purchase each others~ bad loans 

if the supervisory agent was preventing self refinancing or the 

examiners were looking too closely at such practices. These 

refinancings allowed the thrifts to book additional income and 

avoid any loan defaults. They also caused the thrifts' risk 

exposure to grow even larger. Third, even if the earlier loans 

began to default after the interest reserves were exhausted, a 

thrift could continue to report high net profitability if it 

grew quickly enough and the new income outweighed the, by now, 

~relatively much smaller, old nonperforming loans. This was a 

variant of the old pyramid schema. 

Examiners and supervisory agents had very limited means of 

preventing such abuses before 1985. Reappraisals ordered by the 

Principal Supervisory Agent (UPSAW) of our ninth district, which 

includes Texas, took all avera'ge of nine months to complete. By 

the time the reappraisal was complete, the thrift often had 

/ 
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already doubled in size. Once the reappraisal came in 

indicating a serious loss, the property could be refinanced or 

purchased by another thrift or a shill in a backscratcning deal 

at a purported profit. The shills who purchased such properties 

generally received a non-recourse loan for the full purchase 

price and interest. They had no risk, and were happy to 

"purchase" the property at an inflated price. The examiners 

were left to start allover again trying to prove the existence 

of losses. Virtually all of our enforcement powers are 

triggered by existence of such losses. 

The typical problem ADC and ADL "loan" we have described is 

really a direct investment -- it poses an equity risk to the 

thrift. The thrifts that have made the,largest number of such 

AOC and ADL loans and direct investments have fared 

disastrously. Exhibit 4 shows the problem loan ratios of the 

"Texas 40· as compared to the u.s. average and all other Texas 

thrifts. The differences are dramatic, and reflect the 

different investment strategies these three groups employed. 

(See Exhibit 3.) Similarly, of the 37 thrifts that placed more 

than 10 percent of their. assets in direct investments in 1983, 

21 of these thrifts had been placed into receivership or 

conservatorship or are currently of significant supervisory 

concern. 
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These ADC and ADL p~oblems were abetted by many 

professionals. Appraisers provided the inflated valuations and 

participated in, or blinked at, "land flips" designed to 

overstate the value of property through sham sales. Accountants 

failed to require that the ADC and ADL loans that were really 

direct investments be properly accounted for under generally 

accepted accounting principles ("GAAP"). The phony ADC and ADt 

income could not have been booked without such improper 

accounting. Attorneys provided the "creativity· necessary for 

sham transactions. ·Shopping" for the professionals who were 

willing to "blink" at such improprieties, or even to plan them, 

became endemic among the worse managed thrifts. Similarly, 

borrowers learned to shop for the worst managed thrifts. 

On its surface, these problem ADC and ACt loans are so 

insane that it seems irrational for any thrift manager to engage 

in such practices. From some thrift managers' perspectives, 

however, it could pay to make such loans. By booking high 

income the managers could justify awarding themselves high 

salaries, bonuses, and dividends. They also increased their 

reported net worth, which in turn, allowed thero to make still 

larger loans and book still larger profits. Some managers als~ 

gained from loans because they were giving money to themselves 

through conflicts of interests or through kickbacks from 

borrowers. Until our growth regulation brought the pyramid 

scheme to a -halt, the massive grouth of the worst managed 

thrifts allowed most of these thrifts to continue to report 
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profitability. This was a sham. The worst managed 'thrifts were 

able to report as ·profits· the act of essentially giving away 

their money and making themselves insolvent. These problem 

loans never made any sense. The decline of the regional economy 

merely exacerbated losses. For example, on average the "Texas 

40' were insolvent on a tangible capital basis by the end of 

1984 -- well before the steep 1986 drop in oil prices. 

The carnage that such risky investment and growth strategies 

and insider abuse and fraud have left is staggering. Virtually 

all FSLIC's recent and pending major losses are explained by 

such practices. They account for the fact that FSLIC was 

insolvent by $6.3 billion by the end of 1986 and is now down to 

well under $1 billion in cash and securities. That insolvency, 

in turn, is not simply Wtechnical.· It has had real and painful 

results for the FSLIC and the thrift industry. It has exhausted 

the secondary reserve and thereby reduced the thrift industry's 

net worth by $823 million. It may also lead the accounting 

profession to require thrifts to 'write-off" $4.8 billion in 

FSLIC notes held by thrifts. 

FSLIC's insolvency also caused the outside accountants of 

the Federal Home Loan. Eank of Dallas to question the value of 

FSLIC's guarantee of loans the Dallas Bank haa'made to problem 

thrifts. This led to the Dallas Bank "calling" our guarantee, 

and required FSLIC to send over $1 billion in cash to the Dallas 

Bank. It has also meant that very substantial FSLIC guarantees 
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are unlikely to be made in the future until FSLIC is restored to 

financial health. FSLIC guaranteed loans used to be an 

effective means of "leveraging" our very limited cash. without 

such guarantees, many problem thrifts must increase their 

deposit rates to maintain their liquidity. This, in turn, 

increases their net operating losses, which are already running 

at $3.8 billion annually (approximately $1.68 billion at Texas 

significant ~opervisory cases). It also causes healthy thrifts 

to have to bid up their deposit rates to compete for deposits. 

This increases their expenses and reduces their profitability or 

increases their losses. Nationwide, the difference in deposit 

rates between FSLIC insured and FDIC insured institutions is 

running at more than $4 billion a year. well-managed Texas 

thrifts are the worst victims of these "hign rate junkies," 

Exhibit 5 shows the precipitous decline in Texas mortgage 

spreads from the end of 1985 to 1986 -- at a time when the u.s. 
average was improving. FSLIC has now suffered 7 consecutive 

months of net new deposit declines, with much of that loss 

suffered in Texas. Until FSLIC can resolve the problem of the 

high rate junkies, well-managed Texas thrifts will be forced to 

carry them like a heavy ball and chain. Absent the $15 billion 

recapitalization, FSLIC will not be able to resolve many 

hopelessly insolvent thrifts. Over $2.5 billion in net 

operating losses have occurred since the FSLIC recapitalization 

bill was first put on hold iro October 1986. 
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Agency Initiatives to Address Problems 

The Bank Board has been working to address these proble~s in 

numerou~ ways. We have testified before the Congress that 

budget and staffing constraints on FSLIC by the Office of 

Management and Budget (·OMB") and by the Office of Personnel 

Management ("OP~W) have severely impaired our ability over time 

to attract, hire, and retain high quality agency staff in the 

numbers required. The past response by OMS and OPM to our 

critical needs in this regard' has been grossly inadequate, to 

say the least. 

In order to protect the safety and soundness of the thrift 

industry in the face of OMB's and OPM's unr~sponsiveness the 

Board has taken positive and aggressive action to strengthen its 

examination and supervisory efforts. As of July 6, 1985, the 

Board transferred its field examination function to the Federal 

Rome Loan Banks ("FRLBanks"l in order to bUild a well-trained, 

effective, and efficient field examination force. By December 

31, 1985, the number of professional examiners on the staffs of 

the FBLBanks grew from 747 to 1,003, an increase of 34.3 

percent. The Board established a goal of at least 1,500 

examiners for the FBLBanks by the end of 1986, there were 1,524 

professional examiners as of December 31. 1986. Many of these 

new examiners have advanced degrees in business or finance 

and/or have· professional designations, such as Certified public 

Accountant. 
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These Board initiatives have resulted in a doubling of the 

professional field examination staff in just a year and a half, 

and a tripling of the professional supervisory staff since 1984. 

The professional supervisory staffing levels were increased by 

62.2 percent to 550 nationwide during calendar year 1986. 

Training of both examination and supervisory personnel was 

conducted at an all-time high level during 1986. 

The Board determined that its purpose of improving the 

effectiveness of its examination and supervisory functions would 

be best served by establishing within the FRLBank System a new 

Office of Regulatory Policy, Oversight, and Supervision 

("OPPOS") through which to exercise its statutory responsibility 
"-

to oversee, control, and, where necessary, improve those 

functions. On July 24, 1986, Fhe Board voted to establish 

OREOS, and this was done effective September 27, 1986. 

Another significant response undertaken by the Board to deal 

with the real causes of FSLIC losses was the expansion of our 

enforcement program. In late 1985, the Office of Enforcement 

("OE") was created by the transfer of personnel and 

responsibilities from within the Office of General Counsel to an 

independent office. OE was created to increase the number of 

enforcement personnel to keep pace with the increase in 

supervisory staff at the FHLBanks, to expand the independence 

and effectiveness of enforcement personnel, and to enable the 
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staff to address better and more quickly the referrals for 

formal enforcement action against violations of laws and 

regulations and unsafe and unsound practices in the thrift 

industry. 

During calendar year 1986, OE obtained 58 cease-and~desist 

orders and 48 removal and prohibition orders, and completed 15 

securities cases. This represents a substantial increase over 

the number of actions during 1985, thereby aiding preservation 

of the FSLIC insurance fund. 

Additionally, both OE and the Office of General Counsel have 

been working with the 0.5. Department of Justice. Since part of 

the cause of FSLIC losses has involved suspected criminal 

conduct such as insider abl~se and fraud, the Eoard had more than 

quadrupled its number of criminal referrals in 1986 over 19S5, 

and is currently proceeding at a pace that could well exceed 

that number in 1987. 

In addition, to underscore the full commitment to the 

Board's enforcement efforts, the Chairman has issued a series of 

supervisory directives, beginning April 12, 1984, and 

culminating as recently as May 22, 1987, to ensure that, despite 

any staffing or other constraints, the FHLBanks and the Board's 

staff respond decisively to all material violations, and to 

highlight particular areas of concern. 
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Another tool related to an effective enforcement program is 

civil litigation in the federal courts. Over the last four 

years the Board has nearly quadrupled the size of its litigation 

staff, thereby substantially increasing suits against officers, 

directors, and professionals who have caused losses to the 

FSLIC. As a result, damage recoveries for FSLIC are on a steady 

increase. In recent years, we have begun to concentrate our 

litigation efforts at obtaining injunctive relief as soon as it 

is legally possible, in order to maximize deterrence and 

minimize the dissipation of assets by insiders who have looted 

insured institutions. FSLIC has met with considerable success 

in the courts in obtaining "freeze" orde~s --effectively 

preventing continued abuse of the institution or its assets by . 

directors or officers named in our complaints. 

THR BOARD'S REGULATORY RESPONSE 

During the last several years, the Poard has undertaken a 

comprehensiv~ regulatory program designed to promote capital 

adequacy in the thrift industrY7 limit risky investments/ 

especially by undercapitalized or insolvent ,.institutions7 

prescribe more realistic recordkeeping and reporting in the 

industrYI and encourage allocation of adequate allowances for 

loan losses when assets have been identified as posing problems 

of collectibility. Each of these regulations should be viewed 

as part of the larger program and that the larger program is 

guided by two key principles. First, we must recognize that 
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FSLIC is an insurance company and its safety and soundness are 

imperative. Second, such regulations should generally give 

greater latitude to well capitalized, well managed thrifts. 

The Board's regulatory initiatives have been comprehensive. 

- We have attached a description of these initiatives as Exhibit 

6. 

BARRIERS TO PRUDENT REGUk~TION 

The regulatory achievements of the Board during the past 

four years have, all too often, come in spite of tremendous 

industry opposition, and often the opposition of key state 

regulators. For example, in a letter receiv~d by the Board 

dated July 12, 1984, -the Texas ~avings and Loan League opposed 

the direct investment regulation, noting that the Dallas and San 

Francisco districts had ~ record profits in 1982 and 1983, 

arguing that "risk management techniques have evolved so as to 

reduce the potential exposure of associations engaged in these 

activities." A year later, the Texas League opposed the 

proposed regulation on classification of assets, and on June 30, 

1986, the Texas League assailed the Board's ·sweeping round" of 

regulatory changes (net worth, liquidity, and nationwide 

lending) for discouraging the entry of new capital into the 

thrift industry: 
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The commerce of this country must be 

financed, We cannot have riskless financing 

and economic growth" with good 

in:'lustry managers, with cooperation, 

patience and understandings (sic) from the 

regulators and with the advantages and 

natural functions of an open market plac~, 

the savings and loan industry will continue 

to be a viable component in the financial 

institution industry. 

A now troubled thrift opposed the direct investment 

regulation in its December 27, 1984, letter wfth the comment 

that ", •• unless we are allowed to compet~ and grow as fast as 

sound business judgment requires and supports, we cannot long 

sur~ive.· (Emphasis in the original.) By January 24, 1986, its 

letter regarding the classification of assets regulation 

reflected the improvements in the Board's examination and 

supervision process: 

Indeed, this regulation could result in the death of 

the Savings and Loan industry. During a period in 

which the industry and regulatory sectors need to come 

closer together, this regulation causes the industry 

to become more defensive and antagonized by the 

examiners. 
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The permissive investment powers of some states for 

state-chartered, but federally-insured, thrifts has also helped 

create incentives for certain thrifts t9 utilize these powers 

for high risk investments, under the philosophy "heads I win, 

tails the FSLIC loses." The December 26, 1984, comment letter 

from Texas Savings and Loan Commissioner L.L. Bowman III, 

regulator of a state with some of the most liberal direct 

investment authority in the nation, opposed the Board's 

proposals on direct investments, net worth, and ACC loans: 

My primary concern over the proposed 

definition of acquisition, development and 

construction loans stems primarily from the 

hazard of allowing an examiner t~ interpret 

complicated accounting principles and arrive 

at an arbitrary conclusion. I have long 

espoused the philosophy that this 

responsibility rests solely with the private 

audit firm which performs the association's 

annual audi t. • • • 
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The new proposed net worth regulation (anti-growth) 

is by far the most damaging of the three regulatory 

proposals. Our industry is replete with associations 

whose background has been steeped in the traditional 

purposes of thrifts and homeownership. Their 

portfolios bulge with long-term fixed-rate mortgages. 

The majority of these mortgages are well below current 

yields and represent the sword of Damocles to the 

boards of directors of these associations. Because of 

this asset mix, these associations are moving 

irrevocably toward failure, unless they can institute 

a program of rapid growth in rate-sensitive 

transactions The growth necessary to offset 

such sub-standard portfolios wou~d, of necessity, be 

far in excess of the limitations placed on the 

industry in this regulation. 

NEEDED CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT 

Legislative action is easential to aid the Bank Board in its 

efforts to stop fraud and .insider abuse. The most important 

legislative need is to eliminate the so-called forbearance 

provi~ions of the Bouse recapitalization bill. As we have 

explained, the critical need for the thrift industry is higher 

capital, honest accounting, quicker regulatory response, and 

higher levels of compliance wi th law and regulations. 

Unfortunately, Congress has been unable to pass any expansion of 
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our enforcement powers in the past four years. worse, the House 

and senate recapitalization bills contain not a single provision 

designed to aid the Bank Board in stopping fraud, insider abuse, 

and risky investments. Instead, the House bill, in particular, 

contains a panoply of provisions that will constrain the Bank 

Board's efforts to stop sl~ch losses. 

We have already explained how our enforcement powers are 

generally tied to the existence of losses. The House and Senate 

bills would drastically c'lrtail our ability to require thrifts 

to recognize the existence of losses by limiting our reappraisal 

and classification of asset powers to require thrifts to 

recognize the full extent of their losses. By purporting to 

limit losses to "GAAP~ losses, these bills'would further 

encourage accounting ·shopping". 

The House bill bars FSLIC from requiring a thrift to 

increase its general loss reserves regardless of the amount of 

its assets classified ·substandard~ -- which indicates an 

unusual danger of losa. That provision is indefensible. 

The House bill create~ an elaborate appeal and arbitration 

mechanism that can be used whenever a supervisory agent requires 

a thrift to recognize a loss. This is a perfect device for 

those engaged in insider abuse and fraud to delay any 

enforcement action that would stop such abuses. Those abusing a 
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thrift have the strongest incentive to use the arbitration 

mechanism. The fact that the thrift has to pay the arbiters' 

costs is plainly irrelevant to such insiders. 

If the House truly believed that these provisions were 

desirable, it would have applied them to our sister banking 

regulatory agencies who also use market value appraisals and 

asset classifications, require additional general loss reserves 

for substandard assets and have no arbitration/appeal mechanism. 

Our sister regulatory agencies unanimously oppose such 

-forbearance" provisions as destructive of safety and soundness. 

These provisions cannot be justified on the basis of alleged 

regulatory abuses by the Bank Board. This~ubcommittee held 

hearings on these allegations and received testimony on no such 

abuse of any thrift in Texas or elsewhere. The testimony 

included rhetoric and an anonymous ·whisper" campaign attacking 

the Bank Board, but not a single example of an abused 

institution. This whisper campaig~ sunk to its lowest level 

when it was alleged that the absence of a demonstration of abuse 

constituted proof that all thrifts were too intimidated to 

complain. By definition, it is logically impossible ~o refute 

such an allegation. 

There is such a thing as rational forbearance, and the Bank 

Board's practice and policy statement provide for it. We 

temporarily forbear on our capital requirements for well-managed 
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thrifts that have a real possibility of recover, have a sound 

plan for returning to adequate capital, and have made 

enfqrceable commitments to follow the plan. 

Other thrifts, however, are hopelessly insolvent and losing 

more money every day they are unresolved. Such thrifts have a 

tremendous incentive to engage in risky or fraudulent behavior 

because they are in a "heads I win, tails FSLIC loses· 

situation. The vital legislative initiative needed to stop this 

incentive is a $15 billion FSLIC recapitalization plan that 

would allow us to resolve these cases. 

For several years, the Bank Board has sought amendment of 

the Borne Owners' Loan Act and of Title IV ~f the National 

Housing Act to clarify and strengthen its civil enforcement 

powers, as explained in Chairman Gray's testimony to this 

Subcommittee on May 8, 1986. Some of the Bank Board's proposals 

have been introduced by the full Committee (see, e.g., B.R. 

4998, 99th Cong., 2d Sess, and B.R. 1680, 99th Cong., 1st 

Sess.)1 however, the Congress has not acted on these vital 

proposals. 

Having failed on its own to elicit sufficient support for 

the amendment, the Board is now working with the other federal 

financial institutions regulatory agencies to develop a joint 

legislative package for the enhancement of the civil enforcement 

authorities of all the agencies. 
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We would, however, like to take this opportunity to 

reiterate a few of those key enforcement areas in need of 

legislative revision. First is an amendment to permit the Board 

to issue a temporary cease-and-desist order on the grounds of 

disarray or lack of books and records. Deficient or 

non-existent recordkeeping has been a recurrent problem in many 

of the serious difficulties encountered in resolving supervisory 

cases. When it is clear that an institution is in severe 

financial straits, the Bank Board must be able to halt new 

business activities to prevent further losses and insolvency. 

However, we are hampered in doing so under our current authority 

if our examiners cannot determine the financial condition of the 

instituti~n when its books and records are woefully inadequate. 

This amendment would extricate the Board from its dilemma by 

permitting the Board to halt certain business activities of an 

institution immediately when its financial condition cannot be 

determined because of a disarray or lack of records. This would 

be an invaluable tool for preventing serious problems hidden by 

inadequate or nonexistent records from expanding into disasters 

during the time needed to reconstruct and identify the problems. 

Similarly, the Board should be expressly authorized to require 

the immediate termination of any violation of law or rule 

through issuance of a temporary cease and desist order. 
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Secondly, legislative amendment is needed to clarify that 

the Board's and the other federal financial institutions 

regulatory agencies' authority to halt violations of law or 

regulation includes the right to require affirmative corrective 

action in the form of restitution, rescission, guarantees 

against loss, etc. by the institution or its management 

officials. 

A further necessary clarification to the Board's enforcement 

authority concerns its removal and prohibition powers. For 

example, the grounds for removal of an officer from an institu

tion for misconduct at another institution should be consistent 

with the grounds for a direct removal from the first institu

tion. Moreover, the pertinent statutes should be amended to 

clarify that the agencies' removal authority is not affected by 

a director's or officer's resignation or other separation fro~ 

the institution. The Board also has requested Congressional ex

pansion of the industry-wide ban that presently exists for indi

viduals who have been removed to cover not only FSI,IC-insured 

thrifts, but all federally-insured financial institutions. 

Currently, a thrift official removed from one FSLIC-insured 

institution may not serve as a director, officer or employee at 

another FSLIC-insured institution1 bowever, he or she may work 

for a FDIC-insured bank or a NCUA-insured credit union without 

penalty. The Board's suggested amendment would not only 

prohibit a removed individual from working at another 

FSLIC-insured institution, but also prohibit an individual 
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removed by an agency from employment at any type of 

federally-insured financial institution from serving at any 

other without prior approval of the appropriate regulatory 

agency. 

The new interagency dr~ft of enforcement legislation also 

will include a desired expansion of the agencies' civil money 

penalty authority and increase certain of the existing penalty 

provisions in current law. 

Moreover, the Bank Board is likely to seek in future 

legislative proposals the authority presently held by the 

federal banking agencies to mandate capital adequacy 

requirements for thrift institutions in th~same manner as the 

banking regulators have for commercial banks. ~ 12 U.S.C. S 

3907. Among other things, the authority would assist in the 

prevention of insiders from dissipating the assets of an 

institution before corrective action could be initiated. 

The grounds for appointing a receiver or conservator for a 

state chartered thrift should be expanded tOI be identical with 

federally chartered thrifts. Currently, a conservator or 

receiver can be appointed for a federally chartered thrift that 

willfully violates a cease and desist order, but not a state 

chartered association. 
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It would be scandalous to reduce the effectiveness of the 

Bank Boardt~ tools against fraud, insider abuse, and imprudent 

investments. We cannot state too strongly our conclusion that 

the Bouse recapitalization bill, because of its forbearance 

provisions, would increase FSLIC's losses and provide a shield 

for renewed insider abuse and fraud. We need your held to avoid 

this result. 

BANK SECRECY ACT 

You have also asked us to address the Board's efforts to 

implement Subtitle H of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and to 

ensure full compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act. In addition, 

you have asked for the Board's views on recent changes -- and 

additional recommendations for change -- to the Right to 

Financial privacy Act. Finally, you have requested our views on 

the effectiveness of the 1986 changes to the Change in Savings 

and Loan Control Act, and on any additional legislative actions 

that may be necessary. ~I 

II Last year, on April 17, 1986, the Bank Board testified 
befor~ this Subcommittee on its efforts to combat money 
laundering, and it presented a detailed report, which we 
note has been included in the Report on the Bearings of 
Subcommittee on Tax Evasion, Drug Trafficking and Money 
~aundering as they Involve Financial Institutions 
(Serial No. 99-80). Because the agency's report of April 17, 
1986, is quite detailed, we will concentrate on subsequent 
actions taken by the Bank Board to enhance its enforcement of 
the anti-money laundering statutes and to protect the financial 
integrity of FSLIC-insured institutions against insider abuse 
and fraud. 
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Implementation of the Requirements of 

Section 1359 of the 1986 Act 

On January 27, 1987, the Bank Board, along with the Federal 

Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the 

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the National 

Credit Union Administration adopted comparable final regulations 

directing financial institutions within their respective 

jurisdictions to establish and maintain procedures designed to 

assure compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act and th~ implementing 

regulations of the Department of the Treasury (see Exhibit 7) • 

. The agencies promulgated these regulations in response to the 

requirements of section 1359 of the ~oney Laundering Control Act 

of 1986. 

The Board's regulation requires an institution's board of 

directors to adopt a written compliance progra~ that must, at ~ 

minimum, include four elements: (i) a system of internal 

controls, (ii) independent testing for compliance by in-house 

personnel or others1 (iii) designation of individual(s) to be 

responsible for day-to-day compliance1 and (iv) provision for 

training of personnel. 

Pursuant to the regulation, institutions under the 

jurisdiction of the Bank Board were required to have their 

programs implemented by ~pril 27, 1987. 
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Other Regulatory Efforts on BSA 

On May 8, 1987, the Board published in the Federal Register 

a proposed rule that clarifies and expands the existing rule to 

set forth in greater detail the necessary elements of a 

Bank Secrecy Act compliance program (see Exhibit 8). The 

proposal focuses on three areas: testing, training, and board of 

director action. 

First, the proposed rule clarifies that the testing of the 

Bank Secrecy Act compliance program is to be conducted 

semiannually on a random schedule in order to provide an 

accurate examination of the compliance program. Testing may be 

performed by the thrift's auditors or by management personnel 

not directly involved in the day-to-day Bank Secrecy Act 

compliance process. Each test.of an institution's compliance 

program would involve six minimu~ steps: (i) a review of any 

prior test results7 (ii) a review of the institution's written 

operating procedures for compliance with the Treasury Bank 

Secrecy Act regulations and whether the procedures are designed 

to enable an institution's personnel to identify transactions 

subject to the Bank Secrecy Act and the Money Laundering Control 

Act, (iii) a check of a sampling of the records that Treasury 

requires to ascertain compliance with the Treasury regulations 

and completeness7 (iv) a check of a sampling of the currency 

reports required to be filed to ascertain their completeness and' . 
accuracYJ (v) a review of the institution's exemption list to 
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verify the continuing appropriateness of the exemptions and 

whether the records supporting the exemptions are current and 

complete; and (vi) submission of the results of the Bank Secrecy 

Act compliance testing to the institution's auditors for 

incorporation in the annual audit report for presentation to the 

institution's board of directors. 

upon receipt of the annual audit report including the 

results of the independent testing of the thrift's Bank Secrecy 

Act compliance program, the thrift's board is directed by the 

proposeo rule to take those steps necessary to remedy any 

deficiencies discovered by the testing program. Any such 

actions to remedy deficiencies are to be reflected in the 

minutes of t.he board of directors. 

The Board's proposed rule also clarifies the existing rule 

on training for Bank Secrecy Act compliance. The proposal 

specifies that the existing training requirement extends to all 

employees, not just those newly-hired, and that documentation of 

actual training must be maintained. In addition, institutions 

are directed to focus their training efforts on all personnel 

who have duties relating to the reporting or record keeping 

requirements nf the Bank Secrecy Act, particularly those who 

accept deposits or otherwise handle cash. 
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Improvements in the BSA Examination Process 

As the Board noted in its April 1986 testimony, during the 

period from 1982 through mid-year 1986, examiners were granted 

discretion as to whether their regular examinations of thrift 

institutions would include testing for the institutions 

co~p1iance with the requirements of the BSA. Although the Bank 

Board would have preferred to require every regular examination 

to include such testing, the inadequate numbers of examiners 

made that goal impossible at the time. Nevertheless, during our 

testimony to this Subcommittee, the Bank Board indicated its 

commitment to ensuring compliance with the law and pledged to 

improve examinations for BSA compliance. 

Due to the reorganization of the examinations function of 

the agency, discussed previously, the examinations staff has 

increased substantially. Accordingly, on May 12, 1986, ORPOS 

informed the exa~inations staff that every regular examination 

is to include testing for compliance with BSA requirements in 

accordance with procedures now set forth in the revised manual 

for examiners, the Examination Objectives an? Procedures ~anua1 

(-EOp Q
). 

Onder the revised EOP, examiners are to perform certain 

tests to ascertain whether the subject institution is complying 

with the BSA requirements. If upon application of the tests the 
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examiner detects deficiencies the examiner must conduct an 

expanded scope examination. 

Examiner Education and Training 

ORPOS has revised the EOP to reflect the latest interagency 

Bank Secrecy Act examination guidelines and procedures. ORPOS 

also has issued a chapter on the Bank Secrecy Act for inclusion 

in the Board's Supervisory Objectives and Procedures Manual in 

order to provide further guidance to the Board's supervisory 

agents on their responsibilities under the Act. 

Additional guidance has been provided to supervisory and 

examination personnel and to the industry on the compliance 

requirements of the Bank Secrecy Act through use of the Board's 

Technical Series Memoranda which have been updated in the last 

year to reflect changes in Treasury's regulations and revisions 

in the currency transaction reporting forms or instructions. 

These memoranda include suggestions on featurea thrifts should 

consider including in their Bank Secrecy Act compliance 

programs. 

The Bank Board also has ~xpanded its requirements for the 

annual independent audit of insured institutions. Following 

consultation with the American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants ("AICPA"), the Bank Board now requires an 

institution's audit to include testing the institution's 
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procedures for compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act and the 

Board's guidelines on the Act, and the auditors are to issue a 

special purpose report on its findings. 

The Bank Board also has educated thrifts on the Bank 

Secrecy Act and its, requirements through publication of an 

article in the July/August 1986 issue of th~ thrift industry 

magazine, "Outlook on the Federal Borne Loan Bank System". (See 

Exhibit 9). 

Right to Financial privacy Act Issues 

The Subcommittee also has requested that the Board comment 

on last year's proposed amendment to the Right to Financial 

Privacy Act of 1978. We note that Title V of the Omnibus Drug 

Enforcement, Education, and Control Act of 1986 (B.R. 5484, 99th 

Cong., 2d Sess), as reported by the full committee on September 

11, 1986, proposed revisions to the Right to Financial Privacy 

Act: regrettably, the proposals were not enacted into law. Title 

V of B.R. 5484 wo~ld have provided an exemption from the 

requirement of customer notices under limited circumstances. The 

Bank Board suppor~s the proposal, but we believe it does not gp 

far enough. 

As the Subcommittee is aware, the Board -- along with the 

other four fede~al financial institution supervisory agencies 

entered into an agreement on April 2, 1985, with the Federal 

76-791 0 - 87 - 9 
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Bureau of Investigation and the Department of Justice to form a 

·Working Group" to improve the referral, investigation, and 

prosecution of bank fraud and insider abuse cases. High among 

the goals of the Working Group has been seeking an amendment to 

the Right to Financial Privacy Act that would remove the current 

impediments in the statute that limit or complicate the sharing 

of information among and between the named agencies and the 

departments. The Working Group has supported a clarifying 

amendment to the Right to Financial Privacy Act to permit the 

transfer of financial information lawfully in the possession of 

one government agency (such as the Ban~ Board) to another 

government agency (such as the Justice Department) for a law 

enforcement ~urpose within the jurisdiction of the receiving 

agency without notice to the customer. This amendment is 

broader than the exemption contained in the omnibus drug bill of 

last year and the Board continues to support adoption of the 

Working Group's broader exemption • 

• Another important goal of the Working Group relates to the 

inability of the supervisory.agencies to receive information 

that the Department of Justice may have as a result of Grand 

Jury proceedings. Our inability to obtain this information 

prevents us from most effectively performing some of our 

responsibili'ties, such as our duty to process Change-in-Control 

applications. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 amended the 

Change in Control Act to require prior notice of at least 60 

days to the Board of a proposed acquisition to allow the Board 
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time to investigate the acquirors. However, one potentially 

important source of information on acquirors -- that developed 

from Grand Jury proceedings -- is currently beyond the access of 

the Board and all of the federal financial institutions 

regulatory agencies. Presently, the federal financial 

institutions regulatory agencies may seek grand jury information 

only if the agency has an ongoing "judicial proceeding" to which 

the information is relevant. Unfortunately, a change in control 

application does not qualify as a "judicial proceeding" and a 

prosecutor would be unable to share with the agency pertinent 

information on the fitness of those individuals attempting to 

gain control of an insured institution. The Work~.ng Group 

supports amendment of the grand jury secrecy rule to permit the 

sharing with an agency of information or documents obtained 

through a grand jury for matters within that agency's 

jurisdiction, such as a change· in control application. 

CHANGE IN SAVINGS AND LOAN CONTROL ACT 

Finally, you have requested that the Bank Board provide the 

Subcommittee with ita assessment of the effectiveness of the 

amendments to the Control Act set forth at Section 1361 of Title 

I of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act and that the Bank Board advise the 

Subcommittee of any additional legislative actions that may be 

necessary or ~ppropriate in this area. In general, the Bank 

Board applauds the changes made by the amendments. We also note 
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that in many ways, the Bank Board, on its own initiative, had 

already made changes in its own procedures to address the very 

areas with which the Amendments were concerned. 

The investigative authority granted by the Anti-Drug Abuse 

Act has been particularly helpful to the Bank Boardl this 

authority is currently being used by the Bank Board in its 

formal examinations and investigations of institutions. In 

addition, the amendments have been useful in speciflcally giving 

to the Bank Board authorization (and, with respect to certain 

provisions, the responsibility) to verify information, seek 

comment on applications, and compel publication of Notices. 

The Bank Board welcomed the clarification of the Bank 

Board's authority to seek injunctive relief. The Bank Board had 

previously taken the position 'that it had the authority to seek 

such a remedy, but the clear statement in the amendments removes 

any questions of the Bank Board's authority to seek such relief. 

The amendments also require, among other things, that the 

Bank Board make an independent determinatio~ of the accuracy and 

completeness of information provided by an applicant concerning 

such areas as the applicant's identity, background, and 

experience, his or her assets, liabilities and income, any 

criminal indictments or convictions, and the identity, source, 

and amount of funds or other consideration to be used in making 
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the acquisition. ~he amendments direct the Bank Board to 

prepare a written report of the investigation -- including, at a 

minimum, a summary of the results of the investigation. 

Prior to the enactment of the amendments, the Bank Board, 

on its own initiative, had in fact initiated procedures to 

verify significant information in the material submitted to the 

Bank Board. An FBI name check is conducted for every applicant. 

Computerized data systems also are used to check the background 

of applicants. These data bases include the Bank Boa,d's own 

computer information system and commercially available data 

bases maintained by third parties. Applicants are reqUired, 

pursuant to forms promulgated under the Control Act, to submit 

financial statements that have been certif,ied by an independent 

public accountaht. The staff also may contact credit agencies 

and verify the credit history of an applicant. Where a proposed 

acquisition of control has involved the incurrence of debt, 

applicants have been required to submit copies of the underlying 

documents for review. Information obtained as a result of these 

inquiries is included, along with other pertinent information 

obtained from the applicant, in a worksheet style report used to 

evaluate the application and to recotd the steps tal{en in the 

review process. 

The amendments also ptovided for public comment tegarding 

change-in-control notices. The statute provides for the 

publication of the name of the insured institution to be 
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acquired and the persons identified in the notice as a person by 

whom or for whom such acquisition is to be made. In addition, 

the statute provides for the solicitation of public comment on 

the proposed acquisition, particularly in the geographic area 

where the institutions proposed to be acquired is located.~/ 

Again, the Bank Board, on its own initiative, in 1985 had 

promulgated regulations requiring public notice of proposed 

acquisitions in the area of the institution to be acquired, and 

the solicitation of comments. A specific procedure also was 

provided for notice to the "target" institution. In 

promulgating these regulations, the Bank Board noted that it 

Afin~~ that public participatjc~ in the applications process can 

be helpful in the execution of its duties, particularly in 

bringing to its attention information that would prevent 

acquisitions of control of insured institutions by unqualified 

or dishonest acquirors.A~/ 

With regard to legislative changes that may be necessary or 

appropriate, we ?irect your attention to 12 U.S.C. 

S 1730(q)(16), which provides, in part, that any person who 

willfully violates the Control Act, or any regulation or order 

issued by the Corporation pursuant thereto, shall forfeit and 

2/ The statute includes an exception from the publication and 
comment process if the Corporation determines in writing that such 
disclosure or solicitation would seriously threaten the safety or 
soundness of the institution to be acquired. 

3/ Board Resolution No. 85-1005 (November 8, 1985), 50 FR 48686 
(November 26, 1985). 
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pay a civil penalty of not more than $10,000 per day ~or each 

day during which such violation continues. The statute provides 

the Corporation with authority to asseS3 such a civil penalty, 

after notice and an opportunity to submit various types of 

information is given, and after giving consideration to certain 

enumerated factors. The Bank Board, however, must bring an 

action in the appropriate United StatE~ district court to 

collect the penalty. 

The Bank Board and the other agencies participating in the 

Working Group believe that it would be extremely useful to amend 

the Control Act to provide for the imposition of penalties 

through use of an administrative proceeding in the same manner 

that the agencies have the authority to impose penalties for 

violation of other statutes. In addition, the Working Group 

advocates the deletion of tho-need to demonstrate ·willfulness· 

in all cases in order to assess such penalties. The 

·willfulness· requirement is difficult to prove, and 12 U.S.C. 

S l730(q)(16) already incorporates the state of mind of the 

offender by requiring the Bank Board to consider the "good faith 

of the person charged." A range of remedies, similar to that 

contained in the Savings and Loan Bolding Company Act, would 

give the Bank Board valuable flexibility to deal with various 

types and degrees of violations of the Control Act. The Working 

Group is presently drafting proposed language regarding these 

concerns. 
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CllMlJLATIVE AVERAGE ANNUAL GRCM.'I:I OF THE TEXAS 40 
AND THE UNITED STATES AVERAGE 

1983 - 1986 
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EXHIBIT 2 

EXTRAORDINARY GROWTH OF TEXAS THRIFTS 
B~'"EBN DECEMBER 1982 AND DECEMBER 1986 
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EXHIBIT 3 

DIRECT INVESTMENT LOANS &1 
ACQUISITION, DEVELOPMENT, AND LAND LOANS 
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EXHIBIT 4 

PROBLEM LOANS AS A PERCENTAGE OF ASSE"rS 
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EXHIBIT 5 

MORTGAGE )aELD SPREADS 1 



APPENDIX 23 

MORTGAGE YIELD SPREADS 
(BASIS POIRTS) 

84-04 ~ ~ ll=.Q1 n::!M ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Arkansas 221 175 212 221 224 250 166 92 182 
Louisiana 8B 152 185 196 209 194 210 198 178 
Mississippi 194 223 230 266 285 257 262 286 329 
Rell Mexico 145 218 222 247 302 259 277 232 211 
Texas 149 206 242 241 277 234 183 121 11Q 

District 9 147 197 231 235 265 231 191 139 136 
t\:) 

United States 161 218 245 264 -275 279 2BO 276 2S8 c:r.> 
(J:) 

Source: Federal Home Loan Bank of Dallas 
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EXHmIT 6 

THE BOARD'S REGULATORY RESPONSE 
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Capital Regulation! Liability Growth Regulation 

The net worth and liability growth regulations were 

developed by the Board in consu1tatirn with its field staff, and 

were formally adopted by the Board in January 1985. They 

curtail overleveraged deposit growth and require institutions to 

increase their capital as they increase their deposits. On 

August 15, 1986, the Board -- again in close consultation with 

senior supervisory agents in the field -- amended its net worth 

and growth regulations by building upon their basic frameworks. 

The minimum capital requirements for thrift institutions 

adopted on August 15, 1986, and effective January 1, 1~87, can 

be divided into three components: a 1iabi;ity component, a 

contingency component, and a maturity-matching credit. The 

liability component requires institutions to hold capital equal 

to sile percent of their liabilities in excess of the level on 

their books on January 1, 1987. The capital requirement for the 

liability level on their books on January 1, 1987, will 

initially equal approximately three percent and will increase 

each year (until it reaches six percent) by a fraction of the 
\ 

average profitability in the industry during the preceding year. 

An institution's specific initial requirement will depend on its 

base -requirement under -the regulation in effect prior ~o January 

1, 1987. 
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The contingency component requires institutions to hold 

incremental capital against certain assets. The contingency 

component includes a two percent requirement on recourse 

liabilities, a two percent requirement on standby letters of 

credit, and a 20 percent requirement on scheduled items. It 

also contains a variable component for which the incremental 

capital requirement depends on an institution's actual capital 

level and its concentration in a specific asset category. These 

variable incremental requirements apply to direct investments, 

under the eoard's proposed Equity Risk Investment rule, direct 

investment~, including, land loans and nonresidential 

~~nstruction loans. 

The maturity-matching credit allows in~titutions to reduce 

their capital requirement by up to two percent of liabilities 

for one-year and three-year cumulative hedged maturity gaps of 

less than 15 percent and 25 percent receive credit on a 

declining scale and gaps above 25 percent received no credit. 

Institutions cannot use this credit to bring their overall 

requirement below three percent for the ft~st three yearn of the 

regulation and not below four percent thereafter. 

On January 31, 1985, the Board adopted, in conjunction with 

its final rule pertaining to net worth requirements for insured 

institutions, a new regulation, section 563.13-1, to prohibit 

any insured institution having assets in excess of $100,000,000 

from increasing its total liabilities d~ring any two consecutive 
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quarters at an annual rate in excess of 25 percent unless a 

growth plan had been approved in advance by the institution's 

PSA. In order to obtain such approval, an institution was 

required to submit to its PSA a detailed growth plan containing 

information necessary for the PSA to determine the institution's 

ability to manage the resulting increase in size, whether the 

investroents contemplated by such growth would be appropriately 

diversified, the stability of the funding sources and the risk 

of potential runs, and the interest rate and credit risk posed 

by the planned uses of funds. 

The most recent amendment to this growth regulation, adopted 

at the same time as the capital regulation in August of 1986, 

clarified that institutions may not increa&e their total 

liabilities within any two-quarter period at a rate greater than 

12.50 percent (still an annualized rate of 25 percent) without 

prior PSA approval. This growth limitation applies to every 

insured institution unless it is exempt because it meets or 

exceeds its current regulatory capital requirement. 
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Definition of Regulatory Capital 

Regulation: Proposed Policy Statement 

on Accounting for Acquisition, 

Development and Construction ("ADC" Loans) 

The Board is moving steadily in the direction of requiring 

insured institutions to report in compliance with Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP"). In May of 1987, the 

Board issued a final Tule on the Definition of Regulatcry 

Capital. That rule requires that for periods beginning on or 

after January 1, 1988, insured institutions prepare in 

accordance with GAAP all financial statements, all audited 

financial statements, and reports, all financial reports 
, 

required to b~ filed with the Board, and all counterstatements. 

In addition, these statements, and reports must include a 

footnote reconciliation of GAAP equity capital to regulatory 

capital. 

The definition of regulatory capital includes equity 

capital, computed under GAAP, and items based on risk analysis 

reporting (ARAR") that are not part of GAAP equity capital. 

Mutual insured institutions can only obtain external capital 

through the sale of subordinated debt, which would not qualify 

as GAAP capital, but is generally treated as capital for RAR 

purposes. 
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In keeping with this ,policy of applying GAAP accounting 

standards to insured institutions to the extent it is reasonable 

and possible to do so, the Board has proposed to amend its 

statements of policy relating to accounting for acquisition 

development, and construction loans to comport with the position 

taken by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 

and by the Chief Accountant of the Securities and Exchange 

Commission on determining whether a transaction characterized as 

an ACe loans is truly a loan or Is, in substance, a real estate 

investment or participation in a joint venture. 

Direct Investment Regulation 

The new direct-investment rule significantly revised the 

investment thresholds beyond which institutions must obtain 

prior supervisory approval for their direct-investment 

activities. Institutions that fail their minimum capital 

requirement must still receive prior approval for all direct 

investments. Institutions that meet their minimum capital 

requirement but have less than six percent tangible capital may 

hold the greater of three percent of assets or two and one-half 

times their tangible capital in direct investments without 

supervisory review or approval. Beyond this threshold, 

supervisory review and approval is required. Finally, 

institutions meeting their minimum capital requirement and 
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having at lea3t six percent tangible capital may hold up to 

three times their tangible capital in direct investments before 

supervisory review and approval is required. 

The new rule significantly strengthens the former rule by 

linking review thresholds to an institution's tangible capital, 

rather than regulatory capital, which includes such intangible 

assets as goodwill and deferred loan losses. 

As was true with the previous regulation, the new rule 

retains the waiver provisions. That is, institutions that wish 

to engage in direct investments beyond their established 

thresholds may apply for a waiver from the PSA in their 

respective aistricts if the institution haa the proper controls 

to limit its risk exposure. 

The Board also issued a proposal that would define an 

-equity-risk investment a to include all direct investments as 

currently defined by the direct-investment r~gulation, as well 

as land loans and nonresidential construction loans with 

loan-to-value ratios greater than 80 percenb or loan-to-cost 

ratios greater than 100 percent. These loans also would be 

subject to incremental capital requirements of up to ten percent 

as established by the regulatory capital rule. 
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Proposed Rules On Classification Of 

Assets And Appraisal Standards 

In May 1987, the Board issued a proposal to amend its 

classification of assets regulation to ensure the use of 

broader, but judicious, examiner discretion in the 

classification of assets, consistent with the examination 

practices of the bank regulatory agencies. Heretofore, the 

Board's appraisal standards were published as supervisory 

memorandum F4lc issued by its Office of Regulatory Policy, 

Oversight, and Supervision. The standards contained in n4lc 

were substantially the same as those contained in its 

p~edecessor memorandum, R4lb, praised as -highly developed and 

comprehensive" by the House Committee on.Gqvernment Operations. 

The Board's current proposed regulation clarifies and simplifies 

its existing appraisal standards. The standards themselves, 

however, would continue to require derivation of a market value 

for properties in accordance with methodology accepted and in 

use by the appraisal industry. 
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ZSSll Federal Register J \'01. 5:\, No. l~ I Tuescia~ January 27, 198~ I Rules and Re~ulatlons 

DEPARTUENT OF THE TREASURY 

Comptroller 01 the Currency 

Bank Se=cy Act. Because Ibe agencl.. 1.o.n Acl 011933112 U.S.C.I464ld)J. 
are achng under a threc--month statutor), oe-ction 407 of the National Housin,!: Act 
deadline. this rmal rule .slabli,hea only 112 U.s.c. 1730) and .ection 206 of Ih • 

12 CFR Part 21 
. those requirement, Ibat we con,ldt:r to Federal Credit Union Act 112 U.S.C. 

(Dockel No, 07-21 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEI.I 

12 CFR Part 208 

(Dockel No. R-<l5941 

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE 
CORPORATION 

12 CFR Port 326 

FEDERAL HOllE LOAN BANK BOARD 

12 CFR Port 5G3 

lDockollio. 07-11 

be the minimum nece6fj:ory for..unl' 1786). SpecificaUy. these provisIOns 
compliance procodure. Tho 8pcncics. require the agencies to: (1) Ptescribe 
however,.are conaideri.ng.whether to regulations requiring regulated 
establi,b more detailed oomp1ia= in1IUlutiOM 10 establish and maintain 
prtlCOdures in the near ruture. . procedure. rea.ooably designed to 
DATE: 1'1tb final rule is effective January .' DIItII"r! and manllar compliance with .the 
'l.7.1987. !lank Secrecy Act and (Z) review ouch 
ADDRESSES: Office of the Comptroller of pror.edures during the courne of their 
the Currency. 490 L'Enfant PIau En.t. ex.o.minations. The regulations requiring 
SW .. Washington. DC =9. regnlaled instilutions 10 eslablish 

Board of Governors of the Federo1 procedures are to take errect within 
Reserve System. 20th Streel and three months after enact? i .eol-by 
Constitution Avenue NW .. WBShl.nglon. )auunty 2:1.1987. The Act also 
DC 205S1. outhari:ca: the agencies to issue civil 

Federal Deposit Insurance money penalties and cease ond desist 
Corporation. 550 17th Street. NW.. orders in the event that a reBu.!~ted 
Washington. DC 211429. Institution rans to e.lablish 6uch 

'Federol Home Looo BankBoanl.l700 procedure. or to correct problems with 

NATIONAL CREDIT UNION 
AmlINISTRATIOIt 

G Stree~NW" Wa.hington.DC 2lIS5Z.. regord to Ita procedures .Iler.n agency 
.,; NaUonai Credit UDlonAdmbdAlralion. boo notified Ibe InsUlnUon that problems 
, :, t776GS"""~NW" Washingl"", DC ewL 

12 CFR Port 7411 

Proccd ....... fer Zlonltoring &nit 
Secrecy Ad Carnpllm>ce 

A~ Office of lb. Comptroller of 
Ibe Curreoey, Treasury; Board of 
Governors or the Federal Reserve 
Sy,lem: Federal Depc.illnauraoce 
CorpcraUoo: Fedcrel Home Loan Bank 
Boord: and National Credil Union 
AdmlDlslrution. 
.. cno:c: Final role, 

IltWtOAHY: The Office of Ibe ComptroDer 
of Ihe Cummey.1IoIird of Governors of 
Ibe Federol R ....... Syotem. Federal 
Depcsillnsurance CollK'ralion. Federal 
Home loOan Bank IloonI. nod N.Uoru>l 
Credit UDlon Administration 
(collectively ",falred to /lIJ lb. 
"agencies") are amending their 
""pocU"" regulatiDlllllo requIre.the 
financial in1IUIuUonslbatthey regula'" 
("regulated Institutions") to estnbli.b 
and maintain procedures to .oBSure and 
moDllor comp1iance with Iba 
requlremenbl of subchopl£r D of chapler 
53 of Tme 31, UDlted Slales Code. In lUI 
original form. subchapter n was part of 
Pub.L 91-&l8 which requires 
recordkeeping ror and reporting of 
currencytrnnaaCUolU by banks and 
othem and I, commonly known .. the 
"Bank Secrct:y 1\t;1." ThIs neUon Is . 
necetllary lor the 88enc1ea to comply 
wilb Ibe requ1remenll of seelion 1359 of 
theAnti-DrugAb...,Act oflOO6. Pub:L' 
99-670. TbIa fionI role Is effective on 
/00UB!'Y rl,llU17. and Is'intended to 
a •• on! that regulated inSUtutlOM • 
e.tablish and mulnWn )lftlCedureo to-" 
oomply wlth the requ1remenUI ofJlle-

~~~nOH~ Agency Action 
TbO'lllU C.1.chmkuhl..NBtiOIlBI Bank 1'be agencies are issuing this final rule 
Examiner. Commercial Activities to require regulated institutions 10 
Division. (2Il2) 447--1164 nr Y'I'""",,, D. • eotnblish and maintain a program 
Mcintire, Attorney. Legislative nod designed tn assure and monilor 
Regulatnry Annlym. DlviBlon.(202)447- compliance with the requlremenUl of the 
1177. Office of the Comptroller or the Bank Secrecy Act and the implementing 
Currency. regulations promulgated thereunder by 

Sara A. Kelsey, Senior Attorney Legal the Department of the Treosur)' 
Divi,lon. (202145Z-3Z3l1. Coarad G. establisbed at 31 ern Pori 103. An 
Babik .. Attorney, Legal DiviJrion.{:m) Institutlou'. compliance ,program muaL 
452-3707. Dr Richard Schriber. ScnkJr III a minlmurn. consiat of 8 system or 
Financinl AnoIj'BL (202)4= Interool ""ntrols to aasore ongoing 
Divi,lon of Bank Supervision nod compliance and provide for Independent 
RegnJ.alion. Board nf Governors oflbe telling of compliance by the InsUtution', 
Federal R......., Syslam. pernonnel or by an outaide party. The 

R. Eugenc Seltz. Review Examlner. wtitution sball .. lao designate on 
Division of &ok Sepervision. (2Il2) Il98- individual or individuals responsible ror 
07113 or Katharine H.liaygood. SeDlar CI>Of<iinntilI8 nnd moDltoring w,y·to-day 
Attorney. Legal DiYi,inn (202)898-373Z. campliance and provide training for 

F1=~!~~::~.~~mr a~:~~~:':t:!esefiectiveon 
l!nforoemmL 1%0%)653-2004, C. Dawa jmmary rl. 1987.lnstllntiOlll1 mUll bave 
CoIU/CY.Attomey.Officeof developed and Implemenled Ibelr 
I!nforcemen~ IWZ) 653-2624. or Francis compliance progrBDlll by April rl.l987. 
Raue. Pulley AnnlyaL Office of The Department of the Tre •• wy hal 
R"8'~.tory Pallc)'. Oversight. and .dvlsed Ibe agencies thot mslitntions 
SUperviDion. (202) 778-2517. Fednral oboWd _Ize that compliance with 
Hom. Loao Bank Board. . !be requlremenll of ibis ruI", slanding 

Mo.rtin KUlhner. Exnminer. OffLce of alone, wiU not be considered to be a 
ExaminaUon I1l1d lnsurence.(ZOZl 357- defens. in any criminal proaecution or 
lOBS or John 1<..1..,,0. Staff Attomo7. civil acUon involving'a violation of the 
LitigoUon Dlvislnn. (202)357-1030, .Bank Secrecy Act Dr regulaUons 
NaUonal Credit Union Administration. • promulgated thereunder. 

c ............... AIlY m>Oru4A11DtI: Reuon ror A"optloo Wllbonl PriD< 
Backgnnmd . Notl<:a and Comment 

Seclion 1359 of the{\nU-~ Abi.ae . bomedlate adopttno of this rmal rule 
Act of 1900 I"Act"~ contalns a nnmOOr -Is nl>COU81Y to.comply with the 
of provlsloDlllllIU!nding aection B of Ibn requlremenll of aection l.359 of the AnU-

, '·Feder1!I·DcpoaIt in1Iurancc Act (n USc. • DnlgAb_ Act oflllOO. Pub. L 1l9-67O, •.. 
.111Ul). aettionJ;(d) of th. Home (hom"",' wbI<h roqu1re.!be.ageooieUo . 
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promulgate regulations to take effect by 
Ianuary 'D. 1987. 

Due to the time constraint. we find 
that application or Ih~ 110UCC and public 
participation provisions .,f the 
Administrative Procedure Act (S U.s.c. 
553) 10 this action would be 
impracticable and that good cause 
eXists ror moking this action effective 
immediately. Since we have had 10 
move so rapidly 10 implement the 
reqUirements of the Act. we .ct.tlve 
established only those requucmcnts thnt 
we consider In be the minimum 
necessary fot any compliance 
procedure. Consequently, the agencies 
are considering whether to establish 
more detailed compliance procedures in 
the nCOf Cuture. 

Regulatory Flexibility Analysts 

Oecnu'lc no nalice of proposed 
rWcmakmg is required under section SS3 
of the Administrative Procedure Att or 
any other law. the Regulatory Flexibility 
Acl 15 U.S.c. 6llt-(l()Z) doe. nolapply. 

Executive Order 12291 

The Office or the Comptroller or the 
Currency has detennincd Hwl this final 
rule is not a "major rule" and. therefore. 
does not requlJ:c a-reguJatory Impac.t 
anul)!sis. 

P3perwork Reduction Act 

/2 cm Purt 21 

PuMuunl 10 the Paperwork Reductltm 
Act or mao. the recordkeeping 
requirements or1? ('FR 21.21 were 
submitted to nnd approved by the Office 
of ManAgement and Budget under 
control number 1557-0160. 

/2 CFII Par/ZOO 

Pursuunl to the Paperwork Reduction 
Act of 1000 and IhereguJations 
promulgated thereunder. the 
recordkeepins requirements or 12 eFR 
208.14 have been approved by the BCHlro 
of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System under delegated authOrity trom 
the Office of Management and Budget 
und have been aS~lIgneJ control number 
71lXHl11l6. 

12 CFR Port 32fJ . 

Pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction 
Act or 1900. the recordkeeping 
requirements of 12 ern Part:l26 were
submitted to And approved by the Office 
of Munasemen( and Budget under . 
control number 3064-0081. 

IZCFR Part 563 

Pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction 
Act or 1960; the recor<ike.ping 
requirements of12 CFR Part SOl were 
submltled to and approved by the Office 

of Management Qnd Budget under
control number 3068-_. 

I. cm Part 748 
Pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction 

Act or 1980. the recordkeeplng 
requirements of 12 CFR Part 748 were 
submitted to and approved by the Office 
of Management and Budget Under 
control number 3133-0094.· 
llil or Subject. 

12 CFR Part 21 

National bank~ Criminal referrals. 
Insider abuse. Thelt. Embezzlement.. 
Checlc kiting. Defalcation .. Currency. 
Foreign currency, Reporting and 
recorrlkl;cplng requirements. 

/2 CFR Port 208 

Bunks. Danking, CWl'Cncy. Federal 
Reserve System. Foreign currency. 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements.. Securities. 

12 CFR Port 326 

Bonks. Banking. Currency. Federal 
Depouit Insurance Corporation. Foreign 
currency. Reporting and rucordkeeping 
requirement&,. Secunty measures. Slate 
nonmember bank. 

12 Cm'Part 563 
Bank deposit insurance. investmenta,. 

Reporting and recordIceeping 
requirements. Savings and loan 
aasociations. 

12 CFII Port 748 
Report or crime or catastrophic act. 

Currency, Reporting and recordkeepins 
requirements. 

COMPTRO!J.ER OF THE CURRENCY 

Authorityand Is.!Iuance 
For the reDsons set rorth in the

preamble. 12 CFR Part Z1 Is B[Qended aa. 
follows: 

1. The aUlhority citatioD for 12 CFR 
!Jart t1 Is revised to reed 88 rollows:. 

",utbority. 12 u.s.c. ot :Jeq.. 93a. 181B.U 
amfnJeri. 1881-18M and 31 U.s.c. ~11 et 
seq. 

2. The title or Part Z1 ts revised to rend 
elllrolJoWS: 

PART 21-MINIMUM SEC" llTY 
DEVICES AND PROCEDURES, 
REPORTS OF CRIMES ANO 
SUSPECT1:0 CRIMES AND BANK 
SECRECY ACT COMPUANCE.' 

3. New Subpart C consisUng of § 2U1 
i. added to te.d a. rollowa,· 

'InU. OnatMI rnnB, .ltIbduPltrU oldl.pler51 
o(llIle.]1, Un/ltd St., •• Cud. w •• ~l1ofP\lb. L. 
n·5QI whw:h ""lulre. rew~HP*111 (or .nd 

Subpart C-Proced"",s lor Monitoring 
Bank Secrecy Act Campllance 

f 21.21 6:1nk Seaocy Act compll>nco. 
[a) Purpose. This subpart f. "'sued 10 

assure thai all national banks establish. 
and maintain procedures reasonably 
designed to assure und monitor their 
compliance with the requirements ol 
subchapter II or chapler 53 or Uti. 31. 
United State. Code. and the 
Implementing reguJoUons promulgated 
thereunder by the Department or 
Trea.Dry al31 CFR ParlllJ3. • 

[b) Compliance procedure •• On or 
berol1! April 21.1981. each bank ahall 
develop and proVide for the continued 
administration of II program reasonably 
designed 10 assure and monitor ' 
compliance with the recordkecplns and 
reporting requirements lIet forth In 
subchapter II or chapler 53 of title 31. 
United SInte9 Code. and the 
Implementing regulaUono promUlgated 
thereunder by tha Departmenl or 
Treasury al31 CFR Part 103. The 
compliance program sholl be reduced to 
writing. approved by the board of 
directonl and noted [n the minutes. 

(c) Contents ofcompilance program. 
The compliance program ahull., at a 
minimum: 

(1) Provide ror a .ystem of Inlernal 
controla to assure ongoing compliance; 

(2) Provide ror IndependenltesUng ror 
1;0mpUance to be comll.:cted by bank 
personnel or by an outside party: 

(3) Designate an Individual or 
individuals resporlslblcrror coor'~lnaUng 
and monitoring day-Io-day compliance; 
and 

(4) Provide training for appropriate 
personnel. 
(Approved by Ihe Office or Mana3'!ment and. 
Budget under control number 1557-0100) 

Oaled: December 2%. 1901l. 
Robert L C1Aok •• 
Complrolloroflh. Currtncy. 

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

Authon'W and Issuance 
for the reasons lIel forth In the 

preamble. 12 CFR Part 208 ill amended
as follows: 

PART 2OlJ-{AIIENDEDI 

1. The authority citation ror 1% CI:R 
Part :zeala revised to read 8S followS! 

Authority: \2 U.s.c. ..... 3%1-"311. _ ItII ... 
1810. II amended; 3001 .. 3000. and.Jt USc. 
5311 et seq' .. unle .. otberwite RoOt.do-

repor1I011 of cutnncy truuc&m by, bon'" and 
olh_n Ind I. asmmonr, e.own a. Ih. "Dank 
~lo .. t." 
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2.. A nl!W a-.:na.H it added to read 0.1 
follows: 

§ 2O"1~ -...,<><montaodn!I Bonlc 
SeQ'ocy Act c:ompIlanc:o. 

(a) Purpose. Thll B<lclJon l.lsaued \0 
assure that aU alate member bnnlu 
•• tablisb and maiolain proced\lrel 
rea.onebly de.i8ned 10 ...,Un! and 
monitor their colnpUance with the 
provisions of subchapter n 'Or C'Bpter 53 
of UUe 31. Ul1ited Stat .. Code.lhe Baok 
SeC'ery ACL "nd theimplemenUns 
regulatiun. promulgated thereunder by 
the Depnrlm",,' olTre .. ury .t 31 CFR 
Part 103. reqUlriog recordkeeplog Bnd 
repot1log of COJrTcncylrnnoaeUolll. 

(b) EslJJblisJunent of compiiaItCC 
program. On or before April Zl. 11187. 
each bank aball develop and provide for 
the CDnbnued admlolstraUnn 01. 
progrum ruoanably de.i8ned 10 noo"", 
and monilor compliaz::.ce with the 
recordkeeplog alld reporting 
requiremema .. tlorth In •• b<.hapIu n 
of chapter 53 ofllU. 31. Uniled StaIeo 
Code. the Bank SeC'eCY Ad. and the 
implemeoting regulations promulgated 
thereander by the Depertmeol of 
Treasury .131 CFR Part 103. The 
complinoce program .hall be reduced 10 
writlog. approved by the board of 
cIirocto .... and noted In the mloo"",. 

(e) Caolents of comp/im.cc pn>gram. 
The complJance program B~ at 8 • 

minimum: 
(1) Provid. for a .y.lelll of interoal 

controls to assure ongoing compUance; 
(2) Provide for Indepeadenl u!'Uog for 

COmplillOce to be cooducted by baok 
personnel or by an outside party; 

(3) Deolgnate an Individual or 
lndividualll ",.pon.lble for coordlnaUog 
and monlloriog day·to-day compliance; 
and 

(4) Provide IrnInlog for nppropri.ale 
personneL 
(Approved by the om", or Mana,jemen' lad 
Budget under oonltol No. 7l00-0tBO) 

Board of CO'V~moD of the Federnl Reserve 
System. J4D.t1llry Z1.1W1. 
Jwne. McAfoe, 
Azr.lOClate SecrclDry olllle Board. 

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE 
CORPORATION 

Authoritf a.ld Issuance 

For the reaBonu set forth in the 
preamble. lZ CFR Port 3ZG U amended 
.ofollnwu: 

1. The authority cilation for 12 CFR 
Port 326 i, revioed to read .. fDnnw.: 

Authority. t< U.s.C. 1m. £Teoth). lIIIl1-
1004; 3f usc. 5311 et #ell. 

Z. The Ulle of Part 328 i. revioed to 
rend n. follow.: 

PART 3_iNiMUM SECURITY 
DEViCES AND PROCEDURES AND 
DANKSECRECYACT'COMPUANCE 
FOR iNSURfD STATE h'ONMEJABER 
DANKS 

3. P411 Sl& IJo """",ded by deslgnallog 
§ i 3Z6.O IItroo!Jh 3267 B. Sabparl A: 

Subpart A-M1nImum ~ Devlcca 
lind Procedure. 

4. The be.diog of § 328.0 b revieed 10 
read SII (oDowa! 

§ 3"40 Scopo cI oobport. 

5. New Subpart n comll.6og of § 3t6.8 
i. added 10 read a. follow., 

Subpart _edureOIM MonItortn!I 
Bank Secrecy Act Compli!lnce 

1326.B _SocrvcyAcl~ 
(ft) Pwpose. ThJ.lUbpart Is iDoued Ia 

.... ure that aU Inoored stota DC!IIll6D1ber 
baoko .. tabU!!h and maintain 
procedure. rea.onably d .. igned 10 
8BtlUre rmdmonilorth.e.ircomplionoe 
with thereqniremcnts ofaubchaplerU 
of cbapter 58 of liUs :n. United SIal .. 
Code. and the implemwIng regulatiom 
promulgated thereuoder b:v Iha 
Departmenl of TreaBury al31 CFR Port 
103. 

(b) Compliance procedures. On or 
before April "0.1087 • ."nch baok aban 
develop and provide fortbeconllooed 
administration of a progrnm reusonably 
designed to B5Dure and monitor 
complience with recordket!]>log nod 
reportlog requirements eel forth in 
subchapter n of chopt ... 53 of tiUe:n. 
United Stares Code. nod the 
implemenllog regulaUono promulgaled 
thereW>der b:v Ibe Oeplll1Dtcnt of 
Treesury at 31 CFR Part 103. The 
compliance program abaU be reduced 10 
writing. epproved by the board of 
directoro end DOled In the mlnutns. 

(e) Contents of compliance .orogrnm. 
The COIIlpliance program !!h.1L .1 • 
minimum: 

(1) Provide for. oyaIem ollnt""",1 
controla to aaau.re ongoing compliance;

(2) Provide for Indepeodenlle.ting for 
COlllpliance 10 bn conducted by bank 
personael or by an outside party; 

[3) Oe.i8nale an Individual or 
Individual. respDJUllble for coordloollog 
end moniloriog d.y·ltHlay compliance; 
and 

(4) Proride trnlnlog fDr appropriate 
personnel 

(Appt"D'nd by the Office DC MllnDseblent and 
~ud.get under control number:nK-0081) 

Dy order or Ibe Board of Directors. 
Daled al WuhLnstOA. D.C. W. Bth day or 

January, 1987. 
Federal Depoalt In.ureoee CoIPOI1liUoa. ,I 

HoyIoLR.-
E.xoa.UireSecrcklry. 

FEDERAL HOlliE WAN DANK 
BOARD 

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
hereby ameed. Part 563, Subchol.'U 0. 
Chapter V. TWe 12. Code of FcdaaJ 
Regulations. .... t forth below. 
SU'IlQIAI'TER II-fiDERA!. SAVlHGS Am> 
LOAN. INSURANCE CORPORAllOHS 

PART 563-0PERATIONS 

1. The authority citation lor Part S63 
aJotiJ:wei to road u-follows: 

'Jb>CbxIIy:Soc. 1.47 Stul. =:~~ 
(tz U."C.l""d_.~ D<C.6A.47StoL7Z7. 
a. rIdded by .ec.l. 6fi StaL'256, a. amended 
(ll u.s.c. U2.5a,t; J.eC. on. 41 SblL TZl. liB . 

added by we. f.. 80 SltIL BU. u ameaded,1% 
U.S.CO 14.!5b); oec. 11.47 SUit nD..al 
amended [tzU.s.C. Kl7j:oee..z.48SWL us. 
aa amended {12 U.s.c. lW); lee. S..:8 SiaL 
132. a. amended (12. US.C.1464}: aecs.4OJ-
401. 48 SiaL lZSS-l260. as mnemJed (12 U.s.c. 
1724-1130): lee. 400. 8Z StAt 6, as amended 
(12 U.s.C.l7300);Reorx. PlanNv.3 or lM7. 12 
FR 4981. '3 CFR. 1943-11»8 Camp.. po 1071. 

Z. Pari 563 i. ameoded by addiog e 
new 1563.17-1 to rend as follows: 

1563.17-7 I'r<>CodIno 1« ~ 
Bonk So<n>cy Ad compU .. _ 

ia) Purpose. The purpose of Uti. 
regulation i. 10 requlre Insured 
Institution. (a. denned by 1 661.1 of this 
.ubchapter) 10 ""tnbli.h nod maintain 
procedures rcalORabl.r designed to 
assure and monitoroomplionce with the 
requirem1>nl. of subchapter n of cbRp\m" 
53 of lille:n. Uniled State. Code. nml 
the bnplemenllog regulaUOll9 
promulgated thereundet by the U.s. 
Depnrlmtml ofTrfmsmy.1I1 CFR "".rt 
103. 

(b) Q mpJionce procedur. On or 
t.efore April "0.1987. epor Insured 
"",Ututio •• hall develop Bod provide for 
the continued odmlniBtraUoD of a 
progrdm reasonebly d .. lgned to •• sure 
and monitor compliance with the 
recordkeeplog and reporting 
requirements Del forth In sobchaptern 
01 cbqpler 53 of title 31. Uniled Stale. 
Code. nod the bnplementing regulatiom 
promul8aled thereunder by the 
Department of Treasury, 31 CFRPari 
103. The compliance progrDlll shall be 
reduced 10 wrI1Ing. approved by the . 
Innured instilution', board nl directoro. 
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and reOected in tho minutes of the 
institution. 
• (c}ConlenlJrofcompllottC8"Progrom. 
The compJiunce program Sh8n~ al B 

minimum: 
(1) Provld. Cor. system or Int.mal 

controls-It) Dssure ongoing.compliance; 
12) Provide for independent testing for 

c.ompJiance to bel' conducted by an 
insured Inalilution'a.in-hause personnel 
or by an out51de party; 

(3) Designate individuol(.) ,.spolUible 
(or cooniinating Bnd monitoring day.to
day compliance: and 

("'1 Ptdvldp. training Cor OpPf'Qpriule 
pers~nnel. 

Ily tm, Fed"raI If.....t.oan Dank Boanl 
foff Sconyers. 
Sec"-'Dry~ 

NATIONAL CREDIT UNION 
ADMINISTRATION 

12 CFR l'art 7481. amended- a. 
roHowa: 

. Y;The .uthortly citatlo ... CorlZ"CFR 
Part 748 is revised to rend (III follows:. 

I\tJtbcrit)': 12. u.s.C.1766I.~ " usc. 
t7IOlt<l~3tU.s.c.s:n1. 

z. 1'be tiU" of P.1rt 748 1.0 revised ta 
reed 11& follows: 

PART 7411-REPORT OF CRlilE OR 
CATASTROPH1C ACT ANO BANK 
SECRECY ACT COMPLIANCE 

3. Port 748 i. amcnded by adding 
§ 7':B.t to reod as (oUowa: 

f 7411.2 Sa"" ScK:n!cy Act eompII:rnc<t 
prognIma and ~ 

(a) Purpose. This section is issued 10 
.11lIUfI!.thaI6U Cederally.m.ured·credit 
unions establlsb ..and maintain 
procedufC.'\ reasonably designed 10 
asaure and monitar compliance With tbe 
requirements of tlubcbar1er U oC chapter 
Mol ~Ue31. Unit.ciStat •• Cooe. the 
r1llllnciol Rocordk.eplng and Reporting 
oC Currency nnd Foreign Trunnctiol13 
Act. and the· implementing regulations 
promulgatad thereunder by the 
Department oCTreaaury. 31 CFR Purt 
11l:1. 

(b) Comp/ianceprocedure.. On or 
beCoreApril"27.1987 ••• ch CedemUy
In.ured credil union .han d ...... lop and 
prowid.ro. thecontlnued .dminJ.tration 
-of n progrom f'f:RSOnably designed 10 
8saure and monitor compliance with 
recordkeeping ond reporting 
requirements set forth in subchapter U 
DC chapt.r 53 DC title 31. Unlled Stal •• 
Code. the Financial Recordkecplng snd 

Reporting of CIIlrency and Furelgn 
TraMactiono Act and the implementing 
regulations promulgated thereunder by 
the Department or Treuaury. 31 CFR Part 
103. TIll. program shan bo reduced 10 
wriUng. approv.d by the board of • 
directors o[ the iustitution. and noted in 
the minutes. 

(el Conlents o[ compiJance program. 
Such I:Qmplianct program sholl at a 
minimum-

CllProvide for a system oC Internal 
controla to I1ssure ongoing complianve; 

(2) Provide Cor independ.nltesUng Cor 
col"QplJnnce to be conducted by credit 
union persolUlel or outDide partie:s; 

(3) Designate an individual , 
responsible for coordinating ond 
monitoring dily·to-day compliance; and 

(4) Provide !mining ror appropriate 
perwnnel. 
(Approved by the Offica ot Managemcnllllnd 
Bud8d under confrol No. 3t33-(X)Got.) 

Ily th. N.UanaI Credit Unloo. 
Admlnfdration IbutI on the 14th day of' 
IlI11uary 1007. 
a....".., O..dr. 
_",/my of the Boord. 
IFR Doc. 87-1731 FUed 1-~; 8:15 ami 
IJIlJ.»tQ CODE .. 11).»-11; u~t..U: 111.-0,..-. .f2G.O .... ~ 
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EXHIBIT 8 

FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD I S PROPOSED RULE ON 
BANK SECRECY Ac:I! CCMPLIANCE PROCEDURES 



n... ~ <d G\O FEt'/DlAI. FUroISTETI __ .. ""'~<dll>O 

~==-c1"""'ond 
~Th>~01~"""",, 
"ID~ __ '" 
_la_"''''''''''' _pic:lolllO_c1lh<1Qnd 
"
~====~~~~~~ 

1'tDZRA&.~, LOAn !WIlt IIOARD' 

ItCfRPutIa 
llI>47-G17} 

~"'Act~ 

OoIocl:Apil3Q. ucr. 
I<l=r. l'odotoI flo"", Loan &nil 
~,.!. 
tmct:: Propoo.od Nl .. 
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76-791 0 - 87 - 10 

,oqulromcnto. SaYinllt end 10= 
lIe.00ci4ttOM; 
A~. t!ta Fcdcnl HOlM Loaa 

&Dle ~ .. ""d hmby P"'_ 10 .mood 
P&tt ~ Subd1.pler D. ~pter V. TIIIa 
l%- Codo of I'cd...u lio;ulll!lona. .. &ot 
rriho:.r;.. 
~~IALMVI!:aQ~ 
UWI~~l'IQQ 

PMiT~~ 

1. Tho BUIl>oritr dlntlt", for PorI S03 
"""till .... Ia rvad '" follow" 
~_t.q!1.ot.= .. ~ 

(Uu.s.clm"_~_AA.~S"L~ . 
.. oddodbr_l.l1O!ltt:.s._ .. ~ 
(Uu.s.c.14Z3ll~_mllJ!lt<1.r.:¥.", 
od:Io<ibr_4.ClIs:..t.a4. .. ~~{U 
u.s.C.1U!b!: lao IT. Q!o!Qc. ntl. 0.' 
~ (uu.!.('. tan: .... :to aStr. un. 
GO ~ tu IU.C. t~ .... L <II !lid. 
13:t. .. .-..! (uwu:. tOlH~ ...... ""'~ 
W. <II SIoL Ul/looIZ1O. .. =-""' (U ~ 
tT'.,.o...t1'3OJ; =:t" .. «&.t:ie.tclL!. ~ ~ 
(uu.s.c. trn!ok~ PluNo.1 cClrc1.U 
Fa (!W .; c:rn.1lI;3.U<IlI C=;J... r. \a7l. 

to ..,..d t SS5.11-1 by rmolniJ. 
p_pll (clll!td ~ &cIdII!; d.,...,. . 
pm'2SI1>ph (eI) III -.I "" Iolbm< • 

gm1.11'-7 _'c .. " .. l!It:1t!!;) 
Cor.le=oqr~~ .' . . . 
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EXHIBIT 9 

ARTICLE, "WHA'I"S SO SECRECT ABOUT 
THE BANK SECRECY Ac:r?" 
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11.· he Currency and foreign ThIns- 1helr In.'lIitutlons ate prep:an:d to comply 
: 2Ctlons Reporting Act-com· quJddyMththeoaand Its Implementlrl8 
. manly known as the BanI. Se- reguIarlons. The ImportIna: of rompU. 

crecy Act .. -has =dy haUllled many = is cIe>r. 
COmmetdaI banks. VIoI2tiom of the w: CongrI:s1 en:ICted the Bank5e<:=y Act 
have res>JJred In the prosecution of bank In 197iJ In response to widespte!d coo-
ofilce<sandod!etemployeesandthelm- cern that criminals were lUrntna to 

p.:.sition of MiIf cr\mInaI fines and civil IInandaI tnstltutlons to 'Iat.tnder' IaQle 
~ The time has come when $IV. :amounI:I of C1Sh received as a result ofln-
Ings Instirutioru w!Ii be sublecrcd to simi· =sed drug tr.tfIlc. Law en!'orcemem of· . 
br 5a'UIiny, espedaI/y Ihrlfts loetted In tldaI.s ':llued lhatappropriale records by 
regions !mown 10 harbor serious drug IInandaI In.'lIirutlons-lnducl1ng banks. 
traIIiddng. _.. savings and loan a55OClatlOll.1. credit 

The Fcdet:Il Home loon Bank Board lIIllom, and others-would pl'!lYkh a 
has provided thrifts with guidance on paper trail of money launderm who 
howtocomplywiththeBankSecrecy.1a, sem:d the In!cn:scs of drug tralIlckets 
and this Is a good time ror duiftrn:magers and org:lllized crime. Curiously, the aa of 
10 revieW those guidelines to ensure that laundering money was not Itself In-

dueled as a crime WIder the Bank Se
creqla. 

Toe requIremenI3 of the aa and appU
able u.s. 1l'e:Is>.uy [)eporttnefll resub
lions 1211 Into three bask: C2.tJ:8O<Ies: 

Q Repottlng of cer<;.!n ~ ash 
~ 

Q Reporting of intetn;!Ilona\ tr.wpar. 
I2tlon of aurencyorcenaln monetuy In
strumerus; and 

Q Recocdi<>:leplng of cenaln =. 
lions result1ng In the ll'm5feroft'.mds, ec· 
tenslon5 of credit, or similar tr2IIS:I<.'IJon 



'Domestic Transactions 
The most basic requlremt!oc of the 

Tre:lSUC" regul:l!ions demonds that • fl' 
IUIlCI:1I insUruuon file a Currency 1h!ns-
3(tJon RepOrt (CTR) wilh the lnlerrol 
Re\""ue Service (IRS) when currency 
tr.1I\S3CDOOS of more th:1n $10,000 occur. 
A =Cllon that lransfers funds bv 
means r:;{ a bank check. bank draft. .. ire 
transfer, or other wnaen ortler, ond does 
IlO( tndude the ph~~iCJl tranSfer of cur· 
reoa~ IS not a tr.lltSaCCon to OJrrencv. 
When. CTR IS necessary.' .nust be filed 
",tlun 15 d:l\~ of the trnns:lCtIon, ond a 
copyllWStbe'=ned b;'thefinonoaJ In· 
sutution for a perted of five years from 
the d= of the report. 

TheCTR requires a finond:ll tnstilUtlon 
to p"",1de detailed Information about 
each currenc), trans:laion of more th:1n 
$10,000, Incluc!lng the name, address, 
ond .ccount Idenufic:mon number of 
both Ihe person makmg the trnns:lCtIon 
.md Ule one for whom the transaCllon IS 

conducted the amoUnt of currency UI· 

\uIved: the narure of the tr.lnSaCtlo~ the 
denominauon of currencv; certain bank =unt Information; and'the identity r:;{ 
the bankernployee filing the report. Are
centh- revised CTR form (IRS Form 
4789~ which can be obtained tiom IRS 
form distrtbUllon centers. must now be 
used ~. all finonc:1lInstiNllons, 

AltOOugh filing a CTR appears to be a 
f.urlv simple procedure, there is confu· 
sion among Uldus"y regulators and the 
IU~' over what tr.lnSaCtlons acruaIl)' 
have UO be reponed-specifically, 
whether smaller amounts that loul 
$10,00001' more In theaggreg:ue must be 
reponed. 

Although the surute Itself does nor 
mand:ItI: the aggreg:ttIon of tr.lnSaCtlons 
-and Treasury regul:l!ions do n<X ex· 
pUcid)' include rr.ultiple tr.lnSaCtlons
the CTR form Itself Indicates that a finon· 
d:lIlnstirution must aggreg:ue any multi· 
pletr.lnS3C'lons ofwbichllisaware,lhls 
Is comister.t with the posWon of the IRS, 
the US 0ep:lrtme0l ofth. Treasury. and 
the US Department of Justice that multi· 
pie transaalons by the .:une person on 
the.sameda)'exceedlng '10,000 must be 
aggregared and reponed by Instirutions 
that lock the deposits. Given thls appar. 
em consensus-:1Iong with proposed 
changes In Treasury regulations that 
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would speclfiCJlll' requI'" aggreg:ued 
reportlng-In'mutlons should equIp 
themselves to accoum for such 
transactiOns. 

Treasul')' regulations prOVIde that 
thnfts may exempt some est:lblished cus
tomers who deal rC'gular/,' 10 large 
amounts of cash from filing ems, Such 
customers Uldude spons Menas, race
Ir.lcks, amusement parks, bars, "",e1O' 

rants. hotels. cheek·cashoog ,e",eos, 
,,,,,ding machine companIes, theatres, 
StlIe and locll go\'ernments, and cenam 
recul e><abll:;hments, An instlruuon :1Iso 
ma)' request a specta! exernpoon from 
the TreasUf\' for other ~pes uf custom· 
ers. But indl\1dual. nonbusUless custom
ers and tr.lnSaCtlons .. ith nonbank finan. 
oial InstiruUOIlS, such as \1t't!stem Colon 
:md foreign currenc), brokers, are n ... ", 
e..empted under anI' ctrcums","ces, 

An\' ~ernpoons mus< be recorded and 
kept on a m:ISIer 11.51 that cont:lUlS :111 the 
Inform:won reqUlre·J of those who do 
file a CTR A thnft must be =d\' to de· 
liver the list to the Secn.-t:uv of the Trea· 5"" ReguLlIOrs are dearl), concerned 
that these exempoons could let crimU!:1ls 
use legoum:ne businesses as. C'O\'" for~· 
legal actl\,!}: 

International Transactions 
The Bank Secrec\' Ac :1Iso reqUIres me 

filing of a CurrenCl' or ~looecu'\" InstrU· 
ments Report (C.\UR: IRS Form .. "'.(0) 

WIth the commissIOner of customs .. 'hen 
C\1rretlC\' or other monerat\' instruments 
of more than $10.000 are tran.>poned 
from or UO the l!olledSlates, The act does 
n<X ..,ppll\ however, to a rr:msfer of funds 
through normal banking procedures 
-like ... ire tranSfer of funds-nor to 
Il'lSunces where there is no phpCJl 
tranSpOrtation of currenc), or moner:u;' 

, instruments. When dU1lis are required to 
file. O1IR.acopyofthe form mustbe reo 
talned for flo ... )-ears. 

Of greater concern 10 mOSt thrifts, 
hoo."""r, :Ire regul:l!iOllS that the Trea· 
suI')' has not ),et In\'Oked-under which 
the Secret:lr; may require one or more 
of the follo .. 1ng Inlernational uansac· 
tiOllS 10 be reponed: checks or drafts; 
,,1re or electronic fund tranSfers; loans to 
or throu¢l a foreign financial agenCl\ 
commercta! paper: slocks; bonds; and 
cerrJfic:ues of deposiL 

Rccordkeeplng Disclosures 
Financial msmUUOns must mlmCJln 

other records that have a 'high degree 0( 

usefulness In c"mlnal. t:lX. or reguLlI",,' 
Invesug:ulons and proceedln~: These 
tndude COpIes of each check. draft. or 
Il)<)ne\' order dr;r.o.Tt on the bank In "". 
cess of $100: each Item of more th:1n 
$10,000. includoog checks, drafts, or 
transfers of credit, remitted or trans
ferred 10 a person, accounL or place out· 
SIde tho l!olted Slates: each document 
granting Signature authofi~' 0\'" each 
deposit or shared aCCOunt records grant· 
ing certain e.=IOns of credlr In ,"",cess 
of S5.000: and \"Ii~us customer idenufi· 
cauon Information. \1t1th few excepuons. 
these data must be retained for five years 
and be readill' accessIble to law enforce· 
mentomc:ials'. 

Bank Board Reviews 
For federall)' Insured thnfts. the Trea· 

sur)' has delegated enforcement over· 
SIght duues to the Bank Board. whIm IS 

responsIble for ensurIng compliance 
and ""ponmg ViolatJons. 

The Bank Board was ""PfCIed to con· 
dua re\i~ r:;{ compliance as part of Its 
annual =mUl:ltion of member thnfts. 
but because of the growth of the IndUStl1' 
and a shortage of Bank Board examiners, 
thls target has not been met. 1!I.5Iead. the 
Bank Board has tended to target tnstiru· 
tions po l'10U51y found to have fUlOtloaJ 
or regu'atory problems, putting these 
firms under seruun}' as often as every SL"C 

months or less, Instltutlon~ that h3\'e 
avoided these problems are l'fVleo.'ed 
much Iesr. frequend): 

The Bank Boord's regular l'e\ieo.~ of 
thrifts, Including a look at Bank SecrecI' 
Ac complIance,:= condUcted b)' distna 
e=lners on accordance ,,;th a modified 
uniform e,wnlnation procedure deI..,l· 
oped~. the 1\'e:tsury In cooperation ",th 
the federal bank regu~' agencies, In, 
cluding the Bank Board The =mIn:1. 
tion has rwo steps, or 'modules': 

:l ~Iedule I requires the e.'C3Illlner to 
""iow and e\':1Iuate the Instirution's "'fit· 
teo formal operating procedures for 
Bank Secrec)' N:t compliance, obtalO 
copies of the Instirution's list of exempt 
customers, and review all correspon· 
dence betv.'eetl the Instirution and the 
IRS or T~SU!)' concerning exempt cus-



:omer,;. The !!.'C1mlllet :Usa must COm· 
pare the lotal csh shlpmenlS reported 
under the Bank Secrecy Aa wlIh csh reo 
pons m:>de 10 the feder:1I reserve bank 
and correspondent banks, and make 
sure there l program to educ:ue em· 
p~ :lboul me .ct·s provisions. 

:J [f problems are defected dUring d>e 
inlual r=ew. ~lodule II Ls employed. 
This ~ procedure focuses on in· 
suruoons!hat have been l:U'ge!ed for spe. 
oal compliance ('e\;ew and involves on· 
sile Inspection of Ieller and omer 
personnel oper:lllons involved in me reo 

Penalties 
for Secrecv Act 
"iolations' are 

no slap 
on the ,vrist 

porting and recordkeepmg require. 
metl!S of the Bank Secrecy Aa. 

u: during a regular rt:v1ew. an e:cIJll

mer finds Bank Secrecy Aa violations ofa 
Ill2Ie!i:1I or suspIciouS n:l11.J!'e, orasignili. 
cant number of them, he or she reporn 
!hem to a supe!VOOryagent in an inlerlm 
repon. That repon is semI in [Urn. 
mrough the Bank Board's Office of 
E.'CUllin:lDooS and SUpervision 10 the 
Treasury for the possible imposidon of 
penoJties. 

In 1985, me Bank Board reported 46 
Bank Secrecy Aa violations to the 1're:I. 
sur;: oiO of which Involved flUure to file 
CI1ts; the other six Involved flUure to 
m:linl2in an exemption llsL The Federal 
Home Loan Bank System also has 
stepped up lIS reviewofBankSecrecy Aa 
compliance as part of lis overaU lnae3se 
in ex:unin2Iloru and supervisory Slat!; 
about 750 new examiners have been 
added since july 1985. E=nlners will 
also be USing a newly revised e:camIna
don objcctJves and operating proced
ures manual 10 implement the modular 
reviell< 

L'ltlm=Iy, the IRS has responslbUIty 
for processing ems and conducting 
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crilTUnai mv""dgallons of all finanCial m· 
surullOllS. Actording to lesumon",\pnJ 16. 
1986. before me HollS<! Subcommmee 
on Financial In"lIulions SuperviSIon, 
Regulation and Insurance bv IRS """Isunt 
Commissioner Rlch:!rd Wasselll:lr. me 
tlX<olIecrmg agency's criminal invesuso· 
don division had more !han 300 Bank Se
crecy Aa invesligallons-some 60 uf 
them involving fin:mclal instltuuons. 
including Ihrifis-in 'open invemo,,' 
During 19R5, he said. me IRS had recom· 
mended prosecuuon of 31~ cases Im'OI,'· 
109 mane\.' laundermg, some of them 
lnvol\1ng Ihrlfis. 

Penalties 
CivU or criminal penoJtie:s for Bank Se· 

crecy i'a VIolations are no slap on the 
wrtst. They Include me followm~ 

CML I'FNAUlEs. For eacn willful ,;ola· 
uon of any requirement of me act. up 10 

$10,000 rna\' be assessed on a ihnft and 
any of ilS p:inner.;. directOrs, officer.;, or 
employees. (The maxtmum penalty for 
violauons committed before October 
1984 is '1,000 per vioianon.) CivU penal. 
ues may be imposed for any failure to file 
a a.trrency or monetary instruments re-
port Or for filing a report conlalrUng :I!l)' 
material omissIOn or mlsSt:llement. Trea· 
sury inlerprelS !he term 'wlllful' in du, 
con<e:u 10 mean action tlken knuWU1gl).~ 
consciously, intendonal~; or .. ;m reck· 
less disregard There need nil! be • 
knOWUlg violation or spectfic inlenl 10 ,i· 
ola!c me law in order to sust1ln a CJViI 
penoJlJ< 

CRIMINAl. PENALnES. Felony comic· 
Uons can result in m3JIimum proon 
Iertn5 of up 10 fIVe years and a fone of up 
10 '250,000 per wiUful ,iolanon. Th:tt 
penalty l> inae:lsed to S5OO,OOO .. hen • 
vIol:uion Is commlaed as part of a vio!2-
tlon of feder.U law or .. , part of a p:m.em 
of IIJega! activIty Involving U'3/1SactJonS 
of more than $100,000 In 3 12'm<l\1th 
period. 

Aggressive Enforcement 
Prose<:utlon of banks and bank om· 

dals under the Bank Sec=y Aa has nut 

been Ilmlled to cases where corrupdon 
l>aUc'gedursU5pected.ln 1984. !he Bank 
of Boston "' ... proseCllled under the aa 
even mough no Individuals were In
dlaed and no corruption alleged. BUI the 

firm pleaded RUo1~' to Mllful 'mlanoCl' of 
dle act for f:uhng 10 report II 12 bllht)n III 
foreign currency tr.lnsacuuns. J.f1d ~&\S 
fined $500.000. 

Since th.1l plea. the Treo.,uf\' has "' .. 
"ies~ed civil p~n3Iu~s JRamSt 16 mher 
banks ur bank holding comp.nl., .. ln • 
.rnuun'" rangmg from $121.000 10 the 
s...~S million imposed I)n me Bank of 
...."'enCl. and man)" OIher penalu"" ore 
expected soun. HollS<! Banking. Finance 
and J.:rban A1T:urs Chairman Fernand). 
51 Germ:un Stlled !Ius April !hat '>Ct,ee; 

of banks have approached the Treasu,,· 
D<p:Irtment . for similar ';OI:uioCl' 
descnbed bv some as 'Dlala Conf.,."",": 
51 Germain cl".,f\'ed!hat aboot6i OIher 
finandaI instJrutions are curren!l,' belOg 
cunsidered for possible cMI penoJues. 

MOSIofthe retelllctvil actionst:lkcn b,· 
the Treasury involved simple failu"," (;f 
reporung. But 10 other cases the fonanclal 
instJruuon has beer unWittiogl)' im'Oh'ed 
in a money launo 'Mg scheme: m sull 
od>ers,me UlStiruUon appe:1C'S 10 h:1\'e "", 
uvel" participated in me ,;chem!!. 

l.1stjune, for =rople, as a resulwl an 
in''eSIIg:uion by a jOint Federnl F'onanClai 
Investigative Thsk Force known as ·Oper· 
atlon Greenback-Puerto Rico: m"r~ 
than 200 law enforcement pe"",nn'" par. 
oop:ued In a ·stlng' op<.'r.UIun !hat led III 
the arrest of I" people,lnciudinH I .. <'Ur· 
rent or former otlldals o(!he C:lri~.ul 
FederJI Savlng$ Bank of Puerto I\tCII 

During me undercover operation. IR.' 
ogertlS laundered $335.000 mrou/Ul CJ' 
rlilbe:m Fet.ler:ll h)' purch:J.'IOlI "",Ircr 
cerulk:ues of depOSit "1m l'Orren,,: 11le 
U<:P<\SII ud,,,,,, prepared h)' bank "t!I"a1-. 
ho""",r, F.tl. ... ,,· IOIlic:ucU !hat ctl. ,':I.-h 
purch:J.<es "",..; ched, purch:J.o;es."", a ",. 
sul~ CTR, .. ...." n",,,, ~repareU or liIed. 
C:lribbean pleaded 80111)'10 three cuunl, 
III h:~'ing kno"inglr and ,,;Ilfullr f.ulru 
IU file CIlG In ,iolatiun of !he Bonk ~. 
crecr Aa and wa.< Aned $;';0,0011 
Qurges against ufficer.s 0( the firm an: 
stlllpendIng. 

Congress Bears Down· 
law enforcement officials are .oil un· 

happ)' O\ .... lhe governmem's InabHI!\ ", 
cornbaI man",' laundering. Amoog !he 
CIlOS! OUlSpokdr, Is Slephen 1hJa, chief (~. 
the justlce Dep:lrtment's Criminal D~i' 
slon. ll'ott recendy reported 10 !he XCI' 



-;--~ttJ<TUTlltteeUutpre:senlla\VLS 
. inXl<qu:Ite to sUSQUl the prosecuuon of 
a p:r:;on who UllenllOn;tJly ,truaures 

, tnrIS2CtIOOS ID amid the Bank Secrecy 
M rc:pornng requtrements. Trott ad<i.--d 
rlut "the courtS are essentially proVIding 
alWeprint to 'smurfs' on how to launder 
mDne': (.\ smurf is somebody hIred by 
~. launderets to run from InstJru· 
tim to m.surution structuring trans:!c· 
UCllS Ul increments of $lO,OOO-gener. 
:>Jj, by purchasUlg cashJe{s checks-to 
:rYOid fi!ing requlremenL'.) 

In response. Congress has been debat· 
in3 ",,-era! bills Uut would SlgntfiCl!1UV 
ugft; :n reporting requirements as .. "lias 
lNke mon~' laundering a federal of· 
feGle. For e.umple. the Money Laun· 
deJing and Related Crimes }a of 1985 
would make il a crime to launder mon",' 
Inltnlklo:llly through finanCl.ll OlSUN. 
lions and OOsUl= With Willful know!· 
ed;!e Uut the funds "'ere Illegally earned 
Further. the legLSlauon "uuld amend the 
RiIJu to f"Ul.lI1oaJ Pr"",!,}a bvaUo",ng 
a tnnk or other I1nanc1aI Insurucon to 
provide to law enforcement offiaals In· 
lixmation th:K It beUeves m:l\' be relewnt 
to crtmltt1J acuvilY-Withoui ruking CIvil 
liability under the act or enr:ullna any ob
UgaJon to notify the ew«>mer of such co
ClpI:radon, which the act now requires. 

Ano<herpieceoflegtSl:uion would ten· 
pooecivtl and criminal pen;tJlies on those 
who cause or auempt to cause an InsIJru· 
uon to fnIto file 3 erR or who violate the 
a.tk Secrecy Act. or suuaure or attempt 
to LtnJOUre =005 to avoid the reo 
pon!ng requirements of the act. The Idea 
is 10 set at 110( only the smurf who does 
the aauallr.U\S2Ctlon but also those who 
pbn the:lClivit)t The Ieg1sla!Jon also pro
'ides the government for the first time 
"iJh Iil<feiwre and seizure power for 
fiutds underJr.lng erR violations. Still an· 
od!er bill would require 1lnanci:iI1nstitu· 
dons to malntaln an InEemallog of cus
tomer.s who engage In =011.'1 of 
more th2n $3.000. 

Str.ucgy for CompUance 
ThriIis have todcvclop and Implement 

adequate written procedures and poll
des for compliance with the Bank $e. 
Ct\lcy}a If they are to meet thetr obliga. 
dons as set forth by the Bank Board This 
can best be =mplished through an "P' 
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prooch that emphasIZes emplol"" educa . 
uon and cenu,u control of comphance 

To begin "1th. thrifts should make the 
Bank Secrecy}a requirements a pat1 of 
every traUllng program for nLOW employ· 
ees, WIth periodic updates for conunulng 
employees. These program .. ; ~hould 
stress. 

;:) Requtrements of the aa and related 
regulations; 

:l Potenual en" and cnmln;tJ pen;tJ. 
ties; and 

:l The cirCUCTlSunces of common 
monL'V laundenng schemes InmlVll1g fi· 
nanoaJ Instiruuans. 

The program also should Include 
dls.rtbutlan of bulletins relatmg any 
changes In =g laM and periodic re
minders of the importance of compli· 
ance. Francis M. PassareUi. 3Cling director 
of the Bank Boartfs Office of E."",,;na· 
cons and SUperVISion. S31d recently that 
he be~",-ed tntern;tJ traUllng programs 
-espectaUy for tellers and others who 
handle currency-were the SUlgtC most 

.mpormnt tool a thrtft has .0 Iol1.'lure 
compliance. 

~Ierely disseminating the reqUire· 
ments of the:lC!, however. is 110( enough 
to protect an Insliruuon from mLSt3kes by 
the stiff Courts have held, in fuel. that an 
Inslirution may soli be liable for the fnI· 
ure of its ernplcr."ees to file erRs "'-en, 
when the OmtsslOn is contrary to the ex· 
press Instrualans and policies of the 
firm: the liabUlty :ut:lches. according to. 
coon ruling. when the Insliruuon does 
1101 'diJiger-uy enforce' Its policies, It is 
thus Important that thrifts follow up their 
WTiaen Intern;tJ ap.!ratIng procedures 
With thoroughgOing management 
reviews. 

A risk-ll13l108el11ent officer, or other 
senior official. also should be responsl· 
ble for making sure that :ill forms are 
Bled withhl the prescrtbed dme perIOd 
and ret:lined for at least five years. The \ 
same officlal should closely scrutlnlze 
the granting of e.~emptions In an effon to 
avoid ''Urlous laundering . .memes. Be· 
fore granting exemptions, Instirutions 
should perform thorough 00d<gr0und 
investigations. Special attention .hould 
be given to the cus.omers business 
needs and proposed upper range of ex· 
empt business transacuons. If an l!lCemp
lion is granted, the decision should be 

The act's 
requirements 

should be part 
of every training 
program for new 

employees 

approved by at le:os •• wo officers of the Ul' 

surution.ln addition. exemptJon lists and 
exemption dollar amount limits should 
be regularly reviewed and updated 

A thr1ft should documen •• ts compb· 
ance procedures. DocumentalJan of pro
cedures CI!1 assISt 1101 anJv Intemal audio 
tors. bu. also Bat1k Soard e:<ammers, 
who determine compliance through , 
personal V1!I"IfiCllion of reports and rec· 
ords asweUas by=mL'I1ts made by an 
InsIJrution's management. 

ThrIfts also should condua regularly 
scheduled ln.ernaI Bank Secrecv }a au· 
dlts. These auditS-whether dally. 
weekIv, or monthly-<an help ensure 
ccmpllance by detecung inadeq\Clte op
eraung procedures and employee er· 
rors, In its audit. an Inslirution should 
sample curren<:)' transacuons to \,en!\' 
that aU procedures and guidelines are ef· 
fecli,'" LUlderslOOd. and implemented. 
AIw apparen. 'iola!Jons afthe act should 
be discUSsed "1th the Treasury Depart. 
ment and the appropn:lle feder:1l home 
loan bank. 

Pressure for Action I 
While complJance ",th Bank s<"crecr 

"""' regulations may Impose !"" another 
la)"rof bu.'densome recordkeeplng and . 
paperwa!k. It would be imprudent .0 
give it shon shrift. F:tiIure to ensure Ulat 
all thrift offices are complying fully can 
result In tremendous losses-not onl\' 
In civtl and criminal fines. but also the 
loss of public confidence In thrifts as 
responsible nnanclal InstitutiOI1.'l. 1l1al. 
of course, is· not to be risked Here. 
the ounce of p=lion is Indeed fur 
cheaper th2n the pound of cure. a 

25 
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£ I700CS"'OI,NW. 
~ W",'"nglon, O.C. 20552 

III11 ..... ~ H.m, L • .., D.n, S,,'.m 
r:.d,r,' Hom, LOin Moltg.g. Co,pot.tlO" 

. 'ed., .. SI'IIln,,1 .nd LOin InlUflnee COlpCUtilon 

May 26, 1987 

10100 Santa Monica Blvd., suite 2600 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 

Re: Criminal Referrals - Assistance to Agency Group, 
Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco 

Dear Mr. Muntean: 

This is to advisG you that the Agency Group of the Feder~l 
Home Loan Bank of San Francisco (NAgency Group*) which, as you 
know, has regulatory responsibility for all institutions insured 
by the Federal savings and Loan Insurance corpvration (RFSLIC*) 
in the Eleventh District (-DistrictR ), has formed a Criminal 
Referral Task Force to ensure that crim~nal referrals are made on 
all individuals and all transactions involved in suspected 
criminal activity under federal and state law. 

The Department of Justice, through the united States 
Attorney's Office and Federal Bureau of Investigation, has agreed 
to provide immediate assistance to the Criminal Referral Task 
Force in evaluating criminal referrals for prosecution. since 
you, as fee counsel for the FSLIC, have the benefit of 
investigations subsequent to the failure of an institution, you 
are in the best position to the Agency Group and their lead 
attorney Glenda Robinson in this task. FSLIC requests that you 
provide the Agency Group, and at their request, the appropriate 
Department of Justice personnel, with Whatever information will 
assist a rapid analysis of possible criminal violations that have 
occurred at any institutions for which you have been rGtained by 
the FSLIC as counsel. I~ is this agency's obligation, and your 
obligation as its counsel, to make all appropriate criminal 
referrals. The FSLIC, ~herefore, advises you to provide all 
necessary information to make criminal referrals where 
appropriate, and, if requested to do so, to actually assist in 
the preparation of criminal referrals. 

EXHIBIT 3 
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Should you have any questions regarding this matter or 
attorney-client work produce or other privileges that might apply 
to the material in question, please contact t.he undersigned or 
Paul Grace at the Office of General Counsel, Litigation Division, 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board. 

co: Glenda Robinson 
Federal Home Loan Bank 

of San Francisco 

Sincerely yours, 

~.~'"';1- c..Y: Aft ( 'Iwt, 
Dorothy ~. Nichols 
Senior Associate 
General Counsel 
Litigation Division 
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TESTIMONY OF JAMES H. LAUER, JR. 

M~. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, thank you for 

this opportunity to p~ovide testimony on this impo.~tant subject. 

As you know, I am a trial lawyer in the Office of General 

Counsel of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ("Bank Board"). In 

that capacity, I have been assigned litigation responsibility as 

to various failed savings and loan associations. Your 

invitation asked that I address certain problems in the 

California thrift industry, giving particular attention to the 

activities at the institutions that have been assigned to me. I 

note that much of the substance of the questions addressed to me 

have also been asked of my former supervisor, William K. Black, 

and for the sake of continuity, my answers to most of your 

inquiries, have been incorporated into his testimony. There 1S 

also submitted with this statement Joint Testimony of William K. 

Black, James H. Lauer, Jr, James Blair, and Mark Gabrellian 

which included (1) my experience and interactions w1th federal 

and state criminal justice agencies and (2) the extent to which 

our office monitors criminal investigations arising from our 

assigned associations. Therefore, I would like to summarize for 

the Subcommittee the relevant activities at the institutions 

that I supervise. 

The first institution I would like to discuss with you is 

Consolidated Savings Bank (nCSB") which is one of the 

associations that has teen assigned to me. On May 22, 1986, the 

Bank Board appointed the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 
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Corporation ("FSLIC") as Conservator for CSB. At that time, the 

Bank Board found that institution was in an unsafe and unsound 

condition to transact business, had dissipated its assets as a 

result of unsafe and unsound practices, and it made a factual 

finding that eSB was insolvent. 

On May 23, 1986, FSLIC as Conservator for CSB filed a 

lawsuit 1n the Federal District Court for the Central District 

of California to attempt to recover some of the losses 1ncurred 

through the reckless and speculative actions of the prior 

management of CSE. This suit named several officers, directors 

and borrowers of the institution 1ncluding Robert Ferrante, the 

sole shareholder and one-time director of CSB, Ottavio Angotti, 

the Chief Executive Officer of CSB, and Scott McHenry, its 

Pres1dent and Chief Operating Officer. Also named wac a major 

borrower, Charles Bazarian and his company, CB Financ1al. Mr. 

Bazarian was recently convicted on multiple felony charges 

stemming from his association with Florida Center Bank and he 

has been sentenced to serve a prison term as a result of this 

conviction. In June of 1985, CSB loaned CB Financial $9 million 

without even requiring a loan application or other financial 

data. To datP, no payment has been made to the institution by 

CB Financial or Mr. Bazarian. 
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This suit by FSLIC arose from the numerous negligent and 

fraudulent acts committed by Mr. Ferrante and his associates 

while in control of CSB. Many of these claims arise from poor 

underwriting and the reckless manne~~in which loans were made at 

the instItutlon in violation of numer6us federal regulations. 

However, the bulk of the claims stem from the self-dealing loans 

that were made to Mr. Ferrante, his many companies, his 

relatives and close associates. 

In this regard, one of the most egregious acts alleged in 

the complalnt involves a $20 million loan to World Industrial 

Center C"WIC"), an entity totally controlled by Mr. Ferrante. 

In addition to the fact that this loan was grossly out of 

proportlon for an institution with total assets of approximately 

$70 million, it clearly violated the prohibitions against loans 

to affiliated persons as well as the loans-to-one borrower 

regulation. In addition, CSB loaned $1.2 million to a Ferrante 

partnership and in excess of $300,000 to his sister, Gloria 

Morris. Further, Ms. Morris was given a position at CSB and her 

husband, Leonard, was hired as a "consultant" to the CSB SerVice 

Corporation. 

On November 4, 1985, the former directors of CSB slgned a 

Supervisory Aqreement which set certain limits on the 

Institution's lending activities including a prohibition against 

the making of certain commercial loans without prior approval 
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from the regulators. In March 1986, CSB decided to make a 

commercial loan to Pyrotronics Corporation in direct violation 

of this agreement and without the requisite approval. 

Pyrotronics is a fireworks manufacturer which was owned by 

W. Patrick Moriarty. At some point, Mr. Moriarty, another 

convicted felon, transferred some control and beneficial 

interest in that entity to Ferrante. Pyrotronics needed a loan 

to purchase the necessary items for the 1986 4th of July season 

and, with Ferrante's influence, turned to CSB for help. 

However, as stated, CSB was prohibited from making this loan. 

Unfortunately, this did not stop the parties from their 

intended purpose. 

To evade the regulators, the former management of CSB 

devised a scheme whereby "dummy" or false loans were made to 

relatives and friends of Ottavio Angotti, secured by 

residential real estate valued at inflated levels as a result 

of improper appraisals. The proceeds of these loans, which 

normally would have been paid to the borrowers, went instead to 

a new corporation controlled by Ferrante & Ferrante operations 

called Federal Finance Corporation. Federal Finance then made 

the desired loan to Pyrotronics. However, on the books of CSB, 

these loans appeared as residential home mortgage loans which 

were allowed under the Supervisory Agreement instead of a 

commercial loan which was prohibited. The total amount loaned 

in this manner was $1.3 million. 
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Pyrotronics is currently in bankruptcy and CSB does not 

appear to have adequate security for the loans. It is 

anticipated that a substantial loss vill occur from these 

transactions. 

There are additional activities that form the basis of the 

suit which are described more fully in the first forty pages of 

the complaint itself vhich vas previously supplied to the 

Subcommittee staff for your use. There are seventeen claims 

for relief in the complaint including ones for negligp.nt and 

fraudulent breach of fiduciary duty, fraud, and violations of 

the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act ("RICO"). 

On August 29, 1986, FSLIC vas appointed as Receiver for CSB 

and it is proceeding with the orderly liquidation of the 

institution. The Receiver for CSB estimates that losses vill 

exceed $40 million. 

The other institution assigned to me that I have been asked 

to discuss is Presidio Savings and Loan Association 

("Presidio"). This institution vas a state-chartered stock 

institution that V3S incorporated ill 1974 and vas one of the 

few Hispanic-owned thrifts in the country. On August 28, 1985, 

the Bank Board appointed FSLIC as receiver and transferred most 

of the assets and liabilitied to a nevly created federal mutual 
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("New Presidio'). At the time of its failure, Presidio had 

approximately $700 mlllion in assets on its books. On August 8, 

1096, the Bank Board determined that New Presidio was insolvent, 

not capable of rehabilitation, and ~~pointed FSLIC as receiver 

for New Presidio for the purpose of lIquidation. At that time, 

New Presidio was determined to have a negatlve net worth of 

approximately $100 million. 

The demise of Presidio was the result of several factors. 

First, in an attempt to reverse the negative impact of its 

interest rate spread, thls institution engaged in rapid asset 

growth funding large scale construction!ADC loans and jOint 

venture arrangements. These projects were normally structured 

in a manner such that Presidio would put up 100% of the funding, 

but receive a lesser percentage of the profits (if any) without 

requiring the joint venture partner to put any equity intu the 

deal. Most of these projects were unprofitable and many of the 

joint venture partners wound up in bankruptcy. The unsafe and 

unsound lending practices together with the joint venture 

projects are estimated to have caused losses in excess of $70 

million. 

The second major cause of the failure of this association 

was its speculative trading iri Treasury Bond futures and 

options. This trading was for the stated purpose of hedging its 

interest rate exposure, however, in reality, it was pure 
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speculation in an area where the institution had no expertise. 

Primarily, these investments involved "day trades" where 

Presidio was essentially betting on the interest r~te 

fluctuations during a given day. In no way could their trading 
.~ 

be considered hedging. At one point,'90% of association's 

assets were comprised of these types of investments. In short, 

the management of Presidio gambled in the futures market in an 

attempt to recover some of the monies lost in their poorly 

conceived and underwritten loan and investment rrogram. 

Further, at one point, the Board of Directors was told by the 

regulators to s~op all futures trading, and agreed to do so. 

However, in spite of this prohibition and their statements to 

the contrary, management continued this speculative trading. 

Losses to the institution resulting from this futures trading 

activity was in exc~ss of $10 million. 

FSLIC has~filed a lawsuit against certain officers, 

directors as well as the brokers involved in the securities 

trading which is currently in the discovery phase. The amount 

of damages sought is in excess of $80 million dollars. 

As for t~e additional testimony you requested, please refer 

to the Testimony of William K. Black and the Joint Testimony of 

William K. Black, James H. Lauer, Jr., James Blair, and Mark 

Gabrellian. 

o 
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I appreciate the opportunity to submit this statement to the 

Subcommittee. 
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Mr. Chairman, members of Subcommittee, thank you for this opportunity to 

provide testimony. Your invitation requests that I address problems in 

the California thrift industry, giving particular attention to the 

specific FSLIC cases which I have supervised as a trial attorney at the 

Bank Board. I note that many of the questions addressed to me have also 

been addressed to my former supervisor, William K. Black, who is 

providing both written and oral testimony to the Subcommittee. 

Mr. Black's having incorporated into his testimony many of my 

observations relating to your inquiries, I will limit my testimony to a 

summary of the relevant activities of two institutions for which I am the 

responsible trial attorney in the Bank Board's Litigation Division: the 

San Marino Savings and Loan Association receivership and the North 

America Savings and Loan Association receivership. There is also 

submitted with this statement supplemental Testimony of William K. Black, 

James H. Lauer, Jr., James L. Blair, and Mark Gabrellian which includes 

our experiences concp.rning law euforcement issues arising from thrift 

failures. 

The first institution that I will discuss is North America Savings and 

Loan Association ("North America"), Santa Ana, California. On 

January 23, 1987, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation 

(tlFSLIC") was appointed the receiver of the property and assets ($219 

million) of North America, the Bank Board having found that North America 

was insolvent, that the association was unsafe and unsound to transact 

business, and that it had dissipated its assets. The assets and 

-1-
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liabilities of North America were transferred to North America Federal 

Savings and Loan Association in accordance with the ~ank Board's 

management consignment program. Seven days earlier, on January 16, 

Dr. Duayne D. Christensen ("Christensenh
), 100% owner and Chairman of the 

Board of North America (and a defendant in the pending litigation 

described below), died in a one car accident on his way to the office. 

Besides Dr. Christensen, the other parties primarily responsible for 

North America'S failure are Janet F. McKinzie, a close personal friend of 

Christensen, who wss also a consultant to, controlling person, and de 

facto vice chairman of the association, and Plaza Group, an organization 

created by Christensen and McKinzie to funnel millions of dollars out of 

North }JDerica. 

On F~bruary 10, 1987, the FSLIG filed suit in the Federal District Court 

for the Central District of California, seeking an attachment of all 

known assets of McKinzie, the estate of Christensen and Plaza Group, as 

well as an orde~ freezing all assets of these defendants. FSLIC v. 

McKinzie. et al., Case No. 87-861 BLH (IX). The judge immediately issued 

the temporary restraining order, and the next day signed temporary 

protective orders preventing the defendants from transferring any 

interest an identified accounts, securities, mortgages, and notes 

receivable. 

One month later, the court signed a preliminary injunction order which 

includes: (a) writs of attachment against all known property of McKinzie 

and Plaza Group; (b) appointment of a probate administrator to oversee 

the Christensen estate; (c) appointment of a receiver to take control of 

-2-
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all property subject to the FSLIC suit, to assess the value of the 

property, and to conserve the property pending judgment; and Cd) 

limitation on McKinzie's monthly expenditures. 

The injunctive relief and the FSLIC's pending complaint are based on 

flagrant insider abuse. A graphic illus~rat~on of the unlawful self 

dealing by Christensen and McKinzie is their creation and utilization of 

Plaza Group to siphon off $11 million of North America's money for their 

own use. This was accomplished through a complex series of transactions 

using sham escrow arrangements, fraudulent certificates of deposit, and 

forged bank confirmations. 

Plaza Group was created in September, 1985, ostensibly to purchase real 

estate for immediate resale, i.e., a land flip scheme, using association 

funds. The association entered into an agreement with Plazs Group, owned 

and controlled by McKinzie which may be characterized as follows: 

(1) Plaza Group vaa to seelc out real estate for purchase by c: .• e 

David L. Morgan (a personal friend of McKinzie from Little Rock, 

Ar~ansas), and then for immediate resale at significantly higher 

prices to l'lorgan' s holding company; 

(2) when/if Morgan purchased a property, Plaza Group would serve as 

the broker, preparing the purchase and sales agreement and awarding 

itself a sales commission; 

-3-
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(3) North America would provide the down payment for the purchase by 

depositing ~oney in various banks, including the Imperial Bank, 

Sacramento, California and the Bank of Alex Brown, Elks Grove, 

California, in interest bearing accounts in the name of Plaza Group; 

(4) if a purchase failed to close, North American was to be refunded 

its deposit with interest; and 

(5) if the property acquisition was r.omp1eted, and Morgan "flipped" 

the property to his holding company, Plaza Group would receive the 

additional commission on the resale, which it would then assign to 

North America, also retUrning North America's down payment. 

North America directly invested $11 million in the Plaza Group operation, 

all of which was deposited into Plaza Group accounta on or before 

March 31, 1986. However, in January, 1987, regulators discovered that 

Plaza Group had n2!hln& in any account for the benefit of North America l 

The FSLIC has every reason to believe that the entire $11 million was 

used for the benefit of various McKinzie and Christensen interests. It 

appears that no North America-Plaza Group-Morgan flip sale ever occurred; 

certainly there is no record of any interest payment or commission 

assignment from Plaza Group to North America. 

The scam went undetected because McKinzie and Christensen, when 

challenged, prepared bogus certificates of deposit and bank 

confirmations. In May, 1986, examiners questioned the safety and 

soundness of North America's arrangement with Plaza Group. Evidently 

-4-
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fearing detection, McKinzie prepared forged letters p~rported1y from 

officials at the Imperial Bank and Bank of Alex B~own, on bank 

letterhead, which seemingly confirmed the deposit of funds into trust 

accounts for the benefit of North America. Upon investigsting North 

America's files, the FSLIC has discovered a draft letter te1ecopied by 

McKinzie to her secretary, instructing her to "be sure to sign good" and 

to put the letters in "sealed envelopes so that it looks professional." 

Later in 1986, the San Francisco Bank learned that McKinzie, as a 

signstory to these purported Plaza Group trust accounts, could transfer 

North America's funds in and out of the accounts without joint 

authorization from any other North America principal. Recognizing this 

to be an unsound practice, the Bank's supervisory agent directed North 

America'S Board of Directors to withdraw immediately all North America 

funds from the Plaza Group trust accounts, and to deposit such funds only 

in accounts in North America'S name. McKinzie and Christensen instead 

prepared false bank confirmations, using forms from Imperial B~t and t~e 

Bank of Alex Brown, ostensibly verifying that North America had complied 

with the directive. By maintaining insider control of North America, 

Christensen and McKinzie were able to prevent the regulators from 

learning of the Plaza Group scam until the receivership was imposed. 

Another example of insider abuse concerns the Kingsbury of Tahoe 

property, a 20 unit Lake Tahoe condominium timeshare. In December, 1983, 

Christensen "donated" an option to North America valued at $2.995 

million, to acquire Kingsbury. A company with whiCh Christensen was 
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affiliated had purchased the property one year earlier for $5 million. 

At the direction of Christensen and McKinzie, North America immediately 

exercised the option and paid $14.7 million in cash for Kingsbury. 

Christensen later claimed to have transfer-red his interest in Kingsbury; 

however, the records supporting the transfer, according to Christensen, 

were lost in a private plane crash. 

North America still owned the asset at the time of the receivership, 

Kingsbury being the association's largest non earning asoet. Appraisals 

on the property have ranged from as low as $2.8 million, by California 

state officials in January, 1987, to as high as $72 million, by W. W. 

Horsman, Plano, Texas, dated January, 1986. Certain of the appraisals 

appear to have been self serving, particularly the latter one. Losses on 

the Kingsbury property will likely exceed $10 million. 

The North America litigstion is ongoing. The FSLIC's other claims 

against the named defendants are described in acme detail in ito 

Complaint, which was previously provided to the Subcommittee. 

The second receivership which I discuss in this ~estimony is San Marino 

Savin~s and Loan Association ("San Marino"). On February 3, l?84, the 

Bank Board appointed the FSLIC ao conservator for San Marino, an $850 

million institution in Tustin, California. Ten months iater the Bank 

Board appointed the FSLIC as liquidating receiver for San Marino. 
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Beginning in 1981, San Marino adopted an operating policy of extremely 

rapid growth. From late in 1981 through June, 1984, San Marino's assets 

grew from $23.9 million to $84l.S million. To achieve this growth, San 

Marino's leadership, the named defendants in the litigation described 

below, committed the institution to large-scale financing of high risk 

activities, abdicated their responsibilities to conduct the institution's 

operations in a safe, prudent, and lawful manner, and committed San 

Marino to a hazardous course of numerous and repeated unsafe and unsound 

lending practices and regulatory violations. San Marino's ultimate 

failure is directly attributable to these Qctivities. 

Among ~he individuals responsible for San Marino's failure were certain 

of its officers and directors, its outside accountants. Jack Bona and 

Frank Domingues, developer/borrowers ("Bona/Domingues"), and John J. 

Brennan, San Marino'S appraiser ("Brennan"). All were named defendants 

in FSLIC v. Forde. et al. in the Federal District Court for the Central 

District of California, Csse No. 85 774 WDK (GX). The FSLIC's case 

against the former directors has been settled. The FSLIC continues to 

prosecute its claims against San Marino's accountants, Mr. Brennan, and 

Messrs. Bona and Domingues. 

The Bona/Domingues loans exemplify the riskiness and unlaWfulness of the 

defendants' practices. These loans also represent the largest single 

source of losses to San Marino, in excess of $70 million. 

-7-
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Between 1982 and 1983, San Marino loaned approximately $193 million to 

Bona/Domingues for 17 condominit~ conversion projects in California and 

Texas. Bona/Domingues would locate an apartment complex available for 

purchase in bulk by them, and at the same time solicit "investors" to 

purchase individual apartment units in the complex. Bona/Domingues would 

next arrange financing from San Marino for the purchase of the complex 

and the sale of the individual units to the investors. Then 

Bona/Domingues vould purchase the apartment complex and simulteneously 

close the sales of the individual units using funds loaned by San 

Marino. San Marino's security consisted of nonrecourse first trust deeds. 

These loans made little or no economic sense. First, the loans were in 

excess of the value of the security property. Although the loans made to 

Bona/Domingues or the investors were nominally 80% of appraised value, 

the appraised value was far in excess of the amounts Bona/Domingues paid 

to purchase and rehabilitate the property. While the total appraised 

value for the 17 projects was approximately $243 million, Bona/Domingue~ 

acquired the projects for only $103 million. Obviously these San Marino 

appraisals are suspect because subsequent appraisals are suspect because 

subsequent independent Bank Board appraisals valued the 17 condominium 

projects at less than $110 million. In short, San Marino loaned out more 

than $193 million in secured by properties with a value less than $110 

million. 

-8-
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Second, the loans pro.ided Bona/Dominguea with excessive profits. The 

FSLIC estimates that even after allowances for loan fees and 

rehabilitation costs, $35 to tso million remains DS profit for 

Bona/Domingues. Further, the loans being nonrecourse and the proceeds 

being disbursed in toto, Bona/Domingues had the use of these vast sums of 

monies regardless of the success or failure of the projects. 

Also, the investors who purchased the individual units from 

Bona/Domingues had no real incentive to repay the loans. Although some 

San Marino records reflected that iAvestors were to make a 10% cash down 

payment with 80% of the balance of the purchase price to be financed by a 

loan from San Marino S\ld the remaining 10% by a second trust deed from 

Bona/Domingues, most of the investors paid only 1% as a cash down 

payment. The remainder of the down payment was paid by Bons/Domingues in 

the form of a repurchase option, also with Sau Marino's money. As a 

result, the investors were at risk for at most 1% of the purchase price, 

and had no real incentive to meet their obligations. The consequence: 

foreclosure. And, when San Marino subsequently foreclosed on these 

properties, it received much less back in value than its original 

investment. 

The Bona/Domingues loan scam depended fundamentally on grossly overstated 

property appraisals. These appraisals were provided by Bona/Domingues, 

through Brennan, and were not independently verified by San Marino. 

-9-
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A related ma~ter, also fcaught with great risk, is the La Jolla Exchange 

transaction. La Jolla Exchange represents an obvious attempt by San 

Marino's insiders to circumvent reaulatory authority. 

In January, 1984, a Bank Board supervisory agent directed Sa~ Marino to 

establish and maintain lOBS reserves of approximately $16 million to 

reflect losses on four of the Bona/Domin~ues projects. Recognition of 

these losses would have put San Marino dangerously close to insolvency. 

In an obvious effort to avert recognition of these losses, San Marino, in 

February, 1984, consummated a transaction with an entity known as La 

Jolla Exchange, Inc. ("WE") designed to move these problem projects from 

its books. 

Under the agreement. San Marino agreed to (1) convey to L.TE a fee 

interest in six of the Bona/Domingues projects; (2) loan $37 million to 

WE, secured by the six projects; and (3) pay $8 million in cash to WE. 

In exchange, San Marino received a 123 acre parcel of undeveloped land. 

located in La Jolla with an "agreed value" of $69 million. 

As an economic matter, the transaction made no sense. It was evident the 

property had a market value far less thPJl $69 million. It had been 

acquired that same day by Central Savings and Loan Association for $36 

million and resold to WE for $43 million. (A Bank Board appraiser has 

valued the La Jolla property at spproximately $33 million.) 

-10-
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Besides the economic deficiencies, San ~arino (1) disregarded the loan 

to one borrower limitation, i.e., the $37 million loan to LJE was more 

than double the thrift's then reported net worth; (2) ignored its 

obligation to get an appraisal of the La Jolla property; (2) failed to 

make any meaningful investigation ~f LJE's creditworthiness, e.g., no 

credit report, no audited financial statement; and (4) violated every 

provision of a cease and desist order previously issued by the California 

Department of Savings and Loan. The FSLIC's claims for damages relating 

to the La Jolla Exchange transaction are in excess of $40 million. 

The FSLIC's other claims are described in some detail in its Complaint, 

which was previously provided to the Subcommittee. 

I appreciate the opportunity to submit this statement to the Subcommittee. 
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Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank you for this 
opportunity to testify on the subject'of problems in the California 
thrift industry. I am a trial attorne~ in the Litigation and 
Special Projects Division of the Office of General Counsel for the 
Federal Home Loan Bank Eoard ("FHLBB"). When a thrift institution 
that is insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 
Corporation ("FSLIC") becomes insolvent and is placed into 
receivership or conservatorship, the FSLIC conducts an 
investigation into the circumstances and reasons for the thrifts' 
failure. It is my responsibility to supervise that investigation. 
It is also my responsibility to supervise the prosecution of any 
civil lawsuits that the FSLIC might file as a result of its 
investigation. 

Among those failed thrift institutions that comprise my case 
load are three California savings and loan associations: (1) 
Columbus Savings and Loan Association) (2) Ramona Savings and Loan 
Association, and (3) SouthBay Savings and Loan Association. 

My written state~ent addresses these three institutions. Also 
submitted with my individual statement is the Joint Testimony of 
Wllliam K. Black, James H. Lauer, Jr., James Blair and Mark 
Gabrellian. Finally, I note that those questLons which address 
FSLIC policy have also been asked of William K. Black, who is 
providing written as well as oral testimony today. Accordingly, 
and for the sake of continuity, I am incorporating my responses to 
those specific questions into Mr. Black's testimony. 

Colu~bus Savings and Loan Association, San Rafael, CA 

Columbus is a state chartered savings and loan association 
which commenced operations in early 1978. During its first four 
years it operated primarily as a traditional deposit taker and 
mortgage lender; in 1983, however, Columbus' assets increased by 
more than 500%--from approximately $27 million to approximately 
$160 million. Simultaneously, Columbus redirected its operations 
to investment ~n large-scale real estate development activities, 
particularly through investment in real estate development joint 
venture projects. The shift in Columbus' operational strategy 
coincided with the assumption, by Ted A. Musacchio, of virtually 
complete management control over' Columbus' affairs. In 1985, due in 
large part to substantial write·-downs on its real estate joint 
venture projects, Columbus recognized operating losses in excess of 
$27 million and had a negative net worth in excess of $24 million. 
On April 14, 1986, the Federal Home Loan Bank Board ("FHLBh-) 
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determined that Columbus was insolvent and, based on that finding 
and with the written approval of the California Department of 
Savings and Loan, appointed the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance 
Corp. ("FSLIC") as Columbus' conserva~pr. As of December 31, 1986, 
Columbus' net worth was negative $69,08f,000. 

The pr~ncipal components of the decline in Columbus' net worth 
at the time it was placed into FSLIC Conservatorship consisted of 
approximately $23.2 million in write downs on real estate projects 
and the establishment of approximately $3.1 million in new loan 
loss reserves. Eased upon the FSLIC's investigation into the 
circumstances of Columbus' insolvency, the FSLIC has concluded that 
the primary reason for Columbus' failure was the unsafe, unsound 
and imprudent management practices engaged in by Ted A. Musacchio, 
Colum~us' former Chief Executive Officer, and a number of his 
senior officers. The unsafe, unsound and imprudent management 
practices included, but were not limited to: 

A. Investment of assets in high risk real estate development 
joint ventures without complete or proper financial data or 
development information and without the benefit of adequate 
policies or plans for supervision or management of the 
projects. 

B. Inadequate underwriting practices w~th respect to Columbus' 
Acquisition, Development and Construction ("ADC") lending 
operatlons. 

C. Concealment of facts from, and misrepresentation of facts 
to Columbus' Board of Directors by Musacchio and a number of 
his senlor officers. 

D. Fraudulent or improper loan and fee arrangements. 

The following are two examples of Columbus' largest joint 
venture real estate projects: 

(1). 505 Montgomery Street 

The 505 MGntgomer'Y Street project involved the acquisition of 
approximately 25,000 square feet of land in San Francisco's 
financial district for the construction of a highrise office 
building. Columbus' participation began in March 1983 by way of 
its funding of a $5.1 million participation loan to the project. In 
August 1983, Columbus entered into a joint venture agreement by 
which it became a partner with the developer, Montgomery/Sacramento 
Partners, for development of the project. By thlS time, Columbus 
had increased its total loan commitment to the project to 
approximately $11.6 million, and the jOint venture agreement 
obligated Columbus to make an additional $ll.6B million equity 

'6-791 0 - 87 - 11 
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investment. In June 1984, Columbus agreed to increase its previous 
loan commitment by another $10 million, raising the total loan 
commitments to $21.6 million, in addition to its committed equity 
investment. In December 1984, Columbus signed an amendment to the 
joint venture agreement formally conv~rting its total loans of 
$21.6 million to equity. The partners~ip was unable to obtaln the 
necessary construction financing for the project, however, and 
Columbus attempted unsuccessfully during 1985 to sell its interest. 
In December 1986, after an in-depth review of the history, current 
status and prospects of the project, and a detailed analysis of the 
real estate market and the options available to it, the FSLIC sold 
Columbus' remaining interest in the project to the former joint 
venture partner for $3,550,000. The total investment by ColumbUS 
in the 505 Montgomery Street property was approximately $33 
million, including accrued interest and other costs. Columbus has, 
accordingly, recognized a total loss of approximately $29.4 million 
on the project. 

(2). Serramonte Highlands 

Columbus' participation in this project began in August 1983} 
when it entered into a joint venture agreement with Frumenti 
Development Corporation ("FDC") for the development of a 
condominium project on approximately 14 acres of real property 1n 
Caly City, California. The land, on which 11 model units had been 
construed, was acquired for a purchase price of approximately $9.3 
mlllion. All funds provided to the joint venture were provided by 
Columbus. The project was to be developed in three different 
phases; only the first phase was completed, however. During 1985 
1t became apparent that the Serramonte Highlands joint venture 
project was in severe financial difficulty due to cost overruns and 
inability to sell completed condominium units. In July 1985, the 
losses on the project were estimated to be approximately $5.2 
million as of December 31, 1984. All construction on the 
Serramonte Highlands project was discontinued in December 1985 
because of disputes between Columbus and FDC. Columbus ultimately 
filed suit against FDC and Peter J. Frumenti. While FDC is 
responsible for 50% of the joint venture losses, FDC may not have 
sufficient financial resources to pay any portion of its share of 
those losses. Columbus has invested--by way of direct investment 
and losses to the joint-venture--a total of approximately $20.7 
million in the project, including carrying costs. Total receipts 
through sales of condominium units have been approximately $8.6 
million. Based on its assumption, that the remaining land is worth 
$3.8 million and will not be sold before June 1, 1988, and in light 
of anticipated future rehabilitation costs, Columbus estimates the 
net realizable value to be $2.5 million as of December 31, 1986. 
Ac~ording1y, it has recognized and booked a loss of $9.6 million 
with respect to the project. 
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Columbus' investment of 8ubstar ':lal portions of its assets in 
highly speculative real estate jOint venture projects was a major 
cause of the deterioration of its financial condition and its 
ulitmate insolvency. These projects ~re entered into for the most 
part without Columbus having first obta~ned any marketing, 
financial or risk/benefit analyses. Rather, Columbus relied upon 
interested parties for information concerning proposed and ongoing 
projects. Moreover, Columbus failed to adequately manage and 
monitor ita investment in these real estate development projects. 
Indeed, Columbus granted virtually exclusive management control 
over the projects to its joint venture partners. In the 50S 
Montgomery Street project, for examplo, Columbus, through Ted 
Musacchio, agreed upon a joint venture agreement which relinquished 
virtually all effective power and control over the project to 
Columbus' partner. 

The FSLIC's investigation into Columbus' joint venture 
projects and lending activities resulted in its filing of a 
Complaint on November 28, 1987 in United States District Court in 
San Francisco. Named as defendants in the action are Ted A. 
Musacchio, Columbus' former president, chief executive offic(,r and 
a member of its Board of Directors, Eric J. Noda, former senior 
vice president and commercial loan officer, Robert W. Kenney, 
former senior vice president and chief lending officer, He(bert 
Worden, former assistant corporate secretary and personal secretary 
to ~lusacchio, and s number of Colulllbut!' borrowera. The Complaint 
alleges, among other things that the defendant-officers breached 
their fiduciary duties to ColumbUS by falling to manage and protect 
Columbuc' interests in its real estate investments, by failing to 
conduct Columbus' lending operations 1n the best interests of 
Columbus, and by causing or permitting ColumbUS to commit numerous 
and repeated violations of federal and state Btat~tea and 
vlolatlollG, ouch all those limiting the amounto of loano to one '-1<.:-
borrowero and direct investmento. ,'i\'bo Complaint also allegeo ti ,.t 
"usscchl0 and Kenney committed fraudlby failing to apprise / 
Columbus' Board of Directoro of Significant problems and risks 
associated ~ith the Serr~monte Bi9hl~ndo project. The Complaint 
further alleges that Noda committed fraud through hio'involment in 
the approval and/or consummation ot "loan transactions lnvol ving 
Columbuo in which he had a personal interest and with borrowers 
tlith whom he had personal relationships. These borrowers are also 
defendants in the lawsuit, The Complaint alleges that loan 
proceeds provided to the defendant-borrowers were diverted to Noda 
for his personal use and benefit. 

Immediately upon Columbus' conservatorship, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office served a Grand Jury Subpoena upon Columbus.' In 
responding to the subpoena we met with the FBI agents and Assistant 
U.S. Attorney aSSigned to the investigation. On January 12, 1987, 
the U.S. Attorneys Office filed a criminal complaint against Eric 
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J. Noda alleging that he defrauded Columbus by diverting $1.3 
million of lean proceeds for his own personal use (18 U.S.C. § 
215). In large part, the allegations contained in the affidavit 
accompanying the criminal complaint were similar to the allegations 
in the FSLIC's civil complaint. On Mar~h 26, 1987, Noda pled gUIlty 
to wrongfully receiving $1.3 million ~n loan proceeds. The 
DistrIct Court sentenced Noda to a five/year term which Included 
six months' incarceration with the balance to be spent on 
probation. The sentenCing order also included as a specIal 
condition that Noda lIquidate his assets and pay restitutIon to 
FSLIC • 

• Ramona Savings and Loan Association, Orange, CA 

Ramona Savings and Loan Association ("Ramona") was a state 
chartered stock institution incorporated on April 15, 1927. For 
more than fifty years, Ramona operated as a traditional thrift 
institution which serviced the local population in rural Ventura 
County. On December 31, 1~80, Ramona reported total assets of 
$40.5 million and a regulatory net worth of $3.4 millIon, or 8.4 
percent of assets. 

On April 4, 1984, Donald P. Mangano, Sr. and John L. MolInaro 
acquired 100% of the outstanding voting stock of the Association 
from the former stockholders for a total of $3.9 million. Mangano 
became ChaIrman of the Board and Chief ExecutIve Officer and 
Molinaro became a dir~ctor. On May 15, 1985, Molinaro purchased 
all of Mangano's stock, thereby becoming the 100% stockholder of 
the AssocIation. He also became Ramona's Chairman of the Board ano 
Chief ~xecutive Officer. 

In the first month after Mangano and Molinaro's acquiSItion of 
control, Ramona's assets grew at an annualized rate of 490 percent, 
from $55.0 million as of March 31, 1984 to $77.5 million as of 
April 30, 1984 due to the addition of $24.0 million in jumbo 
accounts. In April 1984, Ramona purchased three real estate 
development projects, and in June 1984 it purchased a fourth 
project. As of June 30, 1985, Ramona's concentration in direct 
~nvestments reached a peak of 50.2 percent of total assets, or 
$39.3 million. 

Molinaro and Mangano after acquIrIng control of Ramona on 
April 4, 1984 transformed Ramona from a traditional thrift 
institution into a real estate development company. They caused 
Ramona to purchase, sometimes from affiliated persons, a portfoliO 
of real estate properties based upon inaccurate valuations of their 
net realizable value. They further caused Ramona to develop certain 
of the properties without engaging in any economic analysis upon 
which to ascertain the projects' Ultimate profitably. Moreover, in 
developing these projects/ Ramona entered into construction 
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contracts with affiliated persons which provided for compensation 
in excess of market rates. Mo11naro and Mangano subsequently caused 
Pamona to ·sell" the real estate projects in transactlons which 
were illusory, because, among other things, the sales were 100 
percent or more financed by Pamona an~~the buyer's payment 
obligations de=erred, in order to recorp a galn on the transactlons 
and thereby give Ramona an appearance o'f profltabllity. This 
appearance of profitability enabled Molinaro and Mangano, Ramona's 
sole stockholders, to cause Ramona's Board of Olrectors to declare 
a total of $4.85 million in cash divldends over an approximately 
two year period of time. Ramona's primary appraiser and its 
accountant contributed to the scheme engineered by Molinaro and 
Mangano by providing Ramona (and consequently the COSL and FHLBB) 
with inaccurate and inflated appraisals and certlfied fin~ncial 
statements. 

The followinq are a few examples of Ramona's direct real 
estate investments: 

1. West Hampt~n Cove: Molinaro and Mangano caused Ramona on 
June 4, 1984 to purchase Kest Hampton Cove ("WHC"), a 120 unit 
condominium project then under construction from M&M Partnership la 
partnership co-owned cy Molinaro and Mangano) for a price of $2.10 
million and the pay-off of an existlng debt secured by the property 
in the approximate amount of $3.5 million. In 1985, Ramona made 
bulk exchanges of WHC units for unlmproved real properties which 
were assigned excessive valuations in order that it would seem that 
Ramona had recorded more than $1 milllon in profits from the 
exchanges. In actuality, Ramona incurred a loss and West Hampto~ 
Cove. 

2. Rancho Cucamonga: On September 25, 1985, Ramona Service 
Corporation sold the Rancho Cucamonga Property (86.5 acres of 
unimproved land) to a business associate of Mangano for $2.8 
million, while Ramona simultaneously granted a $6.7 million 
construction loan to the purchaser including a $2.8 million land 
draw which effectively provided 100% financing for the purchase. 
The purchaser eventually defaulted on the construction loan (not 
having made any payments) and delivered back to Ramona a deed to 
the property in lieu of foreclosure. 

3. Cherokee Village: Ramona, in transactions occurring in 
October 1985 and January 1986 recorded sales of 173 units in the 
Cherokee Village Project (a resort condominium project in Palm 
Springs) for $29,426,000. Ramona, however, provided 100% sale 
financing in the form of promissory notes secured by first and 
second trust deeds on the units. Payments on the first and second 
trust deeds were deferred for three and flve years respectlvely. 
Ramona concurrently entered into a management contract with each 
unit's buyer by which Ramona agreed to operate Cherokee Vlllage as 
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a hotel and to pay all expenses on the property for three years. 
The required accounting adjustments from the Cherokee Vlliage 
Project reversed Ramona's apparent profit on the transaction from 
$6,980,000 to O. 

In fact, Ramona incurred losses trom its investment in the 
Cherokee Village Project. Cherokee Village was completed by 
September 1985 at a cost to Ramona in excess of $23 million. 
Ramona, however, was unable to sell either the Project or the 
individual units at prices sufficlent to recoup Ramona's 
investment. Mangano and Molinaro, therefore, conceived and 
executed a scheme which was intended to conceal from state and 
federal regulators the losses Ramona had incurred in the Project. 
In effect, Molinaro and Mangano caused Ramona to transfer 173 
Cherokee Village units to ~angano while disguising the transactlons 
as profitable sales to unrelated third parties who in reality were 
strawmen. The scheme culminated with Ramona, through its service 
corporation, repurchasing the 173 units. 

On September 12, 1986, the FHLBB ("Bank Board") determined 
that Ramona was insolvent, had substantially dissipated its assets 
and earnings due to violations of law and unsafe and unsound 
practIces and was in an unsafe and unsound condition to transact 
business. The Bank Board appointed FSLIC as Receiver for Ramona, 
subject to approval by the Commissioner of the California 
Department of Savings and Loan, whIch approval was given on the 
same date. 

Also on September 12, 1986, the Bank Board approved the 
charter for Ramona Federal Savings and Loan AssocIation ("New 
Ramona"). New Ramona acquired substantially all of the assets and 
liabilities of Ramona. Potential claims against Ramona's former 
officers, directors and related third parties for the losses 
incurred by Ramona, however, were retained by the Receiver and then 
assigned to FSLIC in its corporate capacity. 

On September 16, 1986, the FSLIC filed suit against Molinaro, 
Mangano, Ramona's outside directors and Ramona's accountant (FSLIC 
v. Molinaro, et al., CD Calif. No. 86-6016 AHS). The FSLIC 
Simultaneously Obtained a Temporary Restrainlng Order (and 
eventually, a Preliminary Injunction) restricting Molinaro's 
monthly expenditures to $2000 per month for the pendency of the 
litigation, and a Pre-Judgment Attachment Order against Molinaro 
for $2 million. In March of 1987, the FSLIC obtained, in a partial 
adjudication of its claims against Molinaro, a $2 million summary 
judgment based upon an illegal cash dividend paid by Ramona to 
Molinaro in May of 1986. On June 1, 1987, the Court granted FSLIC 
leave to fIle its First Amended Complaint which: among other 
thIngs, added as a defendant the appraiser who performed the 
appraisals on many of the projects that resulted in Ramona's 
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greatest losses. The post-receivership audit report of Kenneth 
Leventhal and Co. has concluded that at year end 1985, Ramona's net 
worth was negative $19 million. 

southBay Savings and Loan Association .. _, Gardena, CA 

southBay Savings and Loan Association ("SouthBay") was a 
state-chartered, stock institutlon that received ltS insurance of 
accounts and opened for business on May 16, 1983. By December 31, 
1986, SouthBay reported assets of $62.S million, a negative net 
worth of $2.8 million and year to date losses totaillng $1.9 
millIon. 

On March 6, 1987, the CommissIoner, Department of Savings and 
Loan of Califoruia ("Commissioner n ) found that gruunds existed for 
the appointment of a receiver for SouthBay and, pursuant to the 
California Financial Code (§ 82S0), applied to the California state 
court for confirmat10n on the receivershlp appointment. Upon the 
Court's granting of the Commissioner's application, the 
CommlSSloner tendered to the FSLIC the apPOintment as receiver for 
SouthBay. The FHLBB subsequently determined that, upon the 
appointment of the FSLIC as receiver for SouthBay for the purpose 
of llquidation, BouthBay waE "in default", as that term 15 defined 
in 12 U.S.C. § l724(d), and consequently deslgnated the FSLIC as 
sole recelver for SouthBay pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § l729(c)(1). 

The FHLBB, also on March 6, 1987 approved a proposed agreement 
between the FSLIC as ReceiVer for SouthBay and Standard Paciflc 
Savlngs, FA ("Acqulsitlon Agreement") whereby Standard Paciflc 
Savings purchased substantially al] of the assets and assumed 
substantially all of the liabillties of SouthBay. In addltion, the 
Bank Board approved on March 6, 1987, a proposed ag~eement between 
the FSLIC as Receiver for SouthBay and the FSLIC in its corporate 
capacity ("Corporatlo;1") ("Receiver's Agreement") pursuant to which 
the Corporatlon purchased from the Rec~iver certaln assets of 
SouthEay not purchased by Standard Pacific Savings. The most 
signlficant nf these assets is potential claims of South Bay against 
its former officers, directors, related third parties and those 
protessionals who performed serVlces for BouthEay. 

Finally, en March 6, 1987 the Bank Board approved a proposed 
assistance agreement between the Corporation and Standard Pacific 
Savings through which FSLIC would provlde Standard Pacific Savings 
with financial asslstance and indemnification from certaln 
liabilities. The FSLIC assistance has an estimated present value 
cost of $4.6 mlilion and is capped at $S million. 

SouthEay's failure was due to: (1) it~ high volume of 
non-earning assets; (2) the establlshment of substantial loan loss 
and interest res~~ves resulting from poor appraisal and loan 
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documentation practices; and, (3) its inability to retain competent 
management staff. The vast majority of SouthBay's problem assets 
were acquired within the first two years of its operation. 

Frank J. Dominquez and Jack Bona,. in purchas ing an aggrega te 
amount in excess of 50 percent of Sou'thEay's authorized stock, 
provided the cash infusion necessary td sufficiently capitalize 
southBay. One day after its opening, however, SouthBay funded 196 
loans to 13 investors for the purchase of condominium units in the 
Briarcliff Apartments (Callas, Texas). The borrowers purchased the 
units from Real Property Ventures, Inc., ("RPV"), a jOint venture 
owned by Dominquez and Bona. SouthBay's loans, which totalled $5.9 
million financed the purchase. Approximately $3.8 million of loan 
proceeds were disbursed to RPV. 

On July 31, 1983, SouthEay granted 59 loans to 18 investors 
totalling $1,538,000 for purchases of condomInium units in the 
Elscayne Apartments (Dallas, Texas). The loan documentation 
lndicates that the units were appraised as condominiums, but that 
the conversIons had not yet been completed. Moreover, the 
appraisals did not provide a comparative "as is" valuation. The 
appraised values did, however, equal the condominiums' sale price·. 
FHLBB-ordered appraisals resulted in the loans being deSignated 
substandard and the requirement that SouthBay establish a $400,000 
valuation reserve. All of the Biscayne condomInium loans have 
teen foreclosed. Standard Pacific SaVings 1S having the bUIlding 
converted back to apartments d~d will sell it as such at 
anticipated loss of approxim~tely $1.0 million. 

In September 1983, SouthBay purchased as a direct real estate 
investment, the Greenway Apartments In Corpus ChrIsti, Texas. The 
purchase price was $4.8 million. Like Briarcliffe and Biscayne, 
the Greenway Apartments was marketed as a condomlnium conversion. 
Like Briarcliff and Biscayne, the appraised value was based upon 
the units' value as condominiums. Like BrIarcliff and Biscayne, the 
"conversion" amounted to llttle more than a pdper transaction. The 
'units continued to be run like apartments. In October 1984, based 
upon FHLBB-ordered re-appraisals, SouthBay was required to 
establish a $2.2 million loss reserve for its investment in 
Greenway. 

The foregoing are examples of the major projects which 
SouthBay entered into in its short history. Since Its inception, 
SouthBay had always been heavily involved in ADC loans as a lead 
lender. In order to finance these loans and direct investments, 
southBay soliCIted jumbo certIficates of depOSits for ItS primary 
deposit base. As of June 30, 1983, jumbo accounts totalled $6.3 
mIllion or 80.8% of SouthBay's total savings balance. By December 
31, 1983, jumbo accounts comprised 92.6% of SouthBay's savings 
base. The combination of non-performing assets and the cost of its 
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high yield deposits constituted the major contributing factor of 
SouthBay's insolvency. In 1986, as a result of its operations 
during thp preceding three years, SouthBay had incurred 
approximately $2.0 million in operating losses. 

, " 
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SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF BLACK, LAUER, BLAIR AND GABRELLIAN 

This supplemental testimony is intended to discuss the issue of the use 

of criminal referrals and the interaction between those working for the 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board ("Bank Board") and the Federal Savings and 

Loan Insurance Corporation ("FSLIC"), and law enforcement agencies. 

Employeea of the Bank Board, FSLIC and Regional Banks are instructed to 

make criminal referrals whenever the known facts indicate that any 

criminal activity has occurred at a FSLIC-insured institution. Many such 

referrals have been made in the past and will continue to be made in the 

future whenever appropriate. In the California institutions that you 

have listed, an aggregate of 22 criminal referrals have been made by 

either Bank Board attorn.eys or outside counsel, representativtls of FSLIC, 

and the Federal Home Loan Baru~ of San Francisco. 

Generally speaking, the relationship between our agencies and the Justice 

Department has been very good and there has been m~ch cooperation on both 

sides. Howeyer, it appears that the Justice Department, as with most 

federal agencies in this era of tight budgets, has limited manpower to 

devote to criminal cases involving financial institutions. As you know, 

Justice is responsible for the prosecution of many different types of 

criminal conduct and thoae cases involving thrifts are only a part of its 

overall workload. 

- 1 -
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Further, the type of crimes found at these institutions is quite 

different from those normally confronted by federal prosecutors and 

investiga~ors. Often it takes a special background to understand the 

pre.::.ise consequences of the conduct we see a t certain savings and loans. 

These investigations require hours of reviewing bank documents and loan 

files. Withol:\: an accounting, real estate or general business 

backgro'xnd, the task of ascertaining the criminal conduct which those 

documents evidence can become not only difficult for law enforcement 

personnel, but almost impossible. Therefore, it appears the law 

enforcement response to these referrals may be limited by budgetary 

constraints which may have produced both qualitative and quantitative 

restrictions on the investigation and prosecution of these matters. 

Often, in spite of these inherent problems, the Justice Department has 

responded enthusiastically and promptly to prosecute these cases, and we 

have seen some important convictions as a result. However, in a few 

instances, due to a lack of resources, the law enforcement agencies have 

not been able to respond as quickly as they would have liked. 

An example of this resource problem occurred when a litigation attorney 

uncovered evidence of criminal activity at a thrift that was under FSLIC 

control. This evidence needed immediate attention and investigation. An 

FBI agent was contacted who indicated that he would like to look into 

this matter, but he needed his supervisor's approval to do so. The 

supervisor stated that he did not have the manpower to conduct the 

- 2 -
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required investigation. The litigation attorney then approached the 

highest levels of the FBI in Washington that were available to him to try 

to rectify the situation. After that contact, the attorney was told that 

the evidence described to the FBI would be reviewed, but the FBI would 

not conduct a full in7estigation into all the criminal activity at the 

association in question because the FBI simply did not have the resources 

to do so at that time. 

Litigation attorneys in the Office of General Counsel of the Banlc Board 

are to monitor the criminal investigations and prosecutions ongoing with 

respect to the associations assigned to them. Often what happens in the 

criminal context has a significant bearing on the civil suits filed or 

contemplated. Therefore, within the limits of the resources of that 

office, this monitoring of the criminal prosecutions is generally viewed 

as an important par~ of the job. In this regard, litigation attorneys or 

outside ~ounsel retained by them have attended criminal trials and 

hearings, and are involved in briefing the FBI and Assistant U.S. 

Attorneys as to the facts of the cases. 

FUrther, they have worked with the federal prosecutors seek to secure 

restitution orders as part of sentencing, which would require defendants 

to pay certain monies back to FSLIC. 

We strongly believe that the vigorous prosecution of the wrongdoers at 

these institutions will serve to deter abuse and prevent at much 

- 3 -
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misconduct from reoccurring in the future. The Litigation Division 

stands ready to assist the Department of Just{ce and the FBI in the 

prosecution of these cases in whatever way would be most effective and 

appropriate. 

We thank the Subcommittee for its support Of these important matters, and 

for the opportunity to present this statement. 

0559G 
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Mr. BARNARD. In order that we might have some continuity on 
the next four witnesses, at this time, I would like to call Mr. 
Robert C. Bonner-if he would come to the witness panel-Robert 
C. Bonner. 

Mr. Bonner is a U.S. attorney for the Central District of Califor
nia. He will be accompanied by Terree Bowers, who is the Chief of 
the Fraud Unit of the U.S. attorney's office. 

And just so that the other witnesses might know, following them, 
we are going to have Mr. David Lundin and Mr. Robert Rose, and 
then Mr. Peter Nunez; and then following him, Mr. Jerry J. Jamar. 

Mr. Bonner, we will hear from you at this time. 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. BONNER, U.S. AT'l'ORNEY FOR THE 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, ACCOMPANIED BY 
TERREE BOWERS, ASSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEY AND CHIEF, 
MAJOR FRAUD SECTION OF THE CRIMINAL DIVISION, U.S. AT
'rORNEY'S OFFICE 
Mr. BONNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the 

subcommittee. First of all, let me introduce Assistant U.S. Attor
ney Terree Bowers, who is sitting to my right, who is the Chief of 
the Major Fraud Section of the Criminal Division of my office. 

As you know, Mr. Chairman, I have submitted to the subcommit
tee a written statement, and I rlon't propose to read that in its en
tirety because it is quite lengthy. What I would like to do here is to 
summarize, I think, some of the salient points that I was attempt
ing to make in the written statement. 

Mr. BARNARD. Without objection, your entire statement will be 
in the record, and we appreciate your summarizing it. 

Mr. BONNER. Fine. Also, Mr. Chairman, I have an appendix that 
I am not sure was attached to the statement that I would, perhaps, 
ask Mr. Bowers to hand up to the subcommittee, and this is an ap
pendix, which is simply a listing of the failed institutions in the 
Central District of California, both savings and 10ans-I think the 
first page are the savings and loans, and on the second page are 
the banks; and virtually all of those are matters which the FBI 
here in Los Angeles has under investigation. 

With that I appreciate the opportunity to be able to address the 
subcommittee, regarding the Federal response tn insider miscon
duct and fraud in and against financial institutions in southern 
California, and particularly the Central District of California. 

I think it's important to note that the Central District of C$.lifor
nia is something of a misnomer, because it is a Federal judicial dis
trict that covers most of southern California, with the exception of 
San Diego and Imperial Counties. It covers a seven-county area, in
cluding Los Angeles and Orange County, and it is by far the most 
populous Federal district in the United States, with somethlI~g over 
14 million inhabitants. I might note in that regard that the dist.rict 
is nearly twice as large as the next largest Federal judicial distdct 
in population, that being the Southern District of New York. I 
should also note, I think, in terms of any comments I am going to 
make, that for a Federal district of 14 million people, I have a total 
authorized strength of 79 assistant U.S. attorneys, or Federal pros
ecutors-that is to say, assistant U.s. attorneys assigned to the 
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Criminal Division in my office to address a multitude of problems, 
serious Federal crime, among which are, of course, the major and 
significant outsider bank fraud and insider embezzlement and col
lusion in bank fraud cases. 

To illustrate a little bit about the bank fraud problem-and 
when I say "bank fraud," I'm using that generically to include 
fraud and abuse on savings and loans institutions, credit unions, 
and the like. But to give you some idea, or illustrate the nature of 
the problem of insider and outsider fraud in this area, I am re
minded of the 1946 movie classic, "It's a Wonderful Life." That was 
a film, you may recall, Mr. Chairman, that starred Jimmie Stewart 
in which he portrayed a small-town banker who gives his deposi
tors his honeymoon money in order to stop a run on his bank. Re
cently, a local reporter from one of the newspapers in our area 
noted that if this movie took place in this area, southern Califor
nia, today the lead character most probably would be stealing 
money from his depositors to finance his honeymoon. [Laughter.] 

Unfortunately, there is an element of truth in the reporter's cyn
ical view of the financial world here in southern California. Insider 
greed and fraud perpetrated on financial institutions, savings and 
loans and banks here, are rampant in southern California, and the 
number of such cases are proliferating at an alarming rate with 
dollar losses that are astronomical. Unless brought under control, 
unquestionably public confidence in our banking and savings and 
loan system may be destroyed. 

The U.S. attorney's office for this district, the Central District of 
California, is facing an increasing number of investigations into 
criminal misconduct by officers, directors, and employees of finan
cial institutions. The extent of bank fraud, in general, and savings 
and loan fraud, as well as insider affiliated and outsider fraud, in 
particular, has, in my opinion, reached epidemic proportions in this 
district. 

I anticipate that the problem will in all likelihood continue, in 
vie,,{ of the rapid growth of Los Angeles, as a world trade and fi
nancial center, and also in view of the fairly large number of 
smaller savings and loan and bank institutions that we have here 
in this area, as well as the cyclical "boom or bust" nature of south
ern California real estate development uver the years. 

The Federal prosecutors in my office are seeing an ever-widening 
spectrum of insider fraud. They range from simple transactions in
volving insiders who make direct payments and bogus loans to 
friends and relatives, to the more complex fraud schemes featuring 
shell companies, double escrows and other devices designed to ob
fuscate transactions in which financial institutions purchase over
valued properties or companies controlled by bank insiders. 

While insider abuse continues to be a major problem, Federal 
prosecutors in my office are increasingly tackling complex fraud 
perpetrated by outsiders, such as appraisers and major borrowers. 

One case involves loan losses that we have under investigation in 
this district, which is what we refer to in our office as the Bank of 
America/NMEC case. In that case alone, there is a loss of at least 
$95 million that has already been documented to a financial insti
tution in this area. I've described how we have been attempting to 
handle and deal with that case in my written statement. The case 
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involves fra'.ldulent mortgage pools, and what turned out to be 
bogus financial guarantee bonds, which has turned out to be a 
series of interrelated cases involving what might be in excess of 
$250 million in losses to all of the institutions involved. 

We have also indicated-and I can indicate to this committee
that our office has encountered instances of affiliated outsiders 
using identical schemes to defraud more than one financial institu
tion, and one of the examples that I gave in my written statement 
is Leo Peterson, who was an appraiser, who initially was at one 
savings and loan, submitted some bogus appraisals; moved on to 
another institution in which he was submitting false and inflated 
appraisals in connection with property to secure loans, and who ul
timately has been prosecuted and c0.nvicted after being able to per
petrate his scheme at several savings and loan institutions in our 
area. 

In another case, we have had an individual convicted by the 
name of Victor Bagha-- . 

Mr. BARNARD. How much did Peterson get? 
Mr. BONNER. Mr. Peterson appraised, for example, in one of 

these instances--
Mr. BARNARD. I'm sorry-how much time did he get? 
Mr. BONNER. How much time did Mr. Peterson get? Let me ask 

MI'. Bowers if he could respond to that. 
Mr. BOWERS. I believe on the first conviction he received a 6-

month sentence, and we recommended a greater period of incarcer
ation than that. 

On the first conviction, we used the incident that was the basis 
for the second conviction, in an attempt to enhance the sentence, 
so in the second conviction, he only received a 3-month sentence, I 
believe. 

Mr. BONNER. Note from the question that that case alone, not 
that that stands in total isolation, illustrates the fact that the 
kinds of sentences we get after the tremendous investigative and 
prosecutive effort that has to go into these cases is entirely inad
equate to deter others similarly situated from engaging in these 
kinds of fraud. 

In fact, one can make the statement that that kind of sentence is 
actually counterproductive and invitational to outfliders and other 
insiders to perpetrate large fraud schemes on the suppositior Lhat, 
if they happen to get caught, and prosecuted and convicted, that 
their serLtences are not E;'oing to be very substantial. And that's the 
wrong kind of message to be sent out by the judges. With respect to 
Mr. Peterson, we did ask for several years' imprisonment. 

In another case, by the way, which is one of the few examples of 
an individual who did get socked by a Federal district judge here in 
Los Angeles, Victor Bagha: This is an individual who went through 
several banks starting with Mitsui Manufacturel's Bank in which 
he defrauded that bank of around, over $2 million, essentially in a 
scheme in which he was building limousines, and he would have 
straws come in and borrow money and there wasn't any security, 
or there weren't any limousines except in a very few instances 
standing behind these loans. 

After fleecing one bank, he moved to another bank, in which
and that is the United Savings Bank, v/hich is one of the banks 
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that has failed in this area, and then he moved on, after having 
fleeced that bank for about a million, to a third bank, the Crocker 
Bank, attempted to bribe the loan officers there, and Cro~ker, to its 
credit, that was reported-well, I am not sure that was reported, 
but the Crocker Bank loan officers did not take the bribes, and 
there were no further losses, at least, to that bank. Evidently in 
looking into this case, there was yet another bank,Capistrano Na
tional Bank, at which Mr. Bagha had perpetrated the same 
scheme, and that's another bank, a small bank in this area that 
has failed. 

Mr. Bagha, r must say, got the type of sentence that we do need. 
He was sentenced to a term of imprisonment of 18 years, which, in 
my judgment, certainly was an appropriate sentence, given the 
amount of money that he had obtained from the scheme but an ap
propriate sentence and the kind of sentence that we need to set the 
examples to help deter this ~.ind of conduct in the future. 

Much of the bank fraud in this district, and savings and loan 
fraud, can be traced to certain national trends that have already 
been alluded to, among which are the fluctuation in interest rates, 
and the downturn in the real estate market in California, starting 
in the early U)80's, particularly in the area of condominium devel
opment, among others. 

It appears that there have been institutions, though, that have 
been sufficiently desperate for income in the competitive arena for 
loan money, that they have become less conscious and vigilant 
than one would like. Indeed, in the case that we have under inves
tigation and have prosecuted, successfully prosecuted, which r refer 
to in my written statement as the Chatsworth case, a case that in
volved about $21 million in losses to financial institutions-part of 
the property there was in the north San Fernando Valley; it was 
actually outside the San Fernando Valley in the mountain area, 
and it's a situation in which none of the financial institutions that 
took on that extended credit in which the so-called Chatsworth 
property was the security, had even bothered to look at lend that 
was backing these loans, which waa inaccessible land. They would 
have found, had they gone there, that there was no way to reach 
the property in question. 

It.· dc, i.:. ··u: ',: 1hf' r~cent string of banks and savings and loan 
fa;. ., ii' S'y;!;IH:rH C,·lifnl'llia has run its course. The FBI contin
ues to open majur bm,k fraud investigations in the Los Angeles 
area on a weekly basis. Clearly, financial institution fraud is an 
enormous problem in southern Culiforniu, and I have targeted that 
kind of fraud as the No. 1 priority of the Major Fraud Section of 
myoffice. 

r want to touch very briefly on something that the FBI can no 
doubt expand on, but, just briefly, the number and quantity of 
major and significant bank fraud investigations that are being 
worked on by the FBI in this area. The FBI's Los Angeles division 
is coterminous with my Federal judicial district, the Central Dis
trict of California. In this Federal district, the FBI has over 270 
pending investigations involving fraudulent misconduct in, or 
against, financial institutions where the amount of the alleged vio
lations involves $100,000 or more, slightly over 270 matters that 
are open and under investigation by the FBI here in that category. 
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Of those, 145 involve losses to financial institutions of over a quar
ter of a million dollars; and we have given the committee a break
down as to how many of those involve commercial banks and sav
ings and loans and so forth. 

So, there are many very significant cases that are actively being 
investigated by the FBI here. The U.S. attorney's office is currently 
pursuing 59 major cases involving insider or affiliated outsider 
abuse, although the exact figures change in this regard as investi
gations progress, they involve approximately 120 principals, 01' po
tential targets of these investigations. 

Many of the over 270 FBI investigations that I have just referred 
to involving losses of over $100,000 have not yet been presented to 
my office-and I say, thank God for that becau'>e when they do, 
when they are all there, it is going to place an extraordinarily 
severe burden on the prosecutive resources of my office to handle 
them. 

I have also summarized some figures on the number of indict
ments and convictions-let me just say in that regard, since about 
1985, my office has filed criminal charges and prosecuted approxi
mately 159 cases involving significant bank fraud and embezzle
ment. We have convicted 168 defendants. Because of the-and I 
will allude to this a little further in a moment-because of the very 
high prosecutive guidelines that my office has, virtually every case 
that we do undertake for prosecution is significant in that it in
volves very substantial sums of money losses. 

The committee asked about the Department of Justice's special 
monitoring system. I will be brief in this regard. I think that I've 
indicated that we first received a listing from the Department of 
Justice in about March of this year in connection with the main 
Justice Department's bank fraud tracking system. This was the 
first list of significant cases provided to my office by the Depart
ment, and it includes a total of 30 cases arising in this district. It is 
my understanding that the Criminal Division of the Department of 
Justice began monitoring significant bank fraud cases in about 
early 1986. Let me say that I believe the concept of tracking signifi
cant bank fraud cases is a valuable one, in view of a large number 
of bank failures in this Federal district, and in certain other dis
tricts of the Nation. The monitoring of significant bank fraud cases 
on a national level should be of ongoing assistance in assessing the 
scope and the fOCIlS, or location, of the problem in determining 
where additional investigative and l:-rosecutive resources are 
needed. 

I might also say that equally valuable in that assessment are the 
FBI's own data with respect to open cases that they have under in
vestigation that involve failed savings and loan or bank institutions 
or involve losses in the seven figures to institutions, whether they 
have failed yet 01' not. 

The committee asked me to address, and I would like to address 
v( ~y briefly, the question of resources, and resource requirements, 
both from the point of view of the FBI and the U.S. attorney's 
office here in Los Angeles. I think the point has already been made 
that investigations into financial institution fraud, particularly of 
the magnitude that we are talking about in this district, are ex
tremely labor-intensive, both from the investigative, or FBI, and 
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the prosecutive standpoint. These investigations virtually always 
require a protracted length of time in the investigative and grand 
jury phases, and require a considerable amount of time and effort, 
once we have secured an indictment in terms of processing it 
through trial or guilty plea, if that be the case. 

We have, in terms of the kinds of resources and numbers of re
Rources, we have been given-I have been given-as an example in 
my written statement, again the BofA/NMEC case, in which it 
took agents well over 6 months just to collect the basic documenta
tion that was needed in that case, and we are still issuing grand 
jury subpoenas to collect documentation that is needed to adequate
ly and accurately complete that investigation. 

Mr. BARNARD. Did Bank of America make that referral? Or how 
did that referral come about? 

Mr. BONNER. My understanding of that, Mr. Chairman, is that, 
first of all, this was a case in which the Bank of America essential
ly took the loss for 13, 14-something in that order-smaller thrift 
institutions mainly located on the east coast, as a matter of, what 
shall we say?-accepting civil liability. The case came to our atten
tion, in part, through complaints and concerns that were raised by 
the 13 or so institutions, many of which, about 8 of which, were on 
Long Island, NY, initially came to the attention of certain compo
nents of the Federal Government, including the FBI. 

It is my understanding also though that the Bank of America 
here in Los Angeles had made contact with the FBI relatively early 
on in this situation. 

Because a thorough investigation of these more complex bank 
frauds requires significant expenditures of time and resources, 
ideally, the FBI should be able to staff such investigations with 
more than one agent, minimally. When we are talking about a 
major case-and let me give a definition of that, because we have 
many instances of it in this district-I mean by that a case in 
which based upon the preliminary evidence, it looks likely that 
fraud, insider, outsider, or a combination of both, has contributed 
to the failure of the savings and loan or other financial institution, 
ought to be defined as a major high-priority case always; and, two, 
I would put into that category also cases that have not resulted in 
the failure of an institution, but involved incredibly large dollar 
losses to the institution, let's say, in the seven or eight figures. 

And we have numerous instances of that in this district, but 
those ought to be high-priority cases. And, minimally, the FBI 
should be allowed, or in a position to devote at least one agent, one 
FBI agent's time and attention to that case on a full-time basis. 

The fact is that--
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. How can we provide that continuity? You men

tioned that in your testimony. One of the things that is lacking 
sometimes is continuity. An agent is diverted to some other area, 
and so you lose valuable time in reference to that case. 

Mr. BONNER. There is no question that that can and has hap
pened, but I am sort of at the threshold question here, thdt agent 
that we are losing continuity as to, that agent frequently is han
dling four, five, or six other major bank fraud cases in any event. 

I think the initial premise that I'm trying to state here is that, if 
you have something to which we all agree, or any objective observ-
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er would agree to, is a major significant, something that should be 
classified as a high-priority investigation, that ideally you would 
have at least one FBI agent, who is told, "That's your case; we 
want you to spend your time and effort as quickly as possible"
and it may take many months-"to determine whether there is 
criminal fraud and enough evidence to successfully prosecute the 
case." 

That is rarely the cases, despite the fact that we do have, in my 
judgment, many, many cases that fall in this category. It is the 
rare case in which the FBI here, because of the lack of resources it 
has, is able to assign more than one FBI agent to one of these 
major and highly significant cases, but it is extremely rare that 
they can assign one agent and give them that as his full-time re
sponsibility. 

As Mr. Bustamante has indicated, there is also the further prob
lem that compounds it, the occasional reassignment, transfer and 
lack of continuity on these cases, and that particularly impacts 
complex savings and loan or bank fraud cases, because these cases 
by their very definition are not "quick-hitters." They are going to 
take months and many times years to adequately and successfully 
investigate, and reach a prosecutive decision to determine whether 
we have enough of a case to prosecute, is going to frequently take 
12, 18, 24 months. 

The committee also asked me to address specifically some ques
tions about what I have described in my testimony and as "institu
tions 1 and 2"-and both of these matters are still under investiga
tion by both the FBI and my office. For that reason, I have referred 
to them by numbers. We have noted that, in particular in those 
cases, that, with respect to institution No.1, early on that case 
was, did suffer delays from a lack of investigative resources by the 
Bureau in terms of the time that an FBI agent could spend and 
devote to the case. 

Let me address very briefly, if I can, the sufficiency of FBI re
sources, then. 

I do want to say that during my tenure as the U.S. attorney 
here, which has been about 31/2 years, and formerly as an assistant 
U.S. attorney in the office's Criminal Division, back in the early 
1970's, I have been greatly impressed with the dedication, dili
gence, and overall competence of special agents of the FBI assigned 
to the Los Angeles division. Some of the more experienced agents 
have acquired valuable expertist'l in analyzing bank records and in
vestigating major bank and other kinds of fraud cases. Indeed, un
questionably, some of the finest fraud investigators to be found 
anywhere in the United States or the world are FBI agents as
signed to this district. 

But there is a serious shortage of FBI agents in the Central Dis
trict of California, and particularly, the FBI has a critical shortage 
of agents assigned to bank fraud and other white-collar crime in
vestigations, in my view; and I have set forth-that's true both 
with respect to the Los Angeles office, which is located in the part 
of Los Angeles, what we call Westwood, but it is also true of the 
major resident agency of the Los Angeles division, which is down 
in Orange County. Both of them suffer from, in my judgment, 
acute shortages of agents. 
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The agent shortage is acute here in Los Angeles. The bottom line 
is there simply are not enough FBI agents in the Los Angeles divi
sion to consistently, with the Bureau's many other priorities and 
responsibilities here, to investigate the numerous fmancial institu
tion fraud and embezzlement cases arising in this district. The 
FBI's Los Angeles division, in my judgment, sorely needs reinforce
ments. 

I have commented, too, on the adequacy, because the committee 
asked it, of the expertise and training of the FBI agents that work 
in the white-collar and bank-fraud cases in this area; and it varies. 
There are, as I said, some extremely competent FBI agents here 
that are very experienced and have a high-level expertise in this 
area, but then, again, there are not as many of them as are needed 
for the type, volume, quantity and magnitude of bank and savings 
and loan fraud cases that the Bureau is responsible for investigat
ing in this district. 

Let me turn, if I could, very briefly, to the prosecutorial re
sources of the U.S. attorney's office, and let me give you quickly 
my assessment of that. I did, in the fall of 1986 reorganize the 
white-collar sections of my Criminal Division, and the effect of that 
reorganization was to recognize the growing financial institution 
fraud problem in the Central District of California, and to address 
some other areas of concern in our district. But, in essence, I in
creased the Major Frauds Section from 7 to 13 assistant U.S. attor
neys, and I also created another white-collar crime section to deal 
with Government fraud and public corruption, which had thereto
fore been handled within the Major Frauds Section, significantly 
increasing, at least, while it seems like a small number of assistant 
U.S. attorneys-and, Mr. Chairman, it is-but significantly increas
ing in terms of the overall size of my office and number of assist
ants that I have allocated to bank fraud, within the Criminal Divi
sion of the office. 

The No.1 priority of the Major Frauds Section of my office, as I 
have indicated, is the area of financial institution fraud, and the 
next highest priority in that section is the telemarketing or boiler 
room fraud. 

And I think you should know, this committee should know that 
there are several hundred fraudulent telemarketing companies op
erating out of the Central District of California, in Los Angeles and 
Orange County, who are preying on investors and consumers across 
the Nation; and that those fraudulent operations result in millions 
of dollars in losses to victims nationwide. 

So that's the second highest priority of the Major Frauds Section. 
Mr. BARNARD. What was that classification? You said "telecom

munications"? 
Mr. BONNER. Telemarketing fraud, and what this is essentially 

are these boiler room operations that we have in Los Angeles and 
Orange County, which are selling investments, precious metals, 
gem stones, what have you--

Mr. BARNARD. Penny stocks. 
Mr. BONNER [continuing]. To investors in Illinois and across the 

United States. 
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The Major Frauds Section also has responsibilities for securities 
fraud and insider trading prosecutions, bankruptcy fraud cases, as 
well as traditional wire frauds. 

With respect to the resources of the U.S. attorney's office, let me 
tell the committee that my office has not yet recovered from the 
long arm of Gramm-Rudman. During Gramm-Rudman, the 
Gramm-Rudman mandated hiring freeze that started in February 
1986, I was unable to replnce assistant U.S. attorneys who resigned 
to go into private practice. 

After the lifting of Gramm-Rudman, those restrictions last Octo
ber, I have embarked on an aggressive hiring program, to fill over 
20 assistant U.S. attorney vacancies, most of which, I might say, 
have been fIlled; but it is not simpl.f a matter of filling vacancies, 
because most of the new assistant U.S. attorneys that are hired 
have to go, before they can be brought on board, have to go 
through the FBI background screening process, a process, in my ex
perience, takes between 3 and 4 months before we get the final ap
proval to bring a new attorney on board. 

Even now, the Criminal Division in my office, which, flS I said, 
has an authorized strength of 79 assistant U.S. attorneys has only 
65 on board. There are 13 assistant U.S. attorneys who are hired 
that are awaiting completion of their FBI background checks, and I 
am interviewing for one remaining opening. 

Consequently, I can't overemphasize that, as a result of the lin
gering effects of the Gramm-Rudman mandated hiring fre€ze, my 
office will not be at full strength until August or September of this 
year. So that's a long tale for that interesting experiment. 

In addition, it has become increasingly difficult to keep experi
enced attorneys in the U.S. attorney's office because of the growing 
and drastic disparities, Mr. Chairman, between salaries paid to pri
vate practice lawyers, and those paid to Government attorneys. 
This is particularly significant in the Los Angeles area, because of . 
the high cost of living here compared to other areas of the country, 
but there are private practice attorneys at comparable levels of ex
perience to assistant U.S. attorneys in my office that work for 
major LA law firms that are earning in compensation two, three, 
and sometimes even four times the salary of assistant U.S. attor
neys. Even the salaries of district attorneys, deputy district attor
neys, in LA or California, are greater than they are for assistant 
U.S. attorneys. 

And this is a problem that is going to have to be addressed, be
cause if we don't address it, we are not going to have any, or the 
numbers of experienced Federal prosecutors and assistant U.S. at
torneys that we need, particularly to address the kinds of difficult 
and complex criminal fraud investigations that are of concern and 
of interest to this committee. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Bonner, let me ask you two questions at this 
point. No.1 is: Does the Justice Department in Washington take 
note of the volume of crime that is happening here in the central 
division here and try to respond, from the standpoint of what your 
needs are? For example, we have had some comparisons this morn
ing on numbers of attorneys, U.S. attorneys, we have in New York 
City, considering popUlation and the amount of white-collar crime, 
and so forth, as compared to what it is in California. 
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Do they ever make any evaluations of the need and make some 
changes? 

Mr. BONNER. Well, they do do that through the Department's Re
source Allocation Board, if it is done, but I think we have-first of 
all, we have a historic imbalance that has occurred perhaps over a 
period of a decade or more, in which more resources seem to be 
thrown at, for example, the east coast, or New York City, than at 
the, what is the second largest metropolitan area of the country, 
which is Los Angeles. 

And we certainly have not caught up. There are, for example, 
something in the neighburhood between the Southern and Eastern 
Districts of New York, which cover the entire New York City Met
ropolitan area, something in the neighborhood of 220 assistant U.S. 
attorneys in those two districts. I have a district that is about the 
same size of those two districts in population with very serious Fed
eral crime problems, but I have a total for my office, including the 
Civil Division, of about 117 assistant U.S. attorneys now. 

Mr. BARNARD. Let me ask you, if you would, would you assess the 
fact that we do have such a scarcity of personnel, both within the 
FBI and the Justice Department-primarily the U.S. attorneys' of
fices-would you even attempt to assess how much crime is not 
being prosecuted because of that? 

Mr. BONNER. Well, that would call for significant speculation. 
Here's what happens though. As a practical matter, Mr. Chairman, 
what happens is this: As the amount of serious Federal crime ex
ceeds capacity of the FBI or the U.S. attorney's office to handle, for 
both-and we have to be sort of in conjunction with each other 
here, what happens is I simply raise, tighten up the spigots; that is 
I raise the prosecutive guidelines for bringing a case into the U.S. 
attorney's office. Very frequently, these kinds of guidelines are 
monetary guidelines, and I have been very reluctant and haven't 
stated specifically what our monetary guideline is, for example, for 
bank fraud and embezzlement cases. But I will tell you it is beyond 
question, I believe, the highest prosecutive guideline in the coun
try, and that means that we don't take those cases unless they in
volve a loss that is above our guideline. U.S. attorney's office in Los 
Angeles and it is purely because of a resource shortage and of as
sistant U.S. attorneys in the Criminal Division-does not take 
those cases. 

And, as a practical matter, I don't get a lot of dispute from the 
FBI on that issue because they have the same problem out here 
that I have, and so it is really by mutual agreement-nobody is 
saying that, nobody wants to be in the situation but we are simply 
in that situation. 

On the other hand, I truly believe, as I have indicated, that in 
terms of the major and significant high-priority frauds on financial 
institution cases, that none of those go wanting for lack of re
sources, because what we do, we stop devoting our time to cases 
that involve losses of under so many thousands of dollars and we 
devote our resources to much more lengthy time-consuming situa
tions, but to what are, in my judgment, the most important cases 
that we have to address and have to attach priority to, and those 
are the ones where you have had a bank failure that may have 
been caused or was caused by fraud or insider or outsider abuse 
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that is prosecutable, or cases that involve just substantial numbers 
in terms of losses. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. BARNARD. Just one second-yes. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. In other words, if I were a smart criminal, I 

would commit a crime below that cash limit because I know you 
wouldn't get around to prosecuting me. 

Mr. BONNER. Well, we would like to think that's not true. We 
would like to think that in those cases that they are picked up lo
cally by the local district attorney's office, so-you wouldn't be 
home scot-free. You would still have some arrests; those cases 
would be picked up by local, by the local investigative agency, the 
local police department bunko squad and presented to a district at
torney's office for prosecution. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. I would hope so. 
Mr. BONNER. So, we hope that there aren't cases falling through 

the cracks. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. I would hope so, but, you know, we've heard from 

the district attorney's office, the State attorney general's office that 
they have limited resources, too, so I wonder if they don't also 
defer cases of lower cash value. It would be interesting to find out. 

Mr. BONNER. I'm not sure anybody really wants to know exactly. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. I thank you, sir. 
Mr. BONNER. Let me go on and indicate that the-certainly the 

prosecutors in my Fraud Section have a heavy preindictment load, 
caseload, eech one of them; they are working long hours to com
plete important investigations. 

Most of these cases, as I have indicated, require extensive grand 
jury investigations, presentations, prior to even getting the case in· 
dicted. Once the case is indicted, there is still a great deal of the 
prosecutive workup that must be done, and for those cases that do 
go to trial-and there are cases that do go to trial, because we have 
relatively restrictive plea bargaining in this district--

Mr. BARNARD. How do you feel about your record of prosecu
tions? Good, bad, or average, or what? 

Mr. BONNER. I think the record of prosecutions is excellent in the 
sense that--

Mr. BARNARD. Are you getting convictions? 
Mr. BONNER [continuing]. That we get convictions ~n well over 90 

percent of the cases that we prosecute, and the inadequacy here, I 
think, Mr. Chairman, lies more In the area of the kind of sentences 
we are getting from the Federal district court on these cases where 
we do secure convictions. 

On the other hand, one does have to understand that we do not 
prosecute a case, under Department guidelines, unless we have 
evaluated and analyzed that case, and we are satisfied that we 
have a reasonably good prospect for obtaining a conviction before a 
jury, which means proving fraud beyond a reasonable doubt. 

Mr. Adler indicated, by the way, who is the deputy attorney gen
eral for the State of California, who was one of the early witnesses, 
indicated that California, unlike apparently some other States
California is in a position to give us very little help fI'om the State 
point of view, in terms of what the State could absorb in terms of 
major financial institution fraud either perpetrated by outsiders or 
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insiders. The fact is that we can't rely on the State of California to 
prosecute any significant numbers of these financial institution 
fraud cases. 

As Mr. Adler indicated, the attorney general's office-he has a 
total in his unit, his fraud unit, he has a total of six attorneys. 
That's for the entire State of California. So they can provide, at 
best, some marginal help to us, where we cross-designate them to 
be special assistant U.S. attorneys and come in and assist us in 
cases being handled by the U.S. attorney's office. And even there, 
you have to understand that I still have to assign an assistant U.S. 
attorney to supervise and oversee that case to make sure that pre
cious tools that we have, such as Federal grand juries, are not sub
ject to abuse and criticism so that some defense lawyer can turn 
around and make it more difficult to prosecute Federal criminal 
caseR. 

In addition, by the way, as this committee heard, the State crimi
nal justice system is so cumbersome itself that, as Mr. Adler stated, 
it is virtually impossible to succe",sfully investigate, much less pros
ecute a complex white-collar crime case in the State court system. 

In the final analysis, whether we like it or not, it is going to have 
to be a Federal responsibility, at least in the State of California, for 
the foreseeable future, a primary Federal responsibility to handle 
fraud, insider and outsider, on financial inctitutions occurring in 
the State. 

I talked a little bit about my guidelines. I think you have an idea 
that we do have very high guidelines. That means that I do not 
have the so-called fast track system for handling smaller embezzle
ment cases. I'd be happy to have a system to handle smaller bank 
fraud embezzlement cases, and I will do that when I have adequate 
numbers of assistant U.S. attorneys to handle those cases. 

I've spoken in my written statement, so I won't duplicate it, 
about the coordination between the regulatory agencies and the 
U.S. attorney's office. Perhaps it wi!! remain forever true, but the 
banking agency examiners, flome of them are adept at discerning 
or discovering fraud. The bank examiners still, in my judgment, 
and the judgment of~he assistants in my office, do not pursue the 
way we would like questionable transactions far enough or quickly 
enough. 

And some of these cases are very difficult because you cannot 
simply review the loan documentation to determine fraud. You 
have to put a few things together, which could even on occasion 
mean checking where the security is that underlies the loan, and 
maybe making a commonsense judgment as to whether the ap
praisal is even within the ballpark that's supposedly is supporting 
the security for the extension of credit. 

Regarding referrals, definitely it seems to us that the referrals 
from the FDIC, as well as the other bank and financial institution 
regulatory agencies, have improved. We do have a common format 
for these referrals, which is helpful to us. The Comptroller of the 
Currency actually provides our office with periodic updates of these 
criminal referrals, which do aid us in tracking these major finan
cial institution fraud cases. Obviously, we'd like more from the ex
aminers that initiate referrals. In addition, it seems to us that 
early detectiun and referral of these cases would be of great assist-
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ance to the FBI in terms of getting in early into a case, and having 
more investigative possibilities and opportunities, which are fore
closed if the referral is not made early enough. 

I've also-I think I'll skip over it, unless the committee has any 
questions-discussed in my written statement coordination between 
financial institutions and the Department of Justice, which is, I 
guess, in a nutshell, varied. 

We have discussed the document control and retention prob
lems--

Mr. BARNARD. Do you think there ought to be some formal proce
dure for that? 

Mr. BONNER. Well, let me put it this way. There are so many dif
ferent situations that can arise. But you do have situations in 
which institutions are sometimes wary of referring anything be
cause the level of involvement in the institution is so high; and I 
don't know what systematically you can do other than you have to 
rely on your examiners to catch something in that situation. 

There are situations, though, that have occurred here for as long 
as I can remember, in which you have employees, sometimes bank 
officers who are caught with having embezzled substantial sums of 
money, sometimes into the hundreds of thousands of dollars, who 
are more or less allowed to resign. Sometimes, the next institution 
is not informed, and they go and get employed with another finan
cial institution and steal from it. And so we have that kind of prob
lem, and the concern, as you know, Mr. Chairman, if you talked to 
bank counsel, is the concern with wrongful termination suits in 
California, an area of tort liability that is so ripe out here and has 
resulted in substantial judgments, which makes the bank counsel 
very nervous. It is an area for potential legislation, perhaps-Fed
eral legislation to address that kind of problem so that, rather than 
be concerned about not repnrting these to further financial institu
tions and to the FBI and UB. attorney's office, they are given some 
incentive to do so. 

Mr. BARNARD. Let me ask you this question: On page 38 of Mr. 
Deardorff's testimony, Mr. Deardorff said this to which I would just 
like your quick response. We asked him the question of how many 
criminal referrals involving senior insiders or affiliated outsiders 
have California thrifts made themselves in 1985 to date, and his 
answer was this: 

"With the exception of institutions in the MCP or under supervi
sory con.trol, we are not aware of any criminal referrals involving 
senior insiders or affiliated outsiders made by the California thrifts 
themselves since 1985." 

Mr. BONNER. Well, I'm shocked that it is zero. [Laughter.] 
I would have expected at least some. 
Mr. BARNARD. Can you imagine that? 
Mr. BONNER. Again, I think that the concerns there are where 

you do have a high level of involvement in an institution you are 
not going to be getting a referral from the institution itself. 

Mr. BARNARD. The reason I'm pursuing this issue, whether or not 
we ought to have some formal procedure for referrals, is because 
we have encountered the following situation. The FSLIC fee coun
sel handling the civil cases arising out of the massive failure of 
Beverly Hills in early 1985 told two of our subcommittee staffers 
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that he did not believe it appropriate for him to make a referral. 
He said that he has not been asked by his client, the FSLIC, to un
dertake an analysis of criminal liability, and that such would re
quire substantial efforts, even though he has had six to eight attor
neys going over documents and trying civil cases. 

I ask you two questions: How do you respond to this assertion, 
especially as two parts of the transaction involving possible crimi
nal misconduct, which have not yet been examined? There has 
been only one agent working part time only, as we understand? In 
other words, it looks like we have an entirely inadequate resources 
here for the referral system. 

Mr. BONNER. Well, I'll tell you, it is entirely unacceptable and 
inappropriate that you would have fee counsel that would take the 
position that their interest is solely limited to recovering what they 
can recover monetarily for FSLIC in civil litigation. I mean, that is 
totally inappropriate; that is unacceptable to me. 

Mr. BARNARD. Have you had--
Mr. BONNER. I find it absolutely astonishing that fee counsel 

would take that position. I have a suggestion that I want to make 
on that. 

Mr. BARNARD. Sure. 
Mr. BONNER. And that is that it seems to me that fee counsel 

perhaps in the retainer agreement that's entered into between 
FSLIC and fee counsel, there ought to be a specific provision in 
that agreement thai. if they uncover anything that appears to be 
prosecutable criminal fraud, that that ought to be brought to the 
attention immediately to the U.S. attorney's office and the FBI. I 
think anything short of that is unacceptable. 

Second, I want to point out to this committee something else that 
at least irks me in this regard, and that is that FSLIC goes out and 
it retains fee counsel at rather large hourly rates, and significant 
compensation is being paid to the attorneys for these private law 
firms and they can put several attorneys on these cases. 

Now, there is something wrong with the system in which I have 
at best-I am lucky if I can put one experienced assistant U.S. at
torney on a major criminal fraud case from the criminal side of the 
case, which has to be in the long run, from an institutional sense, 
and from a sense of the entire system, more important than recov
ering some money for the FSLIC in one failed institution. There is 
something wrong with that system. And at least there is an irony 
there that is not lost on the assistant U.S. attorneys in my office 
who are working on these cases. 

Mr. BARNARD. I might say that I've had, not with FSLIC-but 
with FDIC-I've had the situation occur of notice that whereby 
these fee counsels have continued their service year after year 
after year after year under the retainer basis and it has been 
very-it hasn't been a lot-I am not saying this happens across the 
board, but I have seen instances whereby those representations 
continue 5 and 6, and 7 years after the bank has closed, on a re
tainer basis, which could be very lucrative to them. 

Mr. BONNER. Well, I'm just saying, too, I'm losing assistant U.S. 
attorneys from my ,,ffice to go out into private practice, some of 
them to these very law firms, because I can't pay them an ade-
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quate sum of money, and, yet, the FSLIC is paying out, in some 
cases, millions of dollars in fees. 

Mr. BARNARD. I'll tell you about FSLIC fee counsel compensation 
in California. In 1986, there were 12 law firms in California, 29 na
tionwide; and FSLIC in California alone dispensed $6 million in 
1986, $5 million in 5 months of 1987; nationwide-this is a nice lu
crative figure; you can use this-nationwide they spent $20 million 
in ] 986, and $19 million in the 5 months of 1987, on fee counsel. 

Mr. BONNER. Those are extraordinary figures, particularly when 
you take into consideration that I'm only one of four districts in 
California, that the entire payroll for every assistant U.S. attorney 
in my office is about $5 or $6 million. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Well, Mr. Chairman-Mr. Bonner, are you 
saying that fee counsel really hurts the criminal prosecution area? 

Mr. BONNER. Well, it has, or can. First of all, I'm saying that 
they ought to be mindful and cognizant of information that they 
develop through deposition or otherwise, discovery in civil cases, 
that could be abused in support of a Federal criminal prosecution. 
They ought to have an obligation to tell us that. 

Second, I'm saying that they can, on occasion, impair a Federal 
criminal case. I have one example in mind of that where in a case 
that we were handling in my office from the criminal point of view, 
fee counsel had entered into a settlement agreement with some of 
the potential targets of our investigation; and the settlement agree
ment was essentially that FSLIC was being paid something, but in 
the agreement, it agreed to what was the appropriate valuation of 
the underlying security, which was going to be an issue in the 
criminal case; and it agreed that-I'll use hypothetical examples 
here-rather than about $100,000, which we thought was the value 
of the security, the FSLIC attorneys, fee counsel, agreed that it was 
$200,000. 

Now the problem is, if we ever end up prosecuting that case-I 
want you to think about it-we've had counsel for an agency of the 
U.S. Government, which the FSLIC is-it's a Federal Government 
corporation-somehow or another a clever criminal defense attor
ney is going to get that in front of a jury, and it has compromised 
our ability to argue, no matter how many experts we would have, 
that in fact the real valuation of that property was much lower, 
and that there was a false inflation of the appraisal. 

Mr. BARNARD. Incidentally, we have the record now that the
and I war.t to put it in the record at this time-that Mrs. Dorothy 
L. Nichols, who is the senior associate general counsel, Litigation 
Division, has written a letter to a fee counsel, where she has told 
them that they should make referrals of suspected criminal viola
tions and cooperate with the criminal referral task force. This was 
dated May 26, 1987, so that there has been at least an attempt to 
correct it by the FSLIC, at least in California. 

['rhe letter follows:] 
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10100 santa Monica Blvd., ~uite 2600 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 

tlOQ G SttSill. M.W. 
W"I'uf'lQlon. D.C. ~UMl 

'.0"11 "0"" lQetI &onk S."um 
hGlrtlll l1t»n. \.04lIl "'O"O~O' CDfpetlUOn 

hdltfof s."ngl Ion" Loan Inauf,ne, Corparl1~ 

May 26, 1987 

Re: Cri~inal Referrals - Assistance to Agency Group, 
Federal Horne Loan Bank of San francisco 

Dear Mr. Muntean: 

This is to advise you that the Agency Group of the Federal 
Home Loan Banlt of San Francisco C"Agellcy Group") which, as you 
know, has regulatory responsibility for all institutions insured 
by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation ("FSLIC") 
in the Eleventh Di~trict ("DistrictM), has formed a Cri~inal 
Referral Task Force to ensure that cri~'inal referrals are lOade on 
all individuals and all transactions involved in suspected 
criminal activity under federal and state law. 

The Department of Justice, through the united States 
Attorney's Office and Federal Bureau of Investigation, has agreed 
to provide i~ediate assistance to the Criminal Referral Task 
Force in evaluating criminal referrals for prosecution. Since 
you, as fee counsel for th~ FSLIC, have the benefit of 
investigations subsequent to the failure of an institution, you 
are in the best position to the Agency Group and their lead 
attorney Glenda Robinson in this task. FSLIC requests that you 
provide the Agency Group, and at their request, the appropriate 
Department of Justice personnel, with whatever information will 
assist a rapid analysis of possible criminal violations that have 
occurred at any institutions for which you have been retained by 
the FSLIC as counsel. It is this agency's obligation, and your 
obligation as its counsel, to make all appropriate criminal 
referrals. The FSLIC, therefore, advises you to provide all 
necessary information to lOake criminal referrals where 
appropriate, and, if requested to do so, to actually assist in 
the preparation of criminal referrals. 

EXHIBIT 3 
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Should you have any questions regarding this matter or 
attorney-client work produce or other privileges that might apply 
to the material in question, please contact the undersigned or 
Paul Grace at ~he Office of General counsel, Litigation Division, 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board. 

cc; Glenda Robinson 
Federal Home Loan Bank 

of San Francisco 

Sincerely yours, 

J;L~ c-/. Ntc"U 
Dorothy e:. Nichols 
Senior Associate 
General Counsel 
Litigation Division 
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Mr. BONNER. Yes, the problem with those things are, Mr. Chair
man, is that sometimes it takes a long time to have things trickle 
down from Washington to the local people--

Mr. BARNARD. We realize that. 
Mr. BONNER [continuing]. And then fee counsel out here, in my 

experience. 
The only ther thing I was going to address, before asking wheth

er there ar...: additional questions, is the sentencing area, and I 
think I've already covered that, and that is that it is clear to me 
that the sentences in the bank fraud cases in this district are, with 
very few exceptions, entirely too lenient. I have spoken a little bit 
on the latest version on the sentencing guidelines, and while they 
do represent an improvement overall in the situation because at 
least they mandate some jail time if you manage to defraud or 
steal over a certain figure, still they are, it seems to me, almost in
vitational, particularly if you are talking about the seven-figure
type fraud situations. 

Mr. BARNARD. I have one final question, and I apologize for 
taking you as long as it's taken, but you have very appropriately, 
and in an excellent manner, addressed all the questions that were 
in our first letter to yeu. I compliment you on that. For that 
reason, we probably don't have nearly as many questions as we 
would have had. 

Any other questions that we do have, we will submit them in 
writing to you. 

Mr. BONNER. Fine. 
Mr. BARNARD. But I do want to ask you this final question. Con

gress amended the Right to Financial Privacy Act last year to 
make absolutely clear that financial institutions and the banking 
agencies can make criminal referrals providing a description of the 
alleged misconduct and identifying information preempting State 
laws such as California's own Right to Privacy Act. Has that infor
mation filtered down to the financial institutions and their legal 
counsel, as far as you are concerned? 

Mr. BONNER. Let me ask Mr. Bowers, who's the Chief of my 
Fraud Section, to respond to that, if I might, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. BOWERS. It may have filtered down, Mr. Chairman, but they 
have refused to acknowledge it at this point, I think. We continual
ly encounter problems in this area, and particularly with our non
disclosure letters that we send out in connection with grand jury 
subpoenas, where we request them not to disclose the existence of 
the subpoena, because it might jeopardize an ongoing criminal in
vestigation. 

With the exception of Bank of America, the financial institutions 
are still requiring us to get court orders before they will honor our 
nondisclosure requests. 

Mr. BARNARD. So, you haven't seen any change in the willingness 
to make complete and timely referrals since that change? 

Mr. BOWERS. Not significantly. 
Mr. BARNARD. Good. 
Well, thank you, gentlemen, both of you, for being here today, 

and taking of your valuable time on a Saturday. This has proved to 
be very interesting, and I know it is going to be very helpful. 
Thank you very much. 
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Mr. BONNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. BOWERS. Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bonner follows:] 

76-791 0 - 87 - 12 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommi~cee: 

! I appreciate the opportunity to address the Subcommittee 
about the federal response to criminal misconduct and insider 
abuse in financial institutions in Southern California, and 
particularly in the Central Distric~ of California.ll 

A. Nature and Extent of Financial Institution Fraud 

1. General Overview and Examplee 

In the 1946 movie classic "It's A Wonderful Life" Jimmie 
Stewart portrays a small·town banker who gives depositors his 
honeymoon money to stop a run on his bank. Recently a reporter 
for the Orange County Register noted that if the movie took 
place in Orange County today, the lead character probably would 
be stealing money from his depositors to finance his honeymoon. 

Unfortunately, there is a grim element of truth in the 
reporter's ~ynical view of the financial world here. Insider 
greed and fraud perpetrated on our financial institutions -
our banks and savings and loans -- are rampant in Southern 
California. The number of such cases is prolifer2ting at an 
alarming rate, and the dollar losses are astronomical. Unless 
brought under control, public confidence in our banking system 
may be de~troyed. 

The United States Attorney's Office for this federal 
district is facing an increasing number of inVestigations into 
criminal misconduct by officers, directors and employees of 
financial institutions. The extent of "bank"il fraud in 
general, as well as insider and affiliuted outsider frauo in 
particular, has reached epidemic proportions in this district. 
I anticipate that the problem will continue to be very 
significant in view of the rapid growth of Los Angeles as a 
world trade and financial center, the number of relatively 
small financial institutions, and the cyclical "boom or bust" 
nature of Southern California real estate development. 

Federal prosecutors are seeing an ever widening spec~rum 
of insider fraud schemes ranging from simple transactions 

11 The Central District of California consists of seven 
Southern California counties, including LOS Angeles and Orange 
counties. With more than 14 million inhabitants, the Cent:ral 
District is by far t:he most populous federal district in the 
nal:ion, 

11 The term "bank" fraud is used generically throughout: this 
stat:ement to include. without limitation, fraud on all types of 
financial institutions, including commercial banks, savings and 
loans, thrift: institutions, credit unions and the lik~. 
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involving insiders who make direct payments and bogus loans to 
friends and relatives, to more complex schemes featuring shell 
companies, double escrows and other devices designed to 
obfu.cate transactions in which financial in5titutions purchase 
over-valued properties or companies controlled by bank insiders. 

While insider abuse continues to be a major problem, 
federal prosecutors increasingly are tackling complex frauds 
perpetrated by affiliated outsiders, such as appraisers and 
major borrowers. 

Throughout 1986 and 1987, a task force comprised of the 
United states Attorney's Office for this federal district, the 
FBI, the California Attorney General and the Orange County 
District Attorney's Office has been investigating and 
prosecuting a series of interrelated cases involving affiliated 
outsider fraud on an unprecedented scale. Both major financial 
institutions, such as Bank of America and Wells Fargo, and 
smaller institutions, such as the Bank of Yellville in 
Arkansas, were victims of complex schemes involving 
mortgage/loan poOls, Southern California real estate and 
worthless ~inancial guarantee bonds. The glamour of Southern 
California real estate, combined with the false security of 
financial guarantee bonds, enticed financial institutions into 
positions they normally would have avoided. The losses in 
these mortgagu pool fraud cases may exceed a quarter of a 
billion dollars. Thus far, nine defendants have been convicted 
as a result of the current task force effort. Six of the 
defendants have entered guilty pleas to charges ranging from a 
RICO violation, to mail fraud and interstate transportation of 
stolen property. Additionally, after a three-month jury trial, 
three defendants were found guilty, including a dishonest 
appraiser and two loan brokers. The task force is pursuing 
additional indictments involving these interrelated fraud 
schemes. ' 

The United States Attorney's Office has encountered 
numerous instances of affiliated outsiders usins identical 
schemes to defraud more than one financial institution. 

Leo Peterson is an example of an appraiser who moved from 
one institution to another. In 1979, Peterson, a loan officer 
at Gibralter Savings and Loan, was responsib1e for preparing 
draft appraisals for the Gibralter appraisal depar~ment. 
Because the Gibralter appraisal department became inundated 
with appraisals for loan applications in 1979, it did not 
verify Peterson's draft apprai5als. After Peterson discovered 
tha~ no one was Verifying his appraisals, he started acceptirg 
bribes to inflate the figures 011 the appraisals he SUbmitted. 
Prosecutors indicted Peterson in mid-1984 and ultimately he 
pleaded guilty to three felony counts arising from misconduct 
at Gibralter. 
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Soon after Gibralter discovered peterson'S miscnnduct, 
but before his indictment, Peterson set up his own appraisal 
business where he prepared inflated appraisals for potential 
borrdwers in exchange for money payments. ror example, 
Peterson appraised 442 acres of vacant land in Chatsworth, 
California at a value of over $18 million. In fact, the 
borrowers had purchased the property for slightly over .$1 
million -- a figure closer to its actual market value. The 
borrowers u8ed Peterson's appraisal to justifY a $14 million 
loan which numerows financial institutions in the east and 
mid-west funded collectively. The borrowers, who had paid off 
Peterson, ultimately defaulted on the $14 million loan. We 
indicted Peterson for this misconduct in 1986, and he was 
convicted following a lengthy jury trial. 

In another case which we successfully prosecuted last 
year, ViGtor Bagha put together a scheme to de~raud lending 
institutions through phony limousine loans. l'lagha sent "straw" 
borrowers into the bank to get loans to buy limousines from his 
company. Bagha obtained the loan proceeds, but produced almost 
no limousines. In 1983, Bagha used the scheme to get over $2 
million from Mitsui Manufacturers B~nk in Los Angeles. In 
1984, he used the same scheme to defraud Unified Savings Bank 
(one of the banks on the failure list provided by Congressman 
Barnard) of more than $1 million. In 1985, he unsuccess!ully 
tried his scheme at Crocker Bank in Los Angeles, where loan 
officers rejected offered bribes. There was also evidence that 
Bagha place6 some of these phony loans at uther area 
institutions in 1983, inclu6ing Capistrano National Bank, which 
later failed. Bagha was ultimately sentenced to eighteen years 
imprisonment for his fraudulent activities. 

Much of the bank fraud in this federal district can be 
traced ~o both regional and national trends. The high interest 
rates of the late 1970s and early 19605 placed financial 
institutions in a precarious position because existing 
fixed-tate loans failed to produce the income necessary to pay 
depositors. Additionally, the sudden leveling of Southern 
California real estate put many financial institutions at risk 
as borrowers defaulted because ot the downturn in prices. 

It appears that as some institutions become more 
desperate for income in an increasingly competitive arena, they 
become less cautious and less vigilant. Some institutions 
failed because of poor risk management. others have been the 
victims of outright fraud. Affiliated outsiders have taken 
advantage of institutions that !ail to do their homework. In 
the aforementioned Chatsworth case, none Of the financial 
institutions even bothered to view the inaccessible land 
backing the loan. 

It is doubtful that the recent string of bank and savings 
and loan failures in southern California has run its course. 
The FBI continues to open major bank fraud investigations on 
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almost a weekly basis. Clearly, £in~ncial institution fraud is 
an enormous problem in Southern California, and I have targeted, 
such fraud 3S the number one priority of the Major Fraud~ 
Section of my office. 

2. Number of Bank Fraud Investigations, Including 
Significant CaseB 

In this federal district the FBI has approximately 145 
pendir.g investigations involving fraudulent misconduct in or 
against financial institutions where the amount of the alleged 
violation involves $250,000 or more. Of the 145 major 
investigations, 102 involve commercial banks, 41 involve 
savings and loan institutions and 2 involve credit unions. 
Thirteen of the major fraud investigations involve failed 
banks, while 12 involve failed savings ~nd loan institutions. 
(See APPENDIX for a list of failed institutions). The FBI also 
has 123 additional investigations open involving losses to 
financial institutions in this district Qf between $100,000 and 
$250,000. 

The United states Attorney's Office is currently pur~uing 
approximately 59 major cases involving insider or affiliated 
outsider abuse. Although the exact figure changes as 
investigations progress, current investigations involve 
approximately l20 principals. Many of the nearly 270 rSI 
investigations involving losses of over $100,000 have not yet 
been presented to our of~ice, 

3. Number of rndictments and convictions 

During fi3cal year 1985 the United states Attorney's 
Office for this district filed 12 informations, obtained 53 
indictments and .convicted 75 indiViduals in financial 
institution fraud cases. 

During fiscal year 1986, We filed 14 informations, 
obtained 44 indictments and convicted 58 individuals in 
financial institution fraud cases. 

To date, during fiscal year 1987, the o~'ice has flIed 7 
informations, obtained 29 indictments and c~:w.cted 35 people 
in financial institution fraud cases. 

In 1986, our affice convicted Victor E1gna, a principal 
involved in the failure of Unified Savings Bank, one of the 13 
failed institutions in this federal district listed on 
Congressman Barnard's attachment. 

4. Criminal Division'S Special Monitoring System 

In March 1987, the United States Attorney's Office for 
this district received from the Department of Justice's 
Criminal Division a list of major bank fraud cases co~piled 
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under the Criminal Division's "Bank Fraud Tracking System." 
This was the first list of significant cases ptovided to my 
offi~e by the Criminal Division, and it includes a total of 30 
casei arising in this district. It is my understanding that 
the Criminal Division began monitoring significant bank fraud 
cases in early 1986. 

Stephen P. Learned of the Department of Justice Fraud 
Section is coordinating tge monitoring of these cases. He is 
the appropriate person to contact regatding the criceria for 
the Criminal Division's selection of major bank fraud cases and 
the specific uses for and objectives of the tracking system on 
a national level. Learned acts as a liaison between my office, 
the Department of Justice and the various regulatory agencies. 
Whenever there is a financial institution fraud of particular 
national importance, Learned generally co~tDcts the Chief of 
the Major Fr.auds unit ~n my office. 

r believe that the concept of tracking significant bank 
fraud cases is a valuable one in view of the la.g8 numbe~ of 
bank failures in this federal district and elsewhere in the 
nation. The monitoring of significant bank fraud cases on a 
national level shnuld be of ongoing assistance in assessing the 
scope and loci 0: the problem and in determining where 
additional investigative and prosecutive resources are ne~ded. 

B. FBI and U.S. Attorney Resources Dev~ted to Bank Fraud 
Cases and the Priority of These Cases in the U.S. 
Attorney's Office 

1. Resource Requirements 

Investigations into financial institution fraud are 
extremely labor.intensive, both for investigators and 
prosecutors, and require greater time and expertise than most 
other crimincl investigations. Such investigations will almost 
always require extensive time and effort to gather, organize 
anl review documents -- a task which by itself takes weeks, 
months and sometimes even years. Often investigators must 
untangle a complex web involving complicated transactions and 
sham entities specifically designed to thwart an investigation 
and throw investigators off the track. 

In the Bank of America/NMEC cases it took agent~ over six 
months to collect the basic docu~entation generated by the 
involved transacti~ns. Two years after opening ~he 
investigation, agents are still using grand jury subpoenas to 
obtain necessary documents. It also took the FBI over six 
months r.~ organize the tremend~'ls volume of documents seized 
pursuan~ to the initial searches in the case. Agents and 
support staff spent thousands Qf hours reviewing documents and 
enLering relevant data into two special computer systems 
designed to aid the government in o~ganizing and using the vast 
amount of materials. 
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Not only must an investigator be familiar with bank1ng 
procedureE, but often agents must master special areas ~f 
knowledge to decipher the entire f.raud. For example, one 
current investigation involves a complicated scam involving the 
purchase of leases of recoraing equipment. Sefore an agent can 
even begin to understand the series of complicated 
transactions, the agent must acquaint himself with a variety of 
customs and practices in the recording industry. 

8ecause a thorough investigation of the more complex bank 
frauds requires significant expenditures of time and reSOurces, 
ideallY the FBI should staff such invescigations with more than 
one agent, including an accountant where necessary. 
Alternatively, the FBI should allow an agont to devote ~ull 
Hme to a complex investigation until the matter is concluded. 
Because the number of ear agents in Los Angeles is inadequate, 
this type of investigative staffing is rarely possible. 

Generally, a single Assistant U.S. Attorney can handl~ 
the investigation, grand jury worK-up, and trial oe a typical 
financial institution fraud case. However, occasionally the 
£laud is 50 complex that two or more Qrosecutor;s are required 
to guide the ease through investigation and Ultimately to 
prosecute it. The Sank of America/NMEC investigatian is an 
example of a case requiring more than one prosecutor. All of 
the prosecutors in the Major Frauds Section of the United 
States Attorney's Office are capable of and in fact 
simultaneously handle several investigations and prosecutions 
involving financial institution fraud. Only rarely can we 
assign an Assistant U.S, Attorney fUll-time to one case. 

The fact that a particular financial institution fraud 
case may require a significant commitment of resources has had 
absolutely no affect on the decision whether or not to 
prosecute the case. If a case has prosecutive merit and meets 
our monetary guidelines,!/ the United states Attorney's 
Office prosecutes the case, Resource requirements do not and 
will not affect prosecutive decislons in major cases. 
Availability of resources, however, doe~ make a difference with 
respect to how expeditiously a case is pursued. For example, 
when prosecutors and investigat~rs are responsible for a large 
number o£ cas~s, as is typically the case in this lederal 
district in view of the limited resources and volume of 
significant cases, some c~ses that are ripe Eor mote e~tensive 
investigation or ready for indictment may be delayed briefly. 

The Bank of America/NMEC fraud inVestigation has affected 
my Major Fraud Section's overall resources. The investigation 

31 Resource limitations, however, account for the very high 
monetary guidelines for prosecution of bank fraud and 
embezzlement cases in this district, 
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continue3 to develop evidence of ~eparate but related frauds. 
In January of 1965 I assigned two attorneys from the Major , 
Fraud~ section to supervise the investigation and prosecute the 
resulting cases. Twa ather attorneys from the Orange County 
District Attorney's Office and the California Attorney 
General's Of~ice, respectively, have assisted in the 
investigation. One attorney from my fraud unit has devoted 
approximately 75% of her time to the investigation, while a 
second attorney spends approximately one third of his time on 
the case. When one indictment led to a lengthy trial, the 
Major Frauds Section lost one of its 12 Assistant U.S. 
Attorney's for the duration. 

The four attorneys assigned to the investigations have 
divided them into sub~parts so attention can be focused on the 
various frauds whiCh need to be inVestigated. Ideally, the 
attorneys should be devoting full-time to all major bank fraud 
investigations that warrant such attention. The Major FraUdS 
Section, however, cannot afford such an allocation of attorneys 
due to the large number of competing and equally important 
investiga Hons. 

:2, Ins!:i !:utions Nos. 1 and 2 

The Subcommittee asked how limited FBI resources may have 
contributed to the "long delays" in the investigation of 
Institutions ~os. 1 and 2. While limited resollrces played a 
part in the ~elay of the subject investigations, the two 
investigations involve extremely complex transactions. It is 
neither unreasonable, nor unusual, for complex bank fraud 
investigaeions to take two to three years to complete. 

The Assistant U.S. Attorney who supervised the initial 
investigation o~ the failure of Institution No. 1 informs me 
that a lack of investigative resources caused substan~ial 
delays. It took approximately two years to determine that the 
initial rt erral by the FHLBB lacked the solid evidence 
neces~ary to pursue a criminal prosecution. Only one rot agent 
worked on the case at any given time, and there was a change of. 
agents midway through the investigation. There were over SO 
important witnesses to interview and tens of thousands of 
documents to review. One agent could not efficiently and 
expeditiously accomplish this task. 

Optimally, a team of two to three agents should be 
assigned to such cases, and there should be continuity of 
invescigators. There is no longer a need for multiple agents 
in the Institution No. 1 case, because the government has been 
able to narrow the investigation. 

Regarding Institution No.2, the FB! initially assigned 
only one agent to work part-time on the case. The Fa! recently 
added two additional cgents and the IRS has Joined the 
investigation with two more agents and accompanying suppurt .. 
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staff, The investigation concerning the failure of Institution 
No.2 is now fully staffed and progressing. 

3. Sufficiency Of FaI Resources 

During my tenure as the United States Attorney for this 
district and earlier as an Assi~tant United States Attorney 
hers, I have been greatly impressed with the dedication, 
diligence and overall competence of the Special Agents assigned 
to the FBI's Los Angeles Division. Some of the more 
experienced agents have acquired invaluable expertise in 
analyzing bank records &nd tracing loan proceeds tnrough the 
typical labyrinth of shell entities and disguised 
transactions. Indeed, some of the finest fraud investigators 
to be found anywhere are FBI agents here in this district. 

In general, however, there is a serioUs shortage of Fer 
agents in the Central District of California. In particular, 
the FBI has a critical shortag~ of agents assigned to bank 
fraud and other white collar crime investigations. 

The Santa Ana Resident Agency (Santa Ana RA) of the FBI's 
Los Angeles Division has an acute shortage of agenes. For 
example, one FBI agent in Santa Ana has four major bank fraud 
investigations, anyone of which should be staffed full-time by 
at least two agents. In my view, the Santa Ana RA is simply 
performing triage as it confronts an ever increasing number of 
cases, not only in the bank fraud area, but in the fraudulent 
telemarketing and investment and securities fraud areas, as 
well. Some significant Orange County bank fraud investigat;ionm 
are in holding patterns because the assigned ~gent is handling 
too many cases. 

It is unrealistic to expect the Santa Ana RA FBI office 
to handle its present caseload without significantly increasing 
its staffing. The short:age of agents has affected its ability 
to investigate other major fraud cases. Our most: recent 
referral to the FBI's Santa Ana RA involves a mUlti-million 
dollar investment fraud schome (not: involving a financial 
institution) with nume~OU3 victims. We received the fOllowing 
resl?ontle: 

Unfortunately, the limited manpower now 
available in the Santa Ana Resident Agency to 
work White Collar Crime matters 11<:3, as you 
know, already been aa~igned to higher 
priority ongOing investigations. Until such 
time as more manpower becomes available, this 
matter will have to be mainta.ined in a 
control file where it will be reviewed 
periodically and opened for investigation as 
resources become available. 
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The agent shortage is almost as acute in the FBI's Los 
Angeles Headquarters office. There simply are not enough ~BI 
agent~ in the Los Angeles Division to, consistent wihh the 
Bureau's many other priorities and responsibilities here, 
investigate the numerous financial institution fraud and 
embe~zlement cases arising in this district. The FBI's Los 
Angeles Division sorely needs reinforcements, 

4. Adeguacy of FBI Agent Expertise and Training 

The FBI ~gents working the bank fraud cases in this 
district are among the most dedicated and hardest working 
individuals r have encountered, Yet, the skills and expertise 
of the individual agents vary considerably. Some of the more 
experienced agents here are ~mong the finest fraud 
investigators in the nation. On the other hand, the 
unprecedented proliferation of bank fraud cases in this 
district has forced the FBI to aSSign less experienced agents 
to investigate extremely complex bank frauds. 

A new agent can attend training seminars, master theories 
of document control and learn to tr~ce funds; but until the 
agent first walks into a storage room with 20 or more filing 
cabinets brimming with documents and begins the pdinstaking 
task of finding pieces of evidence to ~onstruct the mosaic of a 
criminal case, the agent cannot reach his full potential as a 
fraud investigator. 

It takes a long time before an agent develops familiarity 
with the procedures, documents and patterns that make up a 
complex ban~ fraud investigation. More so than in any other 
area of white collar crime, an agent can only develop expertise 
with years of hands-on experience. Consequently, the FB! 
should concentr~te its experienced bank fraud agents in the 
districts with the greatest b~nk fraud problems. The FBI also 
shOUld assign lts more experienced and skilled agents to the 
complex investigations. The less experienced agents can 
de/elop their skills on casvs involving the less complicated 
false loan applications and straight embezzlement cases, 

Additionally, in the more complex cases it might be 
useful for the FBI to assign both an experienced and a newer 
agent to each case. The less e~perienced agent receives 
on-che-job training, and the experienced agent receives badly 
needed assistance. 

continuity i~ also one of the most important requirements 
for a successful bank fraud investigation. The reassignment of 
agents to other cases, or the transfer of agents to other 
districts. can destroy the momen~um of any criminal 
investigation. Such a break in continuity in a complex bank 
fraud investigation is even more devastating because it will 
take the replacement agent months to learn the case, Tne FBI 
should make every effort to keep effective agents on an 
invostigation until its completion. • 
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5. Prosecutorial Resources in the United States Attorney's 
Office 

a. Composition of the Major Frauds Section 

Between June 1985 and June 1986 there were sevell attorneys 
and no vacancies in the Major Frauds section of the U.S. 
Attorney's Office. During that time th~ Major Fr~ud6 Section 
devoted approximately one-third to one-half of its time to the 
prosecution of bank fraud cases. The Section prosecuted the 
major cases in all areas of white collar crime, including frauds 
against the government, public corruption, as well as all 
financial crimes perpetrated in tha private sector. 

In October 1986. I implemented a reorganization of the U.s. 
Attorney's Office to respond to the widespread and continually 
growing financial institution fraud problem in the Central 
District of California and to address other areas of concern in 
our district. More specifically, ! expanded the Major Frauds 
Section and shifted responsibility for government fraud and 
public corruption to a separate unit. As a result of the 
reorgani~ation, I increased to thirteen the number of attorneys 
assigned to the Major Frauds Section. This section currently has 
twelve attorneys, with one vacancy. By establishing a separate 
unit known as the Government Fraud and Public Corruption Section, 
to handle the prosecution of defense procurement fraud and public 
corruption cases, the Major Frauds Section now can focus 
exclusively on white collar crime in the private sectoc. 
Currently, the Major Frauds Section handles cases involving 
financial institution fraud, bankruptcy fraud, securities fraud 
and telemarketing (boiler room) fraud, among others. 

b. f!i£!i~ies of the Major Frauds Section 

The numbet one priority of the Major Frauis Section is 
financial institution fraud, and every Assistant U.S. Attorney in 
the unit is handling major bank fraud cases. Generally, 
prosecutors in Majo~ Frauds spend between 30% and 50% of their 
time working on bank fraud cases, with some attorneys spending as 
much as 75% of their time on financial institution fraud. 

The Assistant U.S. Attorneys assigned to the Major Frauds 
Section are attorneys with extensive prosecutive experience. 
Collectively the attorneys in the unit have more years of 
prosecutive experience than the other units of the office's 
Criminal Division. 

The Chief of the Major Frauds Section also distributes some 
bank fraud cases to Assistant U.S. Attorneys assigned to the 
other units of the office. The distribution alleviates some of 
the pressure on the Assistant U.S. Attorneys in Major Frauds, and 
also acquaints other Assistant U.S. Attorneys with the 
intricacies of investigating and prosecuting financial 
institution fraud. By occasionally assigning a bank fraud case 
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outside the Section, Major Frauds can assure that there will be a 
pool of assistants familiar with such investigations when 
vacancies occur in the Section. Vacancies are filled with 
expe~ienced Assistant U.S. AttorneYJ who are both interested in 
and qualified to prosecute financial institution fraud cases. 

The Major Frauds Section's next highest priority is the 
prosecution of telemarketing or "boiler room" fraud. I estimate 
that there are several hundred fraudulent telemarketing companies 
operating in the Central District of California, preying on 
investors and consumers across the nation. Such fraudulent 
operations cause hundreds of millions of dollars in losses to 
victims nationwide, many of whom lose substantial portions of 
their life savings. We currently have over 100 pending 
investigations involving major boiler rooms. 

In addition to its priority areas, the Major Frauds Section 
is involved in securities fraud prosecutions. With the 
si9nieicanc growth of Los Angeles as a major worldwide financial 
center, the number oe cases in this area of fraud is increaSing. 
The Majc~ Frauds S9ction is working closely with the SEC, and we 
anticipate developing a greater number of securities fraud and 
insider trading cases in the near future. 

The Major Frauds Section is also responsible for 
prosecuting significant bankruptcy fraud cases and the Section 
cUrrently has approximataly 15 significant investigations, some 
of which involve very complicated schemes to defraud the 
bankruptcy enurt. 

Finally, the Major Frauds Section has numerous cases 
involving mail and wire fraud. It seems that virtually every 
scam known to mankind has either been originated or perfected by 
con artists operating in the Los Angeles area . 

• 
c. Resource Limitations of the U.S. Attorney's Offfce 

My office has not yet recovered from the long arm of 
Gramm-Rudman. During the Gramm-Rudman mandated hiring freeze, I 
was unable to replace Assistant U.S. Attorneys who resigned to go 
inl;o pri'fate practice. After the lifting of the Gramm-Rudman 
hiring restrictions lasl; October, We embarked upon an aggressiVe 
hiring program to fill over 20 Assistant U.S. Attorney . 
vacancies. Even now, the Criminal Division of my office, which 
has an authorized s~rength of 79 Assistant U.S. Attorneys, has 
only 65 on board. Another thirteen attorneys hired for the 
Criminal Division are awaiting completion of cheir FBt background 
cheCks. (I am ourrently interviewing for one remaining 
vacancy) •. Consf~quenl:ly, and as a result of the lingering effect 
of Gramm-Rudman, my office will not be at full strength until 
August or September 1987. 

In addition, it has become increasingly dieficult to keep 
experienced attorneys in the office because of dramatic 
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discrepancies between salaries paid to private attorneys and 
those paid to government attorneys. This is a particularly 
9ign~ficant problem in Lcs Angeles because of the high cost of 
living, compared to other areas in the country. For example, 
private attorneys at comparable experience levels in major Los 
Angeles law firms are typically paid somewhere between two and 
three timea as muc~ as most of the attorneys in our office. The 
salaries in the Oistrict Attorney's O(fic~s also are noticeably 
higher than salaries paid to federal prosecutors. Clearly, 
something must be done to improve the salaries and benefits paid 
to Assistant U.S. Attorneys if we are to keep our best 
prosecutors. 

currently our office is just keeping pace with the FBI in 
prosecuting the major bank fraud cases that are ready for 
indictment. Our resources are barely adequate, however, and 
would be critically insufficient if the FSI adds additional 
agents to its white collar investigations andlor begins referring 
backlogged investigations to us. 

All prosecutors 1n my Major Frauds Section have heavy 
pre-indictment case loads and are working long hours to complece 
our important investigations. Most of these cases require 
extensive grand jury presentation prior to indictment, and the 
majority of these major fraud trials last an average of three to 
four Weeks. The Assistant U.S. Attorneys in the Major Frauds 
section are among the hardest working, most dedicated prosecutors 
in the office. Yet, if a major bank fraud case came into the 
office today, W3 would not have an Assistant U.S. Attorney 
available in the Major Frauds Section to devote any substantial 
period of time to the case, without postponing some other pending 
investigation. The entire office, too, has reached a saturation 
point. 

The significant lack of prosecutorial resources in this 
federal distriCt is not unique to the bank fraud ~rea, nor bo the 
united States Attorney's Office. It is part of a much larger 
problem, especially in the area of white collar crime, in that 
increases in federal prosecutors and law enforcement agents have 
not kept pace with the dramatic population and economic growth in 
this district, The United states Attorney's Office in Los 
Angeles could easily support twice as many federal prosecutors as 
we currently have. 

In the ar~a of financial institution fraud, the FBt has 
approximately 268 cases over $100,000. These fraud ea~es are 
extremely labor intensive, requiring a great deal of time to 
review documents and to interview witnesses on the part of uJ~h 
the inVestigative agent and the proseCUtor. I believe that at 
least 15-20 additional AssiStant U.S. Attorney positions are 
needed to prosecute all of the bank fraud cases effectively and 
expeditiously. Moreover, additional agent and ptosecutorial 
resources will also be needed if this district is to have any 
significant im~act on bank fraud cases under $100,000, many of 
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which must be referred to local law enforcement agencies because 
of inadequate federal resources. 

\ This federal district has in the past requested and 
received prosecutorial assistance from the Fraud Section of the 
Justice Department·s Criminal Division, Washington, D.C, The 
Department's Fraud Section, however, alse has limited resources 
and must address a variety of white collar crimes in addition to 
its responsibilities concerning financ;al institution fraud. 

Between January 1985 and the present, the Fraud section of 
the Department's Criminal Division in Washington, D.C., has 
provided significant assistance to us in the form of six Fraud 
Section attorneys who have worked on government procurement fraud 
cases and one part-time attorney who has worked on "boiler room" 
fraud cases. The assistance from the Fraud Section on the 
government fraud and "boiler room" prosecutions has allowed my 
office to devote more time and resources towards prosecuting 
f\nancial fraud csses. 

there are, however, severe limitations upon the 
Department's Fraud Section, and it cannot solve our staffing 
problems with respect to major bank fraud cases. As a practical 
matter, these cases are long-term and protracted. The 
investigations are occurring here, and the prosecutor must be on 
the scene. Not only is it extremely expensive to Ely a Fraud 
Section attorney to Los Angeles and pay Der diem, but the lengths 
of time these cases take can be severely-aTsruptive to the 
attorney's family life. A solution greatly preferable to 
bringing Fraud Section attorneys to Los Angeles for many months 
and possibly years is to increase the numbei of attorney 
positions in the u.s. Attorney's Office in Los Angeles, at least 
until the volume of serious and significant bank fraud cases 
abates, 

Our lack of federal prosecutors has had an effect. For 
example, althouqh the Bank of America/NMEC investigation has been 
highly sUccessful from the standpoint o~ convictions, a lack of 
prosecutorial resources has delayed the overall investigation. 
This investigation has uncovered numerou~ separate but related 
frauds, producing numerous indictments and informations. Each 
new fraud has proven to be extremely complex. Once a case is 
iI' 'ict-,(i. t·-, -; :'~'2dy trial act iiS triggered and prosecutocial 

,~rce~ mUdt ~s devoted to preparing the case for trial. One 
rec8nt lengthy trial monopolized two of the attorneys. The other 
two attorneys focused on another aspect of tne Bank of 
America/NMEC investigation which resulted in another indictment 
and again required subst~ntial prosecutorial resources to produce 
guilty pleas Ind cooperation agreements. In the meantime, the 
remainder, and still significant. portion of the Bank of America 
investigation received minimal attention. Only after indicted 
cases are resolved can the attorneys return to reviewing and 
digesting the evide~ce and address tactical issues such as grand 
jury subpoenas and irrmunity grants. The fBI has conducted 
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hundreds of witness interviews and collected tens of thousands of 
documents. Substantial attorney time is required to digest this 
inform~tion in order to provide adequate direction to the 
inve~tigatlon. If our office had an adequate number of 
prosecutors, we could have two Assistant U.S. Attorneys working 
exclusively on the Bank of America/NMEC investigation. 

Undoubtedly, the great demands on the prosecutor in the 
office also caused some delay in the Institution No.1 
investigation. It is nearly impossible to supervise such an 
investigation, let alone conduct necessary grand jury work, when 
the prosecutor is in trial. Because Institution No.1 was but 
one of fifteen cases handled at the time by the experienced 
prosecutor, it received only ~ percentage of her working time. 

To date, there has been only one prosecutor in charge of 
the Institution No. 2 investig~tion, There is no need for any 
additional prosecutors at this stage. If it becomes necessary at 
later stages of the prosecution, additional personnel can and 
will be made available. 

6, Guidelines 

Because of limited prosecutorial resources, the U.S. 
Attorney's Office for this district has been required to 
establish "guidelines" for prosecuting bank fraud and other types 
of cases, Such prosecutive guidelines are necessary because this 
office does not have adequate personn~l to develop, grand jury 
and prosecute all federal crimes presented to us. The guideline 
for bank frauds and embezzlements i~ besed upon the amount of 
monetary loss. As t~e number o~ cases with SUbstantial losses 
has increased in this district, without aay commensurate increase 
in investigative and prosecutive resources, the U.S. Attorney's 
Of.fice has reacted by tightening up the spigot, ~, by raising 
our prosecutive.guidelines, We now have One Of the highe~t 
monetary guidelines in the coul~try for acceptance of bank fraud 
cases. Sank fraud cases that involve losses of over $250,000 are 
handled by the Major Fraud section. Cases that are below 
$250,000, but above our office guiOeline are treated as routine 
cases and handled by our Criminal Complaints Section. 

Our lirnited prosecutorial resources have not resulted in 
any declinations, except for those cases involving lesses below 
our office's monetary guideline3. Those cases are referred to 
the local authorities. In my experience most declinations in the 
bank fraud area are based on insufficient evidence Of criminal 
conduct or pending prosecutions, or convictions, in other 
districts. We have not declined a sinqle significant bank fraud 
case because of a lack of prosecutorial resource~, 

The Major Frauds Section prioritizes the bank fraud 
investigations according to amount of 1083, number of victims, 
the nature of the misconduct, the position of the involved 
insider and the recidivi5m of any potential targets, among other 
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things. Fraud cases which have contributed to the failure of a 
financial institution are of the highest pr\ority. 

! Currently the Chief of the Major Frauds Section conducts an 
initial review of every incoming case to determine if it requires 
immediate attention. The Section Chief monitors most cases in 
the early investigative stage, when initial subpoenas and witness 
interviews take place and opens a file on a case as soon as an 
agent seeks a grand jury subpoena or sends in a Letter Head 
Memorandum outlining the case. The Chief assigns the case to an 
Assistant U.S. Attorney as soon as it appears the case is in a 
posture to begin grand jury presentations. Because of complexity 
or the need for immediate action, the Chief also assigns some 
investigations to assistants as soon as we learn of the case. 

As noted above, bank fraud is the number one priority of my 
Major Frauds Section. It is also, along with major narcotics and 
defense industry fraud cases, among the three highest priority 
areas of my office. 

C. Coordination Among Bank RegUlatory Agencies, Financial 
Institutions and the United states Attorney's Office 

1, Coordination Between Bank Regulatory Agencies and the 
U.S. Attorney's Office 

a. Detection 

While soma banking agency examiners are adept at 
discovering fraud by bank insiders, bank examiners do not pursue 
questionable transactions far enough or quickly enough, Theodore 
J. MacDonald's observations concerning eY-aminers, although 
presented to the subcommittee in June 1983, remain largely 
valid. There are still examiners who only concern themselves 
with a check at.assets and liabilities and do not go deep enough 
to detect an ongoing fraud. 

Out of fairness to the examiners, their task is often a 
difficult one. For example, one of our attorneys recently 
convicted a bank president of making fraudulent loans. The 
defendant had served as a bank examiner before he became 
president of the bank, and therefore, knew how to doctor the 
records to avoid the scrutiny of the examiners. The examiner 
relied solely on the records and failed to detect the fraudulent 
loans, Had the examiner simply traced the loan proceeds, he 
would have discovered the fraud. 

It would be helpful to have the FaI periodically meet with 
examiner5 to discu~s the types of bank frauds prevalent i~ a 
given district. Many frauds follow certain patterns. 
Experienced FBI agents and examiners could exchange information 
which would assist examiners in identifying the "badges" of fraud. 
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b. Referrals 

The content of the FDIC's referral reports has improved .. 
comp~ete descriptions of the suspected violations now seem to be 
the rule, rather than tlle exception. Similarly, the Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board referrals are more detailed than in the past. 
The process depends on the individual completing the form, and we 
still receive some referrals that are too cursory, however. The 
comptroller of the Currency provides our oEcice with periodic 
updates oF. its criminal referrals, which aid us in tracking the 
bank cases. My office has not been receiving referrals from the 
FSLIC. 

The Chief of the Major Frauds Section retains all agency 
referrals, and upon receipt, reviews the referral to see what 
actions, if any, should be taken. Our Major Frauds Section 
should receive copies of all referralS involving $100,000 or mOre. 

Even with the increased detail on the referral form, 
prosecutors in my o!{ice do not view the referral form as a 
significant investigative tool. The agency referral on a major 
case usually comes, if at all, after the FBI and my office are 
already aware of the fraud, either through notification from 
private attor.neys or newspaper articles.!1 

Even when the agencies file timely referrals, they simply 
file the form without any follow-up whatsoever. At a minimum, 
examiners who uncover significant frauds should follow-up by 
providing copies of key documents and interview memoranda of key 
witnesses. 

In the Institution No. 1 case the referral was woefully 
inadequate. The referral simply quoted from criminal statutes 
and did not contain any documents, summaries or reports. When 
the Assistant U.s. Attorney requested follow-up information, 
including a simple debriefing from the agency's attorney, the 
agency demanded a grand jury subpoena before the attorney would 
even discuss the case with us. In most cases, it is still a 
difficult and slow process to obtain follOW-Up information from 
the referring regulatory body. 

The most Gerious failure of the agency in the Institution 
No. 1 case was the failure to notify the FSI when e~aminer3 
initially discovered indicia of fraud. The prosecu~or tells me 
that the rBI's investigat£on shows that the agency had notice of 
possible criminal fraud almost two years before the in3titution 
failed. Rather than refer the case to the FBI, or even compare 
quarterly aUdits, the regulatory agency did not make a referral 

il In the Institution No. 2 case, the FBI never received a 
referral. Congressional inquiries precipitated the FBI's 
inve9tigation, A referral nOW would serve no purpose, 
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until the institution closed. The delay created severe document 
control problems and made a complex investigation even more 
difficult, 

If examiners would initiate more referrals based on 
suspecte~ fraud, as opposed to those based on faits accomolis, 
the FBI could better interdict bank fraud. Earlier detection 
and referral to the FBI could result in savings in time and 
resources, especially if targets could be caught in the act. 
The FBI can only use effective undercover techniques if 
examiners make early referrals of suspected criminal activity. 

Referrals after the FBI has begun its investigation are 
of little help. However, the agencies should forward referrals 
in all cases. At the very least, the referral alerts the FBI 
and the U,S. Attorney's Office ~o the possible existence of 
agency examination and supervisory files. 

2. Coordination Between Financial Institutions and the 
Department of Justice 

Financial institutions vary widely i~ the timeliness and 
detail with whiCh they report suspected criminal activity. 
Delay can have a significant impact on the rBI's ~bility to 
investigate, dnd the ability Of the U.5. Attorney's Office to 
prosecute cases to a successful conclusion. When referrals are 
delayed, the FBI may not be able to locate important evidence 
or witnesses, Witnesses' memories often fade. Worse, the 
target of the investigation may have perpetrated the same 
scheme at another institution by the time the first victim gets 
around to reporting the crime. 

In a recent casa, the delay in reporting had an effect on 
the sentences imposed. An Assistant U.S. Attorney in our 
office recently prosecuted a savings and loan officer in Los 
Angeles and convicted him of altering loan document~ and 
receiving kickbacks from a loan broker. Although the offenses 
occurred in late 1981 and early 1982, the savings and loan did 
not refer the case until 1985, after the settlement of civil 
lawsuits. rn sentencing the two defendants to custody terms of 
one and two months, the judge said that he would have imposed 
much higher sentences it the case had been brought soon after 
the offenses had occurred, Unfortunately, the incident is not 
isolated, as prosecutors continue to see delays in reporting 
while financial 'nst1tutions mov~ to secure civil reme~ies. 

I cannot overemphasize the value of a financial 
institution making early co~tact with the FBI. The FaI can 
only foil attempted frauds if the financial institutions report 
suspicious activity immediately. Too often the loan officer 
simply Oeclines the loan and allows the con artist to try his 
luck at another institution. i 
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. 
3. Documen~ Control and Retention and Related Problems 

When ~he regulatory body closed Institution No.1, sQancy 
authorities walked into the ins~itu~ion and sei~ed all 
documents in sight, commingling the documents without regard to 
where the items had been located. The seizing authorities did 
not identify the documents in any way, and it w~s impossible 
for the FBI to reconstruct the location of any particular 
document. The careless handling of the material destroyed 
chain of custody and created enormous problems concerning 
authenticity. As a direct result of such conduct, the 
government lost invaluable proof as to what individual 
directors were doing and what they knew. 

In most bank failure cases, the regulatory personnel and 
"fee attorneys," ~, the law firm retained by the FSLIC or 
FDIC after a takeov~r, obtain the documents b~fore the FBI 
does. If proper document control is not exercised, the 
investigation can be irr~parably crippled. Excessive handling 
of documents may destroy crucial fingerprint evidence, in 
addition to creating the authentication and cba!n of custody 
problems mentioned above. 

One solution to the document control problem is to 
require the agency to notify the FBI when it is closing a 
financial institution. If there is SUfficient probable cause 
to obtain II search warrant, the FBI can take immediate control 
of original documents and assure proper control and custody. 
At the very least, all agency p~rsonnel who will be seizing 
documents shOUld receive training concerning document control 
and preserving evidence for criminal investigations. 

Another problem arises when agency or fee counsel has 
possession of the original documents and is pursuing a civil 
case on behalf of FSLIC or FDIC. Inevitably, the FBI's request 
to obtain the original documents is met with great resistance. 
It is critical that the FBI has access and custody over the 
original documents because certain investigative techniques, 
such as handwriting and fingerprint analyses, require original 
documents. 

Coordination among agency and fee counsel, on the one 
hand, and the federal prosecutor on the other is critical. In 
the Institution No. 1 case, the agency attorney improperly 
promised immunity to certain individuals for their 
cooperation. The fee attorney settled critical aspects of the 
civil cuse without notifying or consulting with the 
prosecutor. The settlements directly contradicted part of the 
government's criminal theory of the case. Finally, the agency 
attorney improperly threatened civil defendants with criminal 
aotions. 

The agencies must stress to agency and fee counsel that 
they Bre not conducting their civil case in a vacuum. Civil 
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actions' may undercut or even destroy ong01ng criminal 
investigations. The timing of civil depositions can even 
jeopardize criminal investi9ations, especially if a key witness 
testifies at sev0ral depositions before he appears at the 
criminal trial. As each civil attorney ~ttempts to extract 
certain testimony, a distorted record may be created which 
later undercuts the witness's effectiveness in the criminal 
trial. 

The contracts between fee counoel and the 61ency should 
include language requiring the fee attorneys to J:eep the FBI 
and the U.S. Attorney's Office apprised of all significant 
developments in civil cases and require deference to federal 
prosecutors whenever proposed actions by the fee counsel will 
adversely affect a potential or ongoing criminal prosecution. 

Additionally, it would be wise to promulgate regulations 
and guidelines for agency personnel and fee attorneys to follow 
when they seize documents pursuant to an institution's closure. 

D. statutes and Sentencing 

1. The Right To privacy Act (RFPA) 

One problem in the RFPA area continues to be the refusal 
of some financial institutions to honor government tequests 
that a subpoena for financial records not be disclosed to the 
customer. Under the current statute, our prosecutors must seek 
court oeders to force the institutions not to disclose the 
~ubpoena requests. It would be helpful if Congress promulQated 
an uneqnivocal statutory requirement that all federally insured 
finanoial institutions comply with the government's 
nondiscloaure requests. 

2. Title IB, United States Code Provisions 

Generally, prosecutors in my office are satisfied with 
the current statutes governing bank fraud, The newly-enacted 
Section 1344 (bank fraud) is proving to be an effective 
prosecutive tool. There still is Some uncertainty as to 
whether each transaction comn,itted to further a scheme to 
defraud a bank or obtain money from the bank constitutes a 
separate violation of the statute. 

Although the case law is still sparse, it appears that 
the courts are interpreting the statute 85 making each 
tran5~ction or act in furtherance a separate offense.~1 
Currently the issue is before the Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals in United states Y. Robert J. Pa't~~ (eA No. 86-1096, 

51 United States v. Jones, 648 F. Supp. 241, 243 (S.D.N.Y, 
1986). 
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D.C. CR 8S-20B7-WAI). If the courts ~o not adopt the 
government's proposed interpretation of Section 1344, it may be 
necessary to amend the statute to make each act or transaction 
a separate offense. 

In the Central District of California we also have 
noticed an increase of real estate appraiser involvement in 
major bank frauds. Occasionally, we have a ~ifficult time 
establishing that the ',ppraiser knew the inflated appraisal 
would be used in a fraJdulent loan application. We suggest 
that appraisers be req~ired to sign all appraisals submitted to 
federally insured institutions. A federally insured 
institution could not rely on an appraisal without the 
apprai6~r stating in writing that he knows the appraisal is 
being used in support of a loan application. Not only would 
the signature help prove the appraiser's knowledge, but it 
might well make it more difficult for fraudulent borrowers to 
obtain inflated appraisals 1n the first instance. 

3. sentencing 

Sentencps in bank fraud cases in this district are, with 
very few exceptions, entirely too lenient. Thus, since January 
1986, almost 60% of the defendants convicted in this district 
under the bank fraud and embezzlement statutesil received 
sentences of probation, with no jail time imposed. Another 
approximately 10\ received sentences of less than one year in 
custody. Less than 5% received sentences of five yeers or mor~ 
in prison. Needless to say, these types of sentences do not 
reflect the seriousness Of the crimes, nor do they set a~ 
example sufficient to deter others from dsfrauding financial 
institutions or embezzling their funds. 

The white collar criminal, unlike the bank robber who is 
typically a narcotics addict attempting to obtain money to feed 
his drug habit, is most often an intelligent. well-educated and 
relatively sophisticated person who is in a position to 
cvnsider the potential consequences of his or her action. such 
an individual is capable of weighing the chances of being 
caught (which in many cases may not be v~ry high), as well as 
evaluatin9 tne fact that even if caught the most likely 
sentence will be probation or a short periOd of incarceration. 
In view of the fact that the potential gains from financial 
institution fraud and other white collar crime range from the 
tens of thousands to millions o~ dollars, the most rational 
analYSis by the white collar criminal would be and frequently 
is that the crime is worth committing because the benefits are 
so high, and the risks and costs o~ being caught are so low. 
In short, there is little possibility of deterring bank fraud 
in View of currant attitudes toward sentencing white collar 
criminals. 

il ~, 18 U.S.C. §§ 656, 657, 1014 and 1344. 
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The lax attitudes toward bank fraud are carried over in 
the current guidelines of lhe United States Sentencing 
Commission. For example, in the case of an insider or 
affiliated outsider who has no criminal record and defraUds a 
financial institution out of $499,000, the recommended 
sentencing range under the Sentencing Commission's April 1987 
guidelines is a mere 12 to 18 months' imprisonment. And if he 
obtained more than $5 million in a "sophisticated scheme," the 
sentencing range ~ould be 30 to 37 months. In other words, in 
the latter case, the criminal offender would be serving only 
about one year for each one and three quarter million dollars 
obtained by fraUd. 

Although an improvement over the current system, the 
sentencing Commission's guidelines for financial institution 
fraud do not adequately respond to society's need for just 
punishment and deterrence in cases inVolving the more 
sophisticated white collar criminals who obtain astronomical 
amounts of money. 

In this respect, there are a number of specific defects 
in the guidelines. eo~ example, the guidelines for fraud and 
deceit provide only insignificant sentencing enhancsmenc& for 
schemes involving sophisticated planning, multiple victims, 
false claims that the defendant was acting on behalf of 
charitable or other non-profit organizations, and violations of 
administrative or j,udicial orders. In my view, the guidelines 
also do not adequately increase the level of offense as the 
dollar amount of the fraud increases. Although the guidelines 
provide for increasing the offense level to a specified maximum 
if foreign bank accounts are used, that mazimum offense level 
will already have been reached if the fraUd involves $100,000 
to $200,000, It is highly unusual for foreign bank accounts to 
be used in a case involving less than $200,000, 50 the effect 
of this purported sentencing enhancemel.t is meaningless, Tn 
addition, the guidelines fail to provide any enhancement where 
the fraud contribu~es to a bank or savings and loan failure. 

I strongly believe th~t there is a great potential for 
deterrence through the imposition of far mare substantial 
period5 of incarceration than are currently being imposed and 
than are recommended in the current Sentencing commission 
guidelines for defendants convicted of significant financial 
institution fraud. This type of criminal can and in many cases 
will recognize that the costs and hardship resulting from 
conviction are unacceptable if more substantial penalties are 
certain to be imposed. I also beli~.~ that more sUbstantial 
penalties are necessary in order to achieve "just pUnishment" 
in view of the severity of the offense and harm caused by 
financial inst1tution fraud. 
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APPENDIX 

INSTITUTION FAILURES (Congressman Barnard's Attachment) 

INSTITUTION TAKEOVER DATE FBI INVESTIG"ATION 

San f.larino S & L 213/84 Yes 

Beverly Hi lIs S & L 4/23/85 Yes 

Butterfield S & L 8/7185 Yes 

Manhattan Beach S & L 1/9/86 Yes 
(No Referral) 

American Diversified 2114/86 Yes 

Westwood S & L 3/27/86 Declined 
(No Referral) 

Consolidated 5/22186 Yes 

Ramona S & L 9/12186 Yes 

Unified Savings 10/10/86 CONVICTION 
Bank 

North American 1116/87 Yes 
S & L 

Southbay S & L 3/6/87 Yes 

Perpetual S & L 3/18/87 Yes 

Equitable S & L 3/27/87 Yes 
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INSTITUTION FAILURES 

(Not contained in Congressman Barnard's Attachment) 

INSTITUTION AMOUNT OF LOSS FBI INVR'STIGATION 

Hed tage Bank $36,000,000 Yes 

Western National $3,300,000 CONVICTION 
Bank 

Westcoast Bank $15,168,000 Yes 
Encino, California 

Westcoast Bank $25,500,000 Yes 
Los Angeles, California 

Garden Grove Community $300,000 Yes 
Bank 

West Valley Bank $8,500,000 Yes 

First City Bank $3,200,000 Yes 

Commercial Bank of $1,843,000 Yes 
California 

Valencia Bank $18,500,000 Yes 

Orange Coast Thrif~ $1,700,000 Yes 

Independent National $950,000 Yes 
Bank 

Newport Harbor Bank $7,300,000 Yes 

Bank of Irvine $4,000,000 Yes 
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Mr. BARNARD. The next panel, if you would, please, it will be Mr. 
David E. Lundin and Mr. Robert Rose. If you gentlemen would 
please take your places at the witness table. 

[pause.] 
Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Lundin, I appreciate your helping our staff, 

but could you just put that name tag in front of you, I would appre
ciate it. Well, thank you very much for being here. I apologize for 
the time it has taken, but let me say this: Time is not an important 
ingredient when y~J. are dealing with as serious a subject as we are 
dealing in this morning, and even on a Saturday. 

Necessarily, though, because of time, I am going to have to ask 
both of you to summarize your testimony. Without objection, your 
formal statements will be included in the record, and if you could 
summarize, it would be very helpful. And we will hear from Mr. 
Lundin first and then Mr. Rose. Mr. Lundin. 

STATEMENT OF DAVID E. LUNDIN, ATTORNEY, FINLEY, KUMBLE 
& WAGNER, SAN DIEGO, CA 

Mr. LUNDIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit
tee. 

In my written statement I introduce myself and my capacity. I 
am outside fee counsel to the Bank Board and FSLIC on matters in 
San Diego County that arise out of closure and subsequent civilliti
gation involving Sun Savings & Loan Association. 

In that capacity, and with the benefit of what I've heard today 
and some of the discussions which have been precipitated by this 
very hearing, I'd like to focus on some issues that are of unique sig
nificance and importance to outside fee counsel in integrating with 
the prosecutorial forces as well as administrative agencies, FSLIC 
and the Bank Board. I'll just start with those. 

The first issue is criminal referrals. Ms. Nichols' very recent 
letter of May of this year, I think, was, in fact, precipitated by this 
committee-and I thank the committee for it. I think to some 
extent it is also due to some activities on our part and other fee 
counsel who were inquiring, tlWhat should we do? Should we be 
making these referrals? If so, how?" And I want to applaud the 
Board and its staff for eliciting responses to that move and moving, 
I think, in the appropriate direction. 

The dilemma, of course, as a civil litigator, when you come across 
activity which may, in your opinion, be criminal in nature, what do 
you do with it? And I have a client, the Bank Board-what do they 
want done with it? And I have some people across the street that I 
deal with regularly, the FBI and the U.S. attorney's office. Wh~ch 
individuals within these offices should I be dealing? And I think we 
are moving in the right direction that way. It used to take several 
months, a while ago; it goes much more quickly now. 

One specific recommendation that I allude to in my written testi
mony, when an institution is closed, you have a multitude of forces 
coming together in usually what is a period of confusion. The asso
ciation is thoroughly padlocked; you have Pinkerton or other 
guards coming in with boxes and identification badges and so on. 
You have a fee counsel who comes swooping in, often to an associa
tion with which he has never had any substantive prior contact. 
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The FBI is often in the same position. The U.S. attorney is often in 
the same position. 

Outside fee counsel often don't know whether some preliminary 
criminal investigation is already ongoing. They have no idea. There 
is no system in place to integrate all these forces. And my specific 
suggestion is that it would be almost obligatory at closure that the 
FBI, the U.S. attorney's office, fee counsel, and FSLIC staff get to
gether and say, "OK, is this the type of operation that either we 
know there are elements of possible criminal fraud, or there prob
ably are? If so"-if the answer to that is "yes"-then, "what steps 
should we take" to address Mr. Bonner's appropriate concerns, evi
dence, paper trail, not disturbing investigations that may have al
ready been in place, letting outside fee counsel know in which 
areas he or she should be stepping more gingerly than he might 
otherwise, areas that he should avoid, or areas that you go through 
a routine loan files, doing routine litigation to recover funds for the 
FSLIC, foreclosures, sales for real properties, and so forth. What 
kinds of themes should you be looking for? How should your sensi
tivities be raised, and how might those most better integrate with 
criminal investigations that are going on, or other thrusts in the 
civil arena? 

That isn't done currently. It could, I think, very easily be done. 
The third recommendation that I spoke of in my written testimo

ny is the indexing of the "bad guy" file. 
You have people, the committee is very much aware of this, who 

travel around the country, or deal repeatedly with institution after 
institution after institution. In our own case, we have come across 
the loan brokers whose custom list looked like the dope board in 
the post office, and virtually all their clients had either been indict
ed or convicted for bank fraud. These are the people for whom they 
provided loan brokerage services time and time again. 

If I was a bank loan officer, I would want to know if the person 
on the other side of my desk has been convicted-that's fairly easy 
from a civil rights and due process area, or even indicted, or ideal
ly, if there is a pending indictment on the guy that has not yet 
been resolved. That's information that I'd like to know before I 
would advance him a $10 million loan with no downpayment. 

Mr. BARNARD. I hate to interrupt you at this point, but when 
you, as a fee counsel, look into those matters, when you look into 
the credit file, do you see a credit report indicating some of those 
matters? 

Mr. LUNDIN. There is no place on a standard credit report for 
criminal convictions. There is not even a box where you check yes 
or no. And I think there should be. 

Mr. BARNARD. Or have you been sued by the FSLIC? 
Mr. LUNDIN. Have I? 
Mr. BARNARD. No, no-I mean asking that on the application? 
Mr. LUNDIN. I don't recall that there is such an inquiry. I think 

particularly in the criminal prosecution area where the loan appli
cations and financial statements are signed under penalty of perju
ry. Those kinds of boxes could and should--

Mr. BARNARD. We've got some in Congress who think that will 
violate someone's privacy. You know, we ought not to be looking 
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into those kind of things. That's personal, and that's private, and 
we just ought to stay away from that. But, anyway, go ahead. I 
didn't mean to interrupt. 

Mr. LUNDIN. No, I appreciate it. I understand the civil rights con
lJern, I':md my heart goes in that direction to a large extent; my 
wallet goes in the other direction. [Laughter.] 

With Sun Savings & Loan Association, the losses at this point at
tributable to a small six-branch association in southern California, 
are $114 million. And that's a fairly large theft. 

When it comes to checking small boxes and concerns for the civil 
rights of a convicted bank fraud defendant, I don't have a lot of pa
tience. I certainly agree, I think, with the chairman. 

The tracking issue, I think, is being addressed in a preliminary 
way now by FSLIC. The acronym is subject to some debate. The 
computer system-the hardware, as I understand it, is in place; the 
software has been designed; the computer is programmed. Again, 
as outside fee counsel, one of my concerns is what information, in 
fact, is being fed into that system? Is it adequate? Does it really 
take care of the problem? 

I kIh1W Mr. Black's testimony goes into that to some extent; some 
of the obvious categories are transfer files, information that is rou
tinely filed vvith the FSLIC by known parties, but, as an example, 
again, loan brokers aren't registered with the Federal Government. 
There is no routine reporting system. Then it becomes a more 
casual ad hoc entry of data, and that could be potentially danger
ous, or potentially valuable, and I don't have certainly any perfect 
solution to that. 

Bu.t when you have borrowers, loan brokers, appraisers, and even 
attorneys thut are associated with fraud or have been jndicted or 
convicted, again that is a body of knowledge in an ideal world-for 
a moment ignoring the Constitution, ignoring the Privacy Act, and 
ignoring some of the difficulties of reporting-as a lender, I would 
like to know about in the complete context before I approve a loan. 

So, I think what this committee has to wrestle with is how do 
you do that? And I think one thing you can do is send a clear mes
sage to FSLIC. I think, you are doing that by being here today. The 
message is that is a problem, that is a way to go, that FSLIC 
should come up with a system, come up with the type of data that 
you need. You may need amendments to the Privacy Act. Tell us 
fLllci we'll try to address this, as best we can. 

But from that point of view, the integration with the prosecutor's 
office, with FSLIC, is vital so that the three heads of the hydra 
know what the others are doing. I think it is critical. I think identi
fying that borrowers have been convicted or indicted is critical; and 
I think several of these issues that Mr. Black addressed, and which 
I touched on much more briefly in my written testimony are the 
absolute bottom line critical issues, because everything I am ad
dressing is taking care of the symptoms after the fact. 

What Mr. Black addressed so eloquently were some institutional 
and structural changes, behavior modification on the part of man
agement, changes and incentives-changes in the law-that can 
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address some of these problems at the source so that we don't have 
to get involved. I think that's the real solution to the problem. 

Thank you. 
Mr. BARNARD. Thank you very much. 
[Mr. Lundin's prepared statement follows:] 

,.. 
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My name is David Lundin. 1 am an attorney in private practice in 
San Diego, California. I first became involved with Sun Savings, a 
small federally chartered and insured savings and loan, in 1984 when I 
was retained by a faction of ~un directors to conduct an internal 
investigation for a special committee of the Board relating to certain 
acts and practices of controlling management. 

My appearance here today is voluntary, and is made at the request 
of the Committee. Let me emphasize that my testimony is simply tqat, 
and does not represent the opinion of the FSLIC, Federal Home Bank Board 
or that of my law firm. 

As a result of that investigation, I initiated litigation on behalf 
of Sun against the former president and CEO of Sun, alleging that bribes 
and kickbacks had been received in exchange for approval of loans, loan 
commitments and the payment of brokerage fees. 

In July of 1986, Sun was declared insolvent and seized by the 
FSLIC. I was then retained by the FSLIC to continue the then-pending 
civil litigation. 

As a product of this civil litigation and related discovery, I 
have become familiar with certain patterns of management operations 
which contributed to the collapse of Sun Savings. Some of these relate 
to alleged direct misconduct by senior management, others may be more 
accurately characterized as mere inexperience or incompetence. 

Our inquiry at Sun was triggered in part by the discovery of a 
secret account at Sun opened under the fictious name of Dan Danzer. 
This account was opened by Sun's president and CEO under a false name, 
based upon a false address and without proper tax identification. Over 
a period of 14 months, this officer deposited over $200,000 exclusively 
in $100 bills. He explained that he won all of these funds while 
gambling in Las Vegas. 

When asked to support this story with documents, witnesses, hotel 
or casino records or other evidence, the hard data presented was either 
non-existant or inconsistant with the gambling explanation. 

For obvious reasons relating to both attorney-client and attorney 
work product, I cannot comment on any specific non-public details of the 
pending civil litigation. 
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I can comment on several themes which we have seen at Sun and which 
have been either mirrored or magnified by other savings and loan 
associations. 

First, Sun was a new, publicly-traded savings and loan association 
emerging in the newly-deregulated marketplace of the 1980s. Much of 
Sun's management can best be described as agressively incompetent. They 
did, however, respond to market pressures to stimulate rapid and 
profitable growth -- at least in the short run. 

Growth in the thrift industry results from an ability to generate 
deposits and make profitable loans. Traditionally in the thrift 
industry deposits were nurtured over a period of time from a 
geographically local deposit base and were prudently lent within that 
same geographic market pla~e, a market place known to th7 lender. 

By contrast, Sun generated the majority of its deposits as broke red 
funds in short-term jumbo C.D.s, paying broker's fees for the initial 
deposits and premium rates for the privilege of holding these volitile, 
short-term funds. 

Sun then had to place these funds at work. As a new and small 
association, it neither had a significant share of the local lending 
market, nor did it have the resources to single-handedly underwrite a 
volume of local loans to profitably occupy its brokered deposit base. 

Once again the ·solution" was to go to the national market and seek 
loans beyond the immediate geographic market. 

Sun's need to make loans created a demand for two products: 
participation interests primarily underwritten and serviced by other 
lenders and loans privately brokered to Sun. 

While there is nothing inher.ently wrong with loan participations, a 
participating lender is often depSliuant upon the lead and servicing 
lender for detailed underwriting, experience with the borrower, local 
appraisers and knowledge of the local geographic market. If this 
dependence ~s misplaced for any reason, the results are obvious. 

Many of Sun's participations were good, performing loans. Many 
were not. Many of Sun's participations were with other ultimately 
troubled and now-closed associations, including Eureka Savings and Loan, 
State Savings and Loan Association of Utah, and Hawaii and First Savings 
and Loan Association of Orland Park, Illinois. 

Eureka, now closed by regulators, was operated by the Kidwell 
brothers. Its failure has been attributed in part to losses arising 
from loans to Las vegas casinos and to William Oldenberg., 
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State Savings and Loan was owned and controlled by Mr. 
Oldenberg. That failure has been attributed in part by 
self-dealing by Mr. Oldenberg, including the sale of a parcel 
of Bay Area property which he had personally acquired for 
$800,000 which was then sold to State for $55 million. 

First of Orland Park was closed by regulators in late 
1986. Several among its controlling group have been indicted 
by a Federal Grand Jury in the Northern District of Illinois. 

Sun also relied upon loan brokers to provide borrowers 
of the broke red deposits. Again, the majority of loan brokers 
provide a legitimate service to financial markets, placing a 
prospective borrower with a fully-informed lender which is 
ready, willing and able to make the loan. 

Other brokers extract large up-front fees for loans 
promised and never made. Some facilitate their clients' frauds 
by not disclosing adverse credit information or even prior 
criminal convictions for bank fraud. Others are more overt and 
may simply bribe bank officers as needed to obtain loans and 
related brokerage fees. 

A highly disproportionate share of the loans broke red tc 
Sun were non-performing loans and resulted in losses to the 
Association and ultimately to the FSLIC. Among these loans 
were ones to Morris Shenker and the Dunes Hotel and Casino, 
where Sun's president and CEO claims to have won much of his 
$200,000 which was deposited to the secret account. 

These participations and broke red loans were a major 
contributing cause to Sun's failure. It is currently estimated 
that this failure alone will cost the FSLIC approximately $114 
million dollars. 

In addition to deposits and actual funded loans, Sun was 
active in the loan commitment market. Loan commitments are 
often a valuable commodity in the conGtruction industry. 
Obviously a construction loan is much more easily obtained if 
the borrower has a fixed, written corrmitment for permanent 
take-out financing. Accordingly, there is a demand for writter 
loan commitments. 

From the side of the lender, commitments can be a valuable 
source of income. If a written commitment is skillfully 
drafted with numerous conditions it may be of doubious 
enforcability. Most importantly, a commitment generates 
immediate income from commitment fees without an immediate 
corresponding use of capital. 
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Sun generated a relatively high volume of loan 
commitments. Fortunately, a mere loan commitment rarely 
results in a loss to the committing lender. Aside from the few 
cases where disputes arose over unfulfilled commitments. Sun 
realized a profit from the making of commitments. 

However, some of these conwitments may have facilitated 
fraud having an impact on other lenders. 

In 1984 and 1985, a group of promoters in California were 
pooling loans, obtaining mortgage guarantee insurance and 
re-selling these bundled loans on the secondary market to Wells 
Fargo Bank, Bank of America and others. Although Sun did not 
make loans to this group, Sun did issue substantial commitments 
to purchase portions of these pooled loans and contributed to 
the credibility of the offering. Sun was paid hundreds of 
thousands of dollars for such commitments. 

There were a few problems. The underlying loans were 
based upon inflated appraisals and unsound underwriting. The 
"insurance" offered was through an undercapitalized Montana 
corporation, Glacier Insurance. Sun and the prinCipals of the 
alleged scam were introduced to each other by a 
well-compensated loan broker who brought a number of 
non-performing loans to Sun. 

The financial press has estimated California lenders have 
incurred losses in excess of five hundred million dollars from 
the Glacier Insurance insured mortgages. 

The lesson of all this is simple. Financial markets are 
interrelated and interdependent. No lender operates in a 
vacumrn. The fraud committed upon a lead lender impacts its 
participants. The fraud facilitated by one lender through the 
issuance of income-generating but largely illusory commitments 
impacts other lenders relying upon these apparent commitments. 

These themes and problems are hardly state secrets. U.S. 
Attorneys and Organized Crime Strike Forces around the country 
are deeply involved in these matters. The "Fast Track" program 
of the FBI and local enforcement agencies developed in San 
Francisco has already scored some successes. 

We are civil litigators for an agency having no criminal 
jurisdiction. Focusing upon the civil arena, there are certain 
steps which may make fraud more difficult and less profitable. 

First, lenders should know if they are dealing with one 
who has already been convicted of bank fraud or a related 
offense. The Department of Justice and Federal regulatory 
authorities should develop a simple systematic method to 
circulate names and social security numbers of those convicted 
of these crimes. 
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Second, most lenders would reasonably like to know if 
their prospective borrower has been indicted for bank fraud or 
related offenses. Obviously indictments are not convictions, 
but is it rational for a bank loan officer not to know that his 
prospective customer has been indicted in four states over the 
last five years for bank fraud? This Committee should consider 
whether a system to collect and distribute such information 
could be created consistent with all appropriate regard for the 
due process and civil rights of innocent parties who may be 
indicted. 

Third, when a savings institution is closed by federal 
regulators, several issues are raised simultaniously. If 
negligence or worse on the part of officers or directors is 
determined to be a contributing cause to the failure, the FSLIC 
may wish to pursue civil litigation to obtain restitution from 
individuals, insurance carriers or the surety on fidelity 
bonds. If criminal acts are believed to have occured, a 
referral to the appropriate federal authorities should be made. 

The appropriate civil and criminal remedies create a 
dilemna of their own. The FSLIC may wish to pursue a civil 
action to rcco~er money. Under certain circumstances the 
necessary civil discovery process may be stayed in whole or in 
part if a parallel criminal proceeding is actively ,oing 
forward. Additionally, the FHLBB has certain administrative 
remedies available to it. The administrative process necessary 
to that effort could also be affected by criminal proceedings. 

These problems are compounded by the simple fact that 
civil and criminal jurisdiction and the decision making process 
are independently exercised by the FSLIC and FHLBB on the civil 
side and the Department of Justice in the criminal area. 

Ideally, some informal process should exist where the 
regulators and the Department of Justice could coordinate the 
decision-making process as to avoid conflicts in objectives 
where possible. 

Although in our limited role as outside fee counsel we 
properly are not privy to all relations between the FSLIC, 
FHLBB and the Department of Justice, it is our experience that 
such coordination is random and Ad~, at best, and at times 
leads to an assumption by both sides that the other is taking 
care of the problem with the end result of nothing being done. 

While the criminal enforcement agencies may not properly 
share information with outside fee counsel, counsel in civil 
litigation often may discover facts which should be brought to 
the attention of criminal authorities. 
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Although this has been done in the case of Sun Savings, 
this process was initiated by liS with the encouragement of the 
Office of Enforcement of the FHLBB. Prior to our initiating 
contacts with U.S. Attorneys around the country and Organized 
Crime Strike Forces where appropriate, there was no system or 
even informal network between fee counsel and the enforcement 
agencies. juch a system could and should be established such 
that a civil litigator could easily identify the persons having 
jurisdiction and an interest in criminal referrals relating to 
specific institutions or borrowers. 

Lastly, the Committee has asked what priority is given to 
bank fraud cases within the Southern District of California. I 
am not privy to the systemm of allocating resources within that 
office, so cannot comment in any meaningful way. I can tell 
you that I am aware ,that shortages of experienced and qualified 
attorneys and staff support appear to make prosecution of 
complex fraud cases difficult. The assistant U.S. Attorney 
most familiar with Sun Savings matters is leaving the office 
next week to go into private practice. I doubt that this 
department will accelerate the government's progress in the 
case. 

DEL:wl/40B7:l-6 
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Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Rose. 

STATEMENT OF ROBERT ROSE, A'l'TORNEY, DUCKOR & 
SPRADLING 

Mr. ROSE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommit
tee, I appreciate your invitation to appear today. I am here as a 
citizen who was once a Federal prosecutor for nearly 12 years, and 
I can assure you I do not speak on behalf of the Department of Jus
tice. I thought perhaps I could assist this committee just in offering 
you the views of what an average prosecutor, working with an 
agent would have as an incentive to prosecute bank fraud, because 
that is where all of this is leading to, if it is as bad as we think it 
is, out there in the banking industry. 

To touch upon something, though, that Mr. Lundin mentioned a 
moment ago, and that was the question of asking about someone's 
prior arrest or conviction, I can recall a case that involved a con 
man in San Diego, who was conducting an advance fee scheme; and 
on the application to the prospective investor, he asked that ques
tion. And every prospective investor answered no, and sent the 
money very promptly because like every advance fee scheme the 
offer was limited. He took all of their money, about $150,000, and it 
came about, thereafter we learned that this man had been convict
ed of fraud in Florida, and was on bail pending appeal, while he 
was asking his new targets if they had been arrested before. 

It's an easy thing to do, and it should be done, and perhaps if we 
look at some of the things that we can do with understaffed and 
underbudgeted offices, we can make more with what we have. 

What incentives are there for a Government prosecutor to go 
after bank fraud? 

One of the elements to consider, I think, gentlemen, is that these 
cases do not come in a package, ready-made to indict. That elimi
nates prosecutors who don't like to investigate. And there are 

. many who don't. It eliminates prosecutors who are unable to inves
tigate. These are not reactive cases, or the kinds of cases that typi
cally come to a district attorney, where the police officer or the de
tective has put it together, and you simply take it to court. 

They require different skills. They are labor-intensive cases. I 
have read through the report of this committee from 1984, Septem
ber, I believe it was. I was impressed with the quality of the work 
and the writing and thought, if I were a prosecutor or a supervisor, 
as I was, of prosecutors, I would make that report required reading: 
to give somebody who is working in an office, perhaps detached 
from what is going on in other parts of the State, or of the country, 
an idea of what is happening and how it takes place-how it comes 
to that person's desk. 

But the bank fraud case simply doesn't mix well with many of 
the cases that an average prosecutor has assigned to him or her to 
handle. It doesn't mix well because there are no deadlines on these 
cases other than the statute of limitations. They don't mix well 
with the Speedy Trial Act; they don't mix with cases where some
one is in custody and must be tried within a set period of time. 

So, if you have a prosecutor, whether it is in Los Angeles, or San 
Diego-wherever, whatever the mix of cases are for that geogra-
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phy, and you have a marijuana case, and a theft of a Social Securi
ty check, or a bank robbery case, and maybe alien smuggling 
cases-those cases will get priority, and they will continue to get 
priority because they will always be there, and so will the bank 
fraud investigation. You don't need to get to it today, tomorrow, 
next week, or a year from now. We know it is going to be compli
cated; we know it's going to take time. It doesn't have a deadline; 
let's work with something that does. 

The way in which to get to those cases, though, is to make it a 
priority. People are motivated by any number of things; love and 
fear are among them. 

I can recall when I started in the Justice Department. One of the 
things that required the utmost, immediate attention was a con
gressional inquiry. That got attention. I think this committee has 
turned on the heat on this project, and I think it got the Attorney 
General's attention, so that he has now decla.red bank fraud to be a 
high priority. 

But there are lots of high priorities. As U.S. attorneys will tell 
you, every group, every committee, every group of public interest 
groups, and lobbyists have their priorities. What this committee 
has served, and serves, I think, is an exceptionally fine purpose: To 
turn on the heat and make bank fraud a priority, not on paper, but 
a true priority. 

In order to accomplish the prosecutive job of attacking bank 
fraud and insider abuse in our financial institutions, you need to 
make the most with what you have but you need to use those 
people who are most experienced on the cases that require the 
most experience. An approach to the problem that takes a lO-year 
veteran in the prosecutor's office and has that person working on 
parrot smuggling, and thefts of checks from the mail, and the 
smuggling of Latin Americans into the United States, along with a 
bank fraud that didn't come in a package and will require a good 
bit of cooperative effort with fee counsel, FDIC examiners, FBI 
agents, that's not going to get the attention. 

Taking this off paper and making it a real priority serves a fine 
purpose, and there are numerous examples within the recent histo
ry of the Justice Department where investigative needs have been 
prioritized. Selective Service cases were the top priority at one 
point in time, except that the prosecutive effort thereafter turned 
into a joke, and there were hardly any such cases. But a person 
was told by Washington in everyone of the 94 districts to assign a 
prosecutor to that problem and become adept at it, and be ready 
and prepared to prosecute those cases when they were sent. At 
other times, election fraud has been called a priority. Child pornog
raphy has been called a priority. Boiler-room activities has been 
called a top priority. 

What this committee can do with bank fraud is to heed the mes
sages that have been delivered this morning about more investiga
tors and more prosecutors, and to pay each of those groups more 
than they are presently being paid. That is how these cases will get 
done, and to put them in a place within a structure that they can 
focus their attention on that, and to-and whatever way you can 
influence or even command the people who know the ins and outs 
of that particular institution, to make them work together, I would 
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suggest to this committee, among other things that a better publici
ty effort would help this problem, better publicity about convictions 
and better dissemination of that news, not just to the community 
that listens to the news on television and reads the newspapers, 
but to disseminate what has been learned in the course of a 2- or 3-
year investigation to other people who haven't learned it yet. 

Now, part of that is training, but you can only do so much with 
training. Part of it is perhaps it takes a report to be sent to a cen
tral place, perhaps the Fraud Section in Washington, DC, of the 
Justice Department about what was learned in the course of 2 or 3 
years of investigating a failed bank. What was learned in the 
course of a 6-week trial of the insiders who were convicted, or per
haps acquitted in that failed bank. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Mr. Rose, how serious is the patient? How seri
ous is this problem? We've heard about out of 31 failed institutions 
in California the shareholders, and the American people have 
lost-what is it, five-point--

Mr. BARNARD. Billion. 
Mr. BARASH. $5.7 billion. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. $5.7 billion, in the last 3 or 4 years-
Mr. BARASH. Three years. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. The last 3 years. 
All around the country, we have lost over $15 billion. How seri

ous is this problem? 
Mr. ROSE. Congressman, you really-you answer your own ques

tion. It is serious. It is as serious as everyone before me has per
ceived it, but I am not in the position to tell another committe I 
who is exploring the impact of organized crime in America, or nar
cotics trafficking that their concerns are any less serious than your 
own. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. The U.S. attorney's office has some concerns; 
the Justice Department obviously has no real concerns. OMB has 
no real concerns in this area. 

My concern is: Should we really tell the people that it is really, 
really serious? And what percent of the S&L's are in trouble in this 
country'? A high percentage of them are in real trouble. 

What happens if we have a bank run or an S&L run? What hap
pens then? 

Mr. ROSE. The more you tell the people, in whatever way you get 
the message to them that this is a serious problem, the more likely 
something will be done about it. 'fhis committee, I believe, has 
been responsible for this matter being elevated considerably from 
where it used to be. 

I've not been a prosecutor for about 18 months now. I have some 
clients fortunately that are not banks that are in trouble. They are 
very satisfied in San Diego with the fast track program, whereby 
small embezzlements can be prosecuted fairly promptly. 

But the ability to do anything beyond small embezzlements is not 
there. There are not enough people, and they aren't, I don't think, 
properly utilized to make the most out of the experienced prosecu
tors. San Diego has a very serious fraud problem, and it is not 
simply banking fraud. Orange County has a very serious fraud 
problem, but it is totally ridiculous that there should be a dozen 
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FBI agents for one of the largest metropolitan areas of the United 
States. 

There are some very fine FBI agents that have worked on these 
cases in San Diego, but they have suffered in several ways. One 
was a policy that was devised within the FBI, referred to as the 
"10-1-69 policy" which meant that it simply put, that an agent 
who had not served enough time in a major FBI office, was going to 
have to go to one of those offices during his career, if he had been 
in the FBI for a certain period of time. That caused a number of 
experienced people to be transferred out of San Diego. It also 
caused a number of people to resign. 

As a result the San Diego office, I have always been told, went 
from one of the most experienced levels to the second youngest in 
experience level in the United States, and they are still recovering 
from that. 

The other thing that affected the FBI in San Diego was the cre
ation of the drug task forces, and it was an incentive for agents 
from white-collar crime assignments, and some of them account
ants, to go work on this new project; and it entled up decimating 
the white-collar squad. 

You have already heard about transfers, and I won't talk about 
that. That happens in any large institution, but if you have accom
plished anything at all, you have moved this up the ladder toward 
the top where it belongs. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Would the gentleman yield? 
Mr. BARNARD. Let me ask a question at this point. I should have 

asked this to Mr. Bonner, and I didn't, but I will submit it in 'Nrit
ing. 

Let's say the Attorney General's Office in Washington had a 
corps of experts, experienced attorneys who really knew how to go 
in and investigate these matters and develop cases, and they were 
available to go into areas like southern California and Texas, 
where we seem to have such a proliferation of these cases. If they 
have such a task force, where they could put out fires, send attor
neys-I mean, prosecutors, U.S. attorneys-into those areas, who 
had knowledge and experience and know-how to work with other 
U.S. attorneys, do you think that would be helpful? 

Mr. ROSE. We thought they had such a group available several 
years ago, when in San Diego, there were a half dozen referrals, or 
at least in one instance we opened the case ourselves, based upon 
newspaper stories, of insider abuse. They were only suspected; 
there was no one charged or arrested, and we simply didn't have 
the manpower. We went to Washington, DC, where they did have 
the expertise; we received, I believe, one visit, or perhaps two by an 
experienced prosecutor who we had arranged this as a package, as 
a group that he could work on and make the most use of his travel 
dollars. He didn't come back; he was detailed to work on matters, I 
believe, in Oklahoma, and there was no one in Washington to re
place him. 

In 11 % years with the Justice Department, I was always led to 
believe that there were a corps of people in Washington who had 
the most experience, and that's why they were there, and they 
were the firemen that would go out to the countryside and put out 
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the fires. After 11 % years, I realized that there were no trucks in 
the station. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Martinez. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. The chairman earlier, in response to a comment I 

made, raised a very valid point, and it goes back to what you and 
Mr. Bustamante were talking about just a minute ago, and that is: 
Doesn't it concern you that there might be a run on all the savings 
and loans should there be a total disclosure to the public of the 
kinds of problems that seem to be inherent and a potential for 
abuse by executive officers in the thrift savings and loan industry? 

Mr. ROSE. If knowledge is power, then the more knowledge that 
your constituents and the people in this room have about the prob
lem, the more likely that they agree with the recommendations 
that you propose. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Well, I agree with that, but I am wondering, be
cause, when the chairman made that statement, you know, it riled 
a certain fear in me. I remember in Maryland when the people 
were trying to get their money out, and it took a State orner by the 
Governor to close the savings and loan. 

But you saw how consumers rushed to their thrifts. I'm wonder
ing if total disclosure to the public-I agree with such disclosure 
since it will give us the necessary pressure on Congress to do some
thing about this problem-but still will cause a run, dash on the 
savings and loans. Aren't you a little concerned about this? 

Mr. ROSE. Am I personally, Mr. Martinez? 
No, I don't think so. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. No. 
Mr. ROSE. People put a lot of faith in the guarantees of FSLIC 

and FDIC. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Lundin. Oh, I thought you were going to re

spond, too. 
Mr. LUNDIN. I'd like to. 
I'm not a former prosecutor, but I am certainly involved with the 

industry, and I know it is a concern on the part of management of 
major S&L's, as this committee well knows that the flight from the 
FSLIC fund to the FDIC as a migration is a major issue. 

I think this committee publicly and privately probably needs to 
tread carefully because of this insurance. As a depositor, albeit not 
major, in savings and loans, I can identify, for instance, with the 
public that says to itself, "all things being equal, why should I go 
to the basket-case thrift industry when I can go to the conventional 
banking industry? Banks, at least, based on what I read in the fi
nancial press, seem to be more healthy." And that's a judgment 
call people make on a day-to-day basis. I just mentioned depositors 
with a few thousand dollars. The major institutional depositors 
have funds well in excess of the insured amounts. Flight of funds is 
a serious concern, a serious potential problem to the industry. 

I think one thing that this committee can say, and I think very 
honestly, notwithstanding all the troubles-and they are legion
the strong ones within this business are strong and fundamentally 
sound, and the system works if it is properly regulated, properly 
supervised, and properly managed. And in terms of the total dollar 
volume of the industry, that's the overwelming majority of what's 
going on. In terms of numbers of hazards-when you talk about 
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numbers of thrifts-you have got a lot of small shops out there 
that weren't around 10 years ago, and aren't going to be around 10 
years from now-and some of them aren't around now. 

And those are the problems, again, that Mr. Black addressed. 
There are the types of institutional, management, and legal issues 
that can and are being very specifically addressed. But I think the 
thrift industry is alive, is well, and will be alive and well a decade 
from now. But it is going to require continued attention from this 
committee, and also sensitivity to, quite frankly, the bad publicity 
given the industry. And I think that it is well that you recognize it. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. In view of what you have just said, and as a 
result of what we have heard, or what we have read in committee 
reports, there is a reluctance on the part of fee counselors to 
pursue criminal actions when they would primarily prefer civil 
action to recoup loss. I wondered if it wouldn't also be because of 
the notoriety of a criminal action and calling immediate attention 
to or, creating a bad image of an industry, or even a particular sav
ings and loan. 

And is that the reason why most fee counselors are reluctant to 
press for or ask for, or report, or have reported a criminal, or made 
a criminal referral-and I say that because I've read your testimo
ny and I know that you hold the opposite: You think that there 
should be criminal and civil action concurrently, but you advise 
that, in some instances, one detracts from the other, or hinders the 
other. And so, would you respond to that? 

Mr. LUNDIN. The FSLIC actively discourages having its own fee 
counsel also represent the industry, and I am one of those, and I 
fall into that role. My client is the FSLIC, not the industry. 

I don't think any of the fee counsel are reluctant to refer crimi
nal cases, bc.!ause they feel protective of the industry. I don't think 
that is a concern. If it ever is a concern, it is not proper. 

The more difficult issue, to me, is the one that that I touched on 
briefly in the written testimony. When a pattern of criminal activi
ty becomes apparent to a civil litigator, what should he do? I'm 
outside of my own arena of expertise; and when I first started 
working for the FSLIC on these cases, I always felt somewhat in 
limbo: What do I do with this? There was no clear direction as to 
what outside fee counsel should do. 

In our particular case it was like the laYE>Ys of an onion, a great 
number of players that were involved with one particular initial 
association, as we got into it, were involved with others. There was 
an array of facts that I found interesting, and I thought others 
should find interesting. So I went to work. The trouble with this it 
was a delight to me, but no one was telling me what to do. We 
began talking to people in the Enforcement Division of the Bank 
Board, the Litigation Division, ultimately integrating with the U.S. 
attorneys' offices in other parts of the country, other fee counsel in 
other parts of the country were relating overlapping cases, and we 
ended up establishing something of a working network that hadn't 
existed thus fa:::- as to this nexus and cast of characters. 

This is the kind of thing that should be happening routinely. Al
though I got nothing but the active support from the Bank Board 
staff, "yes, that is what should be going on," and "how could we 
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help you?/I and, "if this works, how can we instruct other fee coun
sel in other parts of the country to do this?/I 

But I guess my concern was, nobody had done it before, and I 
don't know why. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. I don't either. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, gentlemen, I want to thank you for taking of 

your personal time to be with us today. I know that you both trav
eled from San Diego, to be here; and, as far as I'm concerned, 
that's a long way, especially when you travel by train, which we 
did yesterday; and I now say that all the scenic part of that train 
ride is about two blocks after you leave San Diego. But, anyway, 
that is neither here nor there, but I know that you have made a lot 
of effort in the testimony you brought to us. It's excellent testimo
ny, and we appreciate it, and very possibly we will be communicat
ing with you about additional questions that might develop after 
this is over. 

Thank you very much. 
Mr. LUNDIN. Thank you. 
Mr. ROSE. Thank you. 
Mr. BARNARD. Our next witness is Mr. Peter Nunez, who is the 

U.S. attorney for the Southern District of California. Mr. Nunez 
will be accompanied by Mr. Bill Braniff, assistant U.S. attorney. 

Mr. Nunez, and Mr. Braniff, I'll just say that, as I am going to 
say to the next panelists, we appreciate your patience and your in
dulgence. There is no way to properly select the priority of wit
nesses, because there is no priority; everybody has a priority as far 
as his testimony is concerned, so our selection has not been for any 
priority purpose, and that's just the way it sort of falls. 

But, as I have told the rest of the witnesses, your complete testi
mony will be included in the record, and we would appreciate it if 
you could summarize it, and then we will have the questions. Mr. 
Nunez, we'll hear from you at this time. 

STATEMENT OF PETER NUNEZ, U.S. ATTORNEY }!'OR THE SOUTH
ERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO, CA, ACCOMPANIED 
BY BILL BRANIFF, CHIEF OF THE SPECIAL PROSECUTIONS 
UNIT, CRIMINAL DIVISION, AND ASSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEY 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
Mr. NUNEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com

mittee-thank you for inviting me. 
Mr. Braniff on my right is the Chief of the Special Prosecutions 

Unit in my office in San Diego, within the Criminal Division. 
I imagine that being placed at the end of the agenda is attributa

ble to Mr. McSpadden, whom you probably know, formerly was a 
law clerk in our district, before he became a distinguished staff 
counsel. He probably had something to do with our position on the 
agenda. 

Mr. BARNARD. You know, I wouldn't be at all surprised if he 
didn't. He felt like he could treat you like anybody. He's maybe 
getting back at you, Mr. Nunez. 

Mr. NUNEZ. I think that is probably right. [Laughter.] Well, first 
of all, let me summarize briefly what the Southern District of Cali
fornia consists of. We have two counties in the southernmost part 
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of the State, San Diego and Imperial Counties. Those two counties 
consist of the entire 180-mile border between California and 
Mexico. We go from the ocean to the Arizona border at the Colora
do River. Because of the border, that is the dominant feature of our 
district, and also of the law enforcement effort v.rithin the Southern 
District of California. . 

In addition to the border, we have a large military presence in 
the district. San Diego is next to Norfolk, or maybe contends with 
Norfolk as being the largest Navy port in the world. The Navy and 
Marine Corps have numerous bases in the district. There are many 
defense contractors involved in aerospace and high technology on 
Government contracts. Defense contracts in excess of $3 billion are 
awarded annually to San Diego-based firms. 

Because of the border and the presence of the Federal Govern
ment in the district, our caseload is amongst the highest in the 
country. Last year, we filed 1,031 felony indictments and informa
tions involving 1,576 defendants. In addition to that, over 7,000 
cases were filed in the magistrate courts, and disposed of, in front 
of Federal magistrates. We had 77 criminal jury trials, plus a 
number of civil cases. . 

In addition to our criminal caseload, we had an ever-increasing 
civil caseload, also primarily resulting from the Federal presence 
in the district. The presence of so much Federal activity, and in 
particular the presence of two Government operated medical facili
ties, produces more civil litigation than we can cope with. 

In this context, I have attempted to maintain some Federal de
terrent presence in the various areas of fraud, including defense 
contract fraud, Federal program fraud, investor fraud, £..nd bank 
fraud. We have recently reorganized our Criminal Division to in
crease from 8 to 20 the number of attorneys that are available to 
handle special prosecutions in the fraud area, consistent with other 
assignments. 

I should note that in the 5 years that I have been the U.S. attor
ney, all the increases in attorney resources that we have received 
have been specifically designated for the narcotics area. In 1982 
and 1983, we received a complement of attorneys for the drug task 
force, and just within the past year, we received an increase of 13 
assistants because of the Southwest Border Initiative, called the 
Operation Alliance. The only other assistants we received were two 
other assistant positions in 1986 that were never filled. 

With regard to bank fraud, one point I would like to make after 
hearing the other speakers this morning is to point out that, at 
least from our perspective, it is a relatively small problem in our 
district compared to others. Up until 1983 to 1984, we did not have 
a deluge of financial institution cases. We would get one or two a 
year. From 1984 to the present, we have gotten an increasing 
number of cases, and there was one period of time in 1985, I be
lieve, where we received nine cases, almost all at one time. 

Since then the number of referrals of these cases has slacked off 
a little bit in volume. I have the numbers in my prepared testimo
ny as to the number of existing investigations. We have 18 bank 
fraud investigations, where the value was in excess of $100,000,9 of 
which involved amounts in excess of $250,000. Eight of those inves
tigations involve insider and affiliated outsider fraud, which our 
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office regards as significant. And currently we are conducting in
vestigations involving three failed institutions. 

Mr. BARNARD. Have there been any referrals made as to those in 
open institutions? 

Mr. NUNEZ. Pardon me? 
Mr. BARNARD. Have there been any referrals made as far as to 

individuals in open institutions? 
Mr. NUNEZ. We have cases involving open institutions, yes. 

When you say "referrals," many of the kinds of cases that we open 
are not referrals from the regulatory agencies themselves, but are 
cases that are b:cought to us by fee counsel, bank counsel, the bank 
itself, or things we read in the newspapers. And, in addition to 
that, the FBI, in their testimony, describes the source of the cases 
that they have opened in their office. 

I think it is clear from the information that you have heard 
before today, and today, that the financial problem within financial 
institutions is clearly overwhelming the criminal justice system. 
There are not enough prosecutors and investigators anywhere ap
parently to handle the problem, and that's particularly true here 
in California. 

You asked the question earlier of one of the prior witnesses as to 
what the process-I believe you asked Mr. Lauer-the process, of 
whether the Department of Justice was sensitive to problems of 
this nature, and I think the answer is yes. But they are also sensi
tive to the fact that there are 94 judicial districts, all of which, to 
one degree or another, have the same problems, and they all seem 
to have unique problems. 

Mr. BARNARD. Do you really think that is true? Except for New 
York, Texas, and California, I don't believe the other States have 
the problems as severely as they do in this particular area. 

Mr. NUNEZ. In the area of baak fraud? 
Mr. BARNARD. Yes. 
Mr. NUNEZ. Oh, that's correct. I didn't mean to imply that. What 

I'm saying is that they have all had priorities of one sort or an
other. 

Mr. BARNARD. Oh, yes. Well, this is why, I guess, I am so con
scious of that because of these hearings: it really worries me, you 
know, that there is not more of a priority given to it in the Attor
ney General's Office, as far as U.S. attorneys are concerned. But, 
go ahead. I didn't mean to interrupt you. 

Mr. NUNEZ. My point was simply that there are a lot of compet
ing interests, and to a very great extent the 94 U.S. attorneys com
pete for whatever new resources the Department can get from Con
grc:.::;s, or ask for from Congress. And, for instance, if you talk to the 
U.S. attorney from the district of Arizona, he will tell you that one 
of his most significant problems is Indian crimes; and that's some
thing that most U.S. attorneys are not encumbered with. But ev
erybody has problems to solve. 

Mr. BARNARD. And we may pass more laws having to do with In·· 
dians than we do with strengthening the law enforcement in our 
country. 

Mr. NUNEZ. You are probably right. 
To augment one of my statistics in my prepared testimony, I in

dicated that we had 26 fast-track cases prosecuted or convicted in 
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1986. So far, this year, in 5 months this year, we have had 45 fast
track cases. And that program does seem to be working fairly well. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, how do you identify or define a "fast-track" 
case? 

Mr. NUNEZ. A "fast-track" case, in my definition, is a case that 
does not require the expenditure of either FBI or assistant U.S. at
torney resources in the investigation or the filing of the case. III 
other words, in many of these cases, the bank refers the case to the 
FBI, which refers it to us. The bank internal auditors, security 
staff have already solved the crime, if you will. They have identi
fied the defendant. In many cases, the employee has already con
fessed to the bank security folks, and in that instance there is very 
little left to do. 

in those instances, we file a complaint. Depending on the amount 
of money involved, the defendant usually pleads guilty either on 
the first day they appear in court or within 10 days thereafter, so 
that the prosecution does not consume resources either at our level 
or at the FBI level. Admittedly, these are small, small-amount 
cases, not the kind the committee is really interested in. 

I will not bother to summarize the three cases that we have in
cluded in our testimony-various trials that we have had over the 
last 3 years. 

However, it does include a case that was just concluded in a 6-
week trial in early May, and they are still awaiting sentencing. 

Mr. BARNARD. Was there a conviction in that case? 
Mr. NUNEZ. Yes. Two defendants were convicted in that case. 

And this involved a vice president loan officer who was making 
loans with the aid of an outsider who was steering loans. 

Mr. BARNARD. Did you do that complete case within your staff? 
Mr. NUNEZ. Yes. 
Mr. BARNARD. You didn't get any outside help? 
Mr. NUNEZ. Well, the FBI, other than the investigative agency, 

the FBI; but there were no bank lawyers, if you will, or FSLIC law
yers. 

Mr. BARNARD. How many FBI agents worked on the case? 
Mr. NUNEZ. When the case was present('·i, when it was tried, 

there were three that were assisting the assistant U.S. attorney in 
the prosecution. 

Mr. BARNARD. Did they spend considerable time on the cab.;;.' 
Mr. NUNEZ. Yes. 
Mr. BARNARD. Do you have a-you heard Mr. Bonner testify, Mr. 

Nunez-do YOll have sort of a cutoff figure, a threshold for prosecu
tion? 

lVIr. NUNEZ. No, and in our district we will prosecute any case 
that any agency will bring us that has all the elements necessary 
for successful prosecution. What we try to do is to dispose of them 
i.n a different fashion, depending on the amount of the loss, the 
amount of money involved. If this is a narcotics case, the amount 
of narcotics involved. We try to dispose of the cases early in the 
game, perhaps with plea bargaining and sentence bargaining. 

Just to add a note to the comments that Mr. Adler made initial
ly, and then Mr. Bonner followed up on, it is my feeling that be
cause the California criminal justice system does not allow for the 
general prosecution of white-collar offenses in the State courts, 
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that basically leaves us in the Federal camp all by ourselves. We 
do get assistance from the State attorney general's office, but, as 
you know, they only have six lawyers. We do get assistance from 
the local district attorney's office if they have a case they want to 
present in Federal court. 

But I do believe that if the California system worked better, that 
there would be more of a law enforcement presence. You would 
have district attorneys, especially in the larger cities and counties 
and police and sheriff's offices would be handling some of these 
cases; and the problem of moving the caseload would be alleviated 
to some extent. As it is now, we're stuck with the whole ball of 
wax. 

I would defer any further comments to the committee, and what
ever questions you have. 

Mr. BARNARD. Any questions? 
Mr. MAR'l'INEZ. Yes, going back to what you just said about being 

left with the "whole ball of wax," he indicated and I believe it's 
true that where they have State-chartered, federally insured sav
ings and loans, that they have jurisdiction, but usually recommend
ed to FSLIC, through the FBI, to the Attorney General, and only if 
they are brought into it by the commissioner that they would be 
able to act as cocounsel, cojurisdiction in the Federal court. 

Mr. NUNEZ. That's the way it works now, because the State 
system basically doesn't work. I guess what I'm suggesting is that 
if the California criminal justice system was more realistic, and it 
worked like the Federal system did, that all of the prosecutorial 
and law enforcement agencies in the State would have the option 
on their own to do these cases, some of these cases, they would not 
have to come to the Federal court system, to the U.S. attorney's 
office, or to the }i'BI. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Oh, I see, what you are saying is that-well, be
cause Mr. Adler was saying that he would "prefer to go to" not 
that he "can't go t.o State court," but that he would prefer to go to 
Federal court because of what you just said-a different system. 

Mr. NUNEZ. It's very bad. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Yes. And so that-but it can be done in a State 

court, just that it--
Mr. NUNEZ. It dqesn't work. 
lVL MARTINEZ. It doesn't work as well. It doesn't work as well; it 

doesn't work to the degree that you want it to. 
Mr. NUNEZ. Well, I really don't think it works at all. I think 

every major white-collar crime case that the district attorney in 
San Diego has prosecuted in the last few years, has come through 
the Federal court system. 

Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Let me ask you, one of the cases in the survey 
that we had, the Sun Savings, with estimated losses of about $114 
million, what is the status of that case? ' 

Mr. NUNEZ. The case is pending in both my office and the FBI. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Why is it being delayed? Is it being delayed? 
Mr. NUNEZ. Well, it was assigned, it has been assigned to an as-

sistant who just tried this other case that I mentioned, who is now 
going to leave the office, I should point out, and today you talked 
about FBI agents who can transfer. That same thing happens in 
U.S. attorneys' offices, ?nd it would not be fair to leave the com-
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mittee with the impression that rollover, turnover only affects the 
investigative agencies. I'm sure they are as frustrated with us on 
occasion as we are with their transfer or turnover problem. We 
have one, too; this is an instance where the case is assigned to an 
assistant; it is now going to have to be reassigned to another assist
ant. 

I should also point out there were two defendants that have been 
convicted in that case, one of whom failed to appear, I think, for 
sentencing. The complexion of the case could change dramatically 
if that defendant were ever located. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Nunez, thank you very much, and you, too, 

Mr. Braniff. We appreciate your being here today and bringing us 
this testimony. Thank you, sir. 

[Mr. Nunez' prepared statement follows:] 
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Thank you tor letting me appear to testify about the efforts of the United Stlltes 

Attorney's OCClce for the Southern Olstrlct ot California In the area of bank fraud. 

First, however, I believe It would be he1plul to say something about the overall law 

entorcem ent ertorts in the district to give you the context of our bank fraud 

prosecutions. 

The Southern OIstrlct includes thfl entire ISO-mile border between Calltornla 

and Mexico. The border crossing at San Ysidro is the most heavily crossed border in 

the world. With the border comes an enormous federallllw enforcement responsibility 

to curtail the Illegal Influx of aliens and the smuggling ot narcotics. 

We also have a large military presence In the district. The port at San Diego 

rivals No~tolk as being the largest Navy port In the world. The Navy and Marine Corps 

have numeroUS bases In the area. There /ll'e many major defense contractors involved 

In aerospace and high technology on government contracts. OeCense contracts In 

excess of $3 billion are awarded annually to San OIega-based firms. 

There were 1,031 felony Indictments and informations Involving 1,576 defendants 

returned In the district in calendar year 1986. In addition, 7,364 cases were filed 

betore the magistrates. Our office tried 77 criminal jury trials last year. 

ot course, in addition to our criminal case load, we have an ever-Increasing civil 

case load, Increasing both In size and complexity. The presence or so much federal 

actlvlty--and in particular the presence of two government-operated medical 

faailitles--produces more than enough civillitlgation for us to cope with. 

In this context, I have attempted to malntaln some federal deterrent presence in 

various are&s ot fraUd, including defense contract fraUd, lederal program fraud, 

Investor fraud, and bank fraud. We have recently reorganized our Criminal Division to 

increase from t:ight to twenty the number of attorneys available lor fraud Investi

gations, consistent with their other obligations. 

-1-
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I should note that since I became United States Attorney in 1982, ,my ot!lce has 

gTown from 39 Assistants to 63. or that Increase, 9 positions were added specifically 

due to the creation in late 1982 or the President's Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 

Task Force; 13 Assistants pos!t1ons were added in late 1986 as part or the Southwest 

Border Initiative, also known as Operation Alliance. The remaining two positions, 

added in early 1986, were the only new pOSitions not dedicated to drug enforcement. 

Like everyone else, I could always use more resources; but those resources could 

be used across the board In our law enforcement and civil efforts. By Its nature, a 

federal prosecutor's office is an otflce of limited response. We will never have all the 

resources necessary to prosecute everyone of the hundreds or thousands or l1legal 

aliens who cross our border every year. Nor could we Investigate every scam pulled 

off In San Diego. Recognizing this limitation, I have attempted to al10aate my 

resources to achieve II deterrent presence In all the areas of concern to San Diego. In 

effect, I have tried to establish the principle that there Is no "free crime" In San Diego 

by not abdicating any particular area of enforcement. This has resulted In measured 

responses In the prosecution ot drug, allen, and mercha,ndise smuggling, student loan 

fraud, advance fee schemes, investor frauds, lind a Whole host of other offenses. In 

each case, I have tried to use the substantial possibiUty~-rather than the certalnty--of 

prosecution as a deterrent. 

1 have also taken the sam e top-ta-bottom approach In the area of bank fraud. At 

the bottom, we have 10'15 had in place an eftective "fast track" system to prosecute 

tellers who embezzle relatively small amounts (rom banks. We have worked out 

specific gUidelines with the FBI that give clear guldance on how to proceed In a wide 

range of teller frauds. As a' result, I am confident that there is no bank employee 

within the district who teels that he or she could embezzle bank (unds--no matter how 

small--with impunity. The latest statistics for the "fast track" program show that 
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during 1986 we prosecuted 26 tellers lor embezzling approximately $82,000 in bank 

lunds. 

In the area of major bank frauds, I have tried to allocate sufnclent resources to 

establish the principle that bank ottlcials cannot abuse their trust without concern tor 

possible criminal repercussions. Ail'ain, I cannot guarantee the certainty of prose

cution, but only the SUbstantial possiblllty. Our efforts were hampered during the 

prior fiscal year by the effects of Oramm-Rudman: First, the hiring freeze prevented 

us from replacing attorneys as they left. We specifically identified five bank fraud 

Investigations that we could not address because of the hiring freeze, and the Fraud 

Section of the Department of Justice agreed to send an attorney to handle the 

Investigations. Altel' one trip, however, the Fraud Section's travel funds were limited 

by Gramm-Rudman, the attorney could no longer make the trips to San Diego. We had 

to walt until October 1, 1986, when the hiring freeze ended, to assign those 

Investigations to attorneys. 

One of the inevitable consequences of unplanned-fol' reductions In manpower is 

that it throws our priorities out of balance. We have less discretion, in the short run, 

In reducing our ,prosecutorlal efforts in dealing with reactive crimes ariSing along the 

border than we do In delaying pending Investigations. As a consequence, when the 

unplanned-for reductions come, investigations are among the (jrst casualties. We are 

now trying to redress the balance with the Increased resources we have been 

authorized. Since last October we have been engaged in a full-time effort not only to 

fill the additional positions authorlll:ed, but to keep pace with the higher-than-normal 

departures from the office, many ot which have come (rom the ranks of our senior 

fraud prosecutors. 

The following statements are In response to the speCific inquiries of the 

Subcom mittee; 
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1. General Overview And Examples 

Over the years, our ofrice has investigated and prosecuted a wide range ot bank 

fraud cases. In United States v. Porde. which was tried in May of 1984, we prosecuted 

the chairman of the board and other high bank officials who took over a bank and then 

used the bank's funds for their own personal business ventures. Numerous loans were 

made to un creditworthy accommodation borrowers, who then returned large portions 

to the delendants under the assurance that they would not have to repay the loans. In 

one group or loans, the proceeds were used to help finance the acquisition oC a bank In 

Hawaii. When the bank otriclals could no longer cover up the deficient loans, the bank 

was closed by the FDIC with a loss of in excess of $6 milllon. After a two-month trial 

I'equlring two prosecutors, we succeeded in convicting the prime mover behind the 

scenes· as well as several bank officials, Including three attorneys. 'l'wo others had 

pleaded guilty before triaL All received substantial prison sentences, ranging from 

15 years to 6 months. 

In United States v. Castro and Cotter, a vice president/loan otflcer kkls 

repeatedly making loans at $15,000 and then $100,000 (as his lending limit inct-eased) 

to unworthy borrowers brought In by a confederate of the loan oCficer. The borrowers, 

in turn, were kicking back 10 percent of the loan proceeds to the confederate, who 

then shared the kickbacks with tile loan officer. Loans totalling In excess of $1.5 

million were made In this fashion, and the bank wound up losing $1.4 million. We 

convicted the loan officer and his confederate aiter a six-week trial In early May, and 

they are awaiting sentencing. 

In United States v. AlfordJ we convicted a note teller of a bank ot embezzling 

almost $157,000 In bank funds. He had found a way to manipulate the bank's 

computerized accounting system In such e. way that checks were Issued to other banks 

as a normal Interest expense of the victim bank and theree.lter were deposited by the 
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defendant In his own accounts at the payee banks. The fraud would have gone 

undetected had not a replacement note teller stumbled upOn the same weakness in the 

accounting system. The defendant was sentenced to tour years' Imprisonment. 

2. Numbers Of Financial Institution Fraud Investigations 

a. We currently are condUcting 18 bank fraud investigations where the 

alleged violation involves in excess of $100,000. Nine or these Investigations involve 

amounts in excess of $250,000. 

b. Eight of the above Investigations involve insider and affiliated 

outsider fraud which our office regards as significant. W,; Are activity investigating or 

prosecuting each or them. Eight principals are involved in these cases. 

c. We are currently conduating investigations Invol-Jing three failed 

institutions. 

3. Numbers Of Indictments And Convictions 

We are in the process of gathering these statls tics. 

4. Criminal Division's Special Monitoring System 

As a member of the Attorney General's Economic Crime Council, I am aware of 

the recent efforts of the Fraud Section to monitor significant banl( fraUd cases. It is 

still too early to tell now that system will benefit the U. S. A tto~neys. Its listing of 

three significant cases tor my district obviously does not coincide with the number of 

crlminalinyestigntions which we ~onsider to be significant. 

B. RESOURCES 

1. Resource Reguirements 

J?lnMclal institution fraUd cases differ trom other ct"imlnal matters in a number 

or significant ways. First of all, the mere fact of loss is no necessary indication ot 

criminal wrongdoing. Banks are In the business of taking risks, !lnd losses 8.l'e Il natural 

consequence of those risks. What separates a loss due to criminality from an ordinary 
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business loss are often a whole series of hidden factors that are not apparent to an 

investigator. For example, e bank omclal may make a hIgh risk loan to a borrower 

because of a kickback from the borrower. Neither party will advertlse the kickback, 

so it will be an unknown Ingrec!lent unless Borne pattern can be establlshed, such as the 

immediate cashing of the loan checks. Where many such loans are made, It might be 

n<lcessary to grsnt some of the borrowers immunity In order to prosecute the inside 

official. Nevertheless, we stlll wind up with witnesses who are "deadbeats," who are 

claiming they gave oash to bank officials who have otherwise spotless records. It Is 

necessary for us to corroborate this testimony wi th experts who can analyze the loan 

tiles and establish the pattern of reckless loan granting based on Inadequate documen

tation. One most recent trial involving this type of fraud took six weeks, and we had 

to contend with a large number of borrowers who denied paying kickbacks even though 

they too received loans based on inadequate documentation. 

Bank fraud arises in the context of what appears to be normal commercial 

transactions. We cannot begin to prove the oriminallty involved until we first 

understand the oommercial context, This could Involve thousands of doouments and 

hundreds of witnesses, many of whom are reluctant to cooperate. Such investigations 

are highly labor-intensive and oannot be launched without some solid leads to justify 

them. 

2-3. FBI Resources 

I shall leave it for the FBI to comment on the adequacy of its resources. 

4. Prosecutorial Resources In The U. S. AttorneY's Office 

a. As of April I, 1987, at least eight prosecutol'S are handling bank fraud 

cases in my office. One prosecutor spent about 80 percent of her time on such 

prosecutions, another spent about 40 percent of his time, and the rest spent between 

10 and 30 percent of their time. These prosecutors are also handling org-anized crime 
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cases, n(ll'cotics cases, bankruptcy fraud cases, investor fraud cases, health care 

p~ovider fraud cases, as well as the reactive CMes resulting from the border. There 

are presently seven vacancies in the Criminal Division, five of which are earmarked 

tor fraud-type prosecutions. 

b. I believe that, when we are up to full strength, our office will be able 

to timely Investigate all bank frauds in excess of $100,000, at leMt at the rate that 

these cases have been referred to us in the past. 

Often, the decision on whether or not to prosecute a bank fraud case turns on the 

issue of intent. Can we prove that the bank ofClclal involved 9.cted with an intent to 

injure or defraud the bank? As is otten the case, W'J must prove intent by 

circumstantial evidence. For example, the bank official who approves a loan but tails 

to disclose that he has all interest in the business venture of the borrower. If the loan 

was imprudent, the hidden Interest will be strong evidence of Intent. If, on the other 

hand, there is no strong direct or circumstantial evidence of intent, we may be unable 

to proceed with the prosecution. The element ot lntent--like the other elements of 

the offense--must be proved by the government beyond a reMonable doubt. 

I have previously detailed our experience with the assistance provided by the 

FraUd Section. 

c. As previously stated, past Inadequacies in resources have caused us to 

delay Investigations. I do not believe that these delays have been tatal to any of these 

Investigations. 

d. The only guideline I have adopted for the prosecution of bank fraud 

CMes is whether or not we can prove the case. I am com ml tted to bring all 

prosecutable cases. 
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5. Priorities Within The U. S. AttorneY's Omce 

e.. Within the category ot fraud and white collar crime, (1) defense 

contract and procurement fraud and other (2) federal program fraud have been 

established as our highest priorities. (3) Pederal official corruption Is next in order, 

followed by all other investment frauds. As a result oC recent directives from the 

Attorney General, we are now elevating bank fraud and embezzlement above all other 

investment frauds. I Intend to bring our commitment up to the equivalent of four 

attorneys full time to reduce the backlog in Investigations and then further assess the 

offIce's needs. 

b. Narcotlos trafficking Is the highest priority of both the Department 

of Justice and my oftlce. Even If this were not a national priority, the border with 

Mexico would necessarily dictate that it be a d.strict priority. 

It is inaccurate to say that alien smuggUng is a higher priority within the 

district. I have continually looked for ways to reduce our resource exrenditure on such 

cases while still malntalning a deterrence. ~n 19.86 we changed our guidelines to 

reduce the number of immigration indictments. The border will not go away, however. 

As previously stated, unexpected reductions In manpower could not be absorbed in this 

area; therefore all proactive Investigations suffered. I look forward to predictable 

Increased resources, with a much llU'ger portion being used for bank fraUd cases than 

for immigration offenses. I should note, however, that it Is difficult at this point to 

predict the Impact on our office of the Immigration Reform and Control Act passed in 

1986 by Congress. No new resources were provided to us to h!l.ndle employer sanction 

cases and/or amnesty fraud prosecutions •• 
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C. ADEQUACY OF COORDINATION 

1. .Detection at Inside~ Abuse 

a. Bank regulatory examiners rarely report criminal miscondUct In IIl1 

adequate or timely'mlll1ner. This is probably due to the limited investigations they 

conduct (for the most part limited to the bank records themselves) and their caution In 

alleging criminality without all the facts. Furthermore, the referrals are likewise 

cautious in stating what is slIspected IIl1d contain very few facts. I believe the 

referral3 shoUld give us the benent of the informed judgments of the examiners as to 

the motivations oC the participants as well as detailing the setting of the transactions. 

b. Fihencial institutions rarely report insider abuse above the level oC a 

teller. They are also reluctant to report major borrower criminal misconduct for fear 

of being sued for violations of either California or federal laws. 

2. Receipt or ReferralS 

I believe we receive copies of the same regulatory agency and institution 

referrals received by the FBI. 

3. Monitoring 

The Department of Justice recently set up a procedure for notifying bank 

regUlatory agencies of the status of r'eferrals. We ere in the process of implementing 

this procedur e. 

4. Coordination 

I am aware of no coordination between the bank regula.tory agencies and criminal 

inVestigators at the time of bank closings. There might be CllSes where such 

coordination could further a criminal prosecution, but this is based on the general 

assessment that the earlier one gets into an investigation, the better. 

Our most thorough post-closing e~(per!ence has been with the FDIC in the Forde 

prosecution. There, it provided an examiner full time for three months to aid in the 
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preparation and conduct at the trial.and llIIother examiner to trace numerous loans and 

testily at triaL 

D. RIGHT TO FINANCIAL PRIVACY ACT 

1. The RPPA generally sets up a barrier to communica.tlon between the banks 

and Investigators even where the bank Itself is a victim of the fraud. The statute 

should spe~lfi~ally authorize communications between a bank and investigators so long 

IS a customer Is not Identified. 

2. The primary problem with 18 U,S.C. S 656 Is the requirement that the 

government prove an Intent to Injure or defraud the bank. I believe It would be helpful 

to cast the Intent element in terms of knowingly subjecting the bank to some 

unauthorized risk. 

3. It has been our experIence that the courts have given adequate sentences 

to defendants convicted oC bank fraud violations. By way of example, in the 

prosecution of United States v. Forde, and others, the sentences ranged from 15 years' 

to 6 months' imprisonment. I belleve that banI, robbery sentences are appropriately 

more severe because ot the added dimensions of physi~al danger and Intimidatfon. 
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Mr. BARNARD. Our next panel will consist of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, Mr. Jeffrey J. Jamar, who is the Chief of the 
White-Collar Crime Section of the FBI, who will be accompanied by 
Mr. Tony Adamski, Jr., William Stollhans, and Mr. Thomas 
Hughes. 

Mr. Jamar, did you ever know a fellow named Tom Kelleher? 
Mr. JAMAR. I sure did. 
Mr. BARNARD. Did you? He's my constituent back in Augusta, 

GA. The only thing he does now is play golf. I think he does a little 
investigation on cars. 

Mr. JAMAR. And he looks awfully good, too. Georgia is agreeing 
with him, then. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, I could tell who this panel consisted of be
cause you are the last ones in the audience. [Laughter.] 

Gentlemen, we appreciate your patience, and again I wasn't-I 
hope you don't hold it against me that you all are the last panel of 
the day, but such is how life will dispense justice. 

We are delighted to have you gentlemen here this morning. We 
appreciate-Mr. Jamar, I understand that you came all the way 
from Washington, DC, to appear before this panel today, and we 
will now hear your testimony at this particular time. 

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY J. JAMAR, CHIEF, WHITE-COLLAR 
CRIMES SECTION, CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION, FED
ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOM
PANIED BY TONY ADAMSKI, CHIEF, FINANCIAL CRIMES UNIT; 
WILLIAM STOLHANS, ASSISTANT SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE 
OF WHITE-COLLAR CRIMES, LOS ANGELES DIVISION; AND 
THOMAS HUGHES, SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, SAN DIEGO DI
VISION 

Mr. JAMAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I appreciate the opportunity to come out to your subcommittee. 

Before we get started, I would like to introduce the other members 
of the panel. Tom Hughes is the special agent in charge of our San 
Diego office. Mr. Tony Adamski is the Chief of the Financial 
Crimes Unit, which is part of the White-Collar Crimes Section in 
Washington. Bill Stolhans is the assistant agent in charge of our 
Los Angeles office, responsible for white-collar crimes. 

If you are agreeable, I'll make some brief opening remarks and 
submit the rest of--

Mr. BARNARD. Your full testimony will be included in the record, 
and summarize as you would like. 

Mr. JAMAR. At the time this subcommittee held hearings on this 
issue in Washington in 1983, there were 5,371 pending FBI investi
gations of bank fraud and embezzlement. By the end of 1986, the 
number of those investigations had risen by 35 percent to 7,286. 

Reported losses from 7,811 bank fraud and embezzlement investi
gations which were closed during 1983, totaling $282 million rose 
390 percent by the end of 1986 to $1.1 billion in 10,416 cases that 
were closed. 

In 1983, 1,825, or 33 percent of our pending investigations in
volved losses in excess of $100,000-33 percent. That number rose 
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by 61 percent by 1986 to 2,948, or 40 percent of our total bank 
fraud investigations, involving cases in excess of $100,000. 

In 1983, the 134, or 51 percent of our agents investigating bank 
matters, were assigned to matters where the loss exceeded 
$100,000. That number increased by 69 percent by 1986, to 226, or 
two-thirds of the agents. 

As of February 1987, the FBI had 282 failed financial institutions 
under investigation. 

In 1984, due in part to hearings held by your subcommittee, it 
was recognized that there was a need to concentrate the efforts of 
prosecutors, bank regulatory agencies, and law enforcement agen
cies to provide an effective response to this criminal problem. As a 
result, in December 1984, the Attorney General Interagency Bank 
Fraud Enforcement Working Group was formed. The purpose of 
the group was to attempt to more effectively address the problems 
of prosecutors, supervisory agents and law enforcement, and to pro
mote cooperation, thereby improving the Federal Government's re
sponse to white-collar crime in the Nation's federally regulated fi
nancial institutions. 

This group is comprised of representatives of the Department of 
Justice, the FBI, Comptroller of the Currency, Federal Deposit In
surance Corporation, Federal Home Loan Bank Board, the Federal 
Reserve, National Credit Union Administration, and the Farm 
Credit Administration. 

This working group was tasked to identify, address, and resolve 
issues of major significance relating to the detection, reporting, and 
prosecution of bank-related crimes, focusing especially on crimes by 
insiders of fmancial institutions. As a result of their combined ef
forts, this group has been able to achieve the following; 

Development of a new criminal referral mechanism with a com
prehensive standardized form to be utilized by all bank supervisory 
agencies which will refer all apparent criminal violations to law 
enforcement authorities. 

Increased contact and coordination of examination, investigative, 
and prosecutive efforts at the local level. 

Establishment and direction of a comprehensive bank fraud in
vestigation training program. 

Establishment of computerized tracking mechanism to monitor 
the prosecutive response to bank fraud referrals. 

The Attorney General and his Economic Crime Council elevating 
bank failure matters involving losses in excess of $100,000 to the 
highest priority in white-collar crimes program equal to defense 
procurement fraud, which has been for the last 2 or 3 years our 
No.1 priority. 

Increased emphasis on investigations and prosecution in bank 
fraud and embezzlement matters involving $100,000 or more. 

It was the belief of the working group that improvement in the 
ability to better detect and refer instances of criminality was 
needed. These needs are being addressed by a cooperative special
ized bank fraud training program for FBI agents and supervisory 
agency examiners. During fiscal years 1984 to 1986, 146 agency ex
aminers received this training, and during fiscal year 1987, it is an
ticipated an additional 122 will be trained. 
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In addition, the FBI has made presentations at bank fraud train
ing seminars for examiners sponsored by the bank supervisory 
agencies and the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Coun
cil. 

The training of FBI agents has been reviewed to enhance their 
ability to address these matters. The training which is afforded to 
special agents investigating bank frauds, as well as that afforded to 
all new special agents is continually being updated and modified, 
in an effort to make it more useful and relevant to the investiga
tive needs. During the 13 weeks of training of new special agents, a 
total of 26 hours are devoted to white-collar crime maiters. Be
tween 1984 and 1986, 1,682 new special agents received this train
ing. It is anticipated that 750 more will receive it during fiscal year 
1987. 

The special agents who are assigned to investigate financial 
crimes and financial institution fraud include those with back
grounds or experience in business, banking, or public accounting. 

In addition, specialized FBI training is afforded special agents 
who are assigned to investigate financial crimes matters. Since 
January 1985, eight basic financial crimes investigative techniques 
coursefl afforded this training to 289 agents. Two advanced finan
cial crimes investigative techniques courses provided this training 
to 90 special agents. Fifty-seven special agents received training in 
money laundering investigations. In the fiscal years 1984 to 1986, 
specialized training in bank fraud investigations with an emphasis 
on bank failure investigations was afforded to 167 agents, and an 
additional 84 agents are expected to receive this traininti this year. 

As a result of their training and experience, it is believed that 
FBI' agents who are assigned to investigate these bank fraud and 
bank failu.re matters possess the necessary expertise to effectively 
investigate them. 

I have furnished prepared responses to the questions raised by 
the committee concerning our efforts and investigations of bank 
fraud and embezzlement and bank failure. At this time, we would 
be happy to respond to any questions. 

Mr. BARNARD. Thank you, Mr. Jamar. 
[Mr. Jamar's prepared statement follows:] 

76-791 0 - 87 - 14 
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'l'hank you, Mr. ChD.1rman. We aro plQaDOd to bo ab10 to 

appear J:)(tforc this suboO'l'lllll.ittoG on CO'ilmIeroe, ConoUlller, nnd 

Monetary Affa.!ra to deeoriba what tho FBI hu donG to date 

nationally and in california to Ilddroan tho growinq prol:llems of 

bank. fraud and embezzlement, and bank failures. 

Before I make any opening rcmu:.rko, I would like to 

introduce to you my aOGociatcs who arc hors with me today. 

~om Hughen, Spacial Agsnt in charge of our offioe in 

San Diegol Bill stollhans, ABsistnnt Spacial Agent in chargo of 

our Los Angelos.Office, who is responoiblo for bank fraud matters 

in the Loe .i\ngelea Office1 aneS 'l'eny AdBlIU!lki, Chief of tho 

rinan~ial Crimos unit at lSI MoadquartorB. 

At the time thi~ oubcommittoe hald hearing a on this 

issue in Washington, D.C. in 1983, tb0ro ware 5,371 pending FBI 

invastigations of bank fraud nne! cmbczzlamant. By tho end of 

1986, the number of thoae inve8tiqation~ had risen by 35% to 

7,296. Reported losses from 7,811 bank fraud and ~ZZl~ant 
invGstigations ~11ieh were closed during 1983 totalling $2B2 

million rOGO 390% to a lQvel of $1.1 billion in the 10,416 

invGstigationa Which wero closed in 19B6. In 19B3, l,B25, or 33% 

of the pending investigations invelvod losses in eXCC6D of 

$100,000. That number rose by ~1% by 19B6 to 2,949 or 40% of the 

total numbGr of pending inv9stiqationo. The 258 FBI special 

Agents inv~stigating bank fraud and ombezzlemont mattero in 1983 

rose by 30% in 1986 to 337 spocial Agonts. In 1983 tho 13~, or 

51% of ~G special Agents investiqatin~ those mattero, worn 

uosigned to matters where the loss excooded $100,000. That 

number increased by 69% in 1996 to 226, or 67% of thosa aqontc 

assigned to invostigate bank fraud investigations. 
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~ of February, 1987, thar9 wore 282 failed finnncial 

1notitutionG Which wore undor invoutiqation by the FBI. 

In 1984, duo in part to hQarinqs hold by this 

ouboommittoG, it was tocogniZOd thero was a need to oonoontrata 

tho afforts of presoeuto%'1ll, bank rogulatory ngehcios, and law 

onforcomant aqancioo to provide an QffcetivG reB~onoe to thin 

criminnl problCll'd. J\.s!l rOllult, in Deoambar, 1984, the Attortll'llY 

Ceneral's !nteragency Bank FraUd Entorcomant Working Group was 

formed. Tho purpose of thlfJ group Was to attempt to more 

offectlvaly addr~ss the problGms of proDoeutora, Duporviaory 

ngenoiGs and law enforeament, and to promote cooperation, thereby 

improving the Foderal Governrnant'o rosponmo to white collar crime 

in tho nation'a fedorally regulated financial inGtitutiono. Thin 

qroup is comprised of repraGGntativee of tho Department of 

JuGtics, Federal Bureau ot Invomtigation, Comptroller of the 

C\lrrancy, Federal Deposit Inallranco. Corporation, Federal Moma 

Loan Bank Board, Foderal Reserve, National Credit Union 

Administration, and the Farm Credit Admln!atra~ion. This Working 

Group waa tasked to identify, address, and rasolve issu~a of 

major Gignificance rolating to tho detection, reporting I and 

prosecution ~f bank related crimes, focusing especially on crimea 

by "insic:lors" of financial institutions. As EI rosv.lt Qf their 

combinod efforts, this Working Group has baen able to achieva the 

following aceomplishrnentol 

o DaVGlopment of a noW criminal referral machaniBm 

with a eon~rehenoivo atandardized form to be utili tad by all bank 

ouperviaory aqencioo w.hioh will refer all apparent criminal 

violationa to law Gnforcemant r.uthori~ieB. 
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o Increased oontact and ooordination of Qxamination, 

inveatiqatlvc, and prosocutive offoree at the local level. 

o Eetabl,lshlnent. and diroction of a comprehensive bt'\T1k 

fraud inveatiqation training program. 

o Eetabliohment of cornputoriZed tracking mechanium to 

monitor the prosecutive responco to bank fraud referralo. 

o 'I'h0 Attorney General Ilnd. the Attorney General' 0 

Economio Crime Council'~ olevating bank failure matters involving 

loeseo in axcaol3 of $100,000 to the highest priority in ~hita

collar crimea equal to defense procurement fraud. 

o Inoroasod emphaoio on inVGGtlqations and prosocution 

in bank fraud and embezzlamQnt matters involving $100,000 loss or 

mora. 

It was tJle baliaf of the Workinq Group that improvement 

in th~ ability to better detect ~nd rafer instances of 

criminality was needed. ThaGe needs are b~inq addressed by & 

cooperative apeciali~e~ bank fraud traininq program for FBI 

Special A~onta and supervisory a~enoy examiners. During Fiscal 

years 19S' thrQ1,lsh 1996, 1415 agsncy exall'.iners received thie 

training, and during Fimcal Y0ar 1997, it io antioipat~d an 

additional 1~2 will bG trained. In addition the FBI has made 

presentations at bank fraUd training seminars for ~xaminerG 

sponmored by tho bank auparvisory aqencieo and the Federal 

Financial Institutions !xa~ination council. 

The training ot FBI Spacial Agents has been reviewed to 

enhance their ability to address these matters. The training 

Which is afforded to Spacial Agents investiqating bank frauds aD 
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wall as that. afforded to all l'Ie\i SpQcial Agenta is continually 

being updated and modified in an offort to make it mor~ uoofUl 

and ralavant to the i:wotltiqativ6 neade. During thQ thirtoon 

weeka of training' of new FBI Spocial AqentB, t\ total of 26 houra 

are dll.lvoted to Whito-Collar crime matters. Between 1984 and 

1986, 1,082 new Special Agents received this traininq. It. 10 

anticipated that 750 mora will racaiv6 it durinq Fiscal year 

1987. ~Q Spacial Agents who arc adoiqned to investigato 

financial crimos and financial inotitution fraud include those 

with backgrounds or experienco in business, bankinq, or public 

accountinq. In addition, apccialized FBI training ia affordod 

spacial Agenta who aro aOGiqnsd to invemtiqato financial crime 

mattera. Sincs 3nnuary, 1985, ~iqht basic financial crimes 

investigative te~Jlniquee courses afforded this training to 289 

Spocial Agento. 'l"Wo advanced financial orlmes investiglltivQ 

techniquos eourSGS provided this traininq to 90 Special Aqento. 
, 

Fifty-Savon Special Aqents received training in monGY launderinq 

investigations. In the Fiscal yearn 1984 through 1986, 

speoialized traininq in bank fraud investigations with an 

emphasis on bank failure investigationa was afforded to 267 

Speoial Agents. An additional 64 Special Agents are e~pceted to 

receive this training in Fiscal year 1987. As a result of their 

training, and e~arianca it is believed the FBI special Agents 

~ssiqned to investigate these bank fraud and bank failure matters 

possess the nooessary exp~rtise to Qffeotively investigate them. 

TriE FBI'S !NVESTIGATIVE EBOCES~ 

The FBI becomes involved in inv9stigatone of miscondUct 

in banks and savings and loan amsociationo upon receipt of 
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allog-ationG of criluinal aot1v1.ty, or oumpoctcd criminal o.ctivity, 

which arc obtained from various oourcea, includ1n~ reforrals from 

the victim financial intlti~utiol\G, the ouporvieory agencias, 

infQnnant information, public source information, other 

indapandant law enforcement agencies, and in~apandont FBI 

investigation. If th$ ease fallw within the 0xistinq prosocutive 

guidelines in the venue of the alloged crime and tho prioritia~ 

of the fBI field office involvod, an investiqation is initiated. 

The FBI does not have a field-wide policy requiring 

offioes to open a file when it loarns an institution haa failed, 

prior to receiving a criminal referral. Howeve~, Whon a 

finanoial institution does fail, contact is normally mads with 

the supervisory agency. 

SAN PIEQO PIVISION 

Tho San ~i09o Division, for example, doss not 

automatioally open a filo upon learning of a failod institution 

unless it learne~ of tho failure in the form of a criminal 

referral, or info:tnl8.tion reg-ardins criminality from other 

oources. 

lOS ANGElES DIVISION 

When information 1a rQco1vad regarding a failed 

financial institution by Los Angeles, B dea~ filo io opened which 

booomes a repository tor information, and FBI Headquarters is 

adviae4 of tho failure. The rBr l~arns of a failuro throuqh 

pUblio sources such SB tho news media, through liaiBon with thG 

supervisory agencies, from the inatitution itself, or other 

creditable oour.cos. Upon loarning of a failUre, contact and 
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liaiDon arG oatabliohed with the 6upervisory agency govorning tho 

failed institution, but activo invostigation regarding the 

failure is held in abeyance pending the receipt of tmy criminal 

referr~lo er information r.ogarding criminallty from tho 

regulatory Il;ancy. '!'he FBI does not hr.ve the resources availablo 

to initiato any other type of response to the failure until fraud 

io dat~~~ and reported, or a criminal r0iQrral io recoived. 

lSI REPOBTfJ 

upon the FBIle initiating a bank fraud and olnbeulemant 

inveGtigation whera the loss or oxposuro is OVGr $100,000, and at 

the conclusion ot those investigations ~n FBI Letterhead 

Memorandum (UIM) is prepared. The lHM io Il. report of 

investigation which is suitable for dissemination to agenci~s 

outaide the FBI. 

The ini Hal LHM contairul the then }mown det.al1a 

regardinq tha initiation of the investigation, the descriptions 

of all known oubjecta of the investiqation, and a briof 

desoription of any initial i~vastigation conducted. ~e final 

LHM c~ntains ~ summary of investigation conducted and the Gnd 

result of the investigation whether it be a successful 

prosecution, daclination of prooecution by tho appropriate USA, 

or adminiotrativo cloeinq by tho fiold offieo. 

Tho LHMs ara submitted to FBIHQ for dissemination to 

appropriate outsido aqoncice. ~Gy 40 not inelude information 

obtained by qrand jury subpoena or protected by the Right to 

Finanoial Privaey Act. 

Whon those LHMa ora received at FBI Headquarters, they 

ar$ roviewed for completeness thon disseminated to the Criminal 

Divicion of the Department of Justice sa well as the financial 

institution'o DupervilJory aqancy. In the case of National Banks, 
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the I.HM io disseminated to both thQ Foderal Deposit Insuranco 

corporation LU'ld the ComptrollGr ot the currency, If tho 

institution is a thrift institution, 0 copy io furnishod to the 

Federal BOllIG tean Bank Board. When thG inllltitutioll it:! n crooit 

union, a copy io furnished to ths National Credit union 

Administration. When appropriato, we aleo diBserninata to the 

Federal Reserve Boar.'l. '!hit!! diss911lination is made by us at t..'lG 

headquarters level of the Gupervisory agency involved. 

An FBI ProsecutivQ Report ia prepared. in those bank 

fraud caaes where prosecution ie anticipated or the u.S. 
Attorney's Office haG already authorized prooacution and haa 

requested the report bo prepared. 

ProsecutivQ reporte ara prepared at the conolusion of 

the investigation, and eontain a succinct summary of the case and 

all detail~ of the inVestigation, including reporte of int0rViewa 

(FD-302c), investigativo inserts, technical reports from the FBI , 
laboratory and Identification Division, arrest records, results 

of inv8stiqation conducted hy other FBI Jiviaions, ana detailed 

listings of GvidoncG Obtained ana witnesses. The prosecutiv0 

raport is pri:l!-.arHy prepared to aid tho u.s. Attornoy in 

proparing for prosecution. Prosecutive roporta prepared in those 

b~t fraud eases with less or exposuro over $lOO,OOO are 

forwarded to FBIHQ, but arc not in n form Guitablo for. 

dissemination to outside aqonciea beoauso of Privacy Act, Riqht 

to Financial PriVacy Act proviaiong, aD well as Rule 6E of tho 

Foderal Rules of criminal ~rOdedurQ. Prosecutive reports are not 

proparod in caGea whoro prosecution 10 declined. 
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Daclinations in cnOGO ~ith lOaD or eKpoDura ovar $100,000 are 

ro.portod to FBIHO via the cloaing :tRM which 1f1 thl!ln dicDeminatod. 

to the Criminal Diviaion of tho Departll\ant ot JUtltiC0, Q§ wall 110 

the bank flUpervioory agencies :!.nvolved. 

The F91 prosecutiv~ report makG0 no racommen~ations for 

oither prosecution or declination, but merely presents the facts 

obtained in the investigation to the Uni'elilci Stlltas Attorney who 

renders the prosecutivQ decision. 

'!'hG COttlmittee has requested th9 FBI provide rQsponeElS 

to specific quostione with ~~ard to bank fraud and bank failure 

invElstigations in both the San Oi0go and Los Angelea FBI offices. 

'!'he remaindl!lr of t.hie etatament will address those areas, 

S!GNIrI~ INVESTIGATIQNS 

LOB ANGELES DIVISION 

At this time, the loa Angelos FBI oiviaion haa peneling 

inveatigationG Which involvo fraudulent misconduct in financial 

institutions at a level of loss as follows: 

toss Betwoen $100,000 an~ $250,000 - 133 investigations 

Loss $250,000 and above - 143 investiqationa 

It mhould be notod that these totals are only tor Sank 

Fl'aud and Embezzlement cases (ineluding bank failures), and do 

not include thOBS Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property, 

Fraud by Wire, or other investiqat10ns within the FBl'n 

juriod1etion where a finaneial institution wae victimizod. 

Criminal referrals in the 133 eases where the lon was 

$100,000 to $250,000 were ma~g in 78 of those matters by the 

vietim :!.ntJUtution. The FDIC raferred 25 of thODe 

invQstiqations. Nona were referred by FSLIC. The Comptroller of 
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thea CUrrency reflllttl1Jd ona came, and the FHLBB refGlrr~ throo 

invrastiqationo. RsfarralD wore mt\Cle l:>y third partial!l in 12 

inveatigatior~. ~~or FEI sourceD referred 7 investigationa, and 

another 7 'inveatiqationa WGro initiated l:>y tho FBI itself as a 

result of investigations in other mettero. 

In the 1~3 Log AngelQs inveatiqationo involving 1066GS 

ovar $350,000, 95 ware referred by ~~GI victi~ inatitution. The 

FOIC referred 12 invElatiglltioM and tho P'SLIC, two 

invostigatione. Tho Comptroller of tho Currency referred 6 

inv~stiqationa and the FHLBB, 5 invectigatione. Third partios 

referred S investigations. other FBI aourcea raferrod 4 

investiqations, and the FBI itself initiated 11 investigations as 

a result of investigations in other matters. 

SAN PIEGO DIVISION 

In the San Diego FBI Division, there are 9 open 

investigations of fral~Ulent misOOl~d.uet in or aqainl~t financid 

institutions wheroin the loaa io between $100,000 and $250,000. 

Two of those inveetisations were roferred l:>y tha finanoial 

institution itself. Throe were ~eferred to th0 FBI by the l:>ank 

supervisory aqeney (l-FDIC, l-FHI~B, 1-eOC). No investiqationa 

were referred by the FSLIC or FDIC Fee Counsel. Two waro 

initiated by FBI confidential sources. one was referred by thG 

San Diego District Attornay'o OfficQ. The last investigation wao 

initiated. basea Oll a newspaper article regarding ll110qEld 

criminality at the finanoial institution. 

> In the SM Oioqo FBI DiviliJion, thero &.ro 9 pending 

invGstiqationa of fraudulent mi~conduot in or a~ainst financial 

institutions Wherein the lose exceeds $250,000. six of these 
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matters were referred by the victim bank, and one was rofarrad by 

t.'la supervisory Qqsncy. No refarralB were received from tho FDIC 

or FSLIC Fee Counsel. Two other. referrals wero received from tho 

unitod States Attorney. One investigations was initiated by the 

FBI itself as a resUlt of information developed in other 

invoetiqationo. 

Tho San Diego FBI Division has dafined major or 

significant bank fraud investigations within ita territory ao 

thoso bank frauds or bank failures which CAl involvo a 106S oval' 

$100,000 or (B) .involvo a loss between $25,000 and $99,000. The 

first group involves 12 Commercial Banks, 6 saVings and Loans, 

and 2 Fedoral Credit uniono. 

In the San Diego Division, financial institution fraud 

casoa amountinq to los see equal to or in excess of ~lOO,ooO arQ 

considered a #1 priority within the Financial Crimes subprogram, 

which io the :lrd priority within the wce proqra.m. c-OVl)rnment 
~ 

Fraud and Public corruption haVQ recently bean delineated ao the 

#1 and #2 priorities of the wee SquaQ. 
lOS lillGEu!:$ DIVISION 

The tom Angeles Dlvioion has defined major or 

oignificant bank frau& inveetiqatione within its territory am 

involvinq financial inati~utions ao those Where tho ~ount 

involved is $250,000 and abovo, or the investigation involvGS a 

hiqh ranking official of the financial institution. tom Anqole~ 

haG l43 such in:J'tlstigationtJ currently under investiqation, with 

l02 involvinq commercial bankD, 41 involving savings and loans, 

and two involvin~ credit unionD. 

- 10 -
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Bank Fraud and Embezzlement cases in tha Los Angelea 

Division have been clevated to the top priority within the Whito 

Coll~ crimo-Division. ThOBO casos, involving $250,000 or more 

aro given the hlghQ6t priority. 

FBI invl!ll!it.ig'ationo in both Loa Ang'elaa and San Diego 

include many arioing out of financial institutions w.hieh haVQ 

failed. 

The followinq ie a list of financial institutions 

within the LoB An~eles Division which hava failed, and for which 

there io a pending investiqQtlon: 

western National Bank 
San Marino Savinqa and Loan 
Hacienda Federal savinqo 
Heritaqa Bank 
west Coast Bank 
Beverly Hilla Savlnqo 
Firat City Bank 
Comeroial Bank of CaHfernia 
Butterfield SavinqQ 
American Diversified Savinqs 
Valencia Bank 
West valley Bank 
Consolidated Savings 
Independent National Bank 
North American Savinqg 
Perpetual Saving'B Bank 
South Bay savinqs 

The following i~ a liatinq of failed financial 

inotitutionc within tho Los Angeles Divioion for which thoro is 

no aotive investiqation duo, eithor to the lack of a criminal 

reterralo in 9 inctsnc09, in two instances where attention ia 

being given to hiqher priority mattars, and the atatut~ of 

limitations having expired in the last instanco: 

- 11 -
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NtllWPOrt Harbor BMlt 
Bank of Irvino 
Garden Grove Conm\unity Bank 
southorn californin Savings 
Capiotrano National !ank 
Manhattan Beach Savin;o 
center National Bank 
Saddlchaek VallGY Bank 
Orange Coast Thrift and Loan 
Rall\ona Sav1n~s end toan 
Unified Saving~ Bank 
New City Bank 

The following is a list of the fa~led financial 

institutions within tha San Di090 FBI Divioion: 

central Savings and Lean 
sun SaviTl9Il and Loan 
seapoint Savings and Lean 
California Heritage Bank 
F"contior National Bank 

No criminal reforrals were recQived by the San Di0qo 

FBI from either the FSLIC or the FDIC regarding any ot these 

failod institutions. 

An FBI investigation was initiated by the San Diego FBI 

baeea on c,onfidential information received rogarding oritr.inality 

at Sun S&L which failed. Ao a result of that investigation, one 

borrower haa plod g'Uilty nne!. another wac oonvicted. Thill 

investigation 1s atill underway. 

~SECL7IVE GUIO!LlHES 

currently, the Los An~91oS Division ha~ an agroement 

with the U.S. Attorney'a Oifieo regarding mattors whiCh ar~ 

automatically deolined with no p'reGantation of the facts to an ... 
Assistant T.TnitGd StateD Attorney CAUSA)., 'I'hi" policy WI!lllI 

oatablioh0d because Qf manpower lirnitatione in tho U.s, 

Attorney'a Office and in tho Loe Angelos FBI Division. 

CUrrontly, any matter Where tho loas iD loss than $25,000, and 

- 12 -
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the Quapoctod parson involvad aooo not hold Q poaition of 

rGGponcibility in tho financial inatitution or haa not bomn 

identifiod in ~ provioum fra~ or ombozzlament at anothor 

finanoial -institution, io Qutomatically doclln~d. 

'nlooo criminal referrals in Los Angeles, wheroin the 

loos or ~~ouro io batwssn $25,000 and $99,999, are ovaluated 

and only thoBe mnttoro having po~tial proBooutive merit ara 

opanod and investlqatGd. ~o6e havinq no apparont prosecutivo 

msrit are not inveGti~at0d ~~ are placed into an unaddressed 

control file to-be opened for invGstigation only it and ~h~ 

manpower rcsourcoo beooma available. 

All mtters in Loe Anqalas with a lOlls or oXPOSI.1l:'G of 

$100,000 an~ above arG opened and assigned for investiqation. 

~05Q matters with a loes or exposure of $250,000 and above, have 

been given tho highest priority in matte~Q involvinq finanoial 

institutiono. 

gAR DIEGQ PIVIS!ON 

In tho San Diogo Division, all matters involving loases 

equal to, or in oxceaG of $25,000 ara considerod priority ~tters 

and will be puroued. Size of the loss and impact on community 

would certainly hoighten the priority with whieh Q case is 

1nvestiqatcd, GO alao potential dostruction of reoords and 

availability of wi~1QDsaD. 

AbsGnt unusual circumstanoes, tho U.S. AttorneY'm 

Offico, southern Distriot of california, will decline prosecution 

of matters whoro the cubjoct(a) arG unknown and tho 10DS doss not 

oxeGed $25,000. Accordingly, the FBI does l~ot invostiqate theae 

mattoro. 

D 13 -
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No ~ oubject matters ara daclinod bnG~d Golmly on 

the amount. ef loce. 

All known oubj~ct mattero aro immediately ratorrod by 

tho FBI to U.S. Atternoy1o Office for prosecutive opinion. 

ean Diogo currontly oporatos 11 Fast Track Proqram (TI'P) 

in conjunction with the U.S. Attorney's Office to quickly 

prosecuto BF&E matters, particularly aa they relate to bank or 

o6vinqe an4 loan employoes. 

!f the amount embezzled does not oKoeed $25,000, tho 

Assietant U.S. Attorney CAUSA) will uork direotly with the viotim 

institution and the Grand 3ury to obtnin the necessary evidence, 

with FBI invostigativo support as nocossary. 

When an AUSA authorizes procecutiQn, a complaint is 

filod. If the 1000 is legs than $100.00, a micdemeanor 10 

charged. If the lOGS 1s between $100.00 and $2,500,00, the AUSA 

will eharqo a misdemeanor and 0 folony with expectation that 

cubject will plead to the misdemeanor, 

tosses exoeeding $25,000 ~re prosecuted as otraight 

feloni~B with the appropriate full investigative support of the 

FB!. 

In addition to oiza of the loss, certainly prior 

aimilar acta as well uo position of the subject, influence the 

approach to proseeution and investigation on a caee by cas a 

basis. 

~m EFtECTIYE1{ESS 

U)S ANGELl!:§ 

. In the toG AngeleG U.s. Attorney's OffiQQ, all major 

bank fraud mattera ara oGsigned to the Major Fraud section and 
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BAN: DIEGO 

aro assigned to c:m:pedencod AUSAa \iith ClXportioe in working fraud 

matt~rs. This unit io alao handioappod ~ Q lack of porsonnQl 

raoourcoa. Bank Fraud5 with lemsGa undar $250,000 are asaigned 

to the crhlinal Complaints SEletion of the Lee Angeles tJ. G. 

Attornoy'a Office, 'l'ihich io designed to hnnCIlO ilimIoc1iate 

OituatiOM ouch no oomplaints, arreotll, €laarch \-tarrant., filing 

of affidavits, and initial appearances beforo U.S. Maqistratem. 

The FnGt Track Proqram in San Diego is hiqhly 

6uccessful and a vastly improved ~ethQd of handlinq the large 

volume of rolatively omall ~ank fraud and ombezzloment ~tterlJ 

Which miljJht otherwilZG remain unllddrQased. Ito OUCCeGIJ is larqaly 

c;1UG to coordination with the U.S. Attorney'!) Office who:rshy ~Q 

prosocution preoeao was streamlined to efficiently use the 

limited investiqativc reeourcos. 

Recognizing the volume of criminal fraUd matters ru)d 

tho availability of roo~urcQa, the FBI has no re:ommendation for 

improvament in the U.S. AttoZ'l'ley's Office in either los Angeles 

Ok' San DiQ9o. 

r,OMPT.tEXITY OF INVESTIGATIONS 

Bank. fraud matt~rs usually requiro a substantial roview 

of documenta and lengthy technical interviews, relating to bank 

polioies and procedures. Within the past few yearG, the amount 

of losses in bank fraud matt-are has inoreased drastioally with a 

C~~GnGurate incrGase in the complexity of the inveseiqBtion 

requiro~. The number of major casse has also increased 

substantially, with the highest percentage of increases falling 

in the araa of million dollar losses and bank failures. Thera 

- 16 -
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hao also boem a oiqnificant incraaoo in thODO caoolil involvin; 

bank officartl and axacutivoD. Tho timo required to invlOstiqato 

Qnd prooecu~o thoso CSOQS involving larqm lossee, complex 

achexneo I oUl'!otantial d.ocument. ro.view, and. bank oxoouti Vt'lEl , who 

typically hirQ top loval la~al r~pre$entation for their defense, 

10 dramatic~lly lon90r than tho. typical teller defalcation caaa. 

In addition, becauso of the cornplexlties involved, the 

1nvootiqatoro in those caeos neod a do finite oxpartioe that can 

only be acquired through a~ucatiQn, traininq, or oxporianea. 

Tho investigators and prosecutors of theDe complex 

financial cri~eEl matter a muat oeak a balance b~tween presenting a 

case in anouqh dotail to 1'!)\ll)L!Jtantiate the charges, yet atill make 

it understandablo to 0 j~. 

FBI RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR BANX FRAUD 
AND BANK FbILUBt Ib~~STIGATIONS 

l.OS ANgELES DIVISJ;QN 

Tho FBI measuro~ its invGstiqativG resourcos in terms 

of Oirect Ment: Work Yaaro (OAWYs). A!l.A.WY' ia the full Yl\lar1a , 
offorto of one SpeCial Aqant which can be dGvoted to an 

invo~tiqation, absent any adminiatrative ti~o. For thG Fiscal 

Yo41· (FY) ending September 30, 19as, thu Los Anseles FBI Division 

oxpended 74.7 DAWY'a on WhitG-Collsr Crimo xnattera. Of that 

amount, 18.15 DAWYB wera a~pended on Bank Fraud and Embezzlement 

(BF&E) rnattr:u:f1 1i'1'\'1 33. S2 DAms on other financial fraud l\lathrs. 

ourinq tho FY anding September 30, 1966, tho Loa 

Angelea Oivinien expende~ 77.S OAWYo on wee efforts, BF&E 

offorta amounted to 10.95 DAWYm and other financial fraud mattera 

addressad by 33.17 DAwYa. 

- 16 .. 
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For thQ firet hnlf of thQ prosent FY snding March 31, 

1987, the wee of forte (when annualizod) amount to 77.09 DAW'lt,. 

The BF&! DAWYs (annualized) are at the :21.29 DAW'l level, with 

other financial fraud investiqation amountinq to 33.16 DAWYa. 

currently, there aro tan vacancies in the White collar 

Divj.lJion of the. Loll Ang'elas DiviElion. Due to the qrcwing white

collar orima and other criminal problems, the investigativQ 

priorities of the Loo An9s1es Division arG conetantly reassessed. 

Based on th050 priorities tho Special Aqanta are assigned to the 

highest priority mattern. 

The l.inlited FBI 6gfll'\t resources and the myriad of 

oriminnl problems in Loo Angelos ham impacted on tho 

investigation of persona involved with certain failed financial 

institutions. ThG casaa involving loesae over $100,000 and the 

bank failures reeeivG high investigative priority in the LoB 

Angoles Division, but have to be addressed in addition to the 

high volume of other major criminal mattera. 

SAN DIEGO PIVISIOH 

In tho San Diego Division, in 3Une, 1985, there ware 15 

Special Aqanto aesiqned to wee afforte. In June, 1986, and aloo 

at the presont time, thor~ ara 14 spacial. Agento assigned to wee 
offorto. 

Tho rankinq of tho National priorities of tha FBI in 

thll'l wee Program are (1) GoVornmental FraUd, (2) l'Ublic 

corruption, and (3) Financial CrimQo, with Defanse Procurement 

Fraud and Bank Failuro Fraud whoro loosee oXceed $100,000 aa 

aqual number one prioritioG. These arc also tho prioritiea of 

tho San cieqo Divioion. At the present time, the San Diego FBI 

Oivision haa adequato resources and will continue 
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to address bank fraud Md bank failuro problomfJ IlGl priority 

matters. If inereasea in bank fraud criminal ro!erra1~ are 

experiencGd, it will beoome nacoBsary to rcaoseaa tho adeqt.\acy of 

those availablo resourceo. 

For the Fiscal year (FY) ending Septambar 30, 1995, the 

San Diego FBI Division Gli'pandac1 12. G oiroct Agent t~ork Years 

(DAWYs) on White-Collar erimo (Wee) matters. Of that amount, 2.4 

DAWYs '''ere expanded on Bank Fraud. and Embrazzlament (BP'E<E) 

matters, and 6.1 DAWn on other fraud mattaro. 

During the FY ondinq Septe.m.ber 30, 1986, the San Diego 

Division expended 11.0 DAWia on wee mattors. BF&E aftorto 

amounted to 3.6 DAHl's, and other fraud mattGra were addressed ~y 

5.2 DAWYw. 

For the first half of the present F'i ending' March 31, 

1987, the San Diego woe efforts (when annualized) amount to 7.5 

DT;.WYo. The BF&E· DA.WYo (annualizod) arC) at tho 2.3 DAm leval, 

with other fraud. bein\1 addressee! with 3.0 DAW'{O (annualize.d). 

There arc ourrnl'ltl!r two vacancies in the San Dieqo 

Division1 ene Buperv1eo~J poaition, and one special Aqant 

pooition. An experionced Qupervisory aqent in San Diego, who 

handled bank fraUd caseo was promoted and tranGferrad to FBI 

Headquarters in septp.~er, 1986. Him successor wan promoted from 

within th~ ranks of tho wee squad, rot ired from tho FBI in May, 

1987. A raplacement superviaor haG been oalected tor San Dieqo. 

~e Spaoi~l AgGnt position io gehedulod to bo filled in lata 

July, 1987, with an SA accountant who is presently under 

transfer. Transfer funds ara availablo for those transfero. 

- 18 m 
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In tho San Di$90 DiVision, Qgent manpower allocationc 

have neither delayed nor negatively impacted tho investigations 

in mattors pertaining' to either Sun Snvil'l91B or seapoint So.vingo 

and Loan. 

The personnel resourcea of the FBI ara constantly being 

reassessed to addr06C investigative needs aa priorities dictate. 

The FBI has made major personnol commitments to bank fraud and 

ba~~ failure investigations throughout the country. 

DNANCIAL INS'l'ITtlTION' S EXAMINATiON AND RtFERMts 

Banking agency examiners detect and report few caeca 

involving insider abuse and criminal miscondUct when compared 

with thOBO detected and reported by the victim financial 

institutions themaelves. When the Gxarninere do ~k$ a reforral, 

the rQferral usually eontaina eufticient and objectivQ 

information. 

Referrale aro usually delayed dUQ to the lenqth,of time 

necessary to oonduct the axamination and prepare a report of tho 

findings. ThG problams of batter dotection and referral have 

bean addressed by the davolopmont of the cooper~tive spacialized 

bank fraud training program tor both FBI speoinl Aqenta and 

euperv1mory agoncy e~aminero. 

!.Os lWGEI,ES OMS ION' 

~n 1985, th~ Mitsubiohi Bank of California did not make 

a criminal referral in a $s million fr.aud ease to either the FBI 

or tho Unitod states AttornsY' in Loe AngsleB. Tho case wac lat>llr 

addraos~d by tho LeQ An~ele3 District Attorney'~ Of~ice at a tima 

long aftar tho individualm suspected of the fraud had fled, 

makinq proo0cution difficule if not impossible. A prompt 
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referral. of IllUSPQot0d. crilninality to thE) FBI could havo all~acl 

tillloly invootiqation I1l'td. raduc!3c:i the tUie. aV(9,ile.blo for thfll 

aubjeota to ilea to avoid prosocution. 

SAN PXtGP PIV!SIO~ 
ThQ o)(peri$MO of thG San Dieqo Office is that banking' 

a9Gncia~ (FDIc/rSLIC) genar~11y clotoot and report criminal 

misconduct in financial institutions-within San Di$qo'o 

jurisdiction in tl timely fashion. The reports have provi<led 

Bufficient, ~l~oit minimal, information to initiato 

inveatiqationa.- The limited information furnished is viQwe~ ao a 

lSireot rewlt ,?f the RilJht~ to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA). 

Problamo oneounter6d by FBI aqenta are usually related 

to tho timelineao of rOcords provided, aqain the result of RFPA. 

A oolution \-Jould be cQ!nplot~ anCl ilmllSdiate disclosure 'When the 

institution io tho PQtantial victim. 

other probl~ araaa have inoluded thOSG uituations 

whero unusual or $uapioioua nctivity on the part of bank 

personnal (or loan ~rOblOl!la) arB detect~d by G~aminers, but not 

rOl1ortsd until, or unl~6o, thO Cll«UI\iner 1a conVinoed cdl1\:l.nal 

activity haD occurred. S.1.nco sxaminatioM occur only about onee 

G YQar, these problem areae may qo unreported until years nfter 

tho fact. 

Easier aoooss to both enamination reporta and tho 

OXMl1nel: l1\Oat knowledgeable in the 8:t"oa of tho repono would be 

of great aaaiatnnoo, particularly in an oftioa ouoh ao San Oiago 

w1~Qro noithar tho FDIC or rSLIC maintain offieeo. 
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Detection and roporting of insider and major borrowsr 

criminal misconduct varies fk~ institution to institution. Tho 

major finanoial inetitutione for the moet part appear tQ 

ade~atelY deteot and report oriminal activity. Smaller an~or 

independent banks and oavings and loans occasionally h~v$ to be 

rer.tindsd of reporting' requirement". 

The ref0rralra BOl'I\ctimes appear to dopend. on the 

relative powltion of the bank inaider or the financial Btatus of 

tho cuatOIMlr. Bank. Gll1Ploy006 may be mora reluctant to repert 

auspicious activitie6 of a bank president, tor oxampla, aD 

oppos~d to a teller. 

Thara have aleo boon inatancee whore finanoial 

institutions have bean reluctant to report criminal misconduct, 

or Gven to amoist in the invQstiqation. In these instances, the 

institutions may have acted under the belief (often mistaken) 

that they would rGloovar their 100G. 

Inetitutiono may alGo be reluctant to report 

information Which may inotitute an FBI investigation and 

adversaly affect the reputation of the bank, its officers, or ito 

employe~o. 

Based on past experience, it would appear that 

finl!,ncial institutions shOUld. continua to submit roferrals of 

oriminal misconduct to both th0 FBI and the appropriate banking 

agency (FSLIC/FDIC) sirnultaneoucly, advising oach of their 

actions. Thio allowo the bankinq aqonciea to monitor thl!l 

reforral procoss and. permits the FBI to address tho refarral in a 

prompt and timely manner. 

-21-
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When fG® counsQl lz assigned to Q financinl institution 

failure, thoy conduct their o.xaminElUon, which in ooma inotances 

has taken me long llEi one year. During tho couro® of thnt 

eXalIlination, or at the CQlllP1atlon of the QXaII\ination, roferrnlfl 

of crim~na1 activity or ouapactad oriminal aotivity are made to 

tho Uni'l:~d 6tataa AttornGj' !!Ind/or the FBI. Theae rofen-ala 

reprosent th" l.l39'a1 predication for thQ initiation of an FBI 

investigation. It is viewed by the FBI as imparative that all 

criminal 'activity discovered by examinar~ bo reforred to enable 

tho FBI to carry out its inveetigative reope~eibilitieo. In 

ongoing complQX lnvestiqationa such ae Bovsrly Hille S&L, 

refeI"ra.la enable tho FBI to efficiently focua ita limited. 

resOUrces on specific activity or traneaotiona in the incomplotGd 

portionD of tho inveetiqaeion. 

The FBI's oxporience io that in some failures, faG 

eounsel have mado timely and adequat€l referrals \~hilo in other 

instances thoy have not. 

Coordination and aS6istance between the FSLIC, FDIC and 

the FBI hag improved. through the efforts of the Bank Frau~ 

Workinq Gl;'OUp. Prwioumly, problsme were encouuterec! When the 

regulators would not prgvida information regarding any criminal 

activity because of parceived Right to Financial Privacy Act 

restrictions. In addition, at times problema ware encounterod. in 

obtaining info~tion and documentation regarding a criminal 

roferral ev~n pursuant to Q Fodoral Grand Jury subpoena. 

- 22 -
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It 1s preferable fc~ appropriate bankinq aqanci~m to 

refer any cri.minal tJ.isoQnduet uncovered lIhile exa:minlationm art!} 

mtill underway rathor than wa1tinq until th~ institution is 

actually closGd (or afterwards). This fnci11tateo tho 

inveatiqativa prooosG by allowing FBI aqcntm to in~arvi0w 

examiners and/or inatitution employ~em While they are still 

availablG mnd While ths roeordG are atill both accessible and 

o.vdlab10 for review by i:loth the exrurlnar and the FBI aqenta. 

Thia is especially important in San DiGqo where no FSLIC/FDIC 

office o~iatG. . 

BIGHT TO nm.NCIAL PRIYAC'! ACT 

The ltight to ll'lnll.ncial Privacy Act hac created 

substantial problema and delays in invostiqating bank fraud 

easss. MOat bankers ar® not awaro of the specific d~tailG of the 

provit:siona of the Act and rely on instruetiorul from their legal 

dcpart.ll\ent~1. ProblGlll.G arit!!o when there io confusion between the 

provisions of the Federal Right to Financial PriVacy Aet and the 

pr~~iDions of the California Financial Privaoy Act. 

ProblemG oceur when circumatanceG make it necessary to 

expeditiously obtain financial records or 'information covored by 

the Act in order to support ~ affid~vit for an arrost warrant or 

a searoh warrant. At tirn~e, delay~ are 0XPeriane~ in obtaining 

Grand Jury etibpoenaa and the tim~ requirad for the documentation 

to be returned to tho Grand. ,JUry and used for investigativo 

purposes. At times, these delays can bo critical when t~ying to 

obtain an arrsDt warrant, rOCOVer assets or obtain QvideneQ. 

a 23 -
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Normally, whon the finanoial inotitution io the victim 

of tha crime, obtainintJ t,ho finanoial lnforll\1ltlon purauant to a 

Grand Jury oubpoona prolilonto no problOllW. Some finanoial 

institutions havo inDtitutod roquirements that thQ customer, 

whose account i6 being oubpoenaed, be notified of the aUbpoona. 

They they require Il two week wait in order for tho customer to b~ 

notified Ill'ld given titoo to protast the subpoena. ThiEl ham 

occurred evan in eituation~ Whers the financial institution has 

bGan the victim and the cuatc:nnsr ia tho sUbj act of tho 

investigation a~d for whom an arrest warrant had ba~ iosuad. 

Other finlll'lcinl institutions hav~ requested a grand jury Gubpoena 

bo imouod for documents or rocQrdo not covered by tho Right to 

Financial Privacy Act. Some inatitutiona have made thin demand 

evan after they have bee,n th~ victim of the frnud. 

Th0 invoetiqationo of complex bank fraud casae 

involving larqe oums of money and many different ~inancial 

institutions, obta~.ning and tracing the neoessary docwnGntary 

ovidence tht'oush theoa aC!counto is vo.r.y time consuming. Thene 

fact.ors, and thG na0d t.o obtain Grand Jury subpoenas prior to tho 

financial inotitutiono providins documents as well as inaurin9 

these documento are return~d to the Grand Jury, add Gignific~ntly 

to tho investi~ntivo burden of tho Qgent, and to tho timo 

required to oomplote th0 inveetiqation. These would not be 

lJiqn.1.ficant problema if each FBI Speoial Agent wao only 

responsiblo for a fGw invootiqationfl. HowevGr, '~hen the agent ill 

raoponoiblo for invootiqatlona of soveral major bank fraUd easo~, 
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aa well as many other caDOS, which all require Grand Jury 

subpoena!.'! Clue to tha Finanoial Privacy Act, the workload of that 

special Agent' is increaoad by tracklnq of nll thaCQ subpoenao 

Which have bean oorvoo. 

Another problam oecura whan it becomoe necessary to 

have investiqation conduoted by another aqency or in a foreiqn 

country. In ord.o.r for the other asenc:f or the forraign 

investiqator to oonduct the investiqation, it is neoeasary to 

)?rovide background information r09'ardinq the casa. When thie 

l:Ie.cltqrounc1 inf'onnation is account information obtaine4 by Grand 

Jury subpoena, the gacracy provisions of the Grand Jury qovQrnS, 

and the information cannot bo dlssaminated. Thera are waye to 

resolve this aituation, but it ra9ulto in mors time beinq 

required for the easa a~Qnt to complete the investigation. 

Althougn these invGstiqativQ problems are not 

insurmountab10, whcn taken tcqothar, thQy c:reatca obstacles ~ich 

add to a burdensome eaBeloa~ for the agents. 

CONCWSIOH 

The maeBivEI investiqative problema creab.c1 by bank 

fraud and bank failure arc fully reooqnized by tho FBI. Thoae 

problO%l\G have been addressed by revised training programs, 

greater coordination with finnncial institution oupervisory 

aqenoieB, increased manpower commitments nationwido, and higher 

prioritization of la.t'90 banlt looses anC! failuros. Many of thODQ 

approacheo arQ still avolvinq, and will continue commens~atQ 

with tha erma problr;,m. The tank at hand 10 not an eamy one nor 

are th~ro ~\ick solutiono. It io tho continuod coordination 

offorts of all which arc needed if theae problemG ara to bo 

effectively n4clrGflSed, and tho FBI ~.a committed to that goal. 

- as a 
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Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Jamar, I think that's a very impressive report 
as to what has been dom: since this matter has become somewhat 
of an important subject, not only to this committee, but to the Con
gress. 

It appears from the testimony today and from the FBI's statistics 
that, because of the activities in the criminal fraud area in the 
years of 1984, 1985, and 1986, we have a preponderance of cases at 
this particular time, which we probably will not have in the future, 
hopefully, because of the beefing up of savings and loan and bank 
examination forces. 

Would it be appropriate to say that we have such a situation 
that it needs, at least by the-well, for the next several years, in 
order to complete this prosecution effort-would it be appropriate 
to set up a task force within the FBI to better handle the emergen
cy that seems to be existing right today? 

Mr. JAMAR. Well, we allocate our resources and concentrate 
agents that have the experience in these cases in the special areas, 
the States you've talked about: California, Louisiana, Oklahoma, 
Texas; and what we do, we take the agents we have and concen
trate them in those areas, from within if we can. Transfer of 
agents is tremendously expensive, as you know. 

So what has happened in those offices, they sit down and they 
are forced to review their priorities, not only the priorities of the 
whole field office but the priorities in white-collar crime. Some of
fices are fully occupied with white-collar crime assignments, and 
will concentrate on these types of cases. Others have other crimi
nal priorities that they cannot pull all the agents away from. 

So, when you call it "task force," I think we do that, Mr. Chair
man. It's just that we concentrate our agents in a matter; we try to 
get from the beginning of the case, the U.S. attorney's side. We 
work hand-in-hand from the beginning. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Stolhans, what is your appraisal of the Los 
Angeles office, especially in considering the tremendous number of 
cases that have developed in the central district? Do you feel like 
your staff is adequate? 

Mr. STOLLHANS. Mr. Chairman, I would address the answer to 
that question in two parts. 

The first part is what is the experience factor of the agents in 
the individual abilities to work this specific type of financial fraud? 
I think without question, as Mr. Bonner said previously, Los Ange
les FBI has the very best bank fraud investigators in the entire 
United States. I know one agent particularly that has 17 years of 
experience investigating bank fraud here in Los Angeles, and there 
are many others that are just a little bit short of that kind of expe
rience. These are usually accountants. Some of them are former 
CPA's or CPA's; and I think from an experience level, we have got 
the best that the FBI has to offer. 

From a numbers question, that would probably be something 
that I would have to say that, based upon the workload, that cer
tainly I could use some more agents in this area. I have been talk
ing to Jeff Jamar's section; Jeff has supported us in this area, and 
we expect an enhancement the next time we get agents, which will 
be at the beginning of the fiscal year. 
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Mr. BARNARD. You know, I wouldn't dispute the standpoint of 
the quality of the agents in the Los Angeles area. Let's take that 
Bank of America case itself. 

Mr. STOLLHANS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. BARNARD. Which involves activities i.n the secondary mort

gage market. It looks like to me that you would need additional ex
perienced people to come in and help you with a case like that. 

Mr. STOLLHANS. Well, I think you have got to look at a case like 
that, which, flrst of all, is not a rOllLine case. That is certainly an 
exceptional case, and the way we work that, was, flrst of all, that is 
one of the few cases that has multiple FBI agents on it-we have 
six agents on that case, and have had six agents for at least 1 % 
years that I can recall. In addition to FBI agents, that is more or 
less a task-foree-type case, because we have used other agency in
vestigators and auditors, and so the real strength of that investiga
tion is you're talking 12 to 14 people. 

I don't i.hink, even though this is a very, very complex and large
dollar, and multitl'ansaction type case, I don't think you can hit on 
any case much more than 12, 14 investigators and auditors. In 
other words, I don't think that we can get our prosecutions any 
quicker or any additional prosecutions if we hit that with 30 or 40 
people. There's a point that managing those big ones, I think, is 
counterproductive. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, now, are you saying, then, that the agent to 
flll the vacancies that you have in the-the 10 vacancies in the 
White-Collar Division of the Los Angeles FBI, you really don't need 
them? 

Mr. STOLLHANS. No, I wouldn't say that. 
And, of course, talk about vacancies in any ,)rogram here in the 

FBI, or any other office, when I talked to Mr. McSpadden a couple 
of months ago, I did, in fact, have-I believe there were 9 or 10 va
cancies at that point, and right now I've got 1() vacancies, which, 
although that sounds static, it's not a static picture. 

I've had people transferred in, since I talked to Mr. McSpadden. 
I've had one agent resign; I've had one agent going on maternity 
leave. This is a constantly changing thing. Most recently, and this 
is why I'm getting more and more optimistic, last week, I was tele
phonically advised that our headquarters had cut orders for six ad
ditional agents, in addition to these six transfers in. My boss, Rich 
Bretsing, who runs the entire office, has recently instructed that 
we take a look at the agents that have accounting backgrounds and 
white-collar crime experience in the LA offlce who are no longer 
assigned to white-collar matters, and we have, in fact, identifled 12 
of those, and we are now evaluating which of those 12, if not all of 
them, to bring back to and assign white-collar crime. 

So, I am optimistic that my vacancies, although I think literally 
as of'tonight, I think it's nine, I believe that I am very optimistic 
that I'll have most of these filled in the very near future. 

Mr. BAR.NAR.D. Mr. Jamar, U.S. Attorney Bonner's testimony of 
this morning stated that it would be helpful to have the FBI peri
odically meet with examinel's to discuss the types of bank fraud 
prevalent in a given district, any frauds below certain patterns and 
experienced agents and examiners could exchange information 
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which would assist examiners in identifying the badges of fraud. 
What are your views on this in a local level? 

Mr. JAMAR. It's done. 
Mr. BARNARD. Is it successful? 
Mr. JAMAR. It's fundamental procedure. That's one of the pluses 

that has come out of the working group, is better communication 
with the supervising agencies. We encourage our offices to estab
lish very close liaison with the local office. I think, in California, 
the Bank Board is up in San Francisco. They are very important. 
We work very close together, and we take the time to try to edu
cate them, for them to look for what we need, and the type of cases 
that we can address. That's being done now, across the country. 

Mr. BARNARD. Do you also work with the U.S. attorneys in that 
regard, as well? 

Mr. JAMAR. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We encourage, as I said earlier, 
that we lock in with the assistant U.S. attorney, at the very begin
nin9: of the case. We investigate cases to obtain prosecution, and we 
don t want to waste our time on cases that don't have prosecutive 
possibilities,-and so we prefer the idp.p IlJituation: Agents and assist
ant U.S. attorneys working hand in hand from the outset. 

Mr. BARNARD:Mr. Stollhans, how would you evaluate the quality 
of referrals that you are getting in your office these days? Are they 
better than they have Leen, the referrals from the five Federal 
banking agencies? 

Mr. S'fOLLHANS. Yes. I think the answer is, first of all, the con
sistency of what we're getting is very, very helpful, and therefore I 
think not only is it consistent, but because they are all trying
there's an understanding as to what's the minimum threshold for 
information we need to predicate a criminal investigation, and that 
is being, consistently being put in the referral forums. I think it is 
definitely an improv6)ment. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Stollhans, you listed 12 failed institutions as 
to which there is no active investigation, often because there is no 
referral. I would like you first, if you would, to identify the two in
stitutions as to which there is no active investigation because a pri
ority is given to higher matters, and explain what that means. 

Mr. STOLLHANS. As far as the individual banks and investiga
tions, I would be glad to follow up, and pull those files and get that 
information to you. 

I think there are a couple of areas, though, that do come to 
mind. First of all, on a failed institution, where then there is a 
criminal referral of an activity that has passed the statute of limi
tations, if that on the surface is what the information we get at the 
beginning and because of the priorities that we are faced with right 
now, there is probably going to be nothing done on that investiga
tion. That is not to say that if somebody had the time to go 
through a lot of records, that there couldn't be something brought 
out where there would be other criminal referrals within the stat
ute of limitations, but if, on the surface, there isn't anything in the 
statute of limitations, then we are not going to predicate an inves
tigation. 

Mr. BARNARD. Do you use a threshold standard, when there is a 
referral, do you use any standard, such as that enumerated by Mr. 
Bonner, as far as a dollar amount is concerned? 
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Mr. STOLLHANS. On the practical level, I could give you a rough 
estimate. In Los Angeles-and you've got to realize, if you are talk
ing about the full universe of referrals going down to the $500 mys
terious disappearance. We get over 100 of these every month, some
times over 200, but there's a lot of those that fall in that category 
in this district; they'll never be prosecuted, and there will be no en
tertainment of prosecution. 

But, of the ones that we do get, and we have to make a decision. 
If it falls over $100,000, then that case is going to be open and as
signed. Now, with 270-some-odd cases falling in that general catego
ry, and with approximately 30 FBI agents working those cases, 
they may not get immediate attention, and I'm not trying to de
ceive you on it. 

However, there is full expectation, as time becomes available, we 
can look into those cases, and if they are prosecutable, they will be 
pursued. 

If you are talkinf. about below $100,000, a decision has to be 
made, first of all, and this falls into that range that we really don't 
have too many to address any of those cases under $100,000. If it is • 
a case where there is a known subject and a very good expectation 
that I can put minimal investigative hours in that case and it will 
result in prosecution, that case will be opened and assigned. If 
there is very little doubt that I can do that-in other words, it 
might take a lot of investigation; there simply is nobody left to go 
around, those cases, though, are under the $100,000. 

Mr. BARNARD. Isn't there a requirement in the law-at least I 
know that there is a place on the bank examination form that asks 
the bank whether or not it has made a criminal referral to the 
FBI, having to do with any violation of Federal law? Also, do you 
get many referrals from banks themselves? 

Mr. STOLLHANS. I believe the statistical data we gave in the state
ment-and we did a whole followthrough to determine this-was 
that over 65 percent of the cases that we open were predicated by 
direct referral from the victim institution. 

Mr. BARNARD. By banking institutions? 
Mr. STOLtHANS. By the bank itself. 
Mr. BARNARD. By the bank itself. 
Mr. Hughes, let me ask you this question: This has to do with the 

testimony of Mr. Rose-I don't know whether you were here when 
he testified; but he indicated that there was an FBI transfer policy, 
a policy within the FBI which removes experienced bank fraud 
agents, in effect, and replaces them with inexperienced agents and 
white-collar crime supervisors. In your area, San Diego, do you find 
that-has this taken place? Do you know? 

Mr. HUGHES. I think what Mr. Rose was referring to was a trans
fer program that was established maybe 3 or 4 years ago, called the 
10/1/69 program. The program was initiated because they looked 
at the 59 field offices, showed that in our larger offices where the 
more complex work was being sustained, that the agent's staffing 
level, the experience of the agent's staffing level was very low. In 
the smaller offices where there is less complex work, the experi
ence level was very high. The purpose of the transfer policy across 
the board in the Bureau that was instituted was to move the expe
rienced agents where the most difficult work was. 
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Mr. BARNARD. Did that transfer policy impact on you in San 
Diego as to timely and effective investigations? 

Mr. HUGHES. It impacted on San Diego in that, yes, a number of 
the not particularly inclined to the white-collar crime program 
itself, across the board, experienced agents were transferred from 
San Diego to larger offices. The San Diego office is a buildiJ 19 
office-in other words, our agent complement has been increasiI:g 
significantly in the last 4 to 5 years, and the agents who are thm 
replacing those that were transferred, the experienced agents, were 
new agents, and the increased staffing is with new agents. Our 
staffing level is about 50 percent agents coming right out of train
ing school. 

Now, we have addressed this problem with the Administrative 
Services Division, and have somewhat of an understanding that, 
yes, we are getting a high proportion of new Fl.gents, but we are 
going to be able to keep them longer. 

Our target staffing level-we are right up close to our target 
staffing level, as far as agents on board. 

Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Jamar, I probably covered this in a previous 
question, but possibly I didn't, so let me put it to you in this way. 
As far as the FBI's policy of transferring agents is concerned, the 
question is, couldn't there be an exception made in areas like cen
tral California and Texas at this particular time, as we seem to 
particularly need experienced agents here and there? 

Mr. JAMAR. In the Dallas office, all transfers were frozen from 
Dallas. 

Mr. BARNARD. I beg your pardon? 
Mr. JAMAR. All transfers in Dallas were frozen. There are no 

transfers from Dallas. 
The transfers are-sometimes it's the timing of them. I think the 

10/1/69 program's, and, in fact, it's over. If an agent is involved in 
a very complex case, one thing he'd understand, we send the 
younger agents out of training school to a medium-small office for 
seasoning, and then they are transferred to a major office. That is 
the point that Mr. Hughes just made, that that is being slowed, be
cause of money, more than anything else. And if an agent is in
volved in a very complex case, the office asks for an extension, and, 
say, he is due for rotation, say, he's been there 3 years-they ask 
for an extension and normally they are extended. 

Somehow there has to be a balance. Let's say that the agent's 
going to be used in an undercover operation, has unique capabili
ties, say he has a family problem. You balance those interests and 
i.n 98 percent of the time it's balanced in favor of the investigation; 
that's our business. 

Mr. BARNARD. So, you would say that you are mindful that they 
have a high workload in California and Texas? 

Mr. JAMAR. Absolutely. 
Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Bustamante. 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. I have no questions. 
Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Martinez. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. No questions. 
Mr. BARNARD. Are you sure you haven't got a question? 
Mr. MARTINEZ. No. 
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Mr. BARNARD. I think the hour has taken its toll, gentlemen. I 
don't mean to prolong this hearing any longer than we need to but, 
of course, there could not be a doubt in anybody's mind, who has 
been here today, that we still have a very serious problem in pros
ecuting bank insider and affIliated outsider crime. 

What do you think that the FBI would suggest that we need to 
do to help the situation? I mean, do we need to enforce the laws in 
any respect? I hope that you will agree that, in spite of Gramm
Rudman, that FBI could llse some additional experienced agents, at 
least--

Mr. JAMAR. The FBI can always use more agents. We have a lot 
more than we can do in almost every field. 

Mr. BARNARD. Well, I know what you've got to do, in the area of 
the drug traffic and from what I can see. I know that's so in the 
area of the national security of our country, and I guess sometimes, 
when you see all of the things that the FBI does, to improve the 
security of our country, that bank and thrift fraud may not take as 
high a priority, but on the other hand, of course, there is a great 
temptation for people to take advantage of the situation. 

Mr. JAMAR. It is a very high priority, Mr. Chairman. 
I think that one thing that's happened, in 1986, in particular, we" 

finally got to the point where we are using all our available white
collar resou.rces. When we got narcotics jurisdiction in 1982, there 
was a diversion of a lot of resources from other programs. White
collar crime is the biggest criminal program. About 20 percent of 
the FBI resources. A lot of these agents were diverted toward nar
cotics. 

In 1986 we have turned them back; we've got them working on 
white-collar crime. The white-collar crime priorities are very strict, 
and we can enforce them as best we can. But our SAC's have the 
option to put the agents where they think they are needed at the 
time, but they probably will stress enough, in bank fraud cases in
volving losses in excess of $100,000 are equal to the highest priority 
within the white-collar crime program. 

Mr. BARNARD. I would like to address this in a separate letter, 
not here today, but I would like for you all to give us some good 
suggestions, we want suggestions from the U.S. attorneys, but we 
would like to have some suggestions from the FBI, as to how we 
need to strengthen the laws. You take, for example, the money 
laundering bill last year, we were able to put in amendments 
which strengthened the Right to Financial Privacy Act and the 
Change in Bank/Thrift Control Acts. You know, here we were sit
ting with an act [the REPA] whereby there was insider abuse and 
insider crime, and we could not get the records to prosecute the 
man who is holding the records, you know. 

But those are the kind of things that I think that we need to de
termine, in light of what's going on today. 

Mr. JAMAR. Well, your previous hearings, I don't think there is 
any question, helped amend bank fraud statutes and other fraud 
statutes, which has greatly enhanced the ability to prosecute insid
ers. I think the proof, double proof has changed, and I don't think 
there is any question about it, and we'll be happy to furnish you 
any suggestion that we are able to. 

76-791 0 - 87 - 15 
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Mr. BUSTAMANTE. Mr. Stollhans, what is the budget more or less 
for the LA office of the FBI? 

Mr. STOLLHANS. The budget in terms of dollars? 
Mr. BUSTAMANTE. In terms of dollars. 
Mr. STOLLHANS. I don't know that figure in dollars. You mean of 

the whole operation. I can only give it to you separately, I don't 
know. 

Mr. BARNARD. We keep that secret. 
Mr. JAMAR. But our agents-the white-collar crime in Los Ange

les is 90-90 agents. 
Mr. BARNARD. I would say this, though, we would be able to-we 

could pretty well pay for all the expenses of the FBI in Los Angeles 
if we could collect some of these losses. 

Mr. JAMAR. Yes, sir. 
Mr. BARNARD. Mr. Martinez. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. Let me ask a question because, you know, as we 

sit and listen to all this testimony, we conjure up images in our 
head, and ideas. One that has been running through my head con
stantly is how important is this to those agencies that are charged 
with the responsibility of correcting the problem that exists here? 

And the thing that I kept thinking about from previous testimo
ny is the one guy got 18 years, and the gentlemen said his name 
was Bagha-I thought he said Bagha. I said, "There it goes again. 
Poor Hispanic, he gets 18 years, the other guy gets 2 months, you 
know." But it turned out it was Indian or something. 

But what I also thought about at that same time is the guy that 
comes in and holds up a bank. They've got these pictures in the 
camera department-they've got a good picture of it-and maybe 
he's hit four or five banks, and maybe got a couple of thousand dol
lars at each bank. So he's got maybe $8,000, $12,000. You know, 
this is not the amount of money these white-collar criminals are 
ripping off. This is in a much more devious way, because they were 
entrusted. It seems like with those pictures of bank robbers, law 
enforcement really goes to work, and maybe it's a simpler case, I 
don't know-he goes to work and all of a sudden finds out where 
this guy is and who he is and they got him in custody, and they 
prosecute him, and the guy is off to jail for a good number of years. 

Mr. JAMAR. There is no question; that's a simpler case, much 
simpler. 

Mr. HUGHES. The point there is that that fellow has a gun in his 
hand, and he poses a personal threat to the people in the bank. He 
poses a personal threat to any other bank that he goes to. He poses 
a threat to the general community, a physical threat, and when 
something like that goes down, particularly if you have increased 
violence about the bank, yes, an SAC is going to put the push on to 
get that fellow off the streets. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Now, that sounds big. But the thing you have to 
understand is that a person who takes his life savings to a thrift is 
stuck if that thrift goes under because of fraud. You know, that 
could be a personal hazard to him too, because that guy all of a 
sudden he is in a situation where he's really desperate and needs 
that money, and he's got nobody else to turn to, he may take, pick 
up himself, and inflict on himself harm. 
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Mr. HUGHES. It doesn't decrease the priority of the crime itself. 
What it does affect is how you approach the solution to the crime. 
That's where, as Mr. Stollhans has mentioned, it is a constant jug
gling process, day in and day out with the personnel, the agents 
that you have assigned to you, in an office. If you have major rush 
of kidnapings, or if you have a major terrorist situation, or a hi
jacking, SAC's have to address those immediately personally 
threatening situations. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Life-threatening situations? 
Mr. HUGHES. Immediately, and what takes a life; certainly it is 

the white-collar crimes. 
Mr. MARTINEZ. In that regard, do you transfer personnel? You 

mentioned major terrorist action, you know that is going to require 
extra personnel almost immediately-and your agents, I imagine, 
from the indication in your report, are trained, multifaceted 
agents, really; and in that regard, you have 12 agents in the agency 
that probably have the expertise and background to work in LA. 

Do you move personnel back and forth as a crisis situation devel
ops? In this situation, some of us imagine that there had been a 
very deep crisis situation, and it really hasn't mitigated itself to 
the point that we may need to focus our attention in lieu of the 
fact you are restricted in funds. And, your budget is as much re
stricted by us as anybody else. Do you have the ability to move into 
crisis situations? 

Mr. JAMAR. When a major case that requires, like a terrorist 
group, or surveillance on a terrorist, we'll send in enough people to 
that. I mean, we'll address that immediate problem, no matter 
what the costs are. We have to address certain things. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. And take them off other things? 
Mr. JAMAR. We'll just pull them off and put them on there, but 

that has to be done. The call is the SAC's. If it's a case that is in
volving several divisions-we have had cases where we would bring 
in surveillance teams from all over the country, and run it for 
weeks. You have to do that. It is a matter of priorities at the time. 
If one time in a case we may pull a surveillance group off this 
crew, and put them over here because it is a more pressing matter. 

Normally, though, you would want to avoid transferring people 
to an isolated place. Like we've done that-for example, in Dallas; 
we transferred four agents into where a bank failed in Lubbock, 
TX. Now, those cases are over, so we've got four agents in Lubbock, 
TX, that there is not enough work for four agents in Lubbock, TX. 

In the future, maybe in these Dallas cases, we are going to con
centrate on covering Dallas. We have a bunch of agents in Mid
land, working bank failures. 

In the future, we are going to concentrate in the major cities so 
we won't waste those transfers. A transfer costs us about $50-
$60,000 to transfer an agent. So, on a temporary basis, we will put 
them in on per diem special. That's hard on the agents, on their 
family, but that's what we have to address in a crisis situation. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. So it's really a very complex situation. It's not 
simply just determining the priority. 

Mr. JAMAR. Priorities change every day in most major offices. 
They have a crisis decision almost every day. 
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Mr. BARNARD. You've got families involved and all that to consid
er. 

Mr. MARTINEZ. Very good. 
Mr. BARNARD. Well, gentlemen, I appreciate very much your 

being here. I apologize for the length of time that it has taken to 
reach you, but your testimony was very fine, and we appreciate it 
very much. 

Mr. JAMAR. Thank you. 
Mr'. BARNARD. Before we adjourn the committee, I would just like 

to say that we came here today searching for information, for ex
planations and solutions, and I think that we have done that. 

We strongly feel that this is an issue that should be of great in
terest to many, not just to the Congress. It is not an issue just of 
interest to bank regulators, or to the criminal justice agencies. But 
this is an issue that sincerely needs to be addressed by the finan
cial community, the banks and savings and loans, themselves. And 
I'm hoping that our hearings in Washington later this summer will 
provide the thrift and the banking industries with an opportunity 
to tell us what they are doing themselves, to avert some of this 
bank problem. 

With that, the subcommittee is adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 3:17 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon

vene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
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SUBJECT: BRlEFING MEMORANDUM, CALIFORNIA THRIFT INDUSTRY/lliSIDER 
MISCONDUCT HEARING 

L INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Several months ago, the California Savings &. Loan Commissioner, William J. Crawford, 
paid a call on the Chairman and the staff of the Commerce, Consumer, anq Monetary 
Affairs Subcommittee to elert them to and seek their assistance regarding severe problems 
of Insider misconduct In the California thrift industry. Commissioner Crawford stated 
that over the past 2t years he had been forced to close 30 state-chartered, federally 
Insured s&J:'s and that In almost every closure, insider misconduct played a significant 
or even a determining role. He also advised that in many instances, negligent or fraudulent 
appraisals that grossly overvalued real estate collateralizing thrift loans, faclIitated the 
misconduct. 

Commissioner Crawford's visit to the Barnard subcommittee was due, in part, to his 
knowledg~ of the subcommittee's extensive oversight work In the areas of financial 
Institution misconduct and the contribution of appraisal fraud to such misconduct. lndeed, 
in October 1984, the SUbcommittee issued a report, "Federal Response to Criminal 
Misconduct and Insider Abuse in the Nation's Financial lnstitutions." In September 1986, 
another report was approved entitied, "Impact of Appraise! Problems on Real Estate 
Lending, Mortgage lnsurance, and lnvestment in the Secondary Market." 

The subcommittee's "Criminal MiscondUct" report was based on a comprehensive 
review (with the assistance of the FBI, the Justice Department nQd the federal bank 
regulatory agencies) of the role of fraud in 150 recent financial institution failures. The 
report concluded that (1) misconduct was a principal factor in 50 percent of the commercial 
bank insolvencies studied and 25 to 35 percent of thrift insolvencies; (2) the bank regulatory 
agencies were lax in seorching for criminal misconduct and slow to make referralS to law 
enforcement agencies when such misconduct was detected; and (3) the FBI, the 
U.S. Attorneys' offices and the Fraud Division of the Justice Department in Washington 
were insufficiently sensitive to financial Institution fraud cases; and that the FBI lacked 
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the expertise and the Justice Department the resources to prosecute such fraud. The 
"Appraisal Report" concluded that "faulty and fraudulent real estate appraisals have 
become an increasingly serious national problem; that their harmful effects are widp.spread, 
pervasive, and cosily; that they have contributed direcily to the insolvency or problem 
status of hundreds of the Nation's financial institutions and are at least partially responsible 
for billions of dollars In losses to federally insured lenders, private mortgage insurers, 
investors In mortgage-backed securities and mortgage guarantee funds." 

The subcommittee's investigation of problems in the California thrift industry, 
conducted subsequent to Commissioner Crawford's visit, confirmed his basic findings. 
Serious insider abuse has been a significant factor in most of California's thrift failures 
over the past three years and appraisal fraud and negligence have been implicated in many 
of these failures. Clearly, insider misconduct and appraiSal abuse are responsible for 
much of the $3.75 billion in estimated FSLIC losses resulting from the 30 thrift failures 
studied by the SUbcommittee state. 

II. KEY SUBCOMMITTEE ISSUES AT LOS ANGELES HEARING 

At the hearing in Los Angeles, the subcommittee will be seeking detailed information 
and data on (1) the nature and extent of misconduct by California thrift industry insiders 
(officers, directors, and principal stockholders) and by certain affiliated outsiders (major 
borrowers, and appraisers); (2) the role of abusive appraisal practices in such misconduct; 
(3) the relationship between misconduct end the insolvencies or problem status of California 
savings Institutions, Including losses to the Federal Savings & Loan Insurance Fund (FSLIC); 
(4) the effectiveness of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board's and FSLIC's detection of 
criminal misconduct and the referral of such misconduct to the appropriate criminal justice 
agencies; (5) the adequacy of the Justice Department's responses to insider, borrower and 
appraiser criminal misconduct; and (6) specific recommendations for solving the misconduct 
problem ano for improving the reactions of federal and state thrift supervisory and criminal 
enforcement entities when misconduct does exist. 

The subcommittee's investigation has identified two interrelated and important 
phenomena that may well be central to consideration of the financial institution misconduct 
issue: 

The first, is that dishonest or incompetent persons who are insiders or affiliated 
outsiders of thrifts, often engage in misconduct at more than one financial institution. 
The subcommittee's investigation has identified many such multiple relationships by dishonest 
or incompetent indivIduals that have damaged numerous financial institutions. Because 
there is a lack of systematic information collection and sharing by the financial regulatory 
agencies and the criminal law enforcement agencies, these individuals have been able to 
move from institution to institution with virtual impunity. In many instances, individuals 
suspected or convicted of misconduct and fraud at one financial institution show up as 
insiders or affiliated outsiders at other financial institutions. This is the finanuial Industry 
counterpart to the "Typhoid' Mary" syndrome. 

The second is that even without the movement of corrupt or incompetent individuals, 
misconduct that caUSes an insolvency or net worth problems at one financial institution, 
often leads to financial difficulties at many other financial institutions. This is because 
of the common practice of one financial institution selling loan participations to other 
financial institutions. Because participating thrifts often do little or no ind!pr.ndent 
underwriting of the loans they buy from other institutions, a defaUlt by the Ix.,'r~v. er on 
the original loan can create havoc at these other Institutions. 
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Examples "f both these phenomena can be found in the case summaries attached to 
this memorandum. In questioning witnesses and fashioning solutions to the misconduct 
problem, subcommittee members may want to focus on the need to keep dishonest and 
Incompetent persons from moving from institution to institution; and on the Importance 
of l'roper loan participation policies and procedures. 

IlL SUMMARY OF SUBCOMMITTEE STAFF FINDINGS 

A. Federal Home LOlln Ban~ and FSLIC Issues: 

1. The Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco (the supervisory agency for 
federally insured S&Ls In California) has a more heightened awareness of fraud issues 
than when the subcommittee conducted its Initial investigation of this issue in 1983-84; 
and its criminal referrals are more comprehensive than previously. Nevertheless, the San 
Francisco Bank's supervisory procedures are still not adequate to assure that criminal 
referrals are always made In a timely fashion; and that referrals are effectively mOllitored 
when they are made. 

2. There are five central reasons for the Home Loan !jank's inadequate criminal 
referral system: 

First. the Bank of SF fails to alert the FBI and Federal prosecutors of the possible 
existence of criminal misconduct in an institution at the time it is closed, so that the FBI 
can be present to stamp and safeguard documents (which are often mlsplaeed during the 
Insolvency process) and to Interview witnesses (when they are easy to locate and when 
',heir memories are fresh). As a consequence, Investigations and prosecutions arising out 
of failed institutions require more resources than would otherwise be necessary, suffer 
delays and criminal acts become more difficult to prove. 

Second, no specific person or pers:1s are designated and charged with responsibility 
for monitoring the prosecutive progress ;)C referrals. Rather, responsibility for referrals 
appears to be dispersed among many IndividualS (e,g., senior supervisory staff; persons 
who oversee the ManR!lement Consignn:ent Program, etc.). 

Third, the provIsions of the Right To Financial Privacy Act continue to inhibit the 
timely disclosure of Info, rr.,tion ai'Jut criminal misconduct to criminal law enforcement 
agencies. 

Fourth, the Federal Home ~oan Banks lack information exchange systems with each 
other and with bank regulatory agencies to (i) monitor the activities of persons associated 
with the financial institution industry who have been charged with and/or convicted of 
financial frauds; and (II) properly track loan participations among large numbers of 
associations. 

Fifth, the Home Loan Bank Board has abdicated to throift institution management 
much of Its respor,suility to identify and refer instances of criminal misconduct to the 
FBI and Federal I"J.ecutors. As a consequence, some Investigations have been negatively 
impacted. For example, in Hancock S&L (Hancock is an open Institution) criminal misconduct 
was discovered by management in 1981, but it refused to make a referral until 1984, after 
it had recovered civil money damages. As a result (because of the statute of limitations), 
prosecution was prevented on several transactions; but was successful on others. 
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3. a. The Federal Savings &: Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC), which examines 
the conduct and potentia.l lIablllty of directors, oWeers and other aCClUated persons In 
insolvent thrifts, Is somewhat alert to criminal misconduct Issues and makes a number of 
criminal referrals to law enforcement agencies. Nevertheless, FSLIC's effectiveness as 
an initiator of criminal misconduct referrals Is diminiShed by the belief among some FSLIC 
attorneys and their fee counsel (private practitioners hired to represent FSLIC), that 
criminal referrals inhibit efforts, to negotiate restitution settlements with defendants in 
FSLIC law suits. 

b. Although there may be occasional merit In the contention that criminal 
Investigations and prosecutions chill civil restitution eHorts, the fact remains that damages 
are Increasingly difficult to collect becsuse defendants are increasingly aophlsticated In 
secreting or shielding assets; directors and officer liability Insurance Is becoming 
Increasingly difficult to obtain; and cases are often excessively lengthy and expensive to 
pursue. Moreover, civil suits do not appear to be nearly as effective as criminal 
prosecution In deterring white collar crhnlnal behavior. 

B. 

An unacceptabJ.' large backlog of open Fm financial Institution fraud and 
embezzlement cases currently exists in the Central District of California (Los Angeles 
and Orange Counties). At year end 1986, there were 290 open criminal Investigations 
where the amount involved In the alleged misconduct totals $100,000 or more. Some of 
these cases are close to Indictment and prosecution, while others Involve just an open 
FBI file (with no active Investigation). The subcommittee starr found Significant problems 
with the pl'esent criminal justice system, as applied to financial InstJtution fraud. In 
many ways they are the same problems highlighted In our 1984 report on this subject. 
Although swift prosecution and Imprisonment are the most effective deterrence to criminal 
misconduct In thrifts and banks, there has not been one Indictment or prosecution arising 
out of the failure the 13 major state-chartered thr!ft failures In Southern California 
studied by the ',ubcommittee. We have llSked 1he hearing witnesses to respond to the 
Issues raised by the staff's following prelimlna.ry findings: 

1. The Justice Department's commitment to financial Institution fraUd <:ases Is severely 
lackhlg in Southern California: 

a. First, FBI manpower resources are wholly Inadequalp., agents are often 
IneKperlenced or poorly trained, and ate Ineffectively utilized. For example, the 
Los Ang~les Division, FBI, will not assign more than 2 agents to major cases and 
often assigns only one agent part-time to such cases, even though many agents may 
be needed. The FBI's San Diego DiviSion apparently transfers out eXperienced 
financial fraUd agents because of an Inefficient application of the Bureau's transter 
polley. 

b. The U.S. A ttorneysl offices often fali to conduct effective and timely grand 
jury Investigations and prosecution of principals In these cases, either because of 
Inadequate manpower (the situation In both Los Angeles and, to a lesser extent, San 
Diego) or because of a much lower priority given to financial fraUd cases (the 
situation in San Diego). 
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c. Recent efforts by the Justice Department's Criminal Division to give these 
matters a greater priority at the nationalleveJ have either been Ineffective or al'e "window 
dressing". For example, the Criminal Division's new computerized significant criminal 
referral monitoring system, which tracks major cases where there has been a formal 
referral, lists 36 major finllnclallnstitutlon fraud cases in the Central District of California. 
Howev'!r, not one Involves a thrift institution, although some of the U.S. Attorneys' biggest 
cases there nre thrift fraud cases. Also, a February 1987 Attorney General memorandum 
directing U.S. Attorneys to Inventory bank and thrift fraud cases and accelerate their 
prosecutions, has not been Implemented, and in fact, assistant U.S. Attorneys interviewed 
by the subcommittee staff seemed to be unaware of It. 

2. Federal investigators and prosecutors habitually encounter serious problems with the 
Right to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA), either with the refusal of financial Institutions 
to make criminal referrals or with the Home Loan Bank Board's extremely narrow 
interpretation of the Act. RFPA delays these matters and requires precious resources 
to overcome obstacles raised. 

3. Many federal prosecutors believe that sentences Imposed by Federal judges, rarely 
Including Imprisonment, are insufCIclent to deter criminal misconduct by flnanclallnstltution 
Insiders and affiliated outsiders. 

C. Status Report on Criminal Investigations and Prosecutions 

Set forth below Is a summary of the status of FBI/Justice Department action on 
13 major thrift failures in Southern California since 1984, out of a total of 30 such thrifts 
throughout the enUre State. What follows Is a status report-by name of Institution-on 
any FBI or U.S. Attorney/grand jury Investigations arising out of those matters, based on 
discussions with FBI, FSLIC fee counsel, FSLIC attorneys, and the U.S. Attorney's office. 

OPEN FBI FILE, INACTIVE OR MINIMALLY ACTIVE INVESTIGATION,1 

American Diversified Savings Bank (Orange County) 
Butterfield S &. L (Orange Coun:y, 
ManhRttRn Rporh S & I. (J.n~ I ,aplp~ ronnty) 
Ramona i) &. L (Orange County) 
Seapolnte S &. L (San Diego County) 

ACTIVE FBI &. U.S. ATTORNEY/GRAND JURY INVESTIGATIONS, 
(Even though active, most of the following have involved lengthy delays and Inadequate 
resources.) 

Beverly Hills S &. L (Los Angeles County}-(l part completed, 3 parts remalnln[,) 
Consolidated Savings Bank (Orange County) 

For some cases, there Is minimal information as to the status of the Investigation. 
Where there has been little or no contact and information sharing between the FBI 
and the the bank regulatory agencies (including the FSLIC or Its fee counsel), and 
no grand jury subpoena, but where there Is an open FBI CJie, we are presuming an 
inactive or minimally active Investigat:on, Wltll the FBI advises us otherwise. (The 
FBI opans a file whenever an Institution closes, and then awaits a referral or 
Information from the FSLIC or FDIC, often Initiating an Inquiry on Its own.) 
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North America S & L (Orange county)-every active investigation) 
Perpetual S & L (Los Angeles County) 
San Marino S & L (Los Angeles County) 
South Bay S & L (Orange County) 

ACTIVE INVESTIGATION ALMOST COMPLETED: 

Sun Savings and Loan (San Diego County)-prosecutor overloaded with other matters; 

INVESTIGATION COMPLETED, PROSECUTION DECLINED 

Westwood S & L (declined June 1986) 

IV. DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 

A. Problems in the Criminal Investigation and Proseaution of MiscondUct by Financial 
Institution Insiders and Affiliated Outsiders 

1. Difficulties in the way criminal investigations are initiated: 

The Home Loan Bank Board (including the Bank of SF lind the FSLIC), has falled 
to place clear and definite responsibility on its staft or its fee counsel to search out and 
initiate criminal investigations at an early stage (whcther through alerting the FBI so that 
it csn be present when /In institution is declared inoolvent to interview witnesses and 
preserve documents; or through making written criminal referrals). On the other hand, 
when the California Thrift Commissioner and Bank Board have been diligent and have 
sought early and active FBI involvement, they have often been rebuffed. 

The consequences of falling to make timely referrals or to seek early FBI involvement 
were well demonstrated in the Ramona S & L failure. There, the accountant Cor the 
assoalation had issued an allegedly fraudulent tinancial statement, which stated thaI the 
thrift's net worth was $8.3 million, when it was a negative $19.6 mlllion (this allowed 
the thrift to pay a $2 mlllion dividend to' the owner). Allegedly, the acaountant was 
secretly paid over $100,000, often In $50 and $100 bllls. In a October 2tl, 1986, memo, 
the FHLB of SF District Accountant detailed the allegations and the possible violations, 
including Bank Secrecy Act violations, and stated: 

It is recommended lhat a Cormal investigation be implemented to 
ascertain any criminal acts by Mr. Sage or Mike Sage and Company, 
Inc. 

This was not done, and Mr. Sage ned the area. Even then, neither the Home LOlln Bank oC 
SF nor the FSLlC alerted the FBI, in order to find Mr. Sage. Instead they hired a private 
firm to try to locate him, which was unsuccessful. lIotwithstanding strong evidence of 
a crime, agency staff have still not referred this matter to the FBL . 

Federal prosecutors complain about stale referrals Ilnd the failure of the FSLIC, the 
FDIC, and other banking agencies to alert th3m early on to possible criminal misconduct 
In failed institutions and to request their Intervention as soon as an institution doses. 
During the hearing, the U.S. Attorneys will discuss the consequences of this failure: (a) 
often crucial documents will be amassed and boxed with other records, making It impossible 
to show that culpable Individuals had control of or saw the documents, whether, e.g., the 
document was loeated in the desk of a particular individual - a sarious problem In the 
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San MarIno S&:L investigation - and (b) employees of the failed Institution may leave 
shortly after Its fallure and are then difficult to locate, or if located much later, do not 
remember crucial facts. The U.S. A ttorney In San Diego told us that the FBI and hIs 
office could be trusted wIth Information of an Institution's Imminent closing or receivership. 

On the other hand, there are at least two coses showing that, while the U.S. 
A ttorneys may want early Involvement, the FBI is not always prepared to take such steps, 
either because of lower commitment to these cases or inadequate manpower. CommissIoner 
Crawford told us about an Incident involving North America S &: L, where he was forced 
to make 17 phone calls over 8 days, (calling the Orange County and L.A. County FBI 
offices, as well as the Home Loan Bank of SF and a U.S. Senator) trying to Initiate an 
FBI Investigation. He believe. that the FBI wants an "open and shut case" before they 
will pursue the matter. The FBI in Los Angeles told us informally, "it has to be a surer 
thing, before we will place It on a fast track, before we will pursue itn, due to lack of 
resources. FSLIC attorney Jim Lauer, who is overseeIng the Consolidated S &: L receivershIp 
and will be present at the hearing, told us that that case was rife with crimInal activIty 
but that he could not get the FBI to investigate it. Lauer advised us that in August 
1986, "We had wItnesses come forward, whose llves had been threatened with violence, 
who wanted to talk, Who had information on false loans to [one of the principals)." The 
Orange County FBI agent told him, "We don't have the time to Interview them", according 
to Lauer. Finally, In frustration, Lauer went to FBI headquarters and talked with the 
chief of the financial fraUd unit, who said that he would look into It but cautioned, "We 
are not agreeing to conduct an investigation.,,2 (Lauer was very concerned about this lack 
of timely action, and he Indicated that "just one prcsecution, with a conviction" would 
make the FSLIC's life easier by deterring some persons.) 

2. FHLBB failures to make criminal referrals or otherwise provide adequate and 
complete information to Federal law enforcement authorities: 

Some of the FSLIC fee counsel and attorneys have been diligent and have made 
referralS or otherwise provided complete Information to the FBI and the U.S. Attorneys' 
offices; others have not. Unfc.rtunately, at least several major Investigations have been 
negatively Impacted-one Is simply not movIng-because of the lack of written referrals. 

There are four sets of allegations of c.lmlnal misconduct arising out of the failure 
of Beverly Hills S &: L (with estimated losses of $800 millIon to the FSLIC). Due to 
insuffiCient resources, the FBI has not assigned enough manpower, so they have been able 
to investigate only one aspect of this hlatter, the $400 million Stout-NeWberry apartment 
loans. The FBI has told FSLIC personnel that they desIre a criminal referral on tM three 
other parts oC the transactions evidencing crIminal misconduct, and the assistant U.S. 
Attorney confirmed this, stating that a criminal reCerral would stili be extremely useful. 
Unfortunately, the FSLlC fee counsel (from Tuttle and Taylor, Los Angeles) is not prepared 
eVen to consIder a referral, nor does he bellave it appropriate. The head counsel told 
subcommittee stafC over the telephone, that although he has had 6 to 8 attorneys sirt 
through boxes oC documents and file several Civil cases, he does not believe It appropriate' 
.\C! look Cor criminal misconduct. He stated, ''I have not been asked by our client [the 
FSLlC] to undertake an analysis of crIminal liabIlity". Subsequently, he expressed concern 

We have asked FSLIC witness BI11 Black to recount this and other similar Incidents; 
if he fails to do so, the subcommittee members may want to bring this out In 
questioning. 
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about civil cases being delayed pending the outcome of criminal investigations, although 
he had no solid evidence of that.3 In the American Diversified matter, we were advised 
that FSLIC's Bill Biack had to direct the fee cOlmsel to make a referral, because he was 
very reluctant to do so.4 --

Clearly, something is wrong. Some FSLIC fee attorneys have uncovered useful 
evidence of criminality, but are not ready to share it with the assistant U.S. Attorney or 
the FBI agent. They have indicated to us their concern that criminal investigations should 
not get in the way of the FSLIC's attempt to obtain money restitution for the deposit 
insurance fund. Some in the FSLIC ore giving the criminal side of these failures a much 
lower priority than the eivll aetions. While some of the fee counsel al'e very active in 
working with the U.S. Attorney's Office-the North American S &; L case is an excellent 
example of this-others eannot be bothered with, or do not see their role as making, 
criminal referralS. 

Another probiem Is that in open institutions, the Bank Board piaees principal relianee 
on the finaneial institutions themselves to make criminal referrals. We found one case 
involving Hancock Savings and Loan, an open institution, where the financial institution 
found erlminal miseonduet in 1981, refused to make the referral until after it had eompleted 
a eivU ease, and then finaliy made a referral in 1984. The Assistant U.S. Attorney 
involved advised us thllt the statute of limitations barred prosecution as to certain 
transaetions and almost barred the ultimateiy successful prosecution of other transaetions; 
and that agency polieies of relying on flnaneial institutions to refer lI'isconduct do not 
work. Other Federal prosecutors told us that Cinaneial institutions will not make criminal 
referrals for the same reasons highlighted by findings in our 1984 report, as follows: 

Typieally, top management of an institution is reluetant to make 
complete or persuasive eriminal referralS on insiders beeause (1) 
they fear adverse publieity, (2) senior management may actually be 
involved in the eriminal activity, and (3) the institutions orten 
interpret the Right to Financial Privacy Act in an unnecessarily 
narrow way that prevents them from providing adequate details and 
doeumentation. 

Although that Aet was modified by the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 to speeifieally 
strengthen an exeeption allowing information sharing in a criminal referral, finaneial 
institution legal counsei are often providing incorrect advice, requiring grand jury subpoenas 
and notifying the principals involved when a subpoena is reeeived. (Of course, without 
some preliminary information, the U.S. Attorney will not issue a subpoena.) This excessive 
reliance on thrifts to report erlmes aggravates a bad situation. 

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board's overly narrow interpretation of the Right to 
Flnaneial Privaey Act, particularly as compared with other banking ageneies, eon tributes 
to deiays in the dissemination of InfOI mation. l!\ the San Marino S &; L case (a 1984 
fallure with $260 million In estimated losses), the FSLIC attorney refused to provide even 

We were told that often prineipals will take the Fifth Amendment, irrespeetive of 
whether there is an aetive criminal investigation, if they have something to fear. 

Subcommittee members may want to ask Mr. Blaek to eonflrm and to elaborate on 
these two instaneeS. 
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minimal details to the assistant U.S. A ttomey in Los Angeles. She h~d to subpoena him 
and then spend 3 days In front of the grand jury, completely In the dark. (Often, there 
will be some preliminary Information provided, so that the prosecutor will know which 
documents to subpoena end which inqUiries to pursue.) She was extremely frustrated by 
this lack of cooperation. The Fraud Section of the Criminal Division also has problems 
with the Bank Board's Interpretation. Ultimately the InCormatlon will be produced, but 
It requires extra resources and results In delay. 

It Is Incumbent Upon the FSLIC, the Home Loan Bank Board and the rsglonal banks 
to amass the information, make timely and complete referrals, and market their cases 
with Federal prosecutors and Investigators, which pay attention to agencies which actively 
do so, like the SEC. 

4. Insumclent FBI and U.S. Attorney Res"urces and Lack of FBI Agent Expertise: 

As of year end 1986, there are 318 pending U.S. Justice Department investigations 
of financial Institution fraud or embezzlement Involving $100,000 or more In Southern 
California and 150 such Investigations in Northern California. The largest number of 
Investigations can be found In the Central DistrIct of California (mainly Los Angeles and 
Orange eounties), where there are 290 or more Investigations, 150 of which Involve more 
than $250,000. 

FBI resources are clearly Inadequate and the limited resources which the FBI has at 
Its disposal are poorly utilized. Of 80 agents In the Los Angeles Division In white collar 
crime, approximately 25 (or about 1/3) are working on pending bank fraud InvestIgations 
at anyone time. Bill Stollhans, the FBI Special Agent in Charge of White Collar Crimes 
(who wl11 be on the FBI pan ell, advised us that 2 agents is the maximum he wl11 assign to 
anyone Investigation. In reality, until recently, not more than one agent would be 
assigned to these cases, particularly if the Orange County FBI branchOfrice was assigned 
the matter. The Federal prosecutors assigned to two of the earliest and largest failures 
In our survey, Beverly Hl11s S « Land San Marino S « L (with estimated losses to the 
FSLIC of $800 million Ilnd $260 million respectively) told us the following: In each those 
Investigations there was only one FBI agent working part-time and that, for example, In 
the Beverly Hills Investigation, only one part of a Cour part case has been completed. 
(Recall that the FSLIC Cee counsel, Tuttle and Taylor, has 6 to 8 attorneys working on it 
full-time, but does not want to make any criminal referrals.) The FBI headquarters has 
authorized the transfer of 10 agents to Los Angeles to the white collar crime unit, but 
Indicates that it has no funds to do so this fiscal yenr. We do not know why. 

The situation in San Diego Is similar, In some ways worse, although in that FBI 
office there nre only 28 pending investigations of bank fraud Involving $100,000 or more. 
There, /I lack of supervisory and other agents experienced in bank fraud, and a heavy 
emphasis on drug and allen smuggling cases, explains the lack of active and effective FBI 
Investigations. Bob Rose, a former senior official in the U.S. A tlorney's Office and a 
witness, told us that the San Diego FBI office "went from one of the more experienced 
oftices III terms of bank and other fraud cases to one oC the least experienced." The 
FBI's transfer policy Is causing particular problems there. For example, an able chief of 
the white collar crime squad was transferred out of San Diego, and his replacement, Doug 
Clark, retired on June I, 1987, when he refused a transfer out of San Diego. The FBI 
needs experienced bank and thrift fraud agents In California: however, once they become 
experienced, it wants to transfer them to areas where the problems are much less severe. 
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The U.S. Attorney In San Diego (8 witness) believes that FBI fraud resources are devastated. 
For two years his oWcr; has asked for more FBI resoOrces, and the agents who are 
investigating criminal fraud are often pulled oCC these cases Cor other matters, particularly 
for tre drug cases when that situation heats up. 

An asslstan t U.s. Attorney 111 Los Angeles made clear that Inadequate training of 
FBI agents is a real problem, notwithstanding the Fm's much-touted one week white collar 
training program. She told us, "FBI agents become confused very easlly in these cases, 
and are often be'Nlidered and overwhelmed at the beginning." This happens even to 
experienced agents be::ause they may not know how to approach these cases, because of 
the lack oC specialized training. She suggested, that FBI agents need a checklist or an 
outline, 11 "plan of attack", because as it stands now, FBI agents often requlre a "learning 
period", to find out just simply how the bank or thrift operates. 

n 

Lock of resourceS and priorities to other matters exist in the U.S. Attorneys' offices 
also. R,,sources are stretched very thin, with only 40% of the time of 12 prosecutors in 
the fraud unit of the Los Angeles U.S. Attorney's OfCice available to work on these 
hundreds of investigations. In the Beverly Hills investigation, the former as~istant U.S. 
Attorney previously assigned the case had been tied up In a major tris! involving exports 
of m'ms to mercenaries that had lastp1 4 weeks. a case which incidentally had to be 
retrted. As a result, no action was taken against a bank which refused to comply with 
subpoenas In that matter, and this part of the case laid dormant for months. Also, Federal 
p~'osecutors have had to devote tremendous resources to a major fraUd Involving fraudulent 
mortgage-backed securities and the Bank of America, National Mortgage Equity Corp., 
and West Pac (costing the Bank of America around $90 million). Nevertheless, the U.S. 
A ttorney's office refuses to ask the FraUd Section of the Criminal Division for assistance, 
because It traditionally wants to control almost all criminal prosecutions. 

In San Diego, there is no fraud unit, as narcotics and drug smuggling cases get much 
greater priority, because the U.S. Attorney there allegedly wants to show large numbers 
of prosecutions to the Justice Department, to justify budget requests. Experienced 
bank/thrift fraud investigators get pulled oil to do other matters, including teller 
embezzlements involving less than $25,000, taking away from the larger cases. The 
investigation arising out of the failure of Sun Savings In San Diego is allegedly In the 
final stages, but the prosecutor is simply overWhelmed with other prosecutions, according 
to FSLIC fee counsel. This U.S. Attorney's office did ask the Fraud Section in Washington, 
DC, to send an attorney to handle 6 bank/thrift fraUd cases. The section rejected the 
request because it did not have adequate travel funds due to Gramm-Rudman's recent 
Implementation. 

Clearly bank and thrift fraud investigations are not getting nearly the priority they 
deserve from the Justice Department. This contributes to continued misconduct by many 
of the same persons who move from lnstltution to institution, such as Jack Bona and 
Frank Domingues, real estate developers and major borrowers who are definitely implicated 
In the failures of San Marino S &: L and the South Bay S &: L (total estimated losses to 
the FSLIC oC $265 million plus) and possibly implicated in allegedly similar misconduct with 
a San Diego FDIC-supervlsed bank, who are under criminal Investigation in connection 
with these first two institutions, and who are not deterred from continUing to obtoin 
allegedly fraudulent lonns on Inflated real estate appraisals, often nurturing special 
relationships with Institution insiders to do so. 
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The Criminal Division points with pride to its interagency bank fraud working group 
and its significant referral monitoring system, as well as to a February 1986 memo from 
Attorney General Meese to U.S. Attorneys.S In our judgment, much of this is "window 
dressing". This new system of monitoring major and signlrlcant cases has large gaps in 
collecting necessary data. First, neither of the two U.S. Attorneys' Offices knew about 
this system. and the U.S. Attorney's Office in Los Angeles' own list of significant cases 
is not the same as the Fraud Section's. While the Justice headquarters' system shows 
36 signlClcant financial Institution fraud investigations in the Central District of California, 
not one of them involves a savings and loan; most involve FDIC supervised state-chartered 
banks. When we pointed the lack of any significant thrift fraud cases in the CrimInal 
Division's system, the Federal prosecutors in Los Angeles were incredulous. This shows 
that that system does not work, often because the banking agency heaciqull"ters decides 
Which referrals to designate as significant, usually when it has very little idea of how 
significant a case is based on limited information lit an early stage. It also does not 
work because referrals ill!!. se do not initiate many of these cases; many of the major 
Investigations start with noiii'fng more than a newspaper story and subsequent informal 
examiner-FBI agency contacts. The Criminal Division system does not take this into 
account. Accordingly, this system wllJ not ba effective unless it is modified. 

5. Agency (allures in monitoring FBI investigations: 

Initially, the PHLB of SF provided Incorrect information to the subcommittee as to 
which fatled institutions in our survey there were ongoing FBI investigations. For example, 
it knew nf no FBI or grand jury investigations arising out of the fallures of Manhattan 
Beach S &. L and also South Bay S &. L, yet there are active investigations arising out 
of both. It stated that criminal referrals were expected in the future arising out of 
Westwood S &. L, although, in reality, the FBI had previously declined prosecution In June 
1986. No one person within either the FHLB of SF or the FSLIC was aware of the 
existence or status of criminal investigations arising from all of the:.e fatlures. Indlviduni 
FSLIC fee counselor the particular FSI,IC attorney assigned the case would often know 
of Justice Department activity. but not always. 

In teres tingly , there is an in! t1al FBI report Which would he useful to staff in the 
agencies but which is not well utilized. Irrespective of how an FBI investigation Is 
initiated, within 90 days of Initiation, the FBI lo~al otrice usually prepares a Letterhead 
Memorandum Which names the principals, sets forth the allegations, and discusses Its 
prellmlnal'y findings. This memorandum Is sent to FBI headquarters, which then transmits 
it to the appropriate banking agency. The FSLIC and particularly the FSLIC attorneys 
assigned the matter do not receive copies, and the FHLB of SF officials were unaware of 
the existence of these FBI reports, until senior officials there found that copies sent 
from the Bank Board were flied away In a back office, with only one person knowing of 
their existence. Clearly, ensuring the initiating of new Investigations and the monitoring 
of ongoing ones has had a low pricrlty. 

'In that 2/24/87 memo, the A ttorney General asked all U.S. A ttorneyr to prepare an 
inventory of pending bank fraud cases, to meet with FBI senior ag~nts at local 
offices to obtain status reports and to accelerate prosecutions, to make prompt 
prosecutive determinations, and to assign needed start to these cases and to otherwise 
give the cases priorities. These steps were not taken In the San Diego or L.A. U.S. 
Attorneys' OtCices; they were not even aware of the memo, fl'om what we could 
tell. (The memo WaS written about the time we initiated OUr Investigation.) 
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FHLBofSF senior officials, particularly Chuck Deardorff (who will testify), readily 
admitted to us that there were shortcomings and attributed some of the problem to a 
reorganization within the San Francisco Bank and also to Involvement of two agencies 
(the Bank and the FSLIC) and numerous staff. When asked, he also admitted that a draft of 
a criminal referral arising out of a major failure, Southern California S &. L (not one of 
the thrifts in our survey), fell "through the cracks" when the examiner left the agency. 
New procedures are being implemented to prevent this. However, this general state of 
disorganization and lack of firm agency commitment still exists within the FSLIC and 
probably within other regional Home Loan Banks and the other banking agencies, which 
lends support for the recommendation In our 1984 report that the banking agencies designate 
"special regional counsels to bear prime responsibility for investigating suspected insider 
abuse and for initiating, traCking and coordinating criminal referrals ... against individuaJs.1I 

PSB/SRM:v 

Attachments 



Association Name 

San Marino S&LA 

Western Community S&LA 
Beverly Hills S&LA 
Bell S&LA 
Butterfield S&LA 
Centennial S&LA 
Presidio S&LA 
Golden Pacific S&LA 
Farmers SB 

Manhattan Beach S&LA 
~It. Whitney S&LA 
American Diversifled SB 
Westwood S&LA 
Uni ted Bank, SB 
Gateway SB 
Columbu~ (Marin) S&LA 
Consolidated SB 
seapointe S&LA 
Atlas S&LA 
Sun S&LA 
Consolidated SB 
Ramona S&LA 
Cal America S&LA 
Unified SB 

North Am~rica S&LA 
North America S&LA 
South Bay S&LA 
Perpetual S&LA 
Equitable S&LA 
Tahoe S&LA 
Central S&LA 
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Takeover 
Date 

02/03/84 

03/08/85 
04/23/85 
07/25/85 
08/07/85 
08/20/85 
08/28/85 
09/30/85 
10/11/85 

01/09/86 
02/12/86 
02/14/86 
03/27/86 
03/28/86 
04/14/86 
04/14/86 
OS/22/86 
05/30/86 
07/14/86 
07/18/86 
08/29/86 
09/12/86 
09/19/86 
10/10/86 

01/16/87 
01/23/87 
03/06/87 
03/18/87 
03/27/87 
04/03/87 
04/10/87 

Apri 1 13, 1987 

Takeover Type 

FSLIC-Receivership 

FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 

FSLIC-Conservatorship 
FSLIC-Conservatorship 
FSLIC-Conservatorship 
FSLIC-Conservatorship 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Conservatorship 
FSLIC-Conservatorship 
FSLIC-Conservatorship 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receiversh~p 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 

, W.O. Davis, Conservator 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 
FSLIC-Receivership 



Estimated Losses to the PSLIC for Selected Institutions in California 
(as of April 30, 1987) 

Estimated Loss to the FSLIC Net Worth as of 1/31/87 
(in $miUlons) (excluding ICCs) 

(in $m Illions) 

American Diversified 600 (522.1) 
Atlas 6.5 
Ben 400 (377.1) 
Beverly HiUs 800 (709.1) 
Butterfield 250 (220.8) 
Cal America 50 (47.7) 
Centennial 160 (151.5) 
Columbus 70 (69.1) 
Consolidated 48.6 * 
Farmers 140 (127.9) 
Gateway 40 (36.8) 
Golden Pacific 4.7 • 
Huntington 5 (0.3) 
Manhattan Beach 10 (8.5) 
Mt. Whitney 30 (24.5) 
North America 25 (2.5) 
Perpetual 2 (1.4) 
Presidio 35.2 * 
Ramona 30 (23.7) 
San Marino 260 • 
Seapointe 24.9 
South Bay 5 (2.8) 
Sun 90.1 
Tahoe 15 (8.8) 
Unified 7 (5.5) 
United 43.9 • 
Western Community 1.2 
Westwood 145 (139.G) 

"Association is no longer in existence and hence has no net worth. 

SOURCES: The Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco and the Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board. 

SUBCOMMITTEE NOTE: See Exhibit A to Mr. Black's November 2, 1987, letter in 
Appendix 2 for updated (and usually higher) dollar figures. 
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ApPENDIX 2.-FoLLOWUP AND SUPPLEMENTAL AGENCY LETTERS (To
GETHER WITH SUBCOMMITTEE LETTERS REQUESTING INFORMATION, 
AS NECESSARY) 

tIOI..IQ ........... caOllClA,,~ 

..IDNM",,",,",",.A..$OUTM~ 

..ICIIu..TO..~,",V __ ... _ .......... 

.-....oTa.&:UST"""""'LTlX.U 
lMrncrw&.MNfTlMI%,~ 

Mr. William K. Blaek 
General Counsel 

ONE HUNOREOnl CONGRESS 

(:OUgrt55 of tfJe ~nitdl ~tatt5 
~o~e of 3!\.tpr£5tntatib£5 

COMMERCe. CONSUMER. ANO MONETARY AFFAIRS 
SUBCOMMmEE 

OfniE 
COMMITTEE ON GOVERI1MENT OPERATIONS 

RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILOING. ROOM 11-371 
WASHINGTON. DC 20615 

September 4, 1987 

Federal Rume Loan Bank 
of San Franciseo 

580 California Street 
P.O. Bo" 7948 
San Francisco, CA 94120 

Dear Mr. Black: 

L.iJm't.(JW(l.1OJ.MQ 
ll'DfUT1.1c-nv.~ 
.JANIS w.-..on.OCI.JoHOiW. 
.ulClRT1tCUIlHT'Ofc.A.llftwl'Dflt 

During your appearanee at the Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Artairs 
Subcommittee's June 13, 1987, hearing in Los Angeles, I was unable to ,ask you a number 
of questions, because of a shortage of time due to the number of witnesses testifying. 
AIao, your written statement (and that of Charles DeardorfC,Deputy Direetor oC the San 
Franciseo Bank) raised additional follow up questions and did not provide all oC the data 
we had requested. Aeeordingly, to eomplete the reeorc!, at this time please respond 
(together with Mr. Deardorff, as appropriate) to the following questions, providing speeifie 
data where requested, by September 23, 1987, i! at ail possible: 

1. FSLIC's estimate of likely losses for each failed institution: At this time please 
provide FSLIC's current best estimate of its likely losses for eaeh of the 29 state-ehartered 
institutions and the 2 federally chartered institutions in theSubcommittee's survey. 

2. ldentifieation of Institutions A, B, and C: Mr. Deardorff's testimony d1SCu. ... ed 
criminal Investigations, partieularly relating problems that -his offiee had eneoWlterec!, as 
to three institutions. (Problems were minimal with respeet to Institution A, and the, e 
were eonvietions In that case.) Please identify eaeh of these three institutions. 

3. Correlation of appraisal abuses and other misconduet to particular failed 
institutions in the subcommittee's survey: 

a. On p. 8 of your written statement, you Indicate that three-quarters of the failed 
or falling institutions in the survey (as well as the two Federally chartered institutions 
failing In the same time period) had problelIl,'! with insider mlsconduet. Please identify 
the institutions where you found such mlsconduet. 

b. On p. 9 of the statement, you testified that at least ten of the institutions had 
appraisal problems. Please Identify the institutions, so that we may correlate these 
problems with them and also the eight appraisers against whom the FSLIC has filed 
a lawsuit, arising from these failures. 
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c. On p. 11, you testified that U.", miscoqduct of certain borrowers has been a 
problem In at least nine of the institutions listed. Once again, please identify the 
institutions, and name the borrowers, their relationships to this and other institutions 
(naming institutions), and specify the dollar amounts involved. ~(You inay provide 
this information on a separate confidential page for those borrowers who are not 
yet named in a FSLIC civU complaint.) 

5. Additional information on transactions with another financial institution, arising 
out of San Marino S&L: On page 10 of his statement, FSLIC Attorney James Blair 
discussed a transaction involving six Bona/Domingues projects, a $37 million loan, an 
undeveloped parcel of land, and the involvement of La Jolla Exchange, Inc. and Central 
Savings and Loan Association. (a) Bow were Messrs. Bona and Domingues involved with 
Centrel Savings! Did they have any ownership interests in Central Savings or business 
relationships with insiders! (b) Did ~ insiders In San Marino S6cL have such interests in, 
or business relationships with insiders 0(, Central Savings! (c) Is this the Central Savings 
which was placed In receivership by FSLIC in AprU 1987! If so, describe any insider abuse 
or misconduct, and how that mllY Mve related to other institutions, including San Marino 
S&L, and to defendants in FSLIC civU suits (such as Messrs. Bona and Domingues, as well 
as others). 

6. Sales of fraudulent or inadequately collateralized loan participations among 
thrifts: Based 0;1 Info: mation furnished by the FSLIC and others for the June 13th hearing, 
we find numerous instances where participations in unsafe or fraudulent loans, often based 
on faulty appraisals, are sold by the originating thrift institution to other thrifts, affecting 
their net worth and often Ultimately contributing to their insolvencies. (a) Discuss the 
consequences to. the FSLIC when it later attempts to seek damages from responsible 
parties' and financial institutions. During your tenure, did the FSLIC coniront having to 
CUe lawsuits against itself, as the receiver of other insolvent thriCts which originated or 
purchased such loans, and does it go after the same assets or individuals? IC so, provide 
examples. (b) Does any system exist a mong the District Home Loan Banks for tracking' 
loan participation activities in problem institutions! 

7. Reluctance of FSLIC fee counsel to make criminal referrals or to otherwise 
provide information and documentation to Federal law enforcement authorities: 

a. According to pre-hearing discussions with the staff of the Home Loan Bank of 
San Francisco, the FSLlC fee counsel for American Diversified Savings was reluctant 
to make a criminal referral but did so after the matter was brought to your personal 
attention. Please describe what occurred and provide a chronology. What were 
the fee counsel's concerns (e.g., did they relate to the impact on the civil lawsuit), 
and how did the FSLlC respond to them. 

b. The FBI has completed its investigation of only one part of a four-part set of 
transactions evidencing possible criminal misconduct arising out of Beverly BllIs 
SIlVings and Loan. The FBI assigned only one agent to work part-time on this case, 
although it recently assigned 2 agents to this case. The I'm agent advised the 
FSLIC trial attorney assigned this matter that the FBI desired a criminal referral 
(according to a AprU 20, 1987, FHLBB, 11th District Memorandum), and the Assistant 
U.s. Attorney told subcommittee staff that a referral on the unexplored portions of 
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the case would be very useful In focussing the FBI'. attention and limited resources.l 
Nevertheless. FSLIC fee counsel told 2 subcommittee staffers over the telephone 
that he did not believe It appropriate for him to make a re1.2rral. He said that he 
"had not been asked by our client (the FSLIC] to undertake an analysis of criminal 
liability and that such would require substantial efforts," although he has had 6 to 
8 attorneys reviewing docwnents and preparing civU cases, some of which may also 
indicate potential crimlnalliabUIt}'. (a) Is the fee counsel's belle! about "substantial" 
additional efforts (and the impllcatlon that reimbursement might be required) valid 
and reasonable tmder the circumstances? (b) Is this a proper position for the fee 
counsel to take In this situation? (c) What steps, If any; Is the FHLB of San 
Francisco (or the FSLIC) prepared to take to require the ree counsel to dIscuss this 
matter with Federal law enforcement authorities to better understand what criminal 
statutes may have been violated, towards a view of providing information to the 
U.s. Attorney/FBI to expedite this lc~!!thy Investigation? 

c. To address the general concern about fee counsels' reluctance to make criminal 
referrals, at the hearing you furnished a copy of the May 26, 1987, letter which 
FSLIC Senior Associate Counsel Dorothy Nichols sent to California FSLIC fee counsel, 
emphasizing the Importance of criminal referrals. Were slmUar letters sent to FSLIC 
ree counsel throughout the nation? 

d. What additional steps is the FULB of San Francisco prepared to take, to assure 
consistent and uniform application of its policies with regard to timely and complete 
referrals and submissions ot information and doeumentatlon? 

8. Special U.S. Attorney Office Task Forces: You testified that the FSLIC "hnd 
particUlarly good results" with the offlaes of thu U.S. Attorneys which have established 
"special task forces" to deal with thrift and bank fnUures and which consequently have 
deVeloped an expertise. Please identify those offices, describe more specificlll'y what 
. they have done (if possible), and identify any particularly active Federal prosecutors In 

those offices with whom the FSLIC staff had been in contect during your tenure. 

1 U.S. Attorney Bonner testified (p.16) that a reCerral as to this institution would now 
serve no purpose, seeming to contradict what the FBI and the Assistant U.S. Attorney 
have stated. Inquiry to the head or the Major Fraud Section, Terree Bowers, who 
testified and who provided much of the factual Information in the U.S. Attorneys 
St&tement, clarified this dlscrepaney and told us that, while a brief refel'l'nl 'Would 
serve no purpose, an exchange of information and documentation between the fee 
counsel and Federal law enforcement authorities could be cxtremely useful and would 
be welcol'lc 
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Please contact sUbcommittee counsel Stephen McSpadden It there are any questions. 
Thank you tor your and Mr. Deardorrt"s past and anticipated tuture cooperation. 

DB:sm:v 

cc: Mr. Charles Deardorff 
Deputv Director, Agency Group 
Pederal Home Loan Bank 

ot San Francisco 
580 Calitomia Street 
P.O. Bol< 7948 
San Francisco, CA 94120 

Sincerely. 

Doug Barnard, Jr. 
Chairman 



William K. Black 
Senior Vlcp P",sldent 
and G~· ~Nal Counsel 

November 2, 1987 
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Honorable Douglas uarnard, Jr. 
House of Representatives 
Rayburn House Office Building, Room B-377 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Representative Barnard: 

RV=~J;:JVED 
NOV,) t997 

COMMERCE, CONSUMER AND 
MONETARY AFFAIRS SUBCOMMlmE 

This l.etter is in response to your request for additional 
information following my testimony at t' ,l June 13, 1987 hearing 
of the Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee 
("Subcommittee") of the Committlle on Government Operations in 
Los Angeles. I have prepared these responses in the order of 
the questions presented in your September 4, 1987 letter. 

1. Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation's ("FSLle") 
estimate of likely losses for each failed institution: 

The list of institutions and likely losses associsted With 
them is attached to this letter as Exhibit A. 

2. Identification of rnstitutinns A. B, and C: 

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board ("Bank Bosrd") has 
determined that to identify these institutions would create 
the risk that the individuals who are the subjects of the 
ongoing criminal investiga~ions would learn of the 
investigations, which could lead to the destruction of 
evidence or the unavailability of witnesses. ! therefOre 
respectfully decline to identify Institutions A, B, and C 
at this time. 

600 Call(ornla Slroal 
Post Office BoX 7lI4B 
Sen Francisco, CA 94120 
Telophone 415-393-1l/O2 
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3. Correlation of appraisal abuses and other misconduct to 
particular failed institutions in the Subcommittee's survey: 

a. Institutions where evidence of insider misconduct was 
found: 

American Diversified Savings Bank 
Bell Savings & Loan Association 
Bever17 Hills Savings 
Csl America Savings & Loan Association 
Centennial Savings & Loan Association 
Columbus Savings & Loan Association 
Consolidated Savings & Loan Association 
Equitable Savings & Loan Association 
Gateway Savings Bank 
Golden Pacific Savings & Loan Association 
Huntington Savings & Loan Association 
Manhattan Beach Savings & Loan Association 
Nt. Whitney Savings & Loan Association 
North America Savings & Loan Association 
Perpetual Savings Bank 
Preaidio Savings & Loan Association 
Ramona Federal Savil~s & Loan Association 
San Marino Savings & Loan Association 
South Bay Savings & Loan Association 
Sun Savings & Loan Association 
United Savings Bank 
Westwood Savings & Loan Association 

b. Institutions with appraisal problems: 

American Diversified Savings Bank 
Butterfield Savings & Loan Association 
Consolidated Savings Bank 
Huntington Savings & Loan Association 
San Marino Savings & Loan Association 
Sun Savings & Loan Association 
Bell Savings & Loan Association 
United Savtngs Bank 
Equitable Savings & Loan Association 

The list of appraisers against whom FSLIC has filed 
lawsuits is included as Exhibit B. The amounts listed 
as claims include FSLIC's total claims against all 
defendants. 

c. The list of borrowers against whom FSLIC has filed 
lawsuits is included as Exhibit C. The amounts listed 
as claims include FSLIC's total claims against all 
defendants. 
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5. Additional information on transactions with another 
financial institution. arising out of San Marino Savings « 
Loan Association: 

As indicated by James Blair, FSLIC Trial Attorney, in his 
statement to the Subcommittee, the relationships between 
Jack Bona and Frank Domingues and Central Savings and Loan 
Association ("Central") were then and are now the subject 
of investigation by FSLIC fee counsel. Moreover, the scope 
of that ongoing investigstion includes the question whether 
any insiders of San Marino Savings « Loan Association have 
o"nlership interests or business relationships with insiders 
of Central. To date, fee counsel's conclusions concerning 
the extent of any relationships are preliminary and have 
not been incorporated into any public filing. Therefore, I 
am unable to answer your questions. Central was placed 
into receivership in April, 1987. 

6. Sales of fraudulent or inadequately collateralized loan 
participations among thrifts: 

a. The consequences of FSLIC filing suit against other 
thrifts involved in participation loans can include, 
in the most severe cases, rendering other 
FSLIC-insured thrifts insolvent. Such suits also may 
generate bad publicity and significant legal 
expenses. FSLIC, in one capacity, did face the 
possibility of filing suit against FSLIC in another 
capacity during my tenure as Director of Litigation at 
FSLIC. An example of this that I remember involved a 
di~pute between Alliance Federal Savings and Loan 
Association, Kenner, Louisiana ("Alliance"), and 
Northlake Federal Savings and Loan Association, 
Covington, Louisiana ("Northlake"). FSLIC also was in 
the position, again in different capacities, of having 
multiple suits against the same defendants during my 
tenure. An example of this nature that I recall 
involved claims of Alliance, Northlake, and Empire 
Savings and Loan Association, Mesquite, Texas, against 
Charles Griffith. 

We developed three policies to deal with these 
issues. First, each FSLIC litigator would do the 
utmost for his or her client to maximize the net 
recovery for that client. For example, FSLIC as 
receiver for Thrift A would maximize the net recovery 
for the creditors of Thrift A regardless of the impact 
on other FSLIC-insured thrifts. If FSLIC, in its 
corporate capacity, believed that such a suit by 
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Thrift A would harm the system, FSLIC in its corporate 
capacity could purchase Thrift A's claim and decide 
not to pursue it or settle it at a lower amount. I 
would stress that obtaining the greatest ~ recovery 
for Thrift A often led us to recommend a workout, not 
a lawsui~, with the other participants. 

The second policy was that FSL!C, in any capacity, 
should not waste litigation expenses suing FSLIC in 
any other capacity. With the assistance of the 
Director of FSLIC and the American Arbitration 
Association, we developed an innovative arbitration 
program for resolving conflicts among receiverships, 
conservatorships, FSLIC in its corporate capacity and 
thrifts in the Management Consignment Program. 

The third policy was to have FSLIC, in its various 
capacities, cooperate when bringing multiple suits 
against the same defendant, particularly when that 
defendant lacked the resources to pay any of the 
claims in full. This involved an agreement to divide 
the costs and revenues of suit to avoid duplicative 
litigation expenses and a wasteful "race to the 
courthouse." 

b. The Bank Board has proposed a new Major Asset Tracking 
System ("t1ATS"), which will track all. classified loans 
(including participations) over $5 million. A 
preliminary statement of the proposed objectives of 
the MATS is attached as Exhibit D. 

7. Feluctance of FSLIC fee counsel to make criminal referrals 
or to otherwise provide information and documentation to 
federal law enforcement authorities: 

a. My memory is that my personal intervention was neither 
requested nor necessary to insure that FSLIC fee 
counsel helped prepare criminal referrals arising from 
American Diversified Savings Bank's ("ADSB") failure. 
Fee counsel for ADSB faced the greatest demands for 
their time of any FSLIC fee counsel. The litigation 
and commercial law issues were immense, complex, 
critical and intricate. I do not remember fee counsel 
suggesting to me that criminal referrals should not be 
made or should be delayed. Fee counsel have helped us 
to prepare and file seven comprehensive criminal 
referrals relating to ADSB since April 1987. My 
understanding is that ADSB's advisory board of 
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directors believes that fee counsel have done fine 
work in preparing those referrals. My suggestion for 
future cases is that earlier brief referrals be made 
while such comprehensive referrals are being prepared. 

b. We understand that the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
("FBI") has been investigating possible criminal 
misconduct at Beverly Hills Savings since shortly 
after the receivership in April 1985, and that a 
federal grand jury has been issuing subpoenas and 
hearing evidence since 1986. It is our position that 
FSLIC fee counsel have cooperated with the 
investigation and we understand that access to 
accounting workpapers has been made available to the 
FBI. 

While neither the Federal Home Loan Banks ("District 
Banks") nor the LHigation Division of the Bank 
Board's Office of General Counsel can monitor every 
preliminary judgment by FSLIC fee counsel in every 
case, we have, as I indicated in my testimony, 
undertaken significant initiatives to better inform, 
educate, direct and coordinate fee counsel in the 
matter of criminal referrals, providing significant 
policy guidance for these understandably sensitive 
judgments. 

Fee counsel do not necessarily have to make major 
efforts to make a criminal referral. The U. S. 
Department of Justice has made it clear that a 
referral should be made even if the evidence available 
does not conclusively demonstrate that a crime has 
been committed. The work required to prepare a 
complaint for FSLIC will often establish the need and 
basis for a criminal referral. FSLIC fee counsel are 
not necessarily expected to make referrals themselves; 
they are expected to do the work necessary to assist 
FSLIC in making such referrals. 

At the hearings you were furnished with a copy of the 
May 26, 1987 letter from FSLIC Senior Associatp
General Counsel Dorothy Nichols that was sent to FSLIC 
fee counsel in California. Attached to this letter as 
Exhibit E is a copy of Ms. Nichols' June 17, 1987 
letter, which is also now required to be sent to all 
FSLIC fee counsel. The letter continued the FSLIC's 
longstanding policy of emphasizing the critical 
importance of making criminal referrals, regardless of 
the impact on civil suits. 
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As I indicated at the hearings, your timely inquiries 
into the area of criminal referrals come as the 
District Banks and the Litigation Division of the Bank 
Board's Office of General Counsel are enhancing their 
own efforts in this area. Cert.'linly the 
Subcommittee's efforts and the en&~ing pUblicity have 
raised the sensitivity of all pr.osecutors, financial 
regulatory agencies and fee counEel to the need for 
better cooperation in sorting out the pote.ltial 
criminal liability of financial insiders and 
affiliates. I also direct your attention to the 
answers to Questions #7d and #8. 

Attached as Exhibit F is Ms. Nichols' May 19, 1987 
letter to FSLIC fee counsel in the Eleventh District 
of the Federal Home Loan Bank System, which includes 
California, Arizona and Nevada. Ms. Nichols' 
June 17, 1987 letter, referred to above and attached 
as Exhibit E, was sent to FSLIC fee counsel 
nationwide. In addition, Ms. lIichols directed a 
letter dated September 10, 1987, attached as 
Exhibit G, to FSLIC fee counsel in the Ninth District. 

d. To facilitate the consistent and uniform application 
of our policies regarding the criminal referral 
process, the Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco 
("Bank") has established the Criminal Referral Unit 
("CRU"). The CRU serves as a criminal referral 
clearinghouse within the Eleventh District and helps 
Bank staff evaluate and resolve referrals. The CRU is 
headed by an Assistant Director, who performs this 
function in addition to his regular line 
respoIk~ibilities. The CRU is staffed by an Analytical 
Manager and three Agency Group analysts. Four major 
areas of emphasis for the CRU are as follows: 

1. Training: The CRU is currently developing a 
comprehensive program for training Agency Group staff, 
including Supervisory Agents, managers, examiners, and 
analysts to detect and recognize criminal activity and 
to prepare criminal referrals. Several seminars have 
been held to date with the cooperation and assistance 
of federal and stale law enforcement authorities, and 
similar training sessions are planned for the near 
future. This training will provide an increased 
awareness among Agency Group staff of their 
responsibility to take an active and continuing 
interest in the actual detection and referral of 
criminal activity for prosecution. 
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2. Computerized tracking system: The CRU is in the 
process of enhancing and modifying the existing data 
base, the Criminal Referral System ("CRS"), so that at 
any time the staff will be able to determine the 
status of a case and to document the extent of 
monitoring efforts. The CRS will also be used a~ a 
tool to detect possible patterns of criminal activity 
that may indicate that a larger, coordinated 
frauduLent effort may be underway. Ideally, this 
computerized information system, when fully enhanced, 
will allow the Agency Group to monitor a referral from 
detection of the criminal activity to conviction. 

3. Communication and coordination: The CRU has begun 
to establish and maintain a liaison with various 
criminal law enforcement and other regulatory 
agencies, including, but not limited to, the U. S. 
Department of Justice and the FBI, the California 
Department of Savings and Loans ("CDSL"), the 
California Department of Real Estate, the California 
State Attorney General, the Nevada Gaming Commission, 
the Internal Revenue Service, the Secret Service, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, and the U. S. 
Customs Service. 

Specific activities undertaken to date involving 
several of these state and federal agencies include 
training seminars on criminal referrals. Instructors 
have included local employees of the U. S. Department 
of Justice and the FBI. Students have included 
employees from the CDSL and the Agency Group, 
including Supervisory Agents, managers, examiners, 
analysts, and attorneys of the Bank. In additlon, 
regular meetings are held between the CRU and 
representatives of the San Francisco FBI office. 
These meetings serve as a forum for discussion of 
general issues as well as specific concerns on 
individual cases and referrals. 

4. Detection, referral and follo\o1up: It is an 
important goal of the eRU to promote the timely 
preparation of referrals in all instances in which 
criminal activity is suspected, to ensure the adequacy 
of the referrals, and to folloW up with the 
appropriate investigative and prosecutorial agencies 
once the referral has been made. 

Procedures which the eRU hss begun drafting include: 
(1) the reporting of suspected criminal activity, 
(2) the processing and review of referrals made by 
Agency Group personnel, and (3) the processing and 
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review of referrals made by member institutions and 
others. These procedures are still in the process of 
being developed and should be finalized soon. 

In addition, the Agency Group has established a 
Criminal Referral. Backlog Committee to review cases 
where a referral may be appropriate but where none has 
yet been made. The Backlog Committee conducts weekly 
meetings and is moving to make all necessary referrals 
as soon as possible. 

8. Special U.S. Attorney Office Task forces: 

The San Francisco, Chicago, Dallas and Seattle District 
Banks have established special task forces to facilitate 
criminal referrals, investigati(lns, and prosecutions in 
their respective districts. These task forces work closely 
with the U. S. Department of Justice investigators and 
prosecutors, providing possible evidence of criminal fraud 
where discovered in preparation for civil litigation. The 
FBI has been actively involved in all these regions, and 
FSLIC fee counsel have cooperated in active investigations 
in these districts as well. Some particularly active 
prosecutors in these areas are U.S. Attorney Gene Anderson 
and Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert Westinghouse in Seattle, 
Assistant U.S. Attorneys Ben Burch for the Northern 
District of California and Terrence Bowers for the Central 
District of California, and Richard Fishbein of the U. S. 
Department of Justice Special Task Force in Dallas. 

Very truly yours, 

IJJ.L!<..·~. 
William K. Black 
Senior Vice President 
and General Counsel 

WKB/dlr/04l3M 
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EXlIIBI! A 

ESTIMATED LOSSES TO THE 
FEDERAl, SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION 

FOR SELECTED INSTITUTIONS 

Estimated Loss to the FSLIC 
(in $milliolls) 

Net Worth as of 7/31/87 
(excluding Income 

Capital Certificates) 
(in $milliolls) 

American Diversified 
Atlas 
Bell 
Beverly Hills 
Butterfield 
Cal America 
Centennial 
Central 
Columbus 
Consolidated 
Equitable 
Farmers 
Gateway 
Golden Pacific 
Manhattan Beach 
11t. Whitney 
North America 
Perpetual 
Presidio 
Ramona 
San Marino 
Seapointe 
South Bay 
Sun 
Tahoe 
Unified 
United 
Western Community 
Westwood 

650 

* 
550 
950 
300 
100 

* 
* 
80 
it 

* 200 
50 

'" 15 
35 

100 
10 

70 

'" '" It 

* 
20 
12 

* 
* 200 

* Association either h~s been sold or liquidated or has gone 
through an asset-backed transfer. FSLIC should be able to assess 
the actual 10BB more accurately. 

**AsBociation no longer in existence. 

(590.7) 

*'" (419.S) 
(840.6) 
(245.4) 
(90.2) 

"'* 
** (76.2) 

"'''' 
*'" (174.7) 

(45.1) 

*'" (11.3) 
(28.7) 
(81.4) 
(6.1) 

"'* (59.8) 

"* 
** 
*'" 
*'" (17.1) 
(9.3) 

** 
"'* (181.8) 
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EXHIBIT B 

Institution Appraiser 

Beverly Hills Savings 1. Touche Ross & Co. $300 million 
(FSLIC v. Fitzpatrick et al.) 

Ramona FS&LA 1. Mike Sage & Co., Inc. $19 million 
(FSLIC v. Molinaro et a1.) 2. Difilippo 

San Marino S&LA 1. John Brennan $82.7 million 
(FSLIC v. Forde et a1.) ("The Appraisers") 

Butterfield S&LA 1. Alan A. Paget $62.5 million 
(FSLIC v. Safley et a1.) 2. Charles P. Thompson 

3. Mark D. Barry 
4. Stephen T. Smith 
5. Harold R. Walker 

* These figures represent the FSLIC's estimate of the total claim 
against all defendants, and have n~, b~en broken down into claims 
against individual defendants. 

76-791 0 - 87 - 16 



Institution 

Bell S&LA 
(FSL{C v. ~ler et al.) 

Centennial S&LA 
(FSLIC v. Shah et al.) 

Columbus S&LA 
(FSLIC v. Musacchio et al.) 

Consolidated S&LA 
(FSLlC v. Ferrante et al.) 
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EXHIBIT C 

Borrowers 

1. Richard Benvenuti 
2. Don Hancock 
3. James Kassis 
4. Murphy Maier 
5. Con Star, Inc. 
6. Gateway Professional 

Genter 
7. H Street Professional 

Genter 
8. Park Plaza Associates 
9. Peri Executive Center 

Associates 
10. Christo Bardis 
11. Bell Advisory Corporation 
12. John Reynen 
13. Romder-Karnon Properties 

Total Claims* 

$150 million 

14. Sacramento Executive Suites-
Park Plaza Center, Inc. 

15. Santa Fe Development & 
Mortgage Co, 

1. Lakewood Enterpries, 
Inc. 

2. Nicolas Sandmann 
3. Damstraat, Inc. 

1. Trade Wind Traders, 
Inc. 

2. TW Trading International 
3. TWX Financial Group 
4. C. E. Noda 
S. C. E. Capital 
6. P. Henry and H. Worden 

1. Jorge Yavar 
2. Pyrotonics Corp. 
3. W. L. Seay 
4. C. B. Financial Corp. 
S. Bal.boa Fun Zone, Ltd. 
6. Crowder Development 

$100 million 

$76.9 million 

$SO million 

* These figures represent the FSLlC's estimate of the total claim 
against all defendants, and have not been broken down into claims 
against individual defendants. 
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EXlIIBIT C 
(continued) 

Institution Borrowers Total Claims* 

Gateway SB 1. Magna Financial $40.5 million 
(FSLIC v. Gon et al.) Corporation 

2. DVM-Westpark South Ltd. 
3. Two Connecticut 
4. Northill-Tucson 

North America S&LA 1. Rebecca Thrall $20 million 
(FSLIC v. McKlnzie et al.) 2. Kenneth Thrall 

Perpetual SB $5 million 
(~ v. Morady et al.) 

Ramona FS&LA 1. Donald W. Stump $19 million 
(FSLIC v. Molinaro ec a1.) 2. William Welch 

3. Donald C. Calvello 
4. John L. Dariano 
5. Frank DeCarlo 

San Marino S&LA 1. Jack Bona $82.7 million 
(FSLIC v. Forde et a1.) 2. Frank L. Domingues 

* These figures represent the FSLIC's estimate of the total claim 
against all defendants, and have not been broken down into claims 
against individual defendants. 

- 2 -
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ESLIC COMPLAINTS 

Anount 
Insiders Appraisers BoccOl/ers sOJght 

Institution Named Named Naroed (in millions) 
" 

American Diversified 2 0 0 $60.0 
Savings Bank 

Bell S&LA 14 0 15 150.0 

Beverly Hills S&LA 17 1 0 300.0 

Butterfield S&LA 7 5 0 62.5 

Centennial S&LA 16 0 3 100.0 

Co1urrbus S &LA 4 0 6 76.9 

Consolidated Savings 17 0 6 50.0 
Bank 

FamErs S&LA 16 0 () 100.0 

Gateway Savings Bank 5 0 3 40.5 

Manhattan Beach S&LA 7 0 0 8.0 

Mt. Whitney S&LA 15 0 0 17.0 

North Arrerica S&LA 2 0 1 20.0 

PerpebJa1 Savings Bank 8 0 1 5.0 

Presidio S&LA 9 0 0 80.0 

Ramona S&LA 6 1 5 19.0 

San Marino S&LA 14 1 2 82.7 

Unified Savings Bank 3 0 0 2.0 

Western Cornnunity S&LA -E... _0_ _0_ --l!!:..Q... 

'IOTAL 175 8 42 $1,183.6 
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EXHIlll'r D 

Tho object~ ·es of MATS (najor AlIse,t Tracking Systetl) are tOI 

1. Improvo tho supervision of problem loanll by 

o Facilitating uniform claooific:ation of aOBots through 
ticely communication of, assot classification docioiono. 
between PSAs, and , 

• Alerting supervi~orll in an FHLBank when a loan held in 
vhole or in part by an inotitution in that district has 
been classified. 

2. Help supervisors and oxaminers to anticipate problem loans ~ ~ 

• Allowing examiners and supervisors to research borrowers 
and other actors in major extensions of credit particularly 
whero problems have occurred previously. '. 

MATS should achieve theBe objectives in a way such thatl 

a. The burden of inforoation collection is minimized to the 
degree pOGBible/ information should only be collected as it 
will be currently useful/ 

b. Tho information collected in MATS io fully uooful to 
VSLIC and VADA/ while VBLle and FADA vill require 
the collection of additional data beyond tho needs of the 
FHLBank System, rSLIC and FADA will use MATS as tho afront 
end" for those loans stored in MATS, 

c. The ·user viaiblo· featureo of tho system rosemblo tho 
EDS/SACS/ROE system to the maximum degree possible so that 
HATS does not appear ss a separate system but rather as a 
new component of existing systemSI 

d. The procossing (i.e., inputting, corrocting. otc.) of 
drtQ iu conoiotent with tho procoaoing of data in othor 
P~LBanh ayoten inforDation oystaDSJ 
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EXHIBIT E 

Fodoral Homo-l..osn Banlt SODrd 

June 17, 1987 
FORM LETIP TO fEE COUNSEL 

Ro: criminal Roforrals -- Cooperation with 
LaY Enforgfflment Ag9Dcip@ 

Dcar __________________ __ 

As you know, it io this ogmncy's legal obligation, and 
therefore your obligotion as cOUDael, to Da~G criDinal referrals 
when appropriato in all matters for which you are retained. This 
obligation includoc notifying law onforcsmmnt &gencie. ot known 
or ouopoctod criminal conduct discovermd in tho course of your 
work, and rosponding to reque9to by law antorcamont agenci.. tor 
infomation concorning particular institutions and individuals. 
Ploaoo concult with an attorney from thim oftice to QDSur~ that 
tho requirements of tho Right to" Financial Privacy Act, Bank 
Board regulations, and other applicablo laws aro followed in 
disclosing such information. 

In tho course of our investigations, civil lawsuits, and 
administrative proceedings, including settlement nogotiations, no 
one nay, witheut the prior approval from the appropriate law 
enforcement authoritios, agroo with any party oither not to 
disclose or not to retor to such law enforcement authorities any 
inforaation which may be pertinent to a possible criminal 
violation or investigation. 

tihen a criminal proceeding exists which parallels a civil 
proceeding involving FSLIC, you should consider whethor any 
conteuplatod actiona might advorsoly impact any criminal 
proc~inqa. If so, this otfice should be consulted bafore 
taking any such action. 

ftben an investigation, civil action, or administrative 
proceeding is commenced, you may, with authorization from this 
office, discuss tho voluntary disposition of these matters. It 
is the policy of FSLIC, however, that no such disposition, 
expressly or impliedly, shall affect in any way the disposition 
of any criminal charges or proceedings of any nature. Please 
make this policy clear if the issue should arise in connection 
with any settlement negotiations. This policy reflects the fact 
that PSLIC lacks authority to institute, conduct, settle, or 
othervise dispose of criminal proceedings. Such authority is 
vested solely in the appropriate law enforcement agencies. 
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Plcaso contact tho undorsigned or Paul Grace at tho 
Litigation Division, Office ot General Counsel, should you have 
any questions concorning thia subject. 

Sincorely yours, 

Dorothy L. Nichols 
Senior Associate General Counsel 
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EXHIBIT F 

[FSLIC Fee Counsel 
for nll Eleventh District Institutions 
for which tee counsel have been retained, 
including liquidating receiverships, 
regardless of whethar litigation has yet: 
been filed} 

May 19, 1987 

ReI Criminal Referrals - Assietanco to Asency Group, 
~derAl Hamg toAn Bank of San Francimco 

Doar _________ _ 

Thia 10 to advise you that tho Agency Group of the Fedoral 

Home Loan DAnk ot San Francisco CDAqency Group~) which, as you 

know, haS regUlatory responsibility tor all institutions insured 

by tho ,oderal SavingB and Loan Ineuranco corporation (PFSLIC·) 

in the Eleventh District (RDiatrictR), has tormed e Criminal 

Referral Task Force to review all files of operating and/or 

failed institutions in the District to ensure that criminal 

referrals arc made on all individuals and all transaetionu 

involved in suspected criminal activity under federal and state 

law. 

The Department of JUstice, throu9n the United states 

Attornny'a Office and Federal Bureau of Investigat1on, has agreed 

to provide immediate assistance to the Criminal Rete~ral Task 

Foree in evaluating criminal r0forrals for prosecution. since 

you, au fQe counsel for the FSLIC, have the benefit of 

investigations subsequent to the failure of an institution, you 

are in the best position to assist the Agency Group and their 
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l0ad attorney Glanda mobinson in this task. FSLIC roquests that 

you provido the Agency Group, and at their requost, the 

appropriate Department of Justl~e personnel, ~ith whatevor 

infornation will a~iGt a rapid analysiG ot possible criminal 

violations that have occurred at any institutions for vhich you 

have boen retained by tho PSLIC as counsel. It 1s this &90ncY'e 

obligation, and your obligation as its counsel, to make nll 

appropriate criminal referrals. The PSLIC, thereforo, advioQs 

you to provide all ncc~seary information to mako criminal 

roferrals vhere appropriate, and, if requeste~ to do mo, to 

actually assist 1n the preparation of criminal roferralo. 

ShOUld you have any questions regarding this mattgr or 

attorncy-~lient, vork product or other priVileges that might 

apply to the material 1n question, pleaGo contact the underaign0d 

or Paul Graco nt the Office of General Counsel, Litigct!on 

Division, Foderal Home Loan Sank Board. 

sincerely yours, 

Dorothy L. Nichols 
SQnior Associat~ 
Goneral Counsel 
Litigation Division 
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EXHIBIT G 

[Form lBttor to PSLlC fQO counsel for Ninth Di!!rict 
Inmtitutionm--TaxaB, Arknnaam, Louisiana, Kissiszippi, 
Nov nexico] 

Dnar ____ _ 

On JunGl 17, 1 \lrote to rGllllind you of your rlllspon.ibiliti&1I 
sa counael for tho Federllll savinglll and Loan Insurance 
Corporation to cooperate fully with criminal inv •• tigation. 
concerning savings and loan institutions insured hy I'SLlC. Since 
that lGtter, a spacial federal task forcm has bQan •• tablished to 
inve~ti9at0 possible criBinal violations in connection with 
FSLlC-iMured institutions in the Ninth Federal Home Loan Bank -
Diatrict. That talllk torce enjoys th. complete cooperation of the 
Federal HOIIta Loan Bank of Dallas M4 tllill office. 

Accordingly, it ia particularly appropriate that, as PSLIC'. 
counsQl, you fulfill this agency'. legal obligation by assisting 
to the fullast extent possible with this .ajor initiative. Your 
aCCQSS to institutions' files subsequant to their failure has 
proven particulsry valuable to criminal investigations. 
Accordingly, your utmost cooperation with request for materials 
by tho .poeisl task forcs and the Dallas Federal Home Loan Bank 
is roquested. Should you have any questions concerning 
subpoenas, attorney-client privilege, criminal referrals, or 
other issues, please contact Paul Grace (202-371-6424) or Hovard 
P'einatein (202-377-7466) of this office, or Robert BonCbak (214-
659-8540) of the Special Investigations office of the Dallas 
Federal Home Loan Bank. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dorothy L. Nichols 
Sr. Associate 
General Counsel 
Litiqation Division 
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SPECIAL COUNSEL 
SAN FRANCISCO 

We are the Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco, 
the resource bank and federal regulatory authority for 
more than 230 member savings institutions located in Ari
zona, California and Nevada. We are looking for attor
neys to provide counsel to the e:taminers and superviso
ry agents on the regulatory staff of the Federal Home 
Loan Bank in the identification and reporting of criminal 
conduct at financial institutions for which they have regu
latory responsibility and in making referrals to prosecutor
ial agencies. In thIs position, you would develop eviden
tiary and legal memoranda in support of recommen
dations for prosecution and, upon request of prosecutor
ial a~encies, would assist in grand jury investigations and 
criminal trials. 

To qualify, you should have at least five years' successful 
criminal prosecution experience, preferably including 
prosecution of white collar crimes within a federal prose
cutorial agency; and two years' lead or supervisory expe
rience. Acquisition of California license will be required, 
and ability to travel within the district is necessary. 

We offer an excellent salary and benefits package, in
cluding medical, dental, and vision care. Please send 
your resume and salary requirements to: HUman Re
sources Manager, Federal Home Loan Bank of San 
Francisco, 600 California Street, Post Office Box 7948, 
San Francisco, CA 94120. An Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 

FEDERAL HOME 
LOAN BANK OF 

SAN FRANCISCO 

.. !B 
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ONE HUNDREDlll CONGRESS 

\(on!Jt'l:SU of !be Wniteb iltates 
Jjowte of i\tprt~tntatib£5 

COMMERCE. CONSUMER. ANO MONETARY AFFAIRS 
SUBCOMMllTEE 

Df'lliE 

COMMrTTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPEMTIONS 

RAYBURN HOUSE OFFiCE BUILDING, ROOM ~77 
WASHINGTON, DC 20~ 16 

September 2, 1987 

Steven Adler, Esq. 
Chief, Majol' Fraud Unit 
California State Attorney General'S Omce 
110 West A Street, Suite 700 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Dear Mr. Adler: 

UJlrrtl.tMIO.lOAAO 
(IIljlrTLII:()IoIfY'U,CAl.JFO!vtu. 
JJ.UU"'~or.~ 
,woln'ItOOGIfTOH.JIl.MlW'I'ORIt 

First, I want to express the Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Af£airs 
Sub<!ommlttee's belated appreciation for your testimony at the subcommittee's June 13, 
1987, hearing in Los Angeles, which was thoughtful and informative. During your appearance 
at the hearing, I was unable to ask you several questions, because of a shortage of time 
due to the number of witnesses testifying. Accordingly, to complete the record, would 
you please respond to the following questions by September 21, 198?, if at all possible: 

1. Information on the Major Fraud Index: 

a. Describe exactly the information contained in the Major Fraud Index, established 
by the California's Attorney Ueneral's Office to Interchange intelligence InCormation 
on fraud subjects and schemes. When Is Information added to the Index? During 
an investigation or only after an indictment? How many subjects implicated with 
bank/thrift fraud or embezzlement are presently entered into the system? 

b. Can the (i) FBI, (i1) U.S. Attomeys' Ornees, and (iii) the Federal bank regulatory 
agencies each access the Major Fraud Index? If not, why not? 

c. WOUld you recommend such a system for the U.S. Justice Department (including 
the FBO and the Federal bank regulatory agencies? What are your views, If any, 
on how such a system could be structured? 

2. Could you elaborate on your statement, In your written testimony, recommending 
that the FBI and other investigative agencies provide mechanisms "which ellow Cor 
investigative continuity when investigators assigned to particular major cases are 
reassigned", which apparently occurs frequently, given the duration and complexity of 
these matters. What mechanisms do you specifically envision? 

This information will be holpful in the subcommittee's deliberations. Please h/lve 
your starf contact sub<!ommittee counsel Stephen McSpadden If there are any questions. 
Thank you for your cooperation, past and present. 

DB:Stn:v 

~cerel~~j'l \J'1 
Doug )arnard, Jr. I 
Chllirtan 
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Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 
Member of Congress 
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Chairman, Commerce, Consumer and 
Monetary Affair!3 Subcommittee 

Slair. oj California 
DEPARTMf:NT Of JUSTICE 

I Hl Wfsr '" ~"HEET. Sl1lTf 700 
SAN DIEGO 92101 

(610) 23,·7351 

RECSIVED 

COMMERCE, CONSUMER IUlD 
MONETARV AffAIRS SUBCOMMITIFF 

Rayburn House Office Building, Rm. B-377 
Washington, D.C. 205c5 

Dear Chairman Barnard: 

Thank you for the opportunity to address your committee during its 
hearings in Los Angeles, as well as for the oppor1:unity to provide 
your committee with further information. 

In your letter dated September 2, 1987, you posed a number of 
questions which I now have data to answer. 

You asked for a description of the information contained in the 
Major Fraud Index in the Bureau of Organized Crime and Criminal 
Intelligence of the California Attorney General's Office. The 
Major Fraud Index is an intelligence file which contains 
infornlation on suspect individuals and possible scams provided to 
the index by law enforcement agencies in California. It follows, 
'then, that information is added to the index both at the outset 
of, and during any investigation into a major fraudulent scheme. 
The index is still in its formative stages and, at present, 
contains information on 3~ schemes. Most of these schemep involve 
multiple defendants, but not all involve fraud against financial 
institutions. 

Next, you ask about access to this index. As a law enforcement 
agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation can obtain access to 
Major Fraud index information by making a telephone call to the 
coordinator. After procedures to establish the bona fides of the 
caller, information from the index will be provided. The same 
holds true for any U.S. Attorney's Office requesting information. 

Federal bank regulatory agencies pose a somewhat different 
problem. Access for these agencies is given by California Civil 
Code sections 1798 et seq., the Information Practices Act of 1977. 
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Disclosure is governed by section 1798.24. Subdivision (e) 
provides, in pertinent part, that information may be transferred 
" ••. where the transfer is necessary ~or the transferee agency 
to perform its constitutional or statutory duties, and the use is 
compatible with a purpose for which the information was 
collected • • ." 

!n addition, subdivision (f) provides information transfer is 
permissible, "to a goverrunental entity when required by state or 
federal law." Information will also be made available pursuant to 
subpoena (subd. (k» or search warrant (oubd. (1». 

The foregoing, of course, is not intended as an opinion that 
release is or is not appropriate. Moreover, other subdivisions of 
section 1798,24 may apply. 

You next ask if I would recommend such a system for the U,S, 
Justice Department and Federal Bank regulatory agencies. r 
would. The system is a very good one in theory. Our Major Fraud 
Index, however, is not accumulating data at anywhere near the rate 
we would have hoped. The Index coordinator tells me this is 
because we do not require agencies to furnish data to the system 
as a condition of obtaining information from it. In my opinion, 
such a component is a key to the success of such a system, and I 
would recommend any federal system include such a requirement. 
Our department would, of course, participate under those 
conditions. 

Finally, you ask for more information on how investigative 
agencies may provide continuity in major investigations, 
notwithstanding periodic reassignment of inveatiga'tors to other 
tasks. Here are some thoughts: 

1. Management and Supervision 

Management and supervisors with r,'sponsibility for specialized 
fraud units (or any other truly specialized function) need not 
necessarily be fraud experts to do their jobs. However, if 
they are not, intensive training in the substance of 
fraudulent schemes and investigation, and also the methOdology 
of conducting the investigations and prosecutions, is required 
as early as possible. Without expertise or training in the 
area, managers and supervisors will be unable to direct 
subordinates in focusing investigations appropriately, 
targeting only those individuals against whom a real criminal 
prosecution is possible, and making other crucial decisions 
which arise during the course of an investigation. 
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At the supervisory and senior investigative levels, an 
investigative agency must maincain at 1east a few true experts 
in the specialized investigative ii.e).J In our Unit, we 
address this problem by both rec~ui~ing and seeking to keep 
experienced investigators and retaining a consultant with 
thes& credentials. Individuals in the cadre have a number of 
crucial responsibilities. They must constantly review 
training levels, the conduct of individual investigations, and 
practices within the investigative unit; critique what is 
happening, and make recommendations to supervisors and 
managers. Members of the cadre conduct both formal and on the 
job training for other members of the unit. They provide 
direction and securi'cy for newly assigned investigative staff 
who will necessarily be thrown into major, complex and 
frightening investigations. Cadre members also help 
supervisors and managers judge the outfit's success and pace. 

3. Jndoctrination and Training 

Indoctrination into the investigative unit culture must be 
provided to any new investigator immediately upon assignment. 
In addition, formal and on-the-job training must be provided, 
especially in specialized areas such as fraud investigation. 
This is difficult to do because good training is often time
consuming and will take the investigator away from casework. 
However, the training is essential for its substantive effects 
and also for the morale of the individual investigator. 

4. Make Continuity a Goal 

This final point may be somewhat obvious. Agent groups 
"orking on cases should be comprised of cadre members as well 
as new investigators. In addition, if rotation is 
accomplished on any kind of a fixed schedule, it is obviously 
inappropriate to assign a lengthy case solely to investigators 
who are due for rotation. Although Major Fraud investigations 
are often so complex and time-consuming that they must be 
handled by a group of investigators, the careful formation of 
such a group will allow for continuity despite reassignment of 
team members during the course of the investigation, as well 
as on-the-job training for inexperienced team members. 
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Thank you again for the opportunity to assist your committee in 
its important work. If you or your staff have any questions, 
please do not hesitate to call me directly at (619) 237-7753. 

Very truly yours, 

JOHN K. VAN DE KAMP 

~ 
STEVEN V. ADLER 
Assistant Attorney General 
Chief, Major Fraud Unit 

SVA,ejl 
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otlE HUNDREDTH CONGRESS 

t!ongrts.5 of tbt '(Huittb gs,tatts 
~OUllt of l\eprtlltntlltibtll 

COMMERCE, CONSUMER, AND MONETARY AFFAIRS 
SUBCOMMITTEE 

OFntE" 
COMMrrrEe ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 

RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING, ROOM 8-377 
WASHINGTON, DC 20515 

September 9, 1987 

Hon. William J, Crawford 
Savings and Loan Commissioner 
California State Department of Savings 
600 South Commonwealtb Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90005-4085 

Dear Commissioner Crawford: 

First, I Want to express the Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs 
Subcommittee's belated appreciation for your excellent, thoughtful, and informative 
testimony at the subcommittee's June 13, 1987, hearing in Los Angeles. During your 
appearance, r was unable to ask you several questions to obtain elaboration on some points 
raised in your testimony, bccause of obvious time constraints. Accordingly, to complete 
the record would you please rcsp<lnd to the following questions by September 3D, 1987, if 
at all possibie: 

1. (a) What controls -has the California State Legislature adopted -to address some 
of the at.'-ISes which were the subject or the June 13th hearing, as referenced on page 8 
of your written testimony? (b) Are any similnr measures under consideration by the 
Legislature? (c) What additional statutory powers, procedures or remedies, If any, do you 
need, to keep fill scrupulous people out of the industry or to remOve them quicklY If they 
somehow enter It? (For exslople, you testified that "removal and prohibition of individuals 
Is an expensive, time-consumlng process." How could the process be improved!) 

2. What MUons, if any, has the State's White Collar Crime Task Force taken to 
respond to the this problem of ~"rvasive frauduient misconduct in California's financial 
institutions? 

3. Please describe the special enforcement team within your office, how It will be 
constituted, what Its objectives will be, and what eCCorts it has undertaken so far. 

This Information will be helpful In the subcommittee's deliberations. Please have 
}!Our start contact SUbcommittee counsel Steve McSpadden It there are any questions. 
Thank you for your cooperation, past and present, and for the time you have devoted to 
our efforts. 

DB:sm:b 

~cerelY7 n 
lJ \)QJ\N\M~ \r' Dou~~nard, Jr. \ 

Chafrmt 
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StATE Of CAUFOANIA 

DEPARTMENT OF SAVINGS AND LOAN 
SOD S. C ..... """tlt. Av.nu., los Ang.l .. , Calff. 90005 - (2131 736·2796 
350 S.ns .... Str .. t, San Froncfsco, Ca1ff, 9-1104 - (4151 557-3666 

Los Angeles 
September 29, 1987 

Doug Barnard, Jr., Chairman 
Commerce, Consumer and Monetary 
Affairs Subcollmittee 
Rayburn House Office Building, 
Washington, DC 20515 

Deat' Congressman Barnard: 

Room 8-377 

RC'f"'t:'t\lt::O 

'5~.t".:. ) fJS7 
COMMEnCE, COIlSUMER A/iD 

MOIIElARVI\ffIllRS SUBCOMMITtEE 

Thank you for your letter of September 9, 1987, requesting additional infor
mation. The effects of your Congressional hearing on enforcement have been 
excellent. Your Congressional hearings on white collar crime, which brought 
together the United States Attorney, the FBI, the Federal Home Loan Bank and 
this Department, have resulted in close communications between those four 
departments, with monthly updates and several seminars where SUbordinates 
were brought up-to-date and educated how to hone their skills. 

The following is in response to your specific questions: 

1. (a) Various bills have been signed into law by Governor 
Oeukmejian during the last two years which address the white collar crime 
issue. These bills either amend the existing law to increase penalties or 
create new law to deal with white collar crime. Attached is a summary of 
recent legislation. 

(b) The California state Legislature has now adjourned so 
there are no similar measures under consideration at this time. 

(c) It would be desirable to have federal 1e~is1ation to 
support whistle-blowing on the part of officers, directors and employees 
who have daily or monthly access to information that indicates that the 
affairs of the institution are being improperly managed by insiders. It 
is my understMding that you have federal legislation to protect whistle
blowers in the defense industry and other industries. I believe that you 
could pattern the legislation after those laws. These potential whistle
blowers should be protected as their own reputations and careers are in 
jeopardy, It should be made clear that the intention is not to foster 
personality conflicts but to clearly maintain the integrity of the insti
tution as a whole. Attached is a copy of our whistle-blowing directive, 
which you might use in drafting your legislation. It has been effective 
for us. However, it does not protect the whistle-blower. 
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Removal and prohibition \-lith due process is a very difficult 
area. It is slow, cumbersome and expensive. I do not have any proposed solution 
to that problem. 

2. White Collar Crime. OUI' Department is participating in a White 
Collar Crime Task Force under the auspices of the Business, Transportation and 
Housing Agency for the State of California. The Task Force consists of repre
sentatives from the Departments of Insurance, Real Estate, Corporations, Banking 
and Savings and Loan. The objective is to improve information-sharing and a 
method to ~Iork together to investigate and prosecute fraud involving financial 
institutions. Additionally, it will provide joint training sessions to upgrade 
the investigation skills of the staff. 

The Task Force is working. together on 23 cases, has referred eight 
cases for criminal prosecution, has one conviction to date and has one case ready 
for criminal referral. Attached is a summary of the actions pending as of 
September 28, 1987. The White Coll ar Crime Task Force has met with the District 
Attorneys from Sacramento, San Francisco, Los Angeles and Orange County and the 
message appears consistent that white collar crime is on the increase. They 
concur there is the difficulty of a "system" in which judges have a bias and 
do not wish to tie up their Court calendars with economic crime cases. They 
give priority to violent crime cases, such as homicide, rape, child molestation 
and other violent crimes. To illustrate the lack of emphasis on economic crime, 
the Los Angeles District Attorney's Office employees 800 lawyers, of which only 
15 are ded,icated to the Major Fraud Division, which is the unit that deals with 
wnite collar crime. 

3. Enforcement. We have entered a budget request for three investiga
tors. We have three of our key people, thE! Chief Deputy Commissioner. an attorney 
and one of our most proficient supervisory examiners dedicated to this enforcement 
task. They are attending seminars and schools on white collar cI·ime. They all 
have very good skills to contribute toward this effort when we get the three 
investigators aboard, which will not be until after the legislature has acted 
on our new bUdget, We have also included two EDP experts who will ~Iork with 
the Federal Home Loan Bank on their data bank. 

r refer you also to the fact that speedier results are being 
obtained from attorneys represellting the Federal Home Loan Bank. Cases are 
being filed much more promptly than we believe they would have been had it 
not been for investigation. I specifica1 ly refer you to the North America 
Savings and Loan Association case, Which was recently filed with 55 defendants 
named. As these cases get cycled through the Courts, the public will be much 
more aware of the pervasi'leness of this type of crime. We call your attention 
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to the fact that the primary defend~nt in civil and criminal cases takes the 
Fifth Amendment on both cases and the result is extensive delays, which may 
result in much greater expense and the loss of witnesses or lapses of memory 
on the part of witnesses, whi ch will augur to the benefit of the perpetrator 
of the crime. 

The only way the aopraisal problem will ever be solved is to raise the profession 
to the level of the CPA's. Also enclosed is an article from last Sunday's 
Los Angeles Times indicating that an opposition group to your federal standards 
for appraisals is being organized. Keep the heat on. 

WJC:lfm 
Enclosures 
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LEGISLATION WHICH ADDRESSES WHITE COLLAR CRIME 

AB 3017 (Ch. 673 Statutes, 1986) was one such bill, which 
specifically related to credit unions. Various sections of 
law were added to the Financial Code to define certain 
willful acts of directors, officers, or employees 
detrimental to a credit union to be crimes, providing a 
basis for prosecution. 

AB 3103 (Ch. 173, Statutes 1986) expanded existing law 
adopted in 1985 to give lenders and subsidiaries a cause of 
action against fraudulent bor=owers. 

SB 2452 (Ch. 1158, Statutes 1986) enhances the ability of 
the Savings and Loan Co~~issioner to restrain or control 
transactions that involve affiliated persons and have 
created financial problems for associations. Specific 
penalties and provisions for standards of conduct and for 
removal of directors, officers or employees were put into 
effect. 

SB 1012 (Ch. 1437, statutes 1986) expands the scope of 
computer-related offenses to include the publishing of a 
personal identification number, computer password, access 
code, debit card number or bank account number. 

SB 1856 (Ch. 838, Statutes 1986) prohibits anyone from 
engaging in "rent skimming" and enhances penalties for the 
crime. 

SB 2150 (Ch. 383, Statutes 1986) replaces the Uniform 
Fraudulent Conveyance Act with the Uniform Fraudulent 
Transfer Act, clarifying and streamlining language and 
procedures for judicial action. 

SB 2392 (Ch. 1436, Statutes 1986) adds debit cards to 
current law governing crimes involving theft or forgery of a 
credit card and elevated specified crimes from petty theft 
to grand theft. This bill created a new crime involving 
counterfeit access cards. 
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SB 1462 (Ch. 534, Statutes 1986) provides that real property 
is subject to forfeiture if the owner is convicted of . 
committing certain drug related crimes. 

AS 295 (Ch. 1162, Statutes 19B7; effective September 25, 
1987) specifically added a new crime for willful acts 
committed by employees, officers, or directors involving 
commission or omission of material facts of an association's 
books and records. Other penalty provisions were amended to 
increase monetary penalties. 

SB 1024 should be signed by the Governor soon and will 
permit various state agencies to provide information on 
individuals to named regulatory or supervising agencies for 
investigation of unlawful activities under certain 
circumstances. 

, , , 

-2-
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Department of Savings and Loan 
600 So. Commonwealth Avenue, Suite 1502 
Los Angeles, CA 900!/5-4085 

(Name of Institution) 
Report of Pemmnel Policies 

As directed by your Issuance No. 86-10, dated October 17, 1986, attached are two true 
and correct copies of our published personnel policy as set forth and approved by our 
board of directors (or board or trustees) at its meeting held on ---"""-:"::'1;----.: 

(date) 

As of this date, a copy of the attached pUblication has been distributed to each of 
our employees. 

We eertify (or dl!clare) undeIr penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Califomla 
that the foregoing is true and COlTeet. 

Dated __________ _ 

signature 

Typed Name 

Corporate Title 

Dated __________ _ 
Signature 

Typed Name 

Corporate Title 

Note: This declaration must be signed by the institution's president or vice president 
and its secretary or treasurer or assistant secretary or assistant treasurer. 

SL 104 

.~ 
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OEPARTMENT OF SAVINGS ANO LOAN 
6CO $. C ........... 1th An ... " Lo. Al\9<lfS, Calff. 90005 - (213) 736-2713 
350.5 ....... 5tl'fit, 5 •• Fr ... t"O, C.llf. 9'1~ • '"151 557-3666 

Los Angeles 
October 17, 1986 
No. 86-10 

TO: I\U State Savings and Loan Associations, Savings Banks and 
AU Interested Persons 

RE: Reports to the Department - Personnel Policies 

We believe the fiduciary responsibilities of Cinancial institutions dictate the need for 
personnel policies that promote a free exchange of I ritlcal or sensitive information 
between an instilution's staff and its statutory auditors, and regulatory agencies. This 
need is especiallY apparent in some instances of Unreported violations of law and 
regulations and other misconduct which have contributed to significant financial losses. 

We have determined, pursuant to Section 8050 of thc California Financial Code <CFC), 
that to enhance its safely and soundness, the board of directors or board of trustees 
of eaeb savings IlJId 10M assoeilltion and savintr.l b:nk sholl: 

1. On or before December 31, 1986, adopt a resolution directing publication and 
distribution to staff of the board's policy and Information on how staff can 
eonfidentlaUy report Incidents of violations of law and regulations and other 
misconduct directly to its statutory auditors and t egulatory agencies. The published 
information shall include at least the name, local address and telephone number of 
the statutory auditor, and the namc of the official with whom conlldentlal contact 
may be made. The following inCormation shall also be provided for contact of 
regulatory agencies: 

Mailing Address 

Department of Savings and Loan 
600 So. Commonwealth Avenue, Suite 1502 
Los Ang~les, CA 90005-4085 

Attention: Savings and Loan Commissioner 

- and -

Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco 
P. O. Box 7948 
San Francisco, CA 94120-7948 

Attention: President 

Telephone No. 

(213) 736-2596 
-or-

(US) 557-3666 

1-800-652-1646 

(OVER) 
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2. On or before December 31, 1986, and thereafter, upon hiring of new staff or any 
revision of the personnel policy as required hereby, distribute a copy oC the published 
pollcy to escll or its employees. 

3. Annually the association shall review its pollcy and recommend either retention as 
written or changes as necessary for action by its boar.' of directors or board oC 
trustees. The board's deliberations on the recommendation shall be recorded in its 
o{ficial minutes. 

To monitor compliance with the foregoing directive, pursuant to CFG Section 8151, we 
have developed the attached report form (SL 104), which each savings and loan association 
and savings bank shall CiJe with the Department on or beCore December 31, 1986, and 
thereafter as part of its annual report to the Department. 

Attachment 

DSL 10/86 650 Reproduced by DSL, Los Angeles 
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STAle Of CAtifORHIA 

DEPARTMENT OF CORPORATIONS 

WHITE COLLAR CRIME TASK FORCE 
SUMMARY OF PUBLIC ACTIONS AS OF SEPTEMBER 28, 1987 

23 CASES 

Criminal: 

Criminal complaints filed 
Criminal convictions 

Civil : 

TRO's obtained 
Permanent injunctions obtained 

'Administrative: 

10 
4 

Denial/Revocation of licenses/registration 7 
Desist & Refrain/Cease & Desist Orders 6 
Accusations filed 5 
Took possession of licensee 1 
Barred from industry 1 
Cease Business Order 1 

Total: 

37 public enforcement actions 

* * * * * 
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LOS ANGELES TH1ES - Sunday, September 27, 1987 

Appraisers Form New Group 
The Appraisers Common Cause, ap~ according to Juhn.. E. 

a nonprofIt assocIatIon, has tJ~n ""'Steensland, approved F~~ (F~-
formed in response to a movement pe:S=a1fi=~~~-
within and outside the appraisal ____ . __ _ 
industry to regulate appraisers. 0 ert G. Johnson, executiv 

The group consists of appraisers director of the National Assn. 0 
who either belong to one of the Review Appraisers and Mortgage 
various appraisal groups or who are Underwriters and also a member of 
independeht and not members of the ACC board said that "the ACC 
any association.' Only about 25% of does not support any federallegiB-
all appraisers belong to one of more lation regarding the regulation of 
than 15 major appraisal associat.ions appraisers as there are too many 
in the United States. differences amon " 

The need to establish the. Ap- 1 rmation on the ACC may be 
praIsers Common Cause 'ai:Ose obtained from the organization at 
:en Con~ess h~!ld bearlniiiCim . P. O. Box 5798, Scottsdale, Ariz. 
t e regUlatIOn ~d licensinr~ _ l:f5261._ 
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Office or the Dtrt'ctur 

Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 
Chairman 
'ubcommittee on commerce, Consumer, 

and Monetary Affairs 
~Jmmittee on Government Operations 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

u.s. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau of Investig3tion 

september 30, ~987 

This is in response to ~our letter of September 4, 
1987, wherein you requested addit~onal information from the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) concerning the 
Subcommittee's follow-up examination of Federal agency responses 
to its october 5, ~984, report, "Federal Response to criminal 
Misconduct and Insider Abuse in the Nation's Financial 
Institutions" (House Report 98-1137). 

The attached information is being zubmitted in response 
to your specific requests for information, which for the sake of 
clarity, are restated herein. 

I understand you may be holding additional hearings on 
this matter in the near future. Please coordinate this matter 
with Supervisory Special Agent (SSA) Daniel R. Dzwilewski of the 
Congressional Affairs Office. In keeping with the longstanding 
Department of Justice policy, any contact with field personnel 
shOUld be coordinated through SSA Dzwilewski. 

You can be assured of our full cooperation in 
responding to any additional informational needs of the 
Subcommittee. 

Enclosure 

sincerely yours, 

L~~~ 
John E. Otto 
Acting Director 
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SUBCOMMITTEE NOTE: 

ONLY THAT PORTION OF THE FBI'S LETTER WHICH CONCERNS THE 

FBI'S LOS ANGELES AND SAN DIEGO DIVISIONS AND THEIR 

INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES HAS BEEN REPRINTED. THE REMAINDER 

OF THIS LETTER (PAGES 1--18) WILL BE PRINTED IN A FUTURE 

SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING TRANSCRIPT. 
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Honorable Doug Barnard; Jr. 

B. Problems with FBI Resources in two FBI Divisions 

During the June 13th hearing, we heard convincing 
evidence that the White-Collar Crimes unit of the FBI's 
Los Angeles Division was severely understaffed, that there were 
10 vacancies which had not been filled because the FBI had 
allotted no transfer funds for the last half of Fiscal year (FY) 
1987, and that the FBI's orange County (Santa Ana) Office was 
severely incapacitated in investigatin~ bank and thrift fraud 
cases. Although the Los Angeles Divis~on had over 260 pending 
financial institution fraud and embezzlement investigations where 
the amount involved was over $100,000, only 21.3 direct Agent 
work years had been allotted in the first half of FY 1987 to such 
matters, and one agent in particular had been working part-time 
on several major investigations arisin~ out on large thrift 
failures. u.s. Attorney Bonner testif~ed: 

"The santa Ana Resident Agency of the [L.A. Div.] has an 
acute shortage of agents. For example, one FBI agent in 
santa Ana has four. major bank fraud investigations, anyone 
of which should be staffed full-time by at least two agents. 
In my view, the Santa Ana RA is simply performing triage as 
it confronts an ever increasing number of cases [involving 
all types of frauds J • Some significant Orange County bank 
fraud investigations are in holding patterns because the 
assigned agent is handling too many cases." 

This situation in the Los Angeles Division is extremely 
troubling, especially as some of th~ suspects move on to other 
financial institutions (either as borrowers or as insiders), 
often repeating their misconduct. I believe this situation 
requires your special attention. 

The Los Angeles FBI Division, WCC component was within 

10 Special Agents of its target staffing level of 90 at the time 

of previous FBI testimony on June 13, 1987. That component as of 

September 21, 1987, is at its full target staffing level. In an 

PBI office the size of Los Angeles, it is not unusual, at times, 

to be slightly below or above the authorized complement level 

because of the frequent and overlapping transfers of personnel 

into and out of the-d.ivision to meet the needs of the FBI. 

- 4 -
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Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 

The special Agent in Charge of the Los Angeles Division must 

assign manpower on a continuous and almost daily basis to address 

the often competing needs for resources to meet exig~t problems. 

- 5 -
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Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 

6. Supplemental Information Required for the Subcommittee's 
Record of the June 13, 1987, Hearing in Los Angeles: 

a. Mr. Jamar's testimony listed 22 failed institutions in 
Southern california as to which there is an FBI 
investigation. We need the following additional 
information: (i) Please furnish to the subcommittee a very 
brief status report on the investigative/prosecutive status 
of the investi~ations pertaining to the 17 financial 
institutions l1sted on p. 11 of his testimony and the 5 
financial institutions in the San Diego division. 
(ii) Please explain and describe the statute of limitations 
problem and also the priority to other matters, referenced 
on p. 11 of his testimony, and identify the failed financial 
institutions to which these respective investigative 
problems apply. (iii) Please identify the remaining 9 
failed financial institutions which are inactive because of 
the lack of a criminal referral or other information. 

In FBI testimony on June 13, 1987, 17 financial 

institutions within the Los Angeles FBI Division had failed and 

were under investigation. As of this time, the following is a 

status update on those 17 institutions; 

Institution status of 
Investigation 

Western National Bank 

San Marino S & L 
Hacienda Fed. savings 
Heritage Bank 
West Coast Bank 
Beverly Hills S & L 
First city Bank 
commercial Bank of 

california 
BUtterfield savings 

Ongoing 

ongoing 
Ongoing 
ongoing 
Ongoing 
ongoing 
Ongoing 
Closed 

Closed 

American Diversified Ongoing 
savings 

Valencia Bank ongoing 
West Valley Bank Closed 
Consolidated Savings ongoing 
Independent Nat'l Bank ongoing 
North American savings ongoing 
Perpetual Savings Bank ~ngoing 
South Bay Savings Ongoing 

- 19 -

Accomplishments 

One Conviction, 
One Indictment 
(pending trial) 

One conviction 

One Conviction 

One Conviction 

Reasons 

Prosecution 
Declined 
No Criminal 
Referral 
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Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr, 

In that same testimony, there was a listing of 12 

failed Los Angeles financial institutions wherein an FBI 

investigation was not being conducted. The following is an 

updated status on those investigations: 

Institution status of Accom:glishInents Reasons 
Investigation 

Newport Harbor Bank Closed statute of 
Limitations 
Expired 

Bank of Irvine Closed Prosecution 
Declined, 

Garden Grove Closed No Criminal 
Community Bank Referral 

Southern california Closed No Criminal 
savings Referral 

Capistrano National ongoing 
Bank 

Manhattan Beach Closed No Criminal 
savings Referral 

Center National Closed No Criminal 
Bank Referral 

Saddleback Valley Closed No Criminal 
Bank Referral 

Orange Coast Thrift Closed No criminal 
and Loan Referral 

Ramona S & L ongoing 
Unified savings Closed One Conviction 

Bank 
New city Bank Ongoing 

In the instances cited above where no criminal referral 

was received, the Special Agent in Charge elected to open a file 

in furtherance of liaison with the bank supervisory agency to 

insure the orderly flow of relevant information concerning the 

failed institution. 

- 20 -

76-791 0 - 87 - 17 
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Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 

When the bank supervisory agency conducting the initial 

review of the activities of the failed institution finds 

indication of criminal activity, there is normal,ly a criminal 

.~ referral made to the FBI, and an investigation is initiated. If 

there is no indication of criminal activity located, and there is 

no referral received, the FBI field division will then close its 

investigative file. 

The investigation into alleged criminal activity at the 

Newport Harbor National Bank was initiated by the FBI when 

criminal referrals were made in 1984. Those, and referrals 

received in 1985, related to alleged misdemeanor bank fraud 

violations of a bank officer in making loans in 1982. An FBI 

investigation into previous, almost identical, alleged 

misdemeanor criminal activities by the same officer resulted in 

declined federal prosecution. As a matter of practice, the 

Los Angeles United states Attorney's Office rarely prosecutes 

misdemeanor bank fraud violations. The bank records regarding 

these loans were subpoenaed by the FBI in 1985, and received in 

1986. These records were reviewed in an effort to Substantiate 

allegations of criminality. The revie,,, was discussed with a 

Los Angeles Assistant United states Attorney in early 1987, who 

was unable to render a prosecutive opinion based on limited 

evidence. When the statute of limitation expired in April 1987, 

the investigation was closed. 

- 21 -
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Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 

In the June 13, 1987, FBI testimony, five financial 

institutions which had failed in the San Diego area were listed. 

The following is a status update of those matters: 

Institution 

central S & L 

Sun S & L 
Seapoint S & L 

California Heritage 
Frontier Nat'l Bank 

Status of 
Investigation 

Closed 

ongoing 
Closed 

Ongoing 
ongoing 

- 22 -

Accomplishments 

Two convictions 

Reasons 

No Criminal 
Referral 

No Criminal 
R',ferral 
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b. Are all of the 133 bank/thrift fraud investigations 
involving losses between $100,000 and $250,000 and the 143 
such investigations involving losses of $250,000 and above 
in the Los Angeles and San Diego Divisions active ongoing 
investigations? If not, provide a breakdown for each dollar 
loss category showing active and inactive investigations in 
both the Los Angeles and San Diego Divisions. 

As of September 21, 1987, the Los Angeles FBI Division 

has active ongoing investigations which involve fraudulent 

misconduct in financial institutions at levels of loss as 

follows: 

Loss Between $100,00 and $250,000 - 117 investigations 
Loss $250,000 and above - 160 investigations 

Total 277 

In addition, the Los Angeles FBI Division has received 

other referrals citing criminal misconduct in financial 

institutions, but has n~t yet begun active investigations due to 

resource limitations. Additional manpower resources have 

recently been made available by the Special Agent in Charge and 

these matters are currently being reviewed 

involve levels of loss as follows: 

These matters 

Loss Between $100,000 and $250,000 - 26 matters 
Loss $250,000 and above -9. 

Total 26 matters 

The Special Agent in Charge of the Los Angeles FBI 

Office constantly reviews the other manpower resources of that 

Field Division and reallocates them in order to address thl:! 

highest priority problems. He found the other investigdtive 

programs have taxing problems and it is not feasible to divert 

manpower from these other understaffed programs to bank fraud 

investigations. 

- 23 -
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Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 

As of September 21, 1987, the San Diego FBI Division 

has active ongoing investigations which involve fraudulent 

misconduct in financial institutions at a level of loss as 

follows: 

Loss Between $100,000 and $250,000 - 7 investigations 
Loss $250,000 and above -13 investigations 

Total 20 investigations 

All matters of financial institution fraudulent 

misconduct wherein the losses are over $100,000 within the 

San Diego FBI Division are under active investigation. 

- 24 -
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ONE HUNOREOTH CONGRESS 

~onlItt.u.u of tue 1Hlliteb ~tatt5 
~Dtmt o( l\tprtlientatibtli 

COMMERCE. CONSUMER. ANO MONETARY AFFAIRS 
SUBCOMMITTEE 

OF THE 

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 

RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING. ROOM 8-377 
WASHINGTON. DC 20515 

September 2, 1987 

}',on. Robert C. Bonner 
'rhe United States Attorney for 

the Central Distriat of California 
:>1: North Spring Street, 12th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90012 

Dear Mr. Bonner: 

UA'n'lClUJtlmlJtO 
fll.\llStlIl:D~ItI'UC'Al.~ 
~1'I.tIllI4OfltKWfCIU,I, 
NoIOII'ltlOUGIOO/(,..I/l.loIlWYDIII. 

First, I want to express the Commerae, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs 
Subcommittee's belated appreciation for your excellent, thoughtful, and detailed testimony 
at the subcommittee's June 13, 1987, hearing in Los Angeles and for Mr. Bowers' assistanae 
in that endeavor. During your appearanae, I was unable to ask you a number of the 
questions (some of whlah arose from other wit~esses' testimony), because of obvious time 
constraints. Acaordingly, to aomplete the reaord would you please respond to the following 
questions by September 22, 1987, if at all possible: 

1. Information on numbers of active and major investigations involving failed 
institutions: Pages 11 12 of the FBI's June 13th testimony listed 12 faUed institutions 
for Which there was no active investigation due to the lack of a ariminal referral in 9 
instanaes, to attention being given to other priority matters in 2 other instanacs, and to 
the expiration of the statute of limitations in the remaining one aase. (a) Please reaoncile 
this date with the appendix to your testimony, whlah shows an ongoing FBI investigation 
as to these 12 Institutions. For example, are inaative FBI investigations included in the 
list of pending cases, and is that why " FBI investigation is indicated as to all but 3 
failed institutions on your list? If that is the case, how many of the then pending 268 
Federal criminal investigations (where the amount involves $100,000 or more) in your 
district fall into the inactive status, (b) Following up the FBi's testimony, indicate why 
attention is not being given to two matters (involving failed institutions) because of 
greater priority to other matters, and describe what transpired in the way of delays to 
cause the statute of limitAtion to expire in that third matter (referenced to the particular 
institution). 

2. Identification of failed institutions as to which a major investigation exists: Of 
your office's 59 major cases mvolving inSIder or affiliated outsider abuse in financial 
institutions, please specify the failed institutions as to which there is a major investigation. 

3. Degree of overlap between your office's 59 major cases and the Criminal Division'S 
"Bank Fraud Tracking System's List": (a) How many oC these 59 major cases are also listed 
on the Criminal Division's Fraud Section's March 1987 list showing 30 cases and how many 
are not? (b) How many major cases does your office have involving savings and loan 
associations (both falled and open), and how many of these were on that Fraud Section" 
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list? (a) Please furnish a confidential Jist of those major bank/thrift aases which are not 
on the Fraud Section's March 1987 list, naming only the institution - whether failed or 
open - and, also, if known, the Federal banking agenay which has supervisory jurisdiction 
(if the institution is not a national bank). (We plan to ask the appropriate banking 
agenaies why suah matters have not been designated as "signifiaant" bank fraud aases, to 
determine if modifiantions to that system are needed.) 

4. FSLIC's response to your testimony: Arter the hearing, the subcommittee reaeived 
a June 30, 1987, letter from FSLIC Deputy Director Black (cory attached), which responds 
to several important points in your testimony. Feel free to respond to any of Mr. mack's 
assertions, elaborating on your testimony, should you so wish. 

5. Clarification on useful information in the investigation of lnstitution No.2: In 
footnote 4 of your testimony, you state that a "referral would serve no useful purpose," 
which seems to contradict the FBI's position as to two unexplored parts of this case and 
the belief of an assistant U.S. Attorney in your office. Please reconcile this discrepancy. 

6. Role of Restitution: (a) What role should restitution have in sentences imposed 
by Federal Judges for criminal misaonduct and fraud against financial institutions, 
particularly by insiders and aiCiliated outsiders, where an institution has suffered large 
losses? (b) Have prosecutors in your office tried to obtain restitution in past cases, and, 
if so, how suacessful have they been? (If so, please furnish us some examples.) 

7. Office's response to the February DOJ Directive: On February 24, 19B7, the 
Attorney General sent a directive to all U.S. Attorneys (attached) urging that bank fraud 
enforcement be intensified and specifically requesting that each office inventory pending 
financial institution fraud cases, meet specially with FBI senior agents at loaal offices 
(to set priorities and accelerate prosecution), assign needed personnel and, where necessary, 
ask the Fraud Section for assistance. Who in your office received their directive, and 
what, if any, specific actions were taken in response thereto and when? 

B. Reaation oC financial community to RFPA changes: As you know, Congress 
amended the Right to Financial Privaay Aat 8S part of the Anti-Drug Abuse Aat, to 
clarify that financial institutions aan make ariminal referrals to law enforaement agencies, 
in which they desaribe the suspected misconduat and identify supporting information, and 
to preempt State laws, such as California's own privaay act. Has that information filtered 
down to financial institutions and their legal counsel? Are they more willing to make 
timely and complete criminal referrals to the FBI and the U.S. Attorneys omaes, than 
they were in the past? 

The information requested will be helpful in the suooommittee's deliberations. Please 
have your staff aontact subcommittee counsel Stephen MaSpadden if there are any questions. 
Thank you for your anticipated oooperation. 

A ttaahments 

DB:sm:b 
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Monetarv Affairs Subcommittee 
Committee-on Government operations 
U.S. House of Representatives 
B377 Rayburn Bouse Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Barasb: 

June 30, 1987 

,", 
~~-

.' ---
COMMERCE. CONSUMEr. Allf 

MONETARY AlTAIR\: EU9COrt.r~mg 

I am writing to respond to some of the specific statements 
that were made at the bearing of your Subcommittee on June 13, 

. 1987 with respect to the coordination between regulators, 
financial institutions and United States Attorneys Offices with 
respect to criminal prosecutions. 

As indicated in my testimony at that bearing, the Federal 
Home Loan Bank Board (WBank Board") is committed to assisting 
united states Attorneys across the country in their prosecutions 
of those who have acted criminal.ly wi'th respect to savings and 
loan assoc:datiolns" activities. In this regard, we have 
strengthened th\a criminal referral process "within the system. For 
example, a task force has been set up througb the Federal Home 
Loan Bank of Sall Francisco to ensure that these referrals are 
made promptly and in a fashion that will be useful to the 
prosecutors. 

FUrther, the attorneys in the Litigation Division of the 
Bank Board are i1vailable to assist in this effort whenever 
necessary and appropriate. Also, the outside counsel retained by 
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance corporation (#FSLlC') and 
the Bank Board have long been specifically instructed to support 

• this effort and cooperate with the FBI agents and prosecutors as 
much as possible1. Recently, letters bave been sent to all sucb 

"outside counsel from Dorothy Nichol.s, the current Director of 
Litigation, instructing these attorneys to cooperate fully with 
these investigat,ions and prosecutions. Attached are samples of 
~e letters that were sent nationwide. 

Even though we' are supportive of all of these related 
criminal. prosecutions, it is important to state that we feel that 
our effort to seek civil money damages through litigation is also 
highly important. Tbese suits have been extraordinarily 
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successful and have secured millions of badly needed dollars tc 
the FSLIC fund. Tnese suits also provide a deterrence mechanis~ 
to the Bank Board. The Ban}: Board will continue these essential 
efforts, but I do not feel that they impede the parallel work of 
laW enforcement. In fact, often our civil complaints are of 
areat help to the Department of Justice and are often used as 
blueprints for the subsequent criminal investigations. Further, 
the Government shoUld not be put to an election as to whether an 
individual should be prosecuted criminally or civillY. These 
processes are not mutually exclusive and must be carried out witr. 
the minimum of conflicts. The Bank Board is dedicated to 
ensuring that this takes place. 

At the hearing, a concern was raised that our outside 
counsel are and were interfering with criminal prosecutions and 
have even promised immunity to someone who was the subjec~ 0: 
investigation. As you know, the Bank Board does not have the 
power to immunize or to prosecute anyone. To my knowledge, no 
Litigation Attorney or outside counsel has promised immunity or 
threatened criminal action in order to secure a civil settlement. 
Further, no Department of Justice representative has ever claimed 
that to me or my successor, Dorothy Nichols. As indicated, our 
outside counsel have been instructed to cooperate with lao 
enforcement and, to my knowledge, this has and is being 
accomplished. 

Also, at the hearing one of the criminal justice witnesses 
suggested that the bandling of documents by FSLIC at railed 
institutions was somehow improper and was making it difficult 
later on when the investigators-are trying to trace the 
documents. This complaint seems to lack an understandino of what 
transpires when FSLIC takes over a failed institution. Usually, 
the takeover is done }ate in the afternoon on a Friday, and the 
institution is open '.tOr business in a new form on the following 
Monday_ This takes extraordinary coordination, and the use of 
the documents is critical to this process. Further, it is 
essential that FSLIC have complete control over the situation to 
prevent any run on the institution in question which could cost 
the fund millions of dollars. There would be no objection if an 
FBI agent ,..ould like to be present to assist with the documents 
at every such closing, which seems to be the suggestion that was 
made at the hearing; however, that appears to be a waste of 
valuable agent time since there is no criminality involved at 
every failed thrift. ' 

• We encourage united states Attorneys and the FBI to make 
suggestions to us as we are always looking for ways to improve 
our take-over procedures, including document control, and we 
recogniZe that they have a significant area of expertise. 
Unfortunately, despite apparent frustrations tracing from early 
~984, none of the suggestions that were made at the hearing were 
ever made to me during my entire tenure in the Litigation 
Division. Obviously, FSLIC also has ~ery significant expertise 
in civil directors and officers litigation and in putting a 
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ever made ~o me during my en~ire tenure in the Litiga~ior. 
Division. Obviously, FSLIC also has very significant expertise 
in civil directors and officers litigation and in putting a 
fail-ed thrift bac}: in business over a weekend. The Department of 
Justice needs to confer with the relevant personnel at the Ban); 
Board so that their suggestions can take advantage of our 
expertise. rilrther, in this regard, you shoul-d be aware tha't: for 
several years FSLIC has had an extensive document control system 
in place where the documents of a failed thrift are wfrozen R at 
the time of the take-over. This system has been highly 
successful, has greatly aided our civil litigation, and it should 
be of similar benefit ~o criminal prosecutions. 

I hope this has clarified our position on this important 
subject. 

Very truly yours, 

/.../ iJJ.:-. /:::.- /7L.-....t_ 
William K. Black 
Deputy Director, FSLIC 
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U. S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 
Central District of California 

United States: CQurthaust 
312 North Spring Street 

Lo. Ang."" CalifomJa 90012 

RFCJ::I"FO 

Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs 
Subcommittee 

l,(J! .,() ,."' 

Cori,;.1::~.~E, • .. c •• ,;,,:~.,E~ A~i~ 
MO"mR~ N'fJl!RS SUSCOMMITTEF Committee on Government Operations 

Rayburn House Office Building, Room B-377 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Chairman Barnard: 

In response to your september 2, 1987, letter, I offer the 
following responses: 

1. Information on number of active and major investigations 
involving failed institutions: 

When I testified at the subcommittee's June 13, 1987, 
hearing in Los Angeles, it was my.understanding, based on FBI 
computer runs, that the investigations listed in the appendix 
to my written testimony were active FBI investigations, with 
the exceptions of one declined case and two cases in which we 
convicted the primary defendants. 

Since the subcommittee's hearing, the United States Attorney's 
Office (USAO) for the Central District of California (CDC), 
together with the FBI, has conducted an additional review of 
investigations involving failed institutions. We have prepared 
an updated summary of the investigations, including convictions 
obtained since the hearing. I have enclosed a copy of the new 
summary. Again, I request that the list not be made public in 
light of the pending investigati.ons. 

The two institutions that the FaI listed as inactive 
investigations in their original testimony (Garden Grove 
Community Bank and Orange Coast Thrift) are inactive because 
the FBI has not received criminal referralS on the cases. An 
institutional failure does not necessarily result in a criminal 
investigation and prosecution. The FBI will continue to 
monitor the two cases to see if an investigation needs to be 
activated 
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As to the investigation of Newport Harbor Bank, closed due 
to the expiration of the statute of l~mitations, the FBI 
informs me that it closed the case duo to inSUfficient 
resources and because of the late receipt of criminal 
referrals. Please consult with the FBI if you need 
additional details concerning the Newpo~t Harbor Bank 
investigation. 

2. Identification of major investigations: 

The 59 major cases identified in my written testimony are 
all active investigations. The Major Frauds section of my 
office does not list an investigation in our PROMIS 
computer system unless. the FBI has submitted a letterhead 
memorandum opening the investigation, or the FBI has 
obtained grand jury subpoenas as part of an ongoing 
investigation. 

Incidentally, the number of major cases fluctuates on 
almost a weekly basis because new cases are opened and old 
cases are resolved. 

3. Degree of overlap between Criminal Division's "Bank Fraud 
Tracking System" and my office's cases: 

The Criminal Division's list of significant cases from 
March 1987 includes some cases that, although involving 
large dollar losses, are not considered by the Major Frauds 
unit in the USAO to be high priority cases. This is not 
surprising in view of the complexity of bank cases in 
general, and the need to make a detailed evaluation of each 
case in order to determine priorities and prosecutive 
merit. The USAO determines its priorities in the bank 
fraud area on a case by case evaluation. A critical 
component of this evaluation is, of course, the strength of 
the evidence establishing fraudulent conduct by bank 
officials, as opposed to mismanagement and negligence. 

Of the 30 cases on the Criminal Division's March monitoring 
list received by this office, it appears that there are in 
fact only 22 separate cases. Four of the cases appear to 
be listed twice, and two appear to be listed three times. 
Three of the 22 cases are considered by the USAO for this 
district to be of high priority because of the loss amount, 
the suspects involved, or both. Eleven are cases recorded 
on the FBI computer as open investigations involving 
amounts between $250,000 and a little less than two million 
dollars. These are considered important cases, but not 
high priority. One of the 22 cases has been successfully 
prosecuted and is a closed case. Seven of the cases do not 
appear on the FBI list of open bank cases over $250,000, 
nor are they cases being handled by the USAO Major Frauds 
Unit. They would therefore not be considered of high 
priority in the CDC. 

2 
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There is no reason to expect an exact correlation between 
the Criminal Division's inventory and my office's list of 
priority cases. The Criminal Division tracking system is 
designed only to identify those cases which the regulatory 
agencies perceive as being significant. It is helpful for 
my office to know agsncy priorities, but agency priorities 
do not always coincide with priorities in this district. 

For example, a particular suspect may be engaging in 
extensive litigation against a regulatory agency, thereby 
causing the agency to designate the criminal referral as a 
particularly significant one. The case may not be as 
significant when compared with other cases in the district. 

My office does not rely on the Criminal Division tracking 
system to identify the significant cases in our district. 
The local representatives of the regulatory agencies often 
contact my office as soon as they generate a criminal 
referral that is particularly important. The FBI and my 
office also have extcnsive contacts in the banking 
community and receive criminal referrals outside the 
regulatory network. 

In my opinion, the tracking system serves three purposes: 
1) It allows the Criminal Division to monitor bank fraud 
cases across the nation in order to allocate resources in 
accordance with need; 2) It serves as a back-up inventory 
that permits my office to ensure that we are addressing the 
most important bank fraud cases; and 3) It gives a quick 
summary of the regulatory agencies' prioritization of 
pending criminal referrals. 

While we are always interested in the agencies' views 
concerning priority cases, and while we generally try to 
give deference to the agencies' prioritization, we cannot 
be bound by agency priority lists. Prioritization and 
charging decisions must take into account a myriad of 
factors. The situation is dynamic in that new information 
comes weekly. We need the flexibility to analyze 
objectively the entire bank fraud picture in this district, 
without having to be confined strictly to the subjective 
determinations of the agencies, which are usually at the 
outset of an investigation and do not take into account 
potential prosecutability. 

The tracking system is still in its infancy, and it remains 
to be seen how useful it will be. The system should not be 
viewed as a panacea for addressing bank fraud, but should 
be viewed only as an additional tool for prioritizing the 
enormous, pending caseload. 

3 
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4. Response to FSLIC Deputy Director Black: 

Deputy Director Black did not send me a copy of his June 
30, 1987 letter to Mr. Barash. Thank you for oringing the 
letter to my attention and giving me the opportunity to 
respond. 

When I appeared before the subcommittee in June, I decided 
it would be most beneficial if I candidly discussed some of 
the difficulties my office encounters in investigating and 
prosecuting bank fraud cases. 

I offered my testimony as oonstructive criticism designed 
to improve our effectiveness in combatting the recent 
proliferation of bank fraud in the CDC. 

The incidents I outlined in my testimony occurred. While 
most agency and fee attorneys do an excellent job of 
pursuing their civil tasks without jeopardizing criminal 
investigations, some attorneys have entered into civil 
agreements that have adversely affected criminal 
investigations. Additionally, we have encountered 
situations where the document control has been less than 
adequate. 

It is not constructive to dwell on past mistakes, but to 
deny that they ever occurred is to forego the opportunity 
to leatn and improve. Granted, the regulatory agencies 
have a difficult task. Overall, the agencles appear to be 
doing a good job, given their available resources. There 
is always room for improvement, however. 

Since the June hearing the Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
(FHLBB) has taken numerous steps to improve communication 
and coordination among the regulatory agencies, fee 
counsel, the FBI and my office. Shortly after the 
subcommittee hearing, FHLBB representatives met with me and 
the Chief of my Major Frauds Section. The meeting proved 
to be very beneficial in that we candidly discussed ways to 
ensure that the civil and regulatory actions would not 
jeopardize criminal investigations. 

Additionally, the FHLBB held a criminal referral seminar in 
Los Angeles on AUgust 13, 1987. Federal prosecutors and 
FBI agents met with bank auditors and examiners to explain 
how criminal investigations are developed. The seminar was 
a rE'sounding success. \'Ie hope to have additional sessions 
between law enforcement officials and regulatory officials. 

4 
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Since the subcommittee hearing the criminal referrals have 
improved dramatically. We are now receiving more detailed 
referrals which will make our initial analysis of a case 
much easier. 

The subcommittee hearing acted as a catalyst. Already we 
have experienced significant improvements. I believe our 
candid assessmont of the situation has resulted in new and 
improved dialogues among my office, the regulatory agencies 
and fee counsel. 

5. Clarification of referral information in the Institution 
No. 2 investigation: 

With regard to Institution No.2, I stated that an 
additional criminal referral would serve no useful 
purpose. In using the term "referral," I specifically 
meant the initial documentation an agency or fee attorney 
generates to notify law enforcement officials that there 
may be criminal conduct affecting a financial institution. 

The Institution No. 2 pros~cut~r and FBI agents are too far 
along in their investigation to benefit from such an 
initial "ref('>:ral." However, the actual "referral" of a 
pcssible c~iminal violation is only the first step in how 
regulatory agencies can assist crlminal investigators. As 
investigations progress, examiners and auditors can provide 
valuable expertise and insight into how a particular fraud 
developed. 

When the FBI agents and Assistant United States Attorney on 
the Institution No. 2 case stated that they could use 
additional information concerning unexplored parts of the 
pending investigation, they were referring to a continuing 
exchange of information through interviews with examiners 
and the analysis of additional documents, not an initial 
Hreferral." 

6. Role of restitution: 

My office views restitution as an important component of 
any sentence imposed upon a convicted insider or affiliated 
outsider. Prosecutors handling bank fraud cases generally 
request that the court order restitution. Additionally, 
most plea agreements entered into in bank fraud cases 
require the defendant to make restitution. 

In one of our recent cases, involving a defendant in the 
NMEC mortgage pool fraud investigation, the prosecutors 
succeeded in obtaining an order of $10,000,000 in 
restitution against a single defendant. 

5 
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7. Office's response to the February DOJ directive: 

I received the Attorney's General's February directive and 
also gave a copy of the directive to the Chief of the Major 
Frauds Section. My office and the local FBI already had 
intensified our efforts concerning bank fraud 
investigations before we received the directive. 

Upon receipt of the directive, my office and the FBI 
immediately conducted an additional inventory of our bank 
fraud cases. (we conduct such inventories on a monthly 
basis). ~he Chief of my Major Frauds Section and the 
supervising Special Agent of the FBI's Bank FraUd Section 
are in constant communication. continually monitoring the 
bank fraud investigations to set priorities and accelerate 
important investigations. 

We have not requested assistance from the Department of 
Justice's Fraud Section because we do not think such a 
request is a viable solution to our personnel shortage. 
Experience has taught us that it is expensive and 
inefficient to send attorneys across the continent to 
oversee the pre indictment phases of fraud investigations 
and to try fraud cases in Los Angeles. It is extremely 
difficult to attempt to conduct cross-country 
investigations when the prosecutor is often four time zones 
removed from the investigating agents. 

In my opinion the most effective solution to the personnel 
shortage is to increase the attorney allocations for my 
office so we can assign more of our experienced attorney~ 
to the bank fraud cases. 

8. Reaction of financial community to RFPA changes: 

A. Criminal Referrals: 

Financial institutions appear to be more willing to make 
referrals to criminal law enforcement agencies since the 
enactment of the Right to Financial Privacy Act. However, 
most direct referrals from financial institutions involve 
the relatively smaller misapplicatlons and embezzlements by 
lower level employees. 

Financial institutions rarely forward criminal referrals 
concerning the larger frauds because often the frauds are 
concealed until examiners or auditors uncover the improper 
conduct. Also, some bank officialS are involved in fraud 
and successfully keep lower level employees from revealing 
the ongoing criminal conduct. 

6 
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B. California's state privacy act: 

Most California financial institutions still refuse to 
accept the fact that California's privacy act is preempted 
by the federal act. My office is attempting to educate the 
local financial institutions and persuade them to revise 
their positions. 

For example, Bank of America now honors our written 
requests to no·t disclose grand jury subpoenas to bank 
customers whose records have been subpoenaed. Many 
institutions, however, refuse to accept the preeminence of 
the federal act and insist that we obtain court orders for 
nondisclosure, a cumbersome process at best. 

We will continue our efforts to explain to the financial 
community the preeminence of the federal privacy act. 

;U;;~ 
ROBERT C. BONNER 

cc: Cary copeland 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

7 
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DO NOT DISCLOSE 
(Pending lnvestigations) 

INVESTIGATIONS OF FAILED INSTITUTIONS 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

(11/20/87) 

A. Failures in which FBI investigation is active and has 
resulted in at least one conviction: 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION sgUAD/~ 

WESTERN NATIONAL BANK SANTA ANA 

HACIENDA FEDERAL SAVINGS VENTURA 

WEST COAST BANK WCC-3 
(LOS ANGELES & ENCINO BRANCHES) 

UNITED SAVINGS BANK WCC-3 

B. Failures in which the FBI investigation is active: 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION SgUAD/RA 

WESTERN NATIONAL BANK SANTA ANA 

SAN MARINO WEST COVINA 

HACIENDA FEDERAL SAVINGS VENTURA 

HERITAGE BANK SANTA ANA 

WEST COAST BANK WCC-3 

BEVERLY HILLS SAVINGS SANTA ANA 

FIRST CITY BANK WCC-3 

VALENCIA BANK WCC-3 

AMERICAN DIVERSIFIED SAVINGS WCC-3 

EMPIRE NATIONAL BANK WCC-3 

CONSOLIDATED SAVINGS SANTA ANA 

RAMONA SAVINGS AND LOAN SANTA ANA 

INDEPENDENT NATIONAL BANK WEST COVINA 

NORTH AMERICAN SAVINGS AND LOAN LONG BEACH 

- 8 
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

15. SOUTH BAY SAVINGS AND LOAN 

16. PERPETUAL SAVINGS BANK 

17. UNIVERSAL SAVINGS ANP LOAN 

18. FIRST CALIFORNIA S}WINGS BANK 

19. BUTTERFIELD SAVINGt\ AND LOAN 

SQUAD/RA 

REDONDO BEACH 

WCC-3 

WEST COVINA 

WCC-3 

SANTA ANA 

C. Failure in which a pre-existing FBI investigation has 
been closed: 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION SQUAD/RA REASON 

1- WEST VALLEY BANK WCC-3 CONVICTION 

2. NEWPORT HARBOR NATIONAL BANK SANTA ANA Statute of 
Limitations 

3. BANK OF IRVINE SANTA ANA Declination 

4. AMERICAN CITY BANK WCC-3 No criminal 
referrals 

5. COMz.!ERCIAL BANK OF CALIFORNIA WCC-3 Declination 

6. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA SAVINGS WCC-3 Declination 

7. SOUTH COAST BANK WCC-3 Statute of 
Limitations 

8. MANHATTAN BEACH SAVINGS WCC-3 No criminal 
referrals 

9. CENTER NATIONAL BANK WCC-3 No criminal 
referrals 

D. Failures in which the FBI has received criminal 
referrals, but the FBI investigation is inactive due to 
resource limitations: 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

1. CAPISTRANO NATIONAL BANK 

SQUAD/RA 

SANTA ANA 

E. Failures in which the FBI has not received any criminal 
referrals, but the FBI is continuing to monitor the situation: 

FINANCI1IL INSTITUTION 

1. GARDEN GROVE COMMUNITY BANK 
9 

SQUAD~ 

SANTA ANA 
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

2. SADDLEBACK VALLEY BANK 

3 . WESTWOOD SAVINGS AND LOAN 

4. ORANGE COAST THRIFT AND LOAN 

5. WHITTIER THRIFT AND LOAN 

6. FOUNDERS SAVINGS AND LOAN 

7. NEW CITY BANK 

SQUAD/RA 

SANTA ANA 

WCC-3 

SANTA ANAl 

WEST COVINA 

WCC-3 

SANTA ANA 

F. EQUITABLE SAVINGS AND LOAN Investigation 
being 
handled by San 
Francisco FBI 

1/ Criminal referrals predate effective date of FSLIC 
insurance -- no recent referrals. 

10 
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STATE: OF LOUISIANA 

OFFICE OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 

FREQ C. DENT 

COMMlS5JOHI:R 0' 

f'IN""otC''''1.. 1"'5TITUTIONS 

Honorab1~ Doug Bernard 
Member of Congress from Georgia 
Chairman, Commerce, Consumer 

and Monetary Affairs 
Subcomm·. tt ee of the Hous e 

Commerce Committee 
Room B 377 Rayburn Building 
Washington, D. C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Bernard: 

June 29, 1987 

RI='r.C;(VED 
,H~ \. t11'1S7 

COMMERCE, CONSUMER AND 
MONETARY AFFAIRS SUBCOMMITIEE 

Peter Barash of your committee suggested that I write you this letter 
pertaining to com~ents made by William Black, Deputy Director of the FSLIC at a 
recent meeting in Los Angeles. 

I am the primary regulator of the state chartered savings and loan 
associations in Louisiana, which number 54 at present. While our office is not 
privy to the condi tior. of the federally chartered institutions, I can te1l you 
that our State groups have fared well in a tough economy. 

The following statistical data, as of December 31, 1986, on our 
Louisiana savings and loan associations is furnished to you: 

Total Assets Net Worth NW/TA 

S4 Associations $9,866,751,369 $1,094,896,422 11..10% 

49 Solvent $9,048,664,717 $1,129,128,547 12.48% 

Exclusions: 

a) 5 Insolvent $818,086,652 ($34,232,125) (4.189,) 

b) 1 conversion with $868,817,000 $711,657,000 81. 919, 

real estate & equity 
debt exchanged for 
debt. 
Effective: 7-16-86 

48 Solvent, seasoned $8,179,847,717 $417,471,547 5.:0% 
viable associations 

POST OFFIC£. Sox 94095 ~ eATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 70B04-9095 • (504) 925·4661 
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I would appreciate it if you would insert the factors as they pertain 
to Louisiana as a footnote to the comments which were quoted in the attached AP 
article quoting Mr. Black. 

Incidentally, I tried to reach ~tt. Black by phone but he has yet to 
return my call. As a matter of courtesy, I am sending him an informatioaal 
copy of this letter. 

If there is anyway that we can serve you or the other members of your 

"""",,_ pI, .. , d, ,,' h"i"'~~,[:", 

I/l C. Dent 
Commissionef of Financial Institutions 

FCD:ch 

cc: Mr. IVilliam Black 

Mr. Dan Digby, President 
Louisiana League of Savings 
Post Office Box 14089 
Baton Rouge, LA 70898 



ApPENDIX 3.-MATERIAL/DoCUMENTATION CONCERNING FSLIC LAW
SUITS (AND OTHER ACTIONS) AND ALSO SEVERAL OF THE FAILED 
INSTITUTIONS 

...A.. 1700 G Suaet, N.W, 
~b~ Walhlngton, D.C. 20552 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board Feder.1 Home loan MonVlga Corporadon 1I1II 
F'.OI,I Hom. Lo.n "nk SYII.m 

. F.d.ral S ..... lng. and Loan InsLilance Corporation 

APR 8 1987 

Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 
Chairman, Commerce, Consumer, and 

Monetary Affairs Subcommittee 
of the Committee on Government 
Operations 

House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

My letter of March 20, 1987 to you indicated that the Bank 
Board staff wac still compiling certain information pertain
ing to a prospective subcommittee hearing on insider abuse 
in financial institutions. The staff has completed its work. 
Enclosed for the subcommittee's use is information regarding 
freeze orders and directors and officers litigation and 
investigations pertaining to twenty eight (28) California 
institutions. 

The Bank Board's practice for all FSLIC conservatorships 
and receiverships is to routinely conduct an investigation 
to determine if appropriate grounds exist for bringing a suit 
for losses incurred by the association against its insiders, 
professionals, and others. Moreover, if information is 
discovered that would make a freeze order appropriate, the 
Board considers seeking one. 

Please note that Huntington Savings und Loan Association is 
operating without government assistance; any adverse publicity 
concerning it may jeopardize its chances of financial recovery. 
If I may be of further help, please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

L. Arlen Withers 
Director 
Congressional Relations 

(531) 

COMMERCE, CONSUMER AND 
',IONETARY AfFAIRS SUBCOMMITTEE 
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INJj'ORMATION REGARDING FllliEZE ORlJEHS 
AND .OIREC'l'ORS AND OFI!'WIlliS (" JJ&;O" ) 

LlTIGA'l' ION .~.ND lNVESTIGATIONS llUll 
28 CALIFORNIA INS'l'lTU'l'IONS. 

PREPARED ll'OE THE HOUSE COMMERCE, 
CONSUMER, AND MONETARY An'AIRS 

SUBCOMMl'rTEE. 
D&O 

Active Investiga·tion 
p&O Gasei/ Ollen2t 

ji'reeze 
Order In 
EffectS/ 

Yes No Farmers Savings, a FS&U No 
Davis. CA 

No Yes Golden Pacific S&LA, a FS&LA No 
Windsor. CA 

Yes No Mt. Whitney S&L Yes 
Exeter, CA 

Yes No San Marino S&LA No 
San Ma1'ino, CA 

No Yes Seapointe S&LA No 
Carl5bad. CA 

No Yes South Bay S&LA No 
Gal'oien!l. CA 

No Yes Sun S&LA No 
San Diego. CA 

No Ye5 Tahoe S&LA No 
South Lake Tahoe, CA 

Yes No Consolidated SB N 
Irvine. CA 

Huntington s&LA Open and operating Idthout government assistance. 
Huntington Beach. CA 

Manhattan Beach S&[~ Yes No Yes 
Manhattan Beach, CA 

North America S&LA Yes No Yes 
Santa Ana, CA 

Perpetual SB Yes Yes No 
Los Angeles. CA 

Ramona S&LA Yes No Yes 
Orange, CA 

11 A Directors and Of:l'icers liability lawsuit ("D&O") seeks to recover 
for an association's losses that are proximately caused by the fraud, 
negligence. or breaches of fiduciary duty of its Directors, Officers. 
or other insiders. 

2/ An investigation is routinely conducted by the Bank Board in connection 
with all FSLIC conservatorships and receiverships to deterrnine if claims 
exist and whether a D&O suit is appropriate. 

• ~/ A freeze order is entered during the pendency of a D&O or other lawsuit 
and puts a hold on the assets of an indivi'lual who appears to have pers'::>n
ally and wrongfully benefitted from insider dealings or abusive practices 
with an association. 



Institution 

Bell S&LA, a FS&LA 
San Mateo, CA 

Centennial S&LA, a FS&LA 
Guerneville, CA 

Columbus S&LA 
San Rafael, CA 

Gateway SB 
San Francisco, CA 

Presidio S&LA, a FS&LA 
Porterville, CA 

American Diversified SB 
Lodi, CA 

Atlas S&LA 
San F.>:ancisco, CA 

Beverly Hills Savings, 
a FS&LA 

Beverly Hills, CA 
Butterfield S&LA, a FS&LA 

Santa Ana, CA 
Cal America S&LA 

Walnut Creek, CA 
Unified SB 

Northridge, CA 
United Bank, SSB 

San Francisco, CA 
Western Community S&LA 

El Cerrito, CA 
Westwood S&LA 

Los Angeles, CA 
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Active 
D&O Ca;3c 

Yes 

Yes 
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No 
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No 
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No 

No 

No 
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No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Freeze 
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No 
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SUBCCM>IITIEE OOTE: These are the FSLIC civil lawsuits arising out o~ the 
folloldng institution failures. Copies of the civil complaints are lJl the 
subconnnittee's files. 

CC'mplaint Name 

1. FSLIC v. sahni 

2. FSLIC v. Butler 

3. FSLIC v. Fitzpatrick 

4. FSLIC v. Butterfield 
Equities 

5. FSLIC v. Safley 

6. FSLIC v. Shah 

7. FSLIC v. Musacchio 

8. FSLIC v •. Ferrante 

9. }'S:LIC v. Anders 

10. FS:LIC v. Gon 

11. FSLIC v. sajovich 

12. FSLIC v. Kong 

13. FSLIC v. McKinzie 

14. FSLIC v. Morady 

15. FSLIC v. wagner 

16. FSLIC v. Molinaro 

17. FSLIC v. Forde 

18. FSLIC v. Faria 

19. FSLIC v. Evans 

20. FSLIC v. partridge 

.Institution 

.' American Diversified Savings 
Bank _. 

Bell SIlLA 

Beverly Hills SIlLA 

. Butte);"field S&LA 

Butterfield SIlLA 

centennial S'&LA 

Columbus SIlLA 

consolidated Savings Bank 

Farmers savings Bank 

Gateway Savings Bank 

Manhat~~n Beacq SIlLA 

Mt. Whitney SIlLA 

North American SIlLA 

Pe);"petual Savings Bank 

Presidio SIlLA 
< . 

Ramona 'SIlLA 

San Marine SIlLA 

San Marino SIlLA 

Unified Savings Bank 

western community SIlLA 
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BUTTERFIELD SAVINGS 

SUMMARY by 

DOll'NEY SAVINGS 

OctDb~r ID, 1985 

When DOl'mey Savings came into Butterfield Savings on August 

7, 1985, they discovered an Association with basically a sound 

savings operation and consumer loan department. The loan service 

area was disorganized. with improper procedures and high delinquencie 

caused primarily by the lack of adequate training and supervision. 

There were no audit controls, or ,,'ritten procedures for any depart

ments. Money had been spent for luxury furnishings, art work, cars, 

a plane and a general misspending was obvious. 

The savings and loan function of the association has now 

stabilhed. We lost $30 million in deposits in August, and broke 

even in September. The loan service department is now operating 

properly, an experienced loan service manager has been hired, an 

internal audit department created, and generally this area is now 

operating and has a value. 

With regard to the subSidiaries, it was virtually impossible 

to get a straight answer on the properties we owned, and the 

syndications. We subsequently discovered that the Association is 

adVancing funds each month to the tune of above $1 million to pay 

the underlying debt on the syndication properties. MOST OF THOSE 

FUNDS WILL BE LOST. We are currently having special counsel review 

these specific syndications ,,'ith a vie,,· to terminating them so the 

Association no longer has to advance these funds. 

We di sCDyered the Association o"'lled several pieces of propert)' 

in Orc'ftOll, on ,·;Idch ]Dr~l' IDSS(!~ ,dll he incurred. We art' in\'estigot 

the posf.ihility e.f '!"t'!.cinchnr I'o",c- of tht'),( tnms3t'tionl, and II la\\ 
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suit is pending against certain individuals involved in that 

transaction. On several other properties the decision has been 

made to stop making payments, and let the lender foreclose. There 

is no value in these properties to Butterfield. This will minimize 

FSLIC losses. 

Other properties are being reviewed o~ an individual basis. 

A schedule listing all properties, and the details of each 

transaction has been prepared as a working model for the Association', 

personnel. A copy of this is attached. 

The Wendy's operation is pending sale, ,d th an agreement havins 

been made which "'ill give the Association a $3 million profit. The 

Loves' restaurants present a little more difficult problem. A previo 

Loves' executive has been hired and ,~e believe the franchisee la,,'suit 

can be settled and that given a little time, we will be able to find 

a buyer for this chain. 

We believe the cause of these problems were: 

a. Inexperienced management and lack of supervision 

b. Lack of proper controls 

c. Ego 

d. Disregard for regulations 

e. Subsidiaries "running" the savings and loan 

If the regUlations required an extensive background investigl 

of all senior management, required written policies and procedUres 

the time of the:ir first examination, and gave closer supervision to. 

new associationp in the earlier years, some of this could be avoid 

ln addhion, a l')'stem to discover prohlems earlier needs to b" 

devlRcd. AlsD, H pet) rroup Qf cxperjenreJ industry executive, 

C'oul,l h(' of ncidfC'n' a!~)ftnnn·. 
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AGENDA 

MEETING WITH CHAIRMAN GRAY 

OCTOBER 15, 1985 

Preamble 

As a part of the presentation on behalf of Butterfield savings and 

Loan Association, we have enclosed a copy of the Interim Business 

?lan dated september 26, 1985. Thi~ Interim Business Plan has b~en 

followed since the new Federal Association was created, approximately 

9 weeks ago, and continues to be the outline by which the Association 

operates under the direction of the newly formed Board of Directors: 

Allen P. Miller, Chairman 

Erich C. Dendfeldt 

Norman A. Peterson 

Walter A. Obers 

Gerald H. McQuarrie, President and Chief Executive Officer, and Anne 

Bacon, Executive Vice President and Chief operating Officer, head a 

management team from Downey savings and Loan Association who are 

following the dictates of the Interim Buainess Plan previously 

approved by the Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco. 
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The first objective was to establish rapport with the Association's 

employees and return the operation to normal as soon as possible. 

This was accomplished by several meetings held jointly with the new 

management team and employees, assuring them that their presence 

would be essential to the future success of the Association. A .. l 

their questions were answered on a one-to-one basis. 

In addition, an immediate written communication was given to each 

individual employee informing them of the action taken by the Federal 

Insurance corporation (FSLIC) and the reasons why the old Association 

had been taken over and the new Federal Association created. we 

assured them that with the new infusion of capital they were now 

working for an institution which had a positive net worth and we 

asked them to communicate this information to all of their customers. 

The second major objective was to create a matrix showing all of the 

real and personal property owned by the Association, including joint 

joint ventures, direct investments in properties and all real estate 

owned by the subsidiaries. This matrix is now complete and is 

included as an elthibit to this presentation. In addition to the 

information on the real estate owned, it alsO shows the major 

delinquent loans as well as loans anticipated to become delinquent in 

the near futUre. These spreadsheets have been created both as a 

management tool for information and as a system by which direct 

action can be taken. Where there has been any doubt as to the value 

of the property, appraisals have been ordered through competent MAl 

appraisers. This spreadsheet enables us to see at a glance the 
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pertinent information showing negative cash flow per month as well as 

the depreciation of the properties owned by the Association. 

The third major objective was to take immediate action to secure all 

the property of the Association and prepare an effective plan for the 

disposal of non-earning assets for the purpose of shrinking the 

overall assets of the Association. In or=~r to reach our goal under 

this objective, we have started several new programs. 

In addition to the matrix, which we use as a guideline and control 

sheet, each non-earning assot tn which the Association has deemed 

through its real estate committees should be sold is placed in a 

project summary which shows all the pertinent information including a 

picture of the subject property. A realistic sales price is 

determined by the Real Estate committee which includes the 

President, Chief Executive Officer and Senior Vice president of 

Downey Savings and Loan Association along with a senior group of real 

estate and loan officials from Butterfield savings and Loan 

Association. A follow-up log is maintained showing any action taken. 

In establishing a sales price, many diverse factors are considered: 

the appraisal, the condition of the property, the economics Of the 

area in which it is located, all are combined to ascertain a 

realistic sales price for the property which can be sold on the best 

economic terms that benefit the Association and minimize any losses 

to the FSLIC. 
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The fourth major objective was to prepare for sUbmission to FSLIC and 

FHLB a recommendation and proposal for the future course of action 

for Butterfield savings and Loan Association. This submission is 

currently being prepared and will contain all the information as 

outlined in the second and third major objectives. It is 

anticipated that this complete report will be ready for submittal on 

or before the end of the 90-day contract period by Downey savings and 

Loan Association. 

In addition to the major objectives, various stabilizing actions have 

been taken to achieve our overall purpose. Job descriptions have 

been realigned and individualized as necessary. Extensive 

reorganization has taken place in every facet of the Association 

through consolidation and elimination of positions not considered 

vi tal tel the success of the new operation. We have been able to 

eliminate duplication of effort and improve the efficiency of the 

organization. It is our estimate that these actions will save the 

Association $1.3 million per year immediately. 

The sale of two of the four existing branches has resulted in a 

decrease of operating expenses and a net profit to the Association. 

DUring August, after the takeover, we lost $30 million in savings 

deposits. In september, however, this outflow was halted and we 

ended the month at a breakeven point. At the middle of September, we 

were even able to reduce rates slightly. 
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One of the major areas in complete disarray at the time of the 

takeover was the Loan service Department. 'rhere uere missing files, 

incomplete records and almost a complete breakdown in accounting for 

loans serviced for others and loans purchased from others. with 

express help of the top loan service administrators from Downey 

Savings and Loan, this department has been completely reorganized 

with great success and is now functioning in a well-ordered manner. 

During the past year approximately $1.5 million was spent on 

attorneys fees on behalf of the Association. Under the direction of 

the counsel used by the Board of Directors, two new in-house 

attorneys were hired and an in-house legal department has beqn 

created which is now carrying a great deal of the legal burd~n. We 

estimate the cogent manner in which legal matters are now being 
...) 

handled will result in a $1 million savings to the Association in the 

coming 12 months. 

A great deal of attention has been directed to the large operating 

expenses for the Association. Reductions are being realized by a 

strict control on all out-going larger checks by either the President 

or Executive Vice President. This scrutiny imnlediately allowed 

management to monitor and take drastic steps to eliminate unnecessary 

expenses. The scrutj,ny of all expense accounts has resulted in a 

"new attitude" on the spending of money! Dues and subscriptions have 

b~en cancelled. All seminars and trips must be essential and must be 

approved by the President or Executive Vice President. Many other 

small cost-cutting programs have been put in place. 

76-791 0 - 87 - 18 
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Xn addition to the above, the Association's ai~plane has been put up 

fo~ sale, the se~ices of the pilot dismissed and two of Lhe three 

hot-air balloons have been sold. 

Within days after the new Association was formed, efforts were begun 

to evaluate and liquidate the Association's restaurant operations. 

As bf this date, a aefinitive agreement is in .its completion stages 

for the sale of Wendy's franchise along with the real property 

involved which will result in approximately a $3 million profit to 

the Association. This transaction is scheduled to close by the 30th 

of November. 

In addition, within two days after the new Association was formed, 

Mr. MCQua~rie dismissed the president of Love's Barbecue and hired a 

chief Executive Officer who has had extensive experience in the 

successful management of the Love's chain in previous years. This 

action has resulted in the revitalization of the operation and plans 

are being made for its sale or liquidation. 

In summary, the Association has returned to a stabilized operating 

procedure, loss of operation personnel has been minimal and employees 

have an optimistic outlook for the future. 

We are very concerned with a continued operation of the real estate 

oriented service corporations of Butterfield; principally, those in 

the syndication group consist mainly of a selling organization, a 

property management company and a company acting as a general 
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partner for the ~imited partnerships. At the present time these 

service corporations are the general partner in 64 partnerships. The 

Property Management corporation is man~ging approximately B,OOO 

apartments owned by these partnerships as well as some REO belonging 

to the Association. A great deal of time has been spent in analyzing 

the operations of the syndication department with emphasis directed 

to future liabilities connected with this activity. At an early 

stage it became apparent that this operation should be maintained as 

a group and sold as a unit in the marketplace. steps were taken to 

discontinue all present syndication attempts and to liquidate those 

which were already in progress. All prospective syndications have 

been terminated and the money collected is being returned to all 

limited investors in cases where the limited partnerships have not 

been completed. 

Legal co.unsel has now been employed to evaluate the partnership 

agreements as well as to ascertain the liability for present and 

future to the Association and subsidiaries. Several buyers have been 

contacted and it is anticipated that, in the near future, firm offers 

will be received for the sale of the syndication group as a unit. 

our major problem continues with the advances which have been made by 

the general partner, a subsidiary of Butterfield savings. Our 

assessment to date would indicate that many of these advances made to 

the limited partners by the general partner will not be repaid when 

the limited partnerships are liquidated. Appraisals have been 

ordered of the partnerships' assets and an audit has been ordered of 
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the entire operation. We are most concerned that when this audit and 

ev~luation has been completed the Association may fece severe 

writedowns. 

Observations and Comments by the Management Team 

as to the Reasons Leading to the Demise 

of the Former Butterfield Savings and Loan Association 

The comments stated herein are a result of opinions formed from 

reading past e~amination reports, reviewing in detail the loans, 

investments, joint ventures and partnerships made by the Association, 

Minute Books, conversations with the former officers of the old 

association who are still employed and reliance of observations made 

by manaqement durinq the past 30 years of both successful and 

unsuccessful associations. It has been our observation that the 

success of any association is in direct proportion to the ability of 

its management, tempered by experience, havinq integrity and a stated 

purpose. Former management had no experience in the savings and loan 

business, but had a background in forming syndications and borrowing 

money. It is apparent from the operations since the Association was 

chartered that the primary purpose of the savings association was to 

create a vehicle to help the syndication business, a business in 

which they were well informed and experienced. Rapid growth, fast 

fed with the fuel of excessive ego, prompted the leaders of the 

Association to take drastic measures for this accelerated growth. 
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Among these activities were brokered money, paying excessive rates, 

purchase of a larger association, purchase of a large REIT and, in 

line with the apparent operational attitudes of other failed 

associations, lived in the climate of easy money. Their modus 

operandi appeared to be that the insured savings deposits must be 

invested or spent at the earliest possible moment. This resulted in 

luxurious buildings, luxurious offices and accentuated growth for the 

purpose of reaching a goal of $2 billion within the 5 year period. 

At a point in time when the management became aware of the fact that 

their net worth was declining to unmanageable proportions, their 

object seemed to be (principally due to the urging of regulatory 

authorities) to again rebuild and maintain capital. Conservation of 

capital was sought by many means, primarily by refusing to sell 

any asset which would cause a writedown on their books, therefore 

decreasing the net worth which in turn caused them to make many very 

poor decisions but did allow them to have a slower rate of capital 

depletion than would have been possible under proper writedown 

procedures. 

In addition, they maintained an attitude that the only way to 

overcome the deficiency of capital was to grow at an accelerated 

rate, using increased savings to enter into more deals, to generate 

more loans at higher rates and higher points to again in turn 

increase capital. The latest method was to create net worth for the 

Association by issuing preferred stock from the holding comp~ny. The 

stock was then traded along with cash from the Association t~~ 
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various properties with the supposed value of approximately $50 

million. These properties were then contributed to capital of the 

Association, resulting in a temporary increase in net ~:orth, until 

such time as the assets were written down to their lesser evaluation 

by the auditors. 

In looking at other failed associations, many .cf the same 

characteristics emerge: inexperience of management, ego for quick 

growth, ease of brokered funds, inexperience in taking advantage. "of 

a so-called deregulation." The inexperience, improper or directed 

appraisals, acquiring assets without proper evaluation and immature 

jUdgment of management, a force-feeding of management·s ego through 

the acquisition of opulent offices, planes, cars and expense 

accounts to the detriment of the Association •••• All of this, paired 

with the inability to face the situation as it existed, was the major 

cause of failure. There were no controls on loans, no policies and 

procedures, and no internal a1::iit staff. Literally, there were no 

good management controls at any level. Instead of attempting to 

remedy the problems which Wilre so apparent, they spent all of their 

efforts in proposing intricate schemes which, if successful, would 

appear to aid in maintaining the equity at a proper level. 
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suggestions for solutions 

1. A great deal more scrutiny and investigation of controlling 

persons before granting charters. 

2. Hire additional examiners trained to spot at an early date the 

trends now so apparent in failed associations. 

3. continue to seek legislation to grant governing authorities the 

powers to step in and regulate associations before excessive losses 

are realized. 

In our opinion, had the laws been clarified to where Butterfield 

could have been taken over two years before the takeover date, many 

millions of dollars would have been saved. It wau very apparent by 

reading the examination reports in what direction the Association was 

heading at that time. We also feel. it very important that when an 

association is in its formative years, even more supervision and 

attention should be given to their business plan and their adherence 

thereto. 

There should continue to be a preponderance of outside directors in 

the various associations and their education, as is the policy of the 

present Board, should be continued. The thrift business is one in 

which each part is important to the whole. We would therefore like 

to suggest that wherever practical, a new association be assigned a 
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mentor of a well-run institution to act as an advisor under certain 

circumstances. This could also be patterned somewhat after the 

banking institutions for smaller local banks have correspondent banks 

on which they can rely as a means of credit as well as advice. 

We also feel, if feasible, that it could become the obligation of an 

association's peers to report to a peer committee violations they 

have observed in the various associations. 

It is our belief that a majority of associations in the Southern 

California area were well aware of the problems being created by 

those associations which are now in default. We also would observe 

that associations should be rewarded for outstanding performance and 

those which disregard prudent operating policies should be closely 

watched. We feel that the possibility of future management contracts 

should be considered for a longer term basis, at least until the 

association's problem loans have been liquidated and the association 

is stabilized and in a profitable position. 

We would like to commeut that we are in accord with the PUblished and 

well-known objectives of the present administration to return the 

savings and loan business to be America's primary lender of 

~ingle-family residences and to its former reputation of integrity 

and service to its commun ty. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

10 

11 FREMONT INDEMNITY COMPANY, ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

12 Plaintiff, 

13 v. 

14 FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ) 
INSURANCE CORPORATION, AS ) 

15 RECEIVER FOR SAN MARINO ) 
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION1 ) 

16 FIRST HOME SAVINGS ) 
ASSOCIATION 1 SANTA BARBARA ) 

17 SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION; ) 
JOHN J. BRENNAN 1 BRUCE STANTON1) 

16 and DOES 1 through 200, ) 

19 

20 

Defendants. 
) 
) 

-------------------------) 

Case No. 

FREMONT INDEMNITY COMPANY'S 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY 
RELIEF 

21 
Plaintiff Fremont Indemnity Company ("Fremont") 

22 alleges against defendants, and each of them: 

23 

24 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

1. This Court has jurisdiction of this action 

25 pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 1730(k) (1) (B) and 28 U.S.C. § 2201. 

26 
2. Venue is proper in the Central District of 

27 California pursuant to 28 U. S • C. § 1391. 

26 
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l,tes. These participations 

,ill10n dollars as follows, 

ooo.titot.o • t ,"1 Of~ 

r 

PARTICIPANT STATE 

American savings CA 

Santa Barbara Savings CA 

Colony First Fed. 

savings PA 

First City Fed. Savings FL 

Midwest Federal Savins NO 

Umpaua Savings OR 

Milford Fed. Sav5nas MA 

First Horne Savings PA 

NET INTEREST SOLD 

(in millions) 

$111.1 

12.8 

10.0 

4.8 

4.5 

4.4 

2.0 

L8 

Tota~r:-_____ S_l_5_1_'4_:t_ 

70. Upon information and belief, plaintiff alleges that the 

pattern of racketeering activity involving defendants, and'each 

or them, is shown by five (5) projects known as "The Bowen 

Projects· involving similar condominium conversions, where the 

same tactics were used by another developer and the projects wer~ 

finanaced by San Marino and Domingues/ Bona, Bona-Domingues or an 

entity owned or controlled by them to purchase said condominiums. 

71. In addition, plaintiff avers on information and belief 
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Mitsubishi Unit's 
Ex-Aide Charged 
With Embezzling 
Ifl/u \\'11.11 StlU', J JUI "...,'" .\(11 If Ilq)f,rl'" 

I.O~ AN(;EI.~:S - Tltl' U'S AII!:I'!t'S 
('Ullllly llt~lfll't ;II!IlTlII'Y'~ uffin' l'harl:l't! a 
fllrrnl'r I'Xl'l'lIm'" ul :'11t,ulnshi Hank III 
C;dlluTllIa Wllh "llIb"lillllJ: ilIOn' lhan ~H 
Imlhull frolll the hank ami Jl~ "an'nt, Tu· 
kYIl:hasl't! MIt~uh"hl /lank Lltl. 

In M'\','n C!'Iom' t·II.lrJ:t'~ Cllt'tf III Lus Au' 
gl'It'S Muninpal (·uur!. IlirutslIJ:o /111111110. 

~l \'t',I~ lilt!. a fumll'l MIlSllhishi uf (';111· 
fur ilia !\t'Jltor \"W,· l'n'~ldl·lIf. W~IS :t('n~~('d 
of l'ft':ttUlJ.! mon' tll,lIl 1J~, tr.HllhItl'nt lo.ws 
alld IIl;1lI n'lw",;d~ lolalllll: !~ll, l:ulhnll In 
(ullce;!1 t'lIIb1'Ult'llu'lIIs of SH.~ IIlllllOll. 
'~h,' l'tlll1 1'1:,\ II I all"J:"s th,'l :'Ir .. \ItWIIII 
'js,~1 1111'S,' hUll" 10 I!IVl'sl1ll th,' sttwk lI1ar 

lk"1 ;Ifld loay off hl~ IH'r""n.d J::lInhllnJ! 
. tI,'UIS. 

IlISlrict Attorney Ira Heiner salt! Mltsu, 
blshl's din'ct loss was about S8 million at 
the tlml' thp allegro rrnbl'zzltment scheml' 
was discovrn'll In OClllber 19H1. He said 
the bank lalt'r recoveret! about S3 million 
from Mizuno. 

Mitsublshl Bank Ltd., however, salt! III 
a stall'rnrnt that its losses were only Sl30,' 
000. II said the alllount was t!Clermlned af' 
ter a n'vil'w by a panel of outside experts, 
whlrh was audited by the accountIng firm 
of Ernst & Whlnney. 

Mr. Hemer s~id that Mr, Mizuno began 
('mlx'zzHng funds from thl.' bank In Septelll' 
bI-r 191iO. and that after his actions were 
t!lscoV/'n'll the bank ordrrl'd the l'xecutive 
to H'lum 10 Japan. when' hI' was flrtotJ. 
ih(' thstrlct altornl'Y said ('xtradition pro' 
('l'Plllngs at:alllsl Mr. Mizuno, who Is stili In 
Japan. hav(' bel'n Iniliall'd. 

If l'un\'lctt'd, Mr. MIZUno fact'S a m;L~I' 
ilium uf ~IX y,'ar5 in prison aOll (jill'S total· 
I:I!: $10.000 ' 

Arrurdlll!: 10 thl' dlstrll't at:<lrm'y, Mr. 
Mlluno l'IIIb1'zzll't! Ihl' HI.9 mllIJoli by 
lIIakllll: loans to fictitious propll' or. In 
~'lIlll' ~as,-s. aclual cOlllpanws that didl"l 

know of the tr:msactions, HI.' then would 
put together olhrr OI'W bogus loans or loan 
renewals to help him repay the previous 
loans, Mr, Relnl'r chargl'd. Thl' district at· 
torney's olflce said Mr. Mizunu apparently 
Intent!lotJ 10 keel) profits frolll his Invesl' 
ments, and return the slOll'n money befurt' 
the loans were duc. 

The loan lrn'!:ularilll's were dlsrovl.'n'd 
by Mr. Mizuno's SUCCl'ssor In Los An!:,,· 
les after Mr. Mizuno was promotl'll and 
transfl'rnotJ to the pan'nl company's New 
York branch as dl'puty general m:Ulal!er, 
the dislrlct attorney said, He s:lid Mr. JIIi· 
zunu confessro to a company exceutlv!' In 
a statement. 

Mr. ReIner adtlet!that both Mr. Mizuno 
and the MilSublshi l'xl'cullyl.' whu had 
takl'n Mr, Mizuno's statement currently 
arc "out of our n'arh" In Japan. 

Mr. Hl'im'r W;L~ crltkal of l'Ulllp:lnll's 
that fall 10 pursue Il'!:al actlun al:ainSI "III' 
bI-7.1h'rs for f('ar uf curpor;ltl' ,'mbarrass· 
ml'n!. Ill' S:lId Milsublshl bank ufficlals 
had nrl:l'd 111m "in thl' Slrmll:('st pusslblt' 
terms" nOI 10 proSt'cutl' Mr. MizuIIO Ix" 
raus~ tlll'Y wantrd 10 In'at it "as ;\11 IIItt'r· 
11011 lIIattl'r." 

C1l 
C1l 
....... 
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By Daniel Shaw 
Spl,(,I;l!ItI'fhc W;uhil;)(1I.1f1 I'.~t 

"t.,QSAt-{GELES.'Feb. 19-A for
meI; flenior vice president of Mit
su,Qisbi Bank of California today was 
cl};).rged with embezzling $44 m.il
lion and misapplying $1 billion of 
the-bank's money • 

. Hirotsugo Mizuno, 44, allegedly 
'set.up 135 fraudulent loans and loan 
renewals involving $946 million in 
banli. assets between September 
1980 and October 1984 .. 

The criminal complaint filed ill 
munj<;ipal court j charges that 
Mizuno concocted' these loans to' 
cOYer' up embezzlement of $44.9 
million. District Attorney Ira Re
iner said Mizuno, who i~ charged 
with seven felonies, used the moncy 
to invest hi the stock market mid to 
(laY' off gambling debts. 

Mizuno, who had worked for l·t 
years with Mitsubi£hi Bank Ltd. in 
Jnpalt before his transCl'r to I.o~ An
geles in 1979" allegedly used No
mura Securities Ltd., the world's 
largest brokerage hOllse, and Daiwa 
Securities America to invest in 
stocks. 

Rei,lr.r said bank officials dbcov
cred Mizuno's activities after Mit
subi~Jli promoted ntlll tC<\n~(erred 
him 10 New York in October 1981\. 

According to Peiner, Mizuno had 
an $8 million fictitiolls loan to a 
Montana (lOwer company outstand
ing 'at the time of hi~ tmn~fcr. When 
Mizuno'~' rcplacenll'lIt ill l.os An
geles c()~tactcd the p(}wer ~1)llI\l:lny 
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Office Memoram.lum 

Federal Home loan Bank Board 
Eleventh District 

0111.,. ot lho Olroctor at Exnmlnotlon. 

B. J. Davis, Senior Vice President 
Cam: 

and Director of Examinations ~ 
Ken Tokiyama, District Accountant ( 

Examinations f • 

Hike Sage and Company, Inc. 
Accountancy Corporation 
Certified Public Accountants 

October 28, 1986 

In accordance with your request, the purpose or this memorandum is to discuss a possible 
criminal rererral action against Hike Sage and Company, Inc. and Mike Sage. The company 
is located at 1~351 Redhill Avenue, Suite A, Tustin, California 92680. Telephone No. (71'1) 
838-9Q60. 

The company was engaged by Ramona Savings and Loan Association (Ramona) to perform the 
examinatJ.on (audit) of the 1985 financial statements. That audit was performed and a 
repol't, dated March 31~ 1986, was issued by the company. The compa.ny rendered an un
qualified opinion on the financial statements. 

Upon review by }'inandal Accountant John Ashton, it was determined that the report did not 
comply with certain standards of the nlLBB and gene):'ally accepted aceounting principles. 
These were, namely: 

1. Comparative financ.ial statements were not shoto.-n~ 

2. Footnote disclosure on income taxes was incomplete;. 

3. The probable estimated operating loss in 1986 on a real estate project disc,ussed 
in a footnote should have been fully reserved in 1985. 

On JUly 3, 1986, a letter was seni: to the institution's Board of Directors stating that 
the audit report 'Was unacceptable because of the foregoing described omissions and re
quested that a corrected report be filed 'With us. Financial Accountant Ashton also met 
'With Hr. Sage to personally discuss these omissions. A corrected X'epo:t't was never filed_ 

An examination of the institution commenced on June 23, 19S6. D\lt'~ng this examination, it 
was determined that several transactions during 1985 involving the sales of ,·eal estate 
\oIero not prope):'ly accounted for in accordance with generally accepted accounting pPinciples. 
Specifically, dUX'ing 1985, profits totaling approximately $4.0 million from the sales of 
real estate were recogniz.ed by the institution. The terms of these transactions were such 
that p):'ofits could not be "ecognized immediately pursuant to generall.y accepted accounting 
principles. The audited net earnings for 1985 was approximately $4.2 million. A sub
stantial amount Qf this amount was due to the improper recognition of the profits from tlte 
sales of real estate. Although additional discussions were held witlt Hike Sage on these 
issues, he lias unable to provide information to support the institution's recognition of 
these profits in accordance with gen1)rally accepted accounting pt'inciples. Tlte effect of 
this Was that the 1965 audited financial statements fUed with us by the institution were 
misstated and misleading. On August B, 1985, the director of examinations rejected the 
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1985 audit and the related repot't, and arrangelnents were made to have the 1985 financial. 
statements re ... examinp-d by Kenneth Leventhal & Co., Certified Public Accountants. Within 
approximately two weeks of the commencement of this re-examination, the t'SLIC seized the 
institution and established a receivership. 

On August 27, 1986, Mike Sage issued a lettel:' to us l:'equesting that we withdraw and Cease 
from disaeminating the audited and certified financial statements of Ramona. His request 
was based on his determination that several audit adjustments were not booked and as a 
consequence they were 'not roefleeted in the financial statements ~ and that the unhooked 
adjustments could lead to material differences in the statements and all':)w the use:tt or the 
report to come to inco:ttrect conclusions on the financial condition of the institution. 

Our examiners developed information pertaining to payments made to Mike Sage or Mike Sage 
and Company, Inc. dUl:'ing 1986 and 1985 by Ramona and its subsidiaries. A summary of these 
payments is pI'esented belo~. 

Desc:ttiEtion 1986 1985 --~ 
Accounting service $ 25,000 $ 10,000 $ 35,000 

Audit f'.es 96,050 96,050 

Ta)C re"urn pt'eparetion 20,000 5,000 25,000 

Expenses (reimbUJ:>sements) 2,8B1 298 3,179 

TOTALS $143,931* $ 15,298 $159,229'" 

* Excludes $120,000 (2 checks of $45,000 and $75,000 received from former 
Chairman of the Board John MoliJ"laro) which is the subject of a separate 
memorandum by Examinell-!n-Cha:tt6e J. Jones. 

According to our examiners, a contract between the institution and Mike Sage and Company, 
Inc t for accounting, audit and tax services does not exist. 

In all cases., the checks for these services received by Hike Sage and Company, Inc. or 
Mike Sage wel'e cashed at the institution. The institution ' s records indicated that $50 
and $100 bills were usually paid to HI'. Sage. 

Attached to FHLBB Form 366 "Criminal Referral Forrntl is a summary of criminal statutes. 
Those which I believe Mr. Sage could have participated in either alone or together with 
Ramona's management are listed belOW with a discussion on the possible applicability of 
the statutes. 

18 U.S.C. #1006 lfFalse entries and reports or statements including rraterial 
omissions, with intent to injure or defraud an insu!'ed 
institution or deceive a Federal Home Loan Ba.nk examiner; 
receipt of any benefits by an officer, agent or employee of 
the institution from a transaction of 'the institution with 
intent to defl:'aud by the individual." 

It is clear that the 1985 audit report, submitted to us in accordance with the requirements 
of Insurance Regulation 563.17~l(a)(2), was totally erroneoUs as it waS determined not to 
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be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles a1 though the auditor 
attested that the financial statements were. Whether or not the et'roneous aspects of 
the audited financial statements can be construed to represent a material omission with 
intent to injure or defraud an insured institution or deceive a Federal Home Loan Bank 
examiner is a matter of conjecture. It is also a matter of conjecture on whether or not 
the auditor knowingly and with intent prepared the 1985 financial statements enabling 
an officer (and owner) of the institution (Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive 
officer John L. Molinaro) 1:0 justify and receive a $2.0 million cash dividend in 1986. 

18 U.S.C. #11344 IISank frdud - scheme or artifice to defraud a federally insuI'ed 
institution or takt. r.loney, .funds, credit, assets,. security or 
other property by misrepre::entation. 11 

Given the fact that a written a~eement for accounting services, audit services and tax. 
services between the accounting fim and Ramona cannOT be located, questions can be 
raised as to the propI'iety and reasonableness of the amounts paid for such services. A 
formal investigation is necessary to ascertain whe'ther or not the auditor alone or with 
the cooperation of the institution was engaged in a fraud to take what appears to be 
excessive funds for purported services from Ramona. No factual basiS, however, has yet 
been established to determine that the cos" of tltCbc services was excessive. 

31 U.S.C. #5311 nCurrency Transactions/Bank Secrecy Act." 

As described earlier, checks payable to Mike Sage c.r Mike Sage and Company, Inc. werp. 
carhed at the institution. The institutionts records iTIdicated t~~at usually large b~lls 
($50 and $100 bills) were paid to Hr. Sage. Although the checks cashed at anyone time 
were less than $10,000, the frequency and timing of these cash withdrawal transactions 
during the period, January 22 through May- 7, 1986, suggested a possible attempt to avoid 
the completion of Form 4789 IICUI"rency Transaction Report. 1I A formal investigation would 
be helpfUl in this regard. 

As discussed above, it is extremely difficult to state that a crime was cleat'ly committed 
by Hr. Sage alone or even possibly with the assistance of the insti tU1:ion. It is recom
mended that a formal investigation be implemehted to ascertain any criminal acts by 
Hr. Sage vI' Mike Sage and Company, Inc. 

Notwithf'tanding any concrete evidence of crime corrunitted by Mr. Sage, the performance of 
the 1985 audit clearly demonstrated his incompetence and he should be prohibited fI"om eveI" 
practicin~ before the FHLBB. Mr. Sage should be disbarred pursuant: to the provisions of 
Parot 513 of the general regulations of the FHLBB. Also, his incompetence should be 
referred to the California State Board of Accountancy with the I"ecommendation that his 
license be withdrawn. It is my understanding that the attorney general's office for the 
State of California has expressed a similar roecommendation to the Department of Savings 
and Loan. 

In addition, Mr. Sagets check cashing and cash withdrawal activitieo involving large 
bills are highly suspect, especially with respect tc the possibility of improper' 
rocpol'tine:; of income. If it is appropriate, the Intenlal Revenue Service dnd the 
California Franchise Tax Department should be alerted of our zuspicions. 

KT/le 

cc: n. B. Fassett, Vice President 
H. Lee, Acting Field Manager 
J. Jones, Examiner-In-Char~e 

Record ·Copy: Examinations (K. Tokiyama) 
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Office Memorandum 

Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
Eleventh District 

Ollie. 01 tho Dlmctor of Examlnallons 

T. J. Lane, Assistant Director 
Agency FUnctions 

Dale: April 20, 1987 

From: G. M. Sanders, Chief Appraiser ~~ 
Technical Services 

Subject: FBI Investigation of Beverly Rills Savings 

Marc Brown of Tuttle & Taylor referred me to Special Agent, Dan Ray of the FBI, (714) 
550-9229. 

The major comments of Ray's are these: 

(1) Routinely Open Cases 

Whenever a savings and loan or bank fails, the FBI opens a preliminary file. 
A formal investigation may be instituted after the preliminary investigation 
is completed. 

(2) ~everly Rills Case Open 

A file \las opened for Beverly Rills Savings based on newspaper articles. 

(3) Contact with OGC 

Anne Sobol, Trial Attorney, with OCC was contacted. Information was provided 
by the FHLBB, Washington, D.C. staff. Ms. Sobol asked if the FBI desired a 
criminal referral. Ray responded in the affirmative, but the FBI to date has 
not received a criminal referral. 

(4) Focus of Investigation 

Ray's primary focus is the Stout-Newberry apartment loans. These loans 
exceed $400,000,000 and in the typical transaction, 110 association personnel 
ever physically inspected the property. 

(5) Future Investigation 

Ray has reviewed Sanders' testimony before the Dingell Committee. He would 
like to inspect my workpapers and the workpapers of the examiners. 

(6) Other FBI Personnel 

GMS:lre 

Mr. Ray's supervisor is James Annes and their bank failure specialist is 
James Mahoney. Their office is in Santa Ana. 

cc: T. E. O'Brien 
C. A. Deardorff 



IV 
• "SUBCOMMITIEE NOTE: Example of faulty or fraudulent appraisal for major loan from 

Southern Cal ifornia savings and loan association. 

SUMIHRY OF- RIVERSIDE/oRAnGE COUNTY LAND 

On December 7, 1984 t an HAl appraiser valued a SSG-acre hl11s1d'e site in Riverside 
and Orange County at $25,500,000. This property originally sold for $1,500,000 all 

June 21, 1983.. In late 1985, the property sold for $750,000 at. a foreclosure sale, 
and the only bidder Was the lender .. 

The appraiser did not meet generally accepted appraisal standards and does not meet 
Fln.DB Memorandum R 4lb requirements.. A summary of deficiencies includes the fol
lowing: 

1) Improper and Inadequate Analysis of the Sale,; Comparables. 

A11 of the sales camparables were smaller in size and have superior utility, 
terrain and road access characteristics that are suitable for development. 
JUdgmental adjustments were employed .. 

The appraiser states that the subject· 5 hilly topography complicat.es the 
development. Only 57 percent of the land is developable. The appraiser 
assumed development CDsts of $4,000,000 for a la2-acre portion. There 
was no detailed construction coat estimate. There vas no basis for the 
evaluation of the remaining 300 acres that could be developed. "ll1ere was 
no discounting in his final analysis. 

2) Incorrect Statements and Assumptions. 

The appraiser states' that the existi.ng road network can be upgraded to 
allow development of 180 acres.. An inspection of the property by the 
Department of Savings & Loan appraisers disclosed that road access 1s 
limited to a very narrow tunnel under the Riverside Freeway.. A locked 
ga.te bars vehicle access to the property.. Utilities other than elec
tricity arl'! not readily available to the property .. 

3) Incorrect State of OWnership and Legal Description 

The appraisal reports 850 acres while the title reports indicate about 
600 acres. The apprnisal reports a value in fee while a life estate 
affects title. 
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ApPENDIX 4.-LETl'ER AND MATERIAL SUBMITl'ED BY JAMES R~ BUTLER, 
ESQ. 

JEF"F"ER, MANGELS &. BUTLER 
A P"ATNIER$HtP INCL.UDING PAOrl:$SIOHAt. CORPORATIONS 

TI:LI:)l1 ClIi·ea33 

TCl..llCaPICFIl (1113) 1103'00157 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

FOURTH FL.OOR 

1900 AVENUE 0". THE STARS 

Los ANGEL.ES, CAL.If"ORNIA 90067 

(213) 203 .. aoeo 

June 19, 1987 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 

The Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr. 
Chairman, Commerce, Consumer and 

Monetary Affairs Subcommittee 
Committee on Government Operations 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Room B377 Rayburn HOB 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Congressman Barnard: 

IM.N ,.RAHClfJCO o",.Le'£. -

TWI:NTY·roURTH I"'LOO~ 

ONE ItMDARCAb£RO CItH1'£" 

DAN "R"'NCI~OtC"'LlroRNI'" 8"'111 
("I~) 30(l.eoeo 

R£!", 1 "11..£ 1'010. 

R-=-r~"'t:rD 
"Ud 2:1m7 

COMMERCE, COIlSUMER AND 
'l.ONETARY m'AIRS SUBCOMMtmE 

Thank you for the opportunity to correct the egregious 
misinterpretation by William K. Black (in testimony on June 13, 
1987 before YOllr subcommittee) of certain statements ! made in 
1984. Fortunately, Mr. Black's misinterpretation is made with 
respect to my written comments attached to his testimony. ! 
stand upon thoSeC'Oniiiients as written. If anyone reads my docu
ment, he or she will see that Mr. Black has taken my comments out 
of context and distorted the natural meaning of the words to 
create an impression which is exactly opposite from that conveyed 
by the written statement. 

Unfortunately, many readers may see or read Mr. Black's 
erroneous interpretation and never bother to look at the document 
he has mischaracterized. That would be a sad and unEortunate 
event, and extremely damaging to my reputation. 

Mr. Black refers to the use of the word "flip" in my 
materials to imply that my law Eirm and I publicly advocated 
fraudulent transactions by federally-insured savings institu
tions. Nothing could be Eurther from the truth. 

My written materials, which were distributed to an 
audience of approximately 500 people in New York City in early 
1984, refer to a completely different kind of "flip" which is 
well known in the real estate development and real estate syn
dication industries. The "flip" I was referring to inVOlves a 
bona fide transaction, negotiated at arm's length between ~ 
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lated parties. It is simply a quick r~~ale which pxperienced 
people are able to accomplish on rare occasions if I:hey have cash 
readily available to acquire properties under disL: essed cir
cumstances, hold them for a brief period of time and resell the 
property to an unrelated party in an arm's lengt~ transaction. 

My oral presentation in New York City, which these writ
ten materials accompanied, specifically illustrated a "flip" 
transaction in an actual situation in which a public real estate 
limited partnership fund sponsored by Balcor, one of the larg~st 
syndicetors in the United states, had just purchased an apartment 
property from a savings and loan association. The savings and 
loan association had held the property for less than 90 days and 
derived a profit of several million dollars because of its 
ability to purchase the property from a distressed seller and 
h<.>ld it while the Balcor public fund was raising money through 
the sale of securities. such transactions were and are com
pletely legal, appropriate and highly profitable. 

At the time I wrote my Narrative Outline, I had never 
heard the word "flip" used to refer to fraudulent transactions of 
the sort referred to by Mr. Black. I first heard the word "flip" 
used to refer to fraudulent land transactions of the type men
tioned by Mr. Black when I read the House Government Operations 
Committee's report on. the failure of Empire Savings and Loan 
Association of Mesquite, Texas, and discovered to my chagrin that 
Edwin J. Gray, Chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board at 
that time, had similarly misconstrued my comments and attached 
them as an exhibit to his testimony in the committee'S Report. I 
immediately wrote Chairman Gray on May 3, 1984. A copy of the 
letter I sent to Chairman Gray is attached as Exhibit A. It is 
completely self-explanatory. 

Shortly thereafter, one of my partners met with Norman 
Raiden, then General Counsel to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. 
At their meeting in Washington, D.C., Mr. Raiden confirmed that 
our use of the word "flip" was clearly distinguishable from the 
land flip problem referred to in Texas. The interpretation of my 
comments was an unfortunate misunderstanding. 

This understanding was confirmed by letter dated May 20, 
1986 from Harry W. Quillian, Acting General Counsel of the 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board. In this letter, Mr. Quillian 
stated: 
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"I am advised that former General Counsel 
Raiden spoke to a member of your Firm 
some time shortly after receipt of Mr. 
Butler's letter to Chairman Gray dated 
May 3, 1984. Having listened to the 
explanation given that the firm's use of 
the word "flip" was clearly distinguish
able from the land flip problems we had 
encountered in Texas, Mr. Raiden felt the 
matter was closed and no further action 
was necessary." 

If anyone reads my Narrative Outline cited by Mr. Black, 
that person will find an abundance 0" cautionary statements and 
warnings. Each of the following admonitions is taken from the 
Narrative Outline following the academic discussion of statutory 
or regulatory powers and authorities. 

"However technically correct something 
seems by the strict letter of the law, 
test the concept to see if it seems pru
dent and sound for a financial institu
tion using public funds and FSLIC insur
ance." (Page 14) 

"How will this activity look when scruti
nized by the press? If it wouldn't look 
good on the front page of the newspapers, 
don't do itt How will it look when scru
tinized by the regulators? Are there any 
related-party problems? Is there even 
the appearance of impropriety?" [Empha
sis in original text.) (page 14) 

"Remember that in the S&L context, 
investments in conventional mortgages, 
equity participating mortgages, real 
estate development or syndication pro
jects, mortgage pools or other lawful 
investments are made with Federally 
insured money raised from the public 
• • • • while investments described above 
are clearly lawful and appropriate, a 
'captive' S&L cannot be used as an 'alter 
ego' for making 'sweetheart loans' to 
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friends and relatives, nor purchasing 
'white elephant' projects from related 
parties. The savings and loan associa
tion and its affiliated businesses must 
be run in accordance with prudent busi
ness s tando rds. " ( Emphasis added. 1 
(Page 14) 

"Given the many opportunities offered by 
an S&L, should everyone form a savings 
and loan association? Emphatically, the 
answer is "NO!" (page 13) 

S&Ls are subject to extensive regulation 
by Federal and state agencies. Many 
successful business people simply lack 
the patience needed to tolerate a highly 
regulated environment. Moreover, regula
tors can react sharply if they believe 
their regulations have been intentionally 
violated. Although financial institu
tions are generally going through a rapid 
deregulation, the threat of re-regulation 
is constantly present, especially if the 
regulators perceive abuses." (Page 13) 

My oral presentation was laced with even more warnings 
to the audience emphasizing the need of anyone entering the S&L 
industry to meet the highest standards of professional and ethi
cal conduct. 

It is regrettable that a person of Mr. Black's position, 
knowledge and experience would perpetuate a misunderstanding that 
should have been cleared up long ago. 

I understood how Chairman Gray, under the pressure of 
Congressional inquiry focused on the failure of &~pire of 
Mesquite, Texas, and lacking legal training or the time to read 
my remarks carefully, could take a phrase out of context and 
misunderstand its intention. That misunderstanding should have 
been put to rest at least three years ago, and again, in 1986, by 
Mr. Quillian's letter. 

It is difficult for me to understand how, three years 
later, Mr. Black could perpetuate and repeat the misunderstand-
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ing. A person of his position must be accurate and cautious in 
making damaging statements about lawyers and law firms who are 
committed to the highest standards of conduct in serving the 
industry. Indeed, no client of our firm has ever incurred 
regulatory disfavor in connection with transactions or activities 
about which we had been consulted. 

Thank you again for the oppurtunity ?t correcting this 
injustice. 

JRB/wpc 
JRB256 
Enclosure 

cc: Mr. Peter S. Barash, wiatt. 
William K. Black, Esq., wiatt. 
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JEF"F"ER. MANGELS & BUTLER 
" P""TNCflllGHI,. tMCLUDINO II'lIf(Jl"ltaS1D"""1,. CCR .. O' .... TIg"'. 

ATTOnNE.YS AT '-AW 

F"OUATH F"~OOR 

1900 AVENUE OF' THE STA .. S 

Los ANGEt..e:S. CA~If"ORNIA 90067 

(2.13) 2.03·9090 

May 3, 1984 

Mr. Edwin J. Gray 
Chairman 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
:),700 "G" Street Northwest 
Washington, D.C. 20552 

Dear Chairman Gray: 

We have read your statement presented on April 25, 
1984 before the Commerce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs 
Sub-Committee of the committee on Government Operations of 
the House, in which, at page 23, you make reference to a 
"law firm's promotional material to potential S&L charter 
applications" and to the Narrative Outline which is attached 
to your testimony. That Narrative Outline was prepared by 
me on behalf of this law firm sp0cifically for presentation 
to real estate syndicators at the Annual Laventhol &: Horwath 
Real Estate Syndication Seminar. 

we believe it is very important that representa
tives of this firm meet with you as promptly as possible. 

We have concluded that there was a misinterpreta
tion of the word "flips" used on page 4 of roy Narrative 
Outline. On May 1, 1984, we first learned that the Federal 
Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) considers "land flips" to be 
something similar to the following: 

"A 'Ian .... llip' is a type of transaction where 
a tract of land is sold several times in a 
short period to create an artificially high 
market value for the particular tract. 
Typically. the last purchaser obtains a loan 
by submitt1ng inflated or fictitious financial 
statements and loan appraisals based upon the 
last 'land flip' sale price. The loan amount 
generally includes the final inflated sale 

Exhibit A 
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price, development costs, loan fees, closing 
costs and interest." 

The word "flips" as used on page 4 of the Narrative 
Outline refers to a wholly different type of transaction 
which is common in the real estate development and syndica
tion areas. 

In the real estate industry, a "flip" is a 
purchase of real estate below fair market 
value due to the seller's distressed cir
cumstances or other unusual. economic factors 
which enable a purchaser to purchase and 
resell the property within a short period of 
time at a sUbstantial profit (representing the 
difference between a distressed purchase price 
and true fair market value). The typical buyer 
in this transaction is a l.arge public syndi
cator, which is sophisticated and qualified to 
evaluate the property and negotiate a price 
which will provide competitive economic 
returns to investors. 

In the definition of "flips" used in the real 
estate industry, the purchaser obtains a 
responsible appraisal, based upon fair market 
value. The term as used in our experience is 
limited to transactions involving 'existing 
buildings, shopping centers, and other 
improved properties, because of SEC and state 
securities laws applicable to such public 
syndicators. 

As distinguished from the Federal Home Loan 
Bank Board's definition of a "land flip", 
there are no artificial markups of price 
through multiple purchases and sales. 
Responsible appraisal are regularly obtained 
in compliance with applicable securities laws. 

As you will note, the FHLEB's concept of a "land 
flip" is quite different from the real estate industry's 
concept of a "flip". 
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In the context of our representation of numerous 
clients. including applicants for savings and loan charters 
and FSLIC insurance of accounts. as well as existing 
associations, we believe it is very important to clarify 
this matter as promptly as possible. We do not believ~ that 
you or the FRLBB would want any misunderstandings as a 
con~equence of the quite different meanings of the above
described concepts, misunderstandings wllicn could operate to 
our professional detriment. 

I believe that we both share the same concern for 
the continued integrity and profitability of the thrift 
industry; and, I would hope that this could be amply 
demonstrated at our meeting. 

We would appreciate it if a representative of your 
office or the Office of the General Counsel would call us 
about an appropriate time for such a meeting. 

Sincerely, 

JAMES R. BUTLER. JR. 

JRB:wpc 

cc: Norman Raiden, Esq. 
Rosemary Steidle 



ApPENDIX 5.-FEBRUARY 24, 1987, MEMORANDUM FROM ATTORNEY 
GENERAL MEESE To ALL U.S. ATTORNEYS; SUBJECT: BANK FRAUD 
PROSECUTIONS 

ME..'10R.'\NDUM 

(@ffup nf tlp~ _i.\Jinntl'1! ®l'l1l'rnl 
mn.sljing1lm, E. (!l. zn53D 

February 24, 1987 

TO: All United States Attorneys 

FROH: 

SUBJECT: 

EDWIN HEESE III a_-1 
Attorney General /~ 

Bank Fraud Prosecutions 

In October I met with senior officials from the bank 
supervisory agencies to review the government I s bank fraud 
prevention and enforcement efforts. I also attended the Chicago 
meeting of the Economic Crime Council, where we examined the 
extent and impact of bank fraud cases nationwide. 

It was clear from both meetings that we have made 
considerable progress in the past several years in addressing the 
bank fraud problem. At the same time it was evident that 
financial institutions remain vulnerable to enormous losses 
brought about by insider fraud and misconduct. The FBI's loss 
figure for completed bank fraud investigations for the first half 
of 1986 is 5894 million--a figure already exceeding the total for 
all of 1985. Horeover, the sheer number of bank fraud cases 
receiving the FBI's highest priority classification (losses 
exceeding $100,000) shows the problem is widespread and growing. 
In September 1985, the FBI had approximately 2,500 pending bank 
fraud cases involvillg losses of SlOO,OOO or more. As of June 
1986, this number haa jumped to approximately 3,000 such cases. 

I am convinced that our bank fraud enforcement effort 
must be intensified. To address the problem, the Department and 
the FBI are initiating a plan of action. In the next 60 days, 
the FBI will determine, on a district by district basis, how many 
of its 3,000 open cases involving losses exceeding $100,000 are 
awaiting prosecutive decision or action. I am asking each of you 
to do the following: 

(1) During the next 60 days, prepare your own inventory 
of S100,OOO plus bank fraud cases pending prosecutive decision or 
action. 

Exhibit c 
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(2) After completing. this inventorv, contact the FBI's 
Special Agent in Charge (SAC) and assess the progress of the 
major bank fraud cases in the district. As part of this 
asseSSlnent, determine ",i.th the SAC which open cases can be 
accelerated for prosecution or prosecutive determination~ 

(3) Commit your office to make prompt prosecutivp 
determinations in those cases ~eady for prosecutive decision. 

(4) Assign the needed personnel to complete the 
investigation of open cases with the goal of indic"tment or 
declination within nine months. The SAC is also being requested 
to make personnel assignments to prioritize these cases. 

r realize that, with the ever increasing work load 
imposed on manY understaffed United states Attornevs' Offices, 
Some of you, as well as certain FBI field offices, may lack 
resources b;, move each of your major bank fraud cases to 
indictment or declination in the next nine months. If this 
situation exists in your district, please contact James J .. 
Graham, Acting Chief of the Criminal Division'S Fraud Section 
(FTS 786-4381). The SAC is being asked to advise FBI 
Headauarters. The FBI and the Criminal Division are committed to 
support this enhanced effort with additional investigative and 
prosecutive resources where needed. 

The bank fraud problem continues to be a major concern 
to the Department. The plan of action I have outlined is 
designed to clear any logjams that may have developed and to 
enable the Department to evaluate and compare those cases in need 
of special attention and resources. 

o 
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